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 1 
 2  (The following is a true, correct transcript.
 3  It is not certified and not meant for filing with
 4  the court.  It is meant to assist attorneys in
 5   preparation only.)
 6                    *****
 7       MR. McDOWELL: We will call to order this
 8  special hall meeting of the Town of Waynesville
 9  Planning Board.
10       Thank you for being here this evening.
11  Once we can get started we will do the public
12  hearing on the Major Site Plan.
13       This will be a quasi judicial proceeding.
14  And I will explain those procedures shortly.
15       Before we begin, Elizabeth, are there any
16  changes to the agenda?
17       MS. TEAGUE: No, sir; there are not.
18       However, we have a sound system that
19  doesn't appear to be on quite yet.  So let's
20  make sure that it is.
21       MR. McDOWELL: Do we need a moment?
22       MS. TEAGUE: Yes.
23       (Whereupon, at which time there was an off
24       the record discussion.)
25       MR. McDOWELL: Before we begin, this is
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 1  Danny Wingate's last meeting with us after
 2  serving several terms on the Planning Board.
 3       I want to personally thank him for his
 4  leadership.  He has been the vice chairman of
 5  the committee and has handled several meetings
 6  quite well when I have been out of town.  And I
 7  greatly appreciate Danny and his efforts.
 8       So Danny, thank you very much for your
 9  service.
10       Is that any better out there?  Can you all
11  hear a little bit better?
12       All right.  We will begin then.
13       As I said, this is a quasi-judicial
14  hearing.  It is a public hearing for the
15  Planning Board to consider a Major Site Plan.
16       This process is to satisfy the Town's
17  ordinances.  You are advised that the hearing
18  on this matter will be quasi-judicial in
19  nature.  Accordingly we can only entertain
20  testimony or other evidence which it material
21  and relevant to the case at hand.
22       The Town and the applicant are determined
23  to be parties with standing in this matter.
24  Other persons are entitled to give testimony.
25  However, if you wish and desire to examine any
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 1  witnesses or present arguments you first must
 2  be determined to have standing in this case.
 3       This means that you have a substantial
 4  interest in the outcome of the case which is
 5  different in kind from that of the general
 6  public.
 7       If there is anyone who wishes to be
 8  determined to have standing please advise us at
 9  this time so that we may examine you and make
10  that determination.
11       If you will come forward.
12       Give your name.
13       Planning Board members, Mr. Sneed will
14  assist us in this.
15       Ron, do you have anything you want to add
16  to that description before we begin this?
17       MR. SNEED: I can't think of anything.  It
18  is an accurate description.  Standing
19  (indiscernible.)
20       MR. McDOWELL: Ron, do you need your
21  microphone up a little bit more.
22       (Whereupon, at which time there was an
23       interruption in the proceedings.)
24       MR. McDOWELL: Ron, if you can check your
25  microphone.  Because our Board members are
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 1  having a hard time hearing you, as well.
 2       MR. SNEED: It sounds live.
 3       Can you hear me now?
 4       MR. McDOWELL: No, sir.
 5       MR. SNEED: No?
 6       UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Get closer to
 7  the mike.
 8       MR. SNEED: I'm about ready to swallow it.
 9       Can you hear me now?
10       MS. PREVOST ROGERS: I don't think it
11  works.
12       MR. SNEED: It has to show that they are
13  effected in some way different from the general
14  public.
15       And that is typically they are a property
16  owner, not essentially, but one of the ways of
17  course is to have an expert show that their
18  property values will be adversely effected by
19  this project.
20       Or there are other things that they can
21  put on evidence to show an adverse effect
22  different from the community at large.
23       But Mr. Justus knows that.  It is not
24  meant to instruct.
25       MR. JUSTUS: Well, Mr. Chairman, my name
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 1  is Craig Justus.  And I'm here on behalf of the
 2  Plott Family who have the ownership of various
 3  parcels adjoining the subject location.
 4       I am here also on behalf of Thom Morgan
 5  and Stone Haven Estates who is also an
 6  adjoining property owner.
 7       I don't necessarily agree that out of the
 8  gate in terms of hearing testimony that you are
 9  only confined to those who show standing.
10       I'm looking at your ordinance.  And your
11  ordinance says in section 15.8.2 --
12       Let me get my glasses.
13       --  that the applicant and other property
14  owners likely to be materially effected by the
15  application shall be given an opportunity to be
16  heard.
17       So the ordinance doesn't say all the
18  various things Ron said.  I understand that if
19  there was an appeal on a decision that the
20  courts of our state may require us to show good
21  standing.
22       But in order to just give you information
23  your ordinance spells out it is property owners
24  likely to be materially effected by the
25  application.
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 1       MR. SNEED: And I don't think you said
 2  anything different from what I said or what the
 3  Chair has said.  So people who would be allowed
 4  to speak or those who participate as parties
 5  can examine and present other witnesses would
 6  have to show standing.
 7       Is that a better way?
 8       MR. JUSTUS: Well, we believe we will be
 9  able to show what your ordinance says really
10  out of the gate.
11       Again to give testimony, I don't think we
12  need to break the threshold, quote, unquote,
13  legal standing.
14       But in any event, I have this nice lady
15  here who is prepared to give a statement and
16  through that statement hopefully you will
17  understand how she is effected.
18       We do have another witness who is a
19  property appraiser who is going to speak.
20       But again it seems a little bit cart
21  before the horse since we haven't even heard
22  from the applicant.
23       MR. McDOWELL: This is to determine who
24  will be able to cross examine witnesses.
25       We will have a public section also after
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 1  this for comments from the public from people
 2  who want to speak.
 3       This is to determine if anyone wishes to
 4  cross examine and participate.
 5       I appreciate your discussion on that
 6  threshold to present the evidence that you
 7  wish.  We will determine whether we believe you
 8  have standing and then you can move.
 9       MR. JUSTUS: It may become mute.
10       MR. McDOWELL: Exactly.
11       MS. PLOTT EDWARDS: Good afternoon,
12  everyone.
13       Can you hear me?
14       MR. McDOWELL: Yes.
15       MS. PLOTT EDWARDS: Thank you for the
16  opportunity to be here.
17       My name is Patricia Plott Edwards and I am
18  the daughter of Ruth Plott and her
19  attorney-in-fact along my brother Billy Plott.
20       My mother currently owns three parcels
21  that adjoin the Triangle developer's property
22  proposed for the 200 apartment units.
23       Our parcels are 2.99, 19.04, and 25.88
24  acres, total number 47 acres.
25       I have -- I have attached to my written
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 1  statement a map depicting the Plott Family
 2  property including property that I personally
 3  own, all of which adjoin or are in close
 4  proximity to the proposed apartment complex.
 5       Having been a resident of this
 6  neighborhood for over 50 years, I am very
 7  familiar with its growth patterns and the
 8  character of the existing neighborhood
 9  community along Plott Creek and Plott Creek
10  Road.  I am also very familiar with the best
11  use of the Plott Creek property.  Both the
12  existing neighborhood character and the Plott
13  Family property are predominantly linked to
14  single family residential use and farming.
15       MR. McDOWELL: I don't want to -- You are
16  trying to --
17       I think we are just trying to determine
18  standing at this point.
19       And Ron, do you believe that --
20       MR. SNEED: Yes.  She doesn't need to put
21  on her whole case.
22       MR. McDOWELL: Right.
23       MR. SNEED: If she has shown that she is a
24  nearby property owner, if she can tell this
25  Board how she is adversely effected different
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 1  from the rest of the community this Board will
 2  have something to work with.
 3       MR. McDOWELL: Right.
 4       MR. JUSTUS: She is getting to that in
 5  this next paragraph.
 6       And again with all due respect --
 7       MR. McDOWELL: That was my decision on
 8  that.  And you can address me on that.
 9       Thank you very much.  And we will be happy
10  to proceed.
11       MR. JUSTUS: Mr. Chairman, I apologize.
12       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
13       MR. JUSTUS: I don't intend to be rude.
14       If you will let her finish she will --
15       MR. McDOWELL: I'm just trying to save --
16  In case she wanted to speak at another time for
17  the whole family unless she is doing her whole
18  presentation.
19       MS. PLOTT EDWARDS: No.  I have three
20  paragraphs.
21       Is it okay if I finish?
22       MR. McDOWELL: Absolutely.
23       MS. PLOTT EDWARDS: Thank you.
24       Where did I stop?
25       As a representative of the Plott family
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 1  and with considerable knowledge of the
 2  properties along Plott Creek Road, I believe
 3  that the apartment complex will have a
 4  substantial negative impact on the property
 5  values of our family's land as shown on the
 6  attached drawing.
 7       The apartment complex will substantially
 8  impede the use and enjoyment of our property
 9  for single family and farming use.  Plott
10  Creek, named after my family, is a cherished
11  treasure in the community and development along
12  its banks of such a dense apartment complex as
13  proposed should not be allowed.
14       I, along with my brother, and Thom Morgan
15  have filed a complaint against the Town and the
16  developer for what we believe to be an illegal
17  zoning action to change the single-family
18  nature of our neighborhood to one supporting
19  apartment development.
20       We believe that it is plain that the Town
21  ignored its responsibilities to preserve the
22  integrity of the history of Plott Creek Valley
23  for single family and farming uses.
24       We believe that the Site Plan before this
25  body does nothing more than accelerate the
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 1  decline of the character of Plott Creek Valley,
 2  especially the unique qualities of Thom
 3  Morgan's cattle farm and my families' lands.
 4  Once apartments get a foothold here then our
 5  properties will be permanently damaged.
 6       My family has been approached to allow
 7  utility access for the apartment complex which
 8  we declined due to our objections to the
 9  development.  We are not aware of how the
10  developer intends to extend public water and
11  sewer to the site without crossing our lands,
12  which we oppose.
13       Thank you.
14       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
15       MR. JUSTUS: Mr. Chairman, we will hand
16  out this map so you can see for yourself the
17  properties that are at issue.
18       We also have a report from an appraiser.
19       MR. McDOWELL: All right.
20       Ron?
21       MR. SNEED: This is a typical way of
22  showing standing.
23       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you very much.
24       We register you for standing for the
25  ability to cross examine witnesses and present
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 1  evidence.
 2       MR. JUSTUS: Thank you.
 3       MR. McDOWELL: Is there anyone else who
 4  wishes to come forward to have standing?
 5       Additionally we will have an opportunity
 6  to allow for public comment in addition to
 7  this.
 8       We will want anyone -- There are several
 9  people who have signed up to give public
10  comment.
11       We will want everyone who is a member in
12  standing and anyone wishing to give public
13  comment that is registered, come forward and be
14  sworn in.
15       Just to be sure again, I see the applicant
16  and the Town here.  There were a couple of
17  other people who registered.  I want to be sure
18  that we have them here if they are wanting to
19  give public testimony.
20       Sandra Black?
21       MS. BLACK: Take me off.
22       MR. McDOWELL: Patty Edwards?
23       MS. PLOTT EDWARDS: I just spoke.
24       MR. McDOWELL: If you will come forward.
25       Is your attorney going to represent you?
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 1       I am speaking to you both.
 2       You are a member in standing is what you
 3  have established so you will need to come
 4  forward to be sworn in also.
 5       Mr. Justus, you are representing?
 6       MR. JUSTUS: I am just out of abundance of
 7  caution.
 8       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.  I appreciate
 9  that.
10       And Mr. Palmer?
11       MR. PALMER: I am here.
12       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
13       MR. CANNON: Mr. Chairman?
14       MR. McDOWELL: Yes?
15       MR. CANNON: The court reporter has a
16  Bible across the room here.
17       COURT REPORTER: If I can get it.
18       MR. McDOWELL: Absolutely.  Thank you.
19       If you will put your hand on the Bible.
20  Raise your right hand.  And if you can't reach
21  the Bible just touch somebody who can.
22       Thank you.
23       Do you swear or affirm that the testimony
24  you are about to give is the truth, the whole
25  truth, and nothing but the truth?
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 1       If so please say I do.
 2                Group:  I do.
 3       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you very much.
 4       You may be seated.
 5       The procedure for this hearing.
 6       The Planning Board must do two things.
 7  The first one is to determine findings of fact
 8  for each of the criteria.
 9       The second is the Board must determine if
10  it should approve the conditions or deny the
11  application.  The Board can also continue a
12  hearing if that they feel they need more
13  information from the applicant.  They must take
14  action within 32 days of this hearing.
15       In quasi-judicial proceedings, the Board
16  must act much like a court to apply the land
17  standards and ordinances to a specific case.
18       Therefore, this hearing will proceed as
19  follows.  The chairman must open up the
20  hearing.  Staff will present evidence.  The
21  applicant will present evidence.
22       Board members will be allowed to ask
23  questions of those presenting.
24       Parties of standing will be allowed to ask
25  questions of those presenting.  Parties of
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 1  standing will be allowed to call witnesses.
 2  Parties of standing will be allowed to cross
 3  examine any witnesses.
 4       The public will be allowed to speak.
 5  Those who registered or other members of
 6  parties with standing will be allowed to ask
 7  questions of the speakers.  Parties of standing
 8  will be allowed the opportunity to make closing
 9  arguments.
10       And then I will ask for a motion to close
11  the public hearing for Board deliberation.
12       And beginning with that, I assume we would
13  like to have a motion to --
14       MR. SNEED: Open the public hearing.
15       MR. McDOWELL: -- open the public hearing.
16       MR. HERMANN: Motion.
17       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
18       All in favor?
19       MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Aye.
20       MR. HERMANN: Aye.
21       MR. SHAH: Aye.
22       MS. HAIN: Aye.
23       MR. WINGATE: Aye.
24       MR. SUTTON: Aye.
25       MR. ROGERS: Aye.
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 1       MR. DYKES: Aye.
 2       MR. McDOWELL: It is incumbent upon this
 3  Board to preserve an accurate record of what
 4  transpires here.  Therefore, we ask you to
 5  observe some rules of conduct.
 6       First, do not speak unless you have been
 7  recognized by me and are standing at the
 8  podium.
 9       Secondly, please turn off your cell phones
10  and refrain from side conversations or
11  distraction from anyone in the audience.
12       Thirdly, when you arrive at the podium
13  please state your name and address for the
14  record.
15       After the hearing this Board will find the
16  facts and apply the evidence to determine their
17  decision.
18       In making its ruling this Board shall
19  consider all of the evidence and have all the
20  powers to administer them.
21       After a decision is reached the decision
22  will be put in writing and will be filed with
23  the minutes of the Board with the Town.  And
24  either party may appeal the decision to the
25  Town Board of Alderman within 30 days after
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 1  being served --
 2       Actually, is that correct on this one?  Is
 3  it appealed to the Town Board or this one is
 4  appealed to --
 5       MR. SNEED: It is the Superior Court.
 6       MR. McDOWELL: Superior Court.  Thank you.
 7  I thought it was.
 8       This is a Major Site Plan.  There are five
 9  criteria for this Board that we will go over.
10  And the Board members we will need to make
11  application to make sure these are done.
12       There are five criteria, that the plan is
13  consistent with the adopted plans and policies
14  of the Town.  That it complies with all
15  applicable requirements of the ordinance, that
16  there exist adequate infrastructure,
17  transportation and utilities to support then
18  plan as proposed, that the plan conforms to the
19  character of the neighborhood considering
20  location, type and heighth of buildings or
21  structure and type and extent of the
22  landscaping on the site, and that the
23  application will not substantially injure the
24  value of adjoining or abutting property and
25  will not be detrimental to the use or
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 1  development of adjacent properties or other
 2  neighborhood uses.
 3       Any questions?
 4       Thank you.
 5       Elizabeth, would you like to come forward
 6  and present for the Town?
 7       MS. TEAGUE: Sure.
 8       Thank you, Mr. Mayor.
 9       Can everybody hear me?
10       MR. McDOWELL: I appreciate the promotion,
11  but it is just chairman.
12       MS. TEAGUE: Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Chair.
13       Welcome everyone to the historic Haywood
14  County Courthouse.
15       The Town chose to do this here to
16  accommodate more people because at the last
17  meeting not everyone could get into the room.
18  And we were concerned and we wanted everyone to
19  be able to have a seat.
20       This is our first quasi-judicial hearing
21  that I have been involved in here.  And so we
22  apologize for some of the delays in the
23  beginning.
24       We are here to do a Major Site Plan review
25  for a multifamily development at Plott Creek.
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 1  There are multiple sections of the ordinance
 2  that would apply.
 3       The applicant is Triangle Real Estate of
 4  Gastonia, Incorporated.
 5       The property in question is known as pin:
 6  8605-42-0093.  The acreage of the site
 7  according to Haywood County land records is
 8  41.15 acres.
 9       The zoning district is the Plott Creek
10  Neighborhood Residential District.  And the
11  existing development is as open land.  And it
12  is within the Town of Waynesville's
13  jurisdiction.
14       So as a background, the subject property
15  is unaddressed and it is located on Plott Creek
16  Road, which is State Road 1173.  And opposite
17  the intersection with Will Hyatt Road which is
18  also State Road 1175.  And it is west of
19  Hazelwood Elementary School.
20       The property is located within the Plott
21  Creek Neighborhood Residential District known
22  as PC-NR.
23       Because this is a multifamily development
24  of greater than eight units, the Land
25  Development Standards require that the Planning
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 1  Board provide "Site Plan Design/Review" for
 2  major development in accordance with section
 3  15.8.2 as part of a quasi-judicial procedure.
 4       I have included for you a quote from the
 5  ordinance which Patrick has read partially.
 6  I'm going to go ahead and read my staff report
 7  verbatim just for the benefit of everyone here.
 8       From the ordinance it says:  Following the
 9  public hearing the commission may approve,
10  deny, or approve with conditions the
11  application of a Major Site Plan.  But no major
12  plan shall be granted unless it complies with
13  the following findings of fact.
14       There are five criteria which Patrick
15  mentioned before.  That the plan is consistent
16  with the adopted plans and policies of the
17  Town.
18       That it complies with all applicable
19  requirements of this ordinance.
20       That there exists adequate infrastructure,
21  transportation and utilities, to support the
22  plan as proposed.
23       That the plan conforms to the character of
24  the neighborhood, considering the location,
25  type and heighth of buildings or structures and
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 1  the type and extent of landscaping on the site.
 2       And that the application will not
 3  substantially injure the value of adjoining or
 4  abutting property, and will not be detrimental
 5  to the use or development of adjacent
 6  properties or other neighborhood uses.
 7       The required application materials for a
 8  Site Plan review are an environmental survey, a
 9  master plan, and building elevations.
10       Construction documents are to be submitted
11  after Planning Board approval.  This will
12  include engineered stormwater plans, utility
13  infrastructure, and architectural plans; all of
14  which will be reviewed for compliance with the
15  Town's land development standards prior to
16  construction.
17       Attached for reference is the following
18  property information.
19       Hopefully Mr. Webb the IT person can help
20  me turn on the overhead.
21       There it goes.  Excuse me.
22       Got it.  Thank you.
23       Here is the parcel report from our county
24  land records.
25       I have also attached the zoning map, the
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 1  floodplain data, area topography at five foot
 2  contours and aerial information indicating
 3  existing tree-lines and stream locations.
 4       I know it is difficult for the public here
 5  to see.  But this is sort of your standard
 6  parcel data information that you can pull off
 7  the Haywood County GIS system.  And the group
 8  that is here actually is the zoning.
 9       There is the data about that.
10       Proposed development consistency.
11       The proposed development is a 200 unit
12  multi-family development on 41.15 acres,
13  consisting of eight multi-family buildings, a
14  clubhouse building with a pool, and three
15  detached, garage buildings.
16       The residential building heights range
17  from 46 to 59 feet above the adjacent grades.
18  And the development will be served by a single
19  point of entry.
20       Let's see.  The future land use map and
21  Town -- Excuse me.  The development will be
22  served by a single point of entry.  The use is
23  consistent with the Neighborhood Residential NR
24  zoning, and the purpose and intent of the PC-NR
25  District.
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 1       And I will read again from our ordinance
 2  section 2.3.3, Neighborhood Residential
 3  Districts and Our Purpose of Intent.
 4       Subparagraph F:  Plott Creek Neighborhood
 5  Residential District.  While it is semi-rural
 6  currently, as the Plott Creek Neighborhood
 7  District develops it should do so in a manner
 8  which compliments its location near the
 9  Hazelwood Town Center, and the Hazelwood
10  Elementary School which is within its
11  boundaries.
12       Infrastructure should be well connected
13  and networked including sidewalks, streets,
14  water/sewer, et cetera, and other
15  infrastructure needs should be addressed such
16  as recreational opportunities as the area
17  develops.
18       Special care should be taken to enhance
19  the natural features of the area, such as
20  mountain slopes and the creek, so that they
21  become an integral part of the community.
22       Connections, roads, trails, et cetera, to
23  other districts, such as Hyatt Creek area and
24  to the large mountain tracts at the end of
25  Plott Creek are also important and must be
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 1  considered as the area develops.
 2       The future land use map in the Town of
 3  Waynesville 2020 Land Development Plan
 4  identifies the Plott Creek NR District as
 5  medium to high density.
 6       This designation meets that Land Use Plan
 7  objective to, quote, limit urban sprawl through
 8  the establishment of a planned growth area for
 9  the Town of Waynesville.  And that is from our
10  Land Use Plan page -- chapter four, that is
11  part three.  And the idea is that growth should
12  be limited to within the Town's Urban Services
13  Boundary.
14       This project also meets the goal to,
15  quote, provide an attractive range of housing
16  opportunities and neighborhoods for all
17  residents of Waynesville.  And to, quote,
18  encourage a variety of housing types for
19  various incomes, age and ethnic groups
20  throughout the planning area promoting housing
21  alternatives in addition to traditional single
22  and multi-family dwelling options.
23       The project will also, quote, provide
24  pedestrian access in conjunction with new
25  developments and connect to the planned
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 1  sidewalk linking Hazelwood Elementary and
 2  downtown Hazelwood which meets the goals of the
 3  2010 Comprehensive Pedestrian plan.
 4       Proposed development compliance.
 5       So I'm going to start in on chapter two
 6  which are the dimensional standards.
 7       The PC-NR District permits a maximum
 8  density of 10 units per acre.  With a total
 9  acreage of 41.15 acres on the site, this
10  standard is met with a density of five units
11  per acre.
12       The total area of the proposed development
13  area, however, is just under half of the site,
14  and the density standard is also met for just
15  the project area at 10 units per acre.
16       The proposed buildings meet all required
17  setbacks from the fronting thoroughfare and
18  from property lines, which is ten foot minimum
19  front, 10 foot minimum side, and six foot
20  minimum rear.
21       The closest building to the Plott Creek
22  roadway is the clubhouse which is located 25
23  feet from the back edge of the proposed
24  sidewalk.
25       The closest multi-family buildings to
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 1  Plott Creek Road are building number one and
 2  building number four, which is 309 feet and 308
 3  feet from the roadway respectively.
 4       The closest multi-family building to a
 5  side boundary is building number five which is
 6  fifteen feet from the side boundary of one
 7  corner.
 8       The other buildings range from 30 to 50
 9  feet from the side boundary lines.
10       Actually there is one that is also less
11  than 30, but greater than 15, probably about
12  20.
13       The proposed residential buildings front
14  along the parking and vehicular use areas.  On
15  these frontages the building heights are two
16  and three stories which meet the dimensional
17  standard for PC-NR which is given as three
18  stories.
19       Along the rear frontages of the buildings,
20  number six and number eight, these however in
21  making up about 50 percent of those building
22  floor space there is a fourth story below grade
23  at the buildings' rear.
24       Section 4.4, Measurement of Height in the
25  LDS states the following regarding how building
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 1  height is measured.
 2       A story is a habitable level within a
 3  building of no more than 14 feet in height from
 4  finished floor to finished ceiling.
 5       Excuse me.  A story is a habitable level
 6  within a building of no more than 14 feet in
 7  height from finished floor to finished ceiling.
 8       Unoccupied attics less than seven feet in
 9  height and raised basements less than six feet
10  in height as measured from the average grade of
11  the fronting sidewalk are not considered
12  stories for the purposes of determining
13  building height.
14       A mezzanine shall be considered a story if
15  it is contiguous with at least 60 percent of
16  the building's front facade, and is designed to
17  be occupiable, and maintains an average depth
18  of at least 16 feet.
19       A penthouse shall be considered a story if
20  it exceeds one-third of the area of the roof.
21  The under-roof area with the dormers does not
22  count as a story.
23       The dimensional height standards.
24       And I will point you to sort of a diagram
25  in the ordinance that shows that the building
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 1  height is measured from the highest ground
 2  level at the structure's foundation to the top
 3  of the peaked roof.  Where a specific dimension
 4  in used in the calculation of height it shall
 5  be measured from the highest ground level at
 6  the structure foundation to the highest point
 7  of the structure excluding chimneys and
 8  antennas.
 9       The height limitations of this ordinance
10  shall not apply to church spires, belfries,
11  cupolas, and domes not intended for occupancy,
12  monuments, water towers, mechanical penthouses
13  (provided they are set back 20 feet from the
14  front elevation,) observation towers,
15  transmission towers, chimneys, smokestacks,
16  conveyors, flagpoles, masts and antennas
17  (provided evidence from appropriate authorities
18  is submitted to the effect that such building
19  or buildings will not interfere with any
20  airport zones or flight patterns.)
21       So going back to building number six and
22  number eight, they meet the height standards at
23  their front, at the highest ground level at the
24  structure's foundation which is three stories
25  with each story being less than 14 feet, plus
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 1  the 16 feet to the rooflines at their highest
 2  points.
 3       The buildings then follow the grade
 4  downward creating a partial bottom floor or
 5  fourth story that is below the front grade.
 6  Staff submits that the stories below the
 7  highest grade do not count toward the building
 8  height maximums, but request Planning Board
 9  concurrence or feedback on that interpretation
10  because we honestly just haven't had a lot of
11  development like this.
12       In regards to subsection 5.8,
13  House/Townhouse/Apartment/Residual Building
14  Design Standards.
15       Building shall have sloped roofs.  All
16  rooftop equipment shall be screened from view
17  from the public right-of-way.  And we believe
18  these standards are met.
19       Part two:  To provide privacy, all
20  residential entrances within 25 feet of the
21  interior sidewalk shall be raised from the
22  finished grade at the building line a minimum
23  1.5 feet from proposed buildings located within
24  25 feet with of the fronting sidewalk, the
25  grade entrances will have to rise to
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 1  one-and-a-half feet and elevations would have
 2  to be verified with the construction documents.
 3       Section 5.8.4E states that all garages
 4  with more than two bays shall be turned such
 5  that no more than two bays are visible from the
 6  street.
 7       Since the interior vehicular use areas are
 8  not considered streets, this standard also does
 9  not apply.
10       All the garages are located in the
11  interior of the development and are within the
12  parking lots.
13       Primary elevations and elevations facing a
14  public street or open space shall use at least
15  five of the following architectural features on
16  all elevations as appropriate for the proposed
17  building type and style.
18       And it also adds that these may vary
19  features on rear, side, and front elevations.
20       And the list goes:  Dormers; gables;
21  recessed entries; covered porches or stoop
22  entries; cupolas or towers; pillars or posts;
23  eaves, minimal 10-inch projection which may
24  include gutter; off-sets in building face or a
25  roof which are minimum of 16 inches; window
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 1  trim a minimum of four inches; bay windows;
 2  balconies; decorative patterns on exterior
 3  finish, (e.g, scales/shingles, wainscoting,
 4  ornamentation, and similar features.
 5       The proposed primary elevations of the
 6  residential buildings, although not fronting a
 7  public street, incorporate:  Gables, recessed
 8  entries, cupolas, eaves, window trim, and
 9  balconies.
10       The clubhouse has a side facade along
11  Plott Creek Road that includes a covered porch
12  with pillars, window trim, and a decorative
13  pattern on the exterior finish of brick and
14  wood, meeting the design guidelines.
15       According to the Land Development
16  Standards, building walls shall be primarily
17  clad in wood clapboard, cementitious
18  fiberboard, wood shingle, wood drop siding,
19  primed board, wood board and batten, brick,
20  stone, stucco, or synthetic materials similar
21  and/or superior in appearance and durability.
22       Vinyl can only be used on buildings that
23  are no closer than 20 feet from the next
24  closest building and that do not contain mixed
25  occupancy or multi-family dwelling units.
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 1       The proposed buildings are primarily clad
 2  in brick and board and batten siding.  The roof
 3  is clad in architectural shingles.  So the
 4  building material design standards are met.
 5       Chapter six, infrastructure.
 6       Water and sewer infrastructure is
 7  available to the site and has been reviewed and
 8  approved for capacity by the Town's water and
 9  sewer division to the number units and it
10  includes a sprinkling system for each building
11  for fire protection.
12       Utilities will be buried within the
13  development and all infrastructure must be
14  built to the Town of Waynesville's
15  specification manual and engineering standards.
16       I will also add that you have a letter
17  from our public services director, a statement
18  of that fact.
19       Also in chapter six:  Access driveway into
20  the development and parking areas are not part
21  of a plan or a proposed part of the Town's
22  street network, bicycle or greenway plan, or
23  any future thoroughfare plan, and will be
24  restricted by a gate.
25       The development is not designed for future
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 1  expansion or connection to adjacent tracts
 2  (however future connectivity if it is ever
 3  feasible, there is enough room on this site
 4  that that might be possible.  But it is not
 5  something that we are looking at today.
 6       Sidewalk is required and shown along
 7  frontage of Plott Creek Road.  This sidewalk
 8  will connect to an approved NCDOT sidewalk
 9  construction project from Hazelwood Avenue at
10  the bridge over Richland Creek to the property
11  line of the development.
12       The Town required the applicant to
13  complete a traffic impact analysis in order to
14  identify roadway capacity or improvement needs
15  that are necessary to accommodate the impact of
16  what is being proposed.
17       The TIA has been completed and shared with
18  the North Carolina Department of Transportation
19  to inform the design and approval requirements
20  of the NCDOT driveway permit.
21       The TIA indicates that no additional
22  traffic control measures or roadway
23  improvements are warranted based on the
24  existing level of service and capacity of Plott
25  Creek Road.
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 1       However, line-of-site distance, topography
 2  change and alignment of the access point with
 3  Will Hyatt Drive are issues that have been
 4  brought forward to NCDOT as concerns for the
 5  design to access as part of the NCDOT
 6  permitting process.
 7       Chapter seven, civic space.
 8       The development provides multiple areas of
 9  programmed civic space, including a proposed
10  village green of 0.8 acres, a playground of
11  0.11 acres, a dog park of 0.08 acres, and a
12  pool area of 0.1 acre.
13       The clubhouse itself will also provide
14  recreational and gathering space for residents,
15  but is not being counted as civic space in
16  terms of open area.
17       Additionally, the project provides for
18  20.96 acres of preserved woodland area for
19  passive recreational use on the upper half of
20  the property.  These areas are in addition to
21  required stream buffers, designated wetland
22  areas, and existing, wooded areas that are also
23  being preserved.
24       Chapter eight is landscaping.
25       Preservation of existing tree stands has
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 1  been provided and supplemented along the side
 2  yard where building eight comes within 20 feet
 3  of the side boundary.
 4       Shade trees within parking areas have been
 5  provided to comply with a 40-foot radius
 6  requirement of the ordinance.
 7       The parking lot adjacent to Plott Creek
 8  Road will have screening between the lot and
 9  the sidewalk.
10       Parking exceeds the Town standard of
11  one-and-a-half spaces per unit by providing 374
12  surface spaces and 18 garage spaces.  And 20
13  spaces of bicycle parking are also being
14  provided.  Parking lots and interior pedestrian
15  connectivity will be constructed to Town
16  standards.
17       Sidewalks throughout the interior parking
18  lot are shown on your plan.
19       We have also asked them for crosswalks at
20  existing places -- at existing crossing areas.
21       The driveway onto the Plott Creek Road
22  must be approved by NCDOT.  Sight visibility
23  and traffic movement as it impacts Plott Creek
24  Road at the intersection of Will Hyatt Drive
25  will have to be addressed as part of this NCDOT
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 1  approval of design.
 2       The entrance drive is approximately 450
 3  feet long into the first tier of parking lot,
 4  with an 18- to 20-foot paved surface, curb and
 5  gutter, and sidewalk along one side which ties
 6  into the internal pedestrian network with
 7  crosswalks.
 8       Let me go back up.
 9       The driveway into the clubhouse building
10  is less than 75 feet away from the intersection
11  with Plott Creek Road but is pulled back to the
12  greatest extent possible, which is 45 feet, in
13  order to avoid encroachment into a wetland
14  area.
15       The driveway location is also sited to
16  allow for left hand turns coming from within
17  the development into the clubhouse parking lot.
18       A reduction of driveway separation
19  distance up to 30 feet or 40 percent is being
20  requested.
21       And when the applicant gets up to present,
22  they have their traffic engineers with them.
23  And I would like to talk more about that.
24       Chapter ten, lighting.
25       A lighting plan would be required for
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 1  approval by the Town Engineer and must comply
 2  with the Town's design standards for the NR
 3  District.
 4       This will require cut-off lighting that is
 5  under 25 feet for parking areas and directed
 6  architectural lighting for the buildings and
 7  walkways.
 8       Chapter 12 are your environmental
 9  standards.
10       And I have put before you an engineering
11  statement of compliance with those
12  environmental standards.
13       But I would like to add that the area of
14  the property adjacent to Plott Creek is within
15  this Special Flood Hazard Area.  This is as we
16  would call it a hundred year floodplain.
17       A 140 to 150 foot area along Plott Creek
18  containing the required buffer and identified
19  wetlands has been preserved within the
20  floodplain.
21       All construction within the specified
22  hazard area must comply with the Flood Damage
23  Prevention Ordinance, including driveways,
24  parking lots, retaining walls and the buildings
25  that are actually within that 100 year
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 1  floodplain which are number one, number two,
 2  number three, number four, and garages A and B.
 3       Stream crossings are proposed as
 4  open-bottom culverts so as not to disturb
 5  stream beds, and the US Army Corps of Engineers
 6  will have to review and approve these
 7  structures.
 8       A Land Disturbance plan and permit will be
 9  required by the State of North Carolina
10  Department of Environmental Quality.
11       Upon approval of Master Plan, the
12  applicant will be required to submit an
13  engineered stormwater plan in compliance with
14  the Town design standards.  This is Chapter
15  12.5.7 under Land Development Standards.
16       The engineered plan will be reviewed by a
17  third-party engineering firm for compliance
18  with the ordinance.
19       A portion of the lot has a natural
20  elevation above 2,900 feet mean sea level.  The
21  average slope on the parcel is 21.86 percent,
22  however, which is below the 25 percent slope
23  which defines a steep slope area.  This is LDS
24  Chapter 12.6.2.
25       The highest and steepest portions of the
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 1  lot are in the undisturbed 20 acre area to the
 2  south rising.
 3       Project infrastructure.
 4       The project is adjacent to Plott Creek
 5  Road and opposite to Will Hyatt Road, both of
 6  which are maintained by the NCDOT.  The project
 7  is also approximately one-third of a mile from
 8  the Great Smoky Mountain Expressway, 23/74.
 9       The Town of Waynesville Public Services
10  Department has provided verification of water
11  and sewer capacity to serve the area.  And Duke
12  Power provides service within the Plott Creek
13  Valley area.
14       So surrounding land use zoning patterns
15  and character, project impact.
16       The property lies on the western boundary
17  of the Town of Waynesville's municipal
18  jurisdiction.  To the east along Plott Creek
19  Road are a single family home, the Hazelwood
20  Elementary School, and then the zoning changes
21  to Hazelwood Business District with commercial
22  uses of Blue Ridge Glass and Smoky Mountain
23  Indian Motorcycle retail, and then the 23/74
24  access ramps.
25       Across Plott Creek Road to the north are
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 1  single family homes and a townhome development
 2  along Will Hyatt Road that are part of the
 3  Eagles Nest Low Density District, and an
 4  unincorporated area of the county just to the
 5  north.
 6       To the south, the property rises to a
 7  ridge that abuts an existing mobile home park
 8  in the Chancery Lane subdivision.
 9       The land to the west is unincorporated and
10  within Haywood County's jurisdiction.  It is
11  primarily rural in character, consisting of
12  open land, woodland, and large estate lots.
13       The Town and Planning Board have received
14  feedback from neighbors up the valley
15  expressing concern that this development would
16  damage the area's rural character.
17       As the last lot from within the Town of
18  Waynesville's jurisdiction on Plott Creek Road,
19  its location within our urban services
20  boundary, and its proximity to the expressway
21  and downtown Hazelwood, staff submits that the
22  project is appropriate to the location and land
23  use within the Waynesville Land Use Plan.
24       Staff submits that the Planning Board has
25  enough evidence to find the project in
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 1  compliance with the Town's plans and
 2  ordinances, has adequate infrastructure and is
 3  consistent with the Town's planned growth as
 4  envisioned in the 2020 Comprehensive Land Use
 5  Plan.
 6       We believe that this will not be
 7  detrimental to the surrounding area.  The one
 8  concern that does stand out, however, is the
 9  safety of the driveway access onto Plott Creek
10  Road and the increase in traffic pattern along
11  Will Hyatt and Plott Creek, especially
12  considering the peak traffic generation in the
13  morning caused by Hazelwood Elementary.  These
14  are, however, NCDOT issues that the Town is
15  committed to working on cooperatively with
16  NCDOT into the future.
17       I don't know that the maps are actually
18  visible.  But I will advance so that it is cued
19  up for the applicant to go through their plan.
20       MR. McDOWELL: Any questions for Elizabeth
21  at this time from the Board?
22       MR. CANNON: Mr. Chair, may I briefly
23  consult with Ms. Teague?
24       MR. McDOWELL: Certainly.
25       (Whereupon, at which time there was an off
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 1       the record discussion.)
 2       MS. TEAGUE: So we would like to go ahead
 3  and introduce into evidence the staff report I
 4  just provided to you formally.
 5       I would also like to introduce into
 6  evidence, which I will hand to our clerk, a
 7  picture of the posting that was placed on site,
 8  the notice of the public hearing that was
 9  mailed to adjacent properties, and then the
10  affidavit that a notice was run in the
11  newspaper.
12       That affidavit will be coming shortly.
13  But it ran in the last Friday and the Friday
14  before editions of the Mountaineer.
15       I'm happy to answer any additional
16  questions.
17       MS. PREVOST ROGERS: I just wanted to ask
18  about the --
19       MR. McDOWELL: Marty, be sure to speak
20  into the microphone so that they can hear you.
21       MS. PREVOST ROGERS: I wanted to ask about
22  the wetlands that are clear apparently in the
23  drive -- in the parking areas of the buildings.
24       MS. TEAGUE: Well, if you go to the first
25  part of their application on their
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 1  environmental survey you can see that the
 2  wetlands are denoted with green.  It is hard to
 3  see here.  But we have provided hard copies.
 4       And the designated wetlands themselves are
 5  actually not immediately adjacent to that
 6  clubhouse area.  But they are keeping sort of a
 7  civic space area between the parking and the
 8  wetland and the creek.
 9       MS. PREVOST ROGERS: I was specifically
10  talking about these in the middle or this
11  wetlands in the middle.
12       MS. TEAGUE: Yes.
13       MS. PREVOST ROGERS: That appears to be
14  where all the parking areas will be.
15       MR. McDOWELL: It is not actually
16  wetlands.  That is a flood area into the
17  parking near floodplain, not wetlands area,
18  which is a different distinction.
19       You can find those along the actual banks
20  of the creek, I believe; is that right?
21       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
22       In the environmental survey that they are
23  showing the light blue indicates floodplain.
24  And then you can see sort of a thin green area
25  along the creek.  That is actually the
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 1  delineated wetlands.
 2       MS. PREVOST ROGERS: I'm talking about
 3  that middle section.  It does not show that as
 4  being in a floodplain (indiscernible.)
 5       MS. TEAGUE: So Marty is asking about the
 6  designated 2012 100-year plain.  And not every
 7  creek falls within the floodplain.  So let me
 8  see if I can pull it up and if it is visible.
 9       In this overhead it says Haywood County
10  2012 floodplain you will see the area of green
11  denoted as the hundred-year floodplain.
12       There are actually three parts of the
13  designated floodplain.  Green is the one --
14  What is shown as green is --
15       Are you having trouble finding it?
16       This is page 13 in your handout.
17       Green is what we call the hundred-year
18  floodplain.  Red is what is called the
19  floodway.  That is a non-encroachment area.
20  Yellow is what we call the five hundred year
21  floodplain.  That is a non-regulatory
22  floodplain.  But it is still projected for the
23  purpose of planning.
24       In the Plott Creek Valley all we have is a
25  hundred year floodplain that follows Plott
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 1  Creek itself.  It doesn't go up the
 2  tributaries.
 3       However, you are right in that there are
 4  some wetlands that are designated.  But they
 5  are outside of the floodplain.
 6       MS. PREVOST ROGERS: There are lots of
 7  restrictions for the wetlands.
 8       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.  They have to be
 9  designated and sort of shown off.  And they are
10  non-disturbance areas.
11       So when they go to the State environmental
12  quality for their grading permit they are going
13  to have to show in their plan that they will
14  not disturb those wetland areas.
15       MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Even though that Site
16  Plan looks like that is where all the parking
17  is?
18       MS. TEAGUE: Well, what I will do is let
19  the engineer show you because the Site Plan
20  actually -- It is hard to go from the
21  environmental survey to the Site Plan, I know.
22       But actually the Site Plan is designed to
23  avoid the wetlands and it doesn't touch those.
24       But that is a really good question for the
25  applicant to have them show you how that works.
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 1       Other questions for me?
 2       MR. McDOWELL: Any other questions for
 3  Elizabeth?
 4       Thank you, Elizabeth.
 5       MS. TEAGUE: Thank you.
 6       MR. SNEED: Mr. Chair?
 7       MR. McDOWELL: Yes?
 8       MR. SNEED: At this point before Elizabeth
 9  sits down do you want to allow the party with
10  standing the opportunity to ask her questions?
11       MR. McDOWELL: Yes.  If that is your
12  recommendation, absolutely.
13       MR. SNEED: I believe that is why they
14  qualified.
15       MR. McDOWELL: Okay.
16       MR. JUSTUS: Mr. Chairman, I know you are
17  excited to see me again.  I do have some
18  questions for Ms. Teague.
19       MR. McDOWELL: And if you can definitely
20  speak into the microphone so they can hear you.
21       MR. JUSTUS: Yes.  So I may need to be at
22  the captain's helm so they can hear it.
23       Can you tell me what constitutes the
24  application for this Board in terms of written
25  material?
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 1       I just want to be sure that I have the
 2  total application.
 3       MS. TEAGUE: So in chapter 15, which is
 4  our administrative chapter, we have a table
 5  that tells us how different ordinances are
 6  processed.  That is Chapter 15.2.3.
 7       In that table it shows Site Plan design
 8  review as quasi-judicial that comes before the
 9  Planning Board.
10       If you turn to the section that reviews --
11  that is cited in the table for Site Plan
12  Review, that is section 15.8.2.
13       And the applicability for this ordinance
14  is because it is a multi-family development
15  with eight or units.
16       The process type again is quasi-judicial.
17  The pre-application procedure is that every
18  applicant for a Major Site Plan must meet with
19  the administrator in a conference prior to the
20  submittal of an application.
21       In this case before they made application
22  they met with what we call our technical review
23  team.  They met with them initially when they
24  had a concept plan and they were doing due
25  diligence for their property.
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 1       And then they also met with us again this
 2  past month.  I've forgotten the date.  But
 3  anyway the purpose of the conference is to
 4  provide clarification and assistance in the
 5  preparation and submission of plats for
 6  approval.
 7       It is recommended that the applicant
 8  provide a sketch plan to the administrator
 9  prior to or at the pre-application conference.
10       The provision of the sketch plan will
11  allow the administrator an opportunity to
12  review the proposal, et cetera.
13       Then to paragraph D to your question, the
14  required application information requires an
15  environmental survey, a master plan, and
16  building elevations for design review.
17       And these actually could be waived by the
18  administrator as appropriate.  And then it
19  further goes on to say that construction
20  documents shall be submitted after Planning
21  Board approval.
22       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  So again in terms of
23  the hard copy, I just wanted to be sure I have
24  got everything.  There was a letter provided to
25  us of July 13th, 2018.
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 1       And it may be helpful because we were not
 2  privy to the packet that went to the Board.
 3  I'm looking at a letter of July 13th, 2018,
 4  William Ratchford for the developer describing
 5  his application.
 6       Is that part of the material that the
 7  Board received for the record?
 8       MS. TEAGUE: It is, yes.
 9       MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So this says --
10       MR. McDOWELL: Elizabeth?
11       MS. TEAGUE: Yes?
12       MR. McDOWELL: I need a little
13  clarification on that because you are agreeing
14  to something that we are not seeing.
15       I believe that letter, was that a part of
16  the zoning or a part of this package?
17       MS. TEAGUE: It is part of this packet.
18  It is the cover letter that came with their
19  environmental survey, master plan, and
20  elevations.
21       And I can't speak for Mr. Ratchford, he is
22  behind you, but we do not have an application
23  form.
24       MR. McDOWELL: Certainly.
25       Page 20.  Thank you.
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 1       That is what I was trying to get at and I
 2  couldn't find it in here.  Page 20.  Thank you.
 3       MR. JUSTUS: And I believe I saw it
 4  looking through one of the slides here just so
 5  that we are all clear that we are on the same
 6  page.
 7       So then this attaches to the plans that
 8  have the environmental survey, the master plan,
 9  and the preliminary landscape plan and the
10  building elevations; is that right?
11       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
12       MR. JUSTUS: Now, I did not --
13       You mentioned sewer and water.  So I did
14  not see in the materials there any sewer and
15  water utility plans.
16       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
17       MR. JUSTUS: So was that part of the
18  application, the sewer and water utility plan?
19       MS. TEAGUE: Well, no, it is not.  There
20  is a master plan which is the location of
21  buildings, environmental issues, and parking
22  lots.
23       The utility plan is something that we
24  actually require as part of a major subdivision
25  plan review.
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 1       If you go to the definition of a master
 2  plan in our ordinance --
 3       MR. JUSTUS: Mr. Chairman, does everybody
 4  have a copy the zoning ordinance in front of
 5  you so I understand that you might be looking
 6  at the same thing I'm looking at?
 7       MR. McDOWELL: We have got the entire
 8  zoning book.  So no we do not have an entire
 9  copy of that in front of each of us, no.
10       MS. TEAGUE: So if I may, I will go ahead
11  and read what it says.  I'm reading from LDS
12  15.4.3, master plan requirements.
13       It is intended to provide a detailed
14  two-dimensional drawing that illustrates all of
15  the required site features including buildings,
16  parking areas, street locations, street
17  sections, rights of way, property lines and
18  setbacks, required or proposed water course
19  buffers, site landscaping and lighting (in
20  conceptual form) and all related development
21  calculations, (density, proposed building
22  areas, number of parking spaces, estimate
23  impervious surface) in sufficient detail to
24  show compliance with this ordinance.  Detailed
25  engineering drawings such as subsurface
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 1  utilities, (water and sewer) and on-site
 2  stormwater facilities are not required for
 3  Master Plans.
 4       All plans shall be submitted in a scale
 5  not less than 1 inch equals 50 feet.
 6       Ours were submitted in a scale of one inch
 7  to 40 feet.  So actually the requirements for
 8  the master plan were pretty specific.  And they
 9  are actually more conceptual than engineering.
10       However as I mentioned you have before you
11  an engineering statement that has been
12  submitted.  And the designer and engineer are
13  here so they can answer any questions.
14       MR. JUSTUS: Ms. Teague, where in section
15  15.8.2 which deals with Site Plan criteria,
16  where does it use the term master plan?  Is
17  that in --
18       I see that in 15.4.3.
19       Is that where you are talking about?
20       MS. TEAGUE: I'm looking a section 15.8.2,
21  Site Plan Design Review Major.
22       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  So in section 6.11.3A
23  it deals with utilities.  It says there that
24  all development applications must be
25  accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to a
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 1  proposed method and system for water supply.
 2       Isn't that what that section says?
 3       MS. TEAGUE: Which section are you on?
 4       MR. JUSTUS: 6.11.3.
 5       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
 6       It says:  Water systems.
 7       All development applications must be
 8  accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to the
 9  proposed method and system of water supply.
10       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  So where on the
11  material for that that the developer had turned
12  in as part of the application, where does it
13  say anything that would denote satisfactory
14  evidence of a proposed method and system of
15  water supply?
16       MS. TEAGUE: What I would tell you is that
17  we don't require engineered drawings at this
18  stage.
19       However, we had the applicant meet with
20  our public works department and our water and
21  sewer service.  We also had them discuss water
22  access to this site.
23       And you will see in the materials a letter
24  from our public services director which says --
25       I will go ahead and read this.
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 1       MR. JUSTUS: Can I get a copy of that?
 2       MS. TEAGUE: Surely.
 3       I will just read from material and you can
 4  talk to the engineer after.
 5       We have a letter from July 26th from our
 6  public services director Dave Foster in re:
 7  Palisades of Plott Creek.
 8       Elizabeth, per our conversation, Public
 9  Services staff has reviewed the plans submitted
10  for the Palisades of Plott Creek project.
11  Based on the submitted plans, the Town can
12  serve the proposed development with both water
13  and sewer.
14       We have been in contact with the
15  developer, and are in the process of sorting
16  out the specific route of the future
17  connections.  All proposed infrastructure will
18  be installed and constructed to Town standards.
19  Please let me know if you need any additional
20  information, or if we can be of further
21  assistance.
22       MR. JUSTUS: So do you know what the
23  proposed route for extension of water and sewer
24  is for this development?
25       MS. TEAGUE: I do.  Initially it was going
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 1  to be coming through I believe Ms. Plott's
 2  property.
 3       She determined that she would not provide
 4  an easement.  So now they are looking at coming
 5  up the right-of-way of Plott Creek.
 6       MR. JUSTUS: So you are saying that --
 7       Well, her property abuts Plott Creek.  So
 8  you are saying that there is a right-of-way
 9  that will afford them the opportunity to extend
10  water and sewer?
11       MS. TEAGUE: Correct, at the DOT
12  right-of-way.
13       MR. JUSTUS: What is the right-of-way at
14  Plott Creek?
15       MS. TEAGUE: I believe you will have to
16  ask someone from DOT.
17       MR. JUSTUS: Well, you were saying there
18  is right-of-way available to extend utilities.
19  So I'm simply trying to peel back the onion
20  there and ask you:  What is the right-of-way
21  for Plott Creek Road?
22       MS. TEAGUE: And I'm going to tell you
23  that that is a DOT road and I don't have that
24  survey information.
25       MR. JUSTUS: So how do you know then that
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 1  there has been satisfactory evidence of the
 2  ability to extend water and sewer to this
 3  project?
 4       MS. TEAGUE: What I know is that our water
 5  and sewer department has been meeting with
 6  their engineer, that there are plans that they
 7  have been looking at and working together on
 8  that aren't part of this package.
 9       MR. JUSTUS: Well, and let me just, since
10  you do not have it available, Mr. Chairman, it
11  does say, if I'm reading this correctly, that
12  all development applications must be
13  accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to the
14  proposed method and system of water.
15       That is what your --
16       MR. McDOWELL: Can you tell me what you
17  are referencing one more time?
18       MR. JUSTUS: 6.11.3A.
19       MS. TEAGUE: That is part of our general
20  standards.
21       MR. WINGATE: I believe it is 6.11.  I
22  believe it is 6.11.
23       MR. JUSTUS: It is actually 6.11.3A.
24       MS. TEAGUE: I have it as 6.11.3.
25       MR. McDOWELL: 6.11.3.
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 1       MR. JUSTUS: 6.11.3.
 2       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
 3       MR. JUSTUS: And then the same for the
 4  sanitary sewer system, 6.11.4A, all development
 5  applications must be accompanied by
 6  satisfactory evidence as to the proposed method
 7  and system of sanitary sewer.  Correct?
 8       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
 9       MR. JUSTUS: And then it is now --
10       Let me ask you, in terms of extension of
11  sewer, do you know if it will require a pump?
12       MS. TEAGUE: We do not.
13       MR. JUSTUS: You don't know or the
14  developer doesn't know or --
15       Your statement that you don't know, is it
16  that you don't know or --
17       MS. TEAGUE: I do not know.
18       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  Fair enough.
19       I'll move on.
20       MS. TEAGUE: And I would add that when we
21  say development approval, that is a wide range
22  of things.
23       And for us getting the planning and zoning
24  Board approval on a master plan is one step.
25  But then we also have engineering review and
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 1  building inspections and building permits that
 2  will have to be issued.
 3       In this particular process it does say
 4  pretty clearly, and again I am going to quote
 5  from Chapter 15. 4.3 under master plan,
 6  requirements that all plans --
 7       Excuse me.  That detailed engineering
 8  drawings such as subsurface utilities, water
 9  and sewer, and on-site stormwater facilities
10  are not required for master plans.
11       And that is in our administrative chapter
12  of the ordinance.
13       MR. JUSTUS: So at this point in time your
14  public works director is not sure of how water
15  and sewer will be extended to the site; right?
16  That is what the letter says; right?
17       MS. TEAGUE: I don't read that at all.
18       MR. JUSTUS: All right.  Well, if you
19  would look at the paragraph -- If you want to
20  pull it up on the screen for the audience, but
21  he did say that the route has not been
22  determined.
23       MS. TEAGUE: What he says is based on the
24  submitted plans the Town can serve the proposed
25  development with both water and sewer.
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 1       We have been in contact with developer and
 2  are in the process of sorting out the specific
 3  route for the future connections.
 4       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  So in terms of civic
 5  space, Ms. Teague, what is the required amount
 6  of civic space for this project according to
 7  the ordinance?
 8       MS. TEAGUE: Again I will go ahead and
 9  quote from the ordinance.
10       This is chapter seven of the land
11  development standards.
12       Civic spaces as defined by this section as
13  distinct from those areas that are
14  environmentally significant and must be
15  otherwise protected from human transgression.
16       All dedicated land for required civic
17  spaces shall meet the criteria below.  And
18  there are various options and ideas for civic
19  space.  And there are different categories:
20  Park/greenway, a green, a square, a playground,
21  a community garden.
22       And it goes on to say that all civic
23  spaces shall be conveniently accessible to all
24  residents of the development and shall have at
25  least 60 feet of frontage on at least one
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 1  public street within the development.
 2       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  So according to this
 3  Site Plan that I have that everybody should be
 4  looking at, we should all have that, on the
 5  first page Site Plan it says under civic space,
 6  it says 2.1 acres is what is required by your
 7  ordinance, which I take it would be five
 8  percent of approximately 41 acres.
 9       Is that right?
10       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
11       MR. JUSTUS: All right.  And so then they
12  say that what has been provided is
13  approximately 1.13 acres civic space; right?
14       MS. TEAGUE: That is what is shown on the
15  plan.  But you also have 20 acres of passive
16  civic space.
17       MR. JUSTUS: Yes.  I wanted to ask you
18  about that.
19       So if you will turn to the section dealing
20  with civic space, which chapter would that be?
21       MS. TEAGUE: It is chapter seven.
22       MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So in chapter
23  seven what would woodland mean?  So basically
24  areas where you are not cutting trees, what
25  would that be classified as?  Is that a park?
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 1  What is that in terms of civic space?
 2       Because you have various labels for what
 3  you call civic space.  So which is it?  Is it a
 4  park?  Is it green space?  What is it?
 5       MS. TEAGUE: So the section on parks and
 6  greenways talk about civic space as a natural
 7  preserve available for unstructured recreation.
 8  Its landscape shall consist of paths and
 9  trails, meadows, water bodies, woodlands and
10  open shelters, all natural -- naturally
11  disposed.
12       Parks can be linear following the
13  trajectory of natural corridors like a
14  greenway, and the minimum size should be four
15  acres.
16       MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So let me ask you
17  this.  Is it your understanding that the
18  woodlands that are on this property are
19  available for all members of this public here
20  to use and enjoy?  They can go onto that
21  property and walk around, hang out, use and
22  enjoy that property; is that your
23  understanding?
24       MS. TEAGUE: No.  It is my understanding
25  that those woodlands are for the residents of
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 1  the development.
 2       MR. JUSTUS: So if you look at 7.2.6 I
 3  believe -- Actually 7.2.5C talks about parks.
 4  And doesn't it say right there, it says:
 5  Preservation of natural or cultural resources
 6  such as steep slopes, rock outcroppings, mature
 7  woodlands or water resources may also be
 8  counted towards passive recreation provided
 9  there is some method for public enjoyment and
10  appreciation of such resources.
11       Isn't that what that says?
12       MS. TEAGUE: That is what it says.
13       MR. JUSTUS: So you just admitted that all
14  the nice woodland property that they are not
15  cutting down, that is not available for public
16  enjoyment to use that property; right?
17       MS. TEAGUE: Not as I understand it.
18       MR. JUSTUS: So then how is it possible,
19  Ms. Teague, that for civic space calculations
20  you would count the woodland areas?
21       MS. TEAGUE: Hold on.
22       MR. JUSTUS: Because you would have to
23  admit that on the face of the application where
24  2.1 acres of civic space is required, they are
25  only showing a provision for 1.13 acres outside
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 1  of the woodlands.  Right?
 2       MS. TEAGUE: Let me get to where you are.
 3       MR. JUSTUS: I'm just looking at the front
 4  page of the Site Plan.
 5       MS. TEAGUE: What is your question?
 6       MR. JUSTUS: So on the face of the Site
 7  Plan it says 2.1 acres of civic space is
 8  required.
 9       They are providing 1.13 acres outside of
10  this woodland area; right?
11       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
12       MR. JUSTUS: So if you don't count the
13  woodland area, then they have not provided
14  enough civic space according to the ordinance.
15       MS. TEAGUE: Well, there is also open
16  space that is not part of that calculation
17  along the area that is part of the plan, not
18  including the additional space.
19       And I'm afraid I cannot zoom in.  But if
20  you turn to the second part, I'm on page C101
21  of their application plan.
22       MR. McDOWELL: C101?
23       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
24       MR. McDOWELL: At the bottom of the
25  description.
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 1       MS. TEAGUE: And C102.
 2       MR. McDOWELL: Pages 26 and 27.
 3       MS. TEAGUE: There are some additional
 4  areas there available.
 5       And what I would like to do, Ms. Justus,
 6  is let the applicant defend their plan.  I'm
 7  not really working on their behalf.
 8       MR. JUSTUS: Well, I would have to
 9  disagree with you, Ms. Teague.  With all due
10  respect, you got here and did a staff report
11  where you said -- a box was checked on
12  compliance with all of your development
13  standards.
14       And with all due respect, I'm just walking
15  through some of the development standards.  And
16  on the face of their own Site Plan they show
17  that they do not provide enough civic space on
18  the first page without counting the woodland
19  area which you admit is not public space.
20  Right?
21       And I can ask them.  But isn't that what
22  it says?
23       MS. TEAGUE: I would like you to ask them
24  that question.
25       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  Because your
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 1  calculation of open space would essentially
 2  mean that any space between a building that is
 3  open is somehow a recreational area of what
 4  would otherwise be accounted for as part of the
 5  civic space; right?
 6       MS. TEAGUE: No, that is not what I'm
 7  saying.
 8       MR. JUSTUS: Well, where is it on the Site
 9  Plan that when you are talking about these plan
10  sheets, where is it that you are talking about
11  meets the definition of civic space?
12       MS. TEAGUE: You actually have it denoted.
13  You have highlighted here the pool, the green.
14  This is programmed civic space.
15       Here, this area here is not part of that
16  calculation.  That is passive civic space.
17       That is proposed outdoor shelter.  That is
18  also civic space.
19       You turn over and you have this area here
20  which they are appointing for the playground
21  and for the park.
22       MR. JUSTUS: Yes.  And the reason I
23  highlighted that, I got out my calculator and I
24  add all that up.  And it added up to be only
25  the one point some odd acres that they show as
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 1  providing on the first page.
 2       So I only highlighted that to show that
 3  their math was right.
 4       So I will ask them about civic space.  But
 5  from -- If we don't count woodland you would
 6  have to agree they are not providing enough
 7  civic space based on what their plan shows;
 8  right?
 9       MS. TEAGUE: I will not agree to that.
10  But we can disagree on that.
11       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  So in terms of --
12       MS. TEAGUE: And let's talk about your
13  definition of the word public.  What does that
14  mean to you?
15       MR. JUSTUS: Well, public means that it is
16  available to the public to utilize.  That is
17  public.
18       If you are just talking about these
19  residents, then that would be private.  So that
20  is why I'm saying:  Do you have a definition of
21  public from the ordinance?
22       MS. TEAGUE: So is it your interpretation
23  that all public space in any new development
24  has to be accessible to the whole public, not
25  just the residents?
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 1       MR. JUSTUS: It is my condition and
 2  contention, Mr. Chairman, that if you have
 3  civic space requirements that is a box you have
 4  to check.
 5       And if you want to use a woodland area to
 6  satisfy that, then it is supposed to be open to
 7  the public to use and enjoy because that is
 8  what your ordinance says.
 9       So we don't believe that they have met
10  that requirement.
11       But let me move on and ask more questions.
12  I know we are all riveted about civic space.
13       In terms of accessibility of civic space
14  there is a requirement that each residential
15  dwelling within the community have access so
16  that it is located within 1,320 feet of each
17  dwelling unit.  Is that right?
18       MS. TEAGUE: It does say that no
19  residential unit --
20       This is chapter 7.2.2.  It's entitled:
21  Accessibility.
22       It says:  All civic spaces shall be
23  conveniently accessible to all residents of the
24  development and shall have at least 60 feet of
25  frontage on at least one public street within
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 1  the development.
 2       And then part B says that no residential
 3  unit within the development shall be further
 4  than a quarter mile from a civic space as
 5  defined above or other publicly-accessible park
 6  facility.
 7       MR. JUSTUS: So as to that standard, that
 8  in order to count the civic space the space has
 9  to be within 1,320 feet of all the dwelling
10  units.
11       Did you -- So in terms of this dog park up
12  here and the proposed playground that is at the
13  far end of the development, have you measured
14  to see whether or not the units that are up by
15  Plott Creek Road are within 1,320 feet of that?
16       MS. TEAGUE: So the units that are close
17  to Plott Creek Road have available civic space
18  close to them here, here, and here
19  (indicating.)
20       The units that are off further away from
21  Plott Creek Road have development -- have
22  access to civic space here and here
23  (indicating.)
24       MR. JUSTUS: So is that answer yes to the
25  question?
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 1       MS. TEAGUE: Well, this building is close
 2  to this one.  This building is close to that
 3  one.
 4       I don't think the intention of the
 5  ordinance here is that every single unit should
 6  be within 1,320 feet from every civic space.
 7       MR. JUSTUS: So if you turn to section
 8  7.2.2B of the ordinance, it does provide --
 9       What does it say about accessibility?
10       MS. TEAGUE: It says no residential unit
11  within a development shall be further than a
12  quarter mile from a civic space.
13       I interpret that as any civic space.
14       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  So meaning to qualify
15  as a civic space you don't have to be within a
16  quarter mile of all the residential units?
17  That is your contention?
18       MS. TEAGUE: Every residential unit does
19  not have to be within a quarter mile of every
20  civic space.
21       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  So there is a
22  requirement in your code that recreational
23  space or civic space that is active, there is a
24  requirement that 25 percent of what is
25  dedicated civic space be active recreational;
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 1  right?  That is in section 7.2.5C; correct?
 2       MS. TEAGUE: What I would like to actually
 3  correct you on, looking at 7.2.4, which is
 4  usability, it talks about usability as being
 5  areas where the total land dedicated shall be
 6  located outside of special flood hazard,
 7  including the one-year floodplain.  All land
 8  dedicated shall be outside of wetlands within
 9  the area proposed for dedication.
10       And sufficient engineering data and/or
11  details shall be indicated to ensure compliance
12  with this section.
13       Then it goes on to minimum amenities.  And
14  that is chapter 7.2.5.  And is says that
15  required civic space shall be planned and
16  approved and useable by persons living nearby.
17       Improved shall mean cleared of brush and
18  debris and shall contain two or more of the
19  following enhancements:  Landscaping, walks or
20  pathways, fences, walls, utilities, irrigation,
21  fountains, ball fields and/or playground
22  equipment.
23       MR. JUSTUS: Ms. Teague, if I could speed
24  this along a little bit, I was asking you to
25  look at 7.2.5C.
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 1       It says: At least 25 percent of the civic
 2  space shall be dedicated to active recreational
 3  purposes such as playgrounds, tennis courts,
 4  ball fields and volleyball courts; right?
 5       MS. TEAGUE: Paragraph C says:  Minimum
 6  Amenities For Parks.
 7       At least 25 percent of a civic space land
 8  shall be dedicated to active recreation
 9  purposes such as playgrounds, tennis courts,
10  ball fields, volleyball courts.
11       The remainder of the park may be designed
12  for passive recreation purposes such as
13  walking, jogging, cycling, relaxation, et
14  cetera.
15       It goes on to say that preservation of
16  natural or cultural resources such as steep
17  slopes, rock outcroppings, mature woodlands or
18  water resources may also be counted towards
19  passive recreation provided there is some
20  method for public enjoyment and appreciation of
21  such resources.
22       MR. JUSTUS: So my question is is at least
23  25 percent of the civic space of this project
24  dedicated to active recreation purposes such as
25  playgrounds, tennis courts, ball fields, and
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 1  volleyball fields?
 2       MS. TEAGUE: We have a swimming pool, a
 3  playground, and a dog park.
 4       MR. JUSTUS: Is that 25 percent of the
 5  dedicated civic space?
 6       MS. TEAGUE: Give me a minute and I will
 7  calculate it.
 8       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.
 9       MS. TEAGUE: If you would like to ask some
10  additional questions, this will take a minute.
11       MR. JUSTUS: All right.  I will ask
12  additional questions.
13       MS. TEAGUE: Well, you will have to ask
14  somebody else while I do this.
15       MR. JUSTUS: That's all right.  I'll ask
16  the engineer.
17       MS. TEAGUE: Okay.
18       MR. JUSTUS: So Ms. Teague, I will ask the
19  engineer for the calculations.  It is okay.
20  You don't --
21       Where are the street trees for the plans?
22  Are they within the plan itself?
23       MS. TEAGUE: Did you bring the additional
24  landscape plan?
25       MR. JUSTUS: So is it not part of the
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 1  application material that --
 2       MS. TEAGUE: It is page 28.
 3       We have asked the developer to provide
 4  some additional landscape planning since their
 5  submittal.
 6       MR. JUSTUS: Okay.
 7       I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman.  Let me ask for
 8  the Site Plan and we will be done.
 9       MR. McDOWELL: Quite all right.
10       MR. JUSTUS: So section 12.5.7A.1 dealing
11  with stormwater, can you look at that?
12       MS. HAIN: Can you repeat that number,
13  please?
14       MR. JUSTUS: Section 12.5.7 capital A.1.
15       Reading from that section, Ms. Teague,
16  does it not say the stormwater drainage and
17  management plan and permit shall be required
18  with all development applications to which this
19  section applies?
20       Did I read that correctly?
21       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.  And it is required.
22       MR. JUSTUS: All right.
23       MS. TEAGUE: And it will be provided as
24  part of the engineering documentation.
25       MR. JUSTUS: Well, it says it is required
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 1  with all development applications to which this
 2  section applies.
 3       So you would agree that a stormwater
 4  drainage and management plan is not part of the
 5  material that is provided at this time as part
 6  of this development application?
 7       MS. TEAGUE: There is actually a letter
 8  that has been submitted today and the
 9  engineering team is here to address stormwater
10  plans.
11       All engineering including the stormwater
12  plan which has to be a detailed, engineered
13  study and design are submitted after master
14  plan approval according to chapter 15.
15       MR. JUSTUS: Well, I'm just looking at
16  chapter 12.  And it does say that stormwater
17  drainage enhancement plan and permit shall be
18  required with all development applications to
19  which this section applies; right?  It does say
20  that?
21       Ms. Teague, it helps speed things along.
22  Does it not say that?
23       MS. TEAGUE: It does say that.
24       MR. JUSTUS: All right.
25       And then turning to 12.5.2, if you
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 1  wouldn't mind, which is applicability of
 2  stormwater management, it says, does it not,
 3  that the requirements of this section are
 4  applicable to all development and redevelopment
 5  within the Town limits in extraterritorial
 6  jurisdiction including, but not limited to Site
 7  Plan applications.  Right?
 8       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
 9       MR. JUSTUS: And this is a Site Plan
10  application?
11       MS. TEAGUE: It is part of one.
12       And I want to correct you on an assumption
13  you are making.  Because you are not a planner
14  you are an attorney and you are cherrypicking
15  from our ordinance.
16       When we look at the process, we have
17  multiple steps in any development plan
18  application.
19       In the case of a master plan process it
20  requires the Planning Board to approve a master
21  plan.  And the specifics of what the Planning
22  Board approves are provided in chapter 15.
23       Now, the fact that all the engineering is
24  not done is a specific part of that chapter 15
25  that says once the Planning Board approves it
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 1  for zoning, then the Town will continue to
 2  acquire other development requirements.
 3       When you go through this ordinance, you
 4  have to understand that there are multiple
 5  types of application procedures all with their
 6  own requirements.
 7       A stormwater plan is going to be required
 8  for any development.  But it doesn't
 9  necessarily have to happen at the very first
10  step.
11       MR. JUSTUS: Well, Ms. Teague, I'm not
12  intending to cherrypick.  I'm just looking at
13  12.5.2 that says that this section dealing with
14  stormwater is applicable at the time of the
15  Site Plan application.
16       And so, that is what it says; right?
17       MS. TEAGUE: It does.
18       MR. JUSTUS: And so in terms of
19  opportunities, so Plott Creek where a lot of
20  this water will flow toward, you understand
21  Plott Creek, that is trout water; right?  Yes?
22  It is classified by the State as trout waters;
23  right?
24       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
25       MR. JUSTUS: And do you understand that
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 1  that waters then flow down toward my client's
 2  property; right?  Did you know that?
 3       MS. TEAGUE: I did.
 4       MR. JUSTUS: And so in terms of the
 5  opportunity to ask questions and get before a
 6  board to allow them to vet to see if the
 7  stormwater plans have been provided and to
 8  allow us the opportunity to have our own
 9  engineers here to ask questions so that we
10  actually have some skin in the game, it is
11  today.
12       And your ordinance says that such plan is
13  required with all development applications
14  which this section applies.  And it applies to
15  Site Plan application; right?
16       MS. TEAGUE: Right.
17       And I would wager that the master plan is
18  one part of the application process.
19       MR. JUSTUS: So where is it in the master
20  plan that it has with specificity needed to
21  satisfy the stormwater part?
22       MS. TEAGUE: I'm going to again read from
23  chapter 15.4.3, Master Plan Requirements.
24       The Master Plan is intended to provide a
25  detailed, two-dimensional drawing that
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 1  illustrates all of the required site features
 2  including buildings, parking areas, street
 3  locations, street sections, right-of-way,
 4  property lines, et cetera.
 5       But I'm skipping ahead to where it says:
 6  Detailed engineering drawings such as
 7  subsurface utilities, e.g. water and sewer, and
 8  on-site stormwater facilities are not required
 9  for Master Plans.
10       Those are required once the Planning Board
11  does its vetting.  And then there is a whole
12  other process they have to go through to submit
13  an engineered plan that an engineer has to
14  review.
15       MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So let me ask you
16  that.
17       So the process later in the future is they
18  will address stormwater with a specific plan.
19  And that gets turned in to this Town; right?
20       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
21       MR. JUSTUS: And what hearing or process
22  do property owners like my client have to vet
23  that, provide information that may appose that
24  plan?
25       MS. TEAGUE: On a stormwater plan?
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 1       MR. JUSTUS: Yes.
 2       MS. TEAGUE: An engineered stormwater
 3  plan.
 4       MR. JUSTUS: Right.
 5       MS. TEAGUE: It goes through an
 6  engineering review process.  And that is not
 7  necessarily a public process.
 8       MR. JUSTUS: That's correct.  And that
 9  process is you wouldn't be notifying my client
10  when that later plan showed up; right?
11       MS. TEAGUE: Right.
12       MR. JUSTUS: And my client would not be
13  entitled to any process really relating to
14  being able to object to or provide evidence
15  relating to this plan; right?
16       MS. TEAGUE: Well, the plans have to be
17  designed for compliance with the stormwater
18  guidelines that you are reading from.
19       And then that engineer's plans will be
20  reviewed by both the Town engineer and then we
21  are going to -- we are in the process of hiring
22  a third-party engineer to work on some of these
23  larger plans.
24       MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So in terms of
25  the projects, what are some of the sacred
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 1  criteria for built-upon areas as it relates to
 2  streams like Plott Creek?  How far do you have
 3  to stay away?
 4       MS. TEAGUE: Thirty feet.  A built-upon
 5  area has to be 30 feet.
 6       And so there is a difference between
 7  buffer which is 25 feet.  And that is a
 8  vegetated undisturbed area.  And then
 9  built-upon area which is actually an area of
10  disturbance where you have solid features such
11  as parking lots or structures.
12       MR. JUSTUS: Wouldn't a retaining wall be
13  a structure?
14       MS. TEAGUE: It would.
15       MR. JUSTUS: So when I look at --
16       Mr. Chairman, I'm looking at page three
17  that says master plan.
18       MR. McDOWELL: Your numbers are different.
19       Page three?
20       MR. JUSTUS: Well, I'm only counting by
21  good old American math.  But it is C-101.
22       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
23       MR. JUSTUS: At least I'm hoping it is.
24  As I am understanding, the application has been
25  evolving.
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 1       So the retaining wall --
 2       MS. TEAGUE: It is page 26 in your
 3  handout.
 4       MR. McDOWELL: Right.
 5       MR. JUSTUS: So there is a retaining wall
 6  down here along Plott Creek, is there not, that
 7  runs around or by building four up by the
 8  parking lot for building one and two; right?
 9       MS. TEAGUE: There is.
10       MR. JUSTUS: So the way I look at the
11  minimum 30 feet, that retaining wall is inside
12  the minimum 30 feet where that line is.
13       MS. TEAGUE: When I scaled it, I got past
14  30 feet.  But if it is wrong then we need to
15  make it correct.
16       MR. JUSTUS: Well, actually isn't there a
17  little line that goes all the way past it even
18  on the -- just staring at it, it goes several
19  feet past where the retaining wall is.
20       Isn't that the line right there that even
21  has like an end point for that line right past
22  that retaining wall within the 30-foot
23  undisturbed buffer?  Right?
24       MS. TEAGUE: It could be.
25       What we would need to do is get the
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 1  applicant to verify that distance.
 2       MR. JUSTUS: So let's go to height.  I
 3  believe you asked of this Board to make a
 4  determination how to calculate height because
 5  you have not seen plans like the ones that have
 6  been presented that has this fourth story down
 7  on the ground here they show it.
 8       Did I hear you correct to say that?
 9       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
10       MR. JUSTUS: So let me get your
11  understanding.  Because I wrote down on a piece
12  of paper what you said the height of the
13  buildings were.  You said the buildings range
14  from 46 feet to 59 feet high; right?
15       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
16       MR. JUSTUS: Was that accounting for the
17  fourth story?
18       MS. TEAGUE: It was counting from the
19  highest adjacent grade.
20       MR. JUSTUS: So, Ms. Teague, yes or no?
21  Was it accounting for all four stories or just
22  three stories?
23       MS. TEAGUE: It counts how we measure
24  building height which is from the highest
25  adjacent grade.
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 1       MR. JUSTUS: Ms. Teague, I thought you
 2  asked the Chairman and the Board to help you
 3  with an interpretation of how to measure
 4  height.
 5       So my question really was:  Did you
 6  measure the height of all four stories; yes or
 7  no?
 8       MS. TEAGUE: No.
 9       MR. JUSTUS: All right.  And in terms of
10  how you measure height, there is an
11  illustration in here in chapter five; am I
12  right?
13       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
14       MR. JUSTUS: In case we are all looking at
15  this, what section is that?
16       Chapter four.
17       MS. TEAGUE: It is quoted in your
18  development plan packet.  It is section 4.4.1.
19       MR. JUSTUS: All right.
20       So there is a drawing, an illustration
21  that has a building that appears where the
22  grade is sloping down, so you have a lower
23  grade at one end of the building and a higher
24  grade at the other end of the building.
25       Isn't that what that illustration is?
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 1       MS. TEAGUE: It is.
 2       MR. JUSTUS: And the measurement is from
 3  the lower end of the grade, not the higher end
 4  of the grade; right?
 5       MS. TEAGUE: It is defined as the highest
 6  ground level at the structure's foundation.
 7       MR. JUSTUS: Ms. Teague, you would have to
 8  admit that the drawing here is from that lowest
 9  part of the grade; right?
10       MS. TEAGUE: It is actually from here,
11  from the highest ground level at the
12  structure's foundation.
13       MR. JUSTUS: At the back of the building?
14       MR. McDOWELL: At the front.
15       MS. TEAGUE: This -- You are --
16       Mr. Justus, your copy is not --
17       Here is the most up to date version of
18  this ordinance.
19       MR. JUSTUS: Oh, it looks like the grade
20  is reversed.
21       MS. TEAGUE: I don't know what year you
22  are reading from, but this is the ordinance
23  that is online and that we are working from.
24       MR. JUSTUS: Actually this is -- I did
25  pull this off line.
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 1       So is the --
 2       MS. TEAGUE: But this is the drawing that
 3  matches the verbiage which says where a
 4  specific dimension is used in the calculation
 5  of height it shall be measured from the highest
 6  ground level at the structure foundation to the
 7  highest point of the structure excluding
 8  chimneys and antennas.
 9       MR. JUSTUS: So where is the structure
10  foundation in the nice prettier picture that
11  you have got?  Doesn't it go all the way from
12  the front to the back?
13       MS. TEAGUE: Well, it is the highest
14  point.  So when you look at this, for example,
15  the cross section, it is this highest point.
16       And the way these buildings were designed,
17  this fourth floor is below the highest adjacent
18  grade.
19       MR. JUSTUS: So if it was so clear then
20  what were you asking the Board for assistance
21  with?
22       MS. TEAGUE: Well, when we bring in
23  something that is brand new, and this is a
24  pretty complex development, we want to make
25  sure that the Board understands and has an
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 1  opportunity to challenge our interpretation of
 2  the ordinance.
 3       I find this to be pretty clear.  But I
 4  also have a lot of faith in my Board to correct
 5  me when I'm wrong.
 6       MR. JUSTUS: So it says the high ground
 7  level at the structure foundation?
 8       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
 9       MR. JUSTUS: And you would have to admit
10  that in this drawing you have site elevation,
11  that all this fourth floor down here, this is
12  all elevation, right?  And you are just
13  measuring -- you are ignoring that foundation
14  to go up here and measure a foundation that is
15  over here to the left.  Is that right?
16       MS. TEAGUE: Right.  Because I see this as
17  the highest adjacent grade.  Don't you?
18       MR. JUSTUS: Well, it sits pretty low,
19  that structure foundation.
20       So you are discounting the fact that down
21  below in this drawing the structure foundation
22  is also down there?
23       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
24       The foundation would encompass the entire
25  building.  So my interpretation would be that
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 1  the highest grade of the foundation is the
 2  highest point of the adjacent grade along the
 3  building wherever that may be.
 4       MR. JUSTUS: But this is a first in terms
 5  of interpreting?
 6       MS. TEAGUE: With this ordinance; correct.
 7       MR. JUSTUS: All right.
 8       Those are the questions that I have for
 9  Ms. Teague.
10       Thank you.
11       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
12       Elizabeth, if you will stay.
13       We are going to take a break for just one
14  moment.  Our Board members are going to need a
15  bathroom break.
16       I will remind them that when you do go do
17  not discuss this.
18       Additionally, Elizabeth, I have a couple
19  of questions that I want to address to you.
20       Are you -- Does the Town ordinance allow
21  private gates?
22       MS. TEAGUE: I did not see where it
23  prevented them; so yes.
24       MR. McDOWELL: The reason being that I'm
25  asking that is that goes back to the question
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 1  of the interpretation of public space.
 2       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
 3       MR. McDOWELL: And I wanted to, if the
 4  Town allows that, to try to get clarification
 5  on one very well brought up subject of public
 6  space and the definition of public space.  And
 7  we might need some clarity on that.
 8       Obviously if the Town allows gates, but
 9  requires public space, then that is not an
10  interpretation in and of itself of whether that
11  space would be accessible and who can access
12  it.
13       If the Town doesn't permit that, that
14  presents another aspect.  So it is not
15  prohibitive, nor is it endorsed in the --
16       MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
17       I did not see that as something being
18  clear in the ordinance.
19       The other issue, Patrick, because you are
20  bringing up a really good point is this issue
21  of is the civic space designed for the
22  residents.
23       And if you look at the civic space
24  ordinance it talks about uses of the residents.
25       Do we extrapolate that all civic space
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 1  within a development is public as the residents
 2  who live within that space or is all civic
 3  space in any development automatically -- does
 4  that always have to be available to the larger
 5  public.  And does, that really is really an
 6  interpretation that we should discuss here
 7  because I'm not sure how to quite handle that.
 8       (Board member comment off mike,
 9       indiscernible.)
10       MR. McDOWELL: Actually I do want to at
11  this point --
12       Excuse me just a moment.
13       -- thank Mr. Justus for some of his
14  questions because those were good, quality
15  questions.
16       I appreciate the Board understanding that
17  right now they are in a very different position
18  than our normal aspect and you are not able to
19  interrupt and ask questions specifically at
20  this time.
21       Thank you for being patient on that as he
22  cross examines, which is his right.
23       Thank you.  And we will break for 10
24  minutes, please.
25       (Whereupon, at which time there was a
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 1       recess in the proceedings.)
 2       MR. McDOWELL: Thank you very much.
 3       We will resume with our meeting and our
 4  procedure.
 5       If the applicant will come forward to
 6  present their case.
 7       MR. HORNIK: Good evening, ladies and
 8  gentleman of the Board.  My name is Kevin
 9  Hornik.  I'm an attorney with the Brough Law
10  Firm.
11       MR. McDOWELL: Would you raise that up a
12  bit, you are --
13       MR. HORNIK: My name is Kevin.
14       Is that any better?
15       MR. McDOWELL: No, it's not.
16       MS. TEAGUE: You have to talk right into
17  it.
18       MR. HORNIK: Does this work?  Is this any
19  better?
20       MR. McDOWELL: A little bit.  Just try to
21  project a little bit.
22       COURT REPORTER: Speak as loud as you can,
23  please.
24       MR. HORNIK: Okay.  My name is Kevin
25  Hornik.  I'm an attorney with the Brough Law
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 1  Firm.  I'm here today on behalf of the
 2  applicant.
 3       In just a moment I'm going to turn the
 4  floor over to the applicant and let them
 5  present their presentation to you guys.  They
 6  will address kind of the substance and
 7  requirements of the ordinances and how their
 8  project meets them.
 9       But before we do that I would like to take
10  care of two kind of housekeeping matters.
11       First I would like to kind of make a
12  blanket objection to Mr. Justus and his
13  neighbors presenting evidence and participating
14  in this hearing as parties.
15       I do not believe that they have met or
16  presented evidence to show that they meet the
17  requirements of the North Carolina General
18  Statutes, Chapter 160A.393d which discusses
19  standing.
20       Nor have they shown sufficient evidence
21  that they meet the standards outlined in
22  various North Carolina Courts of Appeal cases
23  such as Charity v. Easner (phonetic.)
24       But I understand that we already kind of
25  let Pandora out of the box here so I'm not
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 1  going to fight you on that issue.
 2       Second, I would like to submit to the
 3  Board, and I have got a copy for the Clerk as
 4  well, but of the credentials of a couple of the
 5  witnesses that we will be presenting on behalf
 6  of its behalf today.
 7       We would like to go ahead and certify them
 8  as experts with the Board in their field.
 9       Primarily we will be hearing from Mr.
10  William Ratchford who is kind of the project
11  lead.  He is the vice president of Triangle
12  Real Estate of Gastonia and Southwood Realty
13  Company.  He is a licensed professional
14  engineer with over 15 years of experience in
15  his field and working directly with this
16  company.
17       Second you will likely hear evidence from
18  Mr. Jeff Ledford, also a professional engineer,
19  also works for both Triangle Real Estate and
20  Southwood.
21       Again certified or a licensed engineer.
22  He works primarily for this company developing
23  similar apartment complexes throughout the
24  state.
25       Third you will hear from Mr. Tom Jones who
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 1  is the owner and manager of WGLA Engineering.
 2  He has got 25 plus years of experience as a
 3  licensed engineer.  He has worked for both the
 4  North Carolina Department of Transportation and
 5  as a private engineering consultant.
 6       You will hear from Mr. Rick Merril who is
 7  a licensed real estate broker.  He has worked
 8  in this area for a number of years.  He has
 9  been involved in real estate transactions for
10  approaching 50 years.
11       You will also hear from Mr. Teague who is
12  a licensed engineer that works primarily with
13  traffic engineering.  And he is from right here
14  in Waynesville.
15       You also will also hear from Mr. Jason
16  Fulton who is a certified engineer intern who
17  also works for Mr. Teague.  He has got
18  significant experience in traffic engineering
19  as well as with environmental engineering.
20       And those will be kind of the primary
21  witnesses that will be putting on expert
22  testimony for you guys.
23       And if you would like I have a copy of
24  their qualifications both for the Chairman and
25  a copy for the clerk here.
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 1       Thank you.
 2       And so in order to expedite this process I
 3  would like to go ahead and ask that the Board
 4  certify these folks as experts.
 5       I am sure Mr. Justus would like to cross
 6  examine them as they present evidence which as
 7  you know is obviously his right.  But it
 8  appears as though --
 9       I was just looking at the qualification.
10       Okay.  So without further adieu, I will
11  turn the floor over to William Rachtford again
12  who is the project lead and kind of give you
13  guys a broad overview of their projects before
14  we get into kind of more technical and
15  substantive standards with each of the experts.
16       Thank you.
17       I'm sorry.  One more thing.  I have a
18  request from the applicant that we hold off of
19  cross examination until they have an
20  opportunity to present their presentation.
21       This way we are not chopping it up one
22  witness at a time.  We can present the entire
23  presentation and then allow Mr. Justus to come
24  back through and cross examine each witness.
25       MR. McDOWELL: That is acceptable.
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 1       Thank you.
 2       MR. HORNIK: Thank you.
 3       MR. RATCHFORD: Just note Jeff Ledford is
 4  not a professional engineer so we he will not
 5  be speaking.
 6       Good evening.  My name is William
 7  Ratchford.  I'm vice president of Triangle Real
 8  Estate of Gastonia and Southwood Realty, the
 9  actual general contractor for this potential
10  job and developer for the companies.
11       Southwood Realty and Triangle Real Estate
12  of Gastonia are family owned companies started
13  in the 1960s and '70s by my grandfather and are
14  currently owned 50/50 between my father, Herman
15  A. Ratchford, Jr. and my uncle Dan Wilson
16    Ratchford.
17         Right now a description of our company,
18    right now we are currently the largest owner of
19    apartments in the Western North Carolina area
20    including Henderson and Buncombe Counties.
21         We have been here since 2001 when we built
22    our first complex Brittany Place.  All the
23    complexes in those counties that we own we have
24    built.
25         Our oldest property right now is going
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 1    through renovation.  And it is adding phase II.
 2    That was built in 2001 and it is Brittany
 3    Place.
 4         The site under review today is the
 5    Palisades at Plott Creek which would be a 200
 6    unit multi-grade apartment complex with initial
 7    rent starting at from 8 hundred to the 14
 8    hundreds.
 9         The complex is between -- the complexes'
10    sides, it will either be fully brick or Hardie
11    Board style siding on all sides.  Trex
12    balconies and 30 year architectural shingles.
13    We are debating between our typical vinyl use
14    rails for our deck rail and aluminum.
15         This is big aluminum I show to the Board.
16    As long as it holds up in our current new phase
17    in Hendersonville, as long it as holds up
18    during construction better we will use this
19    material.  But we are using the standard this
20    type of top.
21         This is aluminum rail.  And we are using
22    the additional add-on top decorative rail.
23         The interiors of the units are nine-foot
24    ceilings and are vaulted.  We have all wood
25    cabinets, crown molding, granite countertops.
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 1         I will submit to the Board our typical
 2    choice is granite and the cabinet door.
 3         And I have just handed the floor plans
 4    that -- There are six of the seven floor plans
 5    currently proposed to be used in this project.
 6    As you can see from the floor plans there is
 7    nothing shrunk.  You know, what some developers
 8    would tend to do is they shrink down their one
 9    bedrooms below 600 square feet.
10         All of our floor plans are well over 700
11    square feet, the one bedrooms.
12         The two bedrooms, a thousand one hundred
13    square feet.  Three bedrooms are in the 13
14    hundred and 14 hundred square footage.
15         The product we plan to build, it is
16    typical to our small town -- to the ones we
17    build in small towns and cater to the towns to
18    provide work force housing and price ranges
19    that typically support your teachers,
20    firefighters, policemen, or to start a career.
21    Maybe a person who can afford a house, but may
22    choose a lifestyle that they choose not to
23    maintain a yard.  Maybe possibly a family dream
24    home.  Somebody who is building their current
25    home and they need a place to stay until it
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 1    gets built.
 2         Our median household income of approved
 3    applicants in similar properties is over
 4    $40,000 in most areas.
 5         We do not build affordable housing
 6    directly.  But today's high-end housing should
 7    be able to become affordable in the next 30
 8    years as other projects are built.
 9         If your housing was built in the 1970s in
10    a town, it is too high.  There is not enough
11    housing currently in the town.
12         I show the average median sales price in
13    the first quarter of Haywood County is $203,700
14    compared to $185,000 in the first quarter of
15    2017 and $144,450 in 2015.
16         You are having a huge -- You are having a
17    huge price increase due to limited housing in
18    Haywood County.
19         For this project we have to answer the
20    typical -- the five questions that this Board
21    has to answer, the plan -- Number one:  Is the
22    plan consistent with the adopted plan and
23    policies of the town.
24         As Ms. Teague and the staff report, the
25    plan fits in with the adopted plans and
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 1    policies of the Town.
 2         The Town Land Development Standards
 3    clearly show that this area is meant to be
 4    built for medium and high density residential
 5    development.  Our proposed project will fit
 6    that standard.
 7         Further, the land development standards
 8    have already cleared allowing apartments as a
 9    building type in the PC-NR district for some
10    time.
11         After the Town's recent amendments to the
12    land development standard multi-family uses are
13    also allowed down here.
14         The Town's future land use plan also
15    states that this -- it is the policy of the
16    Town to provide an attractive range of housing
17    for the use for of the residents of
18    Waynesville.
19         There are a few apartments in this town.
20    And our project would help provide for options
21    for the Town's future use plan.
22         Number two states the plan complies with
23    all applicable requirements of the ordinance.
24         The plan meets and exceeds the Town
25    ordinance on construction.  Our building
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 1    permeability for the frontage requirements of
 2    the buildings is also exceeded at the back and
 3    sides of our apartment buildings.
 4         The requirement of open spaces and our
 5    density allows us to preserve over half the
 6    site as a natural preserve to keep the mountain
 7    beauty of the ridge the same.  And between --
 8    Tom Jones can help answer if any additional
 9    questions in that area.  I can say that the
10    preserved area in the back is not considered to
11    be gated, as well.
12         And they also have -- And it is not -- It
13    is not in the gated area.  You will have gates
14    of access.  But in the back area of the
15    property it is not gated all the way, too.
16         Number three, there is adequate
17    infrastructure, transportation, and utilities
18    to support the plan.
19         Oh, wait.  Let me go back to two.
20         Basements are allowed as in the diagram
21    4.41 of the code.
22         Our projects are showing that we are
23    building one-, two-story, three two-split
24    building and three-story three four-split
25    buildings.
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 1         From the front end -- From what is
 2    required of the front, our basements do not
 3    count as floors.
 4         Number three, there exists adequate
 5    infrastructure and transportation and utilities
 6    to support the plan as proposed.
 7         The Town has adequate capacity and sewer
 8    and will allow extention of the Town's sewer
 9    for this site.
10         This may allow future connectivity
11    depending on the neighboring elevations.  Plott
12    Creek Road has been reviewed by a traffic
13    study.  It is able to handle the loading.
14         The NCDOT is reviewing for the driveway
15    permit.  And the traffic consultants are here
16    to answer any questions.
17         The water has been approved for capacity
18    by the requirements as well by the Town.  We
19    will -- We have not submitted water and sewer
20    plans as stated by the code, we wait until
21    construction drawings.
22         Number four, the proposed plan conforms to
23    the character of the neighborhood.  It has
24    considered the location, type and height of the
25    buildings or structures and has the type and
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 1    the extent of landscaping on site.
 2         The proposed plan meets with the future
 3    use plan of Waynesville, but still meets the
 4    conditions of the day.
 5         The front of Plott Creek Road is a
 6    one-story office building that fits with one
 7    and two-story residences on the road.
 8         The larger buildings are in the back are
 9    in the same general vicinity from the roads as
10    some of Mr. Morgan's larger structures on the
11    side.
12         The back half of the lot is preserved to
13    keep the ridge view the same for future
14    generations to see.  The density of five units
15    an acre is consistent with a more rural
16    development than most complexes built in other
17    areas that can be well over 16 units an acre
18    in other municipalities.
19         The project is fully gated as it is a
20    community within a community.  But if
21    neighboring properties rebuild in the future we
22    will add additional access gates depending on
23    what develops.
24         In addition our landscape plan is
25    currently showing just our required trees for
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 1    the parking areas.  It is not showing -- It
 2    is --
 3         Additional plans will be used to help
 4    buffer additional lamp areas.  For example, we
 5    have already addressed linking our existing
 6    trees in preparation for preservation in the
 7    back to help create the buffer for Mr. Morgan's
 8    carriage house.
 9         And since this is quasi-judicial, you
10    know, if we agree that we will preserve the
11    view for Mr. Morgan in this meeting, you know,
12    we will have to.
13         What we have told Mr. Morgan is that we
14    would send him the landscape plan for him to
15    review the options.
16         And what we are saying with the land there
17    is -- these tree areas that are existing --
18         COURT REPORTER: I am not able to hear
19    you.
20         MR. RATCHFORD: I'm coming around.
21         We are talking about these additional --
22         MR. CANNON: Mr. Chair, he is going to
23    have to speak into the microphone.
24         MR. McDOWELL: Right.
25         Why don't you hand us that and we will
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 1    pass that down, identify --
 2         Just so if you will say that again and
 3    describe --
 4         MR. RATCHFORD: So just so -- From the
 5    clumps of trees, the mature trees we will
 6    additionally -- We will additionally include
 7    those connected areas, though we have already
 8    agreed with Mr. Morgan that we would -- that we
 9    would do an on-site meeting.
10         The question on why we would not show
11    exactly what the access of potential storm
12    drainage that we may have trees in a couple
13    different ways to block it, but still provide
14    access.
15         Number five, the application will not
16    substantially injure the value of adjoining or
17    abutting properties.  It will not be
18    detrimental to the uses or development of
19    adjacent properties or other neighborhood uses.
20         We do not feel our property will really
21    devalue neighborhood properties.  The high-end
22    quality of our product, normally the price
23    tends to escalate neighborhood values when the
24    parcels go for sale.
25         We have Rick Merrill to speak about the
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 1    nature of land sales.
 2         The benefits for the Town of the
 3    apartments.  The apartments will provide
 4    private roads which are maintained by the
 5    development instead of the Town.
 6         Home and some townhome developments use
 7    city streets that have to be maintained by the
 8    city perpetually.  Traffic services are paid by
 9    the apartment complex.
10         A 200-unit community would be worth a
11    minimum of 22 million and could be up to 30
12    million based on estimates and what the final
13    pricing works out to be.
14         The Town has to have reasonably priced
15    options for entry level employees to come in
16    and start a profession.
17         How can a school attract new teachers
18    right now right out of school who have to find
19    a place to live?
20         The vantage point is a single family house
21    is very expensive to live in.  We have
22    residents in our community in Fletcher that
23    travel and work at Harrah's Cherokee Casino
24    now.  And that is driving through Waynesville
25    through Asheville traffic down to Fletcher.  It
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 1    is incredible.
 2         For this Town to supply typical jobs as
 3    they employ blue collar and white color
 4    employees and workers they have to have a place
 5    to live.
 6         Right now I'll have Tom Jones speak about
 7    the engineering of the structure.
 8         MR. JONES: Good evening.  My name is Tom
 9    Jones.  I'm an engineer with WGLA Engineering.
10         I do have two partners, Will Buie and
11    Jared DeRidder.  And I appreciate you having us
12    here tonight.
13         Do you think we can get the screen maybe
14    to two pages back to C101?
15         First off let's do a little housekeeping
16    in terms of the documents that we submitted as
17    part of this application.
18         Your section 15.8.2, the Site Plan that is
19    under review major clearly outlines the
20    documents that we were supposed to send.  And I
21    think we did that as part of this process.
22    Those documents included the environmental
23    survey, the Master Plan, and building
24    elevations.
25         And then section eight specifically says
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 1    construction documents shall be submitted after
 2    Planning Board approval.
 3         So it is my position that even if we had
 4    construction drawings finished, which they are
 5    not, it would have been inappropriate to send
 6    them to the Town until we had gone through this
 7    process tonight.
 8         So I'm here to speak just a minute about
 9    the infrastructure and also give some
10    information that lead to what we will be
11    submitting with the construction documents and
12    just hopefully clarify any things that we are
13    unsure about the plan that has come up.
14         We have talked about the project
15    description, site location.  And it required a
16    minimum for -- Elizabeth, that I would like for
17    you all to have a copy of.  I think you may
18    already have a copy.  So we would enter that
19    into the meeting tonight.
20         Some of that is in that and I will add
21    some things here tonight that I thought of as
22    we have proceeded.
23         This is about a 40-acre site historically
24    used for agricultural purposes, although it is
25    currently zoned for medium to high residential
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 1    development as Elizabeth has outlined.  It is
 2    the PC-NR District.
 3         The front portion of the property is
 4    fairly general topography.  It says primarily
 5    former pasture and floodplain.  The rear of the
 6    property is generally wooded and steeper than
 7    the front portion.
 8         The average parcel slope for the entire 40
 9    acres including the rear portion is 21.86
10    percent which falls above the hillside
11    protection threshold for the Town of
12    Waynesville of 25 percent.  That is from 12.62.
13         We anticipate and as shown on the plan
14    that of the 20 acres including the portion of
15    the property higher than an elevation of 2,900
16    will not be disturbed and will remain in the
17    preservation area slash open space.
18         Streams, wetlands and buffers.  I think
19    the question has already been raised about the
20    wetlands of the middle property.  And I will
21    touch on that before I finish this piece.
22         The Site Plan is designed to minimize
23    potential impacts to streams and wetlands.  If
24    you notice --
25         You don't mind going back to that --
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 1         -- the green wetland in the middle, we
 2    have already asked about that.  I think Miss
 3    Marty asked about that.
 4         And there you go.
 5         So the plan does minimize stream
 6    crossings.  It crosses Plott Creek at one
 7    location.  It would have to cross to access the
 8    property.
 9         There is already an existing crossing near
10    that spot.  Also one of the purposes behind the
11    walls which Mr. Justus asked about the walls is
12    to make sure that the stream buffers can remain
13    intact.
14         Finally the right side of this page on
15    that C101, it is kind of hard to see.  Probably
16    the audience can't probably see the writing in
17    the middle.  There is a little arrow that
18    points to the existing wetland.
19         There is no question the developer does
20    get close to that one.  I think that is
21    building number five.  I can't see it right
22    here either.
23         But the goal of the project is to actually
24    not disturb any of the wetlands and to minimize
25    the stream impacts.
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 1         And the way we are going to minimize the
 2    stream impacts is by building headwalls on both
 3    sides of the crossing, by putting in large
 4    pipes which will be down at the bottom so the
 5    stream will not be directly pipes, it will be
 6    on the bottom, also building walls as necessary
 7    to retain buffers.
 8         Plott Creek is designated as a trout
 9    stream as was pointed out earlier.  But other
10    than the stream crossing locations a 25-foot
11    undisturbed buffer would be maintained along
12    Plott Creek and the unnamed tributaries on the
13    property.
14         The Site Plan doesn't ignore impacts to
15    the remaining wetlands.  And the streams will
16    not be directly impacted for reasons I have
17    already described.
18         If it does become necessary to impact
19    wetlands obviously the applicant will work with
20    the US Army Corps of Engineers and the State of
21    North Carolina to obtain permits when
22    appropriate.
23         And the plan does also include multiple
24    tree save areas, approximately 3.7 acres of
25    tree save areas.  And that is not even
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 1    including the 20 acres in the preservation
 2    area.
 3         The landscape for the project will include
 4    parking lot trees, buffers to adjacent
 5    properties as shown in the Site Plan and
 6    plantings around all of the buildings
 7    specifically and shown.
 8         The plantings specifically are not even
 9    shown yet.
10         While there are no apartments currently in
11    the PC-NR District, the over 20 acres of
12    preservation areas, buffers, and landscaping
13    speak to finally number four that you all are
14    having to consider tonight.  It shows the
15    project, in our opinion, does conform to the
16    character of the neighborhood.
17         One thing that has been touched on tonight
18    as well is these streams and wetlands are
19    floodplain.
20         A floodplain development permit will be
21    needed to -- or will need to be issued to grant
22    construction in the area of the project that is
23    designated a flood hazard area which is the
24    front part which is Plott Creek.
25         The Town requires that the buildings
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 1    including basement floors be elevated no more
 2    than the regulatory flood protection elevation
 3    as defined in section 17.4.
 4         The buildings for this project will be
 5    elevated to at least one foot above base flood
 6    elevation.
 7         Andrew Bick is a professional with
 8    Floodwater Engineering who has performed a
 9    preliminary study of potential impacts to
10    floodplains.
11         Based on the model, the crossing on Plott
12    Creek and fill for the project will not create
13    a rise in the base flood elevation of Plott
14    Creek.
15         Assuming approval of the Site Plan by the
16    Town, a study will be finalized and sent with
17    the application for a floodplain development
18    permit.
19         The other thing in the narrative, as
20    pointed out a minute ago, the construction
21    drawings or construction documents will be
22    submitted after Planning Board approval.
23    Assuming you all were to approve tonight, it
24    would be in the future.
25         But I think we have outlined the
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 1    strategies that we expect to employ with those
 2    plans.  Erosion control and stormwater.  The
 3    erosion control, of course the plan would be
 4    submitted to the State and to land quality.
 5         The design will be in accordance with the
 6    registered planning and zoning May 2013 or the
 7    latest edition.
 8         Use of temporary diversions will allow
 9    runoff within those tributaries to divert it to
10    temporary sediment basins.  Sediment intends to
11    be installed on the perimeter of the property
12    to protect the site from runoff for the tracts
13    that are leaving the site.
14         All storm drain elements will be
15    protected.  And the plans and calculations will
16    all have to be reviewed by the State.
17         In terms of stormwater management, you all
18    have a pretty detailed stormwater rule -- code.
19         Basically storm management, the best
20    management practices, BMPs they are called,
21    will be designed in accordance with the Town of
22    Waynesville ordinance, it is appendix A,
23    chapter 12.5.  All proposed stormwater
24    management systems will be designed to control
25    and treat runoff from the one-year one-hour
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 1    storm event as determined by NOAA data for the
 2    Town of Waynesville.
 3         The project will be designed such that
 4    most element peak runoff rate to the two-year,
 5    24-hour and 25-year, 24-hour storm event.
 6    Obviously that is redevelopment rate.  So there
 7    is a water quality component where you hold the
 8    water at least over time.  But there is also a
 9    peak -- peak continuation applying to the
10    stormwater rules.
11         Per 12.5.7 no one BMP, no one specific
12    best management practice will receive runoff
13    from an area greater than three acres unless
14    B&Ps are a series and basically connected.
15         We anticipate that the proposed BMPs for
16    this project will be subsurface chamber
17    systems.  And based on the amount of acreage
18    and your rules we expect there to be five or
19    six of those systems for this project.
20         All of that has not been designed yet.
21    These would be part of the construction
22    documents that will be submitted at a later
23    date to be reviewed and approved by a
24    third-party engineer which you all would hire.
25         I'll speak in just a moment about the
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 1    utilities.  We have kind of all hit around
 2    that.
 3         Water for the project already exists on
 4    Plott Creek Road.  The letter from your Town
 5    staff does indicate that water service is
 6    available to the site.
 7         Sewer, the lines would have to be
 8    extended.  There are two options.  I think that
 9    is why the Town staff didn't say that this is
10    how it would be.  Possibly either along Plott
11    Creek Road in the public right-of-way or
12    straight across the road in the Will Hyatt
13    direction.  So there are two different possible
14    routes for sewer, both in the public
15    right-of-way.
16         We do have a survey that shows the public
17    right-of-way.  I don't know the width at the
18    moment.  That will probably come out.
19         The driveway itself, and speaking to
20    Elizabeth's concern, has been passed on to the
21    DOT.  The Town staff and DOT both seem to
22    believe that the best location for the
23    connection point for the driveway is across
24    from Will Hyatt Road, from I guess just
25    general -- general safety standpoint, also that
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 1    road network.  You don't have this offset of
 2    intersections.  That being said, the driveway
 3    permit is a process with the DOT.  Plans have
 4    been submitted.
 5         One concern is sight distance.  But one
 6    way that that would be alleviated is that as
 7    part of this project a sidewalk will be
 8    constructed along Plott Creek Road.  And trees
 9    will be cleared to a point.
10         There will be trees in the northwest
11    corner.  But for a large portion of the
12    frontage those trees will be cleared to create
13    the sidewalk.  And they will make a greater
14    sidewalk along the road.
15         To that point this will increase the sight
16    distance such that 250 feet of stopping sight
17    distance will be available.  Two hundred fifty
18    feet is the required stopping sight distance
19    for 35 miles an hour required by the Green Book
20    of ASHTO which is the Association of State
21    Highway Transportation Officials.
22         But I still go back to that information
23    has been provided to DOT and we are working
24    with them to finally secure the permit.
25         Finally on the traffic issue a traffic
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 1    study was completed by Teague Engineering.  And
 2    we will have them come up next.
 3         DOT has been provided a copy of the
 4    traffic study as a part of looking at this
 5    driveway connection.  So they have all the
 6    pieces that are available.
 7         So at this time I will call Teague
 8    Engineering to speak about the findings of the
 9    traffic study.
10         MR. TEAGUE: Good evening.  I'm Mark
11    Teague from Teague Engineering and Planning
12    which is right down the hill here.  Glad to be
13    here.
14         MR. McDOWELL: Would you give your
15    address?
16         MR. TEAGUE: It is 525 North Main Street.
17         I want to start out with a little bit a
18    review of traffic studies.  I have been doing
19    this for 25 years.  And there are all kinds of
20    misconceptions I see time after time.
21         Number one, a traffic study, you know, it
22    is an engineered document.  It is really a
23    planning document.  That is how DOT recognizes
24    it.
25         It is kind of a hollow plan of what you
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 1    believe -- how an engineer believes traffic may
 2    behave at a certain area.
 3         It is also not for existing traffic, per
 4    se.  It is for the site and the additional
 5    traffic from that site, how it will impact what
 6    is already out there.
 7         I have run in to dozens and dozens of
 8    traffic studies over the years where a
 9    situation may already be bad.  And the traffic
10    added could make it a lot worse or may not make
11    it much worse at all.  But it is the delta.  It
12    is the differential of the additional traffic
13    versus what is already out there.
14         The other misconception we get a lot is
15    the trips that are generated by a site.
16         For instance, this is a 200-unit apartment
17    complex.  I can't tell you how many times
18    people will tell me, well, that means there
19    will be 200 cars on the road every hour or
20    every day because everybody has a car.
21         That is not at all the case.  Trips are
22    generated -- They vary throughout the day.  And
23    what we look at is the worst hour of the day,
24    the peak hours.
25         Just like you do anything in life, you
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 1    look at the worse situation.  And with your
 2    kids, the worst thing that could happen with
 3    your kids, you plan for that and everything
 4    else is good.
 5         So we tend to look at it is a.m. worst
 6    hour and a p.m. worst hour.  But because
 7    traffic is distributed throughout the day, it
 8    is generally about 10 percent of your full-day
 9    traffic happens during the peak hours.
10         The peak hour rate is gathered from a
11    manual by the Institute of Transportation
12    Engineers, which is a federally recognized
13    federally published manual that we use.
14    Traffic engineers all over the world use that.
15    It gives a certain rate of how much traffic per
16    unit you can expect during a peak hour.
17         In this particular case with 200 units
18    during the a.m. period we are looking at 102
19    trips during the peak hour.  That is 82 coming
20    out and 20 going in.
21         During the p.m. peak hour 128 trips, 83
22    coming in.  That makes sense, people will be
23    coming home from work and 45 leaving.
24         To further validate these numbers we
25    actually counted a nearby apartment complex.
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 1    And the numbers we counted there were actually
 2    just a little bit less than this per unit.  So
 3    I feel very, very confident about these
 4    numbers.
 5         Once we add the traffic to the net worth
 6    of the site we look at what we call the level
 7    of service.  That is something we learned back
 8    in school, A going to F.  But all roads go
 9    through a cycle A to F every day.
10         Main Street, right here, last week we had
11    a full moon.  I'm sure it is below service F.
12    I was on vacation.  I didn't have a chance to
13    experience it this year.  But that is when
14    traffic is just crammed up.  You can't really
15    go.  There is just all kinds of congestion.
16         Level service A is maybe Main Street at
17    4:00 a.m. in the morning after the street has
18    been swept or something like that.  It is just
19    street.  You can do whatever you want to.  You
20    can walk in the middle of the road if you want
21    to.
22         Typically you want roads to operate at a
23    level of service D for the majority of the day.
24    That is kind of the sweet spot when you are
25    looking at building roads.
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 1         A road is that level service A for a long
 2    time during the day would be overbuilt.  I have
 3    seen that many times where there is just not
 4    enough traffic to even justify even having a
 5    road there.
 6         Roads that are level of service F for the
 7    majority of the day, maybe like I26 in
 8    Asheville, those are the roads where you say
 9    something has got to be done because it is not
10    supposed to be there.  Again you want that
11    sweet spot around the D.  But you know that a
12    road is going to be at A or F at some point
13    during the day.
14         So we took the traffic from this site.  We
15    added it to the existing traffic situation out
16    there.
17         Actually we did the background.  We added
18    to the background.  So we went in the future of
19    when this site is going to be built out.  We
20    said, okay, here is what traffic will be like,
21    natural growth.
22         And then we analyzed it at that point.  We
23    added the traffic.  We analyzed it again.  And
24    the threshold for the city is that -- or the
25    Town of Waynesville is that what we call the V
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 1    over C ratio, which is the volume to capacity
 2    can only increase by point one for that -- a
 3    ratio of point one for the peak hour.
 4         Every intersection we studied met that
 5    threshold.  So really according to this town
 6    CVOs, no mitigation is required from this site.
 7         I know safety has also come up with this
 8    site.  We got all the crash data from the last
 9    five years from the North Carolina DOT in the
10    general area of the site.  There has been one
11    crash, a run off the road crash.
12         Jason can get you the date if you need it.
13    That was on Will Hyatt Road.
14         Sight distance, we have already -- Tom
15    addressed that.  So sight distance would be
16    addressed through the DOT permitting process.
17         So that's it for me.
18         MR. McDOWELL: Any questions?
19         MR. DYKES: What is the existing volume to
20    capacity?
21         MR. TEAGUE: The existing volume to
22    capacity?  Can you specify a certain approach
23    or a road or --
24         MR. DYKES: On Plott Creek Road.
25         MR. TEAGUE: On Plott Creek Road.
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 1         We will just do there at the Will Hyatt
 2    intersection.
 3         I have background.  I don't have the
 4    existing today.  I have background.  So again
 5    it is like two years from now if nothing hap --
 6    if this development did not happen it is 0.03
 7    for eastbound.  For westbound it is 0.03.  For
 8    Will Hyatt it is 0.07.
 9         MR. DYKES: Thank you.
10         MR. McDOWELL: I would like that traffic
11    study and the crash data that they have
12    provided to you to be entered into evidence
13    formally.
14         MR. MERRILL: Good evening.
15         My name is Rick Merrill.  I'm a broker
16    with Beverly Hanks.  And this is the fourth
17    site that I have sold this company.
18         MR. McDOWELL: Mr. Merrill, can you give
19    an address for the record, please?
20         MR. MERRILL: 512 North Main Street,
21    Hendersonville.
22         The purpose of my being up here tonight is
23    to try to put to rest any fears about the
24    diminishment of real estate value around a
25    project of this magnitude by these developers.
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 1         In the other four sites that I have sold
 2    them, those sites fully built out, and all the
 3    properties that adjoin those sites have gone up
 4    in value since the development of the
 5    apartments.
 6         And I can give you those addresses.  And I
 7    can give you the assessor's data to show
 8    exactly that.
 9         I would love to be able to do that for
10    Waynesville.  But your assessor does not keep
11    data any further back than 10 years.
12         And the last major project you had was
13    significantly longer than 10 years ago.  So
14    there is just no physical way for me to pull
15    that data and share it with you.
16         I will say they build a class A community.
17    And where they have -- the two sites that they
18    built in Hendersonville that I sold them are
19    near full all the time.  The two sites in
20    Buncombe that I sold them stay near full all
21    the time.
22         And if you Google "Apartments:
23    Waynesville," you won't find any.  That is how
24    badly they are needed.
25         Questions?
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: Do you have those documents
 2    to enter into evidence which you mentioned?
 3         MR. MERRILL: Sure.
 4         This is Valentine Commons, this is in
 5    Hendersonville.  And then Palisades of
 6    Asheville.  And then Seasons in Cane Creek
 7    which is in Fletcher.  And then Haven in Enka
 8    Lake which is right near Biltmore Lake.
 9         Thank you.
10         MR. HORNIK: Thank you, ladies and
11    gentlemen, for listening to our witnesses'
12    testimony.
13         That concludes our presentation at this
14    time unless the Board has specific questions
15    for our witnesses.
16         MR. McDOWELL: Questions?
17         MR. HERMANN: I have a question.  I have a
18    question for the developer.
19         Based on your market study, what
20    percentage of the residents do you anticipate
21    heading towards Cherokee or Sylva?
22         MR. RATCHFORD: That has not been
23    something that we figured.
24         We hate to say it, but when we build a
25    complex through the equal housing, it is
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 1    whoever comes, whoever --
 2         We just looked at -- We just looked at the
 3    general -- We just looked at -- When you look
 4    at Vantage Point Apartments and you keep on
 5    looking through coastguard data, it is -- they
 6    never have anything available.
 7         And then we go -- Our complex the Haven at
 8    Enka Lake, it just opened in January.  258
 9    units, you know, east -- westbound.  The
10    complex is 258 units.  It is supposed to take a
11    year to fill up.  It is 94 -- 94.58 percent
12    leased today.  In less than seven months it is
13    full.
14         We took the Dilworth job a little further
15    closer to Asheville.  It filled up in
16    four-and-a-half months.
17         You don't have -- You know, we don't
18    ask -- You know, we ask in a blind study -- We
19    do have all our own application process, where
20    the people come from and credit.  But we can't
21    judge on that information.  We just know that
22    it is there, the need is there.
23         They can go -- You know, they could go to
24    Cherokee.  They could go to Cullowhee.  They
25    could be in town.
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 1         We can offer incentives.  We have offered
 2    incentives to the -- in the past at previous
 3    complexes to the -- to some of the -- to some
 4    of the preferred employers in town, maybe put a
 5    preferred employer for Haywood County Schools
 6    or do something like that to try to promote.
 7    But we can't --
 8         MR. WINGATE: So you have offered
 9    concession rates in the past to teachers?
10         MR. RATCHFORD: So like in Gaston County
11    we have a five percent -- a five percent
12    straight --
13         We own 18 properties in Gastonia, in
14    Gaston County.  And we do it for I think 8 or
15    10 of the properties; correct.
16         MR. McDOWELL: Marty, speak into the mike,
17    please.
18         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: A just out of
19    curiosity question.
20         I'm wanting to know, I see you have some
21    garages, but not for everyone.  So what is the
22    requirement or what does someone have to do to
23    get a garage?
24         MR. RATCHFORD: Garages are first come
25    first serve.  There is a -- There is actually a
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 1    handicapped garage on site and actually the
 2    capability to have a handicapped garage on the
 3    end of each unit by cutting a wall as required
 4    by the ADA.
 5         They are sold separately.  Garages, we
 6    tend to put in somewhere around 10 percent
 7    garages.
 8         Too few, they are all full.  If there
 9    are -- you put too many of them you can't --
10    you have too many, the price, the market goes
11    down.
12         Basically on all of the complexes in
13    Asheville now most of our garages stay full.
14    Some, you know, properties have a waiting list.
15         But properties in Georgia and stuff like
16    that what we had were 15 and 20 percent
17    garages.  You can't rent them.  You can't rent
18    them.
19         Because of the mountains it is generally
20    less garages.  You just don't have that many
21    flat spaces.
22         MR. McDOWELL: I have a question that
23    maybe Mr. Jones needs to answer.
24         There was on the drawings submitted on C11
25    where it does appear that the retaining wall
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 1    was inside the 30 foot margin that was brought
 2    up by Mr. Justus.
 3         MR. JONES: Yes, sir.  Thank you for
 4    asking about that.  I meant to touch on a
 5    couple of those points that Mr. Justus brought
 6    out while I was up here.
 7         We do have a well within the 30-foot I
 8    guess you would call it setback from the
 9    built-upon area to the stream.
10         Although in the definitions the wall is
11    not listed at all.  So we are not clear that
12    that was not allowed.  And as a matter of fact,
13    the word structures doesn't show up either in
14    the definitions.
15         So if you are calling the wall a
16    structure, I'm not sure if that is allowed.  If
17    it is termed by Town staff after this for our
18    final construction drawings that indeed walls
19    cannot be in that 30-foot area then we would
20    have to move that back further.
21         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
22         Was there any other --
23         MR. JONES: The other point I would like
24    to get into is the civic space just a little
25    bit.  I would like to clarify that in just a
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 1    moment.
 2         I think the position was that we were
 3    short on civic space essentially.  I wouldn't
 4    necessarily agree with that point as far as if
 5    you look at the project itself, of the 20 acres
 6    we are talking about developing here, if you
 7    are going to set aside a preservation area over
 8    20 acres, focus on this 20 acres of
 9    development.  Five percent of that is one acre
10    required of civic space.
11         Why should this project be -- Basically
12    you wouldn't want to incentivize having to
13    actually disturb more property to create these
14    civic spaces.  That feels counterproductive and
15    is really not in line with at all what we are
16    trying to do here tonight which is to preserve
17    as much of the property as possible.
18         The developer could go ahead and create
19    more civic space and grade that forest flat.
20    It just doesn't -- That just doesn't make
21    sense.
22         Basically if you focus on a 20-acre
23    portion, the developed part of the property,
24    there is no civic space.  There is over one
25    acre.
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 1         And what else was I going to say?
 2         Of that I guess what our contention was
 3    that 25 percent had to be these more active
 4    uses which it does have that .29 acres I
 5    believe from the pool, the dog park, and the
 6    playground so that we do meet that criteria on
 7    civic space.
 8         The other point a moment ago I was having
 9    a hard time thinking of was the density still
10    works for this project if you look at that 20
11    acres again.  We are at 10 units per acre,
12    which is allowable by code right now.  Even if
13    you say, okay, you can't use the 20-acre basis
14    on civic space because then the density is off,
15    that is actually not correct.
16         The density still works even if you focus
17    on the 20 acres.  So we believe we meet the
18    intent of the ordinance in terms of the civic
19    space by providing more than one acre
20    specifically related to this project area.
21         MS. HAIN: Mr. Jones?
22         MR. McDOWELL: Yes, ma'am.  Mike, please.
23         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Mr. Jones, I think
24    you were the one who mentioned some buffering
25    for Mr. Morgan.
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 1         Can you explain that a little built?
 2         MR. JONES: Sure.  This is in conjunction
 3    with the developer Mr. Ratchford and Mr.
 4    Ledford.  They met with Mr. Morgan.
 5         And if maybe you could take us like two
 6    pages forward to the landscaping, C103.
 7         There is a -- You kind of see the darker
 8    like trees look on the bottom right which is I
 9    guess the southwest portion of the property.
10         We are showing some buffering there.  We
11    are calling for a proposed 20-foot landscape
12    buffer.  That is basically in response to Mr.
13    Morgan and trying to buffer the park and the
14    residential areas.
15         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Okay.  That is all of
16    my questions then.
17         Thank you.
18         MS. HAIN: So C102 we are talking about
19    this buffering here (indicating)?
20         MR. JONES: What is happening along the --
21    There is basically we were able to preserve the
22    existing vegetation, not specific buffering
23    from the stream.  But we are able to show that
24    is preservation areas of the trees and maintain
25    the 25-foot stream buffer.
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 1         MS. HAIN: Okay.  All right.
 2         And then one more which is a follow-up to
 3    a letter included in our packet that has some
 4    concerns about some standing oak trees.
 5         Are you familiar with that one?  Yes.
 6    That is page 19 for us.
 7                 (Indiscernible.)
 8         MR. McDOWELL: Could you speak into the
 9    mike, please?
10         MS. HAIN: Could you show me page 19,
11    Elizabeth?  She has a concern about some
12    existing oak trees.  I'm wondering if we could
13    locate those.
14         Elizabeth, do you know where they are?
15         MS. TEAGUE: It is the sixth bullet.
16    Existing oak trees would come down.
17         MS. HAIN: Anybody know where that is?  Is
18    there an existing forest?  (indiscernible.)
19         MR. JONES: The environmental survey, the
20    first page of the C100 shows the wooded area.
21         MS. HAIN: Okay.
22         MR. JONES: I assume those are woodland
23    areas.  And saving those as possible with the
24    plan, I think that -- our goal requirement was
25    to minimize impacts on streams, minimize
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 1    impacts to wetlands, and also preserve the
 2    wooded areas to the greatest extent that we
 3    can.
 4         I'm not sure where those specific trees
 5    are.  The hope would be they are within the
 6    areas we can preserve.
 7         MS. HAIN: Okay.  Thank you.
 8         MR. RATCHFORD: Part of the issue when you
 9    are in the public is the Mountaineer posted our
10    concept plan.  A lot of times there has been a
11    lot of confusion between the concept plan and
12    the actual plan where the buildings were.
13         Now, the actual trees in the -- I have
14    talked to Mr. Morgan.  Besides the buffer that
15    is planted right there is included in those
16    existing plots of trees along that creek.  It
17    is connecting those trees with additional --
18    with additional smaller trees.
19         You are talking 40- 50-foot tall trees
20    that have large canopies.  And you can have a
21    smaller tree to help provide the buffer and
22    create --
23         And basically what it kind of creates for
24    Mr. Morgan is, you know, his carriage house
25    will overlook kind of at the -- that kind of
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 1    opening where the two creeks are.  And we are
 2    talking about connecting the trees along those
 3    lines.
 4         And the exception we had was if we had to
 5    have an access we may have to -- you know, we
 6    may have to move the trees in a -- you know,
 7    and stagger them so we can get around.
 8         But that was to provide buffering is what
 9    I had mentioned to him, if we continue the line
10    so he has a complete buffer.
11         MS. HAIN: Okay.
12         MR. HERMANN: One last question.
13         I think I want to address the traffic, the
14    traffic situation.  Particularly on Will Hyatt
15    and Eagles Nest.
16         Has there been a study as to the amount of
17    traffic that is going to travel that direction,
18    that intersection?
19         MR. TEAGUE: So you --
20         Say that one more time?
21         MR. HERMANN: Yes.  At Will Hyatt and
22    Eagles Nest, which is a rather hazardous
23    intersection.
24         MR. McDOWELL: Eagles Nest?
25         MR. HERMANN: Yes.
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 1         MR. FULTON: The study was just done on
 2    Will Hyatt.
 3         MR. HERMANN: That is the direction you
 4    would go with if you were heading towards
 5    Asheville and you could take a shortcut; yes,
 6    sir.
 7         MR. FULTON: Right.
 8         We did not study the intersection there at
 9    Will Hyatt and Eagles Nest.  We did Will Hyatt
10    and Plott Creek.
11         MR. McDOWELL: What did your study show as
12    an increased traffic count on Will Hyatt
13    generated by this?
14         MR. FULTON: Obviously Will Hyatt is
15    currently used as a cut-through for a lot of
16    the school traffic currently going to Hazelwood
17    in the morning.
18         Existing we show 72 cars making a left on
19    Will Hyatt in the a.m. peak hour.
20         MR. HERMANN: That is current, you said?
21         MR. FULTON: That is correct.  That's
22    current.
23         When we grew the traffic to the horizon
24    year that increased by 5, so 77.  That is 2
25    growth rate.  And that is the a.m. peak hour.
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 1    That is one hour in the a.m. between 7:00 and
 2    9:00.
 3         In the a.m. the development shows to
 4    increase that by 10 cars.
 5         MR. HERMANN: How many?
 6         MR. FULTON: Ten additional cars on Will
 7    Hyatt Road.
 8         Sounds like we have some traffic engineers
 9    in the audience.
10         Let me clarify.  That is 10 traveling
11    towards the development.  There will be an
12    additional 25 cars coming out of the
13    development traveling on Will Hyatt in the
14    opposite direction.  So 35 total additional
15    cars on Will Hyatt.
16         MR. HERMANN: And that is peak a.m?
17         MR. FULTON: That's correct.
18         MR. HERMANN: And peak p.m?
19         MR. FULTON: So with peak p.m. the
20    distribution is a little bit different.  There
21    will be -- because of the direct route to the
22    apartment complex from 23, it shows 29 cars
23    coming to the development on Will Hyatt Road.
24    And that is additional.  And 9 going the other
25    way away from the development on Will Hyatt
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 1    Road.
 2         Obviously in the p.m. the school traffic
 3    does not play a role.  As the data collection
 4    showed, the peak hours for the school traffic
 5    are approximately 2:30 to 3:30.
 6         And side trip generation is based on trips
 7    that we know to occur between 4:00 and 6:00.
 8    So the -- That obviously does not interact with
 9    the school traffic at 3:30.
10         MR. McDOWELL: So a clarification for
11    myself.  Both times you have expressed a peak
12    time period two hours.  And what you have
13    expressed was traffic count per hour.  So
14    during that span it will be double that.
15         MR. FULTON: Yes.  Let me just clarify on
16    that.
17         So as part of the trip generation, ITE,
18    the standard is to count the traffic between
19    7:00 and 9:00 and 4:00 to 6:00 to identify the
20    peak hour that includes the most traffic in
21    that time.
22         Because studies have historically
23    continually shown that somewhere between 7:00
24    and 9:00 you are going to have the most cars on
25    the road and somewhere between 4:00 and 6:00
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 1    you are going to have the most cars on the road
 2    unless school traffic influences those numbers.
 3         MR. McDOWELL: All right.  Thank you.
 4         Any additional questions for the
 5    applicant?
 6         MR. DYKES: When was that done.
 7         MR. FULTON: January 23rd, 2018.
 8         MR. DYKES: Thank you.
 9         MR. McDOWELL: Any other questions for the
10    applicant before we move to cross examination?
11         MS. TEAGUE: Mr. Ratchford?
12         MR. RATCHFORD: Yes.
13         MS. TEAGUE: Two questions.
14         MR. McDOWELL: If you would come to the
15    microphone, please.
16         MS. TEAGUE: Yes, sir.
17         Two things I was hoping the applicant
18    could speak a little bit more on.
19         One is he mentioned the no-rise in the
20    flood study that they are doing.  And that
21    addresses some of the downstream impacts that
22    Mr. Justus mentioned.
23         So I would be interested in him explaining
24    what a no-rise study does and how that works
25    for you if you are interested.
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 1         And then secondly I would like Mr. Jones
 2    to talk more about the entrance to the
 3    clubhouse and its proximity to the --
 4         MR. McDOWELL: So this is part of your
 5    cross examination?
 6         MS. TEAGUE: Yes, sir.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: Okay.  Thank you.
 8         Let me make sure that we are finished with
 9    our questions of the applicant.
10         So you have got those two questions as
11    part of your cross examination?
12         MS. TEAGUE: Yes, sir.  I was hoping they
13    could spend some more time explaining their
14    thinking on that design.
15         MR. McDOWELL: Do you have some specific
16    questions for them on those?  You have
17    questioned him on that.  That is your cross
18    examination?
19         MS. TEAGUE: Yes.
20         Well, the first on the no-rise study, I
21    just think it would be helpful for the people
22    of the audience and this Board to talk about no
23    rise and how they are managing the floodplain,
24    and particularly the downstream properties.
25         Secondly --
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: Let's stick to the one
 2    question and let's see if we can get an answer
 3    to that as part of the cross examination.
 4         MS. TEAGUE: All right.  Thank you.
 5         MR. JONES: Okay.  The no-rise is a study
 6    performed by engineers.  Which there are a lot
 7    of engineers here tonight it seems like.
 8         But basically you model -- you replicate
 9    the model that FEMA and the US Army Corps of
10    Engineers uses for their floodplains,
11    specifically FEMA.  You model what is happening
12    now.  And if you can show -- get your model
13    working where it replicates, yes, these are the
14    flood elevations today, so you model that.
15         Then you put the proposed project into
16    that model and you see what would happen.  So
17    in this case like actually we did this
18    preliminarily, we had to make some
19    modifications to the plan such that there would
20    be no rise.
21         And that is the ultimate goal is that
22    after this project is built there will be no
23    change to the flood elevation upstream or
24    downstream for the property.  Basically you can
25    pass the hundred-year storm in just the same
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 1    way the property could have before.
 2         For instance --
 3         MR. McDOWELL: Who certifies that?
 4         MR. JONES: What's that?
 5         MR. McDOWELL: Who certifies this no-rise?
 6         MR. JONES: The engineer that does the
 7    study did the no rise and we submit it to the
 8    Town for review.
 9         And the Town typically I think does that
10    in-house.  But you all do your own review of
11    the study.  But basically it is based on the
12    models and certified by the engineer.
13         And for instance on this project the arch
14    pipe proposed for Plott Creek has a much larger
15    opening than the DOT's I guess it is call
16    related to Plott Creek or at Plott Creek right
17    now.
18         So this project should make things as good
19    or bad as they are today in terms of floodplain
20    elevations.
21         MS. TEAGUE: The second concern I had in
22    my staff report is related to the distance of
23    the driveway to the clubhouse from the
24    intersection with Plott Creek Road.
25         The requirement in our district is for
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 1    driveways to be 75 feet away from
 2    intersections.  But the administrator, in this
 3    case the Planning Board that is acting as the
 4    administrator has the ability to grant up to a
 5    40 percent reduction in that distance for
 6    certain situations.
 7         Now, where we have done this before has
 8    been on very low volume roads.  But we are
 9    talking about a 200-unit development.
10         And so we asked the engineer if they could
11    move that driveway back away a little bit.  And
12    they could to get it to 45 feet away from Plott
13    Creek, which is just within that 40 percent
14    reduction that we are allowed to give.
15         But I would like more information on your
16    thinking about that because I am concerned, and
17    this goes back to the DOT permit, about
18    stacking, if someone is coming from Plott Creek
19    and they want to go to the clubhouse, is that
20    going to create sort a jam up on that
21    intersection.
22         And I do believe that if there were a stop
23    light that were put there that could address
24    that.  But of course that is a DOT decision.
25    That's their road and they determine where and
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 1    how stop lights are located.  So I think we
 2    have to grasp based on the TIA that a stop
 3    light won't go in there until traffic reaches a
 4    certain point that DOT decides it is warranted.
 5         So I think it is important that we address
 6    the distance of that driveway.
 7         MR. JONES: I guess our first thought is
 8    we didn't really consider that a true driveway.
 9    We saw it more of a vehicle use area.  Even if
10    you go with that definition I think that we can
11    locate it, as Elizabeth said, five feet further
12    than shown currently on this plan.
13         The challenge is every foot we go further
14    away from that intersection we get more into
15    the floodplain and the stream and wetland areas
16    really on the other side.
17         The other thing is it does -- it changes
18    the angle of the parking a little bit such that
19    I don't believe we can maintain as much
20    tree-save area in the northwest corner with
21    that Plott residence.
22         So basically we have the constraint such
23    that 45 feet is the most we believe we could
24    get this parking.
25         The other option would be to try to
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 1    eliminate a couple of parking spaces which
 2    could be necessary to get that 45 -- We think
 3    we can get it with this amount of parking.
 4         I think with that we could also help
 5    clarifying how much that parking area is used
 6    on the project.  It is not a heavily used area.
 7    This may be used slightly more than some
 8    because of the length of the property.
 9         Many residents walk to the clubhouse.  Not
10    that many cars enter off of Plott Creek and go
11    straight to that parking area.
12         But basically it is the physical
13    constraints that keep us from being able to
14    locate it 75 feet from and intersection.
15         MR. McDOWELL: Mr. Justus, do you wish to
16    cross examine?
17         MR. JUSTUS: I do.
18         I can stand here.  I'll take you on first.
19    Okay.
20         Let's talk about this topic of this
21    driveway.
22         I picked up from Ms. Teague that she
23    certainly is acknowledging that the apartment
24    complex, the traffic associated with it is not
25    necessary low volume type of generated traffic.
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 1         Did you pick up on that?  Is that fair to
 2    say?
 3         MR. JONES: I didn't pick up on that.
 4         MR. McDOWELL: If you all can share that
 5    mike a little bit so that the --
 6         MR. JUSTUS: So looking at your option in
 7    the current design, the driveway for the
 8    clubhouse, how close is it to the right-of-way
 9    of Plott Creek Road?
10         MR. JONES: I didn't measure to the
11    right-of-way.  But it measured about 40 feet I
12    believe from the edge of the road.
13         MR. JUSTUS: All right.
14         MR. JONES: The request by the Town is to
15    get to 75 if possible.  And 45 was the minimum
16    that it needed to meet.
17         MR. JUSTUS: Well, actually the request of
18    the Town, I heard Ms. Teague having concern
19    about it being 45 feet.  So I didn't hear it
20    being her request.
21         And in terms of measurement, the
22    measurement is from the nearest edge of the
23    driveway to the intersection right-of-way.
24         Do you see that in the ordinance right
25    there, intersection right-of-way?
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 1         MR. JONES: Okay.
 2         MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So my question
 3    again is:  What is the right-of-way from Plott
 4    Creek Road that would form the basis for your
 5    measurement of that driveway?
 6         MR. JONES: I was able to determine it,
 7    but it not it is shown on the plan.
 8         MR. JUSTUS: All right.  There are a lot
 9    of squiggly lines on there.  So tell me where
10    is it on this plan.  Is the right-of-way of
11    Plott Creek Road that you are certifying in
12    fact the right-of-way?
13         MR. JONES: It would be the large black
14    line.  It has got a curved shape.  It is
15    parallel to Plott Creek Road.
16         MR. JUSTUS: I thought you -- Did you
17    measure the driveway from that dark curved line
18    then?
19         MR. JONES: I believe I measured the
20    driveway from the edge of the pavement.
21         MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So what is the
22    distance from the dark line which your
23    ordinance says -- which the Town's ordinance
24    says where you weren't even supposed to measure
25    it from?  What is the distance from that dark
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 1    line to the driveway?
 2         MR. JONES: I can estimate.  I don't have
 3    a measure for that precisely tonight.
 4         MR. JUSTUS: Well, it is less than 45
 5    feet; right?
 6         MR. JONES: Yes.
 7         MR. JUSTUS: So when you are talking about
 8    some angst about how close you need to be and
 9    how much separation, you don't have a design as
10    of yet for honoring at least the 45 feet from
11    that dark line in the driveway?  You don't have
12    an alternative design here tonight, do you?
13         MR. JONES: I do not.
14         MR. JUSTUS: Now, earlier you talked about
15    buildable area and the retaining wall.
16         Now, there is a definition, Mr. Chairman,
17    in section 17.4 of the ordinance, there is a
18    definition of building area.
19         Do you see that, Tom?
20         MR. JONES: You mean built-upon area?
21         MR. JUSTUS: Built-upon area, yes.
22         MR. JONES: Yes, I see built-upon area.
23         MR. JUSTUS: And it says that portion of
24    the development project that is covered by
25    impervious or partially impervious service.
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 1         Do you see that?
 2         MR. JONES: Yes.
 3         MR. JUSTUS: A retain wall would be
 4    impervious or partially impervious surface,
 5    wouldn't it?
 6         MR. JONES: I'm not going to say yes to
 7    that because like for instance permeable
 8    pavement is considered permeable and it is
 9    similar material to a reattaining wall on that
10    basis.
11         MR. JUSTUS: So are you saying then that
12    the retaining wall is going to be totally
13    pervious?
14         MR. JONES: No, it would not be totally
15    pervious.
16         MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So the built upon
17    area covers impervious or partially impervious.
18         So in order for the retaining wall to not
19    be built upon it would have to be totally
20    pervious?
21         MR. JONES: I believe there is another
22    thing, they are like fences if you go back to
23    definitions.
24         MR. JUSTUS: Well, the definition, it does
25    not include examples; right?  It is a fence?
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 1         MR. JONES: Totally impervious?
 2         MR. JUSTUS: Are you asking me?
 3         MR. JONES: Yes.
 4         MR. JUSTUS: Let's see.  A fence, when
 5    water hits it does it go through the fence?  It
 6    bounces off of fence.
 7         MR. JONES: So partially impervious.  But
 8    they are allowed; right?
 9         MR. JUSTUS: Not as -- It would be part of
10    the built-upon area.  You would have to be
11    totally pervious for it to be in a built-upon
12    area.
13         But the bottom line is, I think you said
14    you admitted that the retaining walls down here
15    at the bottom of the property within the 30
16    feet are supposed to be set aside and not be a
17    built-upon area; right?
18         MR. JONES: Yes.
19         MR. JUSTUS: And so you would have to go
20    back to the drawing board and redesign that
21    area in order to -- if retaining wall was part
22    of the built-upon area, you would have to
23    redesign that area; correct?
24         MR. JONES: We would have to modify it.
25         MR. JUSTUS: That is redesign by
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 1    modification; right?
 2         Let's just move on.
 3         All right.  In terms of the building --
 4    And now the two buildings that I believe are
 5    four stories are the ones at the top, right,
 6    that are nearest my client Thom Morgan's
 7    property; right?
 8         MR. JONES: Yes.
 9         MR. JUSTUS: Yes.  So those are buildings
10    six and eight; is that right?  Or seven and
11    eight?  No, it is six and eight.  All right.
12         So eight, the one that is right next to
13    Stone Haven Farm, that is Thom Morgan's
14    property, that is proposed as a four-story
15    building; right?
16         MR. JONES: I think by the Town's
17    definition it is a three story building with a
18    basement supporting the back.
19         MR. JUSTUS: Well, I would like to ask
20    you about that.
21         You are intending for people to live in
22    that story that is the lowest level; right?
23         MR. JONES: Yes.
24         MR. JUSTUS: And the definition of story
25    is inhabitable space; right?
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 1         MR. JONES: I believe that is correct.
 2         MR. JUSTUS: And the basement is not
 3    necessarily the habitable space, is it?
 4         MR. JONES: If you go to I believe it is
 5    4.4.1, there is a drawing that shows a basement
 6    story.  That is the intent of these two
 7    buildings.
 8         MR. JUSTUS: Well, in terms of intent of
 9    the two buildings, the lower level is a
10    habitable space.  You just happen to call it a
11    basement; right?
12         MR. JONES: It is a habitable space that
13    appears to meet the code as to a basement
14    story.
15         MR. JUSTUS: You heard Ms. Teague say that
16    she hadn't really visited this kind of question
17    before.
18         So in terms of ultimately the definition
19    of story, and you would agree that for this
20    district you are only limited to having three
21    stories; right?
22         MR. JONES: Yes, as measured from the
23    parking area.
24         MR. JUSTUS: Well, it says on your Site
25    Plan and of course that is consistent with the
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 1    ordinance it says that the limitation is
 2    instead of height it just says three stories is
 3    the maximum building height; right?
 4         MR. JONES: Yes, for the front of the
 5    building.
 6         MR. JUSTUS: You keep saying from the
 7    building.  A story is a habitable level within
 8    a building of no more than 14 feet in height
 9    from finished floor to finished ceiling.
10         Do you see that?
11         MR. JONES: Yes.
12         MR. JUSTUS: And then it goes on to talk
13    about unoccupied habitus.  Do you see that as
14    an example of something that is not a story?
15         MR. JONES: I can read, yes.
16         MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  And then right within
17    that same section of unoccupied it talks about
18    basements?
19         MR. JONES: Yes.
20         MR. JUSTUS: So in terms of the definition
21    of story, it is habitable levels of the
22    building; right?
23         MR. JONES: Yes.
24         MR. JUSTUS: And you have four stories
25    right next to my client's property of habitable
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 1    space?
 2         MR. JONES: Including the basement story,
 3    yes.
 4         MR. JUSTUS: Okay.
 5       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 6         MR. JONES: Right.  But the building
 7    height is measured from the front of the
 8    street.  That is the parking lot.  Three
 9    stories are allowed there.  And the drawing in
10    the picture shows 4.11 a basement story.
11         MR. JUSTUS: You know, I was right about
12    that.  My picture was not as nice as Ms.
13    Teague's.
14         But there is no height standard in the
15    code.  If you look, everyone, at section 2.4
16    for building height, it is not measured by 50
17    feet or 45 feet.  The building height is
18    measured by stories.  It says that your
19    building cannot exceed three stories; right?
20         MR. JONES: We believe we can meet the
21    code based on the definition.  So what was --
22         MR. JUSTUS: All right.
23         So tell me where -- You can use any of
24    your drawings.  Where is the availability of
25    water for this project?
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 1         MR. JONES: Availability of water?
 2         MR. JUSTUS: Yes.  Where is water?  Where
 3    would you have to get water from and bring it
 4    to the property?
 5         MR. JONES: Well, starting again the
 6    detail stuff that is not part of the
 7    application package.
 8         But water is along Plott Creek Road.  I
 9    can't remember off the top of my head if it is
10    on the north side or the south side.
11         MR. JUSTUS: Well, how far is it?
12         MR. JONES: It runs from Plott Creek Road.
13         MR. JUSTUS: I know.
14         How far from the project is public water?
15         MR. JONES: It runs across the project.
16         MR. JUSTUS: Is it right across the
17    project?
18         MR. JONES: It is literally along the
19    road.  I don't remember which side of the road
20    it is on.
21         MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  I just wanted to know
22    that.
23         You said there is a public water line that
24    runs right in front of the project?
25         MR. JONES: Yes.
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 1         MR. JUSTUS: Now sewer, how far is it that
 2    public sewer is?
 3         MR. JONES: I don't have a number for you.
 4    It is several hundred feet.
 5         MR. JUSTUS: Several hundred feet?
 6         MR. JONES: To the east.
 7         MR. JUSTUS: So is that down by the
 8    school?
 9         MR. JONES: It is this side of the school.
10         MR. JUSTUS: So several hundred feet.
11         So you would have to --
12         What plans do you have as part of this
13    application that there is adequate sewer
14    infrastructure available at this property?
15         MR. JONES: It is not there yet.  It would
16    have to be extended to get to the property in
17    terms of the sewer.
18         MR. JUSTUS: Have you examined what the
19    right-of-way is with the Department of
20    Transportation as it relates to the utilities?
21    Have you examined the right-of-way?
22         MR. JONES: I have looked at the
23    right-of-way.
24         MR. JUSTUS: You have seen the
25    right-of-way agreements?
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 1         MR. JONES: I have not seen the
 2    right-of-way agreements.  I have seen our
 3    survey.  You can look at the page for the DOT
 4    part of the right-of-way.
 5         MR. JUSTUS: I asked you:  Have you looked
 6    at the right-of-way to see what rights the
 7    Department of Transportation has?
 8         MR. JONES: No.
 9         MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So let's assume
10    for argument's sake that you can bring sewer
11    down Plott Creek Road.
12         So how would you then provide that service
13    to these apartments?  Would it require a pump?
14         MR. JONES: Well, I will say this.  The
15    sewer design is not complete.  That is part of
16    the construction documents that will be
17    submitted to the Town if we are successful
18    tonight here at this hearing.
19         MR. JUSTUS: Well, I'm just asking a basic
20    question.  Would you need a pump?
21         MR. JONES: I'm not sure it has any
22    bearing on this meeting.
23         MR. JUSTUS: Tom, do you know the answer
24    or are you just refusing to answer it?
25         I'm just asking you:  Do you know if you
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 1    would need to have a pump?
 2         MR. JONES: Preliminarily the answer is
 3    no, we don't anticipate needing a pump.
 4         However, I would like to reserve the right
 5    to have a pump if necessary.
 6         MR. JUSTUS: So where would the meter be?
 7    How far would the public system go versus the
 8    private system?
 9         MR. JONES: This is back to the
10    construction documents.  It is not necessary
11    for this meeting.
12         MR. JUSTUS: Tom --
13         MR. JONES: It is part of the application
14    packet.  Everyone agrees that is necessary
15    documentation for the Town to ultimately
16    approve this project.  No one is trying to
17    withhold that information.  It is just not the
18    appropriate time.
19         MR. JUSTUS: I'm just looking at the
20    standard, Mr. Chairman, to just get to the rub
21    here that one of the standards is there exists
22    adequate infrastructure to support the plan as
23    proposed.
24         So I'm just simply asking questions
25    related to the adequacy of the existing system
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 1    to support this project.
 2         So where would the private system end
 3    versus the public system?  Where would that
 4    line be?  Would it be at the property line or
 5    would the public system go into the property?
 6    Do you have any idea?
 7         MR. JONES: Based on conversations with
 8    Town staff, the public system would extend up
 9    into the property.
10         MR. JUSTUS: So do you understand that the
11    code, the Town code does not allow you as part
12    of the public system to have a pump as part of
13    it?  Do you understand that?
14         MR. JONES: That hasn't been discussed.
15         MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So everybody, if
16    you would read along in section 6.114.
17         6.11.4D3 says installation of the sewer
18    lines according to the Town of Waynesville pump
19    sewage is not permitted.
20         MR. JONES: Well, if a pump station
21    becomes necessary for the project that would
22    ultimately be private in this case.
23         MR. JUSTUS: I'm just asking you again:
24    Have you worked through the logistics to even
25    have an idea how you are going to get sewer
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 1    from these apartments out safely to some
 2    disposal?
 3         MR. JONES: Yes.
 4         MR. CANNON: Mr. Chair, the Town objects
 5    to this continued line of inquiry regarding
 6    final construction plans as being outside the
 7    scope of this hearing.
 8         MR. JUSTUS: I will move on, Mr.
 9    Chairman --
10         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you, Mr. Justus.
11         MR. JUSTUS: -- and reserve it for
12    argument.
13         All right.  In terms of the parking
14    associated with these buildings, they are in
15    front of the building generally speaking?  The
16    parking is in front of the buildings; is that
17    right?
18         MR. JONES: The only reason I'm laughing
19    is because these buildings look -- I think
20    technically it is considered the front, yes.
21    The parking is in the front.
22         The buildings have the same look on all
23    four sides as far as having nice brick or
24    Hardie board and all.  So that is the only
25    reason I laughed answering your question.
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 1         MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  But in terms of what
 2    you call the front, parking is in the front?
 3         MR. JONES: Yes.
 4         MR. JUSTUS: Right.
 5         So in section 5.5.4 of the design guide,
 6    these are apartment buildings; right?
 7         MR. JONES: Yes.
 8         MR. JUSTUS: It says in section 5.5.4 that
 9    the apartment building is a multi-unit building
10    with dwelling units vertically arranged.
11         So far that is -- Is that right?  Yes?
12         MR. JONES: Yes.
13         MR. JUSTUS: And with parking located
14    below or behind the building.
15         That is what it says in terms of design
16    standards?  Yes?
17         MR. JONES: You just read it.
18         MR. JUSTUS: So your design standards for
19    this project do not comply with the design
20    standards in the Town code as it relates to
21    where the parking is; right?
22         MR. JONES: I haven't studied that.  I
23    can't speak to that.
24         MR. JUSTUS: In terms of street trees, I'm
25    seeing that you had a landscaping plan that you
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 1    submitted after the application.
 2         Were the street trees noted on that?
 3         MR. JONES: I don't believe.  That is
 4    submitted after the application.
 5         MR. JUSTUS: Technicality.
 6         As part of the application you have a
 7    landscaping plan showing the street trees.  Or
 8    do they show street trees?
 9         MR. JONES: It is our position that
10    essentially these are vehicle use areas, not
11    public streets; and therefore doesn't require
12    street trees.
13         That being said, we do show trees that
14    were strangely mentioned street trees on our
15    landscaping plan.
16         MR. JUSTUS: Well, I'm talking about along
17    Plott Creek Road.  Isn't there street trees
18    along Plott Creek Road?
19         MR. JONES: There are none shown on the
20    plan.
21         MR. JUSTUS: It says street trees showing
22    being planted on the right-of-way between the
23    street and the sidewalk, the sidewalk there on
24    Plott Creek Road?
25         MR. JONES: Yes.
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 1         MR. JUSTUS: And it says in 8.5.1 that
 2    street trees shall be planted in the
 3    right-of-way between the street and the
 4    sidewalk; correct?
 5         MR. JONES: Yes.
 6         MR. JUSTUS: But you don't have any street
 7    trees proposed on Plott Creek?
 8         MR. JONES: Not currently shown on
 9    drawing.
10         I do think that there are some -- You
11    know, to retain sight distance there will have
12    to be careful consideration of that by the
13    Town.
14         MR. JUSTUS: Well, it is not only about
15    sight distance.  It is about the fact that you
16    have to plan in sidewalk and a clubhouse where
17    you want to have it; right?  You have got to
18    have all that room to put that big giant
19    building right there; right?
20         Isn't that part of the problem, you just
21    don't have a lot of room in there; right?
22         I'll move on.
23         In terms of the clubhouse, that is in the
24    floodplain?
25         MR. JONES: The clubhouse is not in the
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 1    floodplain.
 2         MR. JUSTUS: Well, I understand the no
 3    rise on that.  But you are actually putting the
 4    building in the floodplain; aren't you?  You
 5    are just lifting it up?
 6         MR. JONES: Not exactly.  It is basically
 7    hugging this side of the floodplain.
 8         MR. JUSTUS: When you say "this side," are
 9    you saying that the clubhouse is outside the
10    floodplain?
11         MR. JONES: I'm saying that the clubhouse
12    is generally located on the side of Plott Creek
13    Road.  There is an area of the property right
14    there that is outside the floodplain.  I have
15    not studied if a floodplain may dip into
16    somewhere where the clubhouse is.
17         MR. JUSTUS: So to answer my question
18    then, the clubhouse may be partially in the
19    floodplain?
20         MR. JONES: Yes.
21         MS. TEAGUE: Excuse me.
22         Mr. Justus, it is easier to see on this
23    larger plan.  Actually I have highlighted the
24    floodplain.  And the clubhouse is outside of
25    the floodplain.
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 1         MR. JUSTUS: In terms of the wall and
 2    everything that would be around it?
 3         MS. TEAGUE: It is the parking lot.  This
 4    way looking at it here, the clubhouse itself is
 5    outside of the floodplain.
 6         MR. JUSTUS: Thank you.
 7         Mr. Merrill?
 8         MR. MERRILL: Yes?
 9         MR. JUSTUS: How are you?
10         MR. MERRILL: Good.
11         MR. JUSTUS: All right.
12         So did I hear you say that you were the
13    selling agent for this property?
14         MR. MERRILL: That's correct.
15         MR. JUSTUS: And you have been successful
16    in locating four other properties for this
17    developer?
18         MR. MERRILL: And I closed on them.
19         MR. JUSTUS: Yes.  Hopefully you have done
20    well.
21         Now, my understanding of your study is you
22    went out and looked at tax records.
23         MR. MERRILL: Correct.
24         MR. JUSTUS: You didn't look at actual
25    sales?
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 1         MR. MERRILL: There are not enough sales
 2    in the close proximity to the communities that
 3    they have developed to pull actual sales.  So I
 4    used the assessor's data as of the last
 5    assessment prior to this and the most current
 6    assessment.
 7         And in all cases I (indiscernible.)
 8         MR. JUSTUS: Well, let me ask you this.
 9    Would you sell a property based on a tax
10    assessment?
11         MR. MERRILL: I think the tax assessments
12    are relatively low.  So evaluations shown there
13    are relatively smaller than the truth.
14         MR. JUSTUS: Yes.  I agree.  I think tax
15    assessments are awfully low.
16         Which means that the tax assessment is not
17    picking up necessarily what the fair market
18    value really would be between people.
19         You represent people who want to buy
20    property.  But do you represent people who want
21    to sell property?
22         MR. MERRILL: So it would most likely be
23    higher.
24         MR. JUSTUS: Higher.  All right.
25         MR. MERRILL: Which it supports the
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 1    notion.
 2         MR. JUSTUS: When you say "it supports the
 3    notion," you basically have no data of actual
 4    sales of property in and around apartment
 5    complexes, sales data?
 6         MR. MERRILL: All I have got is assessor's
 7    data.
 8         MR. JUSTUS: And in terms of the assessor,
 9    who that assessor is and what factors that
10    assessor used to ultimately decide how he was
11    going to tax people, do you really know what
12    went into the assessor's head about all the
13    things the assessor took into account about how
14    they were going to tax people?
15         MR. MERRILL: The way the assessors
16    process it is they take data from the MLS and
17    other sales and they compile that according to
18    a code book put together by the North Carolina
19    Department of Revenue.  And they come up with a
20    valuation of the land.  That is what we have
21    done here.
22         MR. JUSTUS: So it would also depend on
23    what the commissioners decide in terms of how
24    they are going to raise taxes.  It is all part
25    of the mix, it is not?  So it is all related to
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 1    how much taxes the government wants to take;
 2    right?
 3         MR. MERRILL: No.  It is based on the code
 4    book by the North Carolina Department of
 5    Revenue data based on market data into that
 6    mix.
 7         MR. JUSTUS: So the four sites that you
 8    have been involved with before, they are in
 9    Hendersonville?
10         MR. MERRILL: There are two sites in
11    Hendersonville and two sites in Buncombe
12    County.
13         MR. JUSTUS: All right.  This property
14    here, have you been to Stone Haven Farm
15    Estates?
16         MR. JONES: I know where it is.
17         MR. JUSTUS: Have you been there?
18         MR. MERRILL: I have been by it, not
19    within.
20         MR. JUSTUS: Have you seen my client's
21    property, Thom Morgan's property?
22         MR. MERRILL: No.
23         MR. JUSTUS: How many acres make up my
24    client's property?
25         MR. MERRILL: Don't know.
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 1         MR. JUSTUS: Do you know what is on my
 2    client's property?
 3         MR. MERRILL: I don't know.
 4         MR. JUSTUS: Do you know if my client has
 5    chickens or cattle?
 6         MR. MERRILL: I don't know any of that.
 7         MR. JUSTUS: Do you know how much in terms
 8    of how expensive that property is?  Let's just
 9    take what the government taxes my client.  Do
10    you know what that is?
11         MR. MERRILL: Let's put it this way.  Your
12    client had seven years with which he could have
13    purchased this property and he chose not to do
14    it.
15         MR. JUSTUS: Ahh.
16         MR. MERRILL: Seven years it was on the
17    market.
18         MR. JUSTUS: So is that coming into play
19    in your analysis?
20         MR. MERRILL: I'm just saying he didn't
21    expect the market would ever bring us to this
22    point.  But it has.  And there is a chronic
23    need for these buildings to be built, a chronic
24    need.
25         MR. JUSTUS: Your standard, what you are
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 1    talking about is the standard that the
 2    developer is supposed to meet that talks
 3    about --
 4         MR. MERRILL: No diminishment of value.
 5         MR. JUSTUS: -- substantially injure the
 6    value of adjoining or abutting property and
 7    would not be detrimental to the use and
 8    development of adjacent property or other
 9    neighborhood use.
10         MR. MERRILL: I think that is totally been
11    met.
12         MR. JUSTUS: So again in terms of any of
13    the other sites you have dealt with, did you
14    ever see the adjoining property being large
15    estate property?
16         MR. MERRILL: No.
17         MR. JUSTUS: Property that was worth
18    millions of dollars next to one of these
19    apartments?
20         MR. MERRILL: Your opinion, not mine.
21         MR. JUSTUS: I'm just asking you, Rick.
22         MR. MERRILL: I have not seen the property
23    so I'm not going to speculate to its value.
24         MR. JUSTUS: I'm moving ahead to the
25    properties that you are saying that you did
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 1    looking at, which is the other four locations
 2    that you talked about in Henderson County and
 3    Buncombe County and these adjoining properties
 4    that you looked at the tax information.
 5         Did any of the adjoining properties
 6    comprise estate properties that were worth
 7    millions of dollars?
 8         MR. MERRILL: No.
 9         MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  How about for the
10    Plott property which is over 40 acres, were any
11    of the adjoining properties to these apartment
12    complexes, were they over 40 acres?
13         MR. MERRILL: One of them was.
14         MR. JUSTUS: Which one?
15         MR. MERRILL: In Hendersonville, one of
16    the sites I sold was probably 60 acres.
17         MR. JUSTUS: No.  I'm talking about the
18    adjoining property owner who would have to deal
19    with the impact from the apartments.
20         MR. MERRILL: Most of those tracts that
21    adjoined were other developments that were 10
22    acres or less.
23         MR. JUSTUS: And were they generally
24    inside in the cities or outside communities?
25         MR. MERRILL: All were in cities.
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 1         MR. JUSTUS: So were those areas urban or
 2    rural?
 3         MR. MERRILL: They were transitional, in
 4    the process of going from rural to urban.
 5         MR. JUSTUS: So for this property, you
 6    heard Ms. Teague say that the buildings that
 7    are proposed are 46 to 59 feet in height, not
 8    accounting for the fourth story.
 9         Have you looked around this neighborhood
10    on Plott Creek?
11         MR. MERRILL: The school and the open
12    fields is what I remember.
13         MR. JUSTUS: Did you drive down the road
14    to see if there was any building remotely close
15    to these apartments that was remotely the size
16    of 46 to 59 feet high?
17         MR. MERRILL: Most of the stuff I saw was
18    30 to 40 feet.
19         MR. JUSTUS: What were you looking at?
20         MR. MERRILL: Some houses.
21         MR. JUSTUS: I'm almost done with you.
22         So in terms of other apartment complexes
23    in Waynesville, there are other apartment
24    complexes; right?
25         MR. MERRILL: The last big one I could
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 1    find was built in 1978.
 2         MR. JUSTUS: So there are other apartment
 3    complexes.  The last one you found was built in
 4    1978?
 5         MR. MERRILL: That last one big in size.
 6         I can't get data on value then and value
 7    now because the assessor doesn't keep records
 8    more than 10 years.
 9         MR. JUSTUS: So in a nutshell, we will
10    summarize it.  You have no data from the
11    Waynesville area?
12         MR. MERRILL: Correct.
13         MR. JUSTUS: The data that you have that
14    you have pulled are from other complexes that
15    you were involved in selling property to the
16    developer; right?
17         MR. MERRILL: This developer.
18         MR. JUSTUS: This developer.
19         And the data you looked at was tax data?
20         MR. MERRILL: Adjacent property tax data.
21         MR. JUSTUS: Okay.  That is all the
22    questions that I have.
23         So I think it is important, Mr. Chairman,
24    at this time just to lodge an objection.  If
25    you are an attorney, you just have do this kind
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 1    of --
 2         MR. McDOWELL: Certainly.
 3         MR. JUSTUS: -- song and dance.
 4         So I believe I heard -- so I didn't
 5    interrupt to be rude, but I objected.
 6         I believe I heard Mr. Ratchford explain
 7    that he felt like he met standard five dealing
 8    with value adjoining or abutting property and
 9    would not be detrimental to the use of the
10    development.
11         I do believe that is a standard that
12    requires an expert, an appraiser, for example.
13    And so I would object to his blanket statement
14    that he meets the standards.
15         But let me -- Since I'm talking about Mr.
16    Ratchford, I only have a couple more questions
17    and then I am done, finished.
18         Mr. Ratchford?
19         MR. RATCHFORD: Can I objection to that?
20         MR. McDOWELL: An objection to an
21    objection, I don't know that --
22         Ron?
23         MR. SNEED: There is no follow up to that
24    actually.  I thought it was just an objection
25    for the record.
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 1         MR. JUSTUS: For the record.
 2         Mr. Ratchford, have you driven down Plott
 3    Creek Road?
 4         MR. RATCHFORD: Yes.
 5         MR. JUSTUS: Have you gone to the end of
 6    Plott Creek Road?
 7         MR. RATCHFORD: I made it to all the way
 8    to the Villages of Plott Creek and then
 9    partially through the gated community there.
10    And then I turned around I believe a quarter
11    mile into it.
12         MR. JUSTUS: In terms of where you are
13    putting this 200-unit apartment complex, which
14    buildings in the area would you say matched the
15    type and height of the buildings and structures
16    you are proposing in the neighborhood?
17         MR. RATCHFORD: I would say that Mr.
18    Morgan's buildings' heights are not that far
19    off, considering that where these three/four
20    splits are.  If these splits weren't there
21    would be retaining walls.  So those buildings
22    would be just as high.
23         And if those buildings were just as high,
24    would Mr. Morgan like to see a block, a
25    residential block retaining wall, or would he
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 1    want to see something with balconies and
 2    windows.
 3         MR. JUSTUS: So your testimony is that my
 4    client's buildings are similar in character to
 5    this in terms of height and type as your
 6    apartment buildings?
 7         MR. RATCHFORD: I mean, his house is
 8    15,877 square feet.  That is not that -- Well,
 9    from what the GIS -- from the Haywood County
10    GIS.
11         That is -- You know, that is half of my --
12    that is roughly the size of some of the small
13    buildings and half the size of some of the big
14    buildings.
15         MR. JUSTUS: That he occupies as a single
16    family?
17         MR. RATCHFORD: In an unzoned -- Yes.
18         MR. JUSTUS: All right.  So to be sure of
19    your testimony, in terms of -- This is standard
20    four under Site Plan, proposed plan conforms to
21    the character of the neighborhood considering
22    the location type and the height of the
23    buildings or structures and the type of
24    landscaping?
25         You would actually point to my client's
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 1    multimillion dollar single family dwelling as
 2    compatible with your various apartment
 3    buildings, some of which exceed four stories?
 4         MR. RATCHFORD: They don't exceed four
 5    stories based on the -- you know, again the
 6    State of North Carolina building code, they
 7    would be three stories with basements.
 8         MR. McDOWELL: As a party of standing, Mr.
 9    Justus, is your client wishing to come forward
10    and bring evidence and experts?
11         MR. JUSTUS: Well, just so ducks are in a
12    row, Ms. Edwards will just get up.  She has
13    been sworn.  And she will affirm her previous
14    statement that she read into the record.
15         I believe she has handed it up.  So just
16    to expedite things we will just affirm her
17    testimony if that is okay, Ron.
18         That way it is all captured and we don't
19    have to have her read it again.
20         MR. SNEED: Well, it is in the record.
21    You are correct.  The Board has heard it.
22         MR. JUSTUS: Well, let's get her up her
23    because was not sworn in then.  She is sworn in
24    now.
25         So can you just --
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 1         MS. PLOTT EDWARDS: So I think I'm
 2    supposed to say I adopt the statement that I
 3    gave at the opening of the meeting.
 4         MR. McDOWELL: And if you can confirm your
 5    name and address for the record, please, ma'am?
 6         MS. PLOTT EDWARDS: Patricia Plott
 7    Edwards.  My home address is 6634 Morning View
 8    Court, Alexandria, Virginia.
 9         MR. JUSTUS: All right.  In terms of your
10    family's property, is the Site Plan there that
11    is on master plan C dash 101, your property is
12    there to the east, correct, identified on that?
13         MS. PLOTT EDWARDS: Yes.  My mom's address
14    is 1195 Plott Creek Road.
15         MR. JUSTUS: All right.  Thank you.
16         Mr. Chair, I would like to call Mr.
17    Palmer.
18         So to expedite things, I will hand out a
19    written report.
20         So, Mr. Palmer, if you would explained to
21    the Board who you are, what your qualifications
22    are.
23         And I will say that there is a resume
24    attached to his report.
25         So if you will cover who you are and what
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 1    your qualifications are.
 2         And we are obviously tendering him as a
 3    witness -- as an expert relating to the fourth
 4    and fifth standards that are in the Site Plan
 5    dealing with the character of the neighborhood
 6    and property value decline.
 7         If I may approach?
 8         MR. McDOWELL: If you would be sure to
 9    give the clerk a copy.
10         MR. JUSTUS: Yes.
11         MR. PALMER: Chairman, may I proceed?
12         MR. McDOWELL: Go right ahead, please.
13         MR. PALMER: My name is John C. Palmer.  I
14    live at 221 South Plains Drive in Asheville.
15    And I'm a certified general appraiser in North
16    Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia.
17         I have over 35 years of experience in
18    commercial real estate.  I have about 15 years
19    of appraisal experience.  Most of it having to
20    do with all different types of properties in
21    the three states, areas from the Nantahala
22    Outdoor Center to a confirmation for NCDOT.  I
23    have done work on the NCDOT list.  I am also
24    senior and president with Virginia Department
25    of Transportation.
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 1         I was asked to do a study analysis to
 2    determine the impacts, if any, on character of
 3    the neighbor around the site of the proposed
 4    200-unit apartment complex.
 5         And that is relative to numbers four and
 6    five of the land development standards for the
 7    Town -- the ordinance for the Town of
 8    Waynesville.
 9         In developing this study, I made an
10    inspection of the proposed apartment property
11    site and adjacent nearby properties, gathered
12    the appropriate data, and conducted the
13    investigations and analyses necessary to form
14    an opinion as to the impact of the proposed
15    200-unit multi-building apartment complex
16    project on the adjoining properties and the
17    neighborhood in general.
18         This following report includes a
19    presentation of the area data, site data,
20    market data, and discussions and analyses and
21    conclusions.
22         I have additional supporting documentation
23    in my work file, if needed.
24         This opinion is subject to the
25    Hypothetical Condition that I employed in this
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 1    report which is that the proposed apartment
 2    complex was built as of the date that I was
 3    there, which was July the 26th.
 4         You have to employ a Hypothetical
 5    Condition in order to compare the properties.
 6    It is a difficult concept sometimes, but that
 7    is what you have to do.
 8         In this case I also employed an
 9    extraordinary assumption that the apartment
10    complex would have adequate sewer and water for
11    the intended use.
12         The character of the neighborhood around
13    the proposed site can be described as rural to
14    semi-rural with homogeneous land uses comprised
15    of predominantly low density, one to three
16    story, detached single family homes on
17    individual parcels, some larger residential
18    estate type properties such as Mr. Morgan's;
19    small or medium sized farms and farmland;
20    vacant land; institutional, which would be
21    Hazelwood Elementary School; recreational,
22    which would be the Laurel Ridge County Club;
23    and some commercial properties mainly located
24    near Highway 73 -- 74-23.
25         Approximately 500 acres located on various
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 1    parcels within the neighborhood are designated
 2    Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the
 3    Haywood County Farmland Preservation Ordinance
 4    and many are in a Deferred Architectural
 5    Program.
 6         Located along Plott Creek Road is the
 7    historic Yellow House on Plott Creek.  It is a
 8    B&B.  And at the end of Plott Creek Road are
 9    large mountain tracts with exceptional views in
10    a rural setting.
11         Buyers have long been drawn to the Plott
12    Creek Road area due to its unique rural
13    setting, open spaces, and quality of life.
14         There are no apartment properties similar
15    in size, scale, or configuration to the
16    proposed apartment complex within this
17    neighborhood.
18         To the east and adjacent to the proposed
19    apartment site is a high value estate property
20    with agricultural use components situated
21    across several parcels totaling approximately
22    88.72 quarter acres and known as Stone Haven
23    Farms.  It is Mr. Morgan's property.
24         The property is improved with two high-end
25    custom built, detached, single family
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 1    residences with custom amenities, a large
 2    custom built horse barn, a custom built,
 3    high-quality, hay barn, various barns and
 4    sheds -- and various barns and sheds.
 5         There are a pasture areas in support of
 6    livestock and other architectural uses and the
 7    appraiser was informed that the owner intends
 8    to eventually board horses.
 9         The properties are in the Deferred
10    Agricultural Program.  And the majority of the
11    property is being used for agricultural
12    purposes.
13         To the north end and adjacent to the
14    proposed apartment complex and along Plott
15    Creek Road are two parcels of land totaling
16    approximately 13 acres.  A portion of the
17    property is north of Plott Creek Road, improved
18    with two attached one story single family
19    residences.
20         One of the parcels, approximately 12
21    acres, is in a Deferred Agricultural program.
22    An approximately 15.2 acre parcel adjacent to a
23    portion of this property is also designated a
24    Voluntary Agricultural District by Haywood
25    County Farmland Preservation Ordinance and is
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 1    in the Deferred Agricultural Program.  And both
 2    parcels are being used for agricultural
 3    purposes.
 4         To the west and adjacent to the proposed
 5    apartment site are two parcels of land totaling
 6    approximately 22 acres.  The larger parcel of
 7    approximately 19 acres of land is being used
 8    for agricultural purposes.
 9         The other parcel is improved with a one
10    story, single family house and a detached
11    storage.
12         In addition Mrs. Plott also owns an
13    approximately 25.88 acre parcel of land
14    adjacent to the larger parcel that is improved
15    with a detached single family residence built
16    in approximately 1890 and it as being used for
17    agriculture purpose.
18         All three of these parcels are designated
19    Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the
20    Haywood County Farmland Preservation Ordinance.
21    All are in the Deferred Agricultural Program
22    and the two larger parcels have also been used
23    for agricultural purposes.
24         To the southwest and adjacent to the
25    proposed apartment site is an approximately
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 1    18.49 parcel of land containing a small
 2    multi-pad mobile home park.
 3         To the south and adjacent to the proposed
 4    apartment site is an approximately 1.24 acre
 5    parcel of land improved with approximately
 6    1,500 square foot, one story, detached single
 7    family residence built in approximately 1996.
 8         According to the preliminary plans
 9    submitted by the developer, the proposed
10    apartment site is a 40.96 acre parcel of land
11    recently purchased by the developer, proposed
12    to be improved with a 200-unit apartment
13    complex with units contained in multiple two
14    and three story brick and Hardie plank sided
15    buildings.
16         Other proposed site improvement would
17    include a separate clubhouse building with pool
18    at the proposed clubhouse entrance on Plott
19    Creek at Will Hyatt Road, several enclosed
20    garages, common areas, drives and parking
21    areas, et cetera.
22         Plott Creek traverses the northern portion
23    of the site and there are some on-site unnamed
24    tributaries.
25         According to the Haywood Waterway
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 1    Association, Plott Creek is listed as a
 2    Category B from Richland Creek trout stream
 3    which requires a 25 foot stream buffer.  In
 4    addition there are several areas of existing
 5    wetlands areas on the site.
 6         The proposed site is located along Plott
 7    Creek Road approximately four/tenths of a mile
 8    west of US Highway 23/74 and approximately
 9    six/tenths of a mile west of the Hazelwood area
10    of the town of Waynesville.
11         According to the preliminary plans, the
12    proposed entrance to the apartment complex
13    would be at the intersection of Plott Creek
14    Road and Will Hyatt Road.  Both Plott Creek
15    Road and Will Hyatt Road are two lane asphalt
16    paved roads.
17         The proposed apartment site is located in
18    a rural/semi-rural area within the Town of
19    Waynesville and it is zoned Plott Creek
20    Residential District, NCR -- excuse me, PC-NR.
21         The Plott Creek Neighborhood District
22    permits up to 10 units per acre without a
23    special use permit and 16 units per acre with a
24    special use permit.
25         According to the 2020 Land Development
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 1    Plan, the Plott Creek neighborhood is
 2    semi-rural currently but its proximity to
 3    downtown Hazelwood and an elementary school
 4    make it prime area for future residential
 5    growth.
 6         However, it also states that the important
 7    natural features, mountains, vistas, farmland,
 8    and waterways that make Waynesville such a
 9    beautiful place should be protected from
10    detrimental development.
11         According to Haywood County online GIS
12    maps, the town zoning line runs along the north
13    south property line of the proposed site with
14    the properties to the west of the site located
15    in the County and not subject to the town's
16    zoning.
17         According to officials at the Haywood
18    County Soil and Water District and the Haywood
19    County GIS online the proposed apartment site
20    along with adjacent parcels to the east are
21    within the town limits, and designated
22    Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the
23    Haywood County Farmland Protection Ordinance
24    and several of the parcels are also in the
25    Deferred Agricultural Program.
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 1         It is unknown if the current owners have
 2    withdrawn from the program.
 3         I have included a copy of the ordinance in
 4    the appendix of this report.
 5         In my opinion, based on the above
 6    information and data contained in this report
 7    the proposed apartment complex could
 8    substantially injure the value of the adjacent
 9    property to the east, Stone Haven Farms.
10         As previously described, Stone Haven Farms
11    is a high value estate property with very
12    desirable amenities which would attract many
13    discriminating potential buyers if placed on
14    the open market for sale.
15         In my opinion, the value of Stone Haven
16    Farms could be negatively impacted due to the
17    proximity to the proposed apartment complex
18    including the view, the mass and height of the
19    proposed buildings, the increased noise, the
20    potential light pollution, and an increase in
21    late night traffic.
22         In support, the appraiser surveyed several
23    local realtors who specialize in these types of
24    high end properties who stated in their opinion
25    and experience, values of these type of high
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 1    end properties are negatively affected, some
 2    substantially, due to current market buyer
 3    preference and available properties.
 4         In addition, it is my opinion that the
 5    proposed apartment complex could be detrimental
 6    to the existing agricultural use of the
 7    surrounding properties due to their proximity
 8    to the proposed apartment complex including the
 9    view, the mass and height of the proposed
10    buildings, increased noise, potential light
11    pollution, and increased and late night
12    traffic.
13         As a result of the study analysis, it is
14    my opinion as of the date of inspection, July
15    26th, 2018, it is my opinion that the processed
16    200-unit apartment complex does not conform to
17    the character of the neighborhood considering
18    the location, type and height of buildings or
19    structures, nor does it represent a
20    complimentary homogenous land use as compared
21    to the neighborhood characteristics and the
22    adjacent property uses.
23         This change in character of the
24    neighborhood caused by the proposed apartment
25    complex could in my opinion have an chilling
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 1    effect on the surrounding property values.
 2         And this letter of transmittal must remain
 3    attached to the report in its entirety,
 4    including related exhibits, in order for the
 5    opinion set forth value to be considered valid.
 6         Thank you very much.
 7         And I have included some information in
 8    the appendix to support my --
 9         MR. WINGATE: I didn't hear the last two
10    sentences.
11         MR. PALMER: Oh, I'm sorry.
12         This letter of transmittal must remained
13    attached to the report in its entirety
14    including the exhibits in order for me to set
15    forth to be considered valid.
16         It is one of our quirky little things that
17    we do.
18         MR. McDOWELL: Questions for Mr. Palmer?
19         And questions, Marty?
20         I think --
21         MR. WINGATE: Were you able to find any
22    other properties of this nature in Western
23    North Carolina that were next to apartment
24    complexes?
25         MR. PALMER: I was able to find some
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 1    properties.  But I haven't had enough time to
 2    actually analyze them.  I have had a very short
 3    period of time to do this report.
 4         MR. WINGATE: So the report is incomplete?
 5         MR. PALMER: It is not incomplete in such
 6    that it is still my opinion.
 7         MR. WINGATE: You lived in the Buncombe
 8    County?
 9         MR. PALMER: I have lived in Buncombe.  I
10    have lived in Henderson County.  I have lived
11    in Jackson County.  I have lived in Macon
12    County.
13         MR. WINGATE: Are you familiar with the
14    Belle Apartments in Asheville?
15         MR. PALMER: Which ones?
16         MR. WINGATE: The Belle Apartments?
17         MR. PALMER: B-E-L-L-E?
18         MR. WINGATE: Yes.
19         MR. PALMER: I have heard of it, but I
20    haven't analyzed it.
21         MR. WINGATE: I would direct you to those
22    apartments to complete your study.
23         MR. PALMER: Okay.
24         MR. WINGATE: Because they are next to
25    large estate properties, as well.
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 1         MR. PALMER: Okay.  Thank you.
 2         MR. McDOWELL: Is your supposition that
 3    the apartment complex injures all property
 4    owners in the area due to its construction or
 5    mainly that it reduces the value of one
 6    particular property owner?
 7         MR. PALMER: I think it effects all of the
 8    properties, more so for Mr. Morgan's property.
 9         MR. McDOWELL: Given the character of an
10    apartment complex and the houses nearby, you
11    have got evidence that shows that apartment
12    complexes excluding Mr. Morgan's property with
13    the traditional houses that are nextdoor to it
14    are injured when apartment complexes are built
15    near them?
16         MR. PALMER: I don't have any specific
17    data to prove that yet because of the short
18    period of time.  That is why I went to the
19    survey with realtors.
20         MR. McDOWELL: And I have a question.
21         Just for clarification, as an expert
22    witness, what would have to be constructed on
23    this property not to injure Mr. Morgan's
24    property?
25         MR. PALMER: I believe it would still be a
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 1    residential type use, but not as intense as
 2    this apartment complex.
 3         MR. McDOWELL: I'm asking that question.
 4    That is what I'm saying.  You are an expert
 5    witness.  What type of development could be
 6    done on the property and not injure Mr.
 7    Morgan's property value?
 8         MR. PALMER: I can't answer that question.
 9    I need to study it.
10         MR. McDOWELL: Yes?
11         MR. WINGATE: Yes.
12         Are you familiar with Biltmore Park?
13         MR. PALMER: Yes.
14         MR. WINGATE: Are you familiar with how
15    many apartment complexes are around Biltmore
16    Park?
17         MR. PALMER: Not specifically, no.
18         MR. WINGATE: There are four -- There are
19    three on Long Shoals Road.
20         In your opinion, has that devalued
21    property values of the homesites in Biltmore
22    Park?
23         MR. PALMER: I don't know the answer to
24    that question.
25         I know there is one new one that is going
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 1    in there.  There is a new one that is right
 2    close to it that is going in.
 3         MR. WINGATE: Are you familiar with Long
 4    Shoals Road?
 5         MR. PALMER: Yes.
 6         MR. WINGATE: Do you think the value of
 7    that property has increased because of the
 8    apartments on Long Shoals Road?
 9         MR. PALMER: Has increased?
10         MR. WINGATE: Has increased.
11         MR. PALMER: I don't have any data for
12    that.
13         MR. McDOWELL: Do you have questions for
14    Mr. Palmer?
15         Thank you.
16         Mr. Justus, do you have any additional
17    witnesses?
18         MR. JUSTUS: No.
19         Mr. Chairman, for purposes of standing,
20    this witness has opined about the Stone Haven
21    Estates property.  And so we are asking to
22    include them as a party with standing.
23         I have been invited to the table as a
24    result of Ms. Edwards.  Just so the record is
25    clear, he has spoke to both Plott family
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 1    properties adjoining as well as Stone Haven.
 2    So I just want to clarify parties of standing.
 3         MR. SNEED: I think it is a little late to
 4    add parties, Mr. Chairman.
 5         MR. McDOWELL: A little late to add
 6    parties with standing at this point is what --
 7         MR. JUSTUS: Well, I don't think he has to
 8    be a party in order to appeal an adverse
 9    ruling.
10         MR. SNEED: At that point that would be a
11    Superior Court judge, not an attorney.
12         MR. JUSTUS: That would be up to the
13    Superior Court judge.
14         MR. McDOWELL: Any other questions for Mr.
15    Palmer?
16         Mr. Justus, you said you had no other
17    witnesses at this time?
18         MR. JUSTUS: No, Mr. Chairman.
19         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you, Mr. Palmer.
20         Is there cross examination by the
21    applicant?
22         MR. HORNIK: Yes, there is.
23         I will keep my questions short.  I just
24    have three primary questions.
25         So you are here as an expert to testify to
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 1    the fact that this proposed development would
 2    substantially injure the adjacent and abutting
 3    property values and would have a detrimental
 4    effect on the use of or proposed use of
 5    adjacent properties.
 6         Can you define those terms for me?  What
 7    is a substantial injury and what is a
 8    detrimental effect on use?
 9         We understand that there may be some
10    effect on adjacent property values and adjacent
11    property uses.
12         But it seems to me that we need to prove
13    more than just there could conceivably be some
14    effect or some decrease in property value or
15    some effect on property use.  There needs to be
16    a substantial injury to property values and a
17    detrimental effect on use of adjacent
18    properties.
19         MR. PALMER: So you are asking me to
20    define a situation?
21         MR. HORNIK: Yes.  Please define
22    substantial and detrimental effects.
23         MR. PALMER: Well, substantial would be
24    something -- Well, substantial would be enough
25    money or -- Substantial would be a buyer who
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 1    would discount the property based on the fact
 2    this was located next to it a use like this.
 3         I can't give you a range because I don't
 4    know what it is.
 5         MR. HORNIK: And then how about a
 6    detrimental effect on the use?  What qualifies
 7    as a detrimental effect on the use of a
 8    adjacent property?
 9         MR. PALMER: A detrimental use would be
10    something that would be considered possibly
11    highest and best use by somebody coming and
12    buying the property.
13         MR. HORNIK: So what I'm gathering from
14    this is that we can't say for certain whether
15    there would be a substantial injury to the
16    property value because we just don't know and
17    we have not been provided evidence of and we
18    have not conducted sufficient research at this
19    stage to know what a substantial injury to
20    property values would be?
21         MR. PALMER: Well, not necessarily because
22    what appraisers do is if they have an update to
23    do a determination they do it.  If they do not
24    have enough information based on hard numbers
25    then they go to the market and they talk to
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 1    market participants including realtors who deal
 2    in other properties.
 3         The realtors that I have talked to that
 4    deal with these types of properties,
 5    specifically estate properties with stables
 6    that have one or more ancillary buildings, they
 7    all said that it would have a detrimental and
 8    substantial effect on the value.
 9         MR. HORNIK: And do we have a record of
10    these statements?  They very well could have
11    been included in your presentation.
12         MR. PALMER: No.
13         MR. HORNIK: Okay.  So we are to rely on
14    your relaying of a third-party realtor's belief
15    what possibly could be the effect of this
16    development on these properties?
17         MR. PALMER: No.  Appraisers use surveys
18    all the time.  That is how we do our job.
19         MR. HORNIK: I understand that that might
20    be part of your typical practice.
21         But what I'm saying is we don't have these
22    real estate agents here today to testify.  We
23    don't have some type of written record from
24    them explaining why they believe in their
25    experience that this particular property would
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 1    have a -- would cause a substantial injury to
 2    adjacent properties.  We are supposed to be
 3    taking --
 4         And I have no reason to question your
 5    judgment or your professionalism.  But I am
 6    just saying we are here today to rely on your
 7    truthfulness --
 8         MR. PALMER: As I said at the beginning,
 9    there is other data that is in the work file.
10    In my work file are records of the
11    conversations with realtors.
12         MR. HORNIK: But you don't have those with
13    us today?
14         MR. PALMER: No.
15         MR. HORNIK: All right.  So at this point
16    we are taking your testimony that you have
17    adequate data or adequate testimony from
18    non-present real estate agents about the
19    substantial effect this might have on adjacent
20    property values?
21         MR. PALMER: Yes, based on my experience.
22         MR. HORNIK: Okay.  Thank you very much.
23    I appreciate it.
24         MR. McDOWELL: Do you have any other cross
25    examination?
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 1         MR. HORNIK: No.  That'll be it.
 2         THE COURT: Does the Town have any
 3    additional cross examination?
 4         MS. TEAGUE: Yes, I did have a question.
 5         In looking at your report, it does look
 6    like your review was facing west going out
 7    Plott Creek.
 8         As you came towards town like within as
 9    the town became more urbanized, how would you
10    describe the land use pattern there as you go
11    towards the Smoky Mountain Expressway?
12         MR. PALMER: It appears to be more of a --
13    It seems to be stagnant.  There seems to be
14    some transitional properties, which would be
15    expected in these kind of pockets between --
16         MS. TEAGUE: So by transitional you mean
17    the commercial properties, the motorcycle store
18    and the glass cutting --
19         MR. PALMER: You would expect to see
20    growth along there.  That is a (indiscernible.)
21         MR. McDOWELL: You are going to have to
22    speak up.
23         MR. PALMER: I'm sorry.
24         You would expect to see some type of a
25    transitional area, especially near major
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 1    highways and things like that.  You would
 2    expect to see that in a transitional area
 3    between the school and the Great Smoky Mountain
 4    Highway.
 5         MS. TEAGUE: Would this property
 6    substantially damage the value of property
 7    within the Town of Waynesville, which are those
 8    properties between the proposed development and
 9    downtown Hazelwood?
10         MR. PALMER: No.  I don't believe it will
11    because the district or the neighborhood that I
12    examined was between the Great Smoky Mountain
13    Parkway toward down Plott Creek Road and a
14    little bit further north and a little bit
15    further south.
16         There is a natural barrier when you have a
17    highway like that.
18         MS. TEAGUE: Okay.  Thank you.
19         MR. McDOWELL: We have not gone through
20    our list of people who signed up to speak at
21    this time.
22         But I'm am getting a request for a short
23    recess to get a little water and that.  So we
24    will take another 10 minute recess.
25         (Whereupon, at which time there was a
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 1         recess in the proceedings.)
 2         MR. McDOWELL: We will resume our meeting
 3    now.
 4         At this point all of the parties of
 5    standing have made their presentation and have
 6    been allowed to cross examine witnesses.
 7         We will move into the time allotted for
 8    public speakers.
 9         We do ask, as before, that you try to
10    limit your comments to about three minutes.
11    Give your name and address as you come forward.
12         And we only I believe have three or four
13    people.
14         So Mr. Dickson, you are first on the list.
15         MR. DICKSON: Yes, sir.
16         My name is Chuck Dickson.  My family and I
17    live at 1164 Plott Creek Road within sight of
18    the proposed project.  We have lived there for
19    20 years now.
20         I'm very familiar with the community.  I
21    have walked all around.  I have seen all the
22    homes in the community.
23         You know, the last time we met and I spoke
24    to you, Patrick, you admonished me not to
25    consider this particular project.  All you
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 1    voted for was to allow multi-family housing in
 2    the Plott Creek Neighborhood District.
 3         But tonight it is different.  You are
 4    looking at this particular project and having
 5    to answer questions in the affirmative or
 6    negative, whichever way you have to answer.  I
 7    would like to address three of those issues.
 8         The first has to do with the project
 9    complying with all applicable requirements of
10    the ordinance.  And I want to address two
11    particular cases.
12         The first is civic spaces.  There was some
13    question earlier about whether the Town allowed
14    or would not allow gated communities.
15         It is obvious from reading the ordinance
16    about civic spaces that the Town does not allow
17    gated communities.  How could we have the civic
18    spaces that this ordinance calls for in a gated
19    community?
20         All civic spaces shall have at least 60
21    feet of frontage on at least one public street
22    within the development.  That is not happening.
23         The civic space shall provide focal points
24    for developments -- and for the development and
25    for the Town.
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 1         Is the civic space a focal point for the
 2    Town?
 3         The civic space shall be planned,
 4    improved, and useful by persons living nearby.
 5         I suppose you could argue that persons
 6    living nearby are all the people that live in
 7    the complex.  Maybe not.
 8         There are requirements for public seating
 9    in the civic space.  There are requirements for
10    public enjoyment.
11         I looked up the definition of public
12    because I wanted to see what it meant.  It
13    means open to all, pertaining to the entire
14    community, belonging to the people at large.
15         Public does not mean for the use of this
16    particular development.
17         And finally the ordinance requires
18    dedicated public space shall be deeded to the
19    Town, to a homeowner's association, or in a
20    conservation deed.  There has to be a permanent
21    establishment of this civic space.
22         And I don't see any -- any -- I don't see
23    that happening in this case.
24         The second point I wanted to address is
25    the requirement of a driveway.  There seems to
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 1    be some question about what is a driveway.
 2         A driveway is the entrance to this
 3    subdivision, the entrance on Plott Creek Road.
 4    We are not talking about the clubhouse or
 5    anything like that.  We are talking about the
 6    entrance to the subdivision.  That is the
 7    driveway under the definition of driveway in
 8    the ordinance.
 9         And what the ordinance says is the
10    driveways shall be spaced 75 feet from the
11    street in the Plott Creek District.  It is
12    different in other districts.
13         It also goes on to define that access
14    separation between driveways and intersecting
15    streets has been measured from the nearest edge
16    of the driveway to the intersection of the
17    right-of-way lines.
18         So what we have is we have Will Hyatt Road
19    coming in.  You have to look at the
20    intersection of the right-of-away.  Will Hyatt
21    right-of-way line to Plott Creek.  And then you
22    measure from the entrance to the subdivision.
23    And you have to have 75 feet.
24         Now, there is some talk about lessening
25    that.  But I have not heard anybody really
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 1    request that or talk about it.  Elizabeth has
 2    mentioned it.
 3         It talks about the administrator can
 4    lessen that.  She says you can lessen it.
 5         I don't know.  But I know what the
 6    ordinance says.
 7         I can also tell you that there have been
 8    more wrecks on Plott Creek Road than were
 9    mentioned.  Somebody run into my mail box.
10    That is not one of the wrecks he is talking
11    about.
12         The road is designed for greater speed
13    than 35 miles an hour.  I doubt that there are
14    any studies that have been done of the actual
15    speed with which people drive up and down that
16    road.
17         Of course what Mr. Justus has realized is
18    that they are going to cut down the trees on
19    the side of Plott Creek Road so we will have a
20    sight distance so that the people coming from
21    upper Plott Creek around the subdivision will
22    be able to see the entrance.
23         Of course that doesn't comply with the
24    requirement of the ordinance to plant trees
25    along the road.  So they are going to actually
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 1    cut down the trees.  And there won't be trees
 2    along the road there.
 3         They can't because there is no room for
 4    the clubhouse to get it out of the floodplain.
 5    They have to do it to put it right up next to
 6    the road.
 7         The second thing I would like to see
 8    addressed is the application -- excuse me, my
 9    mouth is getting dry - the application will not
10    be detrimental to the use of adjacent
11    properties.
12         I have taken the words out.  But that is
13    what I would like to address.
14         We live nearby and have experienced the
15    flood of 2013.  It completely covered our
16    property which is in the floodplain.  It
17    covered these properties upstream.
18         And what is going to happen now is -- And
19    I will pass this around.  And we are looking at
20    it -- look at it any way you want to you, but
21    the -- you come into the subdivision.  All this
22    area highlighted in yellow and marked with red
23    is now in the floodplain.  Okay?
24         Pass it around.
25         This area is going to be elevated.  They
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 1    are going to bring in filter dirt.  You can see
 2    the elevation.
 3         At the entrance to the subdivision it will
 4    be 12 feet higher than it presently is right
 5    now.  They are going to have to bring in tons
 6    of dirt to elevate this property out of the
 7    flood zone.
 8         Now that is good.  It is going to protect
 9    the buildings in the development.  Okay?  They
10    are fine.
11         The problem is, putting up a retaining
12    wall that is 300 feet in length even though it
13    is set back it will be set back as far as it is
14    supposed to be set back, that retaining wall is
15    going to prevent the water from going from the
16    creek out into in the floodplain like it used
17    to go.  And it is going to flow down in the
18    creek.
19         Now I realize they are going to have
20    studies to say it is not going to increase the
21    flood level.  But it is going to.  I'm not -- I
22    have already seen it increase.  It is just
23    going to increase more.
24         Finally I would like to address -- excuse
25    me -- whether the proposed plan conforms to the
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 1    character of the neighborhood.
 2         So I've looked up conform.  What that
 3    means is agrees, is in harmony with, is
 4    congruous with.
 5         And so what is the character of the
 6    neighborhood?  I am the first person who has
 7    actually really testified about the character
 8    of the neighborhood tonight.
 9         We have heard that it is one, two, and
10    maybe three stories.  But there is more to the
11    character of Plott Creek than just stories.
12         Plott Creek is a place that is open to
13    people.  You can walk up and down the road.
14    You can see -- You can go into the yards of
15    everybody.  If you need you can knock on their
16    front door.  They certainly can come to your
17    house.
18         This particular project is not that.  It
19    is a gated community.  It is not part of our
20    community.
21         There is no obstruction of views in the
22    Plott Creek area now.  There are no gates
23    except outside the city limits.
24         They are -- The properties are not
25    buildings so close to the creek.  There are at
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 1    least four conservation projects that have gone
 2    up and down Plott Creek; one of which is on our
 3    property.
 4         We had a stream bank restoration as well
 5    as further down the street from us.  We have
 6    given a hundred foot easement to Haywood Soil
 7    and Water Conservation, 50 feet on each side of
 8    the creek.
 9         And also there are some projects upstream
10    which have tried to stabilize the stream banks
11    and allow for the rise of the flood water
12    without channeling the water because they come
13    down past it.
14         This particular project has retaining
15    walls, some of which are 12-and-a-half feet
16    tall going down to 4-and-a-half feet.
17         You have heard testimony that this project
18    is the biggest in the Plott Creek District.  It
19    is the biggest in Haywood County.  There has
20    not been a project like this in Haywood County.
21         What they are doing is bringing the
22    apartment complex from Charlotte and dropping
23    it in Plott Creek.  And this will lead, as
24    other people are saying, to a change, a
25    complete change in the neighborhood.
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 1         These walls, not only are they going to
 2    channel the flood waters, they will prevent
 3    access to the creek.
 4         The creek being now in private property
 5    will not fit in with the goals of the Plott
 6    Creek District which is to have interconnecting
 7    creeks and access to the creeks for the public.
 8    It is going to cut it off.
 9         I also looked up one other word and I will
10    be done.  I thank you for your time.  I know it
11    is late.  I appreciate you being here.
12         I looked up one other word which is
13    palisades.  Palisades means a barrier or a
14    stockade.  It is a fence of wooden stakes
15    forming an enclosure for defense.
16         Now, there are palisades that are a line
17    or cliffs out of Palisades, New York.  But the
18    name of the project does not represent
19    community.  It does not conform to our
20    community.  It is a separate enclave.  And the
21    bold cliffs that shall not be breached.
22         Thank you.
23         MR. McDOWELL: Ms. Edwards, I assume since
24    you are a person of standing you no longer need
25    to do public comment.
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 1         MR. JUSTUS: That is correct.
 2         MR. McDOWELL: The final person for public
 3    comment is Mr. Palmer.
 4         MR. HORNIK: He has already spoken.
 5         MR. McDOWELL: Already spoken.
 6         That is all for public comment.
 7         Does any person of standing wish to cross
 8    examine or rebut anything that was done in the
 9    public comment area?
10         MR. HORNIK: I would just like to state
11    that the testimony you just heard is asking you
12    to ignore the engineering data, the signed and
13    sealed plans that have been submitted to you in
14    favor of a lay witness observations and
15    personal opinions.
16         He has not qualified himself as an expert
17    and therefor is not entitled to present opinion
18    testimony to this Board.
19         And the testimony that he did present was
20    contrary to the evidence presented by certified
21    experts and contained in the plans and drawings
22    that you have seen this evening that have been
23    submitted to the Town, to this Board.
24         So I don't necessarily have any cross.
25    But I would like to point that out to this
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 1    Board.
 2         MR. McDOWELL: Any other rebuttal?
 3         MS. TEAGUE: I wanted to make sure we had
 4    adequately addressed the issue of the street
 5    trees and this issue of alternative compliance.
 6    Because line of sight and the requirements of
 7    the DOT permit for how that access point could
 8    be designed are really critical.
 9         And I wanted to bring your attention to
10    chapter 8.2.4 of the Land Development Standards
11    which have to do with landscaping.
12         And it talks about alternative compliance.
13    And it says:  Alternative landscaping plans may
14    be used where unreasonable or impractical
15    situations would result from application of the
16    landscaping requirements.
17         Such situations may result in streams,
18    natural rock formations, topography or other
19    physical conditions; or from lot configuration,
20    utility easements or unusual site conditions.
21         The administrator may approve an alternate
22    plan which proposes different plant materials
23    or plans to provide that quality,
24    effectiveness, durability, and performance are
25    equivalent to that required by this section.
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 1         And I just wanted to talk about the street
 2    tree issue because of the line of sight and the
 3    fact that this would be an area where
 4    alternative compliance would make sense given
 5    the topography and the fact that we want to
 6    make that intersection as safe as possible.
 7         That is a staff opinion.
 8         The second staff opinion I wanted to draw
 9    your attention to has to do with the highway
10    spacing.  We talked about this before.  And it
11    has to do with that section of the ordinance
12    that is found on chapter 9.8.  It has to do
13    with driveway design.
14       And it says under paragraph C3:  As
15    determined by the administrator, engineering
16    judgment shall override the required dimensions
17    set forth in the district standards above if
18    warranted by specific traffic conditions.
19         The administrator may approve a reduction
20    of the minimum separation distances in low
21    traffic areas or for low volume traffic uses.
22    When reducing the driveway separation
23    distances, the cumulative impacts of various
24    lane usage shall be considered; however, the
25    reduction of separation distance shall not
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 1    exceed 40 percent of the current standards as
 2    stipulated for any land development district.
 3         The plans that were submitted showed a
 4    40-foot distance between that driveway ingress
 5    which I pulled off as the edge of right-of-way.
 6    But based on some of the testimony it may be
 7    further back.
 8         What I would suggest is that we hold them
 9    to at least a 45-foot distance, maybe more if
10    they can get it.
11         However, I also understand the importance
12    of trying to stay out of the floodway to the
13    greatest extent possible.
14         So that is your tradeoff is change in that
15    minimum distance in order to minimize
16    incursions into the floodplain.
17         So just a thought there foe your
18    consideration.
19         Thank you.
20         MR. DICKSON: Since she responded to me
21    and I'm responding to her, she did ask me a
22    question.
23         MR. McDOWELL: No, sir.  You have had your
24    public response --
25         MR. DICKSON: Thank you.
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: -- from what I gather that
 2    is how that goes.
 3         But the people who are within --
 4       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 5         MR. McDOWELL: It is not even cross
 6    examination to that.
 7         As we close down, is there -- We are going
 8    to need for the Planning Board's edification
 9    and knowledge, what is getting ready to happen
10    is there will be an opportunity for closing
11    arguments, statements from each of the parties
12    of standing.
13         Then we will have an opportunity to do any
14    additional questions of any of the parties
15    before we close the public session.
16         Once we close that you will not be allowed
17    to ask any additional questions of the parties
18    of standing.  So it is very important that if
19    you have any questions or comment you think may
20    need a response from the Town, the applicant,
21    or Mr. Justus and the other attorney of
22    standing, those need to be done before we close
23    the public session.  Okay?  Once that is done
24    it is only us at that particular point.
25         So as part of our ending here the parties
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 1    of standing will be allowed a rebuttal closing
 2    argument.
 3         Is there any partly of standing that
 4    wishes to make a closing statement or argument?
 5         MR. HORNIK: Ladies and gentlemen, I thank
 6    you for listening to what was -- what tended to
 7    I think be quite bland testimony this evening.
 8         I would like to point out a couple of
 9    things to you guys.  This hearing and, you
10    know, some of the issues or questions that it
11    has raised is exactly what this type of hearing
12    is intended for.
13         The Site Plan review based on the Town of
14    Waynesville's development process is really a
15    review of kind of a master general conceptual
16    plan.  It is designed to point out issues that
17    staff, the applicant, and other members of the
18    community with standing may not have initially
19    been aware of.
20         It is designed to point out kind of these
21    inconsistencies or ambiguities in the ordinance
22    where one section's standard may be met but
23    that is contradicted or a different standard is
24    laid out elsewhere in the ordinance.
25         And so I would like to remind this Board
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 1    that I think the applicant has in fact
 2    presented evidence that every required standard
 3    has been met.
 4         There are cases, as Mr. Justus has pointed
 5    out, the ordinance says two or three different
 6    things in different sections about the same
 7    topic.  It requires different standards or
 8    different requirements be met.  And so, you
 9    know, it is difficult to determine which one is
10    applicable.  And that is ultimately this
11    Board's job this evening.
12         And so I would like you to keep in mind as
13    I have just stated that the applicant has
14    checked all of the boxes.  There may be some
15    question as to whether additional boxes should
16    also have been ticked or if an additional box
17    should have been taken separate from the ones
18    that were shown by the applicant tonight.
19         And so the applicant is entirely open to
20    and it is your prerogative as the Planning
21    Board in this quasi-judicial proceeding to
22    impose conditions on the applicant to say to
23    them we are not confident that you have met
24    this particular standard and so when you submit
25    construction drawings, engineered drawings at a
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 1    later stage we want you to meet those
 2    particular standards.
 3         And I think that you know this Board, if
 4    you think about it, that is probably a more
 5    efficient, more just way to go about addressing
 6    some of these questions.
 7         It would not be appropriate to deny the
 8    applicant's Site Plan application simple on the
 9    grounds that, you know, we may or may not be
10    encroaching to a 30-foot buffer, an
11    encroachment that could easily be addressed by
12    a change in the Site Plan down the road.
13         So things like that, possible shortcomings
14    that the neighbors and Mr. Justus have pointed
15    out very well could be addressed through a
16    condition imposed by this Board rather than
17    through a denial of the Site Plan entirely.
18         I would also like to speak to some of the
19    other requirements.  We have heard a lot of
20    testimony about how this project would
21    substantially injure adjacent property values.
22         However, we have not really heard much
23    about the benefits that this particular project
24    may bring.
25         For instance, the extension of city water
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 1    and sewer.  It could be argued that that would
 2    increase the value of adjacent property,
 3    meaning that there is now water and sewer
 4    available for additional development of those
 5    properties.
 6         Also that could benefit the use and
 7    development of adjacent properties, properties
 8    that previously didn't have access to water and
 9    sewer would as a result of this project, which
10    would mean that they, in fact, benefited and
11    there is a larger range of development or use
12    options available to them as a result of the
13    provision of water and sewer.
14         And so I would like this Board to keep
15    some of those things in mind and keep in mind
16    that there are additional review steps
17    available.  By approving this Site Plan you
18    would not be rubber stamping that would allow
19    them to go and break ground tomorrow.  You
20    know, there are still issues to be worked out.
21    And there are still plans that have yet to be
22    submitted per the land development ordinance.
23         And so I would like for you to keep in
24    mind that this is not a reflection of a
25    finished and polished plan.  That is the whole
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 1    purpose of this review this evening.
 2         And that will wrap up my statements.
 3         Thank you.
 4         MR. JUSTUS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
 5    members of the Board.  I appreciate your
 6    patience.  This is not an easy thing to sit
 7    here for hours, especially listening to
 8    attorneys rattle on.
 9         You know, this whole idea about the
10    application and that it seemingly is some fluid
11    process and that there is more information to
12    come reminds me of what my daughter told me
13    about when she doesn't do well on a test is
14    there are more tests to come.  Or when she
15    doesn't get in her homework in on time, well,
16    there is more opportunity to turn in homework
17    later on.  And to her it seems like this fluid
18    concept of just wait until later.
19         Ultimately this process, this
20    quasi-judicial hearing is a test.  We get
21    information so we can understand whether or not
22    this project meets all our standards, your
23    standards, the Town's standards.
24         This is our only opportunity to really do
25    that, to make comment, make objections.
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 1    Because after this we don't get any notice and
 2    it has failed, complete, it is done, the
 3    project is approved.
 4         And so when you look at the test, the
 5    homework assignment, you look at the section
 6    15.8.2 and it talks about certain findings that
 7    you have to find.
 8         And it is not about, well, later we will
 9    get all of this figured out.  There are things
10    that are in the moment the way your ordinance
11    speaks of.
12         For example, it says that the plan
13    complies with all applicable requirements of
14    this ordinance.
15         Now I can go through and rattle off a
16    bunch of examples where this plan, either the
17    answer was I don't know, we will figure it out
18    later, or admittedly it doesn't, but maybe the
19    ordinance is so ambiguous or the administrator
20    can just waive it, let's just forget about it.
21         Now, examples of that, you have a design
22    standard that says parking for apartments are
23    supposed to below or behind the buildings.
24         That is not the case.
25         An application is required to show
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 1    satisfactory evidence of how water and sewer is
 2    going to be accomplished.  There is no answer
 3    about sewer.  No answer about right-of-way,
 4    about route, just we will figure it out later.
 5         The standard in the ordinance says there
 6    exists adequate infrastructure to support the
 7    plan as proposed.  We don't know that.  Their
 8    burden, their test is to have answered that
 9    tonight, not later.
10         Some other examples, the civic space, I
11    think admittedly the civic space did work based
12    on their belief that we could just take that
13    woodland they are not developing and say that
14    is civic space.  Because otherwise they don't
15    meet it on the face of the Site Plan, the
16    requirements for civic space.
17         Street trees.  They admittedly didn't even
18    touch the topic of street trees even though
19    they are required to have street trees.
20         Now, you had Ms. Teague come up and say,
21    well, that is just something we can figure out
22    later.  I will say with all due respect I have
23    never seen staff so much an advocate for a set
24    of plans at a quasi-judicial hearing.  Never
25    seen it in my almost 30 years, the level of
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 1    involvement of staff to push this thing
 2    through.
 3         But street trees are a requirement.  They
 4    don't even show one street tree.  Nor do they
 5    propose an alternative landscaping plan as
 6    Ms. Teague suggested they can do later on.
 7         You know, they are supposed to stay 30
 8    feet away from the streams.  That is what your
 9    ordinance says.  They didn't do it.  And they
10    are like, well, maybe it is because the
11    retaining wall doesn't qualify.  It does.  And
12    now we just have to think, well, they are going
13    to come up with an alternative design later on.
14    So they didn't even comply with that.
15         So there are other examples, the height of
16    the building.  It talks about three stories.
17    Stories are defined as your habitable space.
18    They then have four stories right next to my
19    client's property.
20         I guess we should be thankful they are
21    intending to have some landscaping in front of
22    this four story building.
23         But they say that my client's multimillion
24    dollar single family dwelling is a heck of a
25    lot like that four story apartment building;
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 1    which is just a shame that that is the
 2    comparison.
 3         So when I go through this test that it is
 4    their burden to produce, to show you evidence,
 5    at the end of the day make a case, then we are
 6    required to rebut.
 7         At the end of the day we would say they
 8    didn't satisfy all the applicable requirements
 9    of this ordinance.  Admittedly that standard
10    two.  They haven't shown that there is adequate
11    infrastructure to support the plan.  They don't
12    have an answer to that.
13         The proposed plan conforms to the
14    character of the neighborhood considering the
15    location type and height of the buildings or
16    structures.  That is item four.
17         You heard John Palmer.  You have heard
18    Chuck talking about the character of this
19    neighborhood.  And the single family dwellings,
20    the farmland that is there, my client whose
21    estate is next door, the Plott Family single
22    family, that single family large tracts of
23    land.  There is not an apartment like this
24    anywhere in this community.
25         The argument I just heard was, well, heck,
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 1    they were going to bring up water and sewer, we
 2    should all celebrate.
 3         Well, obviously what water and sewer may
 4    be is indicative of is urban development.  And
 5    I bet these people out in this audience are not
 6    too keen on the fact that this wonderful Plott
 7    Creek Valley, the character of this Plott Creek
 8    Valley which is single family dwellings and
 9    farmland, that somehow the use and enjoyment of
10    that is okay to take a back seat to the fact
11    that here comes water and sewer, which only
12    means a lot more development.  That is counter
13    to the character of what is out there today.
14         So in terms of the character of the
15    neighborhood and location type and type of
16    buildings and structure being compatible, the
17    test, the answer is they have not produced
18    anything that shows that they meet standard
19    four.
20         And finally standard five.  The
21    application will not substantially injure the
22    values of adjoining or abutting property and it
23    will not be detrimental to the use or
24    development of adjacent properties or other
25    neighborhood uses.
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 1         Again it is their test to at least fill
 2    that out.
 3         So Mr. Merrill who is the selling agent,
 4    he testified that he couldn't find data in
 5    Waynesville, that he couldn't find sales data
 6    anywhere.
 7         He looked at tax records from projects in
 8    Buncombe and Henderson County.  That is not
 9    fair market value, folks.  That is not sales
10    data.  That is not what appraisers use.  They
11    don't use what a tax office might say about a
12    property.
13         And so at the end of the day there is not
14    anybody that testified for them to show
15    compliance with five at all.  And it is their
16    responsibility to at least show some evidence
17    that is competent to that standard.  They
18    didn't do it.
19         Now, you've heard from my client, a
20    representative appraiser John Palmer.  He said
21    from his experience that he gave an opinion
22    that they didn't meet standard five.
23         Now, he admitted -- I think Mr. Sutton
24    asked him a question.  Did you find any data?
25    He said, No, I didn't find any data, sales data
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 1    to support it.  But I did talk when we -- We as
 2    appraisers, when we don't find that specific
 3    data we go out and find other data which is
 4    information to gain from real estate agents in
 5    terms of the effect on in this case high-end
 6    properties.  And he was told that it would have
 7    a substantial detrimental effect.
 8         Now I think that Mr. Hornik was trying to
 9    say, well, they are not in the room so how can
10    we rely on them.
11         And John was telling him I'm an appraiser.
12    This is what we do in the industry.  We take
13    information that might be hearsay for a layman,
14    but for us we take that information and we
15    syphon it through our brain and our experiences
16    over the many decades we have been doing this
17    and we draft an opinion.  And his opinion was
18    very plainly they don't meet standard five.
19         But again their expert didn't even touch
20    this topic with any competent evidence.
21         So at the end of the day it is not about,
22    well, let's figure it out later.  It is about
23    tonight and whether or not you can say there
24    was competent evidence in the record to support
25    all of the findings.
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 1         And I would say there isn't from their
 2    point of view from what they were required to
 3    do.
 4         Now, you are right, Mr. Hornik is right.
 5    You could sit here and consider this project
 6    and say well they have to stay -- the 30 feet,
 7    they have got to stay out of that.  And you
 8    know, let's put some street trees and let's
 9    require some extra buffer.
10         But let's just take the last standard,
11    five.  When you have got no evidence to support
12    that, are you just going to ignore it and just
13    approve the project and hope for the best?
14         I would hope that you don't do that.
15    Because tonight is the night for them to show
16    up with evidence that met all five standards.
17    And they didn't do it.
18         Thank you.
19         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
20         Elizabeth, does the Town have a closing
21    argument statement?
22         MS. TEAGUE: I'm just going to let the
23    staff report and all the comments speak for
24    themselves.
25         But there is something that I haven't
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 1    mentioned and I keep it on a staff report but I
 2    just googled Zillow:  Rentals in Waynesville.
 3    Currently there are six.  There are six rentals
 4    in Waynesville.
 5         We are a town of 10,000 people.  We do
 6    have a housing crisis.  We have a rental
 7    crisis.
 8         So when we see projects and opportunities
 9    we try to look for opportunities and ways that
10    the Town can create resources for our
11    community.  And that is part of our land use
12    plan.
13         I do get concerned when we end up
14    essentially protecting large residential tracts
15    of land, essentially million dollar estates out
16    in the county to the detriment of the community
17    of Waynesville, I do.
18         And you know, I understand the fear of
19    people living in a community who maybe aren't
20    people who own million dollar estates.
21         But I do believe that this is an
22    opportunity for the Town to meet the critical
23    community need.  I do believe that it does meet
24    the five standards.  And of course all of that
25    depends on where you sit.
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 1         The conditions that I was particularly
 2    interested in again were the driveway distance,
 3    the street tree landscaping.  And then I would
 4    correct Mr. Justus in that the buffer is 25
 5    feet.  It is the built-upon area standard which
 6    is part of the stormwater ordinances that is 30
 7    feet.  And that has to be addressed as part of
 8    the stormwater plan.
 9         So the Town, and I can only speak for
10    myself as the staff, I really do feel like
11    there is an opportunity here.  And I think if
12    there are some critical design issues, that
13    there is an opportunity for us to put those
14    conditions that this Board would like to see or
15    make sure that this plan can get improved.  We
16    are open for that.  And we are open for working
17    with you and with the developer however
18    necessary.
19         Thank you.
20         MR. McDOWELL: Before we go into our
21    closed public session, remember this is our
22    opportunity to ask questions, anyone who needs
23    to with this.  And so any questions for anybody
24    at this time?
25         MR. ROGERS: Yes, for the developer.
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 1         Two questions.
 2         Number one:  Where is your mail kiosk?
 3         MR. RATCHFORD: As you pretty much know,
 4    the metal kiosk is just like the billboard, it
 5    is in the apartment -- in the apartment leasing
 6    center on the --
 7         The way this one is, it is always the
 8    closest one to the community side of the
 9    property.
10         MR. ROGERS: So is it in the clubhouse or
11    is it --
12         MR. RATCHFORD: Yes, it is in the
13    clubhouse.
14         MR. ROGERS: Okay.  The second question:
15    What is the tallest retaining wall on the site?
16         MR. RATCHFORD: The tallest retaining
17    wall?
18         MR. ROGERS: Uh-huh.
19         MR. RATCHFORD: It is right -- It's on the
20    back.  It is on the back, 30 -- it is roughly
21    30 feet unless there is something -- unless
22    there is a problem, and then we can split it in
23    two.  It is the wall --
24         What is the --
25         UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: It is 102.
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 1         MR. RATCHFORD: 102?
 2         So the back wall that backs up the parking
 3    lot is a -- is a large cut wall.  It is not --
 4    it is not -- Well, it goes from a fill wall to
 5    a cut wall.
 6         And, you know, if need be we could break
 7    that wall up into two cut walls.  There is
 8    nothing back there but the tree area.
 9         And we purposefully put -- We had
10    purposely brung the tree area back in case
11    there was a problem with that wall.  So you can
12    go back and replace it.
13         MR. McDOWELL: Elizabeth, I have a couple
14    of questions for you, please.
15         MS. TEAGUE: Yes.
16         MR. McDOWELL: In the Town ordinances it
17    has been brought to my attention about parking.
18         MS. TEAGUE: Yes.
19         MR. McDOWELL: How is this project meeting
20    the design ordinances --
21         MS. TEAGUE: Standard parking?
22         MR. McDOWELL: Yes.
23         MS. TEAGUE: The standard for parking is
24    one-and-a-half spaces per unit.
25         MR. McDOWELL: I'm not so interested in
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 1    the quantity as the location if that is the --
 2         I know we have had several different
 3    projects where front parking is allowed due to
 4    the type of project that it is.
 5         And what I'm trying to get at here is, is
 6    that allowed in our ordinance with this type of
 7    project?  Or does it not meet our ordinance?
 8         MS. TEAGUE: Yes.  Our interpretation
 9    there is that parking is cued off of the public
10    roadway, the front being the public roadway.
11    Which in this case it is Plott Creek Road and
12    the clubhouse.
13         And parking has to be to the rear of the
14    side from the public roadway.
15         In this kind of case you have the
16    driveway.  And then all the parking is in the
17    interior of the development.  But not -- the
18    only -- The only parking is actually in front
19    or actually to the side of the building is that
20    clubhouse parking and that is 15 spaces.
21         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
22         Marty?
23         You will have to pull down your microphone
24    so we can --
25         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: I have a question of
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 1    Elizabeth.
 2         I'm wondering if the other additional
 3    hearing or comment period can be made following
 4    their submission of the engineering plans.
 5         MS. TEAGUE: Generally that doesn't happen
 6    at the engineering stage.
 7         However, if, you know, this Board wants to
 8    have additional comments on certain things that
 9    would be entirely up to you.
10         But generally if you can -- If you find it
11    tonight that you feel like you can approve the
12    master plan, then they go into the next stage
13    of the process which is engineering and
14    construction documents.  And there is a whole
15    other level of review that we will do.
16         That is not necessarily a public process.
17    Although any plans once submitted are public
18    record and they can be requested.
19         And if somebody wants to have an engineer
20    doublecheck their engineer and spend that money
21    they can do that.
22         It is not like they are not going to show
23    those engineering plans because they have done
24    their homework.
25         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: There is no public
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 1    hearing or anything --
 2         MS. TEAGUE: No, ma'am.
 3         MR. McDOWELL: I have another question.
 4         Mr. Dickson brought up the fact that he
 5    read, and I'm not familiar with this because I
 6    thought in this other projects this was not
 7    what happened.  I want to know that public
 8    spaces were supposed to be deeded to the Town
 9    or to those --
10         So I would like clarification on that.
11         MS. TEAGUE: Yes.  Ownership.  Chapter
12    seven.  This is section 7.2.8.  I will just
13    read.
14         Dedicated civic space land shall be
15    separately deeded to either a homeowner's
16    association, a nonprofit land trust or
17    conservancy, Haywood County, to the Town of
18    Waynesville (upon approval of the Board or
19    Alderman) or may be held in private ownership
20    with conservation easements recorded in the
21    Haywood County Register of Deeds in a form
22    approved by the Town.
23         A metes and bounds description of the
24    space to be preserved and limits on its use
25    shall be recorded on the development plan, in
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 1    homeowner covenants, and on individual deeds
 2    when open space lands are not held entirely in
 3    common.  Alternative means of permanent open
 4    space preservation may include acceptance by a
 5    land conservation trust or a unit of
 6    government.  Private management alternatives
 7    will also be permitted.
 8         There is also an option, if you read
 9    through this, there is a payment in lieu of
10    civic space dedication.
11         Any person developing and/or subdividing
12    property subject to this chapter and upon
13    approval of the Board of Alderman may make a
14    payment in lieu of any required dedication to
15    public recreational space.
16         And then I would also add that as I read
17    the ordinance, and this is my interpretation,
18    civic space when it speaks of accessibility it
19    says, and I quote, this is section 7.2.2.
20    Accessibility --
21         We have already read from some of this.
22         It says:  All civic spaces shall be
23    conveniently accessible to all residents of the
24    development.
25         And then if you go down to Minimum
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 1    Amenities it says:  Required civic space shall
 2    be planned, improved, and useable by persons
 3    living nearby.
 4         And I think this idea of public in the
 5    terms of the design of a new development, the
 6    civic space is there for the residents of that
 7    development or people who are near enough to
 8    access that within a quarter mile.
 9         Does that mean the general public or does
10    that mean the public that is living within that
11    development?
12         My interpretation is that the civic space
13    is there for the people who live in the
14    development.
15         And the precedent that we have is we do
16    have some other gated communities, the
17    Sanctuary probably being our largest one, that
18    they have civic space there, significant amount
19    of civic space.  But it is not open to the
20    general public.  It is there for the residents
21    of that development.
22         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
23         Anyone else before I ask my next question?
24         Clarification on the entrance.
25         The standard is 75 feet?
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 1         MS. TEAGUE: The standard --
 2         Again I want to just keep reading
 3    specifically from the ordinance.
 4         Neighborhood residential is 50 feet
 5    driveway spacing, 75 feet between driveways and
 6    streets.
 7         And then the next paragraph says --
 8    Actually it talks about:  All driveway
 9    approaches shall be a concrete apron section,
10    except that street type driveway entrances may
11    be required to development that have parking
12    spaces for 200 or more vehicles when required
13    be the administrator.
14         And this is actually a design that entry
15    road is designed as kind of a small street.
16         And then you have the driveway issue.  And
17    it says -- This is the paragraph I mentioned to
18    you before -- is determined by the
19    administrator.
20         Engineering judgment shall override the
21    required dimensions set forth in district
22    standards if warranted by specific traffic
23    conditions.
24         My concern is again that DOT driveway
25    permit and what the design of that was going to
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 1    be.  Because that might influence the success
 2    of that location of the driveway.
 3         MR. McDOWELL: So I want a little
 4    clarification on that aspect.
 5         It is 75 feet with the administrator being
 6    able to reduce up to 40 percent?
 7         MS. TEAGUE: Correct, which will be 30.
 8         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  But that is the
 9    maximum --
10         MS. TEAGUE: That is the maximum --
11         MR. McDOWELL: -- maximum relief that they
12    have?
13         MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
14         MR. McDOWELL: Correct.
15         MS. TEAGUE: So they have to meet that 45
16    feet as a minimum.
17         MR. McDOWELL: If we were to grant that.
18         MS. TEAGUE: If you were to grant that.
19         MR. McDOWELL: That is an additional grant
20    if we decide to grant it?
21         MS. TEAGUE: Correct.
22         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
23         Ginger, use the mike.
24         MS. HAIN: This might be for Ron or for
25    Elizabeth.  It is a little bit out of the box
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 1    regarding the community, the character of the
 2    community.
 3         Is it in the purview of this Board to have
 4    a condition by which we ask the applicant to
 5    sponsor a community event and so that --
 6         MS. TEAGUE: I am going to let Ron handle
 7    that.
 8         MR. SNEED: I don't believe you can do
 9    that in this proceeding.
10         MS. HAIN: Okay.  Thank you.
11         MR. McDOWELL: Additional questions?
12         I do have one additional that I think I do
13    want to discuss at this particular point in
14    case we need to do this.
15         And that is in Elizabeth's presentation
16    initially section 4.4.3 where it talks about
17    height, while we have the ability to ask
18    questions of various people, I think we need to
19    discuss that and what we believe that stands
20    for.
21         Any comment on as you read it the -- what
22    has been published to us and where that
23    measurement should or shouldn't begin?
24         Questions for Elizabeth or anyone else
25    concerning that.
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 1         MR. ROGERS: Would you like for me to take
 2    that?
 3         MR. McDOWELL: If you have got that.  You
 4    raised your hand.
 5         MR. ROGERS: So fortunately and
 6    unfortunately at the time that this was revised
 7    I worked for the Town.
 8         And so as Mr. Justus pointed out, the
 9    story listing is correct.  Stories, basement
10    stories, stories above.  The fact is that
11    4.4.2, which is a typo in the ordinance, it
12    says 4.4.1 says specifically that the
13    measurement of height is from the highest point
14    of the grade, three stories.
15         So the basement story would not have been
16    considered as a fourth story as far as
17    measuring height in the ordinance at the time
18    this was crafted.
19         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: But is says three
20    inhabitable --
21         MR. ROGERS: Three inhabitable stories.
22         MR. McDOWELL: Stories above ground from
23    the measurement.
24         Is that what you are --
25         MR. ROGERS: Yes.  So it is three stories
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 1    above grade.  And grade is measured at the
 2    highest point on the foundation line, which
 3    would be the first floor at the foundation.  It
 4    is somewhat --
 5         MR. McDOWELL: And you are having a little
 6    different interpretation on that?
 7         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: I am.
 8         MR. McDOWELL: Okay.  What is your
 9    interpretation?
10         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: When it says -- We
11    are talking about four (indiscernible.)
12         Because he is saying that that basement
13    floor will be --
14         MR. WINGATE: I read it as the building
15    height starts at the highest grade.  So there
16    is actually three stories tall and four
17    stories --
18         MR. McDOWELL: And I think that is the
19    issue there.  That is what we need to --
20         We may not come to a total agreement on
21    that, but I want to have this discussion so
22    that when we go into deliberations we can talk
23    about that.
24         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: (Indiscernible.)
25         MR. McDOWELL: It may not be in the
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 1    section that we have right now.  That could be
 2    something Elizabeth can discuss.
 3         MS. TEAGUE: Yes.  So chapter 4.4,
 4    Measurment of Height.  Building height shall be
 5    as specified and shall be determined according
 6    to the provisions below.
 7         4.4.1, Story says:  A story is a habitable
 8    level within a building of no more than 14 feet
 9    in height from finished floor to finished
10    ceiling.
11         And then it goes on to say:  Unoccupied
12    attics less than 7 feet in height and raised
13    basements less than 6 feet in height (measured
14    from the average grade of the fronting
15    sidewalk) are not considered a story for the
16    purpose -- purposes of determining building
17    height.
18         A mezzanine shall be considered a story if
19    it is contiguous with at least 60 percent of
20    the building's front facade, is designed to be
21    occupiable, and maintains an average depth of
22    at least 16 feet.
23         A penthouse shall be considered a story if
24    it exceeds one-third of the area of the roof
25    and the under-roof area with the dormers does
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 1    not count as a story.
 2         And then it goes on to section 4.4.2,
 3    dimensional height standards.
 4         It says:  Where a specific dimension is
 5    used in the calculation of height it shall be
 6    measured from the highest ground level at the
 7    structure foundation to the highest point of
 8    the structure excluding chimneys and antennas.
 9         And then there is a drawing that shows the
10    building heights measured from the highest
11    adjacent grade to the highest peak of the roof.
12         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: What is this
13    foundation?  Foundation would have be a
14    basement.
15         MR. McDOWELL: Marty, I think you have an
16    interesting question there in this, the fact
17    that --
18         And I would like to some interpretation of
19    this.
20         Nowhere do I see where it says a maximum
21    height.  It talks about in essence we could
22    have 14-foot levels, three levels, an attic
23    above it.  So we would be somewhere in the
24    neighborhood of, you know, 50 some odd feet
25    high or higher and because of stories.
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 1         However, I have a question about not being
 2    on that unoccupied attic less than seven feet
 3    in height.
 4         But the next statement, and raised
 5    basements less than six feet in height are not
 6    considered stories.
 7         MS. TEAGUE: Yes.  It is interesting that
 8    it provides a specific we won't count a
 9    basement that is under six feet and yet
10    because --
11         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  That would be an
12    uninhabitable basement based on building codes.
13    So we have some conflict here which is somewhat
14    of an issue for us.
15         MS. TEAGUE: And that is why I was hoping
16    you all would know more than I did on this one.
17         I have seen this dimensional height
18    standard in other ordinances where it talks
19    about the highest ground level at the
20    structure's foundation and measuring building
21    height from there.
22         Our ordinance is interesting because it
23    has that building height thing, but then it
24    also has the story and the dimensional
25    requirements.  Each district has a story
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 1    limitation.
 2         And where the ordinance is not clear is is
 3    it just stories that are above the highest
 4    ground level?  And I don't see that in the
 5    ordinance.
 6         MR. McDOWELL: So the ordinance is not a
 7    hundred percent clear?
 8         MS. TEAGUE: It doesn't provide that
 9    specification to me.
10         MR. McDOWELL: Jason, your, quote,
11    unquote, memory?
12         MR. ROGERS: The way I'm reading it is it
13    is from the highest point of the grade.
14         You know, the intent, you know, 14 feet
15    per story, three stories high.  Fourteen times
16    three is 42 feet.
17         MR. McDOWELL: I agree with you.  I think
18    -- my personal opinion is this is based on the
19    nature of our community being sloped, that they
20    want to measure from a particular area.
21         Ron, how do we as a Board interpret things
22    from differences between these types of aspects
23    when we have got this little bit of ambiguity
24    here concerning this and measuring stories and
25    such as that?  Do you have some guidance?
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 1         MR. SNEED: One, you might want to look at
 2    section --
 3         MR. McDOWELL: Will you lean forward so
 4    that Marty can hear you?
 5         MR. SNEED: Sorry.
 6         You might want to look at section 2.4.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: Section 2.4?
 8         MR. SNEED: 2.4.  That is the Dimensional
 9    Standards by Residential District.
10         If you will look under neighborhood
11    residential, it provides that principal
12    structures can be three stories high, three
13    stories tall.
14         And then back at 4.4.1 it says that a
15    basement level that has no more than 6 feet of
16    that level above ground does not count as a
17    story.
18         MR. McDOWELL: So it is 6 feet above
19    ground.
20         MR. SNEED: Right.  Your bottom --
21         MR. McDOWELL: Not 6 feet in height, but 6
22    feet above ground.
23         MR. SNEED: Six feet of that bottom floor
24    is above ground.  That does not count as a
25    story.
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 1         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: (Indiscernible.)
 2         MR. McDOWELL: This is a part of a
 3    question --
 4         Thank you, Ron, for that.
 5         MR. WINGATE: Is there another area of the
 6    ordinance such as a site ordinance that could
 7    give us guidance to this?
 8         MR. HERMANN: Our home was built nine
 9    years ago.  It is on a slope.  When the
10    appraiser comes and looks at it they say the
11    lower level is a basement.
12         And you have that whole area is half the
13    house.  It is nice.  It is supposed to be the
14    second story.  But it is still referred to as a
15    basement.
16         So I don't see --
17         MR. WINGATE: So my question is:  Is there
18    another place in the ordinance that would give
19    us some guidance such as the sign ordinance?
20         MR. McDOWELL: Are you talking about
21    measuring height?
22         MR. WINGATE: Yes.
23         MS. TEAGUE: Chapter 11.3.2, Computation
24    of Height.
25         The height of a sign shall be measured
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 1    from the highest point of the sign face to the
 2    highest adjacent grade at the base of the sign,
 3    provided that the height of the sign face to
 4    the highest adjacent grade at the base of the
 5    structure shall not exceed the height of the
 6    sign face by greater than 20 percent.
 7         Did everybody get that?
 8         MR. McDOWELL: So the point is it is
 9    measuring from the highest point of the grade?
10         MS. TEAGUE: Yes.  It is measuring from
11    the highest adjacent grade at the base of the
12    sign face.
13         And the drawing that is shown is somewhat
14    smaller.
15         MR. McDOWELL: The same drawing.
16         MS. TEAGUE: It is the same drawing.
17         MS. HAIN: May I --
18         MR. McDOWELL: Yes, Ging?
19         MS. HAIN: This says --
20         MR. McDOWELL: If you would use the
21    microphone please.
22         MS. HAIN: Thank you.
23         This might be for Elizabeth or Ron again.
24         There was some discussion about concession
25    for certain income level renting or whatever,
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 1    five percent.
 2         Is that something that we can make as a
 3    condition?
 4         MR. SNEED: No, you can't.
 5         Let's go back to the first question you
 6    asked me.
 7         If you have an ambiguity in the ordinance
 8    how do you sort that out?
 9         There are a number of rules of
10    interpretation.  One is what you are doing now
11    is looking at other sections of the ordinance
12    to see if comparable language can give you
13    better guidance.
14         Second are your purpose statements.  And I
15    don't think your purpose statements do much for
16    you on trying to determine this height thing.
17         A third rule is when there this is an
18    ambiguity then you should interpret that
19    ambiguity to the benefit of the property owner.
20         And those are the rules.
21         Now, which one -- Does one have a trust
22    with the other?  No.  There are just sort of
23    guidelines to help if we have ambiguous
24    statements.
25         MR. McDOWELL: Okay.
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 1         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: My point was that it
 2    says that it can't be more than three stories
 3    high.
 4         MR. McDOWELL: It is three stories from
 5    the --
 6         The question becomes three stories from
 7    what point is what I'm trying to derive.
 8         My interpretation is different.  It is
 9    three stories from point of grade level at the
10    base of the level like the drawing is.
11         And you are going to have a different
12    argument.  So I guess -- And there may be
13    others that have different viewpoints.
14         I don't anticipate we are going to agree
15    on anything on this tonight.  And that is fine.
16    I'm all in favor of split votes just because it
17    does show that we are considering this.
18         I don't know that we need to have a one
19    hundred percent agreement on every aspects of
20    this because there may be aspects that we
21    don't.  So that is good enough.
22         Additional questions before we consider
23    closing?  Questions of --
24         MR. SHAH: I have one question.
25         MR. McDOWELL: Speak into the mike.
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 1         MR. SHAH: This is for Elizabeth.
 2         We have the water and sewage issue that we
 3    were talking about.  It sounds like it is going
 4    to be overlapping with DOT approvals, approvals
 5    beyond the scope of this meeting.
 6         MS. TEAGUE: Yes.  They are going to have
 7    to get an encroachment agreement with the DOT
 8    to bring the water and sewer up the
 9    right-of-way.
10         MR. SHAH: How will that impact our
11    decision today if they -- for some reason they
12    don't get that easement from the DOT?
13         MR. McDOWELL: Then they can't proceed.
14         MS. TEAGUE: No.  Then even if you approve
15    it they can't proceed.
16         Similarly if DOT doesn't approve their
17    driveway permit they cannot proceed.
18         MR. McDOWELL: And I do want to make a
19    comment on that.  I think that -- And I'm sure
20    Marty is the same way.  In our hundred years
21    being on this Board it is very common that
22    through these processes it is a staggered
23    process.  It is not one hundred percent at this
24    time.
25         Very often there is the DOT aspect that
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 1    people have to clear that is beyond our scope
 2    and community control.
 3         And usually there are steps in the process
 4    so that they can get design plans to meet
 5    certain -- to meet our requirements.  And then
 6    based on those design plans they can design
 7    stormwater and other things afterwards because
 8    of the conditions that we have made and impose.
 9         So the fact that there is not a stormwater
10    plan or some other plan, it is fairly normal in
11    these processes for us due to the fact that how
12    we approve, what we approve effects the next
13    step in how to design those aspects.  So that
14    is not unusual.
15         I think even in that last project that we
16    had there were some questions.  You must clear
17    the first hurdle before we go to the next and
18    the next hurdle.
19         I have a question for the applicant.
20         My question concerns the driveway entrance
21    and the entrance to the clubhouse.
22         MR. RATCHFORD: (Indiscernible.)
23         MR. McDOWELL: Certainly.  I understand.
24         And this is not to be mean to you or
25    anything else.  However, the ordinance does say
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 1    75 feet.  And there is a possibility of a 40
 2    percent reduction.  But the design you
 3    submitted didn't meet that.
 4         Can I ask why and why the design did not
 5    meet that?
 6         MR. JONES: At the time that the original
 7    plan was done I wasn't familiar with that
 8    requirement.  We didn't show it at the 75 feet.
 9         But we showed it where it basically needed
10    to be based on topography, street, et cetera.
11         Elizabeth and I, when we had a
12    conversation about this and she asked how much
13    we could give, that is when I looked into it in
14    great detail.  And I came up with 45 was as
15    much as I thought we could get and still meet
16    all the objectives of the stream preservation
17    buffers, the floodplain.
18         So it was an oversight on the original
19    plan.  But when it was pointed out by staff we
20    looked into it in more detail and came back
21    with the best number we could.
22         MR. McDOWELL: And your 45 feet is in
23    your -- is to the road or to the right-of-way
24    at this point?
25         MR. JONES: Based on the proceedings
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 1    tonight it is going to need to be the
 2    right-of-way.
 3         We will go back and confirm that.  But
 4    that is what it appears.  We will just do
 5    whatever we can to make that --
 6         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
 7         MR. RATCHFORD: We have built some parking
 8    spaces extra in the clubhouse.  So we can pull
 9    enough parking --
10         MR. JONES: We will probably have to lose
11    a couple parking spaces in the clubhouse
12    parking lot to achieve the 45 there.
13         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
14         Yes?
15         MR. WINGATE: I will let Marty go first.
16         MR. McDOWELL: Marty, take the mike.
17         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Addressing Mr.
18    Dickson's concern about the flooding, I know at
19    the beach they have paved surfaces that are
20    pervious.
21         Do we -- Have we considered that here?
22         It is a type of paveed surface that the
23    water can soak through.
24         MR. JONES: It has to be considered
25    gradient.  But the stormwater strategy with the
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 1    subsurface chambers, there is going to be a
 2    great deal of stormwater retention built into
 3    the plan.
 4         But pervious pavement, especially here in
 5    the mountains, is tricky with our wet freezing.
 6    It is not that you can't have it.
 7         I think primarily the way we are looking
 8    at the stormwater strategy and relating to
 9    flooding too is first of all modeling to make
10    sure the fill is not going to increase the
11    flood elevation, but also holding back the peak
12    grade run off with the subsurface system.
13         So pervious is not currently part of the
14    plan.
15         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: The stormwater, they
16    can flood, too.  And then also flooding in the
17    tributaries.
18         MR. JONES: Right now the plan as we
19    intend it to be, and we are not there, but
20    subsurface, large stormwater chambers with
21    gravel around them to hold the water and
22    release it over time.
23         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: (Indiscernible.)
24         MR. JONES: It is the typical treatment
25    that we have done on multiple numerous projects
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 1    for this client.  And it seems to be
 2    successful.
 3         The neighbors, I don't know of any that we
 4    have worked on out of dozens that have any had
 5    any significant amount of complaints, from my
 6    understanding, any complaints after the project
 7    was finished.
 8         The challenge is during construction.  But
 9    once the project is done and the systems are up
10    and running they seem to be very effective.
11    And we have had very good results.
12         MR. RATCHFORD: We have actually found
13    subsurface ponds to actually be better.
14         You know, when you deal with a BMP pond,
15    which is a stormwater pond, a high retention
16    pond, we are always worried about cattails
17    being in there to create -- or some invasive
18    plant like that that could breed mosquitoes or
19    something like that; or if it overflows, the
20    overflow, that it goes into a person's
21    property.
22         The ponds that -- The stormwater retention
23    underground, the bright side has always been if
24    it does get built when you do your inspection,
25    you suck it up, and it is always in shape.
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 1         There tends to be less debris because
 2    there is not as much -- because it is a manmade
 3    retention with gravel.  There is just not as
 4    much in there that can be -- You know, slopes
 5    don't degrade.  Sod, grass doesn't die.  It has
 6    too much water in it, not enough water in the
 7    summer.  They all -- We now have five projects
 8    with underground retention.  And they have held
 9    up better than above ground retention.
10         MR. HERMANN: Let me ask a question.
11         THE COURT: Mike.
12         MR. HERMANN: How many units are there per
13    building?
14         MR. RATCHFORD: Twenty eight.
15         MR. HERMANN: Are each equal?
16         MR. RATCHFORD: So basically there is
17    eight units per floor and then four units in
18    the basement.
19         So on the building seven side is ten.  It
20    is four units on the first floor, four units on
21    the second floor, and two units in the
22    basement.
23         MR. McDOWELL: Jason?
24         MR. ROGERS: What is the height of the
25    roof from the top floor to the peak, not
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 1    counting the cupolas or spires?
 2         MR. RATCHFORD: Do you want to go building
 3    by building?
 4         MR. ROGERS: Yes.
 5         MR. McDOWELL: Or from the highest one?
 6         MR. ROGERS: From the highest one.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: While they are discussing
 8    that, I have a question for the Board that I
 9    want to discuss.  And that is a question about
10    the retaining wall, whether that is impervious
11    or not and whether that could be in that
12    five-foot difference there.
13         Opinions on that?
14         MR. ROGERS: My opinion is a retaining
15    wall, that it is a structure.  It was ruled in
16    the 2012 building code by North Carolina that
17    all private bridges and retaining walls at the
18    same time were structures.
19         MR. McDOWELL: So that would mean it would
20    not be able to be in that 30-foot --
21         MR. ROGERS: Not a structure.
22         MR. McDOWELL: I would personally feel
23    better in our interpretation being that the
24    retaining wall is that, that it is.
25         Your thoughts on that?
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 1         Danny?
 2         Anybody?
 3         So I think as we go forward that we need
 4    to make a concession cannot be within the
 5    30-foot section.
 6         So that is part of our interpretation.
 7         Any other comments while they are looking
 8    that up?
 9         Do you want to ask anyone else besides the
10    applicant?  Anything for Elizabeth or --
11         Marty?  Are you ready to close?
12         Any further questions for anyone else that
13    need an answer from a party of standing?
14         Ginger?
15         Anthony?
16         Pratik?
17         Jason?
18         Any additional questions of the parties of
19    standing?  Once you get this answered we will
20    be ready to close the public session.
21         MR. ROGERS: What all seven building
22    height on the bottoms.  These buildings, some
23    of them sit twice, the infrastructure.
24         MR. McDOWELL: You will have to ask that
25    question so that I understand it.
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 1         All right.
 2         MR. JONES: We apologize we didn't have
 3    the height of the roof for this meeting.  But
 4    based on the way you all measure building
 5    height being stories, we just didn't have that.
 6         But we have got a few --
 7         MR. RATCHFORD: Building six has an
 8    additional 16.8 feet, so roughly 40 -- between
 9    46 and 47 feet.
10         MR. McDOWELL: I think that was Jason that
11    stated that in the presentation on page by
12    Elizabeth that building six and eight, plus 16
13    feet to the roof from the highest point.
14         MR. WINGATE: And how many stories were
15    six and eight?  How many stories is --
16         MR. McDOWELL: Eight is three stories
17    above grade and the basement; is that correct?
18         MR. JONES: Correct.
19         MR. McDOWELL: And what is six?
20         MR. JONES: Six is the same way.
21         MR. McDOWELL: Three and a base.
22         MR. ROGERS: So the next question.  How
23    much of an offset is in the bottom of these
24    buildings as it steps across?
25         These buildings step, some just once, some
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 1    twice.
 2         MR. RATCHFORD: Oh, you mean step between
 3    the --
 4         So building six is two feet across, two
 5    feet and two feet.
 6         Buildings eight and --
 7         MR. ROGERS: So are you saying one side
 8    has got a four foot rise in the floor level?
 9         MR. RATCHFORD: No.  It will be between
10    3.1 and 3.2 would be two feet total.
11         MR. ROGERS: Two foot total.
12         MR. RATCHFORD: And then the breezeway two
13    and three will be two foot total.  So it would
14    be four foot total from one end of the building
15    to the other.
16         Now, building eight --
17         We set all our breaks at two feet.  When
18    you get them over three feet it requires a
19    second floor.  And then you start getting a
20    handicap rate problem between breezeways.
21         MR. ROGERS: Thank you.
22         MR. HERMANN: One other question.
23         COURT REPORTER: Wait.  Speak up, please.
24         MR. McDOWELL: Speak into the mike.
25         MR. HERMANN: Building eight pretty much
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 1    abuts the property where we are talking about
 2    the height problem.
 3         Is there any way to alternate that height?
 4    How many units would you lose if you eliminated
 5    one floor, call it a subbasement so that you
 6    basically only have --
 7         MR. RATCHFORD: So if I lose a basement I
 8    lose four units.  But contrary, I'm not losing
 9    any height in the elevation.  The retaining
10    wall goes in its place; if that makes sense.
11         I can either have the retaining wall in
12    the building or outside.
13         So our purpose of why we put these
14    basement units in, it was easier and we felt
15    more -- it was more conservative to put the
16    units in the bottom and put them in these
17    basements than come in and grade more to put
18    another building in further up the hill.
19         So that was the tradeoff is if --
20         The basement units have gotten a lot
21    better over the years.  When they are a solid
22    concrete wall they don't get moisture problems.
23    It is not if you use concrete block coming up.
24         So we have had good success with them.  We
25    have used them in Franklinton.  In some major
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 1    grading sites it just worked out better.
 2         MR. WINGATE: I'm still having some
 3    concerns about adding space --
 4         COURT REPORTER: Wait.  Speak up, please.
 5         MR. WINGATE: I am still having some
 6    issues with unoccupied attic space.
 7         It reads that it has to be less than seven
 8    feet to not qualify as a story.
 9         MR. McDOWELL: So Elizabeth, how did you
10    arrive at that standard?
11         MS. TEAGUE: So going back to that
12    definition from chapter 4.4, Minimum Height, it
13    talks about the attic story as you can have up
14    to seven feet in height and raise basements
15    less than six feet in height as unoccupied
16    attics.
17         The drawing that we have been provided is
18    just a roof.  There is no attic space that is
19    shown up there.  It is just the roof on it.
20         So my interpretation is that, looking at
21    that dimensional height standard definition and
22    the drawing that we have, it is showing the
23    building height as including that roof
24    standard, that -- I mean that roof area.
25         MR. McDOWELL: I think I understand what
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 1    you are saying, since it is a --
 2         MS. TEAGUE: When I interpret attic, I
 3    interpret that as a space that is being used.
 4         MR. McDOWELL: Right.
 5         MS. TEAGUE: And they are saying you can
 6    have in addition to your third or fourth
 7    floor --
 8         MR. McDOWELL: A standard home's pitch of
 9    roof generally generates more than seven feet
10    from ceiling -- the last level to rooftop.
11         I understand what you are saying.
12         MS. TEAGUE: Right.
13         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
14         Last opportunity.
15         MR. SUTTON: I make a motion to close the
16    public hearing.
17         MR. McDOWELL: All right.  A motion to
18    second?
19         MR. HERMANN: A motion to second.
20         MR. McDOWELL: All those in favor --
21         Will you allow me one moment for the
22    discussion before the vote?
23         Ron?  Mr. Sneed?
24         MR. SNEED: Yes?
25         MR. McDOWELL: Is there anything that you
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 1    need that you as our attorney that we should
 2    get any additional clarification on or things
 3    that we might not have done that we should do
 4    before we close the public hearing?
 5         MR. SNEED: At this hour, I can't imagine.
 6         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you, sir.  I just
 7    wanted to be sure of that, that I dotted my I's
 8    and crosses my T's.
 9         I have a motion.
10         Is there any discussion before closing?
11    Any further discussion?
12         All those in favor of closing the public
13    session please say aye.
14         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Aye.
15         MR. HERMANN: Aye.
16         MR. SHAH: Aye.
17         MS. HAIN: Aye.
18         MR. WINGATE: Aye.
19         MR. DYKES: Aye.
20         MR. ROGERS: Aye.
21         MR. SUTTON: Aye.
22         MR. McDOWELL: Aye.
23         Any opposed?
24         All right.
25         Now we get to begin our deliberations
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 1    where we talk amongst ourselves.  We won't be
 2    able to ask questions of any of the parties of
 3    standing.
 4         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Do you have to speak
 5    into the mike?
 6         MR. McDOWELL: Yes, you do need to the
 7    speak into the microphone because it is still
 8    public record.
 9         Correct, Ron?
10         MR. SNEED: Correct.  Every word out of
11    your mouth is public record.
12         MR. McDOWELL: This is still public
13    record.  We still need to speak.  It is just
14    that we cannot ask any questions.  This is for
15    us to discuss.
16         Thoughts?  Concerns?
17         Do you want to address each of the five
18    things one by one and try to get some
19    clarification so we don't jump around?
20         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Right.
21         MR. McDOWELL: All right.  Number one,
22    consistency.
23         We will actually begin on page -- We will
24    begin with the staff report on page two and
25    probably go to page three, proposed development
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 1    consistency.
 2         The question is:  Is the plan consistent
 3    with the adopted plans and policies of the
 4    Town, is the question.
 5         Does anyone have concerns that it is not
 6    consistent with the adopted plans and policies?
 7         Ron, any problem with me taking a vote on
 8    each of these issues to see where the Board
 9    stands and then as a whole?
10         Or is that something that I should avoid?
11         MR. SNEED: Well, something needs to move
12    it of the dime probably.
13         And probably a consensus vote to get the
14    discussion going on the point might at least
15    get your discussion going.
16         MR. McDOWELL: So you are okay with that?
17         MR. SNEED: Yes.
18         MR. McDOWELL: All those in favor of
19    saying --
20         Any further discussion on the topic of
21    consistency?
22         All those in favor that the plan is
23    consistent with the adopted plans and policies
24    of the Town say aye.
25         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Aye.
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 1         MR. HERMANN: Aye.
 2         MR. SHAH: Aye.
 3         MS. HAIN: Aye.
 4         MR. WINGATE: Aye.
 5         MR. DYKES: Aye.
 6         MR. ROGERS: Aye.
 7         MR. SUTTON: Aye.
 8         MR. McDOWELL: Any opposed?
 9         Step one the applicant has met.
10         Step two, the plan complies with the
11    applicable requirements of this ordinance.
12         Comments?
13         MR. ROGERS: I think there are a number of
14    reasons that it does not.
15         Number one, civic space.  Civic space
16    isn't dedicated.  The civic space hasn't been
17    shown.
18         Only less than 20 percent or two-tenths of
19    an acre can be counted.  All the civic space
20    that is in the floodplain is not allowed
21    according to this ordinance.
22         So all the stuff down at the bottom is
23    around the clubhouse, around the stream; all of
24    that cannot be counted as civic space.
25         The wooded area above doesn't have any
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 1    designation in order to approve it for that.
 2         MR. WINGATE: I don't think that is quite
 3    the case.
 4         I'm getting raised eyebrows.
 5         MR. McDOWELL: No.  There has been a
 6    difference of opinion.  So we can ask Ron for
 7    an opinion.  But we cannot ask staff our -- we
 8    can't ask staff or the applicant or --
 9         MR. WINGATE: Ron, is there --
10         MR. SNEED: I can't answer that question.
11    But his statement raised the question.
12         You probably need to look back at the
13    ordinance and see if floodplain areas are
14    excluded.
15         I know wetlands can't be counted.  And the
16    stream buffers can't be counted.
17         But I don't know about floodplains.
18         MR. HERMANN: One of the concerns that I
19    have is between that and forcing the developer
20    to go back into that tree area and develop it
21    to qualify, if that is what was going to be
22    necessary.
23         And I would rather just make the exception
24    rather than see them start going in and --
25         MR. SUTTON: Right.  You would have to go
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 1    in and cut down trees for civic space.
 2         MR. HERMANN: Right.
 3         MR. McDOWELL: Well --
 4         And Jason, your --
 5         MR. ROGERS: I guess I will rephrase it
 6    and say at least a quarter of it has to be
 7    outside the floodplain.  So this quarter of an
 8    acres of civic space outside --
 9         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
10         And you are saying that the dog park is
11    in -- the dog park is in --
12         MR. ROGERS: The dog park and the
13    playground are outside of the floodplain.
14         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  And the pool area.
15         MR. ROGERS: They didn't count the pool
16    area.
17         MR. McDOWELL: I thought at one point that
18    they did count the pool area as part of the
19    civic space.
20         MR. ROGERS: So that means it is .29,
21    right, acres of the two acres of civic space?
22         MR. WINGATE: If you can get this point
23    one proposed village green, point eight civic
24    space --
25         MR. ROGERS: That is in the --
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 1       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 2         MR. McDOWELL: So, Jason, are you saying
 3    that the ordinance in your opinion says it
 4    can't be in the floodplain?
 5         MR. ROGERS: Twenty-five of it has to be
 6    outside of it.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: Outside of it.  Okay.
 8         MR. ROGERS: Yes.
 9         MR. McDOWELL: Twenty-five of the --
10         MR. SNEED: Civic space.
11         MR. ROGERS: Civic space.
12         MR. McDOWELL: What is our total civic
13    space is what we are trying to get at is we
14    need --
15         It is developed civic space, correct, is
16    what the definition is?
17         So 25 percent of the civic space of four
18    acres is what is required?  Or is it two acres?
19    I can't remember.
20         MR. ROGERS: It is two acres.
21         MR. McDOWELL: Two acres are required?
22         MR. ROGERS: Right.
23         MR. McDOWELL: To be developed or total
24    civic space?
25         MR. ROGERS: Total civic space.
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  And 25 percent of
 2    that has to be developed outside the
 3    floodplain.
 4         MR. ROGERS: Twenty five percent of it has
 5    to be outside the floodplain.
 6         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  So we are looking
 7    at an even half acre.  Okay.
 8         MR. ROGERS: Next --
 9         MR. McDOWELL: So I want to get some
10    clarification because we have got some stuff
11    that we have gotten.
12         Where does it look like they are at on
13    that, in your opinion, Jason, since you brought
14    this up?
15         MR. ROGERS: Let me look at my paperwork
16    here.
17         MR. McDOWELL: Since you said they didn't
18    meet it I want --
19         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: On page seven I guess
20    they enumerate --
21         MR. McDOWELL: Page seven?
22         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Of the staff report.
23         MR. McDOWELL: Of the staff report?
24         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Yes.  Civic space.
25         MR. ROGERS: So I have the designated
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 1    areas of the dog park and that playground.  But
 2    that is outside the floodplain.
 3         And then --
 4         MR. McDOWELL: And if you include the pool
 5    space which is point one aren't we at --
 6         MR. ROGERS: Right.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: -- 2.9?
 8         MR. ROGERS: That is .29.
 9         MR. McDOWELL: .29.  And we need a quarter
10    of an acre or a half an acre.
11         MR. ROGERS: We need point five.
12         MR. McDOWELL: We need what?
13         MR. ROGERS: Point five.
14       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
15         MR. McDOWELL: Twenty five percent of it
16    is point five, right.  So --
17         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: We have 9.99; right?
18         MR. McDOWELL: Well, it depends on
19    whether --
20         Jason is saying that the village green is
21    in the floodplain and would not qualify as
22    developed space outside of those areas.
23         MR. WINGATE: Then we go back to having to
24    cut down trees for civic space.
25         MR. McDOWELL: Well, we end up having to
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 1    decide.  That is what we -- that is part of
 2    our --
 3         Jason brought a good point up.  And the
 4    other is that are we wanting to have more
 5    developed space that is removing of tree or
 6    causes grading or are we wanting to deny the
 7    application based on that so they come back?
 8    Or are we wanting to grant an exemption to do
 9    that?  That is what we are going to end up
10    making a discussion on.
11         MR. ROGERS: Right.
12         MR. McDOWELL: A decision on.
13         MR. ROGERS: So there are a few other
14    points from a relevance standpoint.
15         MR. McDOWELL: Okay.
16         MR. ROGERS: Obviously the discussion of
17    the driveway separation distance, that is still
18    in question.
19         The building height --
20         MR. McDOWELL: On that one I think it is a
21    must that they hit 45 feet.  Without a doubt.
22         Does anyone not believe they need to --
23         Let me rephrase that.  Are you willing to
24    grant the 40 percent reduction?
25         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Yes.
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 1         MR. HERMANN: Yes.
 2         MR. SHAH: Yes.
 3         MR. WINGATE: Yes.
 4         MR. SUTTON: Yes.
 5         MR. ROGERS: The reason I asked the
 6    question about the mail kiosk is just to show
 7    how much of that space is used.  It is not just
 8    used to stop by and see the office.  That is
 9    where all your mail comes and goes.
10         There is a certain level of traffic there.
11    So that is something to consider.
12         So then the big one is getting the
13    building height right.  If you consider the
14    roof, with 14 feet, a story times three, that
15    is 42 feet.
16         You put the roof on it, the elevation
17    shows now a 30.2 foot height at the top of the
18    third floor.
19         If you add a roof to it that is 16 feet.
20    That puts it at 46 feet with a building
21    differential allotting four feet.  That puts
22    that building at a respective height of 50 foot
23    tall.
24         MR. WINGATE: From the back.
25         MR. ROGERS: From the side.
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 1         MR. WINGATE: From the side.
 2         MR. ROGERS: So it states as it goes it is
 3    30 feet tall with a 16 foot roof that actually
 4    comes into the height requirement which exceeds
 5    42 foot which if you look at it in that
 6    fashion, three times the 14 foot maximum per
 7    story.
 8         MR. McDOWELL: Now that is a maximum
 9    number of stories, the 14 feet.  Was that
10    not --
11         MR. ROGERS: Yes.
12         MR. McDOWELL: There wasn't a maximum
13    height listed, to my knowledge.  There was a
14    maximum stories listed at a story not to exceed
15    14 feet.
16         MR. WINGATE: It said that 50 feet cannot
17    include that buffer.
18         MR. ROGERS: So what I'm saying is if you
19    are allowed three stories at the maximum of 14
20    feet, the maximum height would end up being 42
21    feet.
22         MR. WINGATE: Right.
23         MR. ROGERS: Fourteen times three.
24         MR. McDOWELL: No.  But that is the
25    maximum height that you could have to the top,
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 1    the ceiling of the top floor, not the maximum
 2    height of the building.
 3       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 4         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  It is saying that
 5    you can have a story being 14 feet high.  That
 6    doesn't go to the --  Is it showing --  I mean
 7    I didn't see --
 8         MR. ROGERS: That is where that section of
 9    4.4.1, why does it list the 7 foot is not to be
10    considered for building height.
11         If it is over seven foot you calculate it
12    against the height.
13         MR. McDOWELL: If it is -- I believe if it
14    is half, not if it is that.
15         What is the standard pitch on the roof,
16    Jason?  I mean, if you are dealing with that --
17         MR. ROGERS: Well, it speaks to
18    uninhabited.
19         MR. McDOWELL: Right.
20         MR. ROGERS: If it says 7 foot.  So if it
21    was 16 foot under that is still not considered
22    in height.
23         MR. McDOWELL: I certainly wouldn't
24    understand how we could have a three story
25    building with the width it is and the pitch
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 1    that it has to have, that is automatically
 2    higher than 7 feet right there.
 3         You do construction.
 4         MR. ROGERS: They have eight to twelve
 5    pitch on this proposal.
 6         MR. McDOWELL: Right.
 7         MR. ROGERS: So an eight to twelve pitch,
 8    I mean, if you use the standard shingles you
 9    can drop it down to a four inch pitch and still
10    work.  Right?
11       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
12         MR. ROGERS: -- which would make it 38
13    feet high.
14         MR. McDOWELL: So those are two standards
15    that Jason is bringing up.
16         Anyone else have questions about --
17         COURT REPORTER: I am not hearing you at
18    all.
19         MS. HAIN: I'm sorry.  I count three:
20    Civic space, driveway, and height.
21         MR. McDOWELL: Right.
22         MR. WINGATE: Can we discuss those?
23         MR. McDOWELL: Well, we are going to have
24    to.
25         MR. WINGATE: I think the civic space is
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 1    good as they plan instead of taking down trees
 2    to make more civic space.  So I'm okay with the
 3    civic space being as it is.
 4         As far as the driveway, I would think that
 5    we can stipulate that it needs to at least be
 6    45 feet.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: Yes, I think we all agree
 8    on that one.  I think that one is done.
 9         MR. WINGATE: Height.
10         MR. HERMANN: Do you want to take these
11    one at a time?  Civic space right now.
12         MR. McDOWELL: Let's talk about that civic
13    space.
14         You know, we are asking -- And that is
15    always a tough thing.  This totally wooded lot
16    would be one -- Say you need to cut the usable
17    space by cutting down trees.  I mean, I'm not
18    sure which way that actually falls on this one
19    to be honest on that.
20         I think they are very close on space in
21    there.  But what is it we are thinking?
22         MR. WINGATE: But the back, not all the
23    wooded space would be gated so that it is
24    available to other people that --
25         MR. McDOWELL: And it did say in there, it
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 1    talked about problems and such as that.  So
 2    that should be able to meet --
 3         I think there is no question about meeting
 4    civic space.  I think the question becomes the
 5    definition of what is adjacent developed or --
 6         MR. ROGERS: I think the point to make
 7    here is even a wooded lot, there is no
 8    conservation and it needs to be all of this.
 9    This is just one building right now.
10         In order to qualify as civic space, even
11    undeveloped civic space, there would have to be
12    a conservation easement or some level of civic
13    retention --
14         MR. McDOWELL: HOA --
15         MR. WINGATE: Could we stipulate that they
16    would have to keep the wooded spaces?
17         MR. SNEED: Again at this point all you
18    are doing is seeing if they meet the Site Plan.
19    I believe how that is handled in the future is
20    a technical aspect that comes later.
21         Right now your determination is, is there
22    sufficient amount set aside under the
23    ordinance.
24         MR. McDOWELL: Ron, your mike is not
25    carrying.
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 1         Our determination now has to be whether or
 2    not they have set aside enough.
 3         Is that what you are saying?
 4         MR. SNEED: Correct.  Right.  Staff can
 5    take care of how that is held or protected in
 6    the future.  And there are a variety of ways.
 7    You don't have to establish that now.
 8         MR. McDOWELL: Right.
 9         MR. SUTTON: So we can't require an
10    easement?
11         MR. McDOWELL: Well, it would have to meet
12    the standards that are set in the ordinance for
13    the Town to approve it is what Ron is saying,
14    which would mean it would have to be either an
15    HOA conservation easement or some other form;
16    correct?
17         MR. SNEED: I would treat that just like
18    any other technical aspect.  Folks later will
19    follow up on it.
20         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: I can't hear you.
21         MR. SUTTON: Try to lean forward.
22         MR. SNEED: I'm sorry.
23         But I would look at that, how those
24    conservation areas are protected as a technical
25    point that they will cover later just like
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 1    building plans, sewer and water, stormwater.
 2         Your job is to determine have they set
 3    aside a sufficient amount under the --
 4         MR. McDOWELL: Have they set aside a
 5    sufficient amount.
 6         MR. SNEED: -- under the ordinance.
 7         If they have done that later the folks
 8    will take care of that.
 9         MR. McDOWELL: All right.  So with that
10    guidance, do you believe that they have set
11    aside enough civic space to meet with the
12    requirements?
13         MR. WINGATE: Yes.
14         MR. McDOWELL: So all those who believe
15    yes please say aye.
16         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Aye.
17         MR. HERMANN: Aye.
18         MR. SHAH: Aye.
19         MS. HAIN: Aye.
20         MR. WINGATE: Aye.
21         MR. DYKES: Aye.
22         MR. ROGERS: Aye.
23         MR. SUTTON: Aye.
24         MR. McDOWELL: And any that say nay?
25         All right.  Then we move on to the 45 feet
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 1    and the third one being the height.
 2         Comments?  Concerns?
 3         So your concern, Jason, is that the
 4    buildings are too high with the pitch of the
 5    roof that they currently have?
 6         MR. ROGERS: I think if you go back to the
 7    question before the hearing involved --
 8         COURT REPORTER: I'm sorry, can you speak
 9    into the mike?
10         MR. ROGERS: Relatively speaking, from the
11    view say from the town back towards the
12    development, on the other side of the
13    development there will be a 30 foot -- as the
14    plans show, a 32-foot retaining wall with an
15    essentially 46-foot building above that.
16         MR. McDOWELL: In order to make the
17    retaining wall, that is right.
18         MR. ROGERS: So that is quite a magnitude
19    of mountain view on that other side.
20         You know, whenever this building with its
21    roof and everything is added to the part above
22    the 32-foot retaining wall, that is a pretty
23    substantial size looking from the town back
24    towards this.
25         So it would be relevant in keeping with
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 1    the community question as whether that is --
 2    you can say 46 feet with the 16-foot roof and
 3    it just I guess comes to the Board whether you
 4    determine the roof height is in it or not.
 5    Because the drawing shows the roof.  But what
 6    is that maximum height.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: Is it your supposition from
 8    reading that there is both a story and a height
 9    limitation in the ordinance?
10         MR. ROGERS: Yes.
11         MR. WINGATE: What is the height
12    limitation?
13         MR. ROGERS: The maximum height would be
14    the 14 feet with the three floors.  That would
15    be 42 feet maximum.
16         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Plus the roof.
17         MR. ROGERS: A 42-foot maximum
18    including --
19         MR. McDOWELL: No.  It obviously -- It
20    obviously says there is at least seven feet in
21    the roof that you can do in addition to 14
22    feet.  It definitely says the minimum with
23    the --
24         MR. ROGERS: Okay.  I mean, that is a
25    determination.
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 1         Me, I say no.  I say seven feet or less,
 2    you don't count the roof.  But if it is more
 3    than seven you count the entire roof.
 4         MR. McDOWELL: I have a different view of
 5    that than you do.  I mean, I think that there
 6    may be a maximum height there that you get, but
 7    I'm not sure that I see it that way.
 8       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 9         MR. McDOWELL: What is that, Marty?  Into
10    the microphone, please.
11         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: I just feel that four
12    floors though of habitable space is too high.
13         MR. McDOWELL: Your interpretation is the
14    basement includes the habitable space?
15         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Uh-huh.
16         MR. WINGATE: So when you sell a house is
17    the basement considered a story?
18         MR. McDOWELL: Not in our MLS it is not.
19         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: If it is above grade.
20         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  Right.
21         That is a good question.
22         Let me clarify this just so we can move
23    this along.
24         Those -- How many of us view that building
25    eight is three stories and how many are viewing
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 1    it as four stories?  Because it is going to
 2    effect how we measure height.
 3         All those of you --
 4         MS. HAIN: Ask it the other way, by
 5    height.
 6         MR. McDOWELL: Well, I think the way we
 7    arrive at a height is by determining where we
 8    are measuring stories from.
 9         In a four story building we are measuring
10    it from the back side, there are aspects there.
11    If we consider it a three story building it
12    depends on where we measure for height.
13         So you understand that, Ging?
14         MS. HAIN: No.  I'm processing now.
15         It is from the highest ground level.
16         MR. McDOWELL: That's -- I agree.
17         Marty is saying it is not.  Marty is
18    counting a story as it would be four.
19         I'm asking is the Board's interpretation
20    that building eight is three or four stories?
21         MR. SHAH: It is three stories tall.
22         MR. McDOWELL: Three stories.
23         Jason, how are you counting it?
24         MR. ROGERS: I consider the measurement
25    starts at the upper graded level of the --
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: So therefore it is a three
 2    story?
 3         MR. ROGERS: It is three stories.
 4         MR. McDOWELL: Robert?
 5         MR. HERMANN: Same, three stories.
 6         MR. McDOWELL: Marty, you are still saying
 7    four?
 8         So as a whole we are saying it is three
 9    stories.
10         So now we measure the height from that
11    aspect, so.
12         The maximum height that you are stating
13    that you believe the maximum height is 32 feet?
14         MR. ROGERS: Forty-two.
15         MR. McDOWELL: Forty-two.
16         MR. WINGATE: Where do you get 42?
17         MR. McDOWELL: Three times 14.
18       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
19         MR. WINGATE: But that is not including
20    the roof.
21         MR. ROGERS: I'm just trying to get a
22    maximum height from the perspective of the
23    Board.
24         MR. McDOWELL: And I understand what you
25    are saying about measuring.  But nowhere in the
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 1    ordinance does it say you can take into account
 2    the retaining wall to arrive at that.
 3         MR. ROGERS: I understand that.  That is
 4    for a future question.
 5         MR. McDOWELL: Okay.  All right, guys.
 6    Let's see if we can get out before midnight
 7    comes.
 8         So, Jason, are there any other concerns
 9    about complies with the requirements of the
10    ordinance?
11         Jason has raised three.
12         Any others?
13         All right.
14         I want to come back to that one and see if
15    we have any more issues here.
16         There exists adequate infrastructure,
17    utilities, and transportation.
18         Does anyone believe that there is not
19    adequate infrastructure or that the applicant
20    did not prove that?
21         MR. ROGERS: (Indiscernible.)
22         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  That is not my
23    concern.  That is a DOT, I believe.
24         Right.  So I agree.  Does anyone agree
25    that they have met the standard?
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 1         MR. WINGATE: Yes.
 2         MR. McDOWELL: Number four, proposed plan
 3    conforms to the character of the neighborhood,
 4    considered location type, height of the
 5    buildings, structures, and type and extent of
 6    landscaping.
 7         MR. ROGERS: So then that brings me to the
 8    giant retaining wall in keeping with the
 9    neighborhood and that view from the town.  I
10    mean, looking up from Hazelwood Elementary,
11    that is a pretty massive -- a massive
12    structure.
13         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: In my opinion it
14    certainly doesn't conform or fit the
15    neighborhood.
16         MR. WINGATE: Let's look at the other
17    houses in the neighborhood.  They have very
18    large retaining walls, as well.  Right?  Other
19    houses in the neighborhood, am I correct?
20         MR. McDOWELL: I don't know well enough to
21    look -- to comment on that.
22         I think that part of this comes into being
23    the fact that almost all of our neighborhoods
24    that allow multiuse, when you bring it down to
25    the smallest standard, anything outside of a
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 1    single family residential home can be
 2    considered not conforming to the character.
 3         However, in every single one of our town
 4    zones we allow multiple use, which could be
 5    commercial, could be retail.  That is not -- We
 6    no longer have an R1 category.  All of our
 7    categories are mixed use to that three.
 8         So I think there are aspects of whenever
 9    you bring something new to a neighborhood there
10    is a degree of nonconformity to the existing
11    aspect, and yet we allow those things in.
12         So the question becomes to the degree that
13    if you allow it in a neighborhood, how do you
14    use it and have the closest conformity to the
15    neighborhood.  Otherwise it shouldn't be
16    allowed in here.  And this is allowed.  There
17    is no such thing of an apartment complex of
18    single stories really.  So then you start
19    getting into that.
20         So yes, I do think it changes the
21    character.  It happens with anything.  I think
22    to be honest -- and it is outside the Town so
23    it really doesn't matter.
24         Mr. Morgan's home drastically altered the
25    character of that neighborhood when he
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 1    developed that.  And he built something they
 2    appreciated and liked, or maybe they didn't, I
 3    have no idea because it didn't go through us.
 4    That type of construction and building changes
 5    the neighborhood as well as the school as well
 6    as this type of thing.
 7         But once they are allowed in the area how
 8    do you go about to allow those things that are
 9    permissible in the area to do it.  I think it
10    is the design standards of relief construction
11    materials and things like that in order to
12    achieve that, in my personal opinion.
13         Once you allow it in the area the question
14    is how do you engrain it to have the least
15    amount of disruption in the community because
16    it is allowed.
17         And that's my thought on it.
18         MR. WINGATE: I agree.
19         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: I still, I mean, I
20    just grew up here and --
21         MR. McDOWELL: Marty, you and I both grew
22    up here.
23         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: As you did.
24         MR. McDOWELL: It is nowhere near what it
25    used to be 10 years ago when we were young.
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 1         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: And I remember family
 2    picnics and history and animals and lambs and
 3    all of that up through there, and an airstrip
 4    where my father landed and flew his plane.
 5         MR. McDOWELL: And that is no longer
 6    there.  That was not necessarily considered a
 7    detriment to the community.
 8         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: No.  All of those
 9    things, that is the history and that was the
10    character I think.
11         And I think this is a very fine project.
12    But it just needs to go somewhere else, in my
13    opinion.  But I know it is going to happen.
14         MR. McDOWELL: That is good.  Thank you
15    for that point.  Thank you.
16         Other comments on conforms to the
17    character of the neighborhood?
18         Jason, your feeling is it doesn't?
19         MR. ROGERS: I don't really think that it
20    does.
21         MS. HAIN: Say that again?
22         MR. ROGERS: I do not feel that it does.
23         Any comments, Ging?
24         MS. HAIN: Yes.
25         MR. McDOWELL: Go right ahead.
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 1         MS. HAIN: So while I mourn the potential
 2    loss for historic and agricultural space, I
 3    don't think that is the topic of tonight's
 4    hearing.
 5         I grieve over it.  I will work with others
 6    I don't think that is --
 7         MR. McDOWELL: So are you saying that you
 8    would --
 9         MS. HAIN: Support.
10         MR. McDOWELL: -- support the conformity
11    to the neighborhood given those standards?
12         MS. HAIN: I have to.
13         MR. WINGATE: I agree.  I think we
14    shouldn't compromise the wooded area in the
15    back.
16         MR. McDOWELL: You know, that is what a
17    lot of areas have done is they really tried to
18    protect the -- Yeah.
19         We had this discussion years ago when we
20    were talking about lights, when we were going
21    through this most recent reiteration.  I was on
22    the group that did that.  And you know the
23    people in town are concerned about lights being
24    on the mountain and it interfering with their
25    view and disrupting what it looks like.
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 1         And of course the people on the top of the
 2    mountain are concerned about what develops in
 3    the valley and what it looks like.
 4         So therefore you have both parties have
 5    their own point of what the development does to
 6    their view standards and considerations.  And
 7    that is what is happening here to a degree is
 8    we still have that large -- overall a large
 9    rural area out there.  It is --
10         MR. WINGATE: It is about the betterment
11    of the community.
12         MR. McDOWELL: I do think that is an
13    aspect is the overall impact.
14         We have at least two people that were
15    saying does not conform.
16         MR. SHAH: I think it conforms.  If you
17    are looking to move residential I think it
18    conforms.
19         COURT REPORTER: Speak up just a little
20    bit.
21         MR. SHAH: I said I think it conforms.  We
22    are looking to move to more of a dense
23    population from a more rural population.  This
24    is the type of structural that would help that
25    transitional mix.
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: Robert?
 2         MR. HERMANN: My only concern is that we
 3    have such a need for this type of a project.
 4    Rental property is just --
 5         This whole area, and statistics prove
 6    this out.  This community is aging.  And, I
 7    mean, you know, those of us who are older and
 8    not necessarily working, it is going to
 9    eventually just become a serious problem.
10         That way to -- I hear that in the business
11    community all the time.  You can't find people
12    to work because they can't find a place to
13    live.
14         So to answer the question without going on
15    any further, I agree.
16         MR. McDOWELL: And I appreciate that
17    comment on the -- I do think you need to be
18    sure that we don't let the need of the
19    community override whether or not this project
20    fits the standards for this hearing, which is
21    what we are looking at now.  Be sure of that.
22         Danny?
23         MR. WINGATE: I think they are all
24    approved.  You really want to maintain the
25    character of that community --
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: Without doing this.
 2         MR. WINGATE: Yes.
 3         MR. McDOWELL: Anthony?
 4         MR. SUTTON: I agree.
 5         MR. McDOWELL: Bucky?
 6         MR. DYKES: I agree with that to a point.
 7         I guess what I'm having a struggle with
 8    this is the fact that the property is on the
 9    edge of two different types of neighborhoods.
10         And how do you comply with the purpose and
11    intent of one district where there is another
12    one with such a radical change.  You step over
13    the line.  I --
14         That is where I struggle as to this
15    particular project.  Because it is next to a
16    residential property, a more rural area.  And
17    then on the other side it is going toward more
18    of a developed area that is in fact changing.
19    How do you balance that -- that transition.
20         MR. McDOWELL: In honesty, when you are
21    developing land this close to the highway,
22    these are the types of projects that are
23    usually in the best and highest use of the
24    properties.
25         Because of the high density and the
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 1    apartment complex, most people appreciate the
 2    closeness of the highway versus trying to
 3    develop a higher-end residential neighborhood
 4    with the four-lane, you know, right there a
 5    quarter of a mile from it.
 6         So on this one we have some concerns, but
 7    only two nays for meeting it.
 8         Okay.  Number five, application will not
 9    substantially injure the value of adjoining or
10    abutting properties and will not be detrimental
11    of the use or development of adjacent
12    properties.
13         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: My experience with
14    that was those with Town and Country Townhouses
15    that was here, there were brief objections.  A
16    house that I was trying to sell was right next
17    to it.  And the Town and Country Townhouses
18    were right beside it.  That certainly affected
19    the desirability of that house.  And the sale
20    of that house took a long time.
21         MS. HAIN: And now?
22         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: It is fine now.  But
23    that took years.
24         MR. McDOWELL: The initial change period?
25         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Five years, so.
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: Comments?
 2         Questions?
 3         MR. WINGATE: I can only speak to the
 4    Biltmore Park and the apartments there.  The
 5    apartments actually raised the value of the
 6    property.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: I definitely don't think it
 8    hurts the undeveloped properties nearby.  I
 9    think it gives those property owners a much
10    greater value associated with those.
11         I'm not sure about the properties across
12    the road, the single family homes around that.
13    But that is -- The fact that it is a
14    residential area, it is important to the
15    residents that we allow things of that aspect.
16         It is more of a substantial project.  I
17    don't know that it substantially hurts.  I
18    think it can take a while for the community to
19    adjust to the perception of those being there.
20    The long-term, I'm not sure that it does
21    personally.
22         Anybody voting nay to item five, that it
23    did not meet it?
24         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Nay.
25         MR. McDOWELL: Jason?
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 1         MR. ROGERS: I'm just not experienced
 2    enough to know how to provide testimony.  I
 3    think both sides, so.
 4         MR. McDOWELL: Yes.  Okay.
 5         We are back to item three.  This is going
 6    to be our last sticking point for
 7    considerations here.
 8         And this is really back to, in particular,
 9    a, conditions we put, and, b, how we feel about
10    meet -- excuse me -- item two, planning
11    complies with Board requirements under the
12    ordinance.
13         MR. WINGATE: I think we have the 45 feet
14    for the driveway.
15         MR. McDOWELL: Jason had two concerns.  I
16    think we addressed one and one we didn't.
17         MR. ROGERS: So if I can just read from
18    the ordinance, 4.4.1, and that is a story.
19         A story is a habitable layer within the
20    building not more than 14 feet high from
21    finished floor to finished ceiling.
22         Unoccupied attics less than seven feet in
23    height and raised basements less than six feet
24    in height as measured from the average grade of
25    the fronting sidewalk are not considered a
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 1    story for the purposes of determining building
 2    height.
 3         If it is more than seven feet it is
 4    considered.
 5         MR. WINGATE: I don't think it is the roof
 6    line.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: I would also say this.  If
 8    I remember correctly, from finished floor to
 9    finished ceiling on these units is nine feet.
10         MR. ROGERS: Right.
11         MR. McDOWELL: So if you multiply that by
12    3, that is 27.  And if you add in the 16 feet
13    that you said there, we are only at 43 feet
14    versus the 42 feet.
15         It says they could have as much as that.
16    It doesn't mean they have to be.  So even if
17    you said that was the maximum, it appears that
18    they are within one foot of that maximum on the
19    way you calculated that.
20         MR. ROGERS: Well, I guess after reading
21    this, the drawing actually shows it as an added
22    story.  So is that considered another story at
23    16 feet high?
24         MR. HERMANN: I'm not sure what you are
25    looking at.
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: He is looking at the
 2    drawings that are on page four.
 3         MR. ROGERS: So if it is over seven feet
 4    is it considered an added story?  If it is over
 5    seven feet, it is 16 feet tall.
 6       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 7         MR. HERMANN: It doesn't say
 8    uninhabitable, it says unoccupied.
 9         MR. ROGERS: Unoccupied.
10         MR. HERMANN: Unoccupied.
11         MR. ROGERS: So an unoccupied attic.
12         MR. HERMANN: Well, I have a question
13    whether or not it is an attic.  We are talking
14    about simple a roof.
15         MR. ROGERS: Okay.  I would say --
16         MR. HERMANN: It is by definition --
17       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
18         MR. WINGATE: I don't think it is a
19    storage area.
20         MR. ROGERS: And the building itself has a
21    dimension of 30.2 feet regardless of how you
22    add it up.
23         The basement is six feet tall.  And that
24    is not considered a basement.
25         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  Because we have
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 1    already agreed (indiscernible.)
 2         MS. HAIN: Okay.  So let's assume then we
 3    will make it a condition to reduce that.
 4       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 5         COURT REPORTER: I have to be able to hear
 6    you.
 7         MR. WINGATE: I'm sorry?
 8         COURT REPORTER: I can't hear.
 9         MR. WINGATE: I don't think it is an
10    issue.
11         MR. McDOWELL: Your interpretation of the
12    ordinance is different than Jason's is what you
13    are stating?
14         MR. HERMANN: Yes.  This is mine.
15         MR. McDOWELL: Yes.
16         This is something that hopefully through
17    the next planned planning or maybe even sooner
18    there are some clarifications that can be
19    reached on some of this so that we have some
20    consistency throughout the ordinance on some of
21    these definitions, stories and such.
22         MR. WINGATE: I would love to see the
23    definition of that.
24         MR. McDOWELL: Well, there are several
25    different definitions.
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 1         Any other concerns concerning the meeting
 2    applicable requirements of this ordinance?
 3         Are there any others?
 4         The driveway we have talked about.  The --
 5    My -- I think we may need to consider as
 6    Elizabeth mentioned in hers and has brought up
 7    is the sidewalk, the trees aligning that area.
 8         I think that there is the alternative
 9    plan, landscape plan to use additional stuff.
10         I think if we are going to agree to this
11    we may need to stipulate what we want in that
12    alternative landscaping plan in order to
13    achieve the desired effect.
14         Because I don't think DOT would allow it,
15    those trees in the sidewalk.  Or there has to
16    be a movement of the building to a different
17    location.
18         So given that, what we might want to do to
19    achieve a landscaping design standard that we
20    are happy with.
21         I think that might require some additional
22    plantings in particular in my opinion along
23    the -- There is already a tree preserve there.
24    But along that lower portion of the property
25    between Plott Creek Road and building four to
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 1    be sure that they are kind of covering the line
 2    of sight as you come down Plott Creek from the
 3    higher end past this, you kind of make it more
 4    of a tree effect through there.
 5         MS. HAIN: Could we do growth against the
 6    wall?  Shade trees?
 7         MR. McDOWELL: Where are you talking
 8    about, Ging?
 9         MS. HAIN: The clubhouse.
10         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  Along the creek
11    itself?
12       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
13         MS. HAIN: So the retaining wall, it
14    looked like to me it needs more trees.
15         MR. McDOWELL: I don't know what it is.
16    Because if the black line is the DOT
17    right-of-way, they are not going to want trees
18    planted in the DOT right-of-way.
19         MS. HAIN: So to soften that retaining
20    wall you can have some softening buffering.
21    Some (indiscernible.)
22         MR. WINGATE: Shrubbery like in the
23    parking lot.
24         MS. HAIN: Or there are so Appiah trees.
25    There are alternatives.
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: I think there are.  I think
 2    we need to ask a person that there needs to be
 3    an increase in the landscaping, especially
 4    along Plott Creek Road and along the boundary
 5    as you come down from what you view in that
 6    little corner.
 7         MS. HAIN: To soften that retaining wall.
 8         MR. McDOWELL: Right.
 9         And the other option of course is on that
10    some additional plantings.  There is a
11    landscape buffer there at the other end closest
12    to the school.  You can see they have got some
13    landscaping there.  It also looks like that is
14    just -- I think we just need to be sure that
15    this is well landscaped to --
16         MR. HERMANN: What I suggest is that we
17    require the landscape plan submitted to the
18    Town and then make a final determination as we
19    would with staff.
20         MR. SNEED: Are you talking about an
21    alternative plan?
22         MR. McDOWELL: Yes.
23         Obviously they could not have submitted it
24    today because --
25         MR. HERMANN: And it is not coming back to
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 1    us.
 2         MR. McDOWELL: Right.
 3         MR. SNEED: You don't want to leave it
 4    open so you have to address it again.
 5         But is this something that you direct that
 6    staff -- staff implements an alternative plan
 7    to offset the lost trees?
 8         MR. McDOWELL: So on item two, what is the
 9    vote for the plan complies with applicable
10    requirements of this ordinance?
11         MR. HERMANN: Subject to the conditions we
12    talked about.
13         MR. McDOWELL: Yes.  Retaining wall.
14         MR. HERMANN: Right-of-way landscaping.
15       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
16         MR. McDOWELL: Yes, ma'am?
17         MS. HAIN: Jason brought up the kiosk and
18    possible congestion.  We can ask if the kiosk
19    be moved over or around the right-of-way.
20         MR. ROGERS: The actual kiosk is inside
21    the building.
22         MR. McDOWELL: Right.  She is saying she
23    wants it moved and wondering whether or not
24    that can be a condition, Ron, of us --
25         MS. HAIN: Inside?
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 1         I'm sorry.  Inside?
 2         MR. McDOWELL: It is in the clubhouse.
 3         MS. HAIN: People are going to go get out
 4    of their car and walk into the clubhouse?
 5         MR. McDOWELL: My understanding was that
 6    they said the mail kiosk was in the clubhouse,
 7    which Jason's point is it generates more
 8    traffic into that on a daily basis and that is
 9    a bit of a concern for us.
10         So Ron, is there any problem if we ask for
11    the mail Kiosk to be moved out somewhere else
12    on the property as part of our condition?
13         MR. SNEED: That is a lot of planning.
14         And if you place that condition then think
15    of the effects.  We were worried about stacking
16    at the clubhouse.  We would create stacking in
17    the middle of a traveled way.  And then how
18    much adjustment is that asking them to make to
19    offset a perceived traffic issue.
20         MR. WINGATE: I think we should have them
21    down near the garages.
22         MR. ROGERS: I think if you are trying to
23    cover them, if we are going to allow them the
24    reduction in the drive, that is kind of
25    important is the 45 feet, then that covers
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 1    going in and out of --
 2         MS. HAIN: Okay.
 3         MR. McDOWELL: Anything else?
 4         So we will need a motion in a moment which
 5    I think we will be able to craft.  But I want
 6    to be sure that my understanding is we are now
 7    saying the plan complies with the adjustments.
 8    We are requesting to --
 9         My understanding then is we will need a
10    motion.
11         Ron, do we need a motion stated on each
12    one or just that it does meet all five given
13    the parameters we have drawn?
14         MR. SNEED: I think if you take a vote at
15    this point and you carry a majority to do it,
16    then it is done.  What you have done is a straw
17    vote along the way to address the issues.  And
18    that has worked pretty well.
19         MR. WINGATE: What do we put in the
20    stipulation?
21         MR. McDOWELL: In the motion?
22         MR. SNEED: Yes.
23         MR. McDOWELL: And those stimulations that
24    I am aware of, let's be sure we do it -- you
25    know, the must meet --  We are granting the 40
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 1    percent reduction, but must meet the 45-foot
 2    standard from --
 3         MS. HAIN: Plott Creek, the right-of-way.
 4         MR. McDOWELL: The right-of-way.
 5         MS. HAIN: And add in the floodplains as
 6    much as possible.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: Ron, when we see like this
 8    retaining wall and we have determined the
 9    retaining wall is a structure --
10         MR. SNEED: Yes.
11         MR. McDOWELL: -- and it is in that, is
12    that a clarification that we state that all
13    structures must be out 30 feet as part of this
14    right-of-way?  Or is our determination that it
15    is automatically enough for staff to correct
16    that?  What do we need to do there?
17         MR. SNEED: I think your motion can
18    just -- You made the determination that the
19    retaining wall is a structure.  So I think your
20    motion just needs to include one of the
21    conditions, that is that all retaining walls be
22    relocated to be set outside those buffer zones.
23         MR. McDOWELL: Was there any other
24    conditions there that you guys remember?
25    Landscaping?
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 1         Anything else?
 2         This is our one shot, guys.  Let's be sure
 3    to get all of our thoughts.
 4         Ron, did you hear anything else?
 5         MR. SNEED: I think those are it.  The
 6    forty percent reduction.
 7       (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 8         MR. McDOWELL: Ron, we cannot ask at a
 9    public hearing in review of --
10         MR. SNEED: No.
11         MR. McDOWELL: -- if something isn't
12    right, that is beyond our capability to do
13    that.
14         Anything else that we are wanting to
15    impose?
16         Do you have a motion?
17         MR. WINGATE: I have a motion to approve
18    with stipulations that the staff review an
19    alternative to the landscaping plan --
20         MR. McDOWELL: Provide increased
21    protection along the view of --
22         MR. WINGATE: The retaining wall.  And
23    that we grant the 40 percent reduction of the
24    driveway, but require 45 feet from the
25    right-of-way.
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 1         And that the retaining wall is considered
 2    a structure and that would operate according
 3    with the plans.
 4         MR. McDOWELL: That those structures stay
 5    outside the 30 foot --
 6         MR. SNEED: Outside buffer zones.
 7         MR. McDOWELL: The buffer zones.
 8         Stay outside of 30 foot buffer zone.
 9         MR. SNEED: Very good.
10         MR. McDOWELL: Are you good with that,
11    Ron?
12         MR. SNEED: I'm good.
13         MR. McDOWELL: I have a motion to second.
14    Any further discussion?  Any additional
15    comments?
16         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: No.  Just --
17         MR. McDOWELL: In a moment you are going
18    to have that opportunity, yes.
19         All those in favor aye.
20         MR. HERMANN: Aye.
21         MR. SHAH: Aye.
22         MS. HAIN: Aye.
23         MR. WINGATE: Aye.
24         MR. DYKES: Aye.
25         MR. SUTTON: Aye.
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 1         MR. McDOWELL: All those opposed?
 2         MR. ROGERS: Nay.
 3         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Nay.
 4         MR. McDOWELL: Two nays.
 5         The motion has passed.
 6         Thank you very much everybody involved.
 7         Thank you for the motion.
 8         I have a motion to adjourn.
 9         All those in favor?
10         MS. PREVOST ROGERS: Aye.
11         MR. HERMANN: Aye.
12         MR. SHAH: Aye.
13         MS. HAIN: Aye.
14         MR. WINGATE: Aye.
15         MR. DYKES: Aye.
16         MR. ROGERS: Aye.
17         MR. SUTTON: Aye.
18         MR. McDOWELL: Thank you.
19   
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
25   
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 1
  


 2   (The following is a true, correct transcript.
  


 3   It is not certified and not meant for filing with
  


 4   the court.  It is meant to assist attorneys in
  


 5    preparation only.)
  


 6                     *****
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  We will call to order this
  


 8   special hall meeting of the Town of Waynesville
  


 9   Planning Board.
  


10        Thank you for being here this evening.
  


11   Once we can get started we will do the public
  


12   hearing on the Major Site Plan.
  


13        This will be a quasi judicial proceeding.
  


14   And I will explain those procedures shortly.
  


15        Before we begin, Elizabeth, are there any
  


16   changes to the agenda?
  


17        MS. TEAGUE:  No, sir; there are not.
  


18        However, we have a sound system that
  


19   doesn't appear to be on quite yet.  So let's
  


20   make sure that it is.
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  Do we need a moment?
  


22        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.
  


23        (Whereupon, at which time there was an off
  


24        the record discussion.)
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  Before we begin, this is
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 1   Danny Wingate's last meeting with us after
  


 2   serving several terms on the Planning Board.
  


 3        I want to personally thank him for his
  


 4   leadership.  He has been the vice chairman of
  


 5   the committee and has handled several meetings
  


 6   quite well when I have been out of town.  And I
  


 7   greatly appreciate Danny and his efforts.
  


 8        So Danny, thank you very much for your
  


 9   service.
  


10        Is that any better out there?  Can you all
  


11   hear a little bit better?
  


12        All right.  We will begin then.
  


13        As I said, this is a quasi-judicial
  


14   hearing.  It is a public hearing for the
  


15   Planning Board to consider a Major Site Plan.
  


16        This process is to satisfy the Town's
  


17   ordinances.  You are advised that the hearing
  


18   on this matter will be quasi-judicial in
  


19   nature.  Accordingly we can only entertain
  


20   testimony or other evidence which it material
  


21   and relevant to the case at hand.
  


22        The Town and the applicant are determined
  


23   to be parties with standing in this matter.
  


24   Other persons are entitled to give testimony.
  


25   However, if you wish and desire to examine any
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 1   witnesses or present arguments you first must
  


 2   be determined to have standing in this case.
  


 3        This means that you have a substantial
  


 4   interest in the outcome of the case which is
  


 5   different in kind from that of the general
  


 6   public.
  


 7        If there is anyone who wishes to be
  


 8   determined to have standing please advise us at
  


 9   this time so that we may examine you and make
  


10   that determination.
  


11        If you will come forward.
  


12        Give your name.
  


13        Planning Board members, Mr. Sneed will
  


14   assist us in this.
  


15        Ron, do you have anything you want to add
  


16   to that description before we begin this?
  


17        MR. SNEED:  I can't think of anything.  It
  


18   is an accurate description.  Standing
  


19   (indiscernible.)
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, do you need your
  


21   microphone up a little bit more.
  


22        (Whereupon, at which time there was an
  


23        interruption in the proceedings.)
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, if you can check your
  


25   microphone.  Because our Board members are
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 1   having a hard time hearing you, as well.
  


 2        MR. SNEED:  It sounds live.
  


 3        Can you hear me now?
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  No, sir.
  


 5        MR. SNEED:  No?
  


 6        UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER:  Get closer to
  


 7   the mike.
  


 8        MR. SNEED:  I'm about ready to swallow it.
  


 9        Can you hear me now?
  


10        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I don't think it
  


11   works.
  


12        MR. SNEED:  It has to show that they are
  


13   effected in some way different from the general
  


14   public.
  


15        And that is typically they are a property
  


16   owner, not essentially, but one of the ways of
  


17   course is to have an expert show that their
  


18   property values will be adversely effected by
  


19   this project.
  


20        Or there are other things that they can
  


21   put on evidence to show an adverse effect
  


22   different from the community at large.
  


23        But Mr. Justus knows that.  It is not
  


24   meant to instruct.
  


25        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, Mr. Chairman, my name
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 1   is Craig Justus.  And I'm here on behalf of the
  


 2   Plott Family who have the ownership of various
  


 3   parcels adjoining the subject location.
  


 4        I am here also on behalf of Thom Morgan
  


 5   and Stone Haven Estates who is also an
  


 6   adjoining property owner.
  


 7        I don't necessarily agree that out of the
  


 8   gate in terms of hearing testimony that you are
  


 9   only confined to those who show standing.
  


10        I'm looking at your ordinance.  And your
  


11   ordinance says in section 15.8.2 --
  


12        Let me get my glasses.
  


13        --  that the applicant and other property
  


14   owners likely to be materially effected by the
  


15   application shall be given an opportunity to be
  


16   heard.
  


17        So the ordinance doesn't say all the
  


18   various things Ron said.  I understand that if
  


19   there was an appeal on a decision that the
  


20   courts of our state may require us to show good
  


21   standing.
  


22        But in order to just give you information
  


23   your ordinance spells out it is property owners
  


24   likely to be materially effected by the
  


25   application.
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 1        MR. SNEED:  And I don't think you said
  


 2   anything different from what I said or what the
  


 3   Chair has said.  So people who would be allowed
  


 4   to speak or those who participate as parties
  


 5   can examine and present other witnesses would
  


 6   have to show standing.
  


 7        Is that a better way?
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, we believe we will be
  


 9   able to show what your ordinance says really
  


10   out of the gate.
  


11        Again to give testimony, I don't think we
  


12   need to break the threshold, quote, unquote,
  


13   legal standing.
  


14        But in any event, I have this nice lady
  


15   here who is prepared to give a statement and
  


16   through that statement hopefully you will
  


17   understand how she is effected.
  


18        We do have another witness who is a
  


19   property appraiser who is going to speak.
  


20        But again it seems a little bit cart
  


21   before the horse since we haven't even heard
  


22   from the applicant.
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  This is to determine who
  


24   will be able to cross examine witnesses.
  


25        We will have a public section also after
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 1   this for comments from the public from people
  


 2   who want to speak.
  


 3        This is to determine if anyone wishes to
  


 4   cross examine and participate.
  


 5        I appreciate your discussion on that
  


 6   threshold to present the evidence that you
  


 7   wish.  We will determine whether we believe you
  


 8   have standing and then you can move.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  It may become mute.
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  Exactly.
  


11        MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Good afternoon,
  


12   everyone.
  


13        Can you hear me?
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.
  


15        MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Thank you for the
  


16   opportunity to be here.
  


17        My name is Patricia Plott Edwards and I am
  


18   the daughter of Ruth Plott and her
  


19   attorney-in-fact along my brother Billy Plott.
  


20        My mother currently owns three parcels
  


21   that adjoin the Triangle developer's property
  


22   proposed for the 200 apartment units.
  


23        Our parcels are 2.99, 19.04, and 25.88
  


24   acres, total number 47 acres.
  


25        I have -- I have attached to my written
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 1   statement a map depicting the Plott Family
  


 2   property including property that I personally
  


 3   own, all of which adjoin or are in close
  


 4   proximity to the proposed apartment complex.
  


 5        Having been a resident of this
  


 6   neighborhood for over 50 years, I am very
  


 7   familiar with its growth patterns and the
  


 8   character of the existing neighborhood
  


 9   community along Plott Creek and Plott Creek
  


10   Road.  I am also very familiar with the best
  


11   use of the Plott Creek property.  Both the
  


12   existing neighborhood character and the Plott
  


13   Family property are predominantly linked to
  


14   single family residential use and farming.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  I don't want to -- You are
  


16   trying to --
  


17        I think we are just trying to determine
  


18   standing at this point.
  


19        And Ron, do you believe that --
  


20        MR. SNEED:  Yes.  She doesn't need to put
  


21   on her whole case.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


23        MR. SNEED:  If she has shown that she is a
  


24   nearby property owner, if she can tell this
  


25   Board how she is adversely effected different
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 1   from the rest of the community this Board will
  


 2   have something to work with.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  She is getting to that in
  


 5   this next paragraph.
  


 6        And again with all due respect --
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  That was my decision on
  


 8   that.  And you can address me on that.
  


 9        Thank you very much.  And we will be happy
  


10   to proceed.
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, I apologize.
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  I don't intend to be rude.
  


14        If you will let her finish she will --
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  I'm just trying to save --
  


16   In case she wanted to speak at another time for
  


17   the whole family unless she is doing her whole
  


18   presentation.
  


19        MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  No.  I have three
  


20   paragraphs.
  


21        Is it okay if I finish?
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Absolutely.
  


23        MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Thank you.
  


24        Where did I stop?
  


25        As a representative of the Plott family
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 1   and with considerable knowledge of the
  


 2   properties along Plott Creek Road, I believe
  


 3   that the apartment complex will have a
  


 4   substantial negative impact on the property
  


 5   values of our family's land as shown on the
  


 6   attached drawing.
  


 7        The apartment complex will substantially
  


 8   impede the use and enjoyment of our property
  


 9   for single family and farming use.  Plott
  


10   Creek, named after my family, is a cherished
  


11   treasure in the community and development along
  


12   its banks of such a dense apartment complex as
  


13   proposed should not be allowed.
  


14        I, along with my brother, and Thom Morgan
  


15   have filed a complaint against the Town and the
  


16   developer for what we believe to be an illegal
  


17   zoning action to change the single-family
  


18   nature of our neighborhood to one supporting
  


19   apartment development.
  


20        We believe that it is plain that the Town
  


21   ignored its responsibilities to preserve the
  


22   integrity of the history of Plott Creek Valley
  


23   for single family and farming uses.
  


24        We believe that the Site Plan before this
  


25   body does nothing more than accelerate the
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 1   decline of the character of Plott Creek Valley,
  


 2   especially the unique qualities of Thom
  


 3   Morgan's cattle farm and my families' lands.
  


 4   Once apartments get a foothold here then our
  


 5   properties will be permanently damaged.
  


 6        My family has been approached to allow
  


 7   utility access for the apartment complex which
  


 8   we declined due to our objections to the
  


 9   development.  We are not aware of how the
  


10   developer intends to extend public water and
  


11   sewer to the site without crossing our lands,
  


12   which we oppose.
  


13        Thank you.
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, we will hand
  


16   out this map so you can see for yourself the
  


17   properties that are at issue.
  


18        We also have a report from an appraiser.
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  All right.
  


20        Ron?
  


21        MR. SNEED:  This is a typical way of
  


22   showing standing.
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you very much.
  


24        We register you for standing for the
  


25   ability to cross examine witnesses and present
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 1   evidence.
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  Thank you.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  Is there anyone else who
  


 4   wishes to come forward to have standing?
  


 5        Additionally we will have an opportunity
  


 6   to allow for public comment in addition to
  


 7   this.
  


 8        We will want anyone -- There are several
  


 9   people who have signed up to give public
  


10   comment.
  


11        We will want everyone who is a member in
  


12   standing and anyone wishing to give public
  


13   comment that is registered, come forward and be
  


14   sworn in.
  


15        Just to be sure again, I see the applicant
  


16   and the Town here.  There were a couple of
  


17   other people who registered.  I want to be sure
  


18   that we have them here if they are wanting to
  


19   give public testimony.
  


20        Sandra Black?
  


21        MS. BLACK:  Take me off.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Patty Edwards?
  


23        MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  I just spoke.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  If you will come forward.
  


25        Is your attorney going to represent you?
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 1        I am speaking to you both.
  


 2        You are a member in standing is what you
  


 3   have established so you will need to come
  


 4   forward to be sworn in also.
  


 5        Mr. Justus, you are representing?
  


 6        MR. JUSTUS:  I am just out of abundance of
  


 7   caution.
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.  I appreciate
  


 9   that.
  


10        And Mr. Palmer?
  


11        MR. PALMER:  I am here.
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


13        MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chairman?
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes?
  


15        MR. CANNON:  The court reporter has a
  


16   Bible across the room here.
  


17        COURT REPORTER:  If I can get it.
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  Absolutely.  Thank you.
  


19        If you will put your hand on the Bible.
  


20   Raise your right hand.  And if you can't reach
  


21   the Bible just touch somebody who can.
  


22        Thank you.
  


23        Do you swear or affirm that the testimony
  


24   you are about to give is the truth, the whole
  


25   truth, and nothing but the truth?
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 1        If so please say I do.
  


 2                 Group:  I do.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you very much.
  


 4        You may be seated.
  


 5        The procedure for this hearing.
  


 6        The Planning Board must do two things.
  


 7   The first one is to determine findings of fact
  


 8   for each of the criteria.
  


 9        The second is the Board must determine if
  


10   it should approve the conditions or deny the
  


11   application.  The Board can also continue a
  


12   hearing if that they feel they need more
  


13   information from the applicant.  They must take
  


14   action within 32 days of this hearing.
  


15        In quasi-judicial proceedings, the Board
  


16   must act much like a court to apply the land
  


17   standards and ordinances to a specific case.
  


18        Therefore, this hearing will proceed as
  


19   follows.  The chairman must open up the
  


20   hearing.  Staff will present evidence.  The
  


21   applicant will present evidence.
  


22        Board members will be allowed to ask
  


23   questions of those presenting.
  


24        Parties of standing will be allowed to ask
  


25   questions of those presenting.  Parties of
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 1   standing will be allowed to call witnesses.
  


 2   Parties of standing will be allowed to cross
  


 3   examine any witnesses.
  


 4        The public will be allowed to speak.
  


 5   Those who registered or other members of
  


 6   parties with standing will be allowed to ask
  


 7   questions of the speakers.  Parties of standing
  


 8   will be allowed the opportunity to make closing
  


 9   arguments.
  


10        And then I will ask for a motion to close
  


11   the public hearing for Board deliberation.
  


12        And beginning with that, I assume we would
  


13   like to have a motion to --
  


14        MR. SNEED:  Open the public hearing.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  -- open the public hearing.
  


16        MR. HERMANN:  Motion.
  


17        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


18        All in favor?
  


19        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
  


20        MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
  


21        MR. SHAH:  Aye.
  


22        MS. HAIN:  Aye.
  


23        MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
  


24        MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
  


25        MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
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 1        MR. DYKES:  Aye.
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  It is incumbent upon this
  


 3   Board to preserve an accurate record of what
  


 4   transpires here.  Therefore, we ask you to
  


 5   observe some rules of conduct.
  


 6        First, do not speak unless you have been
  


 7   recognized by me and are standing at the
  


 8   podium.
  


 9        Secondly, please turn off your cell phones
  


10   and refrain from side conversations or
  


11   distraction from anyone in the audience.
  


12        Thirdly, when you arrive at the podium
  


13   please state your name and address for the
  


14   record.
  


15        After the hearing this Board will find the
  


16   facts and apply the evidence to determine their
  


17   decision.
  


18        In making its ruling this Board shall
  


19   consider all of the evidence and have all the
  


20   powers to administer them.
  


21        After a decision is reached the decision
  


22   will be put in writing and will be filed with
  


23   the minutes of the Board with the Town.  And
  


24   either party may appeal the decision to the
  


25   Town Board of Alderman within 30 days after
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 1   being served --
  


 2        Actually, is that correct on this one?  Is
  


 3   it appealed to the Town Board or this one is
  


 4   appealed to --
  


 5        MR. SNEED:  It is the Superior Court.
  


 6        MR. McDOWELL:  Superior Court.  Thank you.
  


 7   I thought it was.
  


 8        This is a Major Site Plan.  There are five
  


 9   criteria for this Board that we will go over.
  


10   And the Board members we will need to make
  


11   application to make sure these are done.
  


12        There are five criteria, that the plan is
  


13   consistent with the adopted plans and policies
  


14   of the Town.  That it complies with all
  


15   applicable requirements of the ordinance, that
  


16   there exist adequate infrastructure,
  


17   transportation and utilities to support then
  


18   plan as proposed, that the plan conforms to the
  


19   character of the neighborhood considering
  


20   location, type and heighth of buildings or
  


21   structure and type and extent of the
  


22   landscaping on the site, and that the
  


23   application will not substantially injure the
  


24   value of adjoining or abutting property and
  


25   will not be detrimental to the use or
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 1   development of adjacent properties or other
  


 2   neighborhood uses.
  


 3        Any questions?
  


 4        Thank you.
  


 5        Elizabeth, would you like to come forward
  


 6   and present for the Town?
  


 7        MS. TEAGUE:  Sure.
  


 8        Thank you, Mr. Mayor.
  


 9        Can everybody hear me?
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  I appreciate the promotion,
  


11   but it is just chairman.
  


12        MS. TEAGUE:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Chair.
  


13        Welcome everyone to the historic Haywood
  


14   County Courthouse.
  


15        The Town chose to do this here to
  


16   accommodate more people because at the last
  


17   meeting not everyone could get into the room.
  


18   And we were concerned and we wanted everyone to
  


19   be able to have a seat.
  


20        This is our first quasi-judicial hearing
  


21   that I have been involved in here.  And so we
  


22   apologize for some of the delays in the
  


23   beginning.
  


24        We are here to do a Major Site Plan review
  


25   for a multifamily development at Plott Creek.
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 1   There are multiple sections of the ordinance
  


 2   that would apply.
  


 3        The applicant is Triangle Real Estate of
  


 4   Gastonia, Incorporated.
  


 5        The property in question is known as pin:
  


 6   8605-42-0093.  The acreage of the site
  


 7   according to Haywood County land records is
  


 8   41.15 acres.
  


 9        The zoning district is the Plott Creek
  


10   Neighborhood Residential District.  And the
  


11   existing development is as open land.  And it
  


12   is within the Town of Waynesville's
  


13   jurisdiction.
  


14        So as a background, the subject property
  


15   is unaddressed and it is located on Plott Creek
  


16   Road, which is State Road 1173.  And opposite
  


17   the intersection with Will Hyatt Road which is
  


18   also State Road 1175.  And it is west of
  


19   Hazelwood Elementary School.
  


20        The property is located within the Plott
  


21   Creek Neighborhood Residential District known
  


22   as PC-NR.
  


23        Because this is a multifamily development
  


24   of greater than eight units, the Land
  


25   Development Standards require that the Planning
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 1   Board provide "Site Plan Design/Review" for
  


 2   major development in accordance with section
  


 3   15.8.2 as part of a quasi-judicial procedure.
  


 4        I have included for you a quote from the
  


 5   ordinance which Patrick has read partially.
  


 6   I'm going to go ahead and read my staff report
  


 7   verbatim just for the benefit of everyone here.
  


 8        From the ordinance it says:  Following the
  


 9   public hearing the commission may approve,
  


10   deny, or approve with conditions the
  


11   application of a Major Site Plan.  But no major
  


12   plan shall be granted unless it complies with
  


13   the following findings of fact.
  


14        There are five criteria which Patrick
  


15   mentioned before.  That the plan is consistent
  


16   with the adopted plans and policies of the
  


17   Town.
  


18        That it complies with all applicable
  


19   requirements of this ordinance.
  


20        That there exists adequate infrastructure,
  


21   transportation and utilities, to support the
  


22   plan as proposed.
  


23        That the plan conforms to the character of
  


24   the neighborhood, considering the location,
  


25   type and heighth of buildings or structures and
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 1   the type and extent of landscaping on the site.
  


 2        And that the application will not
  


 3   substantially injure the value of adjoining or
  


 4   abutting property, and will not be detrimental
  


 5   to the use or development of adjacent
  


 6   properties or other neighborhood uses.
  


 7        The required application materials for a
  


 8   Site Plan review are an environmental survey, a
  


 9   master plan, and building elevations.
  


10        Construction documents are to be submitted
  


11   after Planning Board approval.  This will
  


12   include engineered stormwater plans, utility
  


13   infrastructure, and architectural plans; all of
  


14   which will be reviewed for compliance with the
  


15   Town's land development standards prior to
  


16   construction.
  


17        Attached for reference is the following
  


18   property information.
  


19        Hopefully Mr. Webb the IT person can help
  


20   me turn on the overhead.
  


21        There it goes.  Excuse me.
  


22        Got it.  Thank you.
  


23        Here is the parcel report from our county
  


24   land records.
  


25        I have also attached the zoning map, the
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 1   floodplain data, area topography at five foot
  


 2   contours and aerial information indicating
  


 3   existing tree-lines and stream locations.
  


 4        I know it is difficult for the public here
  


 5   to see.  But this is sort of your standard
  


 6   parcel data information that you can pull off
  


 7   the Haywood County GIS system.  And the group
  


 8   that is here actually is the zoning.
  


 9        There is the data about that.
  


10        Proposed development consistency.
  


11        The proposed development is a 200 unit
  


12   multi-family development on 41.15 acres,
  


13   consisting of eight multi-family buildings, a
  


14   clubhouse building with a pool, and three
  


15   detached, garage buildings.
  


16        The residential building heights range
  


17   from 46 to 59 feet above the adjacent grades.
  


18   And the development will be served by a single
  


19   point of entry.
  


20        Let's see.  The future land use map and
  


21   Town -- Excuse me.  The development will be
  


22   served by a single point of entry.  The use is
  


23   consistent with the Neighborhood Residential NR
  


24   zoning, and the purpose and intent of the PC-NR
  


25   District.
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 1        And I will read again from our ordinance
  


 2   section 2.3.3, Neighborhood Residential
  


 3   Districts and Our Purpose of Intent.
  


 4        Subparagraph F:  Plott Creek Neighborhood
  


 5   Residential District.  While it is semi-rural
  


 6   currently, as the Plott Creek Neighborhood
  


 7   District develops it should do so in a manner
  


 8   which compliments its location near the
  


 9   Hazelwood Town Center, and the Hazelwood
  


10   Elementary School which is within its
  


11   boundaries.
  


12        Infrastructure should be well connected
  


13   and networked including sidewalks, streets,
  


14   water/sewer, et cetera, and other
  


15   infrastructure needs should be addressed such
  


16   as recreational opportunities as the area
  


17   develops.
  


18        Special care should be taken to enhance
  


19   the natural features of the area, such as
  


20   mountain slopes and the creek, so that they
  


21   become an integral part of the community.
  


22        Connections, roads, trails, et cetera, to
  


23   other districts, such as Hyatt Creek area and
  


24   to the large mountain tracts at the end of
  


25   Plott Creek are also important and must be
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 1   considered as the area develops.
  


 2        The future land use map in the Town of
  


 3   Waynesville 2020 Land Development Plan
  


 4   identifies the Plott Creek NR District as
  


 5   medium to high density.
  


 6        This designation meets that Land Use Plan
  


 7   objective to, quote, limit urban sprawl through
  


 8   the establishment of a planned growth area for
  


 9   the Town of Waynesville.  And that is from our
  


10   Land Use Plan page -- chapter four, that is
  


11   part three.  And the idea is that growth should
  


12   be limited to within the Town's Urban Services
  


13   Boundary.
  


14        This project also meets the goal to,
  


15   quote, provide an attractive range of housing
  


16   opportunities and neighborhoods for all
  


17   residents of Waynesville.  And to, quote,
  


18   encourage a variety of housing types for
  


19   various incomes, age and ethnic groups
  


20   throughout the planning area promoting housing
  


21   alternatives in addition to traditional single
  


22   and multi-family dwelling options.
  


23        The project will also, quote, provide
  


24   pedestrian access in conjunction with new
  


25   developments and connect to the planned
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 1   sidewalk linking Hazelwood Elementary and
  


 2   downtown Hazelwood which meets the goals of the
  


 3   2010 Comprehensive Pedestrian plan.
  


 4        Proposed development compliance.
  


 5        So I'm going to start in on chapter two
  


 6   which are the dimensional standards.
  


 7        The PC-NR District permits a maximum
  


 8   density of 10 units per acre.  With a total
  


 9   acreage of 41.15 acres on the site, this
  


10   standard is met with a density of five units
  


11   per acre.
  


12        The total area of the proposed development
  


13   area, however, is just under half of the site,
  


14   and the density standard is also met for just
  


15   the project area at 10 units per acre.
  


16        The proposed buildings meet all required
  


17   setbacks from the fronting thoroughfare and
  


18   from property lines, which is ten foot minimum
  


19   front, 10 foot minimum side, and six foot
  


20   minimum rear.
  


21        The closest building to the Plott Creek
  


22   roadway is the clubhouse which is located 25
  


23   feet from the back edge of the proposed
  


24   sidewalk.
  


25        The closest multi-family buildings to
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 1   Plott Creek Road are building number one and
  


 2   building number four, which is 309 feet and 308
  


 3   feet from the roadway respectively.
  


 4        The closest multi-family building to a
  


 5   side boundary is building number five which is
  


 6   fifteen feet from the side boundary of one
  


 7   corner.
  


 8        The other buildings range from 30 to 50
  


 9   feet from the side boundary lines.
  


10        Actually there is one that is also less
  


11   than 30, but greater than 15, probably about
  


12   20.
  


13        The proposed residential buildings front
  


14   along the parking and vehicular use areas.  On
  


15   these frontages the building heights are two
  


16   and three stories which meet the dimensional
  


17   standard for PC-NR which is given as three
  


18   stories.
  


19        Along the rear frontages of the buildings,
  


20   number six and number eight, these however in
  


21   making up about 50 percent of those building
  


22   floor space there is a fourth story below grade
  


23   at the buildings' rear.
  


24        Section 4.4, Measurement of Height in the
  


25   LDS states the following regarding how building
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 1   height is measured.
  


 2        A story is a habitable level within a
  


 3   building of no more than 14 feet in height from
  


 4   finished floor to finished ceiling.
  


 5        Excuse me.  A story is a habitable level
  


 6   within a building of no more than 14 feet in
  


 7   height from finished floor to finished ceiling.
  


 8        Unoccupied attics less than seven feet in
  


 9   height and raised basements less than six feet
  


10   in height as measured from the average grade of
  


11   the fronting sidewalk are not considered
  


12   stories for the purposes of determining
  


13   building height.
  


14        A mezzanine shall be considered a story if
  


15   it is contiguous with at least 60 percent of
  


16   the building's front facade, and is designed to
  


17   be occupiable, and maintains an average depth
  


18   of at least 16 feet.
  


19        A penthouse shall be considered a story if
  


20   it exceeds one-third of the area of the roof.
  


21   The under-roof area with the dormers does not
  


22   count as a story.
  


23        The dimensional height standards.
  


24        And I will point you to sort of a diagram
  


25   in the ordinance that shows that the building
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 1   height is measured from the highest ground
  


 2   level at the structure's foundation to the top
  


 3   of the peaked roof.  Where a specific dimension
  


 4   in used in the calculation of height it shall
  


 5   be measured from the highest ground level at
  


 6   the structure foundation to the highest point
  


 7   of the structure excluding chimneys and
  


 8   antennas.
  


 9        The height limitations of this ordinance
  


10   shall not apply to church spires, belfries,
  


11   cupolas, and domes not intended for occupancy,
  


12   monuments, water towers, mechanical penthouses
  


13   (provided they are set back 20 feet from the
  


14   front elevation,) observation towers,
  


15   transmission towers, chimneys, smokestacks,
  


16   conveyors, flagpoles, masts and antennas
  


17   (provided evidence from appropriate authorities
  


18   is submitted to the effect that such building
  


19   or buildings will not interfere with any
  


20   airport zones or flight patterns.)
  


21        So going back to building number six and
  


22   number eight, they meet the height standards at
  


23   their front, at the highest ground level at the
  


24   structure's foundation which is three stories
  


25   with each story being less than 14 feet, plus
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 1   the 16 feet to the rooflines at their highest
  


 2   points.
  


 3        The buildings then follow the grade
  


 4   downward creating a partial bottom floor or
  


 5   fourth story that is below the front grade.
  


 6   Staff submits that the stories below the
  


 7   highest grade do not count toward the building
  


 8   height maximums, but request Planning Board
  


 9   concurrence or feedback on that interpretation
  


10   because we honestly just haven't had a lot of
  


11   development like this.
  


12        In regards to subsection 5.8,
  


13   House/Townhouse/Apartment/Residual Building
  


14   Design Standards.
  


15        Building shall have sloped roofs.  All
  


16   rooftop equipment shall be screened from view
  


17   from the public right-of-way.  And we believe
  


18   these standards are met.
  


19        Part two:  To provide privacy, all
  


20   residential entrances within 25 feet of the
  


21   interior sidewalk shall be raised from the
  


22   finished grade at the building line a minimum
  


23   1.5 feet from proposed buildings located within
  


24   25 feet with of the fronting sidewalk, the
  


25   grade entrances will have to rise to
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 1   one-and-a-half feet and elevations would have
  


 2   to be verified with the construction documents.
  


 3        Section 5.8.4E states that all garages
  


 4   with more than two bays shall be turned such
  


 5   that no more than two bays are visible from the
  


 6   street.
  


 7        Since the interior vehicular use areas are
  


 8   not considered streets, this standard also does
  


 9   not apply.
  


10        All the garages are located in the
  


11   interior of the development and are within the
  


12   parking lots.
  


13        Primary elevations and elevations facing a
  


14   public street or open space shall use at least
  


15   five of the following architectural features on
  


16   all elevations as appropriate for the proposed
  


17   building type and style.
  


18        And it also adds that these may vary
  


19   features on rear, side, and front elevations.
  


20        And the list goes:  Dormers; gables;
  


21   recessed entries; covered porches or stoop
  


22   entries; cupolas or towers; pillars or posts;
  


23   eaves, minimal 10-inch projection which may
  


24   include gutter; off-sets in building face or a
  


25   roof which are minimum of 16 inches; window
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 1   trim a minimum of four inches; bay windows;
  


 2   balconies; decorative patterns on exterior
  


 3   finish, (e.g, scales/shingles, wainscoting,
  


 4   ornamentation, and similar features.
  


 5        The proposed primary elevations of the
  


 6   residential buildings, although not fronting a
  


 7   public street, incorporate:  Gables, recessed
  


 8   entries, cupolas, eaves, window trim, and
  


 9   balconies.
  


10        The clubhouse has a side facade along
  


11   Plott Creek Road that includes a covered porch
  


12   with pillars, window trim, and a decorative
  


13   pattern on the exterior finish of brick and
  


14   wood, meeting the design guidelines.
  


15        According to the Land Development
  


16   Standards, building walls shall be primarily
  


17   clad in wood clapboard, cementitious
  


18   fiberboard, wood shingle, wood drop siding,
  


19   primed board, wood board and batten, brick,
  


20   stone, stucco, or synthetic materials similar
  


21   and/or superior in appearance and durability.
  


22        Vinyl can only be used on buildings that
  


23   are no closer than 20 feet from the next
  


24   closest building and that do not contain mixed
  


25   occupancy or multi-family dwelling units.
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 1        The proposed buildings are primarily clad
  


 2   in brick and board and batten siding.  The roof
  


 3   is clad in architectural shingles.  So the
  


 4   building material design standards are met.
  


 5        Chapter six, infrastructure.
  


 6        Water and sewer infrastructure is
  


 7   available to the site and has been reviewed and
  


 8   approved for capacity by the Town's water and
  


 9   sewer division to the number units and it
  


10   includes a sprinkling system for each building
  


11   for fire protection.
  


12        Utilities will be buried within the
  


13   development and all infrastructure must be
  


14   built to the Town of Waynesville's
  


15   specification manual and engineering standards.
  


16        I will also add that you have a letter
  


17   from our public services director, a statement
  


18   of that fact.
  


19        Also in chapter six:  Access driveway into
  


20   the development and parking areas are not part
  


21   of a plan or a proposed part of the Town's
  


22   street network, bicycle or greenway plan, or
  


23   any future thoroughfare plan, and will be
  


24   restricted by a gate.
  


25        The development is not designed for future
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 1   expansion or connection to adjacent tracts
  


 2   (however future connectivity if it is ever
  


 3   feasible, there is enough room on this site
  


 4   that that might be possible.  But it is not
  


 5   something that we are looking at today.
  


 6        Sidewalk is required and shown along
  


 7   frontage of Plott Creek Road.  This sidewalk
  


 8   will connect to an approved NCDOT sidewalk
  


 9   construction project from Hazelwood Avenue at
  


10   the bridge over Richland Creek to the property
  


11   line of the development.
  


12        The Town required the applicant to
  


13   complete a traffic impact analysis in order to
  


14   identify roadway capacity or improvement needs
  


15   that are necessary to accommodate the impact of
  


16   what is being proposed.
  


17        The TIA has been completed and shared with
  


18   the North Carolina Department of Transportation
  


19   to inform the design and approval requirements
  


20   of the NCDOT driveway permit.
  


21        The TIA indicates that no additional
  


22   traffic control measures or roadway
  


23   improvements are warranted based on the
  


24   existing level of service and capacity of Plott
  


25   Creek Road.
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 1        However, line-of-site distance, topography
  


 2   change and alignment of the access point with
  


 3   Will Hyatt Drive are issues that have been
  


 4   brought forward to NCDOT as concerns for the
  


 5   design to access as part of the NCDOT
  


 6   permitting process.
  


 7        Chapter seven, civic space.
  


 8        The development provides multiple areas of
  


 9   programmed civic space, including a proposed
  


10   village green of 0.8 acres, a playground of
  


11   0.11 acres, a dog park of 0.08 acres, and a
  


12   pool area of 0.1 acre.
  


13        The clubhouse itself will also provide
  


14   recreational and gathering space for residents,
  


15   but is not being counted as civic space in
  


16   terms of open area.
  


17        Additionally, the project provides for
  


18   20.96 acres of preserved woodland area for
  


19   passive recreational use on the upper half of
  


20   the property.  These areas are in addition to
  


21   required stream buffers, designated wetland
  


22   areas, and existing, wooded areas that are also
  


23   being preserved.
  


24        Chapter eight is landscaping.
  


25        Preservation of existing tree stands has
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 1   been provided and supplemented along the side
  


 2   yard where building eight comes within 20 feet
  


 3   of the side boundary.
  


 4        Shade trees within parking areas have been
  


 5   provided to comply with a 40-foot radius
  


 6   requirement of the ordinance.
  


 7        The parking lot adjacent to Plott Creek
  


 8   Road will have screening between the lot and
  


 9   the sidewalk.
  


10        Parking exceeds the Town standard of
  


11   one-and-a-half spaces per unit by providing 374
  


12   surface spaces and 18 garage spaces.  And 20
  


13   spaces of bicycle parking are also being
  


14   provided.  Parking lots and interior pedestrian
  


15   connectivity will be constructed to Town
  


16   standards.
  


17        Sidewalks throughout the interior parking
  


18   lot are shown on your plan.
  


19        We have also asked them for crosswalks at
  


20   existing places -- at existing crossing areas.
  


21        The driveway onto the Plott Creek Road
  


22   must be approved by NCDOT.  Sight visibility
  


23   and traffic movement as it impacts Plott Creek
  


24   Road at the intersection of Will Hyatt Drive
  


25   will have to be addressed as part of this NCDOT
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 1   approval of design.
  


 2        The entrance drive is approximately 450
  


 3   feet long into the first tier of parking lot,
  


 4   with an 18- to 20-foot paved surface, curb and
  


 5   gutter, and sidewalk along one side which ties
  


 6   into the internal pedestrian network with
  


 7   crosswalks.
  


 8        Let me go back up.
  


 9        The driveway into the clubhouse building
  


10   is less than 75 feet away from the intersection
  


11   with Plott Creek Road but is pulled back to the
  


12   greatest extent possible, which is 45 feet, in
  


13   order to avoid encroachment into a wetland
  


14   area.
  


15        The driveway location is also sited to
  


16   allow for left hand turns coming from within
  


17   the development into the clubhouse parking lot.
  


18        A reduction of driveway separation
  


19   distance up to 30 feet or 40 percent is being
  


20   requested.
  


21        And when the applicant gets up to present,
  


22   they have their traffic engineers with them.
  


23   And I would like to talk more about that.
  


24        Chapter ten, lighting.
  


25        A lighting plan would be required for
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 1   approval by the Town Engineer and must comply
  


 2   with the Town's design standards for the NR
  


 3   District.
  


 4        This will require cut-off lighting that is
  


 5   under 25 feet for parking areas and directed
  


 6   architectural lighting for the buildings and
  


 7   walkways.
  


 8        Chapter 12 are your environmental
  


 9   standards.
  


10        And I have put before you an engineering
  


11   statement of compliance with those
  


12   environmental standards.
  


13        But I would like to add that the area of
  


14   the property adjacent to Plott Creek is within
  


15   this Special Flood Hazard Area.  This is as we
  


16   would call it a hundred year floodplain.
  


17        A 140 to 150 foot area along Plott Creek
  


18   containing the required buffer and identified
  


19   wetlands has been preserved within the
  


20   floodplain.
  


21        All construction within the specified
  


22   hazard area must comply with the Flood Damage
  


23   Prevention Ordinance, including driveways,
  


24   parking lots, retaining walls and the buildings
  


25   that are actually within that 100 year
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 1   floodplain which are number one, number two,
  


 2   number three, number four, and garages A and B.
  


 3        Stream crossings are proposed as
  


 4   open-bottom culverts so as not to disturb
  


 5   stream beds, and the US Army Corps of Engineers
  


 6   will have to review and approve these
  


 7   structures.
  


 8        A Land Disturbance plan and permit will be
  


 9   required by the State of North Carolina
  


10   Department of Environmental Quality.
  


11        Upon approval of Master Plan, the
  


12   applicant will be required to submit an
  


13   engineered stormwater plan in compliance with
  


14   the Town design standards.  This is Chapter
  


15   12.5.7 under Land Development Standards.
  


16        The engineered plan will be reviewed by a
  


17   third-party engineering firm for compliance
  


18   with the ordinance.
  


19        A portion of the lot has a natural
  


20   elevation above 2,900 feet mean sea level.  The
  


21   average slope on the parcel is 21.86 percent,
  


22   however, which is below the 25 percent slope
  


23   which defines a steep slope area.  This is LDS
  


24   Chapter 12.6.2.
  


25        The highest and steepest portions of the
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 1   lot are in the undisturbed 20 acre area to the
  


 2   south rising.
  


 3        Project infrastructure.
  


 4        The project is adjacent to Plott Creek
  


 5   Road and opposite to Will Hyatt Road, both of
  


 6   which are maintained by the NCDOT.  The project
  


 7   is also approximately one-third of a mile from
  


 8   the Great Smoky Mountain Expressway, 23/74.
  


 9        The Town of Waynesville Public Services
  


10   Department has provided verification of water
  


11   and sewer capacity to serve the area.  And Duke
  


12   Power provides service within the Plott Creek
  


13   Valley area.
  


14        So surrounding land use zoning patterns
  


15   and character, project impact.
  


16        The property lies on the western boundary
  


17   of the Town of Waynesville's municipal
  


18   jurisdiction.  To the east along Plott Creek
  


19   Road are a single family home, the Hazelwood
  


20   Elementary School, and then the zoning changes
  


21   to Hazelwood Business District with commercial
  


22   uses of Blue Ridge Glass and Smoky Mountain
  


23   Indian Motorcycle retail, and then the 23/74
  


24   access ramps.
  


25        Across Plott Creek Road to the north are
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 1   single family homes and a townhome development
  


 2   along Will Hyatt Road that are part of the
  


 3   Eagles Nest Low Density District, and an
  


 4   unincorporated area of the county just to the
  


 5   north.
  


 6        To the south, the property rises to a
  


 7   ridge that abuts an existing mobile home park
  


 8   in the Chancery Lane subdivision.
  


 9        The land to the west is unincorporated and
  


10   within Haywood County's jurisdiction.  It is
  


11   primarily rural in character, consisting of
  


12   open land, woodland, and large estate lots.
  


13        The Town and Planning Board have received
  


14   feedback from neighbors up the valley
  


15   expressing concern that this development would
  


16   damage the area's rural character.
  


17        As the last lot from within the Town of
  


18   Waynesville's jurisdiction on Plott Creek Road,
  


19   its location within our urban services
  


20   boundary, and its proximity to the expressway
  


21   and downtown Hazelwood, staff submits that the
  


22   project is appropriate to the location and land
  


23   use within the Waynesville Land Use Plan.
  


24        Staff submits that the Planning Board has
  


25   enough evidence to find the project in
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 1   compliance with the Town's plans and
  


 2   ordinances, has adequate infrastructure and is
  


 3   consistent with the Town's planned growth as
  


 4   envisioned in the 2020 Comprehensive Land Use
  


 5   Plan.
  


 6        We believe that this will not be
  


 7   detrimental to the surrounding area.  The one
  


 8   concern that does stand out, however, is the
  


 9   safety of the driveway access onto Plott Creek
  


10   Road and the increase in traffic pattern along
  


11   Will Hyatt and Plott Creek, especially
  


12   considering the peak traffic generation in the
  


13   morning caused by Hazelwood Elementary.  These
  


14   are, however, NCDOT issues that the Town is
  


15   committed to working on cooperatively with
  


16   NCDOT into the future.
  


17        I don't know that the maps are actually
  


18   visible.  But I will advance so that it is cued
  


19   up for the applicant to go through their plan.
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  Any questions for Elizabeth
  


21   at this time from the Board?
  


22        MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chair, may I briefly
  


23   consult with Ms. Teague?
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.
  


25        (Whereupon, at which time there was an off
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 1        the record discussion.)
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  So we would like to go ahead
  


 3   and introduce into evidence the staff report I
  


 4   just provided to you formally.
  


 5        I would also like to introduce into
  


 6   evidence, which I will hand to our clerk, a
  


 7   picture of the posting that was placed on site,
  


 8   the notice of the public hearing that was
  


 9   mailed to adjacent properties, and then the
  


10   affidavit that a notice was run in the
  


11   newspaper.
  


12        That affidavit will be coming shortly.
  


13   But it ran in the last Friday and the Friday
  


14   before editions of the Mountaineer.
  


15        I'm happy to answer any additional
  


16   questions.
  


17        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I just wanted to ask
  


18   about the --
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, be sure to speak
  


20   into the microphone so that they can hear you.
  


21        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I wanted to ask about
  


22   the wetlands that are clear apparently in the
  


23   drive -- in the parking areas of the buildings.
  


24        MS. TEAGUE:  Well, if you go to the first
  


25   part of their application on their
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 1   environmental survey you can see that the
  


 2   wetlands are denoted with green.  It is hard to
  


 3   see here.  But we have provided hard copies.
  


 4        And the designated wetlands themselves are
  


 5   actually not immediately adjacent to that
  


 6   clubhouse area.  But they are keeping sort of a
  


 7   civic space area between the parking and the
  


 8   wetland and the creek.
  


 9        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I was specifically
  


10   talking about these in the middle or this
  


11   wetlands in the middle.
  


12        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.
  


13        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  That appears to be
  


14   where all the parking areas will be.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  It is not actually
  


16   wetlands.  That is a flood area into the
  


17   parking near floodplain, not wetlands area,
  


18   which is a different distinction.
  


19        You can find those along the actual banks
  


20   of the creek, I believe; is that right?
  


21        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


22        In the environmental survey that they are
  


23   showing the light blue indicates floodplain.
  


24   And then you can see sort of a thin green area
  


25   along the creek.  That is actually the
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 1   delineated wetlands.
  


 2        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I'm talking about
  


 3   that middle section.  It does not show that as
  


 4   being in a floodplain (indiscernible.)
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  So Marty is asking about the
  


 6   designated 2012 100-year plain.  And not every
  


 7   creek falls within the floodplain.  So let me
  


 8   see if I can pull it up and if it is visible.
  


 9        In this overhead it says Haywood County
  


10   2012 floodplain you will see the area of green
  


11   denoted as the hundred-year floodplain.
  


12        There are actually three parts of the
  


13   designated floodplain.  Green is the one --
  


14   What is shown as green is --
  


15        Are you having trouble finding it?
  


16        This is page 13 in your handout.
  


17        Green is what we call the hundred-year
  


18   floodplain.  Red is what is called the
  


19   floodway.  That is a non-encroachment area.
  


20   Yellow is what we call the five hundred year
  


21   floodplain.  That is a non-regulatory
  


22   floodplain.  But it is still projected for the
  


23   purpose of planning.
  


24        In the Plott Creek Valley all we have is a
  


25   hundred year floodplain that follows Plott
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 1   Creek itself.  It doesn't go up the
  


 2   tributaries.
  


 3        However, you are right in that there are
  


 4   some wetlands that are designated.  But they
  


 5   are outside of the floodplain.
  


 6        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  There are lots of
  


 7   restrictions for the wetlands.
  


 8        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.  They have to be
  


 9   designated and sort of shown off.  And they are
  


10   non-disturbance areas.
  


11        So when they go to the State environmental
  


12   quality for their grading permit they are going
  


13   to have to show in their plan that they will
  


14   not disturb those wetland areas.
  


15        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Even though that Site
  


16   Plan looks like that is where all the parking
  


17   is?
  


18        MS. TEAGUE:  Well, what I will do is let
  


19   the engineer show you because the Site Plan
  


20   actually -- It is hard to go from the
  


21   environmental survey to the Site Plan, I know.
  


22        But actually the Site Plan is designed to
  


23   avoid the wetlands and it doesn't touch those.
  


24        But that is a really good question for the
  


25   applicant to have them show you how that works.
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 1        Other questions for me?
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  Any other questions for
  


 3   Elizabeth?
  


 4        Thank you, Elizabeth.
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  Thank you.
  


 6        MR. SNEED:  Mr. Chair?
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes?
  


 8        MR. SNEED:  At this point before Elizabeth
  


 9   sits down do you want to allow the party with
  


10   standing the opportunity to ask her questions?
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.  If that is your
  


12   recommendation, absolutely.
  


13        MR. SNEED:  I believe that is why they
  


14   qualified.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.
  


16        MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, I know you are
  


17   excited to see me again.  I do have some
  


18   questions for Ms. Teague.
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  And if you can definitely
  


20   speak into the microphone so they can hear you.
  


21        MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  So I may need to be at
  


22   the captain's helm so they can hear it.
  


23        Can you tell me what constitutes the
  


24   application for this Board in terms of written
  


25   material?
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 1        I just want to be sure that I have the
  


 2   total application.
  


 3        MS. TEAGUE:  So in chapter 15, which is
  


 4   our administrative chapter, we have a table
  


 5   that tells us how different ordinances are
  


 6   processed.  That is Chapter 15.2.3.
  


 7        In that table it shows Site Plan design
  


 8   review as quasi-judicial that comes before the
  


 9   Planning Board.
  


10        If you turn to the section that reviews --
  


11   that is cited in the table for Site Plan
  


12   Review, that is section 15.8.2.
  


13        And the applicability for this ordinance
  


14   is because it is a multi-family development
  


15   with eight or units.
  


16        The process type again is quasi-judicial.
  


17   The pre-application procedure is that every
  


18   applicant for a Major Site Plan must meet with
  


19   the administrator in a conference prior to the
  


20   submittal of an application.
  


21        In this case before they made application
  


22   they met with what we call our technical review
  


23   team.  They met with them initially when they
  


24   had a concept plan and they were doing due
  


25   diligence for their property.
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 1        And then they also met with us again this
  


 2   past month.  I've forgotten the date.  But
  


 3   anyway the purpose of the conference is to
  


 4   provide clarification and assistance in the
  


 5   preparation and submission of plats for
  


 6   approval.
  


 7        It is recommended that the applicant
  


 8   provide a sketch plan to the administrator
  


 9   prior to or at the pre-application conference.
  


10        The provision of the sketch plan will
  


11   allow the administrator an opportunity to
  


12   review the proposal, et cetera.
  


13        Then to paragraph D to your question, the
  


14   required application information requires an
  


15   environmental survey, a master plan, and
  


16   building elevations for design review.
  


17        And these actually could be waived by the
  


18   administrator as appropriate.  And then it
  


19   further goes on to say that construction
  


20   documents shall be submitted after Planning
  


21   Board approval.
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So again in terms of
  


23   the hard copy, I just wanted to be sure I have
  


24   got everything.  There was a letter provided to
  


25   us of July 13th, 2018.
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 1        And it may be helpful because we were not
  


 2   privy to the packet that went to the Board.
  


 3   I'm looking at a letter of July 13th, 2018,
  


 4   William Ratchford for the developer describing
  


 5   his application.
  


 6        Is that part of the material that the
  


 7   Board received for the record?
  


 8        MS. TEAGUE:  It is, yes.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So this says --
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  Elizabeth?
  


11        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes?
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  I need a little
  


13   clarification on that because you are agreeing
  


14   to something that we are not seeing.
  


15        I believe that letter, was that a part of
  


16   the zoning or a part of this package?
  


17        MS. TEAGUE:  It is part of this packet.
  


18   It is the cover letter that came with their
  


19   environmental survey, master plan, and
  


20   elevations.
  


21        And I can't speak for Mr. Ratchford, he is
  


22   behind you, but we do not have an application
  


23   form.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.
  


25        Page 20.  Thank you.
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 1        That is what I was trying to get at and I
  


 2   couldn't find it in here.  Page 20.  Thank you.
  


 3        MR. JUSTUS:  And I believe I saw it
  


 4   looking through one of the slides here just so
  


 5   that we are all clear that we are on the same
  


 6   page.
  


 7        So then this attaches to the plans that
  


 8   have the environmental survey, the master plan,
  


 9   and the preliminary landscape plan and the
  


10   building elevations; is that right?
  


11        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


12        MR. JUSTUS:  Now, I did not --
  


13        You mentioned sewer and water.  So I did
  


14   not see in the materials there any sewer and
  


15   water utility plans.
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


17        MR. JUSTUS:  So was that part of the
  


18   application, the sewer and water utility plan?
  


19        MS. TEAGUE:  Well, no, it is not.  There
  


20   is a master plan which is the location of
  


21   buildings, environmental issues, and parking
  


22   lots.
  


23        The utility plan is something that we
  


24   actually require as part of a major subdivision
  


25   plan review.
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 1        If you go to the definition of a master
  


 2   plan in our ordinance --
  


 3        MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, does everybody
  


 4   have a copy the zoning ordinance in front of
  


 5   you so I understand that you might be looking
  


 6   at the same thing I'm looking at?
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  We have got the entire
  


 8   zoning book.  So no we do not have an entire
  


 9   copy of that in front of each of us, no.
  


10        MS. TEAGUE:  So if I may, I will go ahead
  


11   and read what it says.  I'm reading from LDS
  


12   15.4.3, master plan requirements.
  


13        It is intended to provide a detailed
  


14   two-dimensional drawing that illustrates all of
  


15   the required site features including buildings,
  


16   parking areas, street locations, street
  


17   sections, rights of way, property lines and
  


18   setbacks, required or proposed water course
  


19   buffers, site landscaping and lighting (in
  


20   conceptual form) and all related development
  


21   calculations, (density, proposed building
  


22   areas, number of parking spaces, estimate
  


23   impervious surface) in sufficient detail to
  


24   show compliance with this ordinance.  Detailed
  


25   engineering drawings such as subsurface
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 1   utilities, (water and sewer) and on-site
  


 2   stormwater facilities are not required for
  


 3   Master Plans.
  


 4        All plans shall be submitted in a scale
  


 5   not less than 1 inch equals 50 feet.
  


 6        Ours were submitted in a scale of one inch
  


 7   to 40 feet.  So actually the requirements for
  


 8   the master plan were pretty specific.  And they
  


 9   are actually more conceptual than engineering.
  


10        However as I mentioned you have before you
  


11   an engineering statement that has been
  


12   submitted.  And the designer and engineer are
  


13   here so they can answer any questions.
  


14        MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, where in section
  


15   15.8.2 which deals with Site Plan criteria,
  


16   where does it use the term master plan?  Is
  


17   that in --
  


18        I see that in 15.4.3.
  


19        Is that where you are talking about?
  


20        MS. TEAGUE:  I'm looking a section 15.8.2,
  


21   Site Plan Design Review Major.
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So in section 6.11.3A
  


23   it deals with utilities.  It says there that
  


24   all development applications must be
  


25   accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to a
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 1   proposed method and system for water supply.
  


 2        Isn't that what that section says?
  


 3        MS. TEAGUE:  Which section are you on?
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  6.11.3.
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


 6        It says:  Water systems.
  


 7        All development applications must be
  


 8   accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to the
  


 9   proposed method and system of water supply.
  


10        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So where on the
  


11   material for that that the developer had turned
  


12   in as part of the application, where does it
  


13   say anything that would denote satisfactory
  


14   evidence of a proposed method and system of
  


15   water supply?
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  What I would tell you is that
  


17   we don't require engineered drawings at this
  


18   stage.
  


19        However, we had the applicant meet with
  


20   our public works department and our water and
  


21   sewer service.  We also had them discuss water
  


22   access to this site.
  


23        And you will see in the materials a letter
  


24   from our public services director which says --
  


25        I will go ahead and read this.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  Can I get a copy of that?
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  Surely.
  


 3        I will just read from material and you can
  


 4   talk to the engineer after.
  


 5        We have a letter from July 26th from our
  


 6   public services director Dave Foster in re:
  


 7   Palisades of Plott Creek.
  


 8        Elizabeth, per our conversation, Public
  


 9   Services staff has reviewed the plans submitted
  


10   for the Palisades of Plott Creek project.
  


11   Based on the submitted plans, the Town can
  


12   serve the proposed development with both water
  


13   and sewer.
  


14        We have been in contact with the
  


15   developer, and are in the process of sorting
  


16   out the specific route of the future
  


17   connections.  All proposed infrastructure will
  


18   be installed and constructed to Town standards.
  


19   Please let me know if you need any additional
  


20   information, or if we can be of further
  


21   assistance.
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  So do you know what the
  


23   proposed route for extension of water and sewer
  


24   is for this development?
  


25        MS. TEAGUE:  I do.  Initially it was going
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 1   to be coming through I believe Ms. Plott's
  


 2   property.
  


 3        She determined that she would not provide
  


 4   an easement.  So now they are looking at coming
  


 5   up the right-of-way of Plott Creek.
  


 6        MR. JUSTUS:  So you are saying that --
  


 7        Well, her property abuts Plott Creek.  So
  


 8   you are saying that there is a right-of-way
  


 9   that will afford them the opportunity to extend
  


10   water and sewer?
  


11        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct, at the DOT
  


12   right-of-way.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  What is the right-of-way at
  


14   Plott Creek?
  


15        MS. TEAGUE:  I believe you will have to
  


16   ask someone from DOT.
  


17        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, you were saying there
  


18   is right-of-way available to extend utilities.
  


19   So I'm simply trying to peel back the onion
  


20   there and ask you:  What is the right-of-way
  


21   for Plott Creek Road?
  


22        MS. TEAGUE:  And I'm going to tell you
  


23   that that is a DOT road and I don't have that
  


24   survey information.
  


25        MR. JUSTUS:  So how do you know then that
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 1   there has been satisfactory evidence of the
  


 2   ability to extend water and sewer to this
  


 3   project?
  


 4        MS. TEAGUE:  What I know is that our water
  


 5   and sewer department has been meeting with
  


 6   their engineer, that there are plans that they
  


 7   have been looking at and working together on
  


 8   that aren't part of this package.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, and let me just, since
  


10   you do not have it available, Mr. Chairman, it
  


11   does say, if I'm reading this correctly, that
  


12   all development applications must be
  


13   accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to the
  


14   proposed method and system of water.
  


15        That is what your --
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  Can you tell me what you
  


17   are referencing one more time?
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  6.11.3A.
  


19        MS. TEAGUE:  That is part of our general
  


20   standards.
  


21        MR. WINGATE:  I believe it is 6.11.  I
  


22   believe it is 6.11.
  


23        MR. JUSTUS:  It is actually 6.11.3A.
  


24        MS. TEAGUE:  I have it as 6.11.3.
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  6.11.3.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  6.11.3.
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


 3        MR. JUSTUS:  And then the same for the
  


 4   sanitary sewer system, 6.11.4A, all development
  


 5   applications must be accompanied by
  


 6   satisfactory evidence as to the proposed method
  


 7   and system of sanitary sewer.  Correct?
  


 8        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  And then it is now --
  


10        Let me ask you, in terms of extension of
  


11   sewer, do you know if it will require a pump?
  


12        MS. TEAGUE:  We do not.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  You don't know or the
  


14   developer doesn't know or --
  


15        Your statement that you don't know, is it
  


16   that you don't know or --
  


17        MS. TEAGUE:  I do not know.
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  Fair enough.
  


19        I'll move on.
  


20        MS. TEAGUE:  And I would add that when we
  


21   say development approval, that is a wide range
  


22   of things.
  


23        And for us getting the planning and zoning
  


24   Board approval on a master plan is one step.
  


25   But then we also have engineering review and
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 1   building inspections and building permits that
  


 2   will have to be issued.
  


 3        In this particular process it does say
  


 4   pretty clearly, and again I am going to quote
  


 5   from Chapter 15. 4.3 under master plan,
  


 6   requirements that all plans --
  


 7        Excuse me.  That detailed engineering
  


 8   drawings such as subsurface utilities, water
  


 9   and sewer, and on-site stormwater facilities
  


10   are not required for master plans.
  


11        And that is in our administrative chapter
  


12   of the ordinance.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  So at this point in time your
  


14   public works director is not sure of how water
  


15   and sewer will be extended to the site; right?
  


16   That is what the letter says; right?
  


17        MS. TEAGUE:  I don't read that at all.
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  Well, if you
  


19   would look at the paragraph -- If you want to
  


20   pull it up on the screen for the audience, but
  


21   he did say that the route has not been
  


22   determined.
  


23        MS. TEAGUE:  What he says is based on the
  


24   submitted plans the Town can serve the proposed
  


25   development with both water and sewer.
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 1        We have been in contact with developer and
  


 2   are in the process of sorting out the specific
  


 3   route for the future connections.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So in terms of civic
  


 5   space, Ms. Teague, what is the required amount
  


 6   of civic space for this project according to
  


 7   the ordinance?
  


 8        MS. TEAGUE:  Again I will go ahead and
  


 9   quote from the ordinance.
  


10        This is chapter seven of the land
  


11   development standards.
  


12        Civic spaces as defined by this section as
  


13   distinct from those areas that are
  


14   environmentally significant and must be
  


15   otherwise protected from human transgression.
  


16        All dedicated land for required civic
  


17   spaces shall meet the criteria below.  And
  


18   there are various options and ideas for civic
  


19   space.  And there are different categories:
  


20   Park/greenway, a green, a square, a playground,
  


21   a community garden.
  


22        And it goes on to say that all civic
  


23   spaces shall be conveniently accessible to all
  


24   residents of the development and shall have at
  


25   least 60 feet of frontage on at least one
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 1   public street within the development.
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So according to this
  


 3   Site Plan that I have that everybody should be
  


 4   looking at, we should all have that, on the
  


 5   first page Site Plan it says under civic space,
  


 6   it says 2.1 acres is what is required by your
  


 7   ordinance, which I take it would be five
  


 8   percent of approximately 41 acres.
  


 9        Is that right?
  


10        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  And so then they
  


12   say that what has been provided is
  


13   approximately 1.13 acres civic space; right?
  


14        MS. TEAGUE:  That is what is shown on the
  


15   plan.  But you also have 20 acres of passive
  


16   civic space.
  


17        MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  I wanted to ask you
  


18   about that.
  


19        So if you will turn to the section dealing
  


20   with civic space, which chapter would that be?
  


21        MS. TEAGUE:  It is chapter seven.
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So in chapter
  


23   seven what would woodland mean?  So basically
  


24   areas where you are not cutting trees, what
  


25   would that be classified as?  Is that a park?
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 1   What is that in terms of civic space?
  


 2        Because you have various labels for what
  


 3   you call civic space.  So which is it?  Is it a
  


 4   park?  Is it green space?  What is it?
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  So the section on parks and
  


 6   greenways talk about civic space as a natural
  


 7   preserve available for unstructured recreation.
  


 8   Its landscape shall consist of paths and
  


 9   trails, meadows, water bodies, woodlands and
  


10   open shelters, all natural -- naturally
  


11   disposed.
  


12        Parks can be linear following the
  


13   trajectory of natural corridors like a
  


14   greenway, and the minimum size should be four
  


15   acres.
  


16        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So let me ask you
  


17   this.  Is it your understanding that the
  


18   woodlands that are on this property are
  


19   available for all members of this public here
  


20   to use and enjoy?  They can go onto that
  


21   property and walk around, hang out, use and
  


22   enjoy that property; is that your
  


23   understanding?
  


24        MS. TEAGUE:  No.  It is my understanding
  


25   that those woodlands are for the residents of
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 1   the development.
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  So if you look at 7.2.6 I
  


 3   believe -- Actually 7.2.5C talks about parks.
  


 4   And doesn't it say right there, it says:
  


 5   Preservation of natural or cultural resources
  


 6   such as steep slopes, rock outcroppings, mature
  


 7   woodlands or water resources may also be
  


 8   counted towards passive recreation provided
  


 9   there is some method for public enjoyment and
  


10   appreciation of such resources.
  


11        Isn't that what that says?
  


12        MS. TEAGUE:  That is what it says.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  So you just admitted that all
  


14   the nice woodland property that they are not
  


15   cutting down, that is not available for public
  


16   enjoyment to use that property; right?
  


17        MS. TEAGUE:  Not as I understand it.
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  So then how is it possible,
  


19   Ms. Teague, that for civic space calculations
  


20   you would count the woodland areas?
  


21        MS. TEAGUE:  Hold on.
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  Because you would have to
  


23   admit that on the face of the application where
  


24   2.1 acres of civic space is required, they are
  


25   only showing a provision for 1.13 acres outside
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 1   of the woodlands.  Right?
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  Let me get to where you are.
  


 3        MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just looking at the front
  


 4   page of the Site Plan.
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  What is your question?
  


 6        MR. JUSTUS:  So on the face of the Site
  


 7   Plan it says 2.1 acres of civic space is
  


 8   required.
  


 9        They are providing 1.13 acres outside of
  


10   this woodland area; right?
  


11        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


12        MR. JUSTUS:  So if you don't count the
  


13   woodland area, then they have not provided
  


14   enough civic space according to the ordinance.
  


15        MS. TEAGUE:  Well, there is also open
  


16   space that is not part of that calculation
  


17   along the area that is part of the plan, not
  


18   including the additional space.
  


19        And I'm afraid I cannot zoom in.  But if
  


20   you turn to the second part, I'm on page C101
  


21   of their application plan.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  C101?
  


23        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  At the bottom of the
  


25   description.
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 1        MS. TEAGUE:  And C102.
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  Pages 26 and 27.
  


 3        MS. TEAGUE:  There are some additional
  


 4   areas there available.
  


 5        And what I would like to do, Ms. Justus,
  


 6   is let the applicant defend their plan.  I'm
  


 7   not really working on their behalf.
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I would have to
  


 9   disagree with you, Ms. Teague.  With all due
  


10   respect, you got here and did a staff report
  


11   where you said -- a box was checked on
  


12   compliance with all of your development
  


13   standards.
  


14        And with all due respect, I'm just walking
  


15   through some of the development standards.  And
  


16   on the face of their own Site Plan they show
  


17   that they do not provide enough civic space on
  


18   the first page without counting the woodland
  


19   area which you admit is not public space.
  


20   Right?
  


21        And I can ask them.  But isn't that what
  


22   it says?
  


23        MS. TEAGUE:  I would like you to ask them
  


24   that question.
  


25        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  Because your
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 1   calculation of open space would essentially
  


 2   mean that any space between a building that is
  


 3   open is somehow a recreational area of what
  


 4   would otherwise be accounted for as part of the
  


 5   civic space; right?
  


 6        MS. TEAGUE:  No, that is not what I'm
  


 7   saying.
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, where is it on the Site
  


 9   Plan that when you are talking about these plan
  


10   sheets, where is it that you are talking about
  


11   meets the definition of civic space?
  


12        MS. TEAGUE:  You actually have it denoted.
  


13   You have highlighted here the pool, the green.
  


14   This is programmed civic space.
  


15        Here, this area here is not part of that
  


16   calculation.  That is passive civic space.
  


17        That is proposed outdoor shelter.  That is
  


18   also civic space.
  


19        You turn over and you have this area here
  


20   which they are appointing for the playground
  


21   and for the park.
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  And the reason I
  


23   highlighted that, I got out my calculator and I
  


24   add all that up.  And it added up to be only
  


25   the one point some odd acres that they show as
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 1   providing on the first page.
  


 2        So I only highlighted that to show that
  


 3   their math was right.
  


 4        So I will ask them about civic space.  But
  


 5   from -- If we don't count woodland you would
  


 6   have to agree they are not providing enough
  


 7   civic space based on what their plan shows;
  


 8   right?
  


 9        MS. TEAGUE:  I will not agree to that.
  


10   But we can disagree on that.
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So in terms of --
  


12        MS. TEAGUE:  And let's talk about your
  


13   definition of the word public.  What does that
  


14   mean to you?
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, public means that it is
  


16   available to the public to utilize.  That is
  


17   public.
  


18        If you are just talking about these
  


19   residents, then that would be private.  So that
  


20   is why I'm saying:  Do you have a definition of
  


21   public from the ordinance?
  


22        MS. TEAGUE:  So is it your interpretation
  


23   that all public space in any new development
  


24   has to be accessible to the whole public, not
  


25   just the residents?
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  It is my condition and
  


 2   contention, Mr. Chairman, that if you have
  


 3   civic space requirements that is a box you have
  


 4   to check.
  


 5        And if you want to use a woodland area to
  


 6   satisfy that, then it is supposed to be open to
  


 7   the public to use and enjoy because that is
  


 8   what your ordinance says.
  


 9        So we don't believe that they have met
  


10   that requirement.
  


11        But let me move on and ask more questions.
  


12   I know we are all riveted about civic space.
  


13        In terms of accessibility of civic space
  


14   there is a requirement that each residential
  


15   dwelling within the community have access so
  


16   that it is located within 1,320 feet of each
  


17   dwelling unit.  Is that right?
  


18        MS. TEAGUE:  It does say that no
  


19   residential unit --
  


20        This is chapter 7.2.2.  It's entitled:
  


21   Accessibility.
  


22        It says:  All civic spaces shall be
  


23   conveniently accessible to all residents of the
  


24   development and shall have at least 60 feet of
  


25   frontage on at least one public street within
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 1   the development.
  


 2        And then part B says that no residential
  


 3   unit within the development shall be further
  


 4   than a quarter mile from a civic space as
  


 5   defined above or other publicly-accessible park
  


 6   facility.
  


 7        MR. JUSTUS:  So as to that standard, that
  


 8   in order to count the civic space the space has
  


 9   to be within 1,320 feet of all the dwelling
  


10   units.
  


11        Did you -- So in terms of this dog park up
  


12   here and the proposed playground that is at the
  


13   far end of the development, have you measured
  


14   to see whether or not the units that are up by
  


15   Plott Creek Road are within 1,320 feet of that?
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  So the units that are close
  


17   to Plott Creek Road have available civic space
  


18   close to them here, here, and here
  


19   (indicating.)
  


20        The units that are off further away from
  


21   Plott Creek Road have development -- have
  


22   access to civic space here and here
  


23   (indicating.)
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  So is that answer yes to the
  


25   question?
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 1        MS. TEAGUE:  Well, this building is close
  


 2   to this one.  This building is close to that
  


 3   one.
  


 4        I don't think the intention of the
  


 5   ordinance here is that every single unit should
  


 6   be within 1,320 feet from every civic space.
  


 7        MR. JUSTUS:  So if you turn to section
  


 8   7.2.2B of the ordinance, it does provide --
  


 9        What does it say about accessibility?
  


10        MS. TEAGUE:  It says no residential unit
  


11   within a development shall be further than a
  


12   quarter mile from a civic space.
  


13        I interpret that as any civic space.
  


14        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So meaning to qualify
  


15   as a civic space you don't have to be within a
  


16   quarter mile of all the residential units?
  


17   That is your contention?
  


18        MS. TEAGUE:  Every residential unit does
  


19   not have to be within a quarter mile of every
  


20   civic space.
  


21        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So there is a
  


22   requirement in your code that recreational
  


23   space or civic space that is active, there is a
  


24   requirement that 25 percent of what is
  


25   dedicated civic space be active recreational;
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 1   right?  That is in section 7.2.5C; correct?
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  What I would like to actually
  


 3   correct you on, looking at 7.2.4, which is
  


 4   usability, it talks about usability as being
  


 5   areas where the total land dedicated shall be
  


 6   located outside of special flood hazard,
  


 7   including the one-year floodplain.  All land
  


 8   dedicated shall be outside of wetlands within
  


 9   the area proposed for dedication.
  


10        And sufficient engineering data and/or
  


11   details shall be indicated to ensure compliance
  


12   with this section.
  


13        Then it goes on to minimum amenities.  And
  


14   that is chapter 7.2.5.  And is says that
  


15   required civic space shall be planned and
  


16   approved and useable by persons living nearby.
  


17        Improved shall mean cleared of brush and
  


18   debris and shall contain two or more of the
  


19   following enhancements:  Landscaping, walks or
  


20   pathways, fences, walls, utilities, irrigation,
  


21   fountains, ball fields and/or playground
  


22   equipment.
  


23        MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, if I could speed
  


24   this along a little bit, I was asking you to
  


25   look at 7.2.5C.
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 1        It says: At least 25 percent of the civic
  


 2   space shall be dedicated to active recreational
  


 3   purposes such as playgrounds, tennis courts,
  


 4   ball fields and volleyball courts; right?
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  Paragraph C says:  Minimum
  


 6   Amenities For Parks.
  


 7        At least 25 percent of a civic space land
  


 8   shall be dedicated to active recreation
  


 9   purposes such as playgrounds, tennis courts,
  


10   ball fields, volleyball courts.
  


11        The remainder of the park may be designed
  


12   for passive recreation purposes such as
  


13   walking, jogging, cycling, relaxation, et
  


14   cetera.
  


15        It goes on to say that preservation of
  


16   natural or cultural resources such as steep
  


17   slopes, rock outcroppings, mature woodlands or
  


18   water resources may also be counted towards
  


19   passive recreation provided there is some
  


20   method for public enjoyment and appreciation of
  


21   such resources.
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  So my question is is at least
  


23   25 percent of the civic space of this project
  


24   dedicated to active recreation purposes such as
  


25   playgrounds, tennis courts, ball fields, and
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 1   volleyball fields?
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  We have a swimming pool, a
  


 3   playground, and a dog park.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  Is that 25 percent of the
  


 5   dedicated civic space?
  


 6        MS. TEAGUE:  Give me a minute and I will
  


 7   calculate it.
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.
  


 9        MS. TEAGUE:  If you would like to ask some
  


10   additional questions, this will take a minute.
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  I will ask
  


12   additional questions.
  


13        MS. TEAGUE:  Well, you will have to ask
  


14   somebody else while I do this.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  That's all right.  I'll ask
  


16   the engineer.
  


17        MS. TEAGUE:  Okay.
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  So Ms. Teague, I will ask the
  


19   engineer for the calculations.  It is okay.
  


20   You don't --
  


21        Where are the street trees for the plans?
  


22   Are they within the plan itself?
  


23        MS. TEAGUE:  Did you bring the additional
  


24   landscape plan?
  


25        MR. JUSTUS:  So is it not part of the
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 1   application material that --
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  It is page 28.
  


 3        We have asked the developer to provide
  


 4   some additional landscape planning since their
  


 5   submittal.
  


 6        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.
  


 7        I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman.  Let me ask for
  


 8   the Site Plan and we will be done.
  


 9        MR. McDOWELL:  Quite all right.
  


10        MR. JUSTUS:  So section 12.5.7A.1 dealing
  


11   with stormwater, can you look at that?
  


12        MS. HAIN:  Can you repeat that number,
  


13   please?
  


14        MR. JUSTUS:  Section 12.5.7 capital A.1.
  


15        Reading from that section, Ms. Teague,
  


16   does it not say the stormwater drainage and
  


17   management plan and permit shall be required
  


18   with all development applications to which this
  


19   section applies?
  


20        Did I read that correctly?
  


21        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.  And it is required.
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
  


23        MS. TEAGUE:  And it will be provided as
  


24   part of the engineering documentation.
  


25        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it says it is required
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 1   with all development applications to which this
  


 2   section applies.
  


 3        So you would agree that a stormwater
  


 4   drainage and management plan is not part of the
  


 5   material that is provided at this time as part
  


 6   of this development application?
  


 7        MS. TEAGUE:  There is actually a letter
  


 8   that has been submitted today and the
  


 9   engineering team is here to address stormwater
  


10   plans.
  


11        All engineering including the stormwater
  


12   plan which has to be a detailed, engineered
  


13   study and design are submitted after master
  


14   plan approval according to chapter 15.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm just looking at
  


16   chapter 12.  And it does say that stormwater
  


17   drainage enhancement plan and permit shall be
  


18   required with all development applications to
  


19   which this section applies; right?  It does say
  


20   that?
  


21        Ms. Teague, it helps speed things along.
  


22   Does it not say that?
  


23        MS. TEAGUE:  It does say that.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
  


25        And then turning to 12.5.2, if you
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 1   wouldn't mind, which is applicability of
  


 2   stormwater management, it says, does it not,
  


 3   that the requirements of this section are
  


 4   applicable to all development and redevelopment
  


 5   within the Town limits in extraterritorial
  


 6   jurisdiction including, but not limited to Site
  


 7   Plan applications.  Right?
  


 8        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  And this is a Site Plan
  


10   application?
  


11        MS. TEAGUE:  It is part of one.
  


12        And I want to correct you on an assumption
  


13   you are making.  Because you are not a planner
  


14   you are an attorney and you are cherrypicking
  


15   from our ordinance.
  


16        When we look at the process, we have
  


17   multiple steps in any development plan
  


18   application.
  


19        In the case of a master plan process it
  


20   requires the Planning Board to approve a master
  


21   plan.  And the specifics of what the Planning
  


22   Board approves are provided in chapter 15.
  


23        Now, the fact that all the engineering is
  


24   not done is a specific part of that chapter 15
  


25   that says once the Planning Board approves it
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 1   for zoning, then the Town will continue to
  


 2   acquire other development requirements.
  


 3        When you go through this ordinance, you
  


 4   have to understand that there are multiple
  


 5   types of application procedures all with their
  


 6   own requirements.
  


 7        A stormwater plan is going to be required
  


 8   for any development.  But it doesn't
  


 9   necessarily have to happen at the very first
  


10   step.
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, Ms. Teague, I'm not
  


12   intending to cherrypick.  I'm just looking at
  


13   12.5.2 that says that this section dealing with
  


14   stormwater is applicable at the time of the
  


15   Site Plan application.
  


16        And so, that is what it says; right?
  


17        MS. TEAGUE:  It does.
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  And so in terms of
  


19   opportunities, so Plott Creek where a lot of
  


20   this water will flow toward, you understand
  


21   Plott Creek, that is trout water; right?  Yes?
  


22   It is classified by the State as trout waters;
  


23   right?
  


24        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


25        MR. JUSTUS:  And do you understand that
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 1   that waters then flow down toward my client's
  


 2   property; right?  Did you know that?
  


 3        MS. TEAGUE:  I did.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  And so in terms of the
  


 5   opportunity to ask questions and get before a
  


 6   board to allow them to vet to see if the
  


 7   stormwater plans have been provided and to
  


 8   allow us the opportunity to have our own
  


 9   engineers here to ask questions so that we
  


10   actually have some skin in the game, it is
  


11   today.
  


12        And your ordinance says that such plan is
  


13   required with all development applications
  


14   which this section applies.  And it applies to
  


15   Site Plan application; right?
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  Right.
  


17        And I would wager that the master plan is
  


18   one part of the application process.
  


19        MR. JUSTUS:  So where is it in the master
  


20   plan that it has with specificity needed to
  


21   satisfy the stormwater part?
  


22        MS. TEAGUE:  I'm going to again read from
  


23   chapter 15.4.3, Master Plan Requirements.
  


24        The Master Plan is intended to provide a
  


25   detailed, two-dimensional drawing that
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 1   illustrates all of the required site features
  


 2   including buildings, parking areas, street
  


 3   locations, street sections, right-of-way,
  


 4   property lines, et cetera.
  


 5        But I'm skipping ahead to where it says:
  


 6   Detailed engineering drawings such as
  


 7   subsurface utilities, e.g. water and sewer, and
  


 8   on-site stormwater facilities are not required
  


 9   for Master Plans.
  


10        Those are required once the Planning Board
  


11   does its vetting.  And then there is a whole
  


12   other process they have to go through to submit
  


13   an engineered plan that an engineer has to
  


14   review.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So let me ask you
  


16   that.
  


17        So the process later in the future is they
  


18   will address stormwater with a specific plan.
  


19   And that gets turned in to this Town; right?
  


20        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


21        MR. JUSTUS:  And what hearing or process
  


22   do property owners like my client have to vet
  


23   that, provide information that may appose that
  


24   plan?
  


25        MS. TEAGUE:  On a stormwater plan?
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  An engineered stormwater
  


 3   plan.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  Right.
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  It goes through an
  


 6   engineering review process.  And that is not
  


 7   necessarily a public process.
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  That's correct.  And that
  


 9   process is you wouldn't be notifying my client
  


10   when that later plan showed up; right?
  


11        MS. TEAGUE:  Right.
  


12        MR. JUSTUS:  And my client would not be
  


13   entitled to any process really relating to
  


14   being able to object to or provide evidence
  


15   relating to this plan; right?
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  Well, the plans have to be
  


17   designed for compliance with the stormwater
  


18   guidelines that you are reading from.
  


19        And then that engineer's plans will be
  


20   reviewed by both the Town engineer and then we
  


21   are going to -- we are in the process of hiring
  


22   a third-party engineer to work on some of these
  


23   larger plans.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So in terms of
  


25   the projects, what are some of the sacred
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 1   criteria for built-upon areas as it relates to
  


 2   streams like Plott Creek?  How far do you have
  


 3   to stay away?
  


 4        MS. TEAGUE:  Thirty feet.  A built-upon
  


 5   area has to be 30 feet.
  


 6        And so there is a difference between
  


 7   buffer which is 25 feet.  And that is a
  


 8   vegetated undisturbed area.  And then
  


 9   built-upon area which is actually an area of
  


10   disturbance where you have solid features such
  


11   as parking lots or structures.
  


12        MR. JUSTUS:  Wouldn't a retaining wall be
  


13   a structure?
  


14        MS. TEAGUE:  It would.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  So when I look at --
  


16        Mr. Chairman, I'm looking at page three
  


17   that says master plan.
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  Your numbers are different.
  


19        Page three?
  


20        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm only counting by
  


21   good old American math.  But it is C-101.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


23        MR. JUSTUS:  At least I'm hoping it is.
  


24   As I am understanding, the application has been
  


25   evolving.
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 1        So the retaining wall --
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  It is page 26 in your
  


 3   handout.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


 5        MR. JUSTUS:  So there is a retaining wall
  


 6   down here along Plott Creek, is there not, that
  


 7   runs around or by building four up by the
  


 8   parking lot for building one and two; right?
  


 9        MS. TEAGUE:  There is.
  


10        MR. JUSTUS:  So the way I look at the
  


11   minimum 30 feet, that retaining wall is inside
  


12   the minimum 30 feet where that line is.
  


13        MS. TEAGUE:  When I scaled it, I got past
  


14   30 feet.  But if it is wrong then we need to
  


15   make it correct.
  


16        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, actually isn't there a
  


17   little line that goes all the way past it even
  


18   on the -- just staring at it, it goes several
  


19   feet past where the retaining wall is.
  


20        Isn't that the line right there that even
  


21   has like an end point for that line right past
  


22   that retaining wall within the 30-foot
  


23   undisturbed buffer?  Right?
  


24        MS. TEAGUE:  It could be.
  


25        What we would need to do is get the
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 1   applicant to verify that distance.
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  So let's go to height.  I
  


 3   believe you asked of this Board to make a
  


 4   determination how to calculate height because
  


 5   you have not seen plans like the ones that have
  


 6   been presented that has this fourth story down
  


 7   on the ground here they show it.
  


 8        Did I hear you correct to say that?
  


 9        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


10        MR. JUSTUS:  So let me get your
  


11   understanding.  Because I wrote down on a piece
  


12   of paper what you said the height of the
  


13   buildings were.  You said the buildings range
  


14   from 46 feet to 59 feet high; right?
  


15        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


16        MR. JUSTUS:  Was that accounting for the
  


17   fourth story?
  


18        MS. TEAGUE:  It was counting from the
  


19   highest adjacent grade.
  


20        MR. JUSTUS:  So, Ms. Teague, yes or no?
  


21   Was it accounting for all four stories or just
  


22   three stories?
  


23        MS. TEAGUE:  It counts how we measure
  


24   building height which is from the highest
  


25   adjacent grade.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, I thought you
  


 2   asked the Chairman and the Board to help you
  


 3   with an interpretation of how to measure
  


 4   height.
  


 5        So my question really was:  Did you
  


 6   measure the height of all four stories; yes or
  


 7   no?
  


 8        MS. TEAGUE:  No.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  And in terms of
  


10   how you measure height, there is an
  


11   illustration in here in chapter five; am I
  


12   right?
  


13        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


14        MR. JUSTUS:  In case we are all looking at
  


15   this, what section is that?
  


16        Chapter four.
  


17        MS. TEAGUE:  It is quoted in your
  


18   development plan packet.  It is section 4.4.1.
  


19        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
  


20        So there is a drawing, an illustration
  


21   that has a building that appears where the
  


22   grade is sloping down, so you have a lower
  


23   grade at one end of the building and a higher
  


24   grade at the other end of the building.
  


25        Isn't that what that illustration is?
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 1        MS. TEAGUE:  It is.
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  And the measurement is from
  


 3   the lower end of the grade, not the higher end
  


 4   of the grade; right?
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  It is defined as the highest
  


 6   ground level at the structure's foundation.
  


 7        MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, you would have to
  


 8   admit that the drawing here is from that lowest
  


 9   part of the grade; right?
  


10        MS. TEAGUE:  It is actually from here,
  


11   from the highest ground level at the
  


12   structure's foundation.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  At the back of the building?
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  At the front.
  


15        MS. TEAGUE:  This -- You are --
  


16        Mr. Justus, your copy is not --
  


17        Here is the most up to date version of
  


18   this ordinance.
  


19        MR. JUSTUS:  Oh, it looks like the grade
  


20   is reversed.
  


21        MS. TEAGUE:  I don't know what year you
  


22   are reading from, but this is the ordinance
  


23   that is online and that we are working from.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  Actually this is -- I did
  


25   pull this off line.
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 1        So is the --
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  But this is the drawing that
  


 3   matches the verbiage which says where a
  


 4   specific dimension is used in the calculation
  


 5   of height it shall be measured from the highest
  


 6   ground level at the structure foundation to the
  


 7   highest point of the structure excluding
  


 8   chimneys and antennas.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  So where is the structure
  


10   foundation in the nice prettier picture that
  


11   you have got?  Doesn't it go all the way from
  


12   the front to the back?
  


13        MS. TEAGUE:  Well, it is the highest
  


14   point.  So when you look at this, for example,
  


15   the cross section, it is this highest point.
  


16        And the way these buildings were designed,
  


17   this fourth floor is below the highest adjacent
  


18   grade.
  


19        MR. JUSTUS:  So if it was so clear then
  


20   what were you asking the Board for assistance
  


21   with?
  


22        MS. TEAGUE:  Well, when we bring in
  


23   something that is brand new, and this is a
  


24   pretty complex development, we want to make
  


25   sure that the Board understands and has an
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 1   opportunity to challenge our interpretation of
  


 2   the ordinance.
  


 3        I find this to be pretty clear.  But I
  


 4   also have a lot of faith in my Board to correct
  


 5   me when I'm wrong.
  


 6        MR. JUSTUS:  So it says the high ground
  


 7   level at the structure foundation?
  


 8        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  And you would have to admit
  


10   that in this drawing you have site elevation,
  


11   that all this fourth floor down here, this is
  


12   all elevation, right?  And you are just
  


13   measuring -- you are ignoring that foundation
  


14   to go up here and measure a foundation that is
  


15   over here to the left.  Is that right?
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  Right.  Because I see this as
  


17   the highest adjacent grade.  Don't you?
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it sits pretty low,
  


19   that structure foundation.
  


20        So you are discounting the fact that down
  


21   below in this drawing the structure foundation
  


22   is also down there?
  


23        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


24        The foundation would encompass the entire
  


25   building.  So my interpretation would be that
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 1   the highest grade of the foundation is the
  


 2   highest point of the adjacent grade along the
  


 3   building wherever that may be.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  But this is a first in terms
  


 5   of interpreting?
  


 6        MS. TEAGUE:  With this ordinance; correct.
  


 7        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
  


 8        Those are the questions that I have for
  


 9   Ms. Teague.
  


10        Thank you.
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


12        Elizabeth, if you will stay.
  


13        We are going to take a break for just one
  


14   moment.  Our Board members are going to need a
  


15   bathroom break.
  


16        I will remind them that when you do go do
  


17   not discuss this.
  


18        Additionally, Elizabeth, I have a couple
  


19   of questions that I want to address to you.
  


20        Are you -- Does the Town ordinance allow
  


21   private gates?
  


22        MS. TEAGUE:  I did not see where it
  


23   prevented them; so yes.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  The reason being that I'm
  


25   asking that is that goes back to the question
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 1   of the interpretation of public space.
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  And I wanted to, if the
  


 4   Town allows that, to try to get clarification
  


 5   on one very well brought up subject of public
  


 6   space and the definition of public space.  And
  


 7   we might need some clarity on that.
  


 8        Obviously if the Town allows gates, but
  


 9   requires public space, then that is not an
  


10   interpretation in and of itself of whether that
  


11   space would be accessible and who can access
  


12   it.
  


13        If the Town doesn't permit that, that
  


14   presents another aspect.  So it is not
  


15   prohibitive, nor is it endorsed in the --
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


17        I did not see that as something being
  


18   clear in the ordinance.
  


19        The other issue, Patrick, because you are
  


20   bringing up a really good point is this issue
  


21   of is the civic space designed for the
  


22   residents.
  


23        And if you look at the civic space
  


24   ordinance it talks about uses of the residents.
  


25        Do we extrapolate that all civic space
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 1   within a development is public as the residents
  


 2   who live within that space or is all civic
  


 3   space in any development automatically -- does
  


 4   that always have to be available to the larger
  


 5   public.  And does, that really is really an
  


 6   interpretation that we should discuss here
  


 7   because I'm not sure how to quite handle that.
  


 8        (Board member comment off mike,
  


 9        indiscernible.)
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  Actually I do want to at
  


11   this point --
  


12        Excuse me just a moment.
  


13        -- thank Mr. Justus for some of his
  


14   questions because those were good, quality
  


15   questions.
  


16        I appreciate the Board understanding that
  


17   right now they are in a very different position
  


18   than our normal aspect and you are not able to
  


19   interrupt and ask questions specifically at
  


20   this time.
  


21        Thank you for being patient on that as he
  


22   cross examines, which is his right.
  


23        Thank you.  And we will break for 10
  


24   minutes, please.
  


25        (Whereupon, at which time there was a
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 1        recess in the proceedings.)
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you very much.
  


 3        We will resume with our meeting and our
  


 4   procedure.
  


 5        If the applicant will come forward to
  


 6   present their case.
  


 7        MR. HORNIK:  Good evening, ladies and
  


 8   gentleman of the Board.  My name is Kevin
  


 9   Hornik.  I'm an attorney with the Brough Law
  


10   Firm.
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  Would you raise that up a
  


12   bit, you are --
  


13        MR. HORNIK:  My name is Kevin.
  


14        Is that any better?
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  No, it's not.
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  You have to talk right into
  


17   it.
  


18        MR. HORNIK:  Does this work?  Is this any
  


19   better?
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  A little bit.  Just try to
  


21   project a little bit.
  


22        COURT REPORTER:  Speak as loud as you can,
  


23   please.
  


24        MR. HORNIK:  Okay.  My name is Kevin
  


25   Hornik.  I'm an attorney with the Brough Law
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 1   Firm.  I'm here today on behalf of the
  


 2   applicant.
  


 3        In just a moment I'm going to turn the
  


 4   floor over to the applicant and let them
  


 5   present their presentation to you guys.  They
  


 6   will address kind of the substance and
  


 7   requirements of the ordinances and how their
  


 8   project meets them.
  


 9        But before we do that I would like to take
  


10   care of two kind of housekeeping matters.
  


11        First I would like to kind of make a
  


12   blanket objection to Mr. Justus and his
  


13   neighbors presenting evidence and participating
  


14   in this hearing as parties.
  


15        I do not believe that they have met or
  


16   presented evidence to show that they meet the
  


17   requirements of the North Carolina General
  


18   Statutes, Chapter 160A.393d which discusses
  


19   standing.
  


20        Nor have they shown sufficient evidence
  


21   that they meet the standards outlined in
  


22   various North Carolina Courts of Appeal cases
  


23   such as Charity v. Easner (phonetic.)
  


24        But I understand that we already kind of
  


25   let Pandora out of the box here so I'm not
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 1   going to fight you on that issue.
  


 2        Second, I would like to submit to the
  


 3   Board, and I have got a copy for the Clerk as
  


 4   well, but of the credentials of a couple of the
  


 5   witnesses that we will be presenting on behalf
  


 6   of its behalf today.
  


 7        We would like to go ahead and certify them
  


 8   as experts with the Board in their field.
  


 9        Primarily we will be hearing from Mr.
  


10   William Ratchford who is kind of the project
  


11   lead.  He is the vice president of Triangle
  


12   Real Estate of Gastonia and Southwood Realty
  


13   Company.  He is a licensed professional
  


14   engineer with over 15 years of experience in
  


15   his field and working directly with this
  


16   company.
  


17        Second you will likely hear evidence from
  


18   Mr. Jeff Ledford, also a professional engineer,
  


19   also works for both Triangle Real Estate and
  


20   Southwood.
  


21        Again certified or a licensed engineer.
  


22   He works primarily for this company developing
  


23   similar apartment complexes throughout the
  


24   state.
  


25        Third you will hear from Mr. Tom Jones who
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 1   is the owner and manager of WGLA Engineering.
  


 2   He has got 25 plus years of experience as a
  


 3   licensed engineer.  He has worked for both the
  


 4   North Carolina Department of Transportation and
  


 5   as a private engineering consultant.
  


 6        You will hear from Mr. Rick Merril who is
  


 7   a licensed real estate broker.  He has worked
  


 8   in this area for a number of years.  He has
  


 9   been involved in real estate transactions for
  


10   approaching 50 years.
  


11        You will also hear from Mr. Teague who is
  


12   a licensed engineer that works primarily with
  


13   traffic engineering.  And he is from right here
  


14   in Waynesville.
  


15        You also will also hear from Mr. Jason
  


16   Fulton who is a certified engineer intern who
  


17   also works for Mr. Teague.  He has got
  


18   significant experience in traffic engineering
  


19   as well as with environmental engineering.
  


20        And those will be kind of the primary
  


21   witnesses that will be putting on expert
  


22   testimony for you guys.
  


23        And if you would like I have a copy of
  


24   their qualifications both for the Chairman and
  


25   a copy for the clerk here.
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 1        Thank you.
  


 2        And so in order to expedite this process I
  


 3   would like to go ahead and ask that the Board
  


 4   certify these folks as experts.
  


 5        I am sure Mr. Justus would like to cross
  


 6   examine them as they present evidence which as
  


 7   you know is obviously his right.  But it
  


 8   appears as though --
  


 9        I was just looking at the qualification.
  


10        Okay.  So without further adieu, I will
  


11   turn the floor over to William Rachtford again
  


12   who is the project lead and kind of give you
  


13   guys a broad overview of their projects before
  


14   we get into kind of more technical and
  


15   substantive standards with each of the experts.
  


16        Thank you.
  


17        I'm sorry.  One more thing.  I have a
  


18   request from the applicant that we hold off of
  


19   cross examination until they have an
  


20   opportunity to present their presentation.
  


21        This way we are not chopping it up one
  


22   witness at a time.  We can present the entire
  


23   presentation and then allow Mr. Justus to come
  


24   back through and cross examine each witness.
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  That is acceptable.
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 1        Thank you.
  


 2        MR. HORNIK:  Thank you.
  


 3        MR. RATCHFORD:  Just note Jeff Ledford is
  


 4   not a professional engineer so we he will not
  


 5   be speaking.
  


 6        Good evening.  My name is William
  


 7   Ratchford.  I'm vice president of Triangle Real
  


 8   Estate of Gastonia and Southwood Realty, the
  


 9   actual general contractor for this potential
  


10   job and developer for the companies.
  


11        Southwood Realty and Triangle Real Estate
  


12   of Gastonia are family owned companies started
  


13   in the 1960s and '70s by my grandfather and are
  


14   currently owned 50/50 between my father, Herman
  


15   A. Ratchford, Jr. and my uncle Dan Wilson
  


16   Ratchford.
  


17        Right now a description of our company,
  


18   right now we are currently the largest owner of
  


19   apartments in the Western North Carolina area
  


20   including Henderson and Buncombe Counties.
  


21        We have been here since 2001 when we built
  


22   our first complex Brittany Place.  All the
  


23   complexes in those counties that we own we have
  


24   built.
  


25        Our oldest property right now is going
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 1   through renovation.  And it is adding phase II.
  


 2   That was built in 2001 and it is Brittany
  


 3   Place.
  


 4        The site under review today is the
  


 5   Palisades at Plott Creek which would be a 200
  


 6   unit multi-grade apartment complex with initial
  


 7   rent starting at from 8 hundred to the 14
  


 8   hundreds.
  


 9        The complex is between -- the complexes'
  


10   sides, it will either be fully brick or Hardie
  


11   Board style siding on all sides.  Trex
  


12   balconies and 30 year architectural shingles.
  


13   We are debating between our typical vinyl use
  


14   rails for our deck rail and aluminum.
  


15        This is big aluminum I show to the Board.
  


16   As long as it holds up in our current new phase
  


17   in Hendersonville, as long it as holds up
  


18   during construction better we will use this
  


19   material.  But we are using the standard this
  


20   type of top.
  


21        This is aluminum rail.  And we are using
  


22   the additional add-on top decorative rail.
  


23        The interiors of the units are nine-foot
  


24   ceilings and are vaulted.  We have all wood
  


25   cabinets, crown molding, granite countertops.
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 1        I will submit to the Board our typical
  


 2   choice is granite and the cabinet door.
  


 3        And I have just handed the floor plans
  


 4   that -- There are six of the seven floor plans
  


 5   currently proposed to be used in this project.
  


 6   As you can see from the floor plans there is
  


 7   nothing shrunk.  You know, what some developers
  


 8   would tend to do is they shrink down their one
  


 9   bedrooms below 600 square feet.
  


10        All of our floor plans are well over 700
  


11   square feet, the one bedrooms.
  


12        The two bedrooms, a thousand one hundred
  


13   square feet.  Three bedrooms are in the 13
  


14   hundred and 14 hundred square footage.
  


15        The product we plan to build, it is
  


16   typical to our small town -- to the ones we
  


17   build in small towns and cater to the towns to
  


18   provide work force housing and price ranges
  


19   that typically support your teachers,
  


20   firefighters, policemen, or to start a career.
  


21   Maybe a person who can afford a house, but may
  


22   choose a lifestyle that they choose not to
  


23   maintain a yard.  Maybe possibly a family dream
  


24   home.  Somebody who is building their current
  


25   home and they need a place to stay until it
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 1   gets built.
  


 2        Our median household income of approved
  


 3   applicants in similar properties is over
  


 4   $40,000 in most areas.
  


 5        We do not build affordable housing
  


 6   directly.  But today's high-end housing should
  


 7   be able to become affordable in the next 30
  


 8   years as other projects are built.
  


 9        If your housing was built in the 1970s in
  


10   a town, it is too high.  There is not enough
  


11   housing currently in the town.
  


12        I show the average median sales price in
  


13   the first quarter of Haywood County is $203,700
  


14   compared to $185,000 in the first quarter of
  


15   2017 and $144,450 in 2015.
  


16        You are having a huge -- You are having a
  


17   huge price increase due to limited housing in
  


18   Haywood County.
  


19        For this project we have to answer the
  


20   typical -- the five questions that this Board
  


21   has to answer, the plan -- Number one:  Is the
  


22   plan consistent with the adopted plan and
  


23   policies of the town.
  


24        As Ms. Teague and the staff report, the
  


25   plan fits in with the adopted plans and
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 1   policies of the Town.
  


 2        The Town Land Development Standards
  


 3   clearly show that this area is meant to be
  


 4   built for medium and high density residential
  


 5   development.  Our proposed project will fit
  


 6   that standard.
  


 7        Further, the land development standards
  


 8   have already cleared allowing apartments as a
  


 9   building type in the PC-NR district for some
  


10   time.
  


11        After the Town's recent amendments to the
  


12   land development standard multi-family uses are
  


13   also allowed down here.
  


14        The Town's future land use plan also
  


15   states that this -- it is the policy of the
  


16   Town to provide an attractive range of housing
  


17   for the use for of the residents of
  


18   Waynesville.
  


19        There are a few apartments in this town.
  


20   And our project would help provide for options
  


21   for the Town's future use plan.
  


22        Number two states the plan complies with
  


23   all applicable requirements of the ordinance.
  


24        The plan meets and exceeds the Town
  


25   ordinance on construction.  Our building
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 1   permeability for the frontage requirements of
  


 2   the buildings is also exceeded at the back and
  


 3   sides of our apartment buildings.
  


 4        The requirement of open spaces and our
  


 5   density allows us to preserve over half the
  


 6   site as a natural preserve to keep the mountain
  


 7   beauty of the ridge the same.  And between --
  


 8   Tom Jones can help answer if any additional
  


 9   questions in that area.  I can say that the
  


10   preserved area in the back is not considered to
  


11   be gated, as well.
  


12        And they also have -- And it is not -- It
  


13   is not in the gated area.  You will have gates
  


14   of access.  But in the back area of the
  


15   property it is not gated all the way, too.
  


16        Number three, there is adequate
  


17   infrastructure, transportation, and utilities
  


18   to support the plan.
  


19        Oh, wait.  Let me go back to two.
  


20        Basements are allowed as in the diagram
  


21   4.41 of the code.
  


22        Our projects are showing that we are
  


23   building one-, two-story, three two-split
  


24   building and three-story three four-split
  


25   buildings.
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 1        From the front end -- From what is
  


 2   required of the front, our basements do not
  


 3   count as floors.
  


 4        Number three, there exists adequate
  


 5   infrastructure and transportation and utilities
  


 6   to support the plan as proposed.
  


 7        The Town has adequate capacity and sewer
  


 8   and will allow extention of the Town's sewer
  


 9   for this site.
  


10        This may allow future connectivity
  


11   depending on the neighboring elevations.  Plott
  


12   Creek Road has been reviewed by a traffic
  


13   study.  It is able to handle the loading.
  


14        The NCDOT is reviewing for the driveway
  


15   permit.  And the traffic consultants are here
  


16   to answer any questions.
  


17        The water has been approved for capacity
  


18   by the requirements as well by the Town.  We
  


19   will -- We have not submitted water and sewer
  


20   plans as stated by the code, we wait until
  


21   construction drawings.
  


22        Number four, the proposed plan conforms to
  


23   the character of the neighborhood.  It has
  


24   considered the location, type and height of the
  


25   buildings or structures and has the type and
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 1   the extent of landscaping on site.
  


 2        The proposed plan meets with the future
  


 3   use plan of Waynesville, but still meets the
  


 4   conditions of the day.
  


 5        The front of Plott Creek Road is a
  


 6   one-story office building that fits with one
  


 7   and two-story residences on the road.
  


 8        The larger buildings are in the back are
  


 9   in the same general vicinity from the roads as
  


10   some of Mr. Morgan's larger structures on the
  


11   side.
  


12        The back half of the lot is preserved to
  


13   keep the ridge view the same for future
  


14   generations to see.  The density of five units
  


15   an acre is consistent with a more rural
  


16   development than most complexes built in other
  


17   areas that can be well over 16 units an acre
  


18   in other municipalities.
  


19        The project is fully gated as it is a
  


20   community within a community.  But if
  


21   neighboring properties rebuild in the future we
  


22   will add additional access gates depending on
  


23   what develops.
  


24        In addition our landscape plan is
  


25   currently showing just our required trees for
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 1   the parking areas.  It is not showing -- It
  


 2   is --
  


 3        Additional plans will be used to help
  


 4   buffer additional lamp areas.  For example, we
  


 5   have already addressed linking our existing
  


 6   trees in preparation for preservation in the
  


 7   back to help create the buffer for Mr. Morgan's
  


 8   carriage house.
  


 9        And since this is quasi-judicial, you
  


10   know, if we agree that we will preserve the
  


11   view for Mr. Morgan in this meeting, you know,
  


12   we will have to.
  


13        What we have told Mr. Morgan is that we
  


14   would send him the landscape plan for him to
  


15   review the options.
  


16        And what we are saying with the land there
  


17   is -- these tree areas that are existing --
  


18        COURT REPORTER:  I am not able to hear
  


19   you.
  


20        MR. RATCHFORD:  I'm coming around.
  


21        We are talking about these additional --
  


22        MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chair, he is going to
  


23   have to speak into the microphone.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


25        Why don't you hand us that and we will
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 1   pass that down, identify --
  


 2        Just so if you will say that again and
  


 3   describe --
  


 4        MR. RATCHFORD:  So just so -- From the
  


 5   clumps of trees, the mature trees we will
  


 6   additionally -- We will additionally include
  


 7   those connected areas, though we have already
  


 8   agreed with Mr. Morgan that we would -- that we
  


 9   would do an on-site meeting.
  


10        The question on why we would not show
  


11   exactly what the access of potential storm
  


12   drainage that we may have trees in a couple
  


13   different ways to block it, but still provide
  


14   access.
  


15        Number five, the application will not
  


16   substantially injure the value of adjoining or
  


17   abutting properties.  It will not be
  


18   detrimental to the uses or development of
  


19   adjacent properties or other neighborhood uses.
  


20        We do not feel our property will really
  


21   devalue neighborhood properties.  The high-end
  


22   quality of our product, normally the price
  


23   tends to escalate neighborhood values when the
  


24   parcels go for sale.
  


25        We have Rick Merrill to speak about the
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 1   nature of land sales.
  


 2        The benefits for the Town of the
  


 3   apartments.  The apartments will provide
  


 4   private roads which are maintained by the
  


 5   development instead of the Town.
  


 6        Home and some townhome developments use
  


 7   city streets that have to be maintained by the
  


 8   city perpetually.  Traffic services are paid by
  


 9   the apartment complex.
  


10        A 200-unit community would be worth a
  


11   minimum of 22 million and could be up to 30
  


12   million based on estimates and what the final
  


13   pricing works out to be.
  


14        The Town has to have reasonably priced
  


15   options for entry level employees to come in
  


16   and start a profession.
  


17        How can a school attract new teachers
  


18   right now right out of school who have to find
  


19   a place to live?
  


20        The vantage point is a single family house
  


21   is very expensive to live in.  We have
  


22   residents in our community in Fletcher that
  


23   travel and work at Harrah's Cherokee Casino
  


24   now.  And that is driving through Waynesville
  


25   through Asheville traffic down to Fletcher.  It
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 1   is incredible.
  


 2        For this Town to supply typical jobs as
  


 3   they employ blue collar and white color
  


 4   employees and workers they have to have a place
  


 5   to live.
  


 6        Right now I'll have Tom Jones speak about
  


 7   the engineering of the structure.
  


 8        MR. JONES:  Good evening.  My name is Tom
  


 9   Jones.  I'm an engineer with WGLA Engineering.
  


10        I do have two partners, Will Buie and
  


11   Jared DeRidder.  And I appreciate you having us
  


12   here tonight.
  


13        Do you think we can get the screen maybe
  


14   to two pages back to C101?
  


15        First off let's do a little housekeeping
  


16   in terms of the documents that we submitted as
  


17   part of this application.
  


18        Your section 15.8.2, the Site Plan that is
  


19   under review major clearly outlines the
  


20   documents that we were supposed to send.  And I
  


21   think we did that as part of this process.
  


22   Those documents included the environmental
  


23   survey, the Master Plan, and building
  


24   elevations.
  


25        And then section eight specifically says
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 1   construction documents shall be submitted after
  


 2   Planning Board approval.
  


 3        So it is my position that even if we had
  


 4   construction drawings finished, which they are
  


 5   not, it would have been inappropriate to send
  


 6   them to the Town until we had gone through this
  


 7   process tonight.
  


 8        So I'm here to speak just a minute about
  


 9   the infrastructure and also give some
  


10   information that lead to what we will be
  


11   submitting with the construction documents and
  


12   just hopefully clarify any things that we are
  


13   unsure about the plan that has come up.
  


14        We have talked about the project
  


15   description, site location.  And it required a
  


16   minimum for -- Elizabeth, that I would like for
  


17   you all to have a copy of.  I think you may
  


18   already have a copy.  So we would enter that
  


19   into the meeting tonight.
  


20        Some of that is in that and I will add
  


21   some things here tonight that I thought of as
  


22   we have proceeded.
  


23        This is about a 40-acre site historically
  


24   used for agricultural purposes, although it is
  


25   currently zoned for medium to high residential
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 1   development as Elizabeth has outlined.  It is
  


 2   the PC-NR District.
  


 3        The front portion of the property is
  


 4   fairly general topography.  It says primarily
  


 5   former pasture and floodplain.  The rear of the
  


 6   property is generally wooded and steeper than
  


 7   the front portion.
  


 8        The average parcel slope for the entire 40
  


 9   acres including the rear portion is 21.86
  


10   percent which falls above the hillside
  


11   protection threshold for the Town of
  


12   Waynesville of 25 percent.  That is from 12.62.
  


13        We anticipate and as shown on the plan
  


14   that of the 20 acres including the portion of
  


15   the property higher than an elevation of 2,900
  


16   will not be disturbed and will remain in the
  


17   preservation area slash open space.
  


18        Streams, wetlands and buffers.  I think
  


19   the question has already been raised about the
  


20   wetlands of the middle property.  And I will
  


21   touch on that before I finish this piece.
  


22        The Site Plan is designed to minimize
  


23   potential impacts to streams and wetlands.  If
  


24   you notice --
  


25        You don't mind going back to that --
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 1        -- the green wetland in the middle, we
  


 2   have already asked about that.  I think Miss
  


 3   Marty asked about that.
  


 4        And there you go.
  


 5        So the plan does minimize stream
  


 6   crossings.  It crosses Plott Creek at one
  


 7   location.  It would have to cross to access the
  


 8   property.
  


 9        There is already an existing crossing near
  


10   that spot.  Also one of the purposes behind the
  


11   walls which Mr. Justus asked about the walls is
  


12   to make sure that the stream buffers can remain
  


13   intact.
  


14        Finally the right side of this page on
  


15   that C101, it is kind of hard to see.  Probably
  


16   the audience can't probably see the writing in
  


17   the middle.  There is a little arrow that
  


18   points to the existing wetland.
  


19        There is no question the developer does
  


20   get close to that one.  I think that is
  


21   building number five.  I can't see it right
  


22   here either.
  


23        But the goal of the project is to actually
  


24   not disturb any of the wetlands and to minimize
  


25   the stream impacts.
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 1        And the way we are going to minimize the
  


 2   stream impacts is by building headwalls on both
  


 3   sides of the crossing, by putting in large
  


 4   pipes which will be down at the bottom so the
  


 5   stream will not be directly pipes, it will be
  


 6   on the bottom, also building walls as necessary
  


 7   to retain buffers.
  


 8        Plott Creek is designated as a trout
  


 9   stream as was pointed out earlier.  But other
  


10   than the stream crossing locations a 25-foot
  


11   undisturbed buffer would be maintained along
  


12   Plott Creek and the unnamed tributaries on the
  


13   property.
  


14        The Site Plan doesn't ignore impacts to
  


15   the remaining wetlands.  And the streams will
  


16   not be directly impacted for reasons I have
  


17   already described.
  


18        If it does become necessary to impact
  


19   wetlands obviously the applicant will work with
  


20   the US Army Corps of Engineers and the State of
  


21   North Carolina to obtain permits when
  


22   appropriate.
  


23        And the plan does also include multiple
  


24   tree save areas, approximately 3.7 acres of
  


25   tree save areas.  And that is not even
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 1   including the 20 acres in the preservation
  


 2   area.
  


 3        The landscape for the project will include
  


 4   parking lot trees, buffers to adjacent
  


 5   properties as shown in the Site Plan and
  


 6   plantings around all of the buildings
  


 7   specifically and shown.
  


 8        The plantings specifically are not even
  


 9   shown yet.
  


10        While there are no apartments currently in
  


11   the PC-NR District, the over 20 acres of
  


12   preservation areas, buffers, and landscaping
  


13   speak to finally number four that you all are
  


14   having to consider tonight.  It shows the
  


15   project, in our opinion, does conform to the
  


16   character of the neighborhood.
  


17        One thing that has been touched on tonight
  


18   as well is these streams and wetlands are
  


19   floodplain.
  


20        A floodplain development permit will be
  


21   needed to -- or will need to be issued to grant
  


22   construction in the area of the project that is
  


23   designated a flood hazard area which is the
  


24   front part which is Plott Creek.
  


25        The Town requires that the buildings
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 1   including basement floors be elevated no more
  


 2   than the regulatory flood protection elevation
  


 3   as defined in section 17.4.
  


 4        The buildings for this project will be
  


 5   elevated to at least one foot above base flood
  


 6   elevation.
  


 7        Andrew Bick is a professional with
  


 8   Floodwater Engineering who has performed a
  


 9   preliminary study of potential impacts to
  


10   floodplains.
  


11        Based on the model, the crossing on Plott
  


12   Creek and fill for the project will not create
  


13   a rise in the base flood elevation of Plott
  


14   Creek.
  


15        Assuming approval of the Site Plan by the
  


16   Town, a study will be finalized and sent with
  


17   the application for a floodplain development
  


18   permit.
  


19        The other thing in the narrative, as
  


20   pointed out a minute ago, the construction
  


21   drawings or construction documents will be
  


22   submitted after Planning Board approval.
  


23   Assuming you all were to approve tonight, it
  


24   would be in the future.
  


25        But I think we have outlined the
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 1   strategies that we expect to employ with those
  


 2   plans.  Erosion control and stormwater.  The
  


 3   erosion control, of course the plan would be
  


 4   submitted to the State and to land quality.
  


 5        The design will be in accordance with the
  


 6   registered planning and zoning May 2013 or the
  


 7   latest edition.
  


 8        Use of temporary diversions will allow
  


 9   runoff within those tributaries to divert it to
  


10   temporary sediment basins.  Sediment intends to
  


11   be installed on the perimeter of the property
  


12   to protect the site from runoff for the tracts
  


13   that are leaving the site.
  


14        All storm drain elements will be
  


15   protected.  And the plans and calculations will
  


16   all have to be reviewed by the State.
  


17        In terms of stormwater management, you all
  


18   have a pretty detailed stormwater rule -- code.
  


19        Basically storm management, the best
  


20   management practices, BMPs they are called,
  


21   will be designed in accordance with the Town of
  


22   Waynesville ordinance, it is appendix A,
  


23   chapter 12.5.  All proposed stormwater
  


24   management systems will be designed to control
  


25   and treat runoff from the one-year one-hour
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 1   storm event as determined by NOAA data for the
  


 2   Town of Waynesville.
  


 3        The project will be designed such that
  


 4   most element peak runoff rate to the two-year,
  


 5   24-hour and 25-year, 24-hour storm event.
  


 6   Obviously that is redevelopment rate.  So there
  


 7   is a water quality component where you hold the
  


 8   water at least over time.  But there is also a
  


 9   peak -- peak continuation applying to the
  


10   stormwater rules.
  


11        Per 12.5.7 no one BMP, no one specific
  


12   best management practice will receive runoff
  


13   from an area greater than three acres unless
  


14   B&Ps are a series and basically connected.
  


15        We anticipate that the proposed BMPs for
  


16   this project will be subsurface chamber
  


17   systems.  And based on the amount of acreage
  


18   and your rules we expect there to be five or
  


19   six of those systems for this project.
  


20        All of that has not been designed yet.
  


21   These would be part of the construction
  


22   documents that will be submitted at a later
  


23   date to be reviewed and approved by a
  


24   third-party engineer which you all would hire.
  


25        I'll speak in just a moment about the
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 1   utilities.  We have kind of all hit around
  


 2   that.
  


 3        Water for the project already exists on
  


 4   Plott Creek Road.  The letter from your Town
  


 5   staff does indicate that water service is
  


 6   available to the site.
  


 7        Sewer, the lines would have to be
  


 8   extended.  There are two options.  I think that
  


 9   is why the Town staff didn't say that this is
  


10   how it would be.  Possibly either along Plott
  


11   Creek Road in the public right-of-way or
  


12   straight across the road in the Will Hyatt
  


13   direction.  So there are two different possible
  


14   routes for sewer, both in the public
  


15   right-of-way.
  


16        We do have a survey that shows the public
  


17   right-of-way.  I don't know the width at the
  


18   moment.  That will probably come out.
  


19        The driveway itself, and speaking to
  


20   Elizabeth's concern, has been passed on to the
  


21   DOT.  The Town staff and DOT both seem to
  


22   believe that the best location for the
  


23   connection point for the driveway is across
  


24   from Will Hyatt Road, from I guess just
  


25   general -- general safety standpoint, also that
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 1   road network.  You don't have this offset of
  


 2   intersections.  That being said, the driveway
  


 3   permit is a process with the DOT.  Plans have
  


 4   been submitted.
  


 5        One concern is sight distance.  But one
  


 6   way that that would be alleviated is that as
  


 7   part of this project a sidewalk will be
  


 8   constructed along Plott Creek Road.  And trees
  


 9   will be cleared to a point.
  


10        There will be trees in the northwest
  


11   corner.  But for a large portion of the
  


12   frontage those trees will be cleared to create
  


13   the sidewalk.  And they will make a greater
  


14   sidewalk along the road.
  


15        To that point this will increase the sight
  


16   distance such that 250 feet of stopping sight
  


17   distance will be available.  Two hundred fifty
  


18   feet is the required stopping sight distance
  


19   for 35 miles an hour required by the Green Book
  


20   of ASHTO which is the Association of State
  


21   Highway Transportation Officials.
  


22        But I still go back to that information
  


23   has been provided to DOT and we are working
  


24   with them to finally secure the permit.
  


25        Finally on the traffic issue a traffic
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 1   study was completed by Teague Engineering.  And
  


 2   we will have them come up next.
  


 3        DOT has been provided a copy of the
  


 4   traffic study as a part of looking at this
  


 5   driveway connection.  So they have all the
  


 6   pieces that are available.
  


 7        So at this time I will call Teague
  


 8   Engineering to speak about the findings of the
  


 9   traffic study.
  


10        MR. TEAGUE:  Good evening.  I'm Mark
  


11   Teague from Teague Engineering and Planning
  


12   which is right down the hill here.  Glad to be
  


13   here.
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  Would you give your
  


15   address?
  


16        MR. TEAGUE:  It is 525 North Main Street.
  


17        I want to start out with a little bit a
  


18   review of traffic studies.  I have been doing
  


19   this for 25 years.  And there are all kinds of
  


20   misconceptions I see time after time.
  


21        Number one, a traffic study, you know, it
  


22   is an engineered document.  It is really a
  


23   planning document.  That is how DOT recognizes
  


24   it.
  


25        It is kind of a hollow plan of what you
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 1   believe -- how an engineer believes traffic may
  


 2   behave at a certain area.
  


 3        It is also not for existing traffic, per
  


 4   se.  It is for the site and the additional
  


 5   traffic from that site, how it will impact what
  


 6   is already out there.
  


 7        I have run in to dozens and dozens of
  


 8   traffic studies over the years where a
  


 9   situation may already be bad.  And the traffic
  


10   added could make it a lot worse or may not make
  


11   it much worse at all.  But it is the delta.  It
  


12   is the differential of the additional traffic
  


13   versus what is already out there.
  


14        The other misconception we get a lot is
  


15   the trips that are generated by a site.
  


16        For instance, this is a 200-unit apartment
  


17   complex.  I can't tell you how many times
  


18   people will tell me, well, that means there
  


19   will be 200 cars on the road every hour or
  


20   every day because everybody has a car.
  


21        That is not at all the case.  Trips are
  


22   generated -- They vary throughout the day.  And
  


23   what we look at is the worst hour of the day,
  


24   the peak hours.
  


25        Just like you do anything in life, you
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 1   look at the worse situation.  And with your
  


 2   kids, the worst thing that could happen with
  


 3   your kids, you plan for that and everything
  


 4   else is good.
  


 5        So we tend to look at it is a.m. worst
  


 6   hour and a p.m. worst hour.  But because
  


 7   traffic is distributed throughout the day, it
  


 8   is generally about 10 percent of your full-day
  


 9   traffic happens during the peak hours.
  


10        The peak hour rate is gathered from a
  


11   manual by the Institute of Transportation
  


12   Engineers, which is a federally recognized
  


13   federally published manual that we use.
  


14   Traffic engineers all over the world use that.
  


15   It gives a certain rate of how much traffic per
  


16   unit you can expect during a peak hour.
  


17        In this particular case with 200 units
  


18   during the a.m. period we are looking at 102
  


19   trips during the peak hour.  That is 82 coming
  


20   out and 20 going in.
  


21        During the p.m. peak hour 128 trips, 83
  


22   coming in.  That makes sense, people will be
  


23   coming home from work and 45 leaving.
  


24        To further validate these numbers we
  


25   actually counted a nearby apartment complex.
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 1   And the numbers we counted there were actually
  


 2   just a little bit less than this per unit.  So
  


 3   I feel very, very confident about these
  


 4   numbers.
  


 5        Once we add the traffic to the net worth
  


 6   of the site we look at what we call the level
  


 7   of service.  That is something we learned back
  


 8   in school, A going to F.  But all roads go
  


 9   through a cycle A to F every day.
  


10        Main Street, right here, last week we had
  


11   a full moon.  I'm sure it is below service F.
  


12   I was on vacation.  I didn't have a chance to
  


13   experience it this year.  But that is when
  


14   traffic is just crammed up.  You can't really
  


15   go.  There is just all kinds of congestion.
  


16        Level service A is maybe Main Street at
  


17   4:00 a.m. in the morning after the street has
  


18   been swept or something like that.  It is just
  


19   street.  You can do whatever you want to.  You
  


20   can walk in the middle of the road if you want
  


21   to.
  


22        Typically you want roads to operate at a
  


23   level of service D for the majority of the day.
  


24   That is kind of the sweet spot when you are
  


25   looking at building roads.
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 1        A road is that level service A for a long
  


 2   time during the day would be overbuilt.  I have
  


 3   seen that many times where there is just not
  


 4   enough traffic to even justify even having a
  


 5   road there.
  


 6        Roads that are level of service F for the
  


 7   majority of the day, maybe like I26 in
  


 8   Asheville, those are the roads where you say
  


 9   something has got to be done because it is not
  


10   supposed to be there.  Again you want that
  


11   sweet spot around the D.  But you know that a
  


12   road is going to be at A or F at some point
  


13   during the day.
  


14        So we took the traffic from this site.  We
  


15   added it to the existing traffic situation out
  


16   there.
  


17        Actually we did the background.  We added
  


18   to the background.  So we went in the future of
  


19   when this site is going to be built out.  We
  


20   said, okay, here is what traffic will be like,
  


21   natural growth.
  


22        And then we analyzed it at that point.  We
  


23   added the traffic.  We analyzed it again.  And
  


24   the threshold for the city is that -- or the
  


25   Town of Waynesville is that what we call the V
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 1   over C ratio, which is the volume to capacity
  


 2   can only increase by point one for that -- a
  


 3   ratio of point one for the peak hour.
  


 4        Every intersection we studied met that
  


 5   threshold.  So really according to this town
  


 6   CVOs, no mitigation is required from this site.
  


 7        I know safety has also come up with this
  


 8   site.  We got all the crash data from the last
  


 9   five years from the North Carolina DOT in the
  


10   general area of the site.  There has been one
  


11   crash, a run off the road crash.
  


12        Jason can get you the date if you need it.
  


13   That was on Will Hyatt Road.
  


14        Sight distance, we have already -- Tom
  


15   addressed that.  So sight distance would be
  


16   addressed through the DOT permitting process.
  


17        So that's it for me.
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  Any questions?
  


19        MR. DYKES:  What is the existing volume to
  


20   capacity?
  


21        MR. TEAGUE:  The existing volume to
  


22   capacity?  Can you specify a certain approach
  


23   or a road or --
  


24        MR. DYKES:  On Plott Creek Road.
  


25        MR. TEAGUE:  On Plott Creek Road.
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 1        We will just do there at the Will Hyatt
  


 2   intersection.
  


 3        I have background.  I don't have the
  


 4   existing today.  I have background.  So again
  


 5   it is like two years from now if nothing hap --
  


 6   if this development did not happen it is 0.03
  


 7   for eastbound.  For westbound it is 0.03.  For
  


 8   Will Hyatt it is 0.07.
  


 9        MR. DYKES:  Thank you.
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  I would like that traffic
  


11   study and the crash data that they have
  


12   provided to you to be entered into evidence
  


13   formally.
  


14        MR. MERRILL:  Good evening.
  


15        My name is Rick Merrill.  I'm a broker
  


16   with Beverly Hanks.  And this is the fourth
  


17   site that I have sold this company.
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  Mr. Merrill, can you give
  


19   an address for the record, please?
  


20        MR. MERRILL:  512 North Main Street,
  


21   Hendersonville.
  


22        The purpose of my being up here tonight is
  


23   to try to put to rest any fears about the
  


24   diminishment of real estate value around a
  


25   project of this magnitude by these developers.
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 1        In the other four sites that I have sold
  


 2   them, those sites fully built out, and all the
  


 3   properties that adjoin those sites have gone up
  


 4   in value since the development of the
  


 5   apartments.
  


 6        And I can give you those addresses.  And I
  


 7   can give you the assessor's data to show
  


 8   exactly that.
  


 9        I would love to be able to do that for
  


10   Waynesville.  But your assessor does not keep
  


11   data any further back than 10 years.
  


12        And the last major project you had was
  


13   significantly longer than 10 years ago.  So
  


14   there is just no physical way for me to pull
  


15   that data and share it with you.
  


16        I will say they build a class A community.
  


17   And where they have -- the two sites that they
  


18   built in Hendersonville that I sold them are
  


19   near full all the time.  The two sites in
  


20   Buncombe that I sold them stay near full all
  


21   the time.
  


22        And if you Google "Apartments:
  


23   Waynesville," you won't find any.  That is how
  


24   badly they are needed.
  


25        Questions?
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have those documents
  


 2   to enter into evidence which you mentioned?
  


 3        MR. MERRILL:  Sure.
  


 4        This is Valentine Commons, this is in
  


 5   Hendersonville.  And then Palisades of
  


 6   Asheville.  And then Seasons in Cane Creek
  


 7   which is in Fletcher.  And then Haven in Enka
  


 8   Lake which is right near Biltmore Lake.
  


 9        Thank you.
  


10        MR. HORNIK:  Thank you, ladies and
  


11   gentlemen, for listening to our witnesses'
  


12   testimony.
  


13        That concludes our presentation at this
  


14   time unless the Board has specific questions
  


15   for our witnesses.
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  Questions?
  


17        MR. HERMANN:  I have a question.  I have a
  


18   question for the developer.
  


19        Based on your market study, what
  


20   percentage of the residents do you anticipate
  


21   heading towards Cherokee or Sylva?
  


22        MR. RATCHFORD:  That has not been
  


23   something that we figured.
  


24        We hate to say it, but when we build a
  


25   complex through the equal housing, it is
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 1   whoever comes, whoever --
  


 2        We just looked at -- We just looked at the
  


 3   general -- We just looked at -- When you look
  


 4   at Vantage Point Apartments and you keep on
  


 5   looking through coastguard data, it is -- they
  


 6   never have anything available.
  


 7        And then we go -- Our complex the Haven at
  


 8   Enka Lake, it just opened in January.  258
  


 9   units, you know, east -- westbound.  The
  


10   complex is 258 units.  It is supposed to take a
  


11   year to fill up.  It is 94 -- 94.58 percent
  


12   leased today.  In less than seven months it is
  


13   full.
  


14        We took the Dilworth job a little further
  


15   closer to Asheville.  It filled up in
  


16   four-and-a-half months.
  


17        You don't have -- You know, we don't
  


18   ask -- You know, we ask in a blind study -- We
  


19   do have all our own application process, where
  


20   the people come from and credit.  But we can't
  


21   judge on that information.  We just know that
  


22   it is there, the need is there.
  


23        They can go -- You know, they could go to
  


24   Cherokee.  They could go to Cullowhee.  They
  


25   could be in town.
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 1        We can offer incentives.  We have offered
  


 2   incentives to the -- in the past at previous
  


 3   complexes to the -- to some of the -- to some
  


 4   of the preferred employers in town, maybe put a
  


 5   preferred employer for Haywood County Schools
  


 6   or do something like that to try to promote.
  


 7   But we can't --
  


 8        MR. WINGATE:  So you have offered
  


 9   concession rates in the past to teachers?
  


10        MR. RATCHFORD:  So like in Gaston County
  


11   we have a five percent -- a five percent
  


12   straight --
  


13        We own 18 properties in Gastonia, in
  


14   Gaston County.  And we do it for I think 8 or
  


15   10 of the properties; correct.
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, speak into the mike,
  


17   please.
  


18        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  A just out of
  


19   curiosity question.
  


20        I'm wanting to know, I see you have some
  


21   garages, but not for everyone.  So what is the
  


22   requirement or what does someone have to do to
  


23   get a garage?
  


24        MR. RATCHFORD:  Garages are first come
  


25   first serve.  There is a -- There is actually a
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 1   handicapped garage on site and actually the
  


 2   capability to have a handicapped garage on the
  


 3   end of each unit by cutting a wall as required
  


 4   by the ADA.
  


 5        They are sold separately.  Garages, we
  


 6   tend to put in somewhere around 10 percent
  


 7   garages.
  


 8        Too few, they are all full.  If there
  


 9   are -- you put too many of them you can't --
  


10   you have too many, the price, the market goes
  


11   down.
  


12        Basically on all of the complexes in
  


13   Asheville now most of our garages stay full.
  


14   Some, you know, properties have a waiting list.
  


15        But properties in Georgia and stuff like
  


16   that what we had were 15 and 20 percent
  


17   garages.  You can't rent them.  You can't rent
  


18   them.
  


19        Because of the mountains it is generally
  


20   less garages.  You just don't have that many
  


21   flat spaces.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  I have a question that
  


23   maybe Mr. Jones needs to answer.
  


24        There was on the drawings submitted on C11
  


25   where it does appear that the retaining wall
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 1   was inside the 30 foot margin that was brought
  


 2   up by Mr. Justus.
  


 3        MR. JONES:  Yes, sir.  Thank you for
  


 4   asking about that.  I meant to touch on a
  


 5   couple of those points that Mr. Justus brought
  


 6   out while I was up here.
  


 7        We do have a well within the 30-foot I
  


 8   guess you would call it setback from the
  


 9   built-upon area to the stream.
  


10        Although in the definitions the wall is
  


11   not listed at all.  So we are not clear that
  


12   that was not allowed.  And as a matter of fact,
  


13   the word structures doesn't show up either in
  


14   the definitions.
  


15        So if you are calling the wall a
  


16   structure, I'm not sure if that is allowed.  If
  


17   it is termed by Town staff after this for our
  


18   final construction drawings that indeed walls
  


19   cannot be in that 30-foot area then we would
  


20   have to move that back further.
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


22        Was there any other --
  


23        MR. JONES:  The other point I would like
  


24   to get into is the civic space just a little
  


25   bit.  I would like to clarify that in just a
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 1   moment.
  


 2        I think the position was that we were
  


 3   short on civic space essentially.  I wouldn't
  


 4   necessarily agree with that point as far as if
  


 5   you look at the project itself, of the 20 acres
  


 6   we are talking about developing here, if you
  


 7   are going to set aside a preservation area over
  


 8   20 acres, focus on this 20 acres of
  


 9   development.  Five percent of that is one acre
  


10   required of civic space.
  


11        Why should this project be -- Basically
  


12   you wouldn't want to incentivize having to
  


13   actually disturb more property to create these
  


14   civic spaces.  That feels counterproductive and
  


15   is really not in line with at all what we are
  


16   trying to do here tonight which is to preserve
  


17   as much of the property as possible.
  


18        The developer could go ahead and create
  


19   more civic space and grade that forest flat.
  


20   It just doesn't -- That just doesn't make
  


21   sense.
  


22        Basically if you focus on a 20-acre
  


23   portion, the developed part of the property,
  


24   there is no civic space.  There is over one
  


25   acre.
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 1        And what else was I going to say?
  


 2        Of that I guess what our contention was
  


 3   that 25 percent had to be these more active
  


 4   uses which it does have that .29 acres I
  


 5   believe from the pool, the dog park, and the
  


 6   playground so that we do meet that criteria on
  


 7   civic space.
  


 8        The other point a moment ago I was having
  


 9   a hard time thinking of was the density still
  


10   works for this project if you look at that 20
  


11   acres again.  We are at 10 units per acre,
  


12   which is allowable by code right now.  Even if
  


13   you say, okay, you can't use the 20-acre basis
  


14   on civic space because then the density is off,
  


15   that is actually not correct.
  


16        The density still works even if you focus
  


17   on the 20 acres.  So we believe we meet the
  


18   intent of the ordinance in terms of the civic
  


19   space by providing more than one acre
  


20   specifically related to this project area.
  


21        MS. HAIN:  Mr. Jones?
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, ma'am.  Mike, please.
  


23        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Mr. Jones, I think
  


24   you were the one who mentioned some buffering
  


25   for Mr. Morgan.
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 1        Can you explain that a little built?
  


 2        MR. JONES:  Sure.  This is in conjunction
  


 3   with the developer Mr. Ratchford and Mr.
  


 4   Ledford.  They met with Mr. Morgan.
  


 5        And if maybe you could take us like two
  


 6   pages forward to the landscaping, C103.
  


 7        There is a -- You kind of see the darker
  


 8   like trees look on the bottom right which is I
  


 9   guess the southwest portion of the property.
  


10        We are showing some buffering there.  We
  


11   are calling for a proposed 20-foot landscape
  


12   buffer.  That is basically in response to Mr.
  


13   Morgan and trying to buffer the park and the
  


14   residential areas.
  


15        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Okay.  That is all of
  


16   my questions then.
  


17        Thank you.
  


18        MS. HAIN:  So C102 we are talking about
  


19   this buffering here (indicating)?
  


20        MR. JONES:  What is happening along the --
  


21   There is basically we were able to preserve the
  


22   existing vegetation, not specific buffering
  


23   from the stream.  But we are able to show that
  


24   is preservation areas of the trees and maintain
  


25   the 25-foot stream buffer.
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 1        MS. HAIN:  Okay.  All right.
  


 2        And then one more which is a follow-up to
  


 3   a letter included in our packet that has some
  


 4   concerns about some standing oak trees.
  


 5        Are you familiar with that one?  Yes.
  


 6   That is page 19 for us.
  


 7                (Indiscernible.)
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  Could you speak into the
  


 9   mike, please?
  


10        MS. HAIN:  Could you show me page 19,
  


11   Elizabeth?  She has a concern about some
  


12   existing oak trees.  I'm wondering if we could
  


13   locate those.
  


14        Elizabeth, do you know where they are?
  


15        MS. TEAGUE:  It is the sixth bullet.
  


16   Existing oak trees would come down.
  


17        MS. HAIN:  Anybody know where that is?  Is
  


18   there an existing forest?  (indiscernible.)
  


19        MR. JONES:  The environmental survey, the
  


20   first page of the C100 shows the wooded area.
  


21        MS. HAIN:  Okay.
  


22        MR. JONES:  I assume those are woodland
  


23   areas.  And saving those as possible with the
  


24   plan, I think that -- our goal requirement was
  


25   to minimize impacts on streams, minimize
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 1   impacts to wetlands, and also preserve the
  


 2   wooded areas to the greatest extent that we
  


 3   can.
  


 4        I'm not sure where those specific trees
  


 5   are.  The hope would be they are within the
  


 6   areas we can preserve.
  


 7        MS. HAIN:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


 8        MR. RATCHFORD:  Part of the issue when you
  


 9   are in the public is the Mountaineer posted our
  


10   concept plan.  A lot of times there has been a
  


11   lot of confusion between the concept plan and
  


12   the actual plan where the buildings were.
  


13        Now, the actual trees in the -- I have
  


14   talked to Mr. Morgan.  Besides the buffer that
  


15   is planted right there is included in those
  


16   existing plots of trees along that creek.  It
  


17   is connecting those trees with additional --
  


18   with additional smaller trees.
  


19        You are talking 40- 50-foot tall trees
  


20   that have large canopies.  And you can have a
  


21   smaller tree to help provide the buffer and
  


22   create --
  


23        And basically what it kind of creates for
  


24   Mr. Morgan is, you know, his carriage house
  


25   will overlook kind of at the -- that kind of
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 1   opening where the two creeks are.  And we are
  


 2   talking about connecting the trees along those
  


 3   lines.
  


 4        And the exception we had was if we had to
  


 5   have an access we may have to -- you know, we
  


 6   may have to move the trees in a -- you know,
  


 7   and stagger them so we can get around.
  


 8        But that was to provide buffering is what
  


 9   I had mentioned to him, if we continue the line
  


10   so he has a complete buffer.
  


11        MS. HAIN:  Okay.
  


12        MR. HERMANN:  One last question.
  


13        I think I want to address the traffic, the
  


14   traffic situation.  Particularly on Will Hyatt
  


15   and Eagles Nest.
  


16        Has there been a study as to the amount of
  


17   traffic that is going to travel that direction,
  


18   that intersection?
  


19        MR. TEAGUE:  So you --
  


20        Say that one more time?
  


21        MR. HERMANN:  Yes.  At Will Hyatt and
  


22   Eagles Nest, which is a rather hazardous
  


23   intersection.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  Eagles Nest?
  


25        MR. HERMANN:  Yes.
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 1        MR. FULTON:  The study was just done on
  


 2   Will Hyatt.
  


 3        MR. HERMANN:  That is the direction you
  


 4   would go with if you were heading towards
  


 5   Asheville and you could take a shortcut; yes,
  


 6   sir.
  


 7        MR. FULTON:  Right.
  


 8        We did not study the intersection there at
  


 9   Will Hyatt and Eagles Nest.  We did Will Hyatt
  


10   and Plott Creek.
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  What did your study show as
  


12   an increased traffic count on Will Hyatt
  


13   generated by this?
  


14        MR. FULTON:  Obviously Will Hyatt is
  


15   currently used as a cut-through for a lot of
  


16   the school traffic currently going to Hazelwood
  


17   in the morning.
  


18        Existing we show 72 cars making a left on
  


19   Will Hyatt in the a.m. peak hour.
  


20        MR. HERMANN:  That is current, you said?
  


21        MR. FULTON:  That is correct.  That's
  


22   current.
  


23        When we grew the traffic to the horizon
  


24   year that increased by 5, so 77.  That is 2
  


25   growth rate.  And that is the a.m. peak hour.
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 1   That is one hour in the a.m. between 7:00 and
  


 2   9:00.
  


 3        In the a.m. the development shows to
  


 4   increase that by 10 cars.
  


 5        MR. HERMANN:  How many?
  


 6        MR. FULTON:  Ten additional cars on Will
  


 7   Hyatt Road.
  


 8        Sounds like we have some traffic engineers
  


 9   in the audience.
  


10        Let me clarify.  That is 10 traveling
  


11   towards the development.  There will be an
  


12   additional 25 cars coming out of the
  


13   development traveling on Will Hyatt in the
  


14   opposite direction.  So 35 total additional
  


15   cars on Will Hyatt.
  


16        MR. HERMANN:  And that is peak a.m?
  


17        MR. FULTON:  That's correct.
  


18        MR. HERMANN:  And peak p.m?
  


19        MR. FULTON:  So with peak p.m. the
  


20   distribution is a little bit different.  There
  


21   will be -- because of the direct route to the
  


22   apartment complex from 23, it shows 29 cars
  


23   coming to the development on Will Hyatt Road.
  


24   And that is additional.  And 9 going the other
  


25   way away from the development on Will Hyatt
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 1   Road.
  


 2        Obviously in the p.m. the school traffic
  


 3   does not play a role.  As the data collection
  


 4   showed, the peak hours for the school traffic
  


 5   are approximately 2:30 to 3:30.
  


 6        And side trip generation is based on trips
  


 7   that we know to occur between 4:00 and 6:00.
  


 8   So the -- That obviously does not interact with
  


 9   the school traffic at 3:30.
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  So a clarification for
  


11   myself.  Both times you have expressed a peak
  


12   time period two hours.  And what you have
  


13   expressed was traffic count per hour.  So
  


14   during that span it will be double that.
  


15        MR. FULTON:  Yes.  Let me just clarify on
  


16   that.
  


17        So as part of the trip generation, ITE,
  


18   the standard is to count the traffic between
  


19   7:00 and 9:00 and 4:00 to 6:00 to identify the
  


20   peak hour that includes the most traffic in
  


21   that time.
  


22        Because studies have historically
  


23   continually shown that somewhere between 7:00
  


24   and 9:00 you are going to have the most cars on
  


25   the road and somewhere between 4:00 and 6:00
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 1   you are going to have the most cars on the road
  


 2   unless school traffic influences those numbers.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  Thank you.
  


 4        Any additional questions for the
  


 5   applicant?
  


 6        MR. DYKES:  When was that done.
  


 7        MR. FULTON:  January 23rd, 2018.
  


 8        MR. DYKES:  Thank you.
  


 9        MR. McDOWELL:  Any other questions for the
  


10   applicant before we move to cross examination?
  


11        MS. TEAGUE:  Mr. Ratchford?
  


12        MR. RATCHFORD:  Yes.
  


13        MS. TEAGUE:  Two questions.
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  If you would come to the
  


15   microphone, please.
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, sir.
  


17        Two things I was hoping the applicant
  


18   could speak a little bit more on.
  


19        One is he mentioned the no-rise in the
  


20   flood study that they are doing.  And that
  


21   addresses some of the downstream impacts that
  


22   Mr. Justus mentioned.
  


23        So I would be interested in him explaining
  


24   what a no-rise study does and how that works
  


25   for you if you are interested.
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 1        And then secondly I would like Mr. Jones
  


 2   to talk more about the entrance to the
  


 3   clubhouse and its proximity to the --
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  So this is part of your
  


 5   cross examination?
  


 6        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, sir.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


 8        Let me make sure that we are finished with
  


 9   our questions of the applicant.
  


10        So you have got those two questions as
  


11   part of your cross examination?
  


12        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, sir.  I was hoping they
  


13   could spend some more time explaining their
  


14   thinking on that design.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have some specific
  


16   questions for them on those?  You have
  


17   questioned him on that.  That is your cross
  


18   examination?
  


19        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.
  


20        Well, the first on the no-rise study, I
  


21   just think it would be helpful for the people
  


22   of the audience and this Board to talk about no
  


23   rise and how they are managing the floodplain,
  


24   and particularly the downstream properties.
  


25        Secondly --
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  Let's stick to the one
  


 2   question and let's see if we can get an answer
  


 3   to that as part of the cross examination.
  


 4        MS. TEAGUE:  All right.  Thank you.
  


 5        MR. JONES:  Okay.  The no-rise is a study
  


 6   performed by engineers.  Which there are a lot
  


 7   of engineers here tonight it seems like.
  


 8        But basically you model -- you replicate
  


 9   the model that FEMA and the US Army Corps of
  


10   Engineers uses for their floodplains,
  


11   specifically FEMA.  You model what is happening
  


12   now.  And if you can show -- get your model
  


13   working where it replicates, yes, these are the
  


14   flood elevations today, so you model that.
  


15        Then you put the proposed project into
  


16   that model and you see what would happen.  So
  


17   in this case like actually we did this
  


18   preliminarily, we had to make some
  


19   modifications to the plan such that there would
  


20   be no rise.
  


21        And that is the ultimate goal is that
  


22   after this project is built there will be no
  


23   change to the flood elevation upstream or
  


24   downstream for the property.  Basically you can
  


25   pass the hundred-year storm in just the same
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 1   way the property could have before.
  


 2        For instance --
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  Who certifies that?
  


 4        MR. JONES:  What's that?
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  Who certifies this no-rise?
  


 6        MR. JONES:  The engineer that does the
  


 7   study did the no rise and we submit it to the
  


 8   Town for review.
  


 9        And the Town typically I think does that
  


10   in-house.  But you all do your own review of
  


11   the study.  But basically it is based on the
  


12   models and certified by the engineer.
  


13        And for instance on this project the arch
  


14   pipe proposed for Plott Creek has a much larger
  


15   opening than the DOT's I guess it is call
  


16   related to Plott Creek or at Plott Creek right
  


17   now.
  


18        So this project should make things as good
  


19   or bad as they are today in terms of floodplain
  


20   elevations.
  


21        MS. TEAGUE:  The second concern I had in
  


22   my staff report is related to the distance of
  


23   the driveway to the clubhouse from the
  


24   intersection with Plott Creek Road.
  


25        The requirement in our district is for
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 1   driveways to be 75 feet away from
  


 2   intersections.  But the administrator, in this
  


 3   case the Planning Board that is acting as the
  


 4   administrator has the ability to grant up to a
  


 5   40 percent reduction in that distance for
  


 6   certain situations.
  


 7        Now, where we have done this before has
  


 8   been on very low volume roads.  But we are
  


 9   talking about a 200-unit development.
  


10        And so we asked the engineer if they could
  


11   move that driveway back away a little bit.  And
  


12   they could to get it to 45 feet away from Plott
  


13   Creek, which is just within that 40 percent
  


14   reduction that we are allowed to give.
  


15        But I would like more information on your
  


16   thinking about that because I am concerned, and
  


17   this goes back to the DOT permit, about
  


18   stacking, if someone is coming from Plott Creek
  


19   and they want to go to the clubhouse, is that
  


20   going to create sort a jam up on that
  


21   intersection.
  


22        And I do believe that if there were a stop
  


23   light that were put there that could address
  


24   that.  But of course that is a DOT decision.
  


25   That's their road and they determine where and
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 1   how stop lights are located.  So I think we
  


 2   have to grasp based on the TIA that a stop
  


 3   light won't go in there until traffic reaches a
  


 4   certain point that DOT decides it is warranted.
  


 5        So I think it is important that we address
  


 6   the distance of that driveway.
  


 7        MR. JONES:  I guess our first thought is
  


 8   we didn't really consider that a true driveway.
  


 9   We saw it more of a vehicle use area.  Even if
  


10   you go with that definition I think that we can
  


11   locate it, as Elizabeth said, five feet further
  


12   than shown currently on this plan.
  


13        The challenge is every foot we go further
  


14   away from that intersection we get more into
  


15   the floodplain and the stream and wetland areas
  


16   really on the other side.
  


17        The other thing is it does -- it changes
  


18   the angle of the parking a little bit such that
  


19   I don't believe we can maintain as much
  


20   tree-save area in the northwest corner with
  


21   that Plott residence.
  


22        So basically we have the constraint such
  


23   that 45 feet is the most we believe we could
  


24   get this parking.
  


25        The other option would be to try to
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 1   eliminate a couple of parking spaces which
  


 2   could be necessary to get that 45 -- We think
  


 3   we can get it with this amount of parking.
  


 4        I think with that we could also help
  


 5   clarifying how much that parking area is used
  


 6   on the project.  It is not a heavily used area.
  


 7   This may be used slightly more than some
  


 8   because of the length of the property.
  


 9        Many residents walk to the clubhouse.  Not
  


10   that many cars enter off of Plott Creek and go
  


11   straight to that parking area.
  


12        But basically it is the physical
  


13   constraints that keep us from being able to
  


14   locate it 75 feet from and intersection.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  Mr. Justus, do you wish to
  


16   cross examine?
  


17        MR. JUSTUS:  I do.
  


18        I can stand here.  I'll take you on first.
  


19   Okay.
  


20        Let's talk about this topic of this
  


21   driveway.
  


22        I picked up from Ms. Teague that she
  


23   certainly is acknowledging that the apartment
  


24   complex, the traffic associated with it is not
  


25   necessary low volume type of generated traffic.
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 1        Did you pick up on that?  Is that fair to
  


 2   say?
  


 3        MR. JONES:  I didn't pick up on that.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  If you all can share that
  


 5   mike a little bit so that the --
  


 6        MR. JUSTUS:  So looking at your option in
  


 7   the current design, the driveway for the
  


 8   clubhouse, how close is it to the right-of-way
  


 9   of Plott Creek Road?
  


10        MR. JONES:  I didn't measure to the
  


11   right-of-way.  But it measured about 40 feet I
  


12   believe from the edge of the road.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
  


14        MR. JONES:  The request by the Town is to
  


15   get to 75 if possible.  And 45 was the minimum
  


16   that it needed to meet.
  


17        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, actually the request of
  


18   the Town, I heard Ms. Teague having concern
  


19   about it being 45 feet.  So I didn't hear it
  


20   being her request.
  


21        And in terms of measurement, the
  


22   measurement is from the nearest edge of the
  


23   driveway to the intersection right-of-way.
  


24        Do you see that in the ordinance right
  


25   there, intersection right-of-way?
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 1        MR. JONES:  Okay.
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So my question
  


 3   again is:  What is the right-of-way from Plott
  


 4   Creek Road that would form the basis for your
  


 5   measurement of that driveway?
  


 6        MR. JONES:  I was able to determine it,
  


 7   but it not it is shown on the plan.
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  There are a lot
  


 9   of squiggly lines on there.  So tell me where
  


10   is it on this plan.  Is the right-of-way of
  


11   Plott Creek Road that you are certifying in
  


12   fact the right-of-way?
  


13        MR. JONES:  It would be the large black
  


14   line.  It has got a curved shape.  It is
  


15   parallel to Plott Creek Road.
  


16        MR. JUSTUS:  I thought you -- Did you
  


17   measure the driveway from that dark curved line
  


18   then?
  


19        MR. JONES:  I believe I measured the
  


20   driveway from the edge of the pavement.
  


21        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So what is the
  


22   distance from the dark line which your
  


23   ordinance says -- which the Town's ordinance
  


24   says where you weren't even supposed to measure
  


25   it from?  What is the distance from that dark
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 1   line to the driveway?
  


 2        MR. JONES:  I can estimate.  I don't have
  


 3   a measure for that precisely tonight.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it is less than 45
  


 5   feet; right?
  


 6        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


 7        MR. JUSTUS:  So when you are talking about
  


 8   some angst about how close you need to be and
  


 9   how much separation, you don't have a design as
  


10   of yet for honoring at least the 45 feet from
  


11   that dark line in the driveway?  You don't have
  


12   an alternative design here tonight, do you?
  


13        MR. JONES:  I do not.
  


14        MR. JUSTUS:  Now, earlier you talked about
  


15   buildable area and the retaining wall.
  


16        Now, there is a definition, Mr. Chairman,
  


17   in section 17.4 of the ordinance, there is a
  


18   definition of building area.
  


19        Do you see that, Tom?
  


20        MR. JONES:  You mean built-upon area?
  


21        MR. JUSTUS:  Built-upon area, yes.
  


22        MR. JONES:  Yes, I see built-upon area.
  


23        MR. JUSTUS:  And it says that portion of
  


24   the development project that is covered by
  


25   impervious or partially impervious service.
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 1        Do you see that?
  


 2        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


 3        MR. JUSTUS:  A retain wall would be
  


 4   impervious or partially impervious surface,
  


 5   wouldn't it?
  


 6        MR. JONES:  I'm not going to say yes to
  


 7   that because like for instance permeable
  


 8   pavement is considered permeable and it is
  


 9   similar material to a reattaining wall on that
  


10   basis.
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  So are you saying then that
  


12   the retaining wall is going to be totally
  


13   pervious?
  


14        MR. JONES:  No, it would not be totally
  


15   pervious.
  


16        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So the built upon
  


17   area covers impervious or partially impervious.
  


18        So in order for the retaining wall to not
  


19   be built upon it would have to be totally
  


20   pervious?
  


21        MR. JONES:  I believe there is another
  


22   thing, they are like fences if you go back to
  


23   definitions.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, the definition, it does
  


25   not include examples; right?  It is a fence?
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 1        MR. JONES:  Totally impervious?
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  Are you asking me?
  


 3        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  Let's see.  A fence, when
  


 5   water hits it does it go through the fence?  It
  


 6   bounces off of fence.
  


 7        MR. JONES:  So partially impervious.  But
  


 8   they are allowed; right?
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  Not as -- It would be part of
  


10   the built-upon area.  You would have to be
  


11   totally pervious for it to be in a built-upon
  


12   area.
  


13        But the bottom line is, I think you said
  


14   you admitted that the retaining walls down here
  


15   at the bottom of the property within the 30
  


16   feet are supposed to be set aside and not be a
  


17   built-upon area; right?
  


18        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


19        MR. JUSTUS:  And so you would have to go
  


20   back to the drawing board and redesign that
  


21   area in order to -- if retaining wall was part
  


22   of the built-upon area, you would have to
  


23   redesign that area; correct?
  


24        MR. JONES:  We would have to modify it.
  


25        MR. JUSTUS:  That is redesign by
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 1   modification; right?
  


 2        Let's just move on.
  


 3        All right.  In terms of the building --
  


 4   And now the two buildings that I believe are
  


 5   four stories are the ones at the top, right,
  


 6   that are nearest my client Thom Morgan's
  


 7   property; right?
  


 8        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  So those are buildings
  


10   six and eight; is that right?  Or seven and
  


11   eight?  No, it is six and eight.  All right.
  


12        So eight, the one that is right next to
  


13   Stone Haven Farm, that is Thom Morgan's
  


14   property, that is proposed as a four-story
  


15   building; right?
  


16        MR. JONES:  I think by the Town's
  


17   definition it is a three story building with a
  


18   basement supporting the back.
  


19        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I would like to ask
  


20   you about that.
  


21        You are intending for people to live in
  


22   that story that is the lowest level; right?
  


23        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  And the definition of story
  


25   is inhabitable space; right?
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 1        MR. JONES:  I believe that is correct.
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  And the basement is not
  


 3   necessarily the habitable space, is it?
  


 4        MR. JONES:  If you go to I believe it is
  


 5   4.4.1, there is a drawing that shows a basement
  


 6   story.  That is the intent of these two
  


 7   buildings.
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, in terms of intent of
  


 9   the two buildings, the lower level is a
  


10   habitable space.  You just happen to call it a
  


11   basement; right?
  


12        MR. JONES:  It is a habitable space that
  


13   appears to meet the code as to a basement
  


14   story.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  You heard Ms. Teague say that
  


16   she hadn't really visited this kind of question
  


17   before.
  


18        So in terms of ultimately the definition
  


19   of story, and you would agree that for this
  


20   district you are only limited to having three
  


21   stories; right?
  


22        MR. JONES:  Yes, as measured from the
  


23   parking area.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it says on your Site
  


25   Plan and of course that is consistent with the
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 1   ordinance it says that the limitation is
  


 2   instead of height it just says three stories is
  


 3   the maximum building height; right?
  


 4        MR. JONES:  Yes, for the front of the
  


 5   building.
  


 6        MR. JUSTUS:  You keep saying from the
  


 7   building.  A story is a habitable level within
  


 8   a building of no more than 14 feet in height
  


 9   from finished floor to finished ceiling.
  


10        Do you see that?
  


11        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


12        MR. JUSTUS:  And then it goes on to talk
  


13   about unoccupied habitus.  Do you see that as
  


14   an example of something that is not a story?
  


15        MR. JONES:  I can read, yes.
  


16        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  And then right within
  


17   that same section of unoccupied it talks about
  


18   basements?
  


19        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


20        MR. JUSTUS:  So in terms of the definition
  


21   of story, it is habitable levels of the
  


22   building; right?
  


23        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  And you have four stories
  


25   right next to my client's property of habitable
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 1   space?
  


 2        MR. JONES:  Including the basement story,
  


 3   yes.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.
  


 5      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


 6        MR. JONES:  Right.  But the building
  


 7   height is measured from the front of the
  


 8   street.  That is the parking lot.  Three
  


 9   stories are allowed there.  And the drawing in
  


10   the picture shows 4.11 a basement story.
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  You know, I was right about
  


12   that.  My picture was not as nice as Ms.
  


13   Teague's.
  


14        But there is no height standard in the
  


15   code.  If you look, everyone, at section 2.4
  


16   for building height, it is not measured by 50
  


17   feet or 45 feet.  The building height is
  


18   measured by stories.  It says that your
  


19   building cannot exceed three stories; right?
  


20        MR. JONES:  We believe we can meet the
  


21   code based on the definition.  So what was --
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
  


23        So tell me where -- You can use any of
  


24   your drawings.  Where is the availability of
  


25   water for this project?
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 1        MR. JONES:  Availability of water?
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  Where is water?  Where
  


 3   would you have to get water from and bring it
  


 4   to the property?
  


 5        MR. JONES:  Well, starting again the
  


 6   detail stuff that is not part of the
  


 7   application package.
  


 8        But water is along Plott Creek Road.  I
  


 9   can't remember off the top of my head if it is
  


10   on the north side or the south side.
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, how far is it?
  


12        MR. JONES:  It runs from Plott Creek Road.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  I know.
  


14        How far from the project is public water?
  


15        MR. JONES:  It runs across the project.
  


16        MR. JUSTUS:  Is it right across the
  


17   project?
  


18        MR. JONES:  It is literally along the
  


19   road.  I don't remember which side of the road
  


20   it is on.
  


21        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  I just wanted to know
  


22   that.
  


23        You said there is a public water line that
  


24   runs right in front of the project?
  


25        MR. JONES:  Yes.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  Now sewer, how far is it that
  


 2   public sewer is?
  


 3        MR. JONES:  I don't have a number for you.
  


 4   It is several hundred feet.
  


 5        MR. JUSTUS:  Several hundred feet?
  


 6        MR. JONES:  To the east.
  


 7        MR. JUSTUS:  So is that down by the
  


 8   school?
  


 9        MR. JONES:  It is this side of the school.
  


10        MR. JUSTUS:  So several hundred feet.
  


11        So you would have to --
  


12        What plans do you have as part of this
  


13   application that there is adequate sewer
  


14   infrastructure available at this property?
  


15        MR. JONES:  It is not there yet.  It would
  


16   have to be extended to get to the property in
  


17   terms of the sewer.
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  Have you examined what the
  


19   right-of-way is with the Department of
  


20   Transportation as it relates to the utilities?
  


21   Have you examined the right-of-way?
  


22        MR. JONES:  I have looked at the
  


23   right-of-way.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  You have seen the
  


25   right-of-way agreements?
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 1        MR. JONES:  I have not seen the
  


 2   right-of-way agreements.  I have seen our
  


 3   survey.  You can look at the page for the DOT
  


 4   part of the right-of-way.
  


 5        MR. JUSTUS:  I asked you:  Have you looked
  


 6   at the right-of-way to see what rights the
  


 7   Department of Transportation has?
  


 8        MR. JONES:  No.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So let's assume
  


10   for argument's sake that you can bring sewer
  


11   down Plott Creek Road.
  


12        So how would you then provide that service
  


13   to these apartments?  Would it require a pump?
  


14        MR. JONES:  Well, I will say this.  The
  


15   sewer design is not complete.  That is part of
  


16   the construction documents that will be
  


17   submitted to the Town if we are successful
  


18   tonight here at this hearing.
  


19        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm just asking a basic
  


20   question.  Would you need a pump?
  


21        MR. JONES:  I'm not sure it has any
  


22   bearing on this meeting.
  


23        MR. JUSTUS:  Tom, do you know the answer
  


24   or are you just refusing to answer it?
  


25        I'm just asking you:  Do you know if you
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 1   would need to have a pump?
  


 2        MR. JONES:  Preliminarily the answer is
  


 3   no, we don't anticipate needing a pump.
  


 4        However, I would like to reserve the right
  


 5   to have a pump if necessary.
  


 6        MR. JUSTUS:  So where would the meter be?
  


 7   How far would the public system go versus the
  


 8   private system?
  


 9        MR. JONES:  This is back to the
  


10   construction documents.  It is not necessary
  


11   for this meeting.
  


12        MR. JUSTUS:  Tom --
  


13        MR. JONES:  It is part of the application
  


14   packet.  Everyone agrees that is necessary
  


15   documentation for the Town to ultimately
  


16   approve this project.  No one is trying to
  


17   withhold that information.  It is just not the
  


18   appropriate time.
  


19        MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just looking at the
  


20   standard, Mr. Chairman, to just get to the rub
  


21   here that one of the standards is there exists
  


22   adequate infrastructure to support the plan as
  


23   proposed.
  


24        So I'm just simply asking questions
  


25   related to the adequacy of the existing system
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 1   to support this project.
  


 2        So where would the private system end
  


 3   versus the public system?  Where would that
  


 4   line be?  Would it be at the property line or
  


 5   would the public system go into the property?
  


 6   Do you have any idea?
  


 7        MR. JONES:  Based on conversations with
  


 8   Town staff, the public system would extend up
  


 9   into the property.
  


10        MR. JUSTUS:  So do you understand that the
  


11   code, the Town code does not allow you as part
  


12   of the public system to have a pump as part of
  


13   it?  Do you understand that?
  


14        MR. JONES:  That hasn't been discussed.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So everybody, if
  


16   you would read along in section 6.114.
  


17        6.11.4D3 says installation of the sewer
  


18   lines according to the Town of Waynesville pump
  


19   sewage is not permitted.
  


20        MR. JONES:  Well, if a pump station
  


21   becomes necessary for the project that would
  


22   ultimately be private in this case.
  


23        MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just asking you again:
  


24   Have you worked through the logistics to even
  


25   have an idea how you are going to get sewer
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 1   from these apartments out safely to some
  


 2   disposal?
  


 3        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


 4        MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chair, the Town objects
  


 5   to this continued line of inquiry regarding
  


 6   final construction plans as being outside the
  


 7   scope of this hearing.
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  I will move on, Mr.
  


 9   Chairman --
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you, Mr. Justus.
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  -- and reserve it for
  


12   argument.
  


13        All right.  In terms of the parking
  


14   associated with these buildings, they are in
  


15   front of the building generally speaking?  The
  


16   parking is in front of the buildings; is that
  


17   right?
  


18        MR. JONES:  The only reason I'm laughing
  


19   is because these buildings look -- I think
  


20   technically it is considered the front, yes.
  


21   The parking is in the front.
  


22        The buildings have the same look on all
  


23   four sides as far as having nice brick or
  


24   Hardie board and all.  So that is the only
  


25   reason I laughed answering your question.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  But in terms of what
  


 2   you call the front, parking is in the front?
  


 3        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  Right.
  


 5        So in section 5.5.4 of the design guide,
  


 6   these are apartment buildings; right?
  


 7        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  It says in section 5.5.4 that
  


 9   the apartment building is a multi-unit building
  


10   with dwelling units vertically arranged.
  


11        So far that is -- Is that right?  Yes?
  


12        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  And with parking located
  


14   below or behind the building.
  


15        That is what it says in terms of design
  


16   standards?  Yes?
  


17        MR. JONES:  You just read it.
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  So your design standards for
  


19   this project do not comply with the design
  


20   standards in the Town code as it relates to
  


21   where the parking is; right?
  


22        MR. JONES:  I haven't studied that.  I
  


23   can't speak to that.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  In terms of street trees, I'm
  


25   seeing that you had a landscaping plan that you
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 1   submitted after the application.
  


 2        Were the street trees noted on that?
  


 3        MR. JONES:  I don't believe.  That is
  


 4   submitted after the application.
  


 5        MR. JUSTUS:  Technicality.
  


 6        As part of the application you have a
  


 7   landscaping plan showing the street trees.  Or
  


 8   do they show street trees?
  


 9        MR. JONES:  It is our position that
  


10   essentially these are vehicle use areas, not
  


11   public streets; and therefore doesn't require
  


12   street trees.
  


13        That being said, we do show trees that
  


14   were strangely mentioned street trees on our
  


15   landscaping plan.
  


16        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm talking about along
  


17   Plott Creek Road.  Isn't there street trees
  


18   along Plott Creek Road?
  


19        MR. JONES:  There are none shown on the
  


20   plan.
  


21        MR. JUSTUS:  It says street trees showing
  


22   being planted on the right-of-way between the
  


23   street and the sidewalk, the sidewalk there on
  


24   Plott Creek Road?
  


25        MR. JONES:  Yes.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  And it says in 8.5.1 that
  


 2   street trees shall be planted in the
  


 3   right-of-way between the street and the
  


 4   sidewalk; correct?
  


 5        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


 6        MR. JUSTUS:  But you don't have any street
  


 7   trees proposed on Plott Creek?
  


 8        MR. JONES:  Not currently shown on
  


 9   drawing.
  


10        I do think that there are some -- You
  


11   know, to retain sight distance there will have
  


12   to be careful consideration of that by the
  


13   Town.
  


14        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it is not only about
  


15   sight distance.  It is about the fact that you
  


16   have to plan in sidewalk and a clubhouse where
  


17   you want to have it; right?  You have got to
  


18   have all that room to put that big giant
  


19   building right there; right?
  


20        Isn't that part of the problem, you just
  


21   don't have a lot of room in there; right?
  


22        I'll move on.
  


23        In terms of the clubhouse, that is in the
  


24   floodplain?
  


25        MR. JONES:  The clubhouse is not in the
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 1   floodplain.
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I understand the no
  


 3   rise on that.  But you are actually putting the
  


 4   building in the floodplain; aren't you?  You
  


 5   are just lifting it up?
  


 6        MR. JONES:  Not exactly.  It is basically
  


 7   hugging this side of the floodplain.
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  When you say "this side," are
  


 9   you saying that the clubhouse is outside the
  


10   floodplain?
  


11        MR. JONES:  I'm saying that the clubhouse
  


12   is generally located on the side of Plott Creek
  


13   Road.  There is an area of the property right
  


14   there that is outside the floodplain.  I have
  


15   not studied if a floodplain may dip into
  


16   somewhere where the clubhouse is.
  


17        MR. JUSTUS:  So to answer my question
  


18   then, the clubhouse may be partially in the
  


19   floodplain?
  


20        MR. JONES:  Yes.
  


21        MS. TEAGUE:  Excuse me.
  


22        Mr. Justus, it is easier to see on this
  


23   larger plan.  Actually I have highlighted the
  


24   floodplain.  And the clubhouse is outside of
  


25   the floodplain.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  In terms of the wall and
  


 2   everything that would be around it?
  


 3        MS. TEAGUE:  It is the parking lot.  This
  


 4   way looking at it here, the clubhouse itself is
  


 5   outside of the floodplain.
  


 6        MR. JUSTUS:  Thank you.
  


 7        Mr. Merrill?
  


 8        MR. MERRILL:  Yes?
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  How are you?
  


10        MR. MERRILL:  Good.
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
  


12        So did I hear you say that you were the
  


13   selling agent for this property?
  


14        MR. MERRILL:  That's correct.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  And you have been successful
  


16   in locating four other properties for this
  


17   developer?
  


18        MR. MERRILL:  And I closed on them.
  


19        MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  Hopefully you have done
  


20   well.
  


21        Now, my understanding of your study is you
  


22   went out and looked at tax records.
  


23        MR. MERRILL:  Correct.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  You didn't look at actual
  


25   sales?
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 1        MR. MERRILL:  There are not enough sales
  


 2   in the close proximity to the communities that
  


 3   they have developed to pull actual sales.  So I
  


 4   used the assessor's data as of the last
  


 5   assessment prior to this and the most current
  


 6   assessment.
  


 7        And in all cases I (indiscernible.)
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, let me ask you this.
  


 9   Would you sell a property based on a tax
  


10   assessment?
  


11        MR. MERRILL:  I think the tax assessments
  


12   are relatively low.  So evaluations shown there
  


13   are relatively smaller than the truth.
  


14        MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  I agree.  I think tax
  


15   assessments are awfully low.
  


16        Which means that the tax assessment is not
  


17   picking up necessarily what the fair market
  


18   value really would be between people.
  


19        You represent people who want to buy
  


20   property.  But do you represent people who want
  


21   to sell property?
  


22        MR. MERRILL:  So it would most likely be
  


23   higher.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  Higher.  All right.
  


25        MR. MERRILL:  Which it supports the
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 1   notion.
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  When you say "it supports the
  


 3   notion," you basically have no data of actual
  


 4   sales of property in and around apartment
  


 5   complexes, sales data?
  


 6        MR. MERRILL:  All I have got is assessor's
  


 7   data.
  


 8        MR. JUSTUS:  And in terms of the assessor,
  


 9   who that assessor is and what factors that
  


10   assessor used to ultimately decide how he was
  


11   going to tax people, do you really know what
  


12   went into the assessor's head about all the
  


13   things the assessor took into account about how
  


14   they were going to tax people?
  


15        MR. MERRILL:  The way the assessors
  


16   process it is they take data from the MLS and
  


17   other sales and they compile that according to
  


18   a code book put together by the North Carolina
  


19   Department of Revenue.  And they come up with a
  


20   valuation of the land.  That is what we have
  


21   done here.
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  So it would also depend on
  


23   what the commissioners decide in terms of how
  


24   they are going to raise taxes.  It is all part
  


25   of the mix, it is not?  So it is all related to
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 1   how much taxes the government wants to take;
  


 2   right?
  


 3        MR. MERRILL:  No.  It is based on the code
  


 4   book by the North Carolina Department of
  


 5   Revenue data based on market data into that
  


 6   mix.
  


 7        MR. JUSTUS:  So the four sites that you
  


 8   have been involved with before, they are in
  


 9   Hendersonville?
  


10        MR. MERRILL:  There are two sites in
  


11   Hendersonville and two sites in Buncombe
  


12   County.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  This property
  


14   here, have you been to Stone Haven Farm
  


15   Estates?
  


16        MR. JONES:  I know where it is.
  


17        MR. JUSTUS:  Have you been there?
  


18        MR. MERRILL:  I have been by it, not
  


19   within.
  


20        MR. JUSTUS:  Have you seen my client's
  


21   property, Thom Morgan's property?
  


22        MR. MERRILL:  No.
  


23        MR. JUSTUS:  How many acres make up my
  


24   client's property?
  


25        MR. MERRILL:  Don't know.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  Do you know what is on my
  


 2   client's property?
  


 3        MR. MERRILL:  I don't know.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  Do you know if my client has
  


 5   chickens or cattle?
  


 6        MR. MERRILL:  I don't know any of that.
  


 7        MR. JUSTUS:  Do you know how much in terms
  


 8   of how expensive that property is?  Let's just
  


 9   take what the government taxes my client.  Do
  


10   you know what that is?
  


11        MR. MERRILL:  Let's put it this way.  Your
  


12   client had seven years with which he could have
  


13   purchased this property and he chose not to do
  


14   it.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  Ahh.
  


16        MR. MERRILL:  Seven years it was on the
  


17   market.
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  So is that coming into play
  


19   in your analysis?
  


20        MR. MERRILL:  I'm just saying he didn't
  


21   expect the market would ever bring us to this
  


22   point.  But it has.  And there is a chronic
  


23   need for these buildings to be built, a chronic
  


24   need.
  


25        MR. JUSTUS:  Your standard, what you are
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 1   talking about is the standard that the
  


 2   developer is supposed to meet that talks
  


 3   about --
  


 4        MR. MERRILL:  No diminishment of value.
  


 5        MR. JUSTUS:  -- substantially injure the
  


 6   value of adjoining or abutting property and
  


 7   would not be detrimental to the use and
  


 8   development of adjacent property or other
  


 9   neighborhood use.
  


10        MR. MERRILL:  I think that is totally been
  


11   met.
  


12        MR. JUSTUS:  So again in terms of any of
  


13   the other sites you have dealt with, did you
  


14   ever see the adjoining property being large
  


15   estate property?
  


16        MR. MERRILL:  No.
  


17        MR. JUSTUS:  Property that was worth
  


18   millions of dollars next to one of these
  


19   apartments?
  


20        MR. MERRILL:  Your opinion, not mine.
  


21        MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just asking you, Rick.
  


22        MR. MERRILL:  I have not seen the property
  


23   so I'm not going to speculate to its value.
  


24        MR. JUSTUS:  I'm moving ahead to the
  


25   properties that you are saying that you did
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 1   looking at, which is the other four locations
  


 2   that you talked about in Henderson County and
  


 3   Buncombe County and these adjoining properties
  


 4   that you looked at the tax information.
  


 5        Did any of the adjoining properties
  


 6   comprise estate properties that were worth
  


 7   millions of dollars?
  


 8        MR. MERRILL:  No.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  How about for the
  


10   Plott property which is over 40 acres, were any
  


11   of the adjoining properties to these apartment
  


12   complexes, were they over 40 acres?
  


13        MR. MERRILL:  One of them was.
  


14        MR. JUSTUS:  Which one?
  


15        MR. MERRILL:  In Hendersonville, one of
  


16   the sites I sold was probably 60 acres.
  


17        MR. JUSTUS:  No.  I'm talking about the
  


18   adjoining property owner who would have to deal
  


19   with the impact from the apartments.
  


20        MR. MERRILL:  Most of those tracts that
  


21   adjoined were other developments that were 10
  


22   acres or less.
  


23        MR. JUSTUS:  And were they generally
  


24   inside in the cities or outside communities?
  


25        MR. MERRILL:  All were in cities.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  So were those areas urban or
  


 2   rural?
  


 3        MR. MERRILL:  They were transitional, in
  


 4   the process of going from rural to urban.
  


 5        MR. JUSTUS:  So for this property, you
  


 6   heard Ms. Teague say that the buildings that
  


 7   are proposed are 46 to 59 feet in height, not
  


 8   accounting for the fourth story.
  


 9        Have you looked around this neighborhood
  


10   on Plott Creek?
  


11        MR. MERRILL:  The school and the open
  


12   fields is what I remember.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  Did you drive down the road
  


14   to see if there was any building remotely close
  


15   to these apartments that was remotely the size
  


16   of 46 to 59 feet high?
  


17        MR. MERRILL:  Most of the stuff I saw was
  


18   30 to 40 feet.
  


19        MR. JUSTUS:  What were you looking at?
  


20        MR. MERRILL:  Some houses.
  


21        MR. JUSTUS:  I'm almost done with you.
  


22        So in terms of other apartment complexes
  


23   in Waynesville, there are other apartment
  


24   complexes; right?
  


25        MR. MERRILL:  The last big one I could
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 1   find was built in 1978.
  


 2        MR. JUSTUS:  So there are other apartment
  


 3   complexes.  The last one you found was built in
  


 4   1978?
  


 5        MR. MERRILL:  That last one big in size.
  


 6        I can't get data on value then and value
  


 7   now because the assessor doesn't keep records
  


 8   more than 10 years.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  So in a nutshell, we will
  


10   summarize it.  You have no data from the
  


11   Waynesville area?
  


12        MR. MERRILL:  Correct.
  


13        MR. JUSTUS:  The data that you have that
  


14   you have pulled are from other complexes that
  


15   you were involved in selling property to the
  


16   developer; right?
  


17        MR. MERRILL:  This developer.
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  This developer.
  


19        And the data you looked at was tax data?
  


20        MR. MERRILL:  Adjacent property tax data.
  


21        MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  That is all the
  


22   questions that I have.
  


23        So I think it is important, Mr. Chairman,
  


24   at this time just to lodge an objection.  If
  


25   you are an attorney, you just have do this kind
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 1   of --
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.
  


 3        MR. JUSTUS:  -- song and dance.
  


 4        So I believe I heard -- so I didn't
  


 5   interrupt to be rude, but I objected.
  


 6        I believe I heard Mr. Ratchford explain
  


 7   that he felt like he met standard five dealing
  


 8   with value adjoining or abutting property and
  


 9   would not be detrimental to the use of the
  


10   development.
  


11        I do believe that is a standard that
  


12   requires an expert, an appraiser, for example.
  


13   And so I would object to his blanket statement
  


14   that he meets the standards.
  


15        But let me -- Since I'm talking about Mr.
  


16   Ratchford, I only have a couple more questions
  


17   and then I am done, finished.
  


18        Mr. Ratchford?
  


19        MR. RATCHFORD:  Can I objection to that?
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  An objection to an
  


21   objection, I don't know that --
  


22        Ron?
  


23        MR. SNEED:  There is no follow up to that
  


24   actually.  I thought it was just an objection
  


25   for the record.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  For the record.
  


 2        Mr. Ratchford, have you driven down Plott
  


 3   Creek Road?
  


 4        MR. RATCHFORD:  Yes.
  


 5        MR. JUSTUS:  Have you gone to the end of
  


 6   Plott Creek Road?
  


 7        MR. RATCHFORD:  I made it to all the way
  


 8   to the Villages of Plott Creek and then
  


 9   partially through the gated community there.
  


10   And then I turned around I believe a quarter
  


11   mile into it.
  


12        MR. JUSTUS:  In terms of where you are
  


13   putting this 200-unit apartment complex, which
  


14   buildings in the area would you say matched the
  


15   type and height of the buildings and structures
  


16   you are proposing in the neighborhood?
  


17        MR. RATCHFORD:  I would say that Mr.
  


18   Morgan's buildings' heights are not that far
  


19   off, considering that where these three/four
  


20   splits are.  If these splits weren't there
  


21   would be retaining walls.  So those buildings
  


22   would be just as high.
  


23        And if those buildings were just as high,
  


24   would Mr. Morgan like to see a block, a
  


25   residential block retaining wall, or would he
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 1   want to see something with balconies and
  


 2   windows.
  


 3        MR. JUSTUS:  So your testimony is that my
  


 4   client's buildings are similar in character to
  


 5   this in terms of height and type as your
  


 6   apartment buildings?
  


 7        MR. RATCHFORD:  I mean, his house is
  


 8   15,877 square feet.  That is not that -- Well,
  


 9   from what the GIS -- from the Haywood County
  


10   GIS.
  


11        That is -- You know, that is half of my --
  


12   that is roughly the size of some of the small
  


13   buildings and half the size of some of the big
  


14   buildings.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  That he occupies as a single
  


16   family?
  


17        MR. RATCHFORD:  In an unzoned -- Yes.
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So to be sure of
  


19   your testimony, in terms of -- This is standard
  


20   four under Site Plan, proposed plan conforms to
  


21   the character of the neighborhood considering
  


22   the location type and the height of the
  


23   buildings or structures and the type of
  


24   landscaping?
  


25        You would actually point to my client's
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 1   multimillion dollar single family dwelling as
  


 2   compatible with your various apartment
  


 3   buildings, some of which exceed four stories?
  


 4        MR. RATCHFORD:  They don't exceed four
  


 5   stories based on the -- you know, again the
  


 6   State of North Carolina building code, they
  


 7   would be three stories with basements.
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  As a party of standing, Mr.
  


 9   Justus, is your client wishing to come forward
  


10   and bring evidence and experts?
  


11        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, just so ducks are in a
  


12   row, Ms. Edwards will just get up.  She has
  


13   been sworn.  And she will affirm her previous
  


14   statement that she read into the record.
  


15        I believe she has handed it up.  So just
  


16   to expedite things we will just affirm her
  


17   testimony if that is okay, Ron.
  


18        That way it is all captured and we don't
  


19   have to have her read it again.
  


20        MR. SNEED:  Well, it is in the record.
  


21   You are correct.  The Board has heard it.
  


22        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, let's get her up her
  


23   because was not sworn in then.  She is sworn in
  


24   now.
  


25        So can you just --
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 1        MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  So I think I'm
  


 2   supposed to say I adopt the statement that I
  


 3   gave at the opening of the meeting.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  And if you can confirm your
  


 5   name and address for the record, please, ma'am?
  


 6        MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Patricia Plott
  


 7   Edwards.  My home address is 6634 Morning View
  


 8   Court, Alexandria, Virginia.
  


 9        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  In terms of your
  


10   family's property, is the Site Plan there that
  


11   is on master plan C dash 101, your property is
  


12   there to the east, correct, identified on that?
  


13        MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Yes.  My mom's address
  


14   is 1195 Plott Creek Road.
  


15        MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  Thank you.
  


16        Mr. Chair, I would like to call Mr.
  


17   Palmer.
  


18        So to expedite things, I will hand out a
  


19   written report.
  


20        So, Mr. Palmer, if you would explained to
  


21   the Board who you are, what your qualifications
  


22   are.
  


23        And I will say that there is a resume
  


24   attached to his report.
  


25        So if you will cover who you are and what
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 1   your qualifications are.
  


 2        And we are obviously tendering him as a
  


 3   witness -- as an expert relating to the fourth
  


 4   and fifth standards that are in the Site Plan
  


 5   dealing with the character of the neighborhood
  


 6   and property value decline.
  


 7        If I may approach?
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  If you would be sure to
  


 9   give the clerk a copy.
  


10        MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.
  


11        MR. PALMER:  Chairman, may I proceed?
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  Go right ahead, please.
  


13        MR. PALMER:  My name is John C. Palmer.  I
  


14   live at 221 South Plains Drive in Asheville.
  


15   And I'm a certified general appraiser in North
  


16   Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia.
  


17        I have over 35 years of experience in
  


18   commercial real estate.  I have about 15 years
  


19   of appraisal experience.  Most of it having to
  


20   do with all different types of properties in
  


21   the three states, areas from the Nantahala
  


22   Outdoor Center to a confirmation for NCDOT.  I
  


23   have done work on the NCDOT list.  I am also
  


24   senior and president with Virginia Department
  


25   of Transportation.
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 1        I was asked to do a study analysis to
  


 2   determine the impacts, if any, on character of
  


 3   the neighbor around the site of the proposed
  


 4   200-unit apartment complex.
  


 5        And that is relative to numbers four and
  


 6   five of the land development standards for the
  


 7   Town -- the ordinance for the Town of
  


 8   Waynesville.
  


 9        In developing this study, I made an
  


10   inspection of the proposed apartment property
  


11   site and adjacent nearby properties, gathered
  


12   the appropriate data, and conducted the
  


13   investigations and analyses necessary to form
  


14   an opinion as to the impact of the proposed
  


15   200-unit multi-building apartment complex
  


16   project on the adjoining properties and the
  


17   neighborhood in general.
  


18        This following report includes a
  


19   presentation of the area data, site data,
  


20   market data, and discussions and analyses and
  


21   conclusions.
  


22        I have additional supporting documentation
  


23   in my work file, if needed.
  


24        This opinion is subject to the
  


25   Hypothetical Condition that I employed in this
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 1   report which is that the proposed apartment
  


 2   complex was built as of the date that I was
  


 3   there, which was July the 26th.
  


 4        You have to employ a Hypothetical
  


 5   Condition in order to compare the properties.
  


 6   It is a difficult concept sometimes, but that
  


 7   is what you have to do.
  


 8        In this case I also employed an
  


 9   extraordinary assumption that the apartment
  


10   complex would have adequate sewer and water for
  


11   the intended use.
  


12        The character of the neighborhood around
  


13   the proposed site can be described as rural to
  


14   semi-rural with homogeneous land uses comprised
  


15   of predominantly low density, one to three
  


16   story, detached single family homes on
  


17   individual parcels, some larger residential
  


18   estate type properties such as Mr. Morgan's;
  


19   small or medium sized farms and farmland;
  


20   vacant land; institutional, which would be
  


21   Hazelwood Elementary School; recreational,
  


22   which would be the Laurel Ridge County Club;
  


23   and some commercial properties mainly located
  


24   near Highway 73 -- 74-23.
  


25        Approximately 500 acres located on various
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 1   parcels within the neighborhood are designated
  


 2   Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the
  


 3   Haywood County Farmland Preservation Ordinance
  


 4   and many are in a Deferred Architectural
  


 5   Program.
  


 6        Located along Plott Creek Road is the
  


 7   historic Yellow House on Plott Creek.  It is a
  


 8   B&B.  And at the end of Plott Creek Road are
  


 9   large mountain tracts with exceptional views in
  


10   a rural setting.
  


11        Buyers have long been drawn to the Plott
  


12   Creek Road area due to its unique rural
  


13   setting, open spaces, and quality of life.
  


14        There are no apartment properties similar
  


15   in size, scale, or configuration to the
  


16   proposed apartment complex within this
  


17   neighborhood.
  


18        To the east and adjacent to the proposed
  


19   apartment site is a high value estate property
  


20   with agricultural use components situated
  


21   across several parcels totaling approximately
  


22   88.72 quarter acres and known as Stone Haven
  


23   Farms.  It is Mr. Morgan's property.
  


24        The property is improved with two high-end
  


25   custom built, detached, single family
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 1   residences with custom amenities, a large
  


 2   custom built horse barn, a custom built,
  


 3   high-quality, hay barn, various barns and
  


 4   sheds -- and various barns and sheds.
  


 5        There are a pasture areas in support of
  


 6   livestock and other architectural uses and the
  


 7   appraiser was informed that the owner intends
  


 8   to eventually board horses.
  


 9        The properties are in the Deferred
  


10   Agricultural Program.  And the majority of the
  


11   property is being used for agricultural
  


12   purposes.
  


13        To the north end and adjacent to the
  


14   proposed apartment complex and along Plott
  


15   Creek Road are two parcels of land totaling
  


16   approximately 13 acres.  A portion of the
  


17   property is north of Plott Creek Road, improved
  


18   with two attached one story single family
  


19   residences.
  


20        One of the parcels, approximately 12
  


21   acres, is in a Deferred Agricultural program.
  


22   An approximately 15.2 acre parcel adjacent to a
  


23   portion of this property is also designated a
  


24   Voluntary Agricultural District by Haywood
  


25   County Farmland Preservation Ordinance and is
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 1   in the Deferred Agricultural Program.  And both
  


 2   parcels are being used for agricultural
  


 3   purposes.
  


 4        To the west and adjacent to the proposed
  


 5   apartment site are two parcels of land totaling
  


 6   approximately 22 acres.  The larger parcel of
  


 7   approximately 19 acres of land is being used
  


 8   for agricultural purposes.
  


 9        The other parcel is improved with a one
  


10   story, single family house and a detached
  


11   storage.
  


12        In addition Mrs. Plott also owns an
  


13   approximately 25.88 acre parcel of land
  


14   adjacent to the larger parcel that is improved
  


15   with a detached single family residence built
  


16   in approximately 1890 and it as being used for
  


17   agriculture purpose.
  


18        All three of these parcels are designated
  


19   Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the
  


20   Haywood County Farmland Preservation Ordinance.
  


21   All are in the Deferred Agricultural Program
  


22   and the two larger parcels have also been used
  


23   for agricultural purposes.
  


24        To the southwest and adjacent to the
  


25   proposed apartment site is an approximately
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 1   18.49 parcel of land containing a small
  


 2   multi-pad mobile home park.
  


 3        To the south and adjacent to the proposed
  


 4   apartment site is an approximately 1.24 acre
  


 5   parcel of land improved with approximately
  


 6   1,500 square foot, one story, detached single
  


 7   family residence built in approximately 1996.
  


 8        According to the preliminary plans
  


 9   submitted by the developer, the proposed
  


10   apartment site is a 40.96 acre parcel of land
  


11   recently purchased by the developer, proposed
  


12   to be improved with a 200-unit apartment
  


13   complex with units contained in multiple two
  


14   and three story brick and Hardie plank sided
  


15   buildings.
  


16        Other proposed site improvement would
  


17   include a separate clubhouse building with pool
  


18   at the proposed clubhouse entrance on Plott
  


19   Creek at Will Hyatt Road, several enclosed
  


20   garages, common areas, drives and parking
  


21   areas, et cetera.
  


22        Plott Creek traverses the northern portion
  


23   of the site and there are some on-site unnamed
  


24   tributaries.
  


25        According to the Haywood Waterway
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 1   Association, Plott Creek is listed as a
  


 2   Category B from Richland Creek trout stream
  


 3   which requires a 25 foot stream buffer.  In
  


 4   addition there are several areas of existing
  


 5   wetlands areas on the site.
  


 6        The proposed site is located along Plott
  


 7   Creek Road approximately four/tenths of a mile
  


 8   west of US Highway 23/74 and approximately
  


 9   six/tenths of a mile west of the Hazelwood area
  


10   of the town of Waynesville.
  


11        According to the preliminary plans, the
  


12   proposed entrance to the apartment complex
  


13   would be at the intersection of Plott Creek
  


14   Road and Will Hyatt Road.  Both Plott Creek
  


15   Road and Will Hyatt Road are two lane asphalt
  


16   paved roads.
  


17        The proposed apartment site is located in
  


18   a rural/semi-rural area within the Town of
  


19   Waynesville and it is zoned Plott Creek
  


20   Residential District, NCR -- excuse me, PC-NR.
  


21        The Plott Creek Neighborhood District
  


22   permits up to 10 units per acre without a
  


23   special use permit and 16 units per acre with a
  


24   special use permit.
  


25        According to the 2020 Land Development
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 1   Plan, the Plott Creek neighborhood is
  


 2   semi-rural currently but its proximity to
  


 3   downtown Hazelwood and an elementary school
  


 4   make it prime area for future residential
  


 5   growth.
  


 6        However, it also states that the important
  


 7   natural features, mountains, vistas, farmland,
  


 8   and waterways that make Waynesville such a
  


 9   beautiful place should be protected from
  


10   detrimental development.
  


11        According to Haywood County online GIS
  


12   maps, the town zoning line runs along the north
  


13   south property line of the proposed site with
  


14   the properties to the west of the site located
  


15   in the County and not subject to the town's
  


16   zoning.
  


17        According to officials at the Haywood
  


18   County Soil and Water District and the Haywood
  


19   County GIS online the proposed apartment site
  


20   along with adjacent parcels to the east are
  


21   within the town limits, and designated
  


22   Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the
  


23   Haywood County Farmland Protection Ordinance
  


24   and several of the parcels are also in the
  


25   Deferred Agricultural Program.
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 1        It is unknown if the current owners have
  


 2   withdrawn from the program.
  


 3        I have included a copy of the ordinance in
  


 4   the appendix of this report.
  


 5        In my opinion, based on the above
  


 6   information and data contained in this report
  


 7   the proposed apartment complex could
  


 8   substantially injure the value of the adjacent
  


 9   property to the east, Stone Haven Farms.
  


10        As previously described, Stone Haven Farms
  


11   is a high value estate property with very
  


12   desirable amenities which would attract many
  


13   discriminating potential buyers if placed on
  


14   the open market for sale.
  


15        In my opinion, the value of Stone Haven
  


16   Farms could be negatively impacted due to the
  


17   proximity to the proposed apartment complex
  


18   including the view, the mass and height of the
  


19   proposed buildings, the increased noise, the
  


20   potential light pollution, and an increase in
  


21   late night traffic.
  


22        In support, the appraiser surveyed several
  


23   local realtors who specialize in these types of
  


24   high end properties who stated in their opinion
  


25   and experience, values of these type of high
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 1   end properties are negatively affected, some
  


 2   substantially, due to current market buyer
  


 3   preference and available properties.
  


 4        In addition, it is my opinion that the
  


 5   proposed apartment complex could be detrimental
  


 6   to the existing agricultural use of the
  


 7   surrounding properties due to their proximity
  


 8   to the proposed apartment complex including the
  


 9   view, the mass and height of the proposed
  


10   buildings, increased noise, potential light
  


11   pollution, and increased and late night
  


12   traffic.
  


13        As a result of the study analysis, it is
  


14   my opinion as of the date of inspection, July
  


15   26th, 2018, it is my opinion that the processed
  


16   200-unit apartment complex does not conform to
  


17   the character of the neighborhood considering
  


18   the location, type and height of buildings or
  


19   structures, nor does it represent a
  


20   complimentary homogenous land use as compared
  


21   to the neighborhood characteristics and the
  


22   adjacent property uses.
  


23        This change in character of the
  


24   neighborhood caused by the proposed apartment
  


25   complex could in my opinion have an chilling
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 1   effect on the surrounding property values.
  


 2        And this letter of transmittal must remain
  


 3   attached to the report in its entirety,
  


 4   including related exhibits, in order for the
  


 5   opinion set forth value to be considered valid.
  


 6        Thank you very much.
  


 7        And I have included some information in
  


 8   the appendix to support my --
  


 9        MR. WINGATE:  I didn't hear the last two
  


10   sentences.
  


11        MR. PALMER:  Oh, I'm sorry.
  


12        This letter of transmittal must remained
  


13   attached to the report in its entirety
  


14   including the exhibits in order for me to set
  


15   forth to be considered valid.
  


16        It is one of our quirky little things that
  


17   we do.
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  Questions for Mr. Palmer?
  


19        And questions, Marty?
  


20        I think --
  


21        MR. WINGATE:  Were you able to find any
  


22   other properties of this nature in Western
  


23   North Carolina that were next to apartment
  


24   complexes?
  


25        MR. PALMER:  I was able to find some
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 1   properties.  But I haven't had enough time to
  


 2   actually analyze them.  I have had a very short
  


 3   period of time to do this report.
  


 4        MR. WINGATE:  So the report is incomplete?
  


 5        MR. PALMER:  It is not incomplete in such
  


 6   that it is still my opinion.
  


 7        MR. WINGATE:  You lived in the Buncombe
  


 8   County?
  


 9        MR. PALMER:  I have lived in Buncombe.  I
  


10   have lived in Henderson County.  I have lived
  


11   in Jackson County.  I have lived in Macon
  


12   County.
  


13        MR. WINGATE:  Are you familiar with the
  


14   Belle Apartments in Asheville?
  


15        MR. PALMER:  Which ones?
  


16        MR. WINGATE:  The Belle Apartments?
  


17        MR. PALMER:  B-E-L-L-E?
  


18        MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
  


19        MR. PALMER:  I have heard of it, but I
  


20   haven't analyzed it.
  


21        MR. WINGATE:  I would direct you to those
  


22   apartments to complete your study.
  


23        MR. PALMER:  Okay.
  


24        MR. WINGATE:  Because they are next to
  


25   large estate properties, as well.
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 1        MR. PALMER:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  Is your supposition that
  


 3   the apartment complex injures all property
  


 4   owners in the area due to its construction or
  


 5   mainly that it reduces the value of one
  


 6   particular property owner?
  


 7        MR. PALMER:  I think it effects all of the
  


 8   properties, more so for Mr. Morgan's property.
  


 9        MR. McDOWELL:  Given the character of an
  


10   apartment complex and the houses nearby, you
  


11   have got evidence that shows that apartment
  


12   complexes excluding Mr. Morgan's property with
  


13   the traditional houses that are nextdoor to it
  


14   are injured when apartment complexes are built
  


15   near them?
  


16        MR. PALMER:  I don't have any specific
  


17   data to prove that yet because of the short
  


18   period of time.  That is why I went to the
  


19   survey with realtors.
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  And I have a question.
  


21        Just for clarification, as an expert
  


22   witness, what would have to be constructed on
  


23   this property not to injure Mr. Morgan's
  


24   property?
  


25        MR. PALMER:  I believe it would still be a
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 1   residential type use, but not as intense as
  


 2   this apartment complex.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  I'm asking that question.
  


 4   That is what I'm saying.  You are an expert
  


 5   witness.  What type of development could be
  


 6   done on the property and not injure Mr.
  


 7   Morgan's property value?
  


 8        MR. PALMER:  I can't answer that question.
  


 9   I need to study it.
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes?
  


11        MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
  


12        Are you familiar with Biltmore Park?
  


13        MR. PALMER:  Yes.
  


14        MR. WINGATE:  Are you familiar with how
  


15   many apartment complexes are around Biltmore
  


16   Park?
  


17        MR. PALMER:  Not specifically, no.
  


18        MR. WINGATE:  There are four -- There are
  


19   three on Long Shoals Road.
  


20        In your opinion, has that devalued
  


21   property values of the homesites in Biltmore
  


22   Park?
  


23        MR. PALMER:  I don't know the answer to
  


24   that question.
  


25        I know there is one new one that is going
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 1   in there.  There is a new one that is right
  


 2   close to it that is going in.
  


 3        MR. WINGATE:  Are you familiar with Long
  


 4   Shoals Road?
  


 5        MR. PALMER:  Yes.
  


 6        MR. WINGATE:  Do you think the value of
  


 7   that property has increased because of the
  


 8   apartments on Long Shoals Road?
  


 9        MR. PALMER:  Has increased?
  


10        MR. WINGATE:  Has increased.
  


11        MR. PALMER:  I don't have any data for
  


12   that.
  


13        MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have questions for
  


14   Mr. Palmer?
  


15        Thank you.
  


16        Mr. Justus, do you have any additional
  


17   witnesses?
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  No.
  


19        Mr. Chairman, for purposes of standing,
  


20   this witness has opined about the Stone Haven
  


21   Estates property.  And so we are asking to
  


22   include them as a party with standing.
  


23        I have been invited to the table as a
  


24   result of Ms. Edwards.  Just so the record is
  


25   clear, he has spoke to both Plott family
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 1   properties adjoining as well as Stone Haven.
  


 2   So I just want to clarify parties of standing.
  


 3        MR. SNEED:  I think it is a little late to
  


 4   add parties, Mr. Chairman.
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  A little late to add
  


 6   parties with standing at this point is what --
  


 7        MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I don't think he has to
  


 8   be a party in order to appeal an adverse
  


 9   ruling.
  


10        MR. SNEED:  At that point that would be a
  


11   Superior Court judge, not an attorney.
  


12        MR. JUSTUS:  That would be up to the
  


13   Superior Court judge.
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  Any other questions for Mr.
  


15   Palmer?
  


16        Mr. Justus, you said you had no other
  


17   witnesses at this time?
  


18        MR. JUSTUS:  No, Mr. Chairman.
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you, Mr. Palmer.
  


20        Is there cross examination by the
  


21   applicant?
  


22        MR. HORNIK:  Yes, there is.
  


23        I will keep my questions short.  I just
  


24   have three primary questions.
  


25        So you are here as an expert to testify to
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 1   the fact that this proposed development would
  


 2   substantially injure the adjacent and abutting
  


 3   property values and would have a detrimental
  


 4   effect on the use of or proposed use of
  


 5   adjacent properties.
  


 6        Can you define those terms for me?  What
  


 7   is a substantial injury and what is a
  


 8   detrimental effect on use?
  


 9        We understand that there may be some
  


10   effect on adjacent property values and adjacent
  


11   property uses.
  


12        But it seems to me that we need to prove
  


13   more than just there could conceivably be some
  


14   effect or some decrease in property value or
  


15   some effect on property use.  There needs to be
  


16   a substantial injury to property values and a
  


17   detrimental effect on use of adjacent
  


18   properties.
  


19        MR. PALMER:  So you are asking me to
  


20   define a situation?
  


21        MR. HORNIK:  Yes.  Please define
  


22   substantial and detrimental effects.
  


23        MR. PALMER:  Well, substantial would be
  


24   something -- Well, substantial would be enough
  


25   money or -- Substantial would be a buyer who
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 1   would discount the property based on the fact
  


 2   this was located next to it a use like this.
  


 3        I can't give you a range because I don't
  


 4   know what it is.
  


 5        MR. HORNIK:  And then how about a
  


 6   detrimental effect on the use?  What qualifies
  


 7   as a detrimental effect on the use of a
  


 8   adjacent property?
  


 9        MR. PALMER:  A detrimental use would be
  


10   something that would be considered possibly
  


11   highest and best use by somebody coming and
  


12   buying the property.
  


13        MR. HORNIK:  So what I'm gathering from
  


14   this is that we can't say for certain whether
  


15   there would be a substantial injury to the
  


16   property value because we just don't know and
  


17   we have not been provided evidence of and we
  


18   have not conducted sufficient research at this
  


19   stage to know what a substantial injury to
  


20   property values would be?
  


21        MR. PALMER:  Well, not necessarily because
  


22   what appraisers do is if they have an update to
  


23   do a determination they do it.  If they do not
  


24   have enough information based on hard numbers
  


25   then they go to the market and they talk to
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 1   market participants including realtors who deal
  


 2   in other properties.
  


 3        The realtors that I have talked to that
  


 4   deal with these types of properties,
  


 5   specifically estate properties with stables
  


 6   that have one or more ancillary buildings, they
  


 7   all said that it would have a detrimental and
  


 8   substantial effect on the value.
  


 9        MR. HORNIK:  And do we have a record of
  


10   these statements?  They very well could have
  


11   been included in your presentation.
  


12        MR. PALMER:  No.
  


13        MR. HORNIK:  Okay.  So we are to rely on
  


14   your relaying of a third-party realtor's belief
  


15   what possibly could be the effect of this
  


16   development on these properties?
  


17        MR. PALMER:  No.  Appraisers use surveys
  


18   all the time.  That is how we do our job.
  


19        MR. HORNIK:  I understand that that might
  


20   be part of your typical practice.
  


21        But what I'm saying is we don't have these
  


22   real estate agents here today to testify.  We
  


23   don't have some type of written record from
  


24   them explaining why they believe in their
  


25   experience that this particular property would
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 1   have a -- would cause a substantial injury to
  


 2   adjacent properties.  We are supposed to be
  


 3   taking --
  


 4        And I have no reason to question your
  


 5   judgment or your professionalism.  But I am
  


 6   just saying we are here today to rely on your
  


 7   truthfulness --
  


 8        MR. PALMER:  As I said at the beginning,
  


 9   there is other data that is in the work file.
  


10   In my work file are records of the
  


11   conversations with realtors.
  


12        MR. HORNIK:  But you don't have those with
  


13   us today?
  


14        MR. PALMER:  No.
  


15        MR. HORNIK:  All right.  So at this point
  


16   we are taking your testimony that you have
  


17   adequate data or adequate testimony from
  


18   non-present real estate agents about the
  


19   substantial effect this might have on adjacent
  


20   property values?
  


21        MR. PALMER:  Yes, based on my experience.
  


22        MR. HORNIK:  Okay.  Thank you very much.
  


23   I appreciate it.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have any other cross
  


25   examination?
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 1        MR. HORNIK:  No.  That'll be it.
  


 2        THE COURT:  Does the Town have any
  


 3   additional cross examination?
  


 4        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, I did have a question.
  


 5        In looking at your report, it does look
  


 6   like your review was facing west going out
  


 7   Plott Creek.
  


 8        As you came towards town like within as
  


 9   the town became more urbanized, how would you
  


10   describe the land use pattern there as you go
  


11   towards the Smoky Mountain Expressway?
  


12        MR. PALMER:  It appears to be more of a --
  


13   It seems to be stagnant.  There seems to be
  


14   some transitional properties, which would be
  


15   expected in these kind of pockets between --
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  So by transitional you mean
  


17   the commercial properties, the motorcycle store
  


18   and the glass cutting --
  


19        MR. PALMER:  You would expect to see
  


20   growth along there.  That is a (indiscernible.)
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  You are going to have to
  


22   speak up.
  


23        MR. PALMER:  I'm sorry.
  


24        You would expect to see some type of a
  


25   transitional area, especially near major
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 1   highways and things like that.  You would
  


 2   expect to see that in a transitional area
  


 3   between the school and the Great Smoky Mountain
  


 4   Highway.
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  Would this property
  


 6   substantially damage the value of property
  


 7   within the Town of Waynesville, which are those
  


 8   properties between the proposed development and
  


 9   downtown Hazelwood?
  


10        MR. PALMER:  No.  I don't believe it will
  


11   because the district or the neighborhood that I
  


12   examined was between the Great Smoky Mountain
  


13   Parkway toward down Plott Creek Road and a
  


14   little bit further north and a little bit
  


15   further south.
  


16        There is a natural barrier when you have a
  


17   highway like that.
  


18        MS. TEAGUE:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  We have not gone through
  


20   our list of people who signed up to speak at
  


21   this time.
  


22        But I'm am getting a request for a short
  


23   recess to get a little water and that.  So we
  


24   will take another 10 minute recess.
  


25        (Whereupon, at which time there was a
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 1        recess in the proceedings.)
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  We will resume our meeting
  


 3   now.
  


 4        At this point all of the parties of
  


 5   standing have made their presentation and have
  


 6   been allowed to cross examine witnesses.
  


 7        We will move into the time allotted for
  


 8   public speakers.
  


 9        We do ask, as before, that you try to
  


10   limit your comments to about three minutes.
  


11   Give your name and address as you come forward.
  


12        And we only I believe have three or four
  


13   people.
  


14        So Mr. Dickson, you are first on the list.
  


15        MR. DICKSON:  Yes, sir.
  


16        My name is Chuck Dickson.  My family and I
  


17   live at 1164 Plott Creek Road within sight of
  


18   the proposed project.  We have lived there for
  


19   20 years now.
  


20        I'm very familiar with the community.  I
  


21   have walked all around.  I have seen all the
  


22   homes in the community.
  


23        You know, the last time we met and I spoke
  


24   to you, Patrick, you admonished me not to
  


25   consider this particular project.  All you
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 1   voted for was to allow multi-family housing in
  


 2   the Plott Creek Neighborhood District.
  


 3        But tonight it is different.  You are
  


 4   looking at this particular project and having
  


 5   to answer questions in the affirmative or
  


 6   negative, whichever way you have to answer.  I
  


 7   would like to address three of those issues.
  


 8        The first has to do with the project
  


 9   complying with all applicable requirements of
  


10   the ordinance.  And I want to address two
  


11   particular cases.
  


12        The first is civic spaces.  There was some
  


13   question earlier about whether the Town allowed
  


14   or would not allow gated communities.
  


15        It is obvious from reading the ordinance
  


16   about civic spaces that the Town does not allow
  


17   gated communities.  How could we have the civic
  


18   spaces that this ordinance calls for in a gated
  


19   community?
  


20        All civic spaces shall have at least 60
  


21   feet of frontage on at least one public street
  


22   within the development.  That is not happening.
  


23        The civic space shall provide focal points
  


24   for developments -- and for the development and
  


25   for the Town.
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 1        Is the civic space a focal point for the
  


 2   Town?
  


 3        The civic space shall be planned,
  


 4   improved, and useful by persons living nearby.
  


 5        I suppose you could argue that persons
  


 6   living nearby are all the people that live in
  


 7   the complex.  Maybe not.
  


 8        There are requirements for public seating
  


 9   in the civic space.  There are requirements for
  


10   public enjoyment.
  


11        I looked up the definition of public
  


12   because I wanted to see what it meant.  It
  


13   means open to all, pertaining to the entire
  


14   community, belonging to the people at large.
  


15        Public does not mean for the use of this
  


16   particular development.
  


17        And finally the ordinance requires
  


18   dedicated public space shall be deeded to the
  


19   Town, to a homeowner's association, or in a
  


20   conservation deed.  There has to be a permanent
  


21   establishment of this civic space.
  


22        And I don't see any -- any -- I don't see
  


23   that happening in this case.
  


24        The second point I wanted to address is
  


25   the requirement of a driveway.  There seems to
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 1   be some question about what is a driveway.
  


 2        A driveway is the entrance to this
  


 3   subdivision, the entrance on Plott Creek Road.
  


 4   We are not talking about the clubhouse or
  


 5   anything like that.  We are talking about the
  


 6   entrance to the subdivision.  That is the
  


 7   driveway under the definition of driveway in
  


 8   the ordinance.
  


 9        And what the ordinance says is the
  


10   driveways shall be spaced 75 feet from the
  


11   street in the Plott Creek District.  It is
  


12   different in other districts.
  


13        It also goes on to define that access
  


14   separation between driveways and intersecting
  


15   streets has been measured from the nearest edge
  


16   of the driveway to the intersection of the
  


17   right-of-way lines.
  


18        So what we have is we have Will Hyatt Road
  


19   coming in.  You have to look at the
  


20   intersection of the right-of-away.  Will Hyatt
  


21   right-of-way line to Plott Creek.  And then you
  


22   measure from the entrance to the subdivision.
  


23   And you have to have 75 feet.
  


24        Now, there is some talk about lessening
  


25   that.  But I have not heard anybody really
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 1   request that or talk about it.  Elizabeth has
  


 2   mentioned it.
  


 3        It talks about the administrator can
  


 4   lessen that.  She says you can lessen it.
  


 5        I don't know.  But I know what the
  


 6   ordinance says.
  


 7        I can also tell you that there have been
  


 8   more wrecks on Plott Creek Road than were
  


 9   mentioned.  Somebody run into my mail box.
  


10   That is not one of the wrecks he is talking
  


11   about.
  


12        The road is designed for greater speed
  


13   than 35 miles an hour.  I doubt that there are
  


14   any studies that have been done of the actual
  


15   speed with which people drive up and down that
  


16   road.
  


17        Of course what Mr. Justus has realized is
  


18   that they are going to cut down the trees on
  


19   the side of Plott Creek Road so we will have a
  


20   sight distance so that the people coming from
  


21   upper Plott Creek around the subdivision will
  


22   be able to see the entrance.
  


23        Of course that doesn't comply with the
  


24   requirement of the ordinance to plant trees
  


25   along the road.  So they are going to actually
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 1   cut down the trees.  And there won't be trees
  


 2   along the road there.
  


 3        They can't because there is no room for
  


 4   the clubhouse to get it out of the floodplain.
  


 5   They have to do it to put it right up next to
  


 6   the road.
  


 7        The second thing I would like to see
  


 8   addressed is the application -- excuse me, my
  


 9   mouth is getting dry - the application will not
  


10   be detrimental to the use of adjacent
  


11   properties.
  


12        I have taken the words out.  But that is
  


13   what I would like to address.
  


14        We live nearby and have experienced the
  


15   flood of 2013.  It completely covered our
  


16   property which is in the floodplain.  It
  


17   covered these properties upstream.
  


18        And what is going to happen now is -- And
  


19   I will pass this around.  And we are looking at
  


20   it -- look at it any way you want to you, but
  


21   the -- you come into the subdivision.  All this
  


22   area highlighted in yellow and marked with red
  


23   is now in the floodplain.  Okay?
  


24        Pass it around.
  


25        This area is going to be elevated.  They
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 1   are going to bring in filter dirt.  You can see
  


 2   the elevation.
  


 3        At the entrance to the subdivision it will
  


 4   be 12 feet higher than it presently is right
  


 5   now.  They are going to have to bring in tons
  


 6   of dirt to elevate this property out of the
  


 7   flood zone.
  


 8        Now that is good.  It is going to protect
  


 9   the buildings in the development.  Okay?  They
  


10   are fine.
  


11        The problem is, putting up a retaining
  


12   wall that is 300 feet in length even though it
  


13   is set back it will be set back as far as it is
  


14   supposed to be set back, that retaining wall is
  


15   going to prevent the water from going from the
  


16   creek out into in the floodplain like it used
  


17   to go.  And it is going to flow down in the
  


18   creek.
  


19        Now I realize they are going to have
  


20   studies to say it is not going to increase the
  


21   flood level.  But it is going to.  I'm not -- I
  


22   have already seen it increase.  It is just
  


23   going to increase more.
  


24        Finally I would like to address -- excuse
  


25   me -- whether the proposed plan conforms to the
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 1   character of the neighborhood.
  


 2        So I've looked up conform.  What that
  


 3   means is agrees, is in harmony with, is
  


 4   congruous with.
  


 5        And so what is the character of the
  


 6   neighborhood?  I am the first person who has
  


 7   actually really testified about the character
  


 8   of the neighborhood tonight.
  


 9        We have heard that it is one, two, and
  


10   maybe three stories.  But there is more to the
  


11   character of Plott Creek than just stories.
  


12        Plott Creek is a place that is open to
  


13   people.  You can walk up and down the road.
  


14   You can see -- You can go into the yards of
  


15   everybody.  If you need you can knock on their
  


16   front door.  They certainly can come to your
  


17   house.
  


18        This particular project is not that.  It
  


19   is a gated community.  It is not part of our
  


20   community.
  


21        There is no obstruction of views in the
  


22   Plott Creek area now.  There are no gates
  


23   except outside the city limits.
  


24        They are -- The properties are not
  


25   buildings so close to the creek.  There are at
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 1   least four conservation projects that have gone
  


 2   up and down Plott Creek; one of which is on our
  


 3   property.
  


 4        We had a stream bank restoration as well
  


 5   as further down the street from us.  We have
  


 6   given a hundred foot easement to Haywood Soil
  


 7   and Water Conservation, 50 feet on each side of
  


 8   the creek.
  


 9        And also there are some projects upstream
  


10   which have tried to stabilize the stream banks
  


11   and allow for the rise of the flood water
  


12   without channeling the water because they come
  


13   down past it.
  


14        This particular project has retaining
  


15   walls, some of which are 12-and-a-half feet
  


16   tall going down to 4-and-a-half feet.
  


17        You have heard testimony that this project
  


18   is the biggest in the Plott Creek District.  It
  


19   is the biggest in Haywood County.  There has
  


20   not been a project like this in Haywood County.
  


21        What they are doing is bringing the
  


22   apartment complex from Charlotte and dropping
  


23   it in Plott Creek.  And this will lead, as
  


24   other people are saying, to a change, a
  


25   complete change in the neighborhood.
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 1        These walls, not only are they going to
  


 2   channel the flood waters, they will prevent
  


 3   access to the creek.
  


 4        The creek being now in private property
  


 5   will not fit in with the goals of the Plott
  


 6   Creek District which is to have interconnecting
  


 7   creeks and access to the creeks for the public.
  


 8   It is going to cut it off.
  


 9        I also looked up one other word and I will
  


10   be done.  I thank you for your time.  I know it
  


11   is late.  I appreciate you being here.
  


12        I looked up one other word which is
  


13   palisades.  Palisades means a barrier or a
  


14   stockade.  It is a fence of wooden stakes
  


15   forming an enclosure for defense.
  


16        Now, there are palisades that are a line
  


17   or cliffs out of Palisades, New York.  But the
  


18   name of the project does not represent
  


19   community.  It does not conform to our
  


20   community.  It is a separate enclave.  And the
  


21   bold cliffs that shall not be breached.
  


22        Thank you.
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  Ms. Edwards, I assume since
  


24   you are a person of standing you no longer need
  


25   to do public comment.
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 1        MR. JUSTUS:  That is correct.
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  The final person for public
  


 3   comment is Mr. Palmer.
  


 4        MR. HORNIK:  He has already spoken.
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  Already spoken.
  


 6        That is all for public comment.
  


 7        Does any person of standing wish to cross
  


 8   examine or rebut anything that was done in the
  


 9   public comment area?
  


10        MR. HORNIK:  I would just like to state
  


11   that the testimony you just heard is asking you
  


12   to ignore the engineering data, the signed and
  


13   sealed plans that have been submitted to you in
  


14   favor of a lay witness observations and
  


15   personal opinions.
  


16        He has not qualified himself as an expert
  


17   and therefor is not entitled to present opinion
  


18   testimony to this Board.
  


19        And the testimony that he did present was
  


20   contrary to the evidence presented by certified
  


21   experts and contained in the plans and drawings
  


22   that you have seen this evening that have been
  


23   submitted to the Town, to this Board.
  


24        So I don't necessarily have any cross.
  


25   But I would like to point that out to this
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 1   Board.
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  Any other rebuttal?
  


 3        MS. TEAGUE:  I wanted to make sure we had
  


 4   adequately addressed the issue of the street
  


 5   trees and this issue of alternative compliance.
  


 6   Because line of sight and the requirements of
  


 7   the DOT permit for how that access point could
  


 8   be designed are really critical.
  


 9        And I wanted to bring your attention to
  


10   chapter 8.2.4 of the Land Development Standards
  


11   which have to do with landscaping.
  


12        And it talks about alternative compliance.
  


13   And it says:  Alternative landscaping plans may
  


14   be used where unreasonable or impractical
  


15   situations would result from application of the
  


16   landscaping requirements.
  


17        Such situations may result in streams,
  


18   natural rock formations, topography or other
  


19   physical conditions; or from lot configuration,
  


20   utility easements or unusual site conditions.
  


21        The administrator may approve an alternate
  


22   plan which proposes different plant materials
  


23   or plans to provide that quality,
  


24   effectiveness, durability, and performance are
  


25   equivalent to that required by this section.
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 1        And I just wanted to talk about the street
  


 2   tree issue because of the line of sight and the
  


 3   fact that this would be an area where
  


 4   alternative compliance would make sense given
  


 5   the topography and the fact that we want to
  


 6   make that intersection as safe as possible.
  


 7        That is a staff opinion.
  


 8        The second staff opinion I wanted to draw
  


 9   your attention to has to do with the highway
  


10   spacing.  We talked about this before.  And it
  


11   has to do with that section of the ordinance
  


12   that is found on chapter 9.8.  It has to do
  


13   with driveway design.
  


14        And it says under paragraph C3:  As
  


15   determined by the administrator, engineering
  


16   judgment shall override the required dimensions
  


17   set forth in the district standards above if
  


18   warranted by specific traffic conditions.
  


19        The administrator may approve a reduction
  


20   of the minimum separation distances in low
  


21   traffic areas or for low volume traffic uses.
  


22   When reducing the driveway separation
  


23   distances, the cumulative impacts of various
  


24   lane usage shall be considered; however, the
  


25   reduction of separation distance shall not
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 1   exceed 40 percent of the current standards as
  


 2   stipulated for any land development district.
  


 3        The plans that were submitted showed a
  


 4   40-foot distance between that driveway ingress
  


 5   which I pulled off as the edge of right-of-way.
  


 6   But based on some of the testimony it may be
  


 7   further back.
  


 8        What I would suggest is that we hold them
  


 9   to at least a 45-foot distance, maybe more if
  


10   they can get it.
  


11        However, I also understand the importance
  


12   of trying to stay out of the floodway to the
  


13   greatest extent possible.
  


14        So that is your tradeoff is change in that
  


15   minimum distance in order to minimize
  


16   incursions into the floodplain.
  


17        So just a thought there foe your
  


18   consideration.
  


19        Thank you.
  


20        MR. DICKSON:  Since she responded to me
  


21   and I'm responding to her, she did ask me a
  


22   question.
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  No, sir.  You have had your
  


24   public response --
  


25        MR. DICKSON:  Thank you.
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  -- from what I gather that
  


 2   is how that goes.
  


 3        But the people who are within --
  


 4      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  It is not even cross
  


 6   examination to that.
  


 7        As we close down, is there -- We are going
  


 8   to need for the Planning Board's edification
  


 9   and knowledge, what is getting ready to happen
  


10   is there will be an opportunity for closing
  


11   arguments, statements from each of the parties
  


12   of standing.
  


13        Then we will have an opportunity to do any
  


14   additional questions of any of the parties
  


15   before we close the public session.
  


16        Once we close that you will not be allowed
  


17   to ask any additional questions of the parties
  


18   of standing.  So it is very important that if
  


19   you have any questions or comment you think may
  


20   need a response from the Town, the applicant,
  


21   or Mr. Justus and the other attorney of
  


22   standing, those need to be done before we close
  


23   the public session.  Okay?  Once that is done
  


24   it is only us at that particular point.
  


25        So as part of our ending here the parties
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 1   of standing will be allowed a rebuttal closing
  


 2   argument.
  


 3        Is there any partly of standing that
  


 4   wishes to make a closing statement or argument?
  


 5        MR. HORNIK:  Ladies and gentlemen, I thank
  


 6   you for listening to what was -- what tended to
  


 7   I think be quite bland testimony this evening.
  


 8        I would like to point out a couple of
  


 9   things to you guys.  This hearing and, you
  


10   know, some of the issues or questions that it
  


11   has raised is exactly what this type of hearing
  


12   is intended for.
  


13        The Site Plan review based on the Town of
  


14   Waynesville's development process is really a
  


15   review of kind of a master general conceptual
  


16   plan.  It is designed to point out issues that
  


17   staff, the applicant, and other members of the
  


18   community with standing may not have initially
  


19   been aware of.
  


20        It is designed to point out kind of these
  


21   inconsistencies or ambiguities in the ordinance
  


22   where one section's standard may be met but
  


23   that is contradicted or a different standard is
  


24   laid out elsewhere in the ordinance.
  


25        And so I would like to remind this Board
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 1   that I think the applicant has in fact
  


 2   presented evidence that every required standard
  


 3   has been met.
  


 4        There are cases, as Mr. Justus has pointed
  


 5   out, the ordinance says two or three different
  


 6   things in different sections about the same
  


 7   topic.  It requires different standards or
  


 8   different requirements be met.  And so, you
  


 9   know, it is difficult to determine which one is
  


10   applicable.  And that is ultimately this
  


11   Board's job this evening.
  


12        And so I would like you to keep in mind as
  


13   I have just stated that the applicant has
  


14   checked all of the boxes.  There may be some
  


15   question as to whether additional boxes should
  


16   also have been ticked or if an additional box
  


17   should have been taken separate from the ones
  


18   that were shown by the applicant tonight.
  


19        And so the applicant is entirely open to
  


20   and it is your prerogative as the Planning
  


21   Board in this quasi-judicial proceeding to
  


22   impose conditions on the applicant to say to
  


23   them we are not confident that you have met
  


24   this particular standard and so when you submit
  


25   construction drawings, engineered drawings at a
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 1   later stage we want you to meet those
  


 2   particular standards.
  


 3        And I think that you know this Board, if
  


 4   you think about it, that is probably a more
  


 5   efficient, more just way to go about addressing
  


 6   some of these questions.
  


 7        It would not be appropriate to deny the
  


 8   applicant's Site Plan application simple on the
  


 9   grounds that, you know, we may or may not be
  


10   encroaching to a 30-foot buffer, an
  


11   encroachment that could easily be addressed by
  


12   a change in the Site Plan down the road.
  


13        So things like that, possible shortcomings
  


14   that the neighbors and Mr. Justus have pointed
  


15   out very well could be addressed through a
  


16   condition imposed by this Board rather than
  


17   through a denial of the Site Plan entirely.
  


18        I would also like to speak to some of the
  


19   other requirements.  We have heard a lot of
  


20   testimony about how this project would
  


21   substantially injure adjacent property values.
  


22        However, we have not really heard much
  


23   about the benefits that this particular project
  


24   may bring.
  


25        For instance, the extension of city water
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 1   and sewer.  It could be argued that that would
  


 2   increase the value of adjacent property,
  


 3   meaning that there is now water and sewer
  


 4   available for additional development of those
  


 5   properties.
  


 6        Also that could benefit the use and
  


 7   development of adjacent properties, properties
  


 8   that previously didn't have access to water and
  


 9   sewer would as a result of this project, which
  


10   would mean that they, in fact, benefited and
  


11   there is a larger range of development or use
  


12   options available to them as a result of the
  


13   provision of water and sewer.
  


14        And so I would like this Board to keep
  


15   some of those things in mind and keep in mind
  


16   that there are additional review steps
  


17   available.  By approving this Site Plan you
  


18   would not be rubber stamping that would allow
  


19   them to go and break ground tomorrow.  You
  


20   know, there are still issues to be worked out.
  


21   And there are still plans that have yet to be
  


22   submitted per the land development ordinance.
  


23        And so I would like for you to keep in
  


24   mind that this is not a reflection of a
  


25   finished and polished plan.  That is the whole
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 1   purpose of this review this evening.
  


 2        And that will wrap up my statements.
  


 3        Thank you.
  


 4        MR. JUSTUS:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
  


 5   members of the Board.  I appreciate your
  


 6   patience.  This is not an easy thing to sit
  


 7   here for hours, especially listening to
  


 8   attorneys rattle on.
  


 9        You know, this whole idea about the
  


10   application and that it seemingly is some fluid
  


11   process and that there is more information to
  


12   come reminds me of what my daughter told me
  


13   about when she doesn't do well on a test is
  


14   there are more tests to come.  Or when she
  


15   doesn't get in her homework in on time, well,
  


16   there is more opportunity to turn in homework
  


17   later on.  And to her it seems like this fluid
  


18   concept of just wait until later.
  


19        Ultimately this process, this
  


20   quasi-judicial hearing is a test.  We get
  


21   information so we can understand whether or not
  


22   this project meets all our standards, your
  


23   standards, the Town's standards.
  


24        This is our only opportunity to really do
  


25   that, to make comment, make objections.
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 1   Because after this we don't get any notice and
  


 2   it has failed, complete, it is done, the
  


 3   project is approved.
  


 4        And so when you look at the test, the
  


 5   homework assignment, you look at the section
  


 6   15.8.2 and it talks about certain findings that
  


 7   you have to find.
  


 8        And it is not about, well, later we will
  


 9   get all of this figured out.  There are things
  


10   that are in the moment the way your ordinance
  


11   speaks of.
  


12        For example, it says that the plan
  


13   complies with all applicable requirements of
  


14   this ordinance.
  


15        Now I can go through and rattle off a
  


16   bunch of examples where this plan, either the
  


17   answer was I don't know, we will figure it out
  


18   later, or admittedly it doesn't, but maybe the
  


19   ordinance is so ambiguous or the administrator
  


20   can just waive it, let's just forget about it.
  


21        Now, examples of that, you have a design
  


22   standard that says parking for apartments are
  


23   supposed to below or behind the buildings.
  


24        That is not the case.
  


25        An application is required to show
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 1   satisfactory evidence of how water and sewer is
  


 2   going to be accomplished.  There is no answer
  


 3   about sewer.  No answer about right-of-way,
  


 4   about route, just we will figure it out later.
  


 5        The standard in the ordinance says there
  


 6   exists adequate infrastructure to support the
  


 7   plan as proposed.  We don't know that.  Their
  


 8   burden, their test is to have answered that
  


 9   tonight, not later.
  


10        Some other examples, the civic space, I
  


11   think admittedly the civic space did work based
  


12   on their belief that we could just take that
  


13   woodland they are not developing and say that
  


14   is civic space.  Because otherwise they don't
  


15   meet it on the face of the Site Plan, the
  


16   requirements for civic space.
  


17        Street trees.  They admittedly didn't even
  


18   touch the topic of street trees even though
  


19   they are required to have street trees.
  


20        Now, you had Ms. Teague come up and say,
  


21   well, that is just something we can figure out
  


22   later.  I will say with all due respect I have
  


23   never seen staff so much an advocate for a set
  


24   of plans at a quasi-judicial hearing.  Never
  


25   seen it in my almost 30 years, the level of
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 1   involvement of staff to push this thing
  


 2   through.
  


 3        But street trees are a requirement.  They
  


 4   don't even show one street tree.  Nor do they
  


 5   propose an alternative landscaping plan as
  


 6   Ms. Teague suggested they can do later on.
  


 7        You know, they are supposed to stay 30
  


 8   feet away from the streams.  That is what your
  


 9   ordinance says.  They didn't do it.  And they
  


10   are like, well, maybe it is because the
  


11   retaining wall doesn't qualify.  It does.  And
  


12   now we just have to think, well, they are going
  


13   to come up with an alternative design later on.
  


14   So they didn't even comply with that.
  


15        So there are other examples, the height of
  


16   the building.  It talks about three stories.
  


17   Stories are defined as your habitable space.
  


18   They then have four stories right next to my
  


19   client's property.
  


20        I guess we should be thankful they are
  


21   intending to have some landscaping in front of
  


22   this four story building.
  


23        But they say that my client's multimillion
  


24   dollar single family dwelling is a heck of a
  


25   lot like that four story apartment building;
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 1   which is just a shame that that is the
  


 2   comparison.
  


 3        So when I go through this test that it is
  


 4   their burden to produce, to show you evidence,
  


 5   at the end of the day make a case, then we are
  


 6   required to rebut.
  


 7        At the end of the day we would say they
  


 8   didn't satisfy all the applicable requirements
  


 9   of this ordinance.  Admittedly that standard
  


10   two.  They haven't shown that there is adequate
  


11   infrastructure to support the plan.  They don't
  


12   have an answer to that.
  


13        The proposed plan conforms to the
  


14   character of the neighborhood considering the
  


15   location type and height of the buildings or
  


16   structures.  That is item four.
  


17        You heard John Palmer.  You have heard
  


18   Chuck talking about the character of this
  


19   neighborhood.  And the single family dwellings,
  


20   the farmland that is there, my client whose
  


21   estate is next door, the Plott Family single
  


22   family, that single family large tracts of
  


23   land.  There is not an apartment like this
  


24   anywhere in this community.
  


25        The argument I just heard was, well, heck,
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 1   they were going to bring up water and sewer, we
  


 2   should all celebrate.
  


 3        Well, obviously what water and sewer may
  


 4   be is indicative of is urban development.  And
  


 5   I bet these people out in this audience are not
  


 6   too keen on the fact that this wonderful Plott
  


 7   Creek Valley, the character of this Plott Creek
  


 8   Valley which is single family dwellings and
  


 9   farmland, that somehow the use and enjoyment of
  


10   that is okay to take a back seat to the fact
  


11   that here comes water and sewer, which only
  


12   means a lot more development.  That is counter
  


13   to the character of what is out there today.
  


14        So in terms of the character of the
  


15   neighborhood and location type and type of
  


16   buildings and structure being compatible, the
  


17   test, the answer is they have not produced
  


18   anything that shows that they meet standard
  


19   four.
  


20        And finally standard five.  The
  


21   application will not substantially injure the
  


22   values of adjoining or abutting property and it
  


23   will not be detrimental to the use or
  


24   development of adjacent properties or other
  


25   neighborhood uses.
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 1        Again it is their test to at least fill
  


 2   that out.
  


 3        So Mr. Merrill who is the selling agent,
  


 4   he testified that he couldn't find data in
  


 5   Waynesville, that he couldn't find sales data
  


 6   anywhere.
  


 7        He looked at tax records from projects in
  


 8   Buncombe and Henderson County.  That is not
  


 9   fair market value, folks.  That is not sales
  


10   data.  That is not what appraisers use.  They
  


11   don't use what a tax office might say about a
  


12   property.
  


13        And so at the end of the day there is not
  


14   anybody that testified for them to show
  


15   compliance with five at all.  And it is their
  


16   responsibility to at least show some evidence
  


17   that is competent to that standard.  They
  


18   didn't do it.
  


19        Now, you've heard from my client, a
  


20   representative appraiser John Palmer.  He said
  


21   from his experience that he gave an opinion
  


22   that they didn't meet standard five.
  


23        Now, he admitted -- I think Mr. Sutton
  


24   asked him a question.  Did you find any data?
  


25   He said, No, I didn't find any data, sales data
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 1   to support it.  But I did talk when we -- We as
  


 2   appraisers, when we don't find that specific
  


 3   data we go out and find other data which is
  


 4   information to gain from real estate agents in
  


 5   terms of the effect on in this case high-end
  


 6   properties.  And he was told that it would have
  


 7   a substantial detrimental effect.
  


 8        Now I think that Mr. Hornik was trying to
  


 9   say, well, they are not in the room so how can
  


10   we rely on them.
  


11        And John was telling him I'm an appraiser.
  


12   This is what we do in the industry.  We take
  


13   information that might be hearsay for a layman,
  


14   but for us we take that information and we
  


15   syphon it through our brain and our experiences
  


16   over the many decades we have been doing this
  


17   and we draft an opinion.  And his opinion was
  


18   very plainly they don't meet standard five.
  


19        But again their expert didn't even touch
  


20   this topic with any competent evidence.
  


21        So at the end of the day it is not about,
  


22   well, let's figure it out later.  It is about
  


23   tonight and whether or not you can say there
  


24   was competent evidence in the record to support
  


25   all of the findings.
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 1        And I would say there isn't from their
  


 2   point of view from what they were required to
  


 3   do.
  


 4        Now, you are right, Mr. Hornik is right.
  


 5   You could sit here and consider this project
  


 6   and say well they have to stay -- the 30 feet,
  


 7   they have got to stay out of that.  And you
  


 8   know, let's put some street trees and let's
  


 9   require some extra buffer.
  


10        But let's just take the last standard,
  


11   five.  When you have got no evidence to support
  


12   that, are you just going to ignore it and just
  


13   approve the project and hope for the best?
  


14        I would hope that you don't do that.
  


15   Because tonight is the night for them to show
  


16   up with evidence that met all five standards.
  


17   And they didn't do it.
  


18        Thank you.
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


20        Elizabeth, does the Town have a closing
  


21   argument statement?
  


22        MS. TEAGUE:  I'm just going to let the
  


23   staff report and all the comments speak for
  


24   themselves.
  


25        But there is something that I haven't
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 1   mentioned and I keep it on a staff report but I
  


 2   just googled Zillow:  Rentals in Waynesville.
  


 3   Currently there are six.  There are six rentals
  


 4   in Waynesville.
  


 5        We are a town of 10,000 people.  We do
  


 6   have a housing crisis.  We have a rental
  


 7   crisis.
  


 8        So when we see projects and opportunities
  


 9   we try to look for opportunities and ways that
  


10   the Town can create resources for our
  


11   community.  And that is part of our land use
  


12   plan.
  


13        I do get concerned when we end up
  


14   essentially protecting large residential tracts
  


15   of land, essentially million dollar estates out
  


16   in the county to the detriment of the community
  


17   of Waynesville, I do.
  


18        And you know, I understand the fear of
  


19   people living in a community who maybe aren't
  


20   people who own million dollar estates.
  


21        But I do believe that this is an
  


22   opportunity for the Town to meet the critical
  


23   community need.  I do believe that it does meet
  


24   the five standards.  And of course all of that
  


25   depends on where you sit.
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 1        The conditions that I was particularly
  


 2   interested in again were the driveway distance,
  


 3   the street tree landscaping.  And then I would
  


 4   correct Mr. Justus in that the buffer is 25
  


 5   feet.  It is the built-upon area standard which
  


 6   is part of the stormwater ordinances that is 30
  


 7   feet.  And that has to be addressed as part of
  


 8   the stormwater plan.
  


 9        So the Town, and I can only speak for
  


10   myself as the staff, I really do feel like
  


11   there is an opportunity here.  And I think if
  


12   there are some critical design issues, that
  


13   there is an opportunity for us to put those
  


14   conditions that this Board would like to see or
  


15   make sure that this plan can get improved.  We
  


16   are open for that.  And we are open for working
  


17   with you and with the developer however
  


18   necessary.
  


19        Thank you.
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  Before we go into our
  


21   closed public session, remember this is our
  


22   opportunity to ask questions, anyone who needs
  


23   to with this.  And so any questions for anybody
  


24   at this time?
  


25        MR. ROGERS:  Yes, for the developer.
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 1        Two questions.
  


 2        Number one:  Where is your mail kiosk?
  


 3        MR. RATCHFORD:  As you pretty much know,
  


 4   the metal kiosk is just like the billboard, it
  


 5   is in the apartment -- in the apartment leasing
  


 6   center on the --
  


 7        The way this one is, it is always the
  


 8   closest one to the community side of the
  


 9   property.
  


10        MR. ROGERS:  So is it in the clubhouse or
  


11   is it --
  


12        MR. RATCHFORD:  Yes, it is in the
  


13   clubhouse.
  


14        MR. ROGERS:  Okay.  The second question:
  


15   What is the tallest retaining wall on the site?
  


16        MR. RATCHFORD:  The tallest retaining
  


17   wall?
  


18        MR. ROGERS:  Uh-huh.
  


19        MR. RATCHFORD:  It is right -- It's on the
  


20   back.  It is on the back, 30 -- it is roughly
  


21   30 feet unless there is something -- unless
  


22   there is a problem, and then we can split it in
  


23   two.  It is the wall --
  


24        What is the --
  


25        UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER:  It is 102.
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 1        MR. RATCHFORD:  102?
  


 2        So the back wall that backs up the parking
  


 3   lot is a -- is a large cut wall.  It is not --
  


 4   it is not -- Well, it goes from a fill wall to
  


 5   a cut wall.
  


 6        And, you know, if need be we could break
  


 7   that wall up into two cut walls.  There is
  


 8   nothing back there but the tree area.
  


 9        And we purposefully put -- We had
  


10   purposely brung the tree area back in case
  


11   there was a problem with that wall.  So you can
  


12   go back and replace it.
  


13        MR. McDOWELL:  Elizabeth, I have a couple
  


14   of questions for you, please.
  


15        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  In the Town ordinances it
  


17   has been brought to my attention about parking.
  


18        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  How is this project meeting
  


20   the design ordinances --
  


21        MS. TEAGUE:  Standard parking?
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.
  


23        MS. TEAGUE:  The standard for parking is
  


24   one-and-a-half spaces per unit.
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  I'm not so interested in
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 1   the quantity as the location if that is the --
  


 2        I know we have had several different
  


 3   projects where front parking is allowed due to
  


 4   the type of project that it is.
  


 5        And what I'm trying to get at here is, is
  


 6   that allowed in our ordinance with this type of
  


 7   project?  Or does it not meet our ordinance?
  


 8        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  Our interpretation
  


 9   there is that parking is cued off of the public
  


10   roadway, the front being the public roadway.
  


11   Which in this case it is Plott Creek Road and
  


12   the clubhouse.
  


13        And parking has to be to the rear of the
  


14   side from the public roadway.
  


15        In this kind of case you have the
  


16   driveway.  And then all the parking is in the
  


17   interior of the development.  But not -- the
  


18   only -- The only parking is actually in front
  


19   or actually to the side of the building is that
  


20   clubhouse parking and that is 15 spaces.
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


22        Marty?
  


23        You will have to pull down your microphone
  


24   so we can --
  


25        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I have a question of
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 1   Elizabeth.
  


 2        I'm wondering if the other additional
  


 3   hearing or comment period can be made following
  


 4   their submission of the engineering plans.
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  Generally that doesn't happen
  


 6   at the engineering stage.
  


 7        However, if, you know, this Board wants to
  


 8   have additional comments on certain things that
  


 9   would be entirely up to you.
  


10        But generally if you can -- If you find it
  


11   tonight that you feel like you can approve the
  


12   master plan, then they go into the next stage
  


13   of the process which is engineering and
  


14   construction documents.  And there is a whole
  


15   other level of review that we will do.
  


16        That is not necessarily a public process.
  


17   Although any plans once submitted are public
  


18   record and they can be requested.
  


19        And if somebody wants to have an engineer
  


20   doublecheck their engineer and spend that money
  


21   they can do that.
  


22        It is not like they are not going to show
  


23   those engineering plans because they have done
  


24   their homework.
  


25        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  There is no public
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 1   hearing or anything --
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  No, ma'am.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  I have another question.
  


 4        Mr. Dickson brought up the fact that he
  


 5   read, and I'm not familiar with this because I
  


 6   thought in this other projects this was not
  


 7   what happened.  I want to know that public
  


 8   spaces were supposed to be deeded to the Town
  


 9   or to those --
  


10        So I would like clarification on that.
  


11        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  Ownership.  Chapter
  


12   seven.  This is section 7.2.8.  I will just
  


13   read.
  


14        Dedicated civic space land shall be
  


15   separately deeded to either a homeowner's
  


16   association, a nonprofit land trust or
  


17   conservancy, Haywood County, to the Town of
  


18   Waynesville (upon approval of the Board or
  


19   Alderman) or may be held in private ownership
  


20   with conservation easements recorded in the
  


21   Haywood County Register of Deeds in a form
  


22   approved by the Town.
  


23        A metes and bounds description of the
  


24   space to be preserved and limits on its use
  


25   shall be recorded on the development plan, in
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 1   homeowner covenants, and on individual deeds
  


 2   when open space lands are not held entirely in
  


 3   common.  Alternative means of permanent open
  


 4   space preservation may include acceptance by a
  


 5   land conservation trust or a unit of
  


 6   government.  Private management alternatives
  


 7   will also be permitted.
  


 8        There is also an option, if you read
  


 9   through this, there is a payment in lieu of
  


10   civic space dedication.
  


11        Any person developing and/or subdividing
  


12   property subject to this chapter and upon
  


13   approval of the Board of Alderman may make a
  


14   payment in lieu of any required dedication to
  


15   public recreational space.
  


16        And then I would also add that as I read
  


17   the ordinance, and this is my interpretation,
  


18   civic space when it speaks of accessibility it
  


19   says, and I quote, this is section 7.2.2.
  


20   Accessibility --
  


21        We have already read from some of this.
  


22        It says:  All civic spaces shall be
  


23   conveniently accessible to all residents of the
  


24   development.
  


25        And then if you go down to Minimum
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 1   Amenities it says:  Required civic space shall
  


 2   be planned, improved, and useable by persons
  


 3   living nearby.
  


 4        And I think this idea of public in the
  


 5   terms of the design of a new development, the
  


 6   civic space is there for the residents of that
  


 7   development or people who are near enough to
  


 8   access that within a quarter mile.
  


 9        Does that mean the general public or does
  


10   that mean the public that is living within that
  


11   development?
  


12        My interpretation is that the civic space
  


13   is there for the people who live in the
  


14   development.
  


15        And the precedent that we have is we do
  


16   have some other gated communities, the
  


17   Sanctuary probably being our largest one, that
  


18   they have civic space there, significant amount
  


19   of civic space.  But it is not open to the
  


20   general public.  It is there for the residents
  


21   of that development.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


23        Anyone else before I ask my next question?
  


24        Clarification on the entrance.
  


25        The standard is 75 feet?
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 1        MS. TEAGUE:  The standard --
  


 2        Again I want to just keep reading
  


 3   specifically from the ordinance.
  


 4        Neighborhood residential is 50 feet
  


 5   driveway spacing, 75 feet between driveways and
  


 6   streets.
  


 7        And then the next paragraph says --
  


 8   Actually it talks about:  All driveway
  


 9   approaches shall be a concrete apron section,
  


10   except that street type driveway entrances may
  


11   be required to development that have parking
  


12   spaces for 200 or more vehicles when required
  


13   be the administrator.
  


14        And this is actually a design that entry
  


15   road is designed as kind of a small street.
  


16        And then you have the driveway issue.  And
  


17   it says -- This is the paragraph I mentioned to
  


18   you before -- is determined by the
  


19   administrator.
  


20        Engineering judgment shall override the
  


21   required dimensions set forth in district
  


22   standards if warranted by specific traffic
  


23   conditions.
  


24        My concern is again that DOT driveway
  


25   permit and what the design of that was going to
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 1   be.  Because that might influence the success
  


 2   of that location of the driveway.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  So I want a little
  


 4   clarification on that aspect.
  


 5        It is 75 feet with the administrator being
  


 6   able to reduce up to 40 percent?
  


 7        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct, which will be 30.
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  But that is the
  


 9   maximum --
  


10        MS. TEAGUE:  That is the maximum --
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  -- maximum relief that they
  


12   have?
  


13        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  Correct.
  


15        MS. TEAGUE:  So they have to meet that 45
  


16   feet as a minimum.
  


17        MR. McDOWELL:  If we were to grant that.
  


18        MS. TEAGUE:  If you were to grant that.
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  That is an additional grant
  


20   if we decide to grant it?
  


21        MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


23        Ginger, use the mike.
  


24        MS. HAIN:  This might be for Ron or for
  


25   Elizabeth.  It is a little bit out of the box
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 1   regarding the community, the character of the
  


 2   community.
  


 3        Is it in the purview of this Board to have
  


 4   a condition by which we ask the applicant to
  


 5   sponsor a community event and so that --
  


 6        MS. TEAGUE:  I am going to let Ron handle
  


 7   that.
  


 8        MR. SNEED:  I don't believe you can do
  


 9   that in this proceeding.
  


10        MS. HAIN:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  Additional questions?
  


12        I do have one additional that I think I do
  


13   want to discuss at this particular point in
  


14   case we need to do this.
  


15        And that is in Elizabeth's presentation
  


16   initially section 4.4.3 where it talks about
  


17   height, while we have the ability to ask
  


18   questions of various people, I think we need to
  


19   discuss that and what we believe that stands
  


20   for.
  


21        Any comment on as you read it the -- what
  


22   has been published to us and where that
  


23   measurement should or shouldn't begin?
  


24        Questions for Elizabeth or anyone else
  


25   concerning that.
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 1        MR. ROGERS:  Would you like for me to take
  


 2   that?
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  If you have got that.  You
  


 4   raised your hand.
  


 5        MR. ROGERS:  So fortunately and
  


 6   unfortunately at the time that this was revised
  


 7   I worked for the Town.
  


 8        And so as Mr. Justus pointed out, the
  


 9   story listing is correct.  Stories, basement
  


10   stories, stories above.  The fact is that
  


11   4.4.2, which is a typo in the ordinance, it
  


12   says 4.4.1 says specifically that the
  


13   measurement of height is from the highest point
  


14   of the grade, three stories.
  


15        So the basement story would not have been
  


16   considered as a fourth story as far as
  


17   measuring height in the ordinance at the time
  


18   this was crafted.
  


19        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  But is says three
  


20   inhabitable --
  


21        MR. ROGERS:  Three inhabitable stories.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Stories above ground from
  


23   the measurement.
  


24        Is that what you are --
  


25        MR. ROGERS:  Yes.  So it is three stories
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 1   above grade.  And grade is measured at the
  


 2   highest point on the foundation line, which
  


 3   would be the first floor at the foundation.  It
  


 4   is somewhat --
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  And you are having a little
  


 6   different interpretation on that?
  


 7        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I am.
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.  What is your
  


 9   interpretation?
  


10        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  When it says -- We
  


11   are talking about four (indiscernible.)
  


12        Because he is saying that that basement
  


13   floor will be --
  


14        MR. WINGATE:  I read it as the building
  


15   height starts at the highest grade.  So there
  


16   is actually three stories tall and four
  


17   stories --
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  And I think that is the
  


19   issue there.  That is what we need to --
  


20        We may not come to a total agreement on
  


21   that, but I want to have this discussion so
  


22   that when we go into deliberations we can talk
  


23   about that.
  


24        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  It may not be in the
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 1   section that we have right now.  That could be
  


 2   something Elizabeth can discuss.
  


 3        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  So chapter 4.4,
  


 4   Measurment of Height.  Building height shall be
  


 5   as specified and shall be determined according
  


 6   to the provisions below.
  


 7        4.4.1, Story says:  A story is a habitable
  


 8   level within a building of no more than 14 feet
  


 9   in height from finished floor to finished
  


10   ceiling.
  


11        And then it goes on to say:  Unoccupied
  


12   attics less than 7 feet in height and raised
  


13   basements less than 6 feet in height (measured
  


14   from the average grade of the fronting
  


15   sidewalk) are not considered a story for the
  


16   purpose -- purposes of determining building
  


17   height.
  


18        A mezzanine shall be considered a story if
  


19   it is contiguous with at least 60 percent of
  


20   the building's front facade, is designed to be
  


21   occupiable, and maintains an average depth of
  


22   at least 16 feet.
  


23        A penthouse shall be considered a story if
  


24   it exceeds one-third of the area of the roof
  


25   and the under-roof area with the dormers does
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 1   not count as a story.
  


 2        And then it goes on to section 4.4.2,
  


 3   dimensional height standards.
  


 4        It says:  Where a specific dimension is
  


 5   used in the calculation of height it shall be
  


 6   measured from the highest ground level at the
  


 7   structure foundation to the highest point of
  


 8   the structure excluding chimneys and antennas.
  


 9        And then there is a drawing that shows the
  


10   building heights measured from the highest
  


11   adjacent grade to the highest peak of the roof.
  


12        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  What is this
  


13   foundation?  Foundation would have be a
  


14   basement.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, I think you have an
  


16   interesting question there in this, the fact
  


17   that --
  


18        And I would like to some interpretation of
  


19   this.
  


20        Nowhere do I see where it says a maximum
  


21   height.  It talks about in essence we could
  


22   have 14-foot levels, three levels, an attic
  


23   above it.  So we would be somewhere in the
  


24   neighborhood of, you know, 50 some odd feet
  


25   high or higher and because of stories.
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 1        However, I have a question about not being
  


 2   on that unoccupied attic less than seven feet
  


 3   in height.
  


 4        But the next statement, and raised
  


 5   basements less than six feet in height are not
  


 6   considered stories.
  


 7        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  It is interesting that
  


 8   it provides a specific we won't count a
  


 9   basement that is under six feet and yet
  


10   because --
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  That would be an
  


12   uninhabitable basement based on building codes.
  


13   So we have some conflict here which is somewhat
  


14   of an issue for us.
  


15        MS. TEAGUE:  And that is why I was hoping
  


16   you all would know more than I did on this one.
  


17        I have seen this dimensional height
  


18   standard in other ordinances where it talks
  


19   about the highest ground level at the
  


20   structure's foundation and measuring building
  


21   height from there.
  


22        Our ordinance is interesting because it
  


23   has that building height thing, but then it
  


24   also has the story and the dimensional
  


25   requirements.  Each district has a story
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 1   limitation.
  


 2        And where the ordinance is not clear is is
  


 3   it just stories that are above the highest
  


 4   ground level?  And I don't see that in the
  


 5   ordinance.
  


 6        MR. McDOWELL:  So the ordinance is not a
  


 7   hundred percent clear?
  


 8        MS. TEAGUE:  It doesn't provide that
  


 9   specification to me.
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  Jason, your, quote,
  


11   unquote, memory?
  


12        MR. ROGERS:  The way I'm reading it is it
  


13   is from the highest point of the grade.
  


14        You know, the intent, you know, 14 feet
  


15   per story, three stories high.  Fourteen times
  


16   three is 42 feet.
  


17        MR. McDOWELL:  I agree with you.  I think
  


18   -- my personal opinion is this is based on the
  


19   nature of our community being sloped, that they
  


20   want to measure from a particular area.
  


21        Ron, how do we as a Board interpret things
  


22   from differences between these types of aspects
  


23   when we have got this little bit of ambiguity
  


24   here concerning this and measuring stories and
  


25   such as that?  Do you have some guidance?
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 1        MR. SNEED:  One, you might want to look at
  


 2   section --
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  Will you lean forward so
  


 4   that Marty can hear you?
  


 5        MR. SNEED:  Sorry.
  


 6        You might want to look at section 2.4.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  Section 2.4?
  


 8        MR. SNEED:  2.4.  That is the Dimensional
  


 9   Standards by Residential District.
  


10        If you will look under neighborhood
  


11   residential, it provides that principal
  


12   structures can be three stories high, three
  


13   stories tall.
  


14        And then back at 4.4.1 it says that a
  


15   basement level that has no more than 6 feet of
  


16   that level above ground does not count as a
  


17   story.
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  So it is 6 feet above
  


19   ground.
  


20        MR. SNEED:  Right.  Your bottom --
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  Not 6 feet in height, but 6
  


22   feet above ground.
  


23        MR. SNEED:  Six feet of that bottom floor
  


24   is above ground.  That does not count as a
  


25   story.
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 1        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  This is a part of a
  


 3   question --
  


 4        Thank you, Ron, for that.
  


 5        MR. WINGATE:  Is there another area of the
  


 6   ordinance such as a site ordinance that could
  


 7   give us guidance to this?
  


 8        MR. HERMANN:  Our home was built nine
  


 9   years ago.  It is on a slope.  When the
  


10   appraiser comes and looks at it they say the
  


11   lower level is a basement.
  


12        And you have that whole area is half the
  


13   house.  It is nice.  It is supposed to be the
  


14   second story.  But it is still referred to as a
  


15   basement.
  


16        So I don't see --
  


17        MR. WINGATE:  So my question is:  Is there
  


18   another place in the ordinance that would give
  


19   us some guidance such as the sign ordinance?
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  Are you talking about
  


21   measuring height?
  


22        MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
  


23        MS. TEAGUE:  Chapter 11.3.2, Computation
  


24   of Height.
  


25        The height of a sign shall be measured
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 1   from the highest point of the sign face to the
  


 2   highest adjacent grade at the base of the sign,
  


 3   provided that the height of the sign face to
  


 4   the highest adjacent grade at the base of the
  


 5   structure shall not exceed the height of the
  


 6   sign face by greater than 20 percent.
  


 7        Did everybody get that?
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  So the point is it is
  


 9   measuring from the highest point of the grade?
  


10        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  It is measuring from
  


11   the highest adjacent grade at the base of the
  


12   sign face.
  


13        And the drawing that is shown is somewhat
  


14   smaller.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  The same drawing.
  


16        MS. TEAGUE:  It is the same drawing.
  


17        MS. HAIN:  May I --
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, Ging?
  


19        MS. HAIN:  This says --
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  If you would use the
  


21   microphone please.
  


22        MS. HAIN:  Thank you.
  


23        This might be for Elizabeth or Ron again.
  


24        There was some discussion about concession
  


25   for certain income level renting or whatever,
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 1   five percent.
  


 2        Is that something that we can make as a
  


 3   condition?
  


 4        MR. SNEED:  No, you can't.
  


 5        Let's go back to the first question you
  


 6   asked me.
  


 7        If you have an ambiguity in the ordinance
  


 8   how do you sort that out?
  


 9        There are a number of rules of
  


10   interpretation.  One is what you are doing now
  


11   is looking at other sections of the ordinance
  


12   to see if comparable language can give you
  


13   better guidance.
  


14        Second are your purpose statements.  And I
  


15   don't think your purpose statements do much for
  


16   you on trying to determine this height thing.
  


17        A third rule is when there this is an
  


18   ambiguity then you should interpret that
  


19   ambiguity to the benefit of the property owner.
  


20        And those are the rules.
  


21        Now, which one -- Does one have a trust
  


22   with the other?  No.  There are just sort of
  


23   guidelines to help if we have ambiguous
  


24   statements.
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.
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 1        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  My point was that it
  


 2   says that it can't be more than three stories
  


 3   high.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  It is three stories from
  


 5   the --
  


 6        The question becomes three stories from
  


 7   what point is what I'm trying to derive.
  


 8        My interpretation is different.  It is
  


 9   three stories from point of grade level at the
  


10   base of the level like the drawing is.
  


11        And you are going to have a different
  


12   argument.  So I guess -- And there may be
  


13   others that have different viewpoints.
  


14        I don't anticipate we are going to agree
  


15   on anything on this tonight.  And that is fine.
  


16   I'm all in favor of split votes just because it
  


17   does show that we are considering this.
  


18        I don't know that we need to have a one
  


19   hundred percent agreement on every aspects of
  


20   this because there may be aspects that we
  


21   don't.  So that is good enough.
  


22        Additional questions before we consider
  


23   closing?  Questions of --
  


24        MR. SHAH:  I have one question.
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  Speak into the mike.
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 1        MR. SHAH:  This is for Elizabeth.
  


 2        We have the water and sewage issue that we
  


 3   were talking about.  It sounds like it is going
  


 4   to be overlapping with DOT approvals, approvals
  


 5   beyond the scope of this meeting.
  


 6        MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  They are going to have
  


 7   to get an encroachment agreement with the DOT
  


 8   to bring the water and sewer up the
  


 9   right-of-way.
  


10        MR. SHAH:  How will that impact our
  


11   decision today if they -- for some reason they
  


12   don't get that easement from the DOT?
  


13        MR. McDOWELL:  Then they can't proceed.
  


14        MS. TEAGUE:  No.  Then even if you approve
  


15   it they can't proceed.
  


16        Similarly if DOT doesn't approve their
  


17   driveway permit they cannot proceed.
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  And I do want to make a
  


19   comment on that.  I think that -- And I'm sure
  


20   Marty is the same way.  In our hundred years
  


21   being on this Board it is very common that
  


22   through these processes it is a staggered
  


23   process.  It is not one hundred percent at this
  


24   time.
  


25        Very often there is the DOT aspect that
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 1   people have to clear that is beyond our scope
  


 2   and community control.
  


 3        And usually there are steps in the process
  


 4   so that they can get design plans to meet
  


 5   certain -- to meet our requirements.  And then
  


 6   based on those design plans they can design
  


 7   stormwater and other things afterwards because
  


 8   of the conditions that we have made and impose.
  


 9        So the fact that there is not a stormwater
  


10   plan or some other plan, it is fairly normal in
  


11   these processes for us due to the fact that how
  


12   we approve, what we approve effects the next
  


13   step in how to design those aspects.  So that
  


14   is not unusual.
  


15        I think even in that last project that we
  


16   had there were some questions.  You must clear
  


17   the first hurdle before we go to the next and
  


18   the next hurdle.
  


19        I have a question for the applicant.
  


20        My question concerns the driveway entrance
  


21   and the entrance to the clubhouse.
  


22        MR. RATCHFORD:  (Indiscernible.)
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.  I understand.
  


24        And this is not to be mean to you or
  


25   anything else.  However, the ordinance does say
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 1   75 feet.  And there is a possibility of a 40
  


 2   percent reduction.  But the design you
  


 3   submitted didn't meet that.
  


 4        Can I ask why and why the design did not
  


 5   meet that?
  


 6        MR. JONES:  At the time that the original
  


 7   plan was done I wasn't familiar with that
  


 8   requirement.  We didn't show it at the 75 feet.
  


 9        But we showed it where it basically needed
  


10   to be based on topography, street, et cetera.
  


11        Elizabeth and I, when we had a
  


12   conversation about this and she asked how much
  


13   we could give, that is when I looked into it in
  


14   great detail.  And I came up with 45 was as
  


15   much as I thought we could get and still meet
  


16   all the objectives of the stream preservation
  


17   buffers, the floodplain.
  


18        So it was an oversight on the original
  


19   plan.  But when it was pointed out by staff we
  


20   looked into it in more detail and came back
  


21   with the best number we could.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  And your 45 feet is in
  


23   your -- is to the road or to the right-of-way
  


24   at this point?
  


25        MR. JONES:  Based on the proceedings
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 1   tonight it is going to need to be the
  


 2   right-of-way.
  


 3        We will go back and confirm that.  But
  


 4   that is what it appears.  We will just do
  


 5   whatever we can to make that --
  


 6        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


 7        MR. RATCHFORD:  We have built some parking
  


 8   spaces extra in the clubhouse.  So we can pull
  


 9   enough parking --
  


10        MR. JONES:  We will probably have to lose
  


11   a couple parking spaces in the clubhouse
  


12   parking lot to achieve the 45 there.
  


13        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


14        Yes?
  


15        MR. WINGATE:  I will let Marty go first.
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, take the mike.
  


17        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Addressing Mr.
  


18   Dickson's concern about the flooding, I know at
  


19   the beach they have paved surfaces that are
  


20   pervious.
  


21        Do we -- Have we considered that here?
  


22        It is a type of paveed surface that the
  


23   water can soak through.
  


24        MR. JONES:  It has to be considered
  


25   gradient.  But the stormwater strategy with the
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 1   subsurface chambers, there is going to be a
  


 2   great deal of stormwater retention built into
  


 3   the plan.
  


 4        But pervious pavement, especially here in
  


 5   the mountains, is tricky with our wet freezing.
  


 6   It is not that you can't have it.
  


 7        I think primarily the way we are looking
  


 8   at the stormwater strategy and relating to
  


 9   flooding too is first of all modeling to make
  


10   sure the fill is not going to increase the
  


11   flood elevation, but also holding back the peak
  


12   grade run off with the subsurface system.
  


13        So pervious is not currently part of the
  


14   plan.
  


15        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  The stormwater, they
  


16   can flood, too.  And then also flooding in the
  


17   tributaries.
  


18        MR. JONES:  Right now the plan as we
  


19   intend it to be, and we are not there, but
  


20   subsurface, large stormwater chambers with
  


21   gravel around them to hold the water and
  


22   release it over time.
  


23        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)
  


24        MR. JONES:  It is the typical treatment
  


25   that we have done on multiple numerous projects
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 1   for this client.  And it seems to be
  


 2   successful.
  


 3        The neighbors, I don't know of any that we
  


 4   have worked on out of dozens that have any had
  


 5   any significant amount of complaints, from my
  


 6   understanding, any complaints after the project
  


 7   was finished.
  


 8        The challenge is during construction.  But
  


 9   once the project is done and the systems are up
  


10   and running they seem to be very effective.
  


11   And we have had very good results.
  


12        MR. RATCHFORD:  We have actually found
  


13   subsurface ponds to actually be better.
  


14        You know, when you deal with a BMP pond,
  


15   which is a stormwater pond, a high retention
  


16   pond, we are always worried about cattails
  


17   being in there to create -- or some invasive
  


18   plant like that that could breed mosquitoes or
  


19   something like that; or if it overflows, the
  


20   overflow, that it goes into a person's
  


21   property.
  


22        The ponds that -- The stormwater retention
  


23   underground, the bright side has always been if
  


24   it does get built when you do your inspection,
  


25   you suck it up, and it is always in shape.
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 1        There tends to be less debris because
  


 2   there is not as much -- because it is a manmade
  


 3   retention with gravel.  There is just not as
  


 4   much in there that can be -- You know, slopes
  


 5   don't degrade.  Sod, grass doesn't die.  It has
  


 6   too much water in it, not enough water in the
  


 7   summer.  They all -- We now have five projects
  


 8   with underground retention.  And they have held
  


 9   up better than above ground retention.
  


10        MR. HERMANN:  Let me ask a question.
  


11        THE COURT:  Mike.
  


12        MR. HERMANN:  How many units are there per
  


13   building?
  


14        MR. RATCHFORD:  Twenty eight.
  


15        MR. HERMANN:  Are each equal?
  


16        MR. RATCHFORD:  So basically there is
  


17   eight units per floor and then four units in
  


18   the basement.
  


19        So on the building seven side is ten.  It
  


20   is four units on the first floor, four units on
  


21   the second floor, and two units in the
  


22   basement.
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  Jason?
  


24        MR. ROGERS:  What is the height of the
  


25   roof from the top floor to the peak, not
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 1   counting the cupolas or spires?
  


 2        MR. RATCHFORD:  Do you want to go building
  


 3   by building?
  


 4        MR. ROGERS:  Yes.
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  Or from the highest one?
  


 6        MR. ROGERS:  From the highest one.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  While they are discussing
  


 8   that, I have a question for the Board that I
  


 9   want to discuss.  And that is a question about
  


10   the retaining wall, whether that is impervious
  


11   or not and whether that could be in that
  


12   five-foot difference there.
  


13        Opinions on that?
  


14        MR. ROGERS:  My opinion is a retaining
  


15   wall, that it is a structure.  It was ruled in
  


16   the 2012 building code by North Carolina that
  


17   all private bridges and retaining walls at the
  


18   same time were structures.
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  So that would mean it would
  


20   not be able to be in that 30-foot --
  


21        MR. ROGERS:  Not a structure.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  I would personally feel
  


23   better in our interpretation being that the
  


24   retaining wall is that, that it is.
  


25        Your thoughts on that?
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 1        Danny?
  


 2        Anybody?
  


 3        So I think as we go forward that we need
  


 4   to make a concession cannot be within the
  


 5   30-foot section.
  


 6        So that is part of our interpretation.
  


 7        Any other comments while they are looking
  


 8   that up?
  


 9        Do you want to ask anyone else besides the
  


10   applicant?  Anything for Elizabeth or --
  


11        Marty?  Are you ready to close?
  


12        Any further questions for anyone else that
  


13   need an answer from a party of standing?
  


14        Ginger?
  


15        Anthony?
  


16        Pratik?
  


17        Jason?
  


18        Any additional questions of the parties of
  


19   standing?  Once you get this answered we will
  


20   be ready to close the public session.
  


21        MR. ROGERS:  What all seven building
  


22   height on the bottoms.  These buildings, some
  


23   of them sit twice, the infrastructure.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  You will have to ask that
  


25   question so that I understand it.
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 1        All right.
  


 2        MR. JONES:  We apologize we didn't have
  


 3   the height of the roof for this meeting.  But
  


 4   based on the way you all measure building
  


 5   height being stories, we just didn't have that.
  


 6        But we have got a few --
  


 7        MR. RATCHFORD:  Building six has an
  


 8   additional 16.8 feet, so roughly 40 -- between
  


 9   46 and 47 feet.
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  I think that was Jason that
  


11   stated that in the presentation on page by
  


12   Elizabeth that building six and eight, plus 16
  


13   feet to the roof from the highest point.
  


14        MR. WINGATE:  And how many stories were
  


15   six and eight?  How many stories is --
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  Eight is three stories
  


17   above grade and the basement; is that correct?
  


18        MR. JONES:  Correct.
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  And what is six?
  


20        MR. JONES:  Six is the same way.
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  Three and a base.
  


22        MR. ROGERS:  So the next question.  How
  


23   much of an offset is in the bottom of these
  


24   buildings as it steps across?
  


25        These buildings step, some just once, some
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 1   twice.
  


 2        MR. RATCHFORD:  Oh, you mean step between
  


 3   the --
  


 4        So building six is two feet across, two
  


 5   feet and two feet.
  


 6        Buildings eight and --
  


 7        MR. ROGERS:  So are you saying one side
  


 8   has got a four foot rise in the floor level?
  


 9        MR. RATCHFORD:  No.  It will be between
  


10   3.1 and 3.2 would be two feet total.
  


11        MR. ROGERS:  Two foot total.
  


12        MR. RATCHFORD:  And then the breezeway two
  


13   and three will be two foot total.  So it would
  


14   be four foot total from one end of the building
  


15   to the other.
  


16        Now, building eight --
  


17        We set all our breaks at two feet.  When
  


18   you get them over three feet it requires a
  


19   second floor.  And then you start getting a
  


20   handicap rate problem between breezeways.
  


21        MR. ROGERS:  Thank you.
  


22        MR. HERMANN:  One other question.
  


23        COURT REPORTER:  Wait.  Speak up, please.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  Speak into the mike.
  


25        MR. HERMANN:  Building eight pretty much
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 1   abuts the property where we are talking about
  


 2   the height problem.
  


 3        Is there any way to alternate that height?
  


 4   How many units would you lose if you eliminated
  


 5   one floor, call it a subbasement so that you
  


 6   basically only have --
  


 7        MR. RATCHFORD:  So if I lose a basement I
  


 8   lose four units.  But contrary, I'm not losing
  


 9   any height in the elevation.  The retaining
  


10   wall goes in its place; if that makes sense.
  


11        I can either have the retaining wall in
  


12   the building or outside.
  


13        So our purpose of why we put these
  


14   basement units in, it was easier and we felt
  


15   more -- it was more conservative to put the
  


16   units in the bottom and put them in these
  


17   basements than come in and grade more to put
  


18   another building in further up the hill.
  


19        So that was the tradeoff is if --
  


20        The basement units have gotten a lot
  


21   better over the years.  When they are a solid
  


22   concrete wall they don't get moisture problems.
  


23   It is not if you use concrete block coming up.
  


24        So we have had good success with them.  We
  


25   have used them in Franklinton.  In some major
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 1   grading sites it just worked out better.
  


 2        MR. WINGATE:  I'm still having some
  


 3   concerns about adding space --
  


 4        COURT REPORTER:  Wait.  Speak up, please.
  


 5        MR. WINGATE:  I am still having some
  


 6   issues with unoccupied attic space.
  


 7        It reads that it has to be less than seven
  


 8   feet to not qualify as a story.
  


 9        MR. McDOWELL:  So Elizabeth, how did you
  


10   arrive at that standard?
  


11        MS. TEAGUE:  So going back to that
  


12   definition from chapter 4.4, Minimum Height, it
  


13   talks about the attic story as you can have up
  


14   to seven feet in height and raise basements
  


15   less than six feet in height as unoccupied
  


16   attics.
  


17        The drawing that we have been provided is
  


18   just a roof.  There is no attic space that is
  


19   shown up there.  It is just the roof on it.
  


20        So my interpretation is that, looking at
  


21   that dimensional height standard definition and
  


22   the drawing that we have, it is showing the
  


23   building height as including that roof
  


24   standard, that -- I mean that roof area.
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  I think I understand what
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 1   you are saying, since it is a --
  


 2        MS. TEAGUE:  When I interpret attic, I
  


 3   interpret that as a space that is being used.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


 5        MS. TEAGUE:  And they are saying you can
  


 6   have in addition to your third or fourth
  


 7   floor --
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  A standard home's pitch of
  


 9   roof generally generates more than seven feet
  


10   from ceiling -- the last level to rooftop.
  


11        I understand what you are saying.
  


12        MS. TEAGUE:  Right.
  


13        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


14        Last opportunity.
  


15        MR. SUTTON:  I make a motion to close the
  


16   public hearing.
  


17        MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  A motion to
  


18   second?
  


19        MR. HERMANN:  A motion to second.
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  All those in favor --
  


21        Will you allow me one moment for the
  


22   discussion before the vote?
  


23        Ron?  Mr. Sneed?
  


24        MR. SNEED:  Yes?
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  Is there anything that you
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 1   need that you as our attorney that we should
  


 2   get any additional clarification on or things
  


 3   that we might not have done that we should do
  


 4   before we close the public hearing?
  


 5        MR. SNEED:  At this hour, I can't imagine.
  


 6        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you, sir.  I just
  


 7   wanted to be sure of that, that I dotted my I's
  


 8   and crosses my T's.
  


 9        I have a motion.
  


10        Is there any discussion before closing?
  


11   Any further discussion?
  


12        All those in favor of closing the public
  


13   session please say aye.
  


14        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
  


15        MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
  


16        MR. SHAH:  Aye.
  


17        MS. HAIN:  Aye.
  


18        MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
  


19        MR. DYKES:  Aye.
  


20        MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
  


21        MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Aye.
  


23        Any opposed?
  


24        All right.
  


25        Now we get to begin our deliberations
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 1   where we talk amongst ourselves.  We won't be
  


 2   able to ask questions of any of the parties of
  


 3   standing.
  


 4        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Do you have to speak
  


 5   into the mike?
  


 6        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, you do need to the
  


 7   speak into the microphone because it is still
  


 8   public record.
  


 9        Correct, Ron?
  


10        MR. SNEED:  Correct.  Every word out of
  


11   your mouth is public record.
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  This is still public
  


13   record.  We still need to speak.  It is just
  


14   that we cannot ask any questions.  This is for
  


15   us to discuss.
  


16        Thoughts?  Concerns?
  


17        Do you want to address each of the five
  


18   things one by one and try to get some
  


19   clarification so we don't jump around?
  


20        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Right.
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  Number one,
  


22   consistency.
  


23        We will actually begin on page -- We will
  


24   begin with the staff report on page two and
  


25   probably go to page three, proposed development
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 1   consistency.
  


 2        The question is:  Is the plan consistent
  


 3   with the adopted plans and policies of the
  


 4   Town, is the question.
  


 5        Does anyone have concerns that it is not
  


 6   consistent with the adopted plans and policies?
  


 7        Ron, any problem with me taking a vote on
  


 8   each of these issues to see where the Board
  


 9   stands and then as a whole?
  


10        Or is that something that I should avoid?
  


11        MR. SNEED:  Well, something needs to move
  


12   it of the dime probably.
  


13        And probably a consensus vote to get the
  


14   discussion going on the point might at least
  


15   get your discussion going.
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  So you are okay with that?
  


17        MR. SNEED:  Yes.
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  All those in favor of
  


19   saying --
  


20        Any further discussion on the topic of
  


21   consistency?
  


22        All those in favor that the plan is
  


23   consistent with the adopted plans and policies
  


24   of the Town say aye.
  


25        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
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 1        MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
  


 2        MR. SHAH:  Aye.
  


 3        MS. HAIN:  Aye.
  


 4        MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
  


 5        MR. DYKES:  Aye.
  


 6        MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
  


 7        MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  Any opposed?
  


 9        Step one the applicant has met.
  


10        Step two, the plan complies with the
  


11   applicable requirements of this ordinance.
  


12        Comments?
  


13        MR. ROGERS:  I think there are a number of
  


14   reasons that it does not.
  


15        Number one, civic space.  Civic space
  


16   isn't dedicated.  The civic space hasn't been
  


17   shown.
  


18        Only less than 20 percent or two-tenths of
  


19   an acre can be counted.  All the civic space
  


20   that is in the floodplain is not allowed
  


21   according to this ordinance.
  


22        So all the stuff down at the bottom is
  


23   around the clubhouse, around the stream; all of
  


24   that cannot be counted as civic space.
  


25        The wooded area above doesn't have any
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 1   designation in order to approve it for that.
  


 2        MR. WINGATE:  I don't think that is quite
  


 3   the case.
  


 4        I'm getting raised eyebrows.
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  No.  There has been a
  


 6   difference of opinion.  So we can ask Ron for
  


 7   an opinion.  But we cannot ask staff our -- we
  


 8   can't ask staff or the applicant or --
  


 9        MR. WINGATE:  Ron, is there --
  


10        MR. SNEED:  I can't answer that question.
  


11   But his statement raised the question.
  


12        You probably need to look back at the
  


13   ordinance and see if floodplain areas are
  


14   excluded.
  


15        I know wetlands can't be counted.  And the
  


16   stream buffers can't be counted.
  


17        But I don't know about floodplains.
  


18        MR. HERMANN:  One of the concerns that I
  


19   have is between that and forcing the developer
  


20   to go back into that tree area and develop it
  


21   to qualify, if that is what was going to be
  


22   necessary.
  


23        And I would rather just make the exception
  


24   rather than see them start going in and --
  


25        MR. SUTTON:  Right.  You would have to go
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 1   in and cut down trees for civic space.
  


 2        MR. HERMANN:  Right.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  Well --
  


 4        And Jason, your --
  


 5        MR. ROGERS:  I guess I will rephrase it
  


 6   and say at least a quarter of it has to be
  


 7   outside the floodplain.  So this quarter of an
  


 8   acres of civic space outside --
  


 9        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
  


10        And you are saying that the dog park is
  


11   in -- the dog park is in --
  


12        MR. ROGERS:  The dog park and the
  


13   playground are outside of the floodplain.
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  And the pool area.
  


15        MR. ROGERS:  They didn't count the pool
  


16   area.
  


17        MR. McDOWELL:  I thought at one point that
  


18   they did count the pool area as part of the
  


19   civic space.
  


20        MR. ROGERS:  So that means it is .29,
  


21   right, acres of the two acres of civic space?
  


22        MR. WINGATE:  If you can get this point
  


23   one proposed village green, point eight civic
  


24   space --
  


25        MR. ROGERS:  That is in the --
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 1      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  So, Jason, are you saying
  


 3   that the ordinance in your opinion says it
  


 4   can't be in the floodplain?
  


 5        MR. ROGERS:  Twenty-five of it has to be
  


 6   outside of it.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  Outside of it.  Okay.
  


 8        MR. ROGERS:  Yes.
  


 9        MR. McDOWELL:  Twenty-five of the --
  


10        MR. SNEED:  Civic space.
  


11        MR. ROGERS:  Civic space.
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  What is our total civic
  


13   space is what we are trying to get at is we
  


14   need --
  


15        It is developed civic space, correct, is
  


16   what the definition is?
  


17        So 25 percent of the civic space of four
  


18   acres is what is required?  Or is it two acres?
  


19   I can't remember.
  


20        MR. ROGERS:  It is two acres.
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  Two acres are required?
  


22        MR. ROGERS:  Right.
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  To be developed or total
  


24   civic space?
  


25        MR. ROGERS:  Total civic space.
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  And 25 percent of
  


 2   that has to be developed outside the
  


 3   floodplain.
  


 4        MR. ROGERS:  Twenty five percent of it has
  


 5   to be outside the floodplain.
  


 6        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  So we are looking
  


 7   at an even half acre.  Okay.
  


 8        MR. ROGERS:  Next --
  


 9        MR. McDOWELL:  So I want to get some
  


10   clarification because we have got some stuff
  


11   that we have gotten.
  


12        Where does it look like they are at on
  


13   that, in your opinion, Jason, since you brought
  


14   this up?
  


15        MR. ROGERS:  Let me look at my paperwork
  


16   here.
  


17        MR. McDOWELL:  Since you said they didn't
  


18   meet it I want --
  


19        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  On page seven I guess
  


20   they enumerate --
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  Page seven?
  


22        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Of the staff report.
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  Of the staff report?
  


24        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Yes.  Civic space.
  


25        MR. ROGERS:  So I have the designated
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 1   areas of the dog park and that playground.  But
  


 2   that is outside the floodplain.
  


 3        And then --
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  And if you include the pool
  


 5   space which is point one aren't we at --
  


 6        MR. ROGERS:  Right.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  -- 2.9?
  


 8        MR. ROGERS:  That is .29.
  


 9        MR. McDOWELL:  .29.  And we need a quarter
  


10   of an acre or a half an acre.
  


11        MR. ROGERS:  We need point five.
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  We need what?
  


13        MR. ROGERS:  Point five.
  


14      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  Twenty five percent of it
  


16   is point five, right.  So --
  


17        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  We have 9.99; right?
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  Well, it depends on
  


19   whether --
  


20        Jason is saying that the village green is
  


21   in the floodplain and would not qualify as
  


22   developed space outside of those areas.
  


23        MR. WINGATE:  Then we go back to having to
  


24   cut down trees for civic space.
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  Well, we end up having to
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 1   decide.  That is what we -- that is part of
  


 2   our --
  


 3        Jason brought a good point up.  And the
  


 4   other is that are we wanting to have more
  


 5   developed space that is removing of tree or
  


 6   causes grading or are we wanting to deny the
  


 7   application based on that so they come back?
  


 8   Or are we wanting to grant an exemption to do
  


 9   that?  That is what we are going to end up
  


10   making a discussion on.
  


11        MR. ROGERS:  Right.
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  A decision on.
  


13        MR. ROGERS:  So there are a few other
  


14   points from a relevance standpoint.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.
  


16        MR. ROGERS:  Obviously the discussion of
  


17   the driveway separation distance, that is still
  


18   in question.
  


19        The building height --
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  On that one I think it is a
  


21   must that they hit 45 feet.  Without a doubt.
  


22        Does anyone not believe they need to --
  


23        Let me rephrase that.  Are you willing to
  


24   grant the 40 percent reduction?
  


25        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Yes.
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 1        MR. HERMANN:  Yes.
  


 2        MR. SHAH:  Yes.
  


 3        MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
  


 4        MR. SUTTON:  Yes.
  


 5        MR. ROGERS:  The reason I asked the
  


 6   question about the mail kiosk is just to show
  


 7   how much of that space is used.  It is not just
  


 8   used to stop by and see the office.  That is
  


 9   where all your mail comes and goes.
  


10        There is a certain level of traffic there.
  


11   So that is something to consider.
  


12        So then the big one is getting the
  


13   building height right.  If you consider the
  


14   roof, with 14 feet, a story times three, that
  


15   is 42 feet.
  


16        You put the roof on it, the elevation
  


17   shows now a 30.2 foot height at the top of the
  


18   third floor.
  


19        If you add a roof to it that is 16 feet.
  


20   That puts it at 46 feet with a building
  


21   differential allotting four feet.  That puts
  


22   that building at a respective height of 50 foot
  


23   tall.
  


24        MR. WINGATE:  From the back.
  


25        MR. ROGERS:  From the side.
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 1        MR. WINGATE:  From the side.
  


 2        MR. ROGERS:  So it states as it goes it is
  


 3   30 feet tall with a 16 foot roof that actually
  


 4   comes into the height requirement which exceeds
  


 5   42 foot which if you look at it in that
  


 6   fashion, three times the 14 foot maximum per
  


 7   story.
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  Now that is a maximum
  


 9   number of stories, the 14 feet.  Was that
  


10   not --
  


11        MR. ROGERS:  Yes.
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  There wasn't a maximum
  


13   height listed, to my knowledge.  There was a
  


14   maximum stories listed at a story not to exceed
  


15   14 feet.
  


16        MR. WINGATE:  It said that 50 feet cannot
  


17   include that buffer.
  


18        MR. ROGERS:  So what I'm saying is if you
  


19   are allowed three stories at the maximum of 14
  


20   feet, the maximum height would end up being 42
  


21   feet.
  


22        MR. WINGATE:  Right.
  


23        MR. ROGERS:  Fourteen times three.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  No.  But that is the
  


25   maximum height that you could have to the top,
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 1   the ceiling of the top floor, not the maximum
  


 2   height of the building.
  


 3      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  It is saying that
  


 5   you can have a story being 14 feet high.  That
  


 6   doesn't go to the --  Is it showing --  I mean
  


 7   I didn't see --
  


 8        MR. ROGERS:  That is where that section of
  


 9   4.4.1, why does it list the 7 foot is not to be
  


10   considered for building height.
  


11        If it is over seven foot you calculate it
  


12   against the height.
  


13        MR. McDOWELL:  If it is -- I believe if it
  


14   is half, not if it is that.
  


15        What is the standard pitch on the roof,
  


16   Jason?  I mean, if you are dealing with that --
  


17        MR. ROGERS:  Well, it speaks to
  


18   uninhabited.
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


20        MR. ROGERS:  If it says 7 foot.  So if it
  


21   was 16 foot under that is still not considered
  


22   in height.
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  I certainly wouldn't
  


24   understand how we could have a three story
  


25   building with the width it is and the pitch
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 1   that it has to have, that is automatically
  


 2   higher than 7 feet right there.
  


 3        You do construction.
  


 4        MR. ROGERS:  They have eight to twelve
  


 5   pitch on this proposal.
  


 6        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


 7        MR. ROGERS:  So an eight to twelve pitch,
  


 8   I mean, if you use the standard shingles you
  


 9   can drop it down to a four inch pitch and still
  


10   work.  Right?
  


11      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


12        MR. ROGERS:  -- which would make it 38
  


13   feet high.
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  So those are two standards
  


15   that Jason is bringing up.
  


16        Anyone else have questions about --
  


17        COURT REPORTER:  I am not hearing you at
  


18   all.
  


19        MS. HAIN:  I'm sorry.  I count three:
  


20   Civic space, driveway, and height.
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


22        MR. WINGATE:  Can we discuss those?
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  Well, we are going to have
  


24   to.
  


25        MR. WINGATE:  I think the civic space is
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 1   good as they plan instead of taking down trees
  


 2   to make more civic space.  So I'm okay with the
  


 3   civic space being as it is.
  


 4        As far as the driveway, I would think that
  


 5   we can stipulate that it needs to at least be
  


 6   45 feet.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, I think we all agree
  


 8   on that one.  I think that one is done.
  


 9        MR. WINGATE:  Height.
  


10        MR. HERMANN:  Do you want to take these
  


11   one at a time?  Civic space right now.
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  Let's talk about that civic
  


13   space.
  


14        You know, we are asking -- And that is
  


15   always a tough thing.  This totally wooded lot
  


16   would be one -- Say you need to cut the usable
  


17   space by cutting down trees.  I mean, I'm not
  


18   sure which way that actually falls on this one
  


19   to be honest on that.
  


20        I think they are very close on space in
  


21   there.  But what is it we are thinking?
  


22        MR. WINGATE:  But the back, not all the
  


23   wooded space would be gated so that it is
  


24   available to other people that --
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  And it did say in there, it
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 1   talked about problems and such as that.  So
  


 2   that should be able to meet --
  


 3        I think there is no question about meeting
  


 4   civic space.  I think the question becomes the
  


 5   definition of what is adjacent developed or --
  


 6        MR. ROGERS:  I think the point to make
  


 7   here is even a wooded lot, there is no
  


 8   conservation and it needs to be all of this.
  


 9   This is just one building right now.
  


10        In order to qualify as civic space, even
  


11   undeveloped civic space, there would have to be
  


12   a conservation easement or some level of civic
  


13   retention --
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  HOA --
  


15        MR. WINGATE:  Could we stipulate that they
  


16   would have to keep the wooded spaces?
  


17        MR. SNEED:  Again at this point all you
  


18   are doing is seeing if they meet the Site Plan.
  


19   I believe how that is handled in the future is
  


20   a technical aspect that comes later.
  


21        Right now your determination is, is there
  


22   sufficient amount set aside under the
  


23   ordinance.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, your mike is not
  


25   carrying.
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 1        Our determination now has to be whether or
  


 2   not they have set aside enough.
  


 3        Is that what you are saying?
  


 4        MR. SNEED:  Correct.  Right.  Staff can
  


 5   take care of how that is held or protected in
  


 6   the future.  And there are a variety of ways.
  


 7   You don't have to establish that now.
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


 9        MR. SUTTON:  So we can't require an
  


10   easement?
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  Well, it would have to meet
  


12   the standards that are set in the ordinance for
  


13   the Town to approve it is what Ron is saying,
  


14   which would mean it would have to be either an
  


15   HOA conservation easement or some other form;
  


16   correct?
  


17        MR. SNEED:  I would treat that just like
  


18   any other technical aspect.  Folks later will
  


19   follow up on it.
  


20        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I can't hear you.
  


21        MR. SUTTON:  Try to lean forward.
  


22        MR. SNEED:  I'm sorry.
  


23        But I would look at that, how those
  


24   conservation areas are protected as a technical
  


25   point that they will cover later just like
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 1   building plans, sewer and water, stormwater.
  


 2        Your job is to determine have they set
  


 3   aside a sufficient amount under the --
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  Have they set aside a
  


 5   sufficient amount.
  


 6        MR. SNEED:  -- under the ordinance.
  


 7        If they have done that later the folks
  


 8   will take care of that.
  


 9        MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  So with that
  


10   guidance, do you believe that they have set
  


11   aside enough civic space to meet with the
  


12   requirements?
  


13        MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  So all those who believe
  


15   yes please say aye.
  


16        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
  


17        MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
  


18        MR. SHAH:  Aye.
  


19        MS. HAIN:  Aye.
  


20        MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
  


21        MR. DYKES:  Aye.
  


22        MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
  


23        MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  And any that say nay?
  


25        All right.  Then we move on to the 45 feet
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 1   and the third one being the height.
  


 2        Comments?  Concerns?
  


 3        So your concern, Jason, is that the
  


 4   buildings are too high with the pitch of the
  


 5   roof that they currently have?
  


 6        MR. ROGERS:  I think if you go back to the
  


 7   question before the hearing involved --
  


 8        COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry, can you speak
  


 9   into the mike?
  


10        MR. ROGERS:  Relatively speaking, from the
  


11   view say from the town back towards the
  


12   development, on the other side of the
  


13   development there will be a 30 foot -- as the
  


14   plans show, a 32-foot retaining wall with an
  


15   essentially 46-foot building above that.
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  In order to make the
  


17   retaining wall, that is right.
  


18        MR. ROGERS:  So that is quite a magnitude
  


19   of mountain view on that other side.
  


20        You know, whenever this building with its
  


21   roof and everything is added to the part above
  


22   the 32-foot retaining wall, that is a pretty
  


23   substantial size looking from the town back
  


24   towards this.
  


25        So it would be relevant in keeping with
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 1   the community question as whether that is --
  


 2   you can say 46 feet with the 16-foot roof and
  


 3   it just I guess comes to the Board whether you
  


 4   determine the roof height is in it or not.
  


 5   Because the drawing shows the roof.  But what
  


 6   is that maximum height.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  Is it your supposition from
  


 8   reading that there is both a story and a height
  


 9   limitation in the ordinance?
  


10        MR. ROGERS:  Yes.
  


11        MR. WINGATE:  What is the height
  


12   limitation?
  


13        MR. ROGERS:  The maximum height would be
  


14   the 14 feet with the three floors.  That would
  


15   be 42 feet maximum.
  


16        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Plus the roof.
  


17        MR. ROGERS:  A 42-foot maximum
  


18   including --
  


19        MR. McDOWELL:  No.  It obviously -- It
  


20   obviously says there is at least seven feet in
  


21   the roof that you can do in addition to 14
  


22   feet.  It definitely says the minimum with
  


23   the --
  


24        MR. ROGERS:  Okay.  I mean, that is a
  


25   determination.
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 1        Me, I say no.  I say seven feet or less,
  


 2   you don't count the roof.  But if it is more
  


 3   than seven you count the entire roof.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  I have a different view of
  


 5   that than you do.  I mean, I think that there
  


 6   may be a maximum height there that you get, but
  


 7   I'm not sure that I see it that way.
  


 8      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


 9        MR. McDOWELL:  What is that, Marty?  Into
  


10   the microphone, please.
  


11        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I just feel that four
  


12   floors though of habitable space is too high.
  


13        MR. McDOWELL:  Your interpretation is the
  


14   basement includes the habitable space?
  


15        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Uh-huh.
  


16        MR. WINGATE:  So when you sell a house is
  


17   the basement considered a story?
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  Not in our MLS it is not.
  


19        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  If it is above grade.
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  Right.
  


21        That is a good question.
  


22        Let me clarify this just so we can move
  


23   this along.
  


24        Those -- How many of us view that building
  


25   eight is three stories and how many are viewing
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 1   it as four stories?  Because it is going to
  


 2   effect how we measure height.
  


 3        All those of you --
  


 4        MS. HAIN:  Ask it the other way, by
  


 5   height.
  


 6        MR. McDOWELL:  Well, I think the way we
  


 7   arrive at a height is by determining where we
  


 8   are measuring stories from.
  


 9        In a four story building we are measuring
  


10   it from the back side, there are aspects there.
  


11   If we consider it a three story building it
  


12   depends on where we measure for height.
  


13        So you understand that, Ging?
  


14        MS. HAIN:  No.  I'm processing now.
  


15        It is from the highest ground level.
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  That's -- I agree.
  


17        Marty is saying it is not.  Marty is
  


18   counting a story as it would be four.
  


19        I'm asking is the Board's interpretation
  


20   that building eight is three or four stories?
  


21        MR. SHAH:  It is three stories tall.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Three stories.
  


23        Jason, how are you counting it?
  


24        MR. ROGERS:  I consider the measurement
  


25   starts at the upper graded level of the --
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  So therefore it is a three
  


 2   story?
  


 3        MR. ROGERS:  It is three stories.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  Robert?
  


 5        MR. HERMANN:  Same, three stories.
  


 6        MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, you are still saying
  


 7   four?
  


 8        So as a whole we are saying it is three
  


 9   stories.
  


10        So now we measure the height from that
  


11   aspect, so.
  


12        The maximum height that you are stating
  


13   that you believe the maximum height is 32 feet?
  


14        MR. ROGERS:  Forty-two.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  Forty-two.
  


16        MR. WINGATE:  Where do you get 42?
  


17        MR. McDOWELL:  Three times 14.
  


18      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


19        MR. WINGATE:  But that is not including
  


20   the roof.
  


21        MR. ROGERS:  I'm just trying to get a
  


22   maximum height from the perspective of the
  


23   Board.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  And I understand what you
  


25   are saying about measuring.  But nowhere in the
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 1   ordinance does it say you can take into account
  


 2   the retaining wall to arrive at that.
  


 3        MR. ROGERS:  I understand that.  That is
  


 4   for a future question.
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.  All right, guys.
  


 6   Let's see if we can get out before midnight
  


 7   comes.
  


 8        So, Jason, are there any other concerns
  


 9   about complies with the requirements of the
  


10   ordinance?
  


11        Jason has raised three.
  


12        Any others?
  


13        All right.
  


14        I want to come back to that one and see if
  


15   we have any more issues here.
  


16        There exists adequate infrastructure,
  


17   utilities, and transportation.
  


18        Does anyone believe that there is not
  


19   adequate infrastructure or that the applicant
  


20   did not prove that?
  


21        MR. ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  That is not my
  


23   concern.  That is a DOT, I believe.
  


24        Right.  So I agree.  Does anyone agree
  


25   that they have met the standard?
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 1        MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  Number four, proposed plan
  


 3   conforms to the character of the neighborhood,
  


 4   considered location type, height of the
  


 5   buildings, structures, and type and extent of
  


 6   landscaping.
  


 7        MR. ROGERS:  So then that brings me to the
  


 8   giant retaining wall in keeping with the
  


 9   neighborhood and that view from the town.  I
  


10   mean, looking up from Hazelwood Elementary,
  


11   that is a pretty massive -- a massive
  


12   structure.
  


13        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  In my opinion it
  


14   certainly doesn't conform or fit the
  


15   neighborhood.
  


16        MR. WINGATE:  Let's look at the other
  


17   houses in the neighborhood.  They have very
  


18   large retaining walls, as well.  Right?  Other
  


19   houses in the neighborhood, am I correct?
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  I don't know well enough to
  


21   look -- to comment on that.
  


22        I think that part of this comes into being
  


23   the fact that almost all of our neighborhoods
  


24   that allow multiuse, when you bring it down to
  


25   the smallest standard, anything outside of a
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 1   single family residential home can be
  


 2   considered not conforming to the character.
  


 3        However, in every single one of our town
  


 4   zones we allow multiple use, which could be
  


 5   commercial, could be retail.  That is not -- We
  


 6   no longer have an R1 category.  All of our
  


 7   categories are mixed use to that three.
  


 8        So I think there are aspects of whenever
  


 9   you bring something new to a neighborhood there
  


10   is a degree of nonconformity to the existing
  


11   aspect, and yet we allow those things in.
  


12        So the question becomes to the degree that
  


13   if you allow it in a neighborhood, how do you
  


14   use it and have the closest conformity to the
  


15   neighborhood.  Otherwise it shouldn't be
  


16   allowed in here.  And this is allowed.  There
  


17   is no such thing of an apartment complex of
  


18   single stories really.  So then you start
  


19   getting into that.
  


20        So yes, I do think it changes the
  


21   character.  It happens with anything.  I think
  


22   to be honest -- and it is outside the Town so
  


23   it really doesn't matter.
  


24        Mr. Morgan's home drastically altered the
  


25   character of that neighborhood when he
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 1   developed that.  And he built something they
  


 2   appreciated and liked, or maybe they didn't, I
  


 3   have no idea because it didn't go through us.
  


 4   That type of construction and building changes
  


 5   the neighborhood as well as the school as well
  


 6   as this type of thing.
  


 7        But once they are allowed in the area how
  


 8   do you go about to allow those things that are
  


 9   permissible in the area to do it.  I think it
  


10   is the design standards of relief construction
  


11   materials and things like that in order to
  


12   achieve that, in my personal opinion.
  


13        Once you allow it in the area the question
  


14   is how do you engrain it to have the least
  


15   amount of disruption in the community because
  


16   it is allowed.
  


17        And that's my thought on it.
  


18        MR. WINGATE:  I agree.
  


19        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I still, I mean, I
  


20   just grew up here and --
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, you and I both grew
  


22   up here.
  


23        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  As you did.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  It is nowhere near what it
  


25   used to be 10 years ago when we were young.
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 1        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  And I remember family
  


 2   picnics and history and animals and lambs and
  


 3   all of that up through there, and an airstrip
  


 4   where my father landed and flew his plane.
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  And that is no longer
  


 6   there.  That was not necessarily considered a
  


 7   detriment to the community.
  


 8        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  No.  All of those
  


 9   things, that is the history and that was the
  


10   character I think.
  


11        And I think this is a very fine project.
  


12   But it just needs to go somewhere else, in my
  


13   opinion.  But I know it is going to happen.
  


14        MR. McDOWELL:  That is good.  Thank you
  


15   for that point.  Thank you.
  


16        Other comments on conforms to the
  


17   character of the neighborhood?
  


18        Jason, your feeling is it doesn't?
  


19        MR. ROGERS:  I don't really think that it
  


20   does.
  


21        MS. HAIN:  Say that again?
  


22        MR. ROGERS:  I do not feel that it does.
  


23        Any comments, Ging?
  


24        MS. HAIN:  Yes.
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  Go right ahead.
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 1        MS. HAIN:  So while I mourn the potential
  


 2   loss for historic and agricultural space, I
  


 3   don't think that is the topic of tonight's
  


 4   hearing.
  


 5        I grieve over it.  I will work with others
  


 6   I don't think that is --
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  So are you saying that you
  


 8   would --
  


 9        MS. HAIN:  Support.
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  -- support the conformity
  


11   to the neighborhood given those standards?
  


12        MS. HAIN:  I have to.
  


13        MR. WINGATE:  I agree.  I think we
  


14   shouldn't compromise the wooded area in the
  


15   back.
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  You know, that is what a
  


17   lot of areas have done is they really tried to
  


18   protect the -- Yeah.
  


19        We had this discussion years ago when we
  


20   were talking about lights, when we were going
  


21   through this most recent reiteration.  I was on
  


22   the group that did that.  And you know the
  


23   people in town are concerned about lights being
  


24   on the mountain and it interfering with their
  


25   view and disrupting what it looks like.
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 1        And of course the people on the top of the
  


 2   mountain are concerned about what develops in
  


 3   the valley and what it looks like.
  


 4        So therefore you have both parties have
  


 5   their own point of what the development does to
  


 6   their view standards and considerations.  And
  


 7   that is what is happening here to a degree is
  


 8   we still have that large -- overall a large
  


 9   rural area out there.  It is --
  


10        MR. WINGATE:  It is about the betterment
  


11   of the community.
  


12        MR. McDOWELL:  I do think that is an
  


13   aspect is the overall impact.
  


14        We have at least two people that were
  


15   saying does not conform.
  


16        MR. SHAH:  I think it conforms.  If you
  


17   are looking to move residential I think it
  


18   conforms.
  


19        COURT REPORTER:  Speak up just a little
  


20   bit.
  


21        MR. SHAH:  I said I think it conforms.  We
  


22   are looking to move to more of a dense
  


23   population from a more rural population.  This
  


24   is the type of structural that would help that
  


25   transitional mix.
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  Robert?
  


 2        MR. HERMANN:  My only concern is that we
  


 3   have such a need for this type of a project.
  


 4   Rental property is just --
  


 5        This whole area, and statistics prove
  


 6   this out.  This community is aging.  And, I
  


 7   mean, you know, those of us who are older and
  


 8   not necessarily working, it is going to
  


 9   eventually just become a serious problem.
  


10        That way to -- I hear that in the business
  


11   community all the time.  You can't find people
  


12   to work because they can't find a place to
  


13   live.
  


14        So to answer the question without going on
  


15   any further, I agree.
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  And I appreciate that
  


17   comment on the -- I do think you need to be
  


18   sure that we don't let the need of the
  


19   community override whether or not this project
  


20   fits the standards for this hearing, which is
  


21   what we are looking at now.  Be sure of that.
  


22        Danny?
  


23        MR. WINGATE:  I think they are all
  


24   approved.  You really want to maintain the
  


25   character of that community --
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  Without doing this.
  


 2        MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  Anthony?
  


 4        MR. SUTTON:  I agree.
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  Bucky?
  


 6        MR. DYKES:  I agree with that to a point.
  


 7        I guess what I'm having a struggle with
  


 8   this is the fact that the property is on the
  


 9   edge of two different types of neighborhoods.
  


10        And how do you comply with the purpose and
  


11   intent of one district where there is another
  


12   one with such a radical change.  You step over
  


13   the line.  I --
  


14        That is where I struggle as to this
  


15   particular project.  Because it is next to a
  


16   residential property, a more rural area.  And
  


17   then on the other side it is going toward more
  


18   of a developed area that is in fact changing.
  


19   How do you balance that -- that transition.
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  In honesty, when you are
  


21   developing land this close to the highway,
  


22   these are the types of projects that are
  


23   usually in the best and highest use of the
  


24   properties.
  


25        Because of the high density and the
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 1   apartment complex, most people appreciate the
  


 2   closeness of the highway versus trying to
  


 3   develop a higher-end residential neighborhood
  


 4   with the four-lane, you know, right there a
  


 5   quarter of a mile from it.
  


 6        So on this one we have some concerns, but
  


 7   only two nays for meeting it.
  


 8        Okay.  Number five, application will not
  


 9   substantially injure the value of adjoining or
  


10   abutting properties and will not be detrimental
  


11   of the use or development of adjacent
  


12   properties.
  


13        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  My experience with
  


14   that was those with Town and Country Townhouses
  


15   that was here, there were brief objections.  A
  


16   house that I was trying to sell was right next
  


17   to it.  And the Town and Country Townhouses
  


18   were right beside it.  That certainly affected
  


19   the desirability of that house.  And the sale
  


20   of that house took a long time.
  


21        MS. HAIN:  And now?
  


22        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  It is fine now.  But
  


23   that took years.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  The initial change period?
  


25        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Five years, so.
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  Comments?
  


 2        Questions?
  


 3        MR. WINGATE:  I can only speak to the
  


 4   Biltmore Park and the apartments there.  The
  


 5   apartments actually raised the value of the
  


 6   property.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  I definitely don't think it
  


 8   hurts the undeveloped properties nearby.  I
  


 9   think it gives those property owners a much
  


10   greater value associated with those.
  


11        I'm not sure about the properties across
  


12   the road, the single family homes around that.
  


13   But that is -- The fact that it is a
  


14   residential area, it is important to the
  


15   residents that we allow things of that aspect.
  


16        It is more of a substantial project.  I
  


17   don't know that it substantially hurts.  I
  


18   think it can take a while for the community to
  


19   adjust to the perception of those being there.
  


20   The long-term, I'm not sure that it does
  


21   personally.
  


22        Anybody voting nay to item five, that it
  


23   did not meet it?
  


24        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Nay.
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  Jason?
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 1        MR. ROGERS:  I'm just not experienced
  


 2   enough to know how to provide testimony.  I
  


 3   think both sides, so.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.  Okay.
  


 5        We are back to item three.  This is going
  


 6   to be our last sticking point for
  


 7   considerations here.
  


 8        And this is really back to, in particular,
  


 9   a, conditions we put, and, b, how we feel about
  


10   meet -- excuse me -- item two, planning
  


11   complies with Board requirements under the
  


12   ordinance.
  


13        MR. WINGATE:  I think we have the 45 feet
  


14   for the driveway.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  Jason had two concerns.  I
  


16   think we addressed one and one we didn't.
  


17        MR. ROGERS:  So if I can just read from
  


18   the ordinance, 4.4.1, and that is a story.
  


19        A story is a habitable layer within the
  


20   building not more than 14 feet high from
  


21   finished floor to finished ceiling.
  


22        Unoccupied attics less than seven feet in
  


23   height and raised basements less than six feet
  


24   in height as measured from the average grade of
  


25   the fronting sidewalk are not considered a
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 1   story for the purposes of determining building
  


 2   height.
  


 3        If it is more than seven feet it is
  


 4   considered.
  


 5        MR. WINGATE:  I don't think it is the roof
  


 6   line.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  I would also say this.  If
  


 8   I remember correctly, from finished floor to
  


 9   finished ceiling on these units is nine feet.
  


10        MR. ROGERS:  Right.
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  So if you multiply that by
  


12   3, that is 27.  And if you add in the 16 feet
  


13   that you said there, we are only at 43 feet
  


14   versus the 42 feet.
  


15        It says they could have as much as that.
  


16   It doesn't mean they have to be.  So even if
  


17   you said that was the maximum, it appears that
  


18   they are within one foot of that maximum on the
  


19   way you calculated that.
  


20        MR. ROGERS:  Well, I guess after reading
  


21   this, the drawing actually shows it as an added
  


22   story.  So is that considered another story at
  


23   16 feet high?
  


24        MR. HERMANN:  I'm not sure what you are
  


25   looking at.
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  He is looking at the
  


 2   drawings that are on page four.
  


 3        MR. ROGERS:  So if it is over seven feet
  


 4   is it considered an added story?  If it is over
  


 5   seven feet, it is 16 feet tall.
  


 6      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


 7        MR. HERMANN:  It doesn't say
  


 8   uninhabitable, it says unoccupied.
  


 9        MR. ROGERS:  Unoccupied.
  


10        MR. HERMANN:  Unoccupied.
  


11        MR. ROGERS:  So an unoccupied attic.
  


12        MR. HERMANN:  Well, I have a question
  


13   whether or not it is an attic.  We are talking
  


14   about simple a roof.
  


15        MR. ROGERS:  Okay.  I would say --
  


16        MR. HERMANN:  It is by definition --
  


17      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


18        MR. WINGATE:  I don't think it is a
  


19   storage area.
  


20        MR. ROGERS:  And the building itself has a
  


21   dimension of 30.2 feet regardless of how you
  


22   add it up.
  


23        The basement is six feet tall.  And that
  


24   is not considered a basement.
  


25        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  Because we have
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 1   already agreed (indiscernible.)
  


 2        MS. HAIN:  Okay.  So let's assume then we
  


 3   will make it a condition to reduce that.
  


 4      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


 5        COURT REPORTER:  I have to be able to hear
  


 6   you.
  


 7        MR. WINGATE:  I'm sorry?
  


 8        COURT REPORTER:  I can't hear.
  


 9        MR. WINGATE:  I don't think it is an
  


10   issue.
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  Your interpretation of the
  


12   ordinance is different than Jason's is what you
  


13   are stating?
  


14        MR. HERMANN:  Yes.  This is mine.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.
  


16        This is something that hopefully through
  


17   the next planned planning or maybe even sooner
  


18   there are some clarifications that can be
  


19   reached on some of this so that we have some
  


20   consistency throughout the ordinance on some of
  


21   these definitions, stories and such.
  


22        MR. WINGATE:  I would love to see the
  


23   definition of that.
  


24        MR. McDOWELL:  Well, there are several
  


25   different definitions.
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 1        Any other concerns concerning the meeting
  


 2   applicable requirements of this ordinance?
  


 3        Are there any others?
  


 4        The driveway we have talked about.  The --
  


 5   My -- I think we may need to consider as
  


 6   Elizabeth mentioned in hers and has brought up
  


 7   is the sidewalk, the trees aligning that area.
  


 8        I think that there is the alternative
  


 9   plan, landscape plan to use additional stuff.
  


10        I think if we are going to agree to this
  


11   we may need to stipulate what we want in that
  


12   alternative landscaping plan in order to
  


13   achieve the desired effect.
  


14        Because I don't think DOT would allow it,
  


15   those trees in the sidewalk.  Or there has to
  


16   be a movement of the building to a different
  


17   location.
  


18        So given that, what we might want to do to
  


19   achieve a landscaping design standard that we
  


20   are happy with.
  


21        I think that might require some additional
  


22   plantings in particular in my opinion along
  


23   the -- There is already a tree preserve there.
  


24   But along that lower portion of the property
  


25   between Plott Creek Road and building four to
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 1   be sure that they are kind of covering the line
  


 2   of sight as you come down Plott Creek from the
  


 3   higher end past this, you kind of make it more
  


 4   of a tree effect through there.
  


 5        MS. HAIN:  Could we do growth against the
  


 6   wall?  Shade trees?
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  Where are you talking
  


 8   about, Ging?
  


 9        MS. HAIN:  The clubhouse.
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  Along the creek
  


11   itself?
  


12      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


13        MS. HAIN:  So the retaining wall, it
  


14   looked like to me it needs more trees.
  


15        MR. McDOWELL:  I don't know what it is.
  


16   Because if the black line is the DOT
  


17   right-of-way, they are not going to want trees
  


18   planted in the DOT right-of-way.
  


19        MS. HAIN:  So to soften that retaining
  


20   wall you can have some softening buffering.
  


21   Some (indiscernible.)
  


22        MR. WINGATE:  Shrubbery like in the
  


23   parking lot.
  


24        MS. HAIN:  Or there are so Appiah trees.
  


25   There are alternatives.
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  I think there are.  I think
  


 2   we need to ask a person that there needs to be
  


 3   an increase in the landscaping, especially
  


 4   along Plott Creek Road and along the boundary
  


 5   as you come down from what you view in that
  


 6   little corner.
  


 7        MS. HAIN:  To soften that retaining wall.
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


 9        And the other option of course is on that
  


10   some additional plantings.  There is a
  


11   landscape buffer there at the other end closest
  


12   to the school.  You can see they have got some
  


13   landscaping there.  It also looks like that is
  


14   just -- I think we just need to be sure that
  


15   this is well landscaped to --
  


16        MR. HERMANN:  What I suggest is that we
  


17   require the landscape plan submitted to the
  


18   Town and then make a final determination as we
  


19   would with staff.
  


20        MR. SNEED:  Are you talking about an
  


21   alternative plan?
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.
  


23        Obviously they could not have submitted it
  


24   today because --
  


25        MR. HERMANN:  And it is not coming back to
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 1   us.
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
  


 3        MR. SNEED:  You don't want to leave it
  


 4   open so you have to address it again.
  


 5        But is this something that you direct that
  


 6   staff -- staff implements an alternative plan
  


 7   to offset the lost trees?
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  So on item two, what is the
  


 9   vote for the plan complies with applicable
  


10   requirements of this ordinance?
  


11        MR. HERMANN:  Subject to the conditions we
  


12   talked about.
  


13        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.  Retaining wall.
  


14        MR. HERMANN:  Right-of-way landscaping.
  


15      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


16        MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, ma'am?
  


17        MS. HAIN:  Jason brought up the kiosk and
  


18   possible congestion.  We can ask if the kiosk
  


19   be moved over or around the right-of-way.
  


20        MR. ROGERS:  The actual kiosk is inside
  


21   the building.
  


22        MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  She is saying she
  


23   wants it moved and wondering whether or not
  


24   that can be a condition, Ron, of us --
  


25        MS. HAIN:  Inside?
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 1        I'm sorry.  Inside?
  


 2        MR. McDOWELL:  It is in the clubhouse.
  


 3        MS. HAIN:  People are going to go get out
  


 4   of their car and walk into the clubhouse?
  


 5        MR. McDOWELL:  My understanding was that
  


 6   they said the mail kiosk was in the clubhouse,
  


 7   which Jason's point is it generates more
  


 8   traffic into that on a daily basis and that is
  


 9   a bit of a concern for us.
  


10        So Ron, is there any problem if we ask for
  


11   the mail Kiosk to be moved out somewhere else
  


12   on the property as part of our condition?
  


13        MR. SNEED:  That is a lot of planning.
  


14        And if you place that condition then think
  


15   of the effects.  We were worried about stacking
  


16   at the clubhouse.  We would create stacking in
  


17   the middle of a traveled way.  And then how
  


18   much adjustment is that asking them to make to
  


19   offset a perceived traffic issue.
  


20        MR. WINGATE:  I think we should have them
  


21   down near the garages.
  


22        MR. ROGERS:  I think if you are trying to
  


23   cover them, if we are going to allow them the
  


24   reduction in the drive, that is kind of
  


25   important is the 45 feet, then that covers
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 1   going in and out of --
  


 2        MS. HAIN:  Okay.
  


 3        MR. McDOWELL:  Anything else?
  


 4        So we will need a motion in a moment which
  


 5   I think we will be able to craft.  But I want
  


 6   to be sure that my understanding is we are now
  


 7   saying the plan complies with the adjustments.
  


 8   We are requesting to --
  


 9        My understanding then is we will need a
  


10   motion.
  


11        Ron, do we need a motion stated on each
  


12   one or just that it does meet all five given
  


13   the parameters we have drawn?
  


14        MR. SNEED:  I think if you take a vote at
  


15   this point and you carry a majority to do it,
  


16   then it is done.  What you have done is a straw
  


17   vote along the way to address the issues.  And
  


18   that has worked pretty well.
  


19        MR. WINGATE:  What do we put in the
  


20   stipulation?
  


21        MR. McDOWELL:  In the motion?
  


22        MR. SNEED:  Yes.
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  And those stimulations that
  


24   I am aware of, let's be sure we do it -- you
  


25   know, the must meet --  We are granting the 40
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 1   percent reduction, but must meet the 45-foot
  


 2   standard from --
  


 3        MS. HAIN:  Plott Creek, the right-of-way.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  The right-of-way.
  


 5        MS. HAIN:  And add in the floodplains as
  


 6   much as possible.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, when we see like this
  


 8   retaining wall and we have determined the
  


 9   retaining wall is a structure --
  


10        MR. SNEED:  Yes.
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  -- and it is in that, is
  


12   that a clarification that we state that all
  


13   structures must be out 30 feet as part of this
  


14   right-of-way?  Or is our determination that it
  


15   is automatically enough for staff to correct
  


16   that?  What do we need to do there?
  


17        MR. SNEED:  I think your motion can
  


18   just -- You made the determination that the
  


19   retaining wall is a structure.  So I think your
  


20   motion just needs to include one of the
  


21   conditions, that is that all retaining walls be
  


22   relocated to be set outside those buffer zones.
  


23        MR. McDOWELL:  Was there any other
  


24   conditions there that you guys remember?
  


25   Landscaping?
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 1        Anything else?
  


 2        This is our one shot, guys.  Let's be sure
  


 3   to get all of our thoughts.
  


 4        Ron, did you hear anything else?
  


 5        MR. SNEED:  I think those are it.  The
  


 6   forty percent reduction.
  


 7      (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
  


 8        MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, we cannot ask at a
  


 9   public hearing in review of --
  


10        MR. SNEED:  No.
  


11        MR. McDOWELL:  -- if something isn't
  


12   right, that is beyond our capability to do
  


13   that.
  


14        Anything else that we are wanting to
  


15   impose?
  


16        Do you have a motion?
  


17        MR. WINGATE:  I have a motion to approve
  


18   with stipulations that the staff review an
  


19   alternative to the landscaping plan --
  


20        MR. McDOWELL:  Provide increased
  


21   protection along the view of --
  


22        MR. WINGATE:  The retaining wall.  And
  


23   that we grant the 40 percent reduction of the
  


24   driveway, but require 45 feet from the
  


25   right-of-way.
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 1        And that the retaining wall is considered
  


 2   a structure and that would operate according
  


 3   with the plans.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  That those structures stay
  


 5   outside the 30 foot --
  


 6        MR. SNEED:  Outside buffer zones.
  


 7        MR. McDOWELL:  The buffer zones.
  


 8        Stay outside of 30 foot buffer zone.
  


 9        MR. SNEED:  Very good.
  


10        MR. McDOWELL:  Are you good with that,
  


11   Ron?
  


12        MR. SNEED:  I'm good.
  


13        MR. McDOWELL:  I have a motion to second.
  


14   Any further discussion?  Any additional
  


15   comments?
  


16        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  No.  Just --
  


17        MR. McDOWELL:  In a moment you are going
  


18   to have that opportunity, yes.
  


19        All those in favor aye.
  


20        MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
  


21        MR. SHAH:  Aye.
  


22        MS. HAIN:  Aye.
  


23        MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
  


24        MR. DYKES:  Aye.
  


25        MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
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 1        MR. McDOWELL:  All those opposed?
  


 2        MR. ROGERS:  Nay.
  


 3        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Nay.
  


 4        MR. McDOWELL:  Two nays.
  


 5        The motion has passed.
  


 6        Thank you very much everybody involved.
  


 7        Thank you for the motion.
  


 8        I have a motion to adjourn.
  


 9        All those in favor?
  


10        MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
  


11        MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
  


12        MR. SHAH:  Aye.
  


13        MS. HAIN:  Aye.
  


14        MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
  


15        MR. DYKES:  Aye.
  


16        MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
  


17        MR. SUTTON:   Aye.
  


18        MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
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             1

             2         (The following is a true, correct transcript.

             3         It is not certified and not meant for filing with

             4         the court.  It is meant to assist attorneys in

             5          preparation only.)

             6                           *****

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  We will call to order this

             8         special hall meeting of the Town of Waynesville

             9         Planning Board.

            10              Thank you for being here this evening.

            11         Once we can get started we will do the public

            12         hearing on the Major Site Plan.

            13              This will be a quasi judicial proceeding.

            14         And I will explain those procedures shortly.

            15              Before we begin, Elizabeth, are there any

            16         changes to the agenda?

            17              MS. TEAGUE:  No, sir; there are not.

            18              However, we have a sound system that

            19         doesn't appear to be on quite yet.  So let's

            20         make sure that it is.

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  Do we need a moment?

            22              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.

            23              (Whereupon, at which time there was an off

            24              the record discussion.)

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  Before we begin, this is
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             1         Danny Wingate's last meeting with us after

             2         serving several terms on the Planning Board.

             3              I want to personally thank him for his

             4         leadership.  He has been the vice chairman of

             5         the committee and has handled several meetings

             6         quite well when I have been out of town.  And I

             7         greatly appreciate Danny and his efforts.

             8              So Danny, thank you very much for your

             9         service.

            10              Is that any better out there?  Can you all

            11         hear a little bit better?

            12              All right.  We will begin then.

            13              As I said, this is a quasi-judicial

            14         hearing.  It is a public hearing for the

            15         Planning Board to consider a Major Site Plan.

            16              This process is to satisfy the Town's

            17         ordinances.  You are advised that the hearing

            18         on this matter will be quasi-judicial in

            19         nature.  Accordingly we can only entertain

            20         testimony or other evidence which it material

            21         and relevant to the case at hand.

            22              The Town and the applicant are determined

            23         to be parties with standing in this matter.

            24         Other persons are entitled to give testimony.

            25         However, if you wish and desire to examine any
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             1         witnesses or present arguments you first must

             2         be determined to have standing in this case.

             3              This means that you have a substantial

             4         interest in the outcome of the case which is

             5         different in kind from that of the general

             6         public.

             7              If there is anyone who wishes to be

             8         determined to have standing please advise us at

             9         this time so that we may examine you and make

            10         that determination.

            11              If you will come forward.

            12              Give your name.

            13              Planning Board members, Mr. Sneed will

            14         assist us in this.

            15              Ron, do you have anything you want to add

            16         to that description before we begin this?

            17              MR. SNEED:  I can't think of anything.  It

            18         is an accurate description.  Standing

            19         (indiscernible.)

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, do you need your

            21         microphone up a little bit more.

            22              (Whereupon, at which time there was an

            23              interruption in the proceedings.)

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, if you can check your

            25         microphone.  Because our Board members are
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             1         having a hard time hearing you, as well.

             2              MR. SNEED:  It sounds live.

             3              Can you hear me now?

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  No, sir.

             5              MR. SNEED:  No?

             6              UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER:  Get closer to

             7         the mike.

             8              MR. SNEED:  I'm about ready to swallow it.

             9              Can you hear me now?

            10              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I don't think it

            11         works.

            12              MR. SNEED:  It has to show that they are

            13         effected in some way different from the general

            14         public.

            15              And that is typically they are a property

            16         owner, not essentially, but one of the ways of

            17         course is to have an expert show that their

            18         property values will be adversely effected by

            19         this project.

            20              Or there are other things that they can

            21         put on evidence to show an adverse effect

            22         different from the community at large.

            23              But Mr. Justus knows that.  It is not

            24         meant to instruct.

            25              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, Mr. Chairman, my name
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             1         is Craig Justus.  And I'm here on behalf of the

             2         Plott Family who have the ownership of various

             3         parcels adjoining the subject location.

             4              I am here also on behalf of Thom Morgan

             5         and Stone Haven Estates who is also an

             6         adjoining property owner.

             7              I don't necessarily agree that out of the

             8         gate in terms of hearing testimony that you are

             9         only confined to those who show standing.

            10              I'm looking at your ordinance.  And your

            11         ordinance says in section 15.8.2 --

            12              Let me get my glasses.

            13              --  that the applicant and other property

            14         owners likely to be materially effected by the

            15         application shall be given an opportunity to be

            16         heard.

            17              So the ordinance doesn't say all the

            18         various things Ron said.  I understand that if

            19         there was an appeal on a decision that the

            20         courts of our state may require us to show good

            21         standing.

            22              But in order to just give you information

            23         your ordinance spells out it is property owners

            24         likely to be materially effected by the

            25         application.
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             1              MR. SNEED:  And I don't think you said

             2         anything different from what I said or what the

             3         Chair has said.  So people who would be allowed

             4         to speak or those who participate as parties

             5         can examine and present other witnesses would

             6         have to show standing.

             7              Is that a better way?

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, we believe we will be

             9         able to show what your ordinance says really

            10         out of the gate.

            11              Again to give testimony, I don't think we

            12         need to break the threshold, quote, unquote,

            13         legal standing.

            14              But in any event, I have this nice lady

            15         here who is prepared to give a statement and

            16         through that statement hopefully you will

            17         understand how she is effected.

            18              We do have another witness who is a

            19         property appraiser who is going to speak.

            20              But again it seems a little bit cart

            21         before the horse since we haven't even heard

            22         from the applicant.

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  This is to determine who

            24         will be able to cross examine witnesses.

            25              We will have a public section also after
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             1         this for comments from the public from people

             2         who want to speak.

             3              This is to determine if anyone wishes to

             4         cross examine and participate.

             5              I appreciate your discussion on that

             6         threshold to present the evidence that you

             7         wish.  We will determine whether we believe you

             8         have standing and then you can move.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  It may become mute.

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  Exactly.

            11              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Good afternoon,

            12         everyone.

            13              Can you hear me?

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.

            15              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Thank you for the

            16         opportunity to be here.

            17              My name is Patricia Plott Edwards and I am

            18         the daughter of Ruth Plott and her

            19         attorney-in-fact along my brother Billy Plott.

            20              My mother currently owns three parcels

            21         that adjoin the Triangle developer's property

            22         proposed for the 200 apartment units.

            23              Our parcels are 2.99, 19.04, and 25.88

            24         acres, total number 47 acres.

            25              I have -- I have attached to my written
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             1         statement a map depicting the Plott Family

             2         property including property that I personally

             3         own, all of which adjoin or are in close

             4         proximity to the proposed apartment complex.

             5              Having been a resident of this

             6         neighborhood for over 50 years, I am very

             7         familiar with its growth patterns and the

             8         character of the existing neighborhood

             9         community along Plott Creek and Plott Creek

            10         Road.  I am also very familiar with the best

            11         use of the Plott Creek property.  Both the

            12         existing neighborhood character and the Plott

            13         Family property are predominantly linked to

            14         single family residential use and farming.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  I don't want to -- You are

            16         trying to --

            17              I think we are just trying to determine

            18         standing at this point.

            19              And Ron, do you believe that --

            20              MR. SNEED:  Yes.  She doesn't need to put

            21         on her whole case.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

            23              MR. SNEED:  If she has shown that she is a

            24         nearby property owner, if she can tell this

            25         Board how she is adversely effected different
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             1         from the rest of the community this Board will

             2         have something to work with.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  She is getting to that in

             5         this next paragraph.

             6              And again with all due respect --

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  That was my decision on

             8         that.  And you can address me on that.

             9              Thank you very much.  And we will be happy

            10         to proceed.

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, I apologize.

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  I don't intend to be rude.

            14              If you will let her finish she will --

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  I'm just trying to save --

            16         In case she wanted to speak at another time for

            17         the whole family unless she is doing her whole

            18         presentation.

            19              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  No.  I have three

            20         paragraphs.

            21              Is it okay if I finish?

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Absolutely.

            23              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Thank you.

            24              Where did I stop?

            25              As a representative of the Plott family
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             1         and with considerable knowledge of the

             2         properties along Plott Creek Road, I believe

             3         that the apartment complex will have a

             4         substantial negative impact on the property

             5         values of our family's land as shown on the

             6         attached drawing.

             7              The apartment complex will substantially

             8         impede the use and enjoyment of our property

             9         for single family and farming use.  Plott

            10         Creek, named after my family, is a cherished

            11         treasure in the community and development along

            12         its banks of such a dense apartment complex as

            13         proposed should not be allowed.

            14              I, along with my brother, and Thom Morgan

            15         have filed a complaint against the Town and the

            16         developer for what we believe to be an illegal

            17         zoning action to change the single-family

            18         nature of our neighborhood to one supporting

            19         apartment development.

            20              We believe that it is plain that the Town

            21         ignored its responsibilities to preserve the

            22         integrity of the history of Plott Creek Valley

            23         for single family and farming uses.

            24              We believe that the Site Plan before this

            25         body does nothing more than accelerate the
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             1         decline of the character of Plott Creek Valley,

             2         especially the unique qualities of Thom

             3         Morgan's cattle farm and my families' lands.

             4         Once apartments get a foothold here then our

             5         properties will be permanently damaged.

             6              My family has been approached to allow

             7         utility access for the apartment complex which

             8         we declined due to our objections to the

             9         development.  We are not aware of how the

            10         developer intends to extend public water and

            11         sewer to the site without crossing our lands,

            12         which we oppose.

            13              Thank you.

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, we will hand

            16         out this map so you can see for yourself the

            17         properties that are at issue.

            18              We also have a report from an appraiser.

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  All right.

            20              Ron?

            21              MR. SNEED:  This is a typical way of

            22         showing standing.

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you very much.

            24              We register you for standing for the

            25         ability to cross examine witnesses and present
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             1         evidence.

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  Thank you.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  Is there anyone else who

             4         wishes to come forward to have standing?

             5              Additionally we will have an opportunity

             6         to allow for public comment in addition to

             7         this.

             8              We will want anyone -- There are several

             9         people who have signed up to give public

            10         comment.

            11              We will want everyone who is a member in

            12         standing and anyone wishing to give public

            13         comment that is registered, come forward and be

            14         sworn in.

            15              Just to be sure again, I see the applicant

            16         and the Town here.  There were a couple of

            17         other people who registered.  I want to be sure

            18         that we have them here if they are wanting to

            19         give public testimony.

            20              Sandra Black?

            21              MS. BLACK:  Take me off.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Patty Edwards?

            23              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  I just spoke.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  If you will come forward.

            25              Is your attorney going to represent you?
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             1              I am speaking to you both.

             2              You are a member in standing is what you

             3         have established so you will need to come

             4         forward to be sworn in also.

             5              Mr. Justus, you are representing?

             6              MR. JUSTUS:  I am just out of abundance of

             7         caution.

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.  I appreciate

             9         that.

            10              And Mr. Palmer?

            11              MR. PALMER:  I am here.

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            13              MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chairman?

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes?

            15              MR. CANNON:  The court reporter has a

            16         Bible across the room here.

            17              COURT REPORTER:  If I can get it.

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  Absolutely.  Thank you.

            19              If you will put your hand on the Bible.

            20         Raise your right hand.  And if you can't reach

            21         the Bible just touch somebody who can.

            22              Thank you.

            23              Do you swear or affirm that the testimony

            24         you are about to give is the truth, the whole

            25         truth, and nothing but the truth?
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             1              If so please say I do.

             2                       Group:  I do.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you very much.

             4              You may be seated.

             5              The procedure for this hearing.

             6              The Planning Board must do two things.

             7         The first one is to determine findings of fact

             8         for each of the criteria.

             9              The second is the Board must determine if

            10         it should approve the conditions or deny the

            11         application.  The Board can also continue a

            12         hearing if that they feel they need more

            13         information from the applicant.  They must take

            14         action within 32 days of this hearing.

            15              In quasi-judicial proceedings, the Board

            16         must act much like a court to apply the land

            17         standards and ordinances to a specific case.

            18              Therefore, this hearing will proceed as

            19         follows.  The chairman must open up the

            20         hearing.  Staff will present evidence.  The

            21         applicant will present evidence.

            22              Board members will be allowed to ask

            23         questions of those presenting.

            24              Parties of standing will be allowed to ask

            25         questions of those presenting.  Parties of
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             1         standing will be allowed to call witnesses.

             2         Parties of standing will be allowed to cross

             3         examine any witnesses.

             4              The public will be allowed to speak.

             5         Those who registered or other members of

             6         parties with standing will be allowed to ask

             7         questions of the speakers.  Parties of standing

             8         will be allowed the opportunity to make closing

             9         arguments.

            10              And then I will ask for a motion to close

            11         the public hearing for Board deliberation.

            12              And beginning with that, I assume we would

            13         like to have a motion to --

            14              MR. SNEED:  Open the public hearing.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  -- open the public hearing.

            16              MR. HERMANN:  Motion.

            17              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            18              All in favor?

            19              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.

            20              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.

            21              MR. SHAH:  Aye.

            22              MS. HAIN:  Aye.

            23              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.

            24              MR. SUTTON:  Aye.

            25              MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
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             1              MR. DYKES:  Aye.

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  It is incumbent upon this

             3         Board to preserve an accurate record of what

             4         transpires here.  Therefore, we ask you to

             5         observe some rules of conduct.

             6              First, do not speak unless you have been

             7         recognized by me and are standing at the

             8         podium.

             9              Secondly, please turn off your cell phones

            10         and refrain from side conversations or

            11         distraction from anyone in the audience.

            12              Thirdly, when you arrive at the podium

            13         please state your name and address for the

            14         record.

            15              After the hearing this Board will find the

            16         facts and apply the evidence to determine their

            17         decision.

            18              In making its ruling this Board shall

            19         consider all of the evidence and have all the

            20         powers to administer them.

            21              After a decision is reached the decision

            22         will be put in writing and will be filed with

            23         the minutes of the Board with the Town.  And

            24         either party may appeal the decision to the

            25         Town Board of Alderman within 30 days after
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             1         being served --

             2              Actually, is that correct on this one?  Is

             3         it appealed to the Town Board or this one is

             4         appealed to --

             5              MR. SNEED:  It is the Superior Court.

             6              MR. McDOWELL:  Superior Court.  Thank you.

             7         I thought it was.

             8              This is a Major Site Plan.  There are five

             9         criteria for this Board that we will go over.

            10         And the Board members we will need to make

            11         application to make sure these are done.

            12              There are five criteria, that the plan is

            13         consistent with the adopted plans and policies

            14         of the Town.  That it complies with all

            15         applicable requirements of the ordinance, that

            16         there exist adequate infrastructure,

            17         transportation and utilities to support then

            18         plan as proposed, that the plan conforms to the

            19         character of the neighborhood considering

            20         location, type and heighth of buildings or

            21         structure and type and extent of the

            22         landscaping on the site, and that the

            23         application will not substantially injure the

            24         value of adjoining or abutting property and

            25         will not be detrimental to the use or
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             1         development of adjacent properties or other

             2         neighborhood uses.

             3              Any questions?

             4              Thank you.

             5              Elizabeth, would you like to come forward

             6         and present for the Town?

             7              MS. TEAGUE:  Sure.

             8              Thank you, Mr. Mayor.

             9              Can everybody hear me?

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  I appreciate the promotion,

            11         but it is just chairman.

            12              MS. TEAGUE:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Chair.

            13              Welcome everyone to the historic Haywood

            14         County Courthouse.

            15              The Town chose to do this here to

            16         accommodate more people because at the last

            17         meeting not everyone could get into the room.

            18         And we were concerned and we wanted everyone to

            19         be able to have a seat.

            20              This is our first quasi-judicial hearing

            21         that I have been involved in here.  And so we

            22         apologize for some of the delays in the

            23         beginning.

            24              We are here to do a Major Site Plan review

            25         for a multifamily development at Plott Creek.
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             1         There are multiple sections of the ordinance

             2         that would apply.

             3              The applicant is Triangle Real Estate of

             4         Gastonia, Incorporated.

             5              The property in question is known as pin:

             6         8605-42-0093.  The acreage of the site

             7         according to Haywood County land records is

             8         41.15 acres.

             9              The zoning district is the Plott Creek

            10         Neighborhood Residential District.  And the

            11         existing development is as open land.  And it

            12         is within the Town of Waynesville's

            13         jurisdiction.

            14              So as a background, the subject property

            15         is unaddressed and it is located on Plott Creek

            16         Road, which is State Road 1173.  And opposite

            17         the intersection with Will Hyatt Road which is

            18         also State Road 1175.  And it is west of

            19         Hazelwood Elementary School.

            20              The property is located within the Plott

            21         Creek Neighborhood Residential District known

            22         as PC-NR.

            23              Because this is a multifamily development

            24         of greater than eight units, the Land

            25         Development Standards require that the Planning
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             1         Board provide "Site Plan Design/Review" for

             2         major development in accordance with section

             3         15.8.2 as part of a quasi-judicial procedure.

             4              I have included for you a quote from the

             5         ordinance which Patrick has read partially.

             6         I'm going to go ahead and read my staff report

             7         verbatim just for the benefit of everyone here.

             8              From the ordinance it says:  Following the

             9         public hearing the commission may approve,

            10         deny, or approve with conditions the

            11         application of a Major Site Plan.  But no major

            12         plan shall be granted unless it complies with

            13         the following findings of fact.

            14              There are five criteria which Patrick

            15         mentioned before.  That the plan is consistent

            16         with the adopted plans and policies of the

            17         Town.

            18              That it complies with all applicable

            19         requirements of this ordinance.

            20              That there exists adequate infrastructure,

            21         transportation and utilities, to support the

            22         plan as proposed.

            23              That the plan conforms to the character of

            24         the neighborhood, considering the location,

            25         type and heighth of buildings or structures and
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             1         the type and extent of landscaping on the site.

             2              And that the application will not

             3         substantially injure the value of adjoining or

             4         abutting property, and will not be detrimental

             5         to the use or development of adjacent

             6         properties or other neighborhood uses.

             7              The required application materials for a

             8         Site Plan review are an environmental survey, a

             9         master plan, and building elevations.

            10              Construction documents are to be submitted

            11         after Planning Board approval.  This will

            12         include engineered stormwater plans, utility

            13         infrastructure, and architectural plans; all of

            14         which will be reviewed for compliance with the

            15         Town's land development standards prior to

            16         construction.

            17              Attached for reference is the following

            18         property information.

            19              Hopefully Mr. Webb the IT person can help

            20         me turn on the overhead.

            21              There it goes.  Excuse me.

            22              Got it.  Thank you.

            23              Here is the parcel report from our county

            24         land records.

            25              I have also attached the zoning map, the
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             1         floodplain data, area topography at five foot

             2         contours and aerial information indicating

             3         existing tree-lines and stream locations.

             4              I know it is difficult for the public here

             5         to see.  But this is sort of your standard

             6         parcel data information that you can pull off

             7         the Haywood County GIS system.  And the group

             8         that is here actually is the zoning.

             9              There is the data about that.

            10              Proposed development consistency.

            11              The proposed development is a 200 unit

            12         multi-family development on 41.15 acres,

            13         consisting of eight multi-family buildings, a

            14         clubhouse building with a pool, and three

            15         detached, garage buildings.

            16              The residential building heights range

            17         from 46 to 59 feet above the adjacent grades.

            18         And the development will be served by a single

            19         point of entry.

            20              Let's see.  The future land use map and

            21         Town -- Excuse me.  The development will be

            22         served by a single point of entry.  The use is

            23         consistent with the Neighborhood Residential NR

            24         zoning, and the purpose and intent of the PC-NR

            25         District.
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             1              And I will read again from our ordinance

             2         section 2.3.3, Neighborhood Residential

             3         Districts and Our Purpose of Intent.

             4              Subparagraph F:  Plott Creek Neighborhood

             5         Residential District.  While it is semi-rural

             6         currently, as the Plott Creek Neighborhood

             7         District develops it should do so in a manner

             8         which compliments its location near the

             9         Hazelwood Town Center, and the Hazelwood

            10         Elementary School which is within its

            11         boundaries.

            12              Infrastructure should be well connected

            13         and networked including sidewalks, streets,

            14         water/sewer, et cetera, and other

            15         infrastructure needs should be addressed such

            16         as recreational opportunities as the area

            17         develops.

            18              Special care should be taken to enhance

            19         the natural features of the area, such as

            20         mountain slopes and the creek, so that they

            21         become an integral part of the community.

            22              Connections, roads, trails, et cetera, to

            23         other districts, such as Hyatt Creek area and

            24         to the large mountain tracts at the end of

            25         Plott Creek are also important and must be
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             1         considered as the area develops.

             2              The future land use map in the Town of

             3         Waynesville 2020 Land Development Plan

             4         identifies the Plott Creek NR District as

             5         medium to high density.

             6              This designation meets that Land Use Plan

             7         objective to, quote, limit urban sprawl through

             8         the establishment of a planned growth area for

             9         the Town of Waynesville.  And that is from our

            10         Land Use Plan page -- chapter four, that is

            11         part three.  And the idea is that growth should

            12         be limited to within the Town's Urban Services

            13         Boundary.

            14              This project also meets the goal to,

            15         quote, provide an attractive range of housing

            16         opportunities and neighborhoods for all

            17         residents of Waynesville.  And to, quote,

            18         encourage a variety of housing types for

            19         various incomes, age and ethnic groups

            20         throughout the planning area promoting housing

            21         alternatives in addition to traditional single

            22         and multi-family dwelling options.

            23              The project will also, quote, provide

            24         pedestrian access in conjunction with new

            25         developments and connect to the planned
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             1         sidewalk linking Hazelwood Elementary and

             2         downtown Hazelwood which meets the goals of the

             3         2010 Comprehensive Pedestrian plan.

             4              Proposed development compliance.

             5              So I'm going to start in on chapter two

             6         which are the dimensional standards.

             7              The PC-NR District permits a maximum

             8         density of 10 units per acre.  With a total

             9         acreage of 41.15 acres on the site, this

            10         standard is met with a density of five units

            11         per acre.

            12              The total area of the proposed development

            13         area, however, is just under half of the site,

            14         and the density standard is also met for just

            15         the project area at 10 units per acre.

            16              The proposed buildings meet all required

            17         setbacks from the fronting thoroughfare and

            18         from property lines, which is ten foot minimum

            19         front, 10 foot minimum side, and six foot

            20         minimum rear.

            21              The closest building to the Plott Creek

            22         roadway is the clubhouse which is located 25

            23         feet from the back edge of the proposed

            24         sidewalk.

            25              The closest multi-family buildings to
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             1         Plott Creek Road are building number one and

             2         building number four, which is 309 feet and 308

             3         feet from the roadway respectively.

             4              The closest multi-family building to a

             5         side boundary is building number five which is

             6         fifteen feet from the side boundary of one

             7         corner.

             8              The other buildings range from 30 to 50

             9         feet from the side boundary lines.

            10              Actually there is one that is also less

            11         than 30, but greater than 15, probably about

            12         20.

            13              The proposed residential buildings front

            14         along the parking and vehicular use areas.  On

            15         these frontages the building heights are two

            16         and three stories which meet the dimensional

            17         standard for PC-NR which is given as three

            18         stories.

            19              Along the rear frontages of the buildings,

            20         number six and number eight, these however in

            21         making up about 50 percent of those building

            22         floor space there is a fourth story below grade

            23         at the buildings' rear.

            24              Section 4.4, Measurement of Height in the

            25         LDS states the following regarding how building
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             1         height is measured.

             2              A story is a habitable level within a

             3         building of no more than 14 feet in height from

             4         finished floor to finished ceiling.

             5              Excuse me.  A story is a habitable level

             6         within a building of no more than 14 feet in

             7         height from finished floor to finished ceiling.

             8              Unoccupied attics less than seven feet in

             9         height and raised basements less than six feet

            10         in height as measured from the average grade of

            11         the fronting sidewalk are not considered

            12         stories for the purposes of determining

            13         building height.

            14              A mezzanine shall be considered a story if

            15         it is contiguous with at least 60 percent of

            16         the building's front facade, and is designed to

            17         be occupiable, and maintains an average depth

            18         of at least 16 feet.

            19              A penthouse shall be considered a story if

            20         it exceeds one-third of the area of the roof.

            21         The under-roof area with the dormers does not

            22         count as a story.

            23              The dimensional height standards.

            24              And I will point you to sort of a diagram

            25         in the ordinance that shows that the building
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             1         height is measured from the highest ground

             2         level at the structure's foundation to the top

             3         of the peaked roof.  Where a specific dimension

             4         in used in the calculation of height it shall

             5         be measured from the highest ground level at

             6         the structure foundation to the highest point

             7         of the structure excluding chimneys and

             8         antennas.

             9              The height limitations of this ordinance

            10         shall not apply to church spires, belfries,

            11         cupolas, and domes not intended for occupancy,

            12         monuments, water towers, mechanical penthouses

            13         (provided they are set back 20 feet from the

            14         front elevation,) observation towers,

            15         transmission towers, chimneys, smokestacks,

            16         conveyors, flagpoles, masts and antennas

            17         (provided evidence from appropriate authorities

            18         is submitted to the effect that such building

            19         or buildings will not interfere with any

            20         airport zones or flight patterns.)

            21              So going back to building number six and

            22         number eight, they meet the height standards at

            23         their front, at the highest ground level at the

            24         structure's foundation which is three stories

            25         with each story being less than 14 feet, plus
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             1         the 16 feet to the rooflines at their highest

             2         points.

             3              The buildings then follow the grade

             4         downward creating a partial bottom floor or

             5         fourth story that is below the front grade.

             6         Staff submits that the stories below the

             7         highest grade do not count toward the building

             8         height maximums, but request Planning Board

             9         concurrence or feedback on that interpretation

            10         because we honestly just haven't had a lot of

            11         development like this.

            12              In regards to subsection 5.8,

            13         House/Townhouse/Apartment/Residual Building

            14         Design Standards.

            15              Building shall have sloped roofs.  All

            16         rooftop equipment shall be screened from view

            17         from the public right-of-way.  And we believe

            18         these standards are met.

            19              Part two:  To provide privacy, all

            20         residential entrances within 25 feet of the

            21         interior sidewalk shall be raised from the

            22         finished grade at the building line a minimum

            23         1.5 feet from proposed buildings located within

            24         25 feet with of the fronting sidewalk, the

            25         grade entrances will have to rise to
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             1         one-and-a-half feet and elevations would have

             2         to be verified with the construction documents.

             3              Section 5.8.4E states that all garages

             4         with more than two bays shall be turned such

             5         that no more than two bays are visible from the

             6         street.

             7              Since the interior vehicular use areas are

             8         not considered streets, this standard also does

             9         not apply.

            10              All the garages are located in the

            11         interior of the development and are within the

            12         parking lots.

            13              Primary elevations and elevations facing a

            14         public street or open space shall use at least

            15         five of the following architectural features on

            16         all elevations as appropriate for the proposed

            17         building type and style.

            18              And it also adds that these may vary

            19         features on rear, side, and front elevations.

            20              And the list goes:  Dormers; gables;

            21         recessed entries; covered porches or stoop

            22         entries; cupolas or towers; pillars or posts;

            23         eaves, minimal 10-inch projection which may

            24         include gutter; off-sets in building face or a

            25         roof which are minimum of 16 inches; window
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             1         trim a minimum of four inches; bay windows;

             2         balconies; decorative patterns on exterior

             3         finish, (e.g, scales/shingles, wainscoting,

             4         ornamentation, and similar features.

             5              The proposed primary elevations of the

             6         residential buildings, although not fronting a

             7         public street, incorporate:  Gables, recessed

             8         entries, cupolas, eaves, window trim, and

             9         balconies.

            10              The clubhouse has a side facade along

            11         Plott Creek Road that includes a covered porch

            12         with pillars, window trim, and a decorative

            13         pattern on the exterior finish of brick and

            14         wood, meeting the design guidelines.

            15              According to the Land Development

            16         Standards, building walls shall be primarily

            17         clad in wood clapboard, cementitious

            18         fiberboard, wood shingle, wood drop siding,

            19         primed board, wood board and batten, brick,

            20         stone, stucco, or synthetic materials similar

            21         and/or superior in appearance and durability.

            22              Vinyl can only be used on buildings that

            23         are no closer than 20 feet from the next

            24         closest building and that do not contain mixed

            25         occupancy or multi-family dwelling units.
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             1              The proposed buildings are primarily clad

             2         in brick and board and batten siding.  The roof

             3         is clad in architectural shingles.  So the

             4         building material design standards are met.

             5              Chapter six, infrastructure.

             6              Water and sewer infrastructure is

             7         available to the site and has been reviewed and

             8         approved for capacity by the Town's water and

             9         sewer division to the number units and it

            10         includes a sprinkling system for each building

            11         for fire protection.

            12              Utilities will be buried within the

            13         development and all infrastructure must be

            14         built to the Town of Waynesville's

            15         specification manual and engineering standards.

            16              I will also add that you have a letter

            17         from our public services director, a statement

            18         of that fact.

            19              Also in chapter six:  Access driveway into

            20         the development and parking areas are not part

            21         of a plan or a proposed part of the Town's

            22         street network, bicycle or greenway plan, or

            23         any future thoroughfare plan, and will be

            24         restricted by a gate.

            25              The development is not designed for future
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             1         expansion or connection to adjacent tracts

             2         (however future connectivity if it is ever

             3         feasible, there is enough room on this site

             4         that that might be possible.  But it is not

             5         something that we are looking at today.

             6              Sidewalk is required and shown along

             7         frontage of Plott Creek Road.  This sidewalk

             8         will connect to an approved NCDOT sidewalk

             9         construction project from Hazelwood Avenue at

            10         the bridge over Richland Creek to the property

            11         line of the development.

            12              The Town required the applicant to

            13         complete a traffic impact analysis in order to

            14         identify roadway capacity or improvement needs

            15         that are necessary to accommodate the impact of

            16         what is being proposed.

            17              The TIA has been completed and shared with

            18         the North Carolina Department of Transportation

            19         to inform the design and approval requirements

            20         of the NCDOT driveway permit.

            21              The TIA indicates that no additional

            22         traffic control measures or roadway

            23         improvements are warranted based on the

            24         existing level of service and capacity of Plott

            25         Creek Road.
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             1              However, line-of-site distance, topography

             2         change and alignment of the access point with

             3         Will Hyatt Drive are issues that have been

             4         brought forward to NCDOT as concerns for the

             5         design to access as part of the NCDOT

             6         permitting process.

             7              Chapter seven, civic space.

             8              The development provides multiple areas of

             9         programmed civic space, including a proposed

            10         village green of 0.8 acres, a playground of

            11         0.11 acres, a dog park of 0.08 acres, and a

            12         pool area of 0.1 acre.

            13              The clubhouse itself will also provide

            14         recreational and gathering space for residents,

            15         but is not being counted as civic space in

            16         terms of open area.

            17              Additionally, the project provides for

            18         20.96 acres of preserved woodland area for

            19         passive recreational use on the upper half of

            20         the property.  These areas are in addition to

            21         required stream buffers, designated wetland

            22         areas, and existing, wooded areas that are also

            23         being preserved.

            24              Chapter eight is landscaping.

            25              Preservation of existing tree stands has
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             1         been provided and supplemented along the side

             2         yard where building eight comes within 20 feet

             3         of the side boundary.

             4              Shade trees within parking areas have been

             5         provided to comply with a 40-foot radius

             6         requirement of the ordinance.

             7              The parking lot adjacent to Plott Creek

             8         Road will have screening between the lot and

             9         the sidewalk.

            10              Parking exceeds the Town standard of

            11         one-and-a-half spaces per unit by providing 374

            12         surface spaces and 18 garage spaces.  And 20

            13         spaces of bicycle parking are also being

            14         provided.  Parking lots and interior pedestrian

            15         connectivity will be constructed to Town

            16         standards.

            17              Sidewalks throughout the interior parking

            18         lot are shown on your plan.

            19              We have also asked them for crosswalks at

            20         existing places -- at existing crossing areas.

            21              The driveway onto the Plott Creek Road

            22         must be approved by NCDOT.  Sight visibility

            23         and traffic movement as it impacts Plott Creek

            24         Road at the intersection of Will Hyatt Drive

            25         will have to be addressed as part of this NCDOT
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             1         approval of design.

             2              The entrance drive is approximately 450

             3         feet long into the first tier of parking lot,

             4         with an 18- to 20-foot paved surface, curb and

             5         gutter, and sidewalk along one side which ties

             6         into the internal pedestrian network with

             7         crosswalks.

             8              Let me go back up.

             9              The driveway into the clubhouse building

            10         is less than 75 feet away from the intersection

            11         with Plott Creek Road but is pulled back to the

            12         greatest extent possible, which is 45 feet, in

            13         order to avoid encroachment into a wetland

            14         area.

            15              The driveway location is also sited to

            16         allow for left hand turns coming from within

            17         the development into the clubhouse parking lot.

            18              A reduction of driveway separation

            19         distance up to 30 feet or 40 percent is being

            20         requested.

            21              And when the applicant gets up to present,

            22         they have their traffic engineers with them.

            23         And I would like to talk more about that.

            24              Chapter ten, lighting.

            25              A lighting plan would be required for
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             1         approval by the Town Engineer and must comply

             2         with the Town's design standards for the NR

             3         District.

             4              This will require cut-off lighting that is

             5         under 25 feet for parking areas and directed

             6         architectural lighting for the buildings and

             7         walkways.

             8              Chapter 12 are your environmental

             9         standards.

            10              And I have put before you an engineering

            11         statement of compliance with those

            12         environmental standards.

            13              But I would like to add that the area of

            14         the property adjacent to Plott Creek is within

            15         this Special Flood Hazard Area.  This is as we

            16         would call it a hundred year floodplain.

            17              A 140 to 150 foot area along Plott Creek

            18         containing the required buffer and identified

            19         wetlands has been preserved within the

            20         floodplain.

            21              All construction within the specified

            22         hazard area must comply with the Flood Damage

            23         Prevention Ordinance, including driveways,

            24         parking lots, retaining walls and the buildings

            25         that are actually within that 100 year
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             1         floodplain which are number one, number two,

             2         number three, number four, and garages A and B.

             3              Stream crossings are proposed as

             4         open-bottom culverts so as not to disturb

             5         stream beds, and the US Army Corps of Engineers

             6         will have to review and approve these

             7         structures.

             8              A Land Disturbance plan and permit will be

             9         required by the State of North Carolina

            10         Department of Environmental Quality.

            11              Upon approval of Master Plan, the

            12         applicant will be required to submit an

            13         engineered stormwater plan in compliance with

            14         the Town design standards.  This is Chapter

            15         12.5.7 under Land Development Standards.

            16              The engineered plan will be reviewed by a

            17         third-party engineering firm for compliance

            18         with the ordinance.

            19              A portion of the lot has a natural

            20         elevation above 2,900 feet mean sea level.  The

            21         average slope on the parcel is 21.86 percent,

            22         however, which is below the 25 percent slope

            23         which defines a steep slope area.  This is LDS

            24         Chapter 12.6.2.

            25              The highest and steepest portions of the
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             1         lot are in the undisturbed 20 acre area to the

             2         south rising.

             3              Project infrastructure.

             4              The project is adjacent to Plott Creek

             5         Road and opposite to Will Hyatt Road, both of

             6         which are maintained by the NCDOT.  The project

             7         is also approximately one-third of a mile from

             8         the Great Smoky Mountain Expressway, 23/74.

             9              The Town of Waynesville Public Services

            10         Department has provided verification of water

            11         and sewer capacity to serve the area.  And Duke

            12         Power provides service within the Plott Creek

            13         Valley area.

            14              So surrounding land use zoning patterns

            15         and character, project impact.

            16              The property lies on the western boundary

            17         of the Town of Waynesville's municipal

            18         jurisdiction.  To the east along Plott Creek

            19         Road are a single family home, the Hazelwood

            20         Elementary School, and then the zoning changes

            21         to Hazelwood Business District with commercial

            22         uses of Blue Ridge Glass and Smoky Mountain

            23         Indian Motorcycle retail, and then the 23/74

            24         access ramps.

            25              Across Plott Creek Road to the north are
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             1         single family homes and a townhome development

             2         along Will Hyatt Road that are part of the

             3         Eagles Nest Low Density District, and an

             4         unincorporated area of the county just to the

             5         north.

             6              To the south, the property rises to a

             7         ridge that abuts an existing mobile home park

             8         in the Chancery Lane subdivision.

             9              The land to the west is unincorporated and

            10         within Haywood County's jurisdiction.  It is

            11         primarily rural in character, consisting of

            12         open land, woodland, and large estate lots.

            13              The Town and Planning Board have received

            14         feedback from neighbors up the valley

            15         expressing concern that this development would

            16         damage the area's rural character.

            17              As the last lot from within the Town of

            18         Waynesville's jurisdiction on Plott Creek Road,

            19         its location within our urban services

            20         boundary, and its proximity to the expressway

            21         and downtown Hazelwood, staff submits that the

            22         project is appropriate to the location and land

            23         use within the Waynesville Land Use Plan.

            24              Staff submits that the Planning Board has

            25         enough evidence to find the project in
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             1         compliance with the Town's plans and

             2         ordinances, has adequate infrastructure and is

             3         consistent with the Town's planned growth as

             4         envisioned in the 2020 Comprehensive Land Use

             5         Plan.

             6              We believe that this will not be

             7         detrimental to the surrounding area.  The one

             8         concern that does stand out, however, is the

             9         safety of the driveway access onto Plott Creek

            10         Road and the increase in traffic pattern along

            11         Will Hyatt and Plott Creek, especially

            12         considering the peak traffic generation in the

            13         morning caused by Hazelwood Elementary.  These

            14         are, however, NCDOT issues that the Town is

            15         committed to working on cooperatively with

            16         NCDOT into the future.

            17              I don't know that the maps are actually

            18         visible.  But I will advance so that it is cued

            19         up for the applicant to go through their plan.

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  Any questions for Elizabeth

            21         at this time from the Board?

            22              MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chair, may I briefly

            23         consult with Ms. Teague?

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.

            25              (Whereupon, at which time there was an off
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             1              the record discussion.)

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  So we would like to go ahead

             3         and introduce into evidence the staff report I

             4         just provided to you formally.

             5              I would also like to introduce into

             6         evidence, which I will hand to our clerk, a

             7         picture of the posting that was placed on site,

             8         the notice of the public hearing that was

             9         mailed to adjacent properties, and then the

            10         affidavit that a notice was run in the

            11         newspaper.

            12              That affidavit will be coming shortly.

            13         But it ran in the last Friday and the Friday

            14         before editions of the Mountaineer.

            15              I'm happy to answer any additional

            16         questions.

            17              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I just wanted to ask

            18         about the --

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, be sure to speak

            20         into the microphone so that they can hear you.

            21              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I wanted to ask about

            22         the wetlands that are clear apparently in the

            23         drive -- in the parking areas of the buildings.

            24              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, if you go to the first

            25         part of their application on their
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             1         environmental survey you can see that the

             2         wetlands are denoted with green.  It is hard to

             3         see here.  But we have provided hard copies.

             4              And the designated wetlands themselves are

             5         actually not immediately adjacent to that

             6         clubhouse area.  But they are keeping sort of a

             7         civic space area between the parking and the

             8         wetland and the creek.

             9              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I was specifically

            10         talking about these in the middle or this

            11         wetlands in the middle.

            12              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.

            13              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  That appears to be

            14         where all the parking areas will be.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  It is not actually

            16         wetlands.  That is a flood area into the

            17         parking near floodplain, not wetlands area,

            18         which is a different distinction.

            19              You can find those along the actual banks

            20         of the creek, I believe; is that right?

            21              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            22              In the environmental survey that they are

            23         showing the light blue indicates floodplain.

            24         And then you can see sort of a thin green area

            25         along the creek.  That is actually the
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             1         delineated wetlands.

             2              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I'm talking about

             3         that middle section.  It does not show that as

             4         being in a floodplain (indiscernible.)

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  So Marty is asking about the

             6         designated 2012 100-year plain.  And not every

             7         creek falls within the floodplain.  So let me

             8         see if I can pull it up and if it is visible.

             9              In this overhead it says Haywood County

            10         2012 floodplain you will see the area of green

            11         denoted as the hundred-year floodplain.

            12              There are actually three parts of the

            13         designated floodplain.  Green is the one --

            14         What is shown as green is --

            15              Are you having trouble finding it?

            16              This is page 13 in your handout.

            17              Green is what we call the hundred-year

            18         floodplain.  Red is what is called the

            19         floodway.  That is a non-encroachment area.

            20         Yellow is what we call the five hundred year

            21         floodplain.  That is a non-regulatory

            22         floodplain.  But it is still projected for the

            23         purpose of planning.

            24              In the Plott Creek Valley all we have is a

            25         hundred year floodplain that follows Plott
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             1         Creek itself.  It doesn't go up the

             2         tributaries.

             3              However, you are right in that there are

             4         some wetlands that are designated.  But they

             5         are outside of the floodplain.

             6              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  There are lots of

             7         restrictions for the wetlands.

             8              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.  They have to be

             9         designated and sort of shown off.  And they are

            10         non-disturbance areas.

            11              So when they go to the State environmental

            12         quality for their grading permit they are going

            13         to have to show in their plan that they will

            14         not disturb those wetland areas.

            15              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Even though that Site

            16         Plan looks like that is where all the parking

            17         is?

            18              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, what I will do is let

            19         the engineer show you because the Site Plan

            20         actually -- It is hard to go from the

            21         environmental survey to the Site Plan, I know.

            22              But actually the Site Plan is designed to

            23         avoid the wetlands and it doesn't touch those.

            24              But that is a really good question for the

            25         applicant to have them show you how that works.
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             1              Other questions for me?

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  Any other questions for

             3         Elizabeth?

             4              Thank you, Elizabeth.

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  Thank you.

             6              MR. SNEED:  Mr. Chair?

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes?

             8              MR. SNEED:  At this point before Elizabeth

             9         sits down do you want to allow the party with

            10         standing the opportunity to ask her questions?

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.  If that is your

            12         recommendation, absolutely.

            13              MR. SNEED:  I believe that is why they

            14         qualified.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.

            16              MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, I know you are

            17         excited to see me again.  I do have some

            18         questions for Ms. Teague.

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  And if you can definitely

            20         speak into the microphone so they can hear you.

            21              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  So I may need to be at

            22         the captain's helm so they can hear it.

            23              Can you tell me what constitutes the

            24         application for this Board in terms of written

            25         material?
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             1              I just want to be sure that I have the

             2         total application.

             3              MS. TEAGUE:  So in chapter 15, which is

             4         our administrative chapter, we have a table

             5         that tells us how different ordinances are

             6         processed.  That is Chapter 15.2.3.

             7              In that table it shows Site Plan design

             8         review as quasi-judicial that comes before the

             9         Planning Board.

            10              If you turn to the section that reviews --

            11         that is cited in the table for Site Plan

            12         Review, that is section 15.8.2.

            13              And the applicability for this ordinance

            14         is because it is a multi-family development

            15         with eight or units.

            16              The process type again is quasi-judicial.

            17         The pre-application procedure is that every

            18         applicant for a Major Site Plan must meet with

            19         the administrator in a conference prior to the

            20         submittal of an application.

            21              In this case before they made application

            22         they met with what we call our technical review

            23         team.  They met with them initially when they

            24         had a concept plan and they were doing due

            25         diligence for their property.
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             1              And then they also met with us again this

             2         past month.  I've forgotten the date.  But

             3         anyway the purpose of the conference is to

             4         provide clarification and assistance in the

             5         preparation and submission of plats for

             6         approval.

             7              It is recommended that the applicant

             8         provide a sketch plan to the administrator

             9         prior to or at the pre-application conference.

            10              The provision of the sketch plan will

            11         allow the administrator an opportunity to

            12         review the proposal, et cetera.

            13              Then to paragraph D to your question, the

            14         required application information requires an

            15         environmental survey, a master plan, and

            16         building elevations for design review.

            17              And these actually could be waived by the

            18         administrator as appropriate.  And then it

            19         further goes on to say that construction

            20         documents shall be submitted after Planning

            21         Board approval.

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So again in terms of

            23         the hard copy, I just wanted to be sure I have

            24         got everything.  There was a letter provided to

            25         us of July 13th, 2018.
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             1              And it may be helpful because we were not

             2         privy to the packet that went to the Board.

             3         I'm looking at a letter of July 13th, 2018,

             4         William Ratchford for the developer describing

             5         his application.

             6              Is that part of the material that the

             7         Board received for the record?

             8              MS. TEAGUE:  It is, yes.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So this says --

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  Elizabeth?

            11              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes?

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  I need a little

            13         clarification on that because you are agreeing

            14         to something that we are not seeing.

            15              I believe that letter, was that a part of

            16         the zoning or a part of this package?

            17              MS. TEAGUE:  It is part of this packet.

            18         It is the cover letter that came with their

            19         environmental survey, master plan, and

            20         elevations.

            21              And I can't speak for Mr. Ratchford, he is

            22         behind you, but we do not have an application

            23         form.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.

            25              Page 20.  Thank you.
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             1              That is what I was trying to get at and I

             2         couldn't find it in here.  Page 20.  Thank you.

             3              MR. JUSTUS:  And I believe I saw it

             4         looking through one of the slides here just so

             5         that we are all clear that we are on the same

             6         page.

             7              So then this attaches to the plans that

             8         have the environmental survey, the master plan,

             9         and the preliminary landscape plan and the

            10         building elevations; is that right?

            11              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            12              MR. JUSTUS:  Now, I did not --

            13              You mentioned sewer and water.  So I did

            14         not see in the materials there any sewer and

            15         water utility plans.

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            17              MR. JUSTUS:  So was that part of the

            18         application, the sewer and water utility plan?

            19              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, no, it is not.  There

            20         is a master plan which is the location of

            21         buildings, environmental issues, and parking

            22         lots.

            23              The utility plan is something that we

            24         actually require as part of a major subdivision

            25         plan review.
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             1              If you go to the definition of a master

             2         plan in our ordinance --

             3              MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, does everybody

             4         have a copy the zoning ordinance in front of

             5         you so I understand that you might be looking

             6         at the same thing I'm looking at?

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  We have got the entire

             8         zoning book.  So no we do not have an entire

             9         copy of that in front of each of us, no.

            10              MS. TEAGUE:  So if I may, I will go ahead

            11         and read what it says.  I'm reading from LDS

            12         15.4.3, master plan requirements.

            13              It is intended to provide a detailed

            14         two-dimensional drawing that illustrates all of

            15         the required site features including buildings,

            16         parking areas, street locations, street

            17         sections, rights of way, property lines and

            18         setbacks, required or proposed water course

            19         buffers, site landscaping and lighting (in

            20         conceptual form) and all related development

            21         calculations, (density, proposed building

            22         areas, number of parking spaces, estimate

            23         impervious surface) in sufficient detail to

            24         show compliance with this ordinance.  Detailed

            25         engineering drawings such as subsurface
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             1         utilities, (water and sewer) and on-site

             2         stormwater facilities are not required for

             3         Master Plans.

             4              All plans shall be submitted in a scale

             5         not less than 1 inch equals 50 feet.

             6              Ours were submitted in a scale of one inch

             7         to 40 feet.  So actually the requirements for

             8         the master plan were pretty specific.  And they

             9         are actually more conceptual than engineering.

            10              However as I mentioned you have before you

            11         an engineering statement that has been

            12         submitted.  And the designer and engineer are

            13         here so they can answer any questions.

            14              MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, where in section

            15         15.8.2 which deals with Site Plan criteria,

            16         where does it use the term master plan?  Is

            17         that in --

            18              I see that in 15.4.3.

            19              Is that where you are talking about?

            20              MS. TEAGUE:  I'm looking a section 15.8.2,

            21         Site Plan Design Review Major.

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So in section 6.11.3A

            23         it deals with utilities.  It says there that

            24         all development applications must be

            25         accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to a
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             1         proposed method and system for water supply.

             2              Isn't that what that section says?

             3              MS. TEAGUE:  Which section are you on?

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  6.11.3.

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

             6              It says:  Water systems.

             7              All development applications must be

             8         accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to the

             9         proposed method and system of water supply.

            10              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So where on the

            11         material for that that the developer had turned

            12         in as part of the application, where does it

            13         say anything that would denote satisfactory

            14         evidence of a proposed method and system of

            15         water supply?

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  What I would tell you is that

            17         we don't require engineered drawings at this

            18         stage.

            19              However, we had the applicant meet with

            20         our public works department and our water and

            21         sewer service.  We also had them discuss water

            22         access to this site.

            23              And you will see in the materials a letter

            24         from our public services director which says --

            25              I will go ahead and read this.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  Can I get a copy of that?

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  Surely.

             3              I will just read from material and you can

             4         talk to the engineer after.

             5              We have a letter from July 26th from our

             6         public services director Dave Foster in re:

             7         Palisades of Plott Creek.

             8              Elizabeth, per our conversation, Public

             9         Services staff has reviewed the plans submitted

            10         for the Palisades of Plott Creek project.

            11         Based on the submitted plans, the Town can

            12         serve the proposed development with both water

            13         and sewer.

            14              We have been in contact with the

            15         developer, and are in the process of sorting

            16         out the specific route of the future

            17         connections.  All proposed infrastructure will

            18         be installed and constructed to Town standards.

            19         Please let me know if you need any additional

            20         information, or if we can be of further

            21         assistance.

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  So do you know what the

            23         proposed route for extension of water and sewer

            24         is for this development?

            25              MS. TEAGUE:  I do.  Initially it was going
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             1         to be coming through I believe Ms. Plott's

             2         property.

             3              She determined that she would not provide

             4         an easement.  So now they are looking at coming

             5         up the right-of-way of Plott Creek.

             6              MR. JUSTUS:  So you are saying that --

             7              Well, her property abuts Plott Creek.  So

             8         you are saying that there is a right-of-way

             9         that will afford them the opportunity to extend

            10         water and sewer?

            11              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct, at the DOT

            12         right-of-way.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  What is the right-of-way at

            14         Plott Creek?

            15              MS. TEAGUE:  I believe you will have to

            16         ask someone from DOT.

            17              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, you were saying there

            18         is right-of-way available to extend utilities.

            19         So I'm simply trying to peel back the onion

            20         there and ask you:  What is the right-of-way

            21         for Plott Creek Road?

            22              MS. TEAGUE:  And I'm going to tell you

            23         that that is a DOT road and I don't have that

            24         survey information.

            25              MR. JUSTUS:  So how do you know then that
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             1         there has been satisfactory evidence of the

             2         ability to extend water and sewer to this

             3         project?

             4              MS. TEAGUE:  What I know is that our water

             5         and sewer department has been meeting with

             6         their engineer, that there are plans that they

             7         have been looking at and working together on

             8         that aren't part of this package.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, and let me just, since

            10         you do not have it available, Mr. Chairman, it

            11         does say, if I'm reading this correctly, that

            12         all development applications must be

            13         accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to the

            14         proposed method and system of water.

            15              That is what your --

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  Can you tell me what you

            17         are referencing one more time?

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  6.11.3A.

            19              MS. TEAGUE:  That is part of our general

            20         standards.

            21              MR. WINGATE:  I believe it is 6.11.  I

            22         believe it is 6.11.

            23              MR. JUSTUS:  It is actually 6.11.3A.

            24              MS. TEAGUE:  I have it as 6.11.3.

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  6.11.3.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  6.11.3.

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

             3              MR. JUSTUS:  And then the same for the

             4         sanitary sewer system, 6.11.4A, all development

             5         applications must be accompanied by

             6         satisfactory evidence as to the proposed method

             7         and system of sanitary sewer.  Correct?

             8              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  And then it is now --

            10              Let me ask you, in terms of extension of

            11         sewer, do you know if it will require a pump?

            12              MS. TEAGUE:  We do not.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  You don't know or the

            14         developer doesn't know or --

            15              Your statement that you don't know, is it

            16         that you don't know or --

            17              MS. TEAGUE:  I do not know.

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  Fair enough.

            19              I'll move on.

            20              MS. TEAGUE:  And I would add that when we

            21         say development approval, that is a wide range

            22         of things.

            23              And for us getting the planning and zoning

            24         Board approval on a master plan is one step.

            25         But then we also have engineering review and
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             1         building inspections and building permits that

             2         will have to be issued.

             3              In this particular process it does say

             4         pretty clearly, and again I am going to quote

             5         from Chapter 15. 4.3 under master plan,

             6         requirements that all plans --

             7              Excuse me.  That detailed engineering

             8         drawings such as subsurface utilities, water

             9         and sewer, and on-site stormwater facilities

            10         are not required for master plans.

            11              And that is in our administrative chapter

            12         of the ordinance.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  So at this point in time your

            14         public works director is not sure of how water

            15         and sewer will be extended to the site; right?

            16         That is what the letter says; right?

            17              MS. TEAGUE:  I don't read that at all.

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  Well, if you

            19         would look at the paragraph -- If you want to

            20         pull it up on the screen for the audience, but

            21         he did say that the route has not been

            22         determined.

            23              MS. TEAGUE:  What he says is based on the

            24         submitted plans the Town can serve the proposed

            25         development with both water and sewer.
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             1              We have been in contact with developer and

             2         are in the process of sorting out the specific

             3         route for the future connections.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So in terms of civic

             5         space, Ms. Teague, what is the required amount

             6         of civic space for this project according to

             7         the ordinance?

             8              MS. TEAGUE:  Again I will go ahead and

             9         quote from the ordinance.

            10              This is chapter seven of the land

            11         development standards.

            12              Civic spaces as defined by this section as

            13         distinct from those areas that are

            14         environmentally significant and must be

            15         otherwise protected from human transgression.

            16              All dedicated land for required civic

            17         spaces shall meet the criteria below.  And

            18         there are various options and ideas for civic

            19         space.  And there are different categories:

            20         Park/greenway, a green, a square, a playground,

            21         a community garden.

            22              And it goes on to say that all civic

            23         spaces shall be conveniently accessible to all

            24         residents of the development and shall have at

            25         least 60 feet of frontage on at least one
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             1         public street within the development.

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So according to this

             3         Site Plan that I have that everybody should be

             4         looking at, we should all have that, on the

             5         first page Site Plan it says under civic space,

             6         it says 2.1 acres is what is required by your

             7         ordinance, which I take it would be five

             8         percent of approximately 41 acres.

             9              Is that right?

            10              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  And so then they

            12         say that what has been provided is

            13         approximately 1.13 acres civic space; right?

            14              MS. TEAGUE:  That is what is shown on the

            15         plan.  But you also have 20 acres of passive

            16         civic space.

            17              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  I wanted to ask you

            18         about that.

            19              So if you will turn to the section dealing

            20         with civic space, which chapter would that be?

            21              MS. TEAGUE:  It is chapter seven.

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So in chapter

            23         seven what would woodland mean?  So basically

            24         areas where you are not cutting trees, what

            25         would that be classified as?  Is that a park?
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             1         What is that in terms of civic space?

             2              Because you have various labels for what

             3         you call civic space.  So which is it?  Is it a

             4         park?  Is it green space?  What is it?

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  So the section on parks and

             6         greenways talk about civic space as a natural

             7         preserve available for unstructured recreation.

             8         Its landscape shall consist of paths and

             9         trails, meadows, water bodies, woodlands and

            10         open shelters, all natural -- naturally

            11         disposed.

            12              Parks can be linear following the

            13         trajectory of natural corridors like a

            14         greenway, and the minimum size should be four

            15         acres.

            16              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So let me ask you

            17         this.  Is it your understanding that the

            18         woodlands that are on this property are

            19         available for all members of this public here

            20         to use and enjoy?  They can go onto that

            21         property and walk around, hang out, use and

            22         enjoy that property; is that your

            23         understanding?

            24              MS. TEAGUE:  No.  It is my understanding

            25         that those woodlands are for the residents of
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             1         the development.

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  So if you look at 7.2.6 I

             3         believe -- Actually 7.2.5C talks about parks.

             4         And doesn't it say right there, it says:

             5         Preservation of natural or cultural resources

             6         such as steep slopes, rock outcroppings, mature

             7         woodlands or water resources may also be

             8         counted towards passive recreation provided

             9         there is some method for public enjoyment and

            10         appreciation of such resources.

            11              Isn't that what that says?

            12              MS. TEAGUE:  That is what it says.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  So you just admitted that all

            14         the nice woodland property that they are not

            15         cutting down, that is not available for public

            16         enjoyment to use that property; right?

            17              MS. TEAGUE:  Not as I understand it.

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  So then how is it possible,

            19         Ms. Teague, that for civic space calculations

            20         you would count the woodland areas?

            21              MS. TEAGUE:  Hold on.

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  Because you would have to

            23         admit that on the face of the application where

            24         2.1 acres of civic space is required, they are

            25         only showing a provision for 1.13 acres outside
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             1         of the woodlands.  Right?

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  Let me get to where you are.

             3              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just looking at the front

             4         page of the Site Plan.

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  What is your question?

             6              MR. JUSTUS:  So on the face of the Site

             7         Plan it says 2.1 acres of civic space is

             8         required.

             9              They are providing 1.13 acres outside of

            10         this woodland area; right?

            11              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            12              MR. JUSTUS:  So if you don't count the

            13         woodland area, then they have not provided

            14         enough civic space according to the ordinance.

            15              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, there is also open

            16         space that is not part of that calculation

            17         along the area that is part of the plan, not

            18         including the additional space.

            19              And I'm afraid I cannot zoom in.  But if

            20         you turn to the second part, I'm on page C101

            21         of their application plan.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  C101?

            23              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  At the bottom of the

            25         description.
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             1              MS. TEAGUE:  And C102.

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  Pages 26 and 27.

             3              MS. TEAGUE:  There are some additional

             4         areas there available.

             5              And what I would like to do, Ms. Justus,

             6         is let the applicant defend their plan.  I'm

             7         not really working on their behalf.

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I would have to

             9         disagree with you, Ms. Teague.  With all due

            10         respect, you got here and did a staff report

            11         where you said -- a box was checked on

            12         compliance with all of your development

            13         standards.

            14              And with all due respect, I'm just walking

            15         through some of the development standards.  And

            16         on the face of their own Site Plan they show

            17         that they do not provide enough civic space on

            18         the first page without counting the woodland

            19         area which you admit is not public space.

            20         Right?

            21              And I can ask them.  But isn't that what

            22         it says?

            23              MS. TEAGUE:  I would like you to ask them

            24         that question.

            25              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  Because your
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             1         calculation of open space would essentially

             2         mean that any space between a building that is

             3         open is somehow a recreational area of what

             4         would otherwise be accounted for as part of the

             5         civic space; right?

             6              MS. TEAGUE:  No, that is not what I'm

             7         saying.

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, where is it on the Site

             9         Plan that when you are talking about these plan

            10         sheets, where is it that you are talking about

            11         meets the definition of civic space?

            12              MS. TEAGUE:  You actually have it denoted.

            13         You have highlighted here the pool, the green.

            14         This is programmed civic space.

            15              Here, this area here is not part of that

            16         calculation.  That is passive civic space.

            17              That is proposed outdoor shelter.  That is

            18         also civic space.

            19              You turn over and you have this area here

            20         which they are appointing for the playground

            21         and for the park.

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  And the reason I

            23         highlighted that, I got out my calculator and I

            24         add all that up.  And it added up to be only

            25         the one point some odd acres that they show as
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             1         providing on the first page.

             2              So I only highlighted that to show that

             3         their math was right.

             4              So I will ask them about civic space.  But

             5         from -- If we don't count woodland you would

             6         have to agree they are not providing enough

             7         civic space based on what their plan shows;

             8         right?

             9              MS. TEAGUE:  I will not agree to that.

            10         But we can disagree on that.

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So in terms of --

            12              MS. TEAGUE:  And let's talk about your

            13         definition of the word public.  What does that

            14         mean to you?

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, public means that it is

            16         available to the public to utilize.  That is

            17         public.

            18              If you are just talking about these

            19         residents, then that would be private.  So that

            20         is why I'm saying:  Do you have a definition of

            21         public from the ordinance?

            22              MS. TEAGUE:  So is it your interpretation

            23         that all public space in any new development

            24         has to be accessible to the whole public, not

            25         just the residents?
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  It is my condition and

             2         contention, Mr. Chairman, that if you have

             3         civic space requirements that is a box you have

             4         to check.

             5              And if you want to use a woodland area to

             6         satisfy that, then it is supposed to be open to

             7         the public to use and enjoy because that is

             8         what your ordinance says.

             9              So we don't believe that they have met

            10         that requirement.

            11              But let me move on and ask more questions.

            12         I know we are all riveted about civic space.

            13              In terms of accessibility of civic space

            14         there is a requirement that each residential

            15         dwelling within the community have access so

            16         that it is located within 1,320 feet of each

            17         dwelling unit.  Is that right?

            18              MS. TEAGUE:  It does say that no

            19         residential unit --

            20              This is chapter 7.2.2.  It's entitled:

            21         Accessibility.

            22              It says:  All civic spaces shall be

            23         conveniently accessible to all residents of the

            24         development and shall have at least 60 feet of

            25         frontage on at least one public street within
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             1         the development.

             2              And then part B says that no residential

             3         unit within the development shall be further

             4         than a quarter mile from a civic space as

             5         defined above or other publicly-accessible park

             6         facility.

             7              MR. JUSTUS:  So as to that standard, that

             8         in order to count the civic space the space has

             9         to be within 1,320 feet of all the dwelling

            10         units.

            11              Did you -- So in terms of this dog park up

            12         here and the proposed playground that is at the

            13         far end of the development, have you measured

            14         to see whether or not the units that are up by

            15         Plott Creek Road are within 1,320 feet of that?

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  So the units that are close

            17         to Plott Creek Road have available civic space

            18         close to them here, here, and here

            19         (indicating.)

            20              The units that are off further away from

            21         Plott Creek Road have development -- have

            22         access to civic space here and here

            23         (indicating.)

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  So is that answer yes to the

            25         question?
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             1              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, this building is close

             2         to this one.  This building is close to that

             3         one.

             4              I don't think the intention of the

             5         ordinance here is that every single unit should

             6         be within 1,320 feet from every civic space.

             7              MR. JUSTUS:  So if you turn to section

             8         7.2.2B of the ordinance, it does provide --

             9              What does it say about accessibility?

            10              MS. TEAGUE:  It says no residential unit

            11         within a development shall be further than a

            12         quarter mile from a civic space.

            13              I interpret that as any civic space.

            14              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So meaning to qualify

            15         as a civic space you don't have to be within a

            16         quarter mile of all the residential units?

            17         That is your contention?

            18              MS. TEAGUE:  Every residential unit does

            19         not have to be within a quarter mile of every

            20         civic space.

            21              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So there is a

            22         requirement in your code that recreational

            23         space or civic space that is active, there is a

            24         requirement that 25 percent of what is

            25         dedicated civic space be active recreational;
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             1         right?  That is in section 7.2.5C; correct?

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  What I would like to actually

             3         correct you on, looking at 7.2.4, which is

             4         usability, it talks about usability as being

             5         areas where the total land dedicated shall be

             6         located outside of special flood hazard,

             7         including the one-year floodplain.  All land

             8         dedicated shall be outside of wetlands within

             9         the area proposed for dedication.

            10              And sufficient engineering data and/or

            11         details shall be indicated to ensure compliance

            12         with this section.

            13              Then it goes on to minimum amenities.  And

            14         that is chapter 7.2.5.  And is says that

            15         required civic space shall be planned and

            16         approved and useable by persons living nearby.

            17              Improved shall mean cleared of brush and

            18         debris and shall contain two or more of the

            19         following enhancements:  Landscaping, walks or

            20         pathways, fences, walls, utilities, irrigation,

            21         fountains, ball fields and/or playground

            22         equipment.

            23              MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, if I could speed

            24         this along a little bit, I was asking you to

            25         look at 7.2.5C.
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             1              It says: At least 25 percent of the civic

             2         space shall be dedicated to active recreational

             3         purposes such as playgrounds, tennis courts,

             4         ball fields and volleyball courts; right?

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  Paragraph C says:  Minimum

             6         Amenities For Parks.

             7              At least 25 percent of a civic space land

             8         shall be dedicated to active recreation

             9         purposes such as playgrounds, tennis courts,

            10         ball fields, volleyball courts.

            11              The remainder of the park may be designed

            12         for passive recreation purposes such as

            13         walking, jogging, cycling, relaxation, et

            14         cetera.

            15              It goes on to say that preservation of

            16         natural or cultural resources such as steep

            17         slopes, rock outcroppings, mature woodlands or

            18         water resources may also be counted towards

            19         passive recreation provided there is some

            20         method for public enjoyment and appreciation of

            21         such resources.

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  So my question is is at least

            23         25 percent of the civic space of this project

            24         dedicated to active recreation purposes such as

            25         playgrounds, tennis courts, ball fields, and
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             1         volleyball fields?

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  We have a swimming pool, a

             3         playground, and a dog park.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  Is that 25 percent of the

             5         dedicated civic space?

             6              MS. TEAGUE:  Give me a minute and I will

             7         calculate it.

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.

             9              MS. TEAGUE:  If you would like to ask some

            10         additional questions, this will take a minute.

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  I will ask

            12         additional questions.

            13              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, you will have to ask

            14         somebody else while I do this.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  That's all right.  I'll ask

            16         the engineer.

            17              MS. TEAGUE:  Okay.

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  So Ms. Teague, I will ask the

            19         engineer for the calculations.  It is okay.

            20         You don't --

            21              Where are the street trees for the plans?

            22         Are they within the plan itself?

            23              MS. TEAGUE:  Did you bring the additional

            24         landscape plan?

            25              MR. JUSTUS:  So is it not part of the
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             1         application material that --

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  It is page 28.

             3              We have asked the developer to provide

             4         some additional landscape planning since their

             5         submittal.

             6              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.

             7              I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman.  Let me ask for

             8         the Site Plan and we will be done.

             9              MR. McDOWELL:  Quite all right.

            10              MR. JUSTUS:  So section 12.5.7A.1 dealing

            11         with stormwater, can you look at that?

            12              MS. HAIN:  Can you repeat that number,

            13         please?

            14              MR. JUSTUS:  Section 12.5.7 capital A.1.

            15              Reading from that section, Ms. Teague,

            16         does it not say the stormwater drainage and

            17         management plan and permit shall be required

            18         with all development applications to which this

            19         section applies?

            20              Did I read that correctly?

            21              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.  And it is required.

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.

            23              MS. TEAGUE:  And it will be provided as

            24         part of the engineering documentation.

            25              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it says it is required
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             1         with all development applications to which this

             2         section applies.

             3              So you would agree that a stormwater

             4         drainage and management plan is not part of the

             5         material that is provided at this time as part

             6         of this development application?

             7              MS. TEAGUE:  There is actually a letter

             8         that has been submitted today and the

             9         engineering team is here to address stormwater

            10         plans.

            11              All engineering including the stormwater

            12         plan which has to be a detailed, engineered

            13         study and design are submitted after master

            14         plan approval according to chapter 15.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm just looking at

            16         chapter 12.  And it does say that stormwater

            17         drainage enhancement plan and permit shall be

            18         required with all development applications to

            19         which this section applies; right?  It does say

            20         that?

            21              Ms. Teague, it helps speed things along.

            22         Does it not say that?

            23              MS. TEAGUE:  It does say that.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.

            25              And then turning to 12.5.2, if you
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             1         wouldn't mind, which is applicability of

             2         stormwater management, it says, does it not,

             3         that the requirements of this section are

             4         applicable to all development and redevelopment

             5         within the Town limits in extraterritorial

             6         jurisdiction including, but not limited to Site

             7         Plan applications.  Right?

             8              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  And this is a Site Plan

            10         application?

            11              MS. TEAGUE:  It is part of one.

            12              And I want to correct you on an assumption

            13         you are making.  Because you are not a planner

            14         you are an attorney and you are cherrypicking

            15         from our ordinance.

            16              When we look at the process, we have

            17         multiple steps in any development plan

            18         application.

            19              In the case of a master plan process it

            20         requires the Planning Board to approve a master

            21         plan.  And the specifics of what the Planning

            22         Board approves are provided in chapter 15.

            23              Now, the fact that all the engineering is

            24         not done is a specific part of that chapter 15

            25         that says once the Planning Board approves it
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             1         for zoning, then the Town will continue to

             2         acquire other development requirements.

             3              When you go through this ordinance, you

             4         have to understand that there are multiple

             5         types of application procedures all with their

             6         own requirements.

             7              A stormwater plan is going to be required

             8         for any development.  But it doesn't

             9         necessarily have to happen at the very first

            10         step.

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, Ms. Teague, I'm not

            12         intending to cherrypick.  I'm just looking at

            13         12.5.2 that says that this section dealing with

            14         stormwater is applicable at the time of the

            15         Site Plan application.

            16              And so, that is what it says; right?

            17              MS. TEAGUE:  It does.

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  And so in terms of

            19         opportunities, so Plott Creek where a lot of

            20         this water will flow toward, you understand

            21         Plott Creek, that is trout water; right?  Yes?

            22         It is classified by the State as trout waters;

            23         right?

            24              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            25              MR. JUSTUS:  And do you understand that
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             1         that waters then flow down toward my client's

             2         property; right?  Did you know that?

             3              MS. TEAGUE:  I did.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  And so in terms of the

             5         opportunity to ask questions and get before a

             6         board to allow them to vet to see if the

             7         stormwater plans have been provided and to

             8         allow us the opportunity to have our own

             9         engineers here to ask questions so that we

            10         actually have some skin in the game, it is

            11         today.

            12              And your ordinance says that such plan is

            13         required with all development applications

            14         which this section applies.  And it applies to

            15         Site Plan application; right?

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  Right.

            17              And I would wager that the master plan is

            18         one part of the application process.

            19              MR. JUSTUS:  So where is it in the master

            20         plan that it has with specificity needed to

            21         satisfy the stormwater part?

            22              MS. TEAGUE:  I'm going to again read from

            23         chapter 15.4.3, Master Plan Requirements.

            24              The Master Plan is intended to provide a

            25         detailed, two-dimensional drawing that
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             1         illustrates all of the required site features

             2         including buildings, parking areas, street

             3         locations, street sections, right-of-way,

             4         property lines, et cetera.

             5              But I'm skipping ahead to where it says:

             6         Detailed engineering drawings such as

             7         subsurface utilities, e.g. water and sewer, and

             8         on-site stormwater facilities are not required

             9         for Master Plans.

            10              Those are required once the Planning Board

            11         does its vetting.  And then there is a whole

            12         other process they have to go through to submit

            13         an engineered plan that an engineer has to

            14         review.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So let me ask you

            16         that.

            17              So the process later in the future is they

            18         will address stormwater with a specific plan.

            19         And that gets turned in to this Town; right?

            20              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            21              MR. JUSTUS:  And what hearing or process

            22         do property owners like my client have to vet

            23         that, provide information that may appose that

            24         plan?

            25              MS. TEAGUE:  On a stormwater plan?
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  An engineered stormwater

             3         plan.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  Right.

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  It goes through an

             6         engineering review process.  And that is not

             7         necessarily a public process.

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  That's correct.  And that

             9         process is you wouldn't be notifying my client

            10         when that later plan showed up; right?

            11              MS. TEAGUE:  Right.

            12              MR. JUSTUS:  And my client would not be

            13         entitled to any process really relating to

            14         being able to object to or provide evidence

            15         relating to this plan; right?

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, the plans have to be

            17         designed for compliance with the stormwater

            18         guidelines that you are reading from.

            19              And then that engineer's plans will be

            20         reviewed by both the Town engineer and then we

            21         are going to -- we are in the process of hiring

            22         a third-party engineer to work on some of these

            23         larger plans.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So in terms of

            25         the projects, what are some of the sacred
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             1         criteria for built-upon areas as it relates to

             2         streams like Plott Creek?  How far do you have

             3         to stay away?

             4              MS. TEAGUE:  Thirty feet.  A built-upon

             5         area has to be 30 feet.

             6              And so there is a difference between

             7         buffer which is 25 feet.  And that is a

             8         vegetated undisturbed area.  And then

             9         built-upon area which is actually an area of

            10         disturbance where you have solid features such

            11         as parking lots or structures.

            12              MR. JUSTUS:  Wouldn't a retaining wall be

            13         a structure?

            14              MS. TEAGUE:  It would.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  So when I look at --

            16              Mr. Chairman, I'm looking at page three

            17         that says master plan.

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  Your numbers are different.

            19              Page three?

            20              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm only counting by

            21         good old American math.  But it is C-101.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            23              MR. JUSTUS:  At least I'm hoping it is.

            24         As I am understanding, the application has been

            25         evolving.
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             1              So the retaining wall --

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  It is page 26 in your

             3         handout.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

             5              MR. JUSTUS:  So there is a retaining wall

             6         down here along Plott Creek, is there not, that

             7         runs around or by building four up by the

             8         parking lot for building one and two; right?

             9              MS. TEAGUE:  There is.

            10              MR. JUSTUS:  So the way I look at the

            11         minimum 30 feet, that retaining wall is inside

            12         the minimum 30 feet where that line is.

            13              MS. TEAGUE:  When I scaled it, I got past

            14         30 feet.  But if it is wrong then we need to

            15         make it correct.

            16              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, actually isn't there a

            17         little line that goes all the way past it even

            18         on the -- just staring at it, it goes several

            19         feet past where the retaining wall is.

            20              Isn't that the line right there that even

            21         has like an end point for that line right past

            22         that retaining wall within the 30-foot

            23         undisturbed buffer?  Right?

            24              MS. TEAGUE:  It could be.

            25              What we would need to do is get the
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             1         applicant to verify that distance.

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  So let's go to height.  I

             3         believe you asked of this Board to make a

             4         determination how to calculate height because

             5         you have not seen plans like the ones that have

             6         been presented that has this fourth story down

             7         on the ground here they show it.

             8              Did I hear you correct to say that?

             9              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            10              MR. JUSTUS:  So let me get your

            11         understanding.  Because I wrote down on a piece

            12         of paper what you said the height of the

            13         buildings were.  You said the buildings range

            14         from 46 feet to 59 feet high; right?

            15              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            16              MR. JUSTUS:  Was that accounting for the

            17         fourth story?

            18              MS. TEAGUE:  It was counting from the

            19         highest adjacent grade.

            20              MR. JUSTUS:  So, Ms. Teague, yes or no?

            21         Was it accounting for all four stories or just

            22         three stories?

            23              MS. TEAGUE:  It counts how we measure

            24         building height which is from the highest

            25         adjacent grade.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, I thought you

             2         asked the Chairman and the Board to help you

             3         with an interpretation of how to measure

             4         height.

             5              So my question really was:  Did you

             6         measure the height of all four stories; yes or

             7         no?

             8              MS. TEAGUE:  No.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  And in terms of

            10         how you measure height, there is an

            11         illustration in here in chapter five; am I

            12         right?

            13              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            14              MR. JUSTUS:  In case we are all looking at

            15         this, what section is that?

            16              Chapter four.

            17              MS. TEAGUE:  It is quoted in your

            18         development plan packet.  It is section 4.4.1.

            19              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.

            20              So there is a drawing, an illustration

            21         that has a building that appears where the

            22         grade is sloping down, so you have a lower

            23         grade at one end of the building and a higher

            24         grade at the other end of the building.

            25              Isn't that what that illustration is?
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             1              MS. TEAGUE:  It is.

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  And the measurement is from

             3         the lower end of the grade, not the higher end

             4         of the grade; right?

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  It is defined as the highest

             6         ground level at the structure's foundation.

             7              MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, you would have to

             8         admit that the drawing here is from that lowest

             9         part of the grade; right?

            10              MS. TEAGUE:  It is actually from here,

            11         from the highest ground level at the

            12         structure's foundation.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  At the back of the building?

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  At the front.

            15              MS. TEAGUE:  This -- You are --

            16              Mr. Justus, your copy is not --

            17              Here is the most up to date version of

            18         this ordinance.

            19              MR. JUSTUS:  Oh, it looks like the grade

            20         is reversed.

            21              MS. TEAGUE:  I don't know what year you

            22         are reading from, but this is the ordinance

            23         that is online and that we are working from.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  Actually this is -- I did

            25         pull this off line.
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             1              So is the --

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  But this is the drawing that

             3         matches the verbiage which says where a

             4         specific dimension is used in the calculation

             5         of height it shall be measured from the highest

             6         ground level at the structure foundation to the

             7         highest point of the structure excluding

             8         chimneys and antennas.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  So where is the structure

            10         foundation in the nice prettier picture that

            11         you have got?  Doesn't it go all the way from

            12         the front to the back?

            13              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, it is the highest

            14         point.  So when you look at this, for example,

            15         the cross section, it is this highest point.

            16              And the way these buildings were designed,

            17         this fourth floor is below the highest adjacent

            18         grade.

            19              MR. JUSTUS:  So if it was so clear then

            20         what were you asking the Board for assistance

            21         with?

            22              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, when we bring in

            23         something that is brand new, and this is a

            24         pretty complex development, we want to make

            25         sure that the Board understands and has an
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             1         opportunity to challenge our interpretation of

             2         the ordinance.

             3              I find this to be pretty clear.  But I

             4         also have a lot of faith in my Board to correct

             5         me when I'm wrong.

             6              MR. JUSTUS:  So it says the high ground

             7         level at the structure foundation?

             8              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  And you would have to admit

            10         that in this drawing you have site elevation,

            11         that all this fourth floor down here, this is

            12         all elevation, right?  And you are just

            13         measuring -- you are ignoring that foundation

            14         to go up here and measure a foundation that is

            15         over here to the left.  Is that right?

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  Right.  Because I see this as

            17         the highest adjacent grade.  Don't you?

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it sits pretty low,

            19         that structure foundation.

            20              So you are discounting the fact that down

            21         below in this drawing the structure foundation

            22         is also down there?

            23              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            24              The foundation would encompass the entire

            25         building.  So my interpretation would be that
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             1         the highest grade of the foundation is the

             2         highest point of the adjacent grade along the

             3         building wherever that may be.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  But this is a first in terms

             5         of interpreting?

             6              MS. TEAGUE:  With this ordinance; correct.

             7              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.

             8              Those are the questions that I have for

             9         Ms. Teague.

            10              Thank you.

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            12              Elizabeth, if you will stay.

            13              We are going to take a break for just one

            14         moment.  Our Board members are going to need a

            15         bathroom break.

            16              I will remind them that when you do go do

            17         not discuss this.

            18              Additionally, Elizabeth, I have a couple

            19         of questions that I want to address to you.

            20              Are you -- Does the Town ordinance allow

            21         private gates?

            22              MS. TEAGUE:  I did not see where it

            23         prevented them; so yes.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  The reason being that I'm

            25         asking that is that goes back to the question
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             1         of the interpretation of public space.

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  And I wanted to, if the

             4         Town allows that, to try to get clarification

             5         on one very well brought up subject of public

             6         space and the definition of public space.  And

             7         we might need some clarity on that.

             8              Obviously if the Town allows gates, but

             9         requires public space, then that is not an

            10         interpretation in and of itself of whether that

            11         space would be accessible and who can access

            12         it.

            13              If the Town doesn't permit that, that

            14         presents another aspect.  So it is not

            15         prohibitive, nor is it endorsed in the --

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            17              I did not see that as something being

            18         clear in the ordinance.

            19              The other issue, Patrick, because you are

            20         bringing up a really good point is this issue

            21         of is the civic space designed for the

            22         residents.

            23              And if you look at the civic space

            24         ordinance it talks about uses of the residents.

            25              Do we extrapolate that all civic space
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             1         within a development is public as the residents

             2         who live within that space or is all civic

             3         space in any development automatically -- does

             4         that always have to be available to the larger

             5         public.  And does, that really is really an

             6         interpretation that we should discuss here

             7         because I'm not sure how to quite handle that.

             8              (Board member comment off mike,

             9              indiscernible.)

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  Actually I do want to at

            11         this point --

            12              Excuse me just a moment.

            13              -- thank Mr. Justus for some of his

            14         questions because those were good, quality

            15         questions.

            16              I appreciate the Board understanding that

            17         right now they are in a very different position

            18         than our normal aspect and you are not able to

            19         interrupt and ask questions specifically at

            20         this time.

            21              Thank you for being patient on that as he

            22         cross examines, which is his right.

            23              Thank you.  And we will break for 10

            24         minutes, please.

            25              (Whereupon, at which time there was a
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             1              recess in the proceedings.)

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you very much.

             3              We will resume with our meeting and our

             4         procedure.

             5              If the applicant will come forward to

             6         present their case.

             7              MR. HORNIK:  Good evening, ladies and

             8         gentleman of the Board.  My name is Kevin

             9         Hornik.  I'm an attorney with the Brough Law

            10         Firm.

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  Would you raise that up a

            12         bit, you are --

            13              MR. HORNIK:  My name is Kevin.

            14              Is that any better?

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  No, it's not.

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  You have to talk right into

            17         it.

            18              MR. HORNIK:  Does this work?  Is this any

            19         better?

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  A little bit.  Just try to

            21         project a little bit.

            22              COURT REPORTER:  Speak as loud as you can,

            23         please.

            24              MR. HORNIK:  Okay.  My name is Kevin

            25         Hornik.  I'm an attorney with the Brough Law
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             1         Firm.  I'm here today on behalf of the

             2         applicant.

             3              In just a moment I'm going to turn the

             4         floor over to the applicant and let them

             5         present their presentation to you guys.  They

             6         will address kind of the substance and

             7         requirements of the ordinances and how their

             8         project meets them.

             9              But before we do that I would like to take

            10         care of two kind of housekeeping matters.

            11              First I would like to kind of make a

            12         blanket objection to Mr. Justus and his

            13         neighbors presenting evidence and participating

            14         in this hearing as parties.

            15              I do not believe that they have met or

            16         presented evidence to show that they meet the

            17         requirements of the North Carolina General

            18         Statutes, Chapter 160A.393d which discusses

            19         standing.

            20              Nor have they shown sufficient evidence

            21         that they meet the standards outlined in

            22         various North Carolina Courts of Appeal cases

            23         such as Charity v. Easner (phonetic.)

            24              But I understand that we already kind of

            25         let Pandora out of the box here so I'm not
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             1         going to fight you on that issue.

             2              Second, I would like to submit to the

             3         Board, and I have got a copy for the Clerk as

             4         well, but of the credentials of a couple of the

             5         witnesses that we will be presenting on behalf

             6         of its behalf today.

             7              We would like to go ahead and certify them

             8         as experts with the Board in their field.

             9              Primarily we will be hearing from Mr.

            10         William Ratchford who is kind of the project

            11         lead.  He is the vice president of Triangle

            12         Real Estate of Gastonia and Southwood Realty

            13         Company.  He is a licensed professional

            14         engineer with over 15 years of experience in

            15         his field and working directly with this

            16         company.

            17              Second you will likely hear evidence from

            18         Mr. Jeff Ledford, also a professional engineer,

            19         also works for both Triangle Real Estate and

            20         Southwood.

            21              Again certified or a licensed engineer.

            22         He works primarily for this company developing

            23         similar apartment complexes throughout the

            24         state.

            25              Third you will hear from Mr. Tom Jones who
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             1         is the owner and manager of WGLA Engineering.

             2         He has got 25 plus years of experience as a

             3         licensed engineer.  He has worked for both the

             4         North Carolina Department of Transportation and

             5         as a private engineering consultant.

             6              You will hear from Mr. Rick Merril who is

             7         a licensed real estate broker.  He has worked

             8         in this area for a number of years.  He has

             9         been involved in real estate transactions for

            10         approaching 50 years.

            11              You will also hear from Mr. Teague who is

            12         a licensed engineer that works primarily with

            13         traffic engineering.  And he is from right here

            14         in Waynesville.

            15              You also will also hear from Mr. Jason

            16         Fulton who is a certified engineer intern who

            17         also works for Mr. Teague.  He has got

            18         significant experience in traffic engineering

            19         as well as with environmental engineering.

            20              And those will be kind of the primary

            21         witnesses that will be putting on expert

            22         testimony for you guys.

            23              And if you would like I have a copy of

            24         their qualifications both for the Chairman and

            25         a copy for the clerk here.
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             1              Thank you.

             2              And so in order to expedite this process I

             3         would like to go ahead and ask that the Board

             4         certify these folks as experts.

             5              I am sure Mr. Justus would like to cross

             6         examine them as they present evidence which as

             7         you know is obviously his right.  But it

             8         appears as though --

             9              I was just looking at the qualification.

            10              Okay.  So without further adieu, I will

            11         turn the floor over to William Rachtford again

            12         who is the project lead and kind of give you

            13         guys a broad overview of their projects before

            14         we get into kind of more technical and

            15         substantive standards with each of the experts.

            16              Thank you.

            17              I'm sorry.  One more thing.  I have a

            18         request from the applicant that we hold off of

            19         cross examination until they have an

            20         opportunity to present their presentation.

            21              This way we are not chopping it up one

            22         witness at a time.  We can present the entire

            23         presentation and then allow Mr. Justus to come

            24         back through and cross examine each witness.

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  That is acceptable.
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             1              Thank you.

             2              MR. HORNIK:  Thank you.

             3              MR. RATCHFORD:  Just note Jeff Ledford is

             4         not a professional engineer so we he will not

             5         be speaking.

             6              Good evening.  My name is William

             7         Ratchford.  I'm vice president of Triangle Real

             8         Estate of Gastonia and Southwood Realty, the

             9         actual general contractor for this potential

            10         job and developer for the companies.

            11              Southwood Realty and Triangle Real Estate

            12         of Gastonia are family owned companies started

            13         in the 1960s and '70s by my grandfather and are

            14         currently owned 50/50 between my father, Herman

            15         A. Ratchford, Jr. and my uncle Dan Wilson

            16         Ratchford.

            17              Right now a description of our company,

            18         right now we are currently the largest owner of

            19         apartments in the Western North Carolina area

            20         including Henderson and Buncombe Counties.

            21              We have been here since 2001 when we built

            22         our first complex Brittany Place.  All the

            23         complexes in those counties that we own we have

            24         built.

            25              Our oldest property right now is going
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             1         through renovation.  And it is adding phase II.

             2         That was built in 2001 and it is Brittany

             3         Place.

             4              The site under review today is the

             5         Palisades at Plott Creek which would be a 200

             6         unit multi-grade apartment complex with initial

             7         rent starting at from 8 hundred to the 14

             8         hundreds.

             9              The complex is between -- the complexes'

            10         sides, it will either be fully brick or Hardie

            11         Board style siding on all sides.  Trex

            12         balconies and 30 year architectural shingles.

            13         We are debating between our typical vinyl use

            14         rails for our deck rail and aluminum.

            15              This is big aluminum I show to the Board.

            16         As long as it holds up in our current new phase

            17         in Hendersonville, as long it as holds up

            18         during construction better we will use this

            19         material.  But we are using the standard this

            20         type of top.

            21              This is aluminum rail.  And we are using

            22         the additional add-on top decorative rail.

            23              The interiors of the units are nine-foot

            24         ceilings and are vaulted.  We have all wood

            25         cabinets, crown molding, granite countertops.
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             1              I will submit to the Board our typical

             2         choice is granite and the cabinet door.

             3              And I have just handed the floor plans

             4         that -- There are six of the seven floor plans

             5         currently proposed to be used in this project.

             6         As you can see from the floor plans there is

             7         nothing shrunk.  You know, what some developers

             8         would tend to do is they shrink down their one

             9         bedrooms below 600 square feet.

            10              All of our floor plans are well over 700

            11         square feet, the one bedrooms.

            12              The two bedrooms, a thousand one hundred

            13         square feet.  Three bedrooms are in the 13

            14         hundred and 14 hundred square footage.

            15              The product we plan to build, it is

            16         typical to our small town -- to the ones we

            17         build in small towns and cater to the towns to

            18         provide work force housing and price ranges

            19         that typically support your teachers,

            20         firefighters, policemen, or to start a career.

            21         Maybe a person who can afford a house, but may

            22         choose a lifestyle that they choose not to

            23         maintain a yard.  Maybe possibly a family dream

            24         home.  Somebody who is building their current

            25         home and they need a place to stay until it
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             1         gets built.

             2              Our median household income of approved

             3         applicants in similar properties is over

             4         $40,000 in most areas.

             5              We do not build affordable housing

             6         directly.  But today's high-end housing should

             7         be able to become affordable in the next 30

             8         years as other projects are built.

             9              If your housing was built in the 1970s in

            10         a town, it is too high.  There is not enough

            11         housing currently in the town.

            12              I show the average median sales price in

            13         the first quarter of Haywood County is $203,700

            14         compared to $185,000 in the first quarter of

            15         2017 and $144,450 in 2015.

            16              You are having a huge -- You are having a

            17         huge price increase due to limited housing in

            18         Haywood County.

            19              For this project we have to answer the

            20         typical -- the five questions that this Board

            21         has to answer, the plan -- Number one:  Is the

            22         plan consistent with the adopted plan and

            23         policies of the town.

            24              As Ms. Teague and the staff report, the

            25         plan fits in with the adopted plans and
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             1         policies of the Town.

             2              The Town Land Development Standards

             3         clearly show that this area is meant to be

             4         built for medium and high density residential

             5         development.  Our proposed project will fit

             6         that standard.

             7              Further, the land development standards

             8         have already cleared allowing apartments as a

             9         building type in the PC-NR district for some

            10         time.

            11              After the Town's recent amendments to the

            12         land development standard multi-family uses are

            13         also allowed down here.

            14              The Town's future land use plan also

            15         states that this -- it is the policy of the

            16         Town to provide an attractive range of housing

            17         for the use for of the residents of

            18         Waynesville.

            19              There are a few apartments in this town.

            20         And our project would help provide for options

            21         for the Town's future use plan.

            22              Number two states the plan complies with

            23         all applicable requirements of the ordinance.

            24              The plan meets and exceeds the Town

            25         ordinance on construction.  Our building
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             1         permeability for the frontage requirements of

             2         the buildings is also exceeded at the back and

             3         sides of our apartment buildings.

             4              The requirement of open spaces and our

             5         density allows us to preserve over half the

             6         site as a natural preserve to keep the mountain

             7         beauty of the ridge the same.  And between --

             8         Tom Jones can help answer if any additional

             9         questions in that area.  I can say that the

            10         preserved area in the back is not considered to

            11         be gated, as well.

            12              And they also have -- And it is not -- It

            13         is not in the gated area.  You will have gates

            14         of access.  But in the back area of the

            15         property it is not gated all the way, too.

            16              Number three, there is adequate

            17         infrastructure, transportation, and utilities

            18         to support the plan.

            19              Oh, wait.  Let me go back to two.

            20              Basements are allowed as in the diagram

            21         4.41 of the code.

            22              Our projects are showing that we are

            23         building one-, two-story, three two-split

            24         building and three-story three four-split

            25         buildings.
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             1              From the front end -- From what is

             2         required of the front, our basements do not

             3         count as floors.

             4              Number three, there exists adequate

             5         infrastructure and transportation and utilities

             6         to support the plan as proposed.

             7              The Town has adequate capacity and sewer

             8         and will allow extention of the Town's sewer

             9         for this site.

            10              This may allow future connectivity

            11         depending on the neighboring elevations.  Plott

            12         Creek Road has been reviewed by a traffic

            13         study.  It is able to handle the loading.

            14              The NCDOT is reviewing for the driveway

            15         permit.  And the traffic consultants are here

            16         to answer any questions.

            17              The water has been approved for capacity

            18         by the requirements as well by the Town.  We

            19         will -- We have not submitted water and sewer

            20         plans as stated by the code, we wait until

            21         construction drawings.

            22              Number four, the proposed plan conforms to

            23         the character of the neighborhood.  It has

            24         considered the location, type and height of the

            25         buildings or structures and has the type and
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             1         the extent of landscaping on site.

             2              The proposed plan meets with the future

             3         use plan of Waynesville, but still meets the

             4         conditions of the day.

             5              The front of Plott Creek Road is a

             6         one-story office building that fits with one

             7         and two-story residences on the road.

             8              The larger buildings are in the back are

             9         in the same general vicinity from the roads as

            10         some of Mr. Morgan's larger structures on the

            11         side.

            12              The back half of the lot is preserved to

            13         keep the ridge view the same for future

            14         generations to see.  The density of five units

            15         an acre is consistent with a more rural

            16         development than most complexes built in other

            17         areas that can be well over 16 units an acre

            18         in other municipalities.

            19              The project is fully gated as it is a

            20         community within a community.  But if

            21         neighboring properties rebuild in the future we

            22         will add additional access gates depending on

            23         what develops.

            24              In addition our landscape plan is

            25         currently showing just our required trees for
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             1         the parking areas.  It is not showing -- It

             2         is --

             3              Additional plans will be used to help

             4         buffer additional lamp areas.  For example, we

             5         have already addressed linking our existing

             6         trees in preparation for preservation in the

             7         back to help create the buffer for Mr. Morgan's

             8         carriage house.

             9              And since this is quasi-judicial, you

            10         know, if we agree that we will preserve the

            11         view for Mr. Morgan in this meeting, you know,

            12         we will have to.

            13              What we have told Mr. Morgan is that we

            14         would send him the landscape plan for him to

            15         review the options.

            16              And what we are saying with the land there

            17         is -- these tree areas that are existing --

            18              COURT REPORTER:  I am not able to hear

            19         you.

            20              MR. RATCHFORD:  I'm coming around.

            21              We are talking about these additional --

            22              MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chair, he is going to

            23         have to speak into the microphone.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

            25              Why don't you hand us that and we will
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             1         pass that down, identify --

             2              Just so if you will say that again and

             3         describe --

             4              MR. RATCHFORD:  So just so -- From the

             5         clumps of trees, the mature trees we will

             6         additionally -- We will additionally include

             7         those connected areas, though we have already

             8         agreed with Mr. Morgan that we would -- that we

             9         would do an on-site meeting.

            10              The question on why we would not show

            11         exactly what the access of potential storm

            12         drainage that we may have trees in a couple

            13         different ways to block it, but still provide

            14         access.

            15              Number five, the application will not

            16         substantially injure the value of adjoining or

            17         abutting properties.  It will not be

            18         detrimental to the uses or development of

            19         adjacent properties or other neighborhood uses.

            20              We do not feel our property will really

            21         devalue neighborhood properties.  The high-end

            22         quality of our product, normally the price

            23         tends to escalate neighborhood values when the

            24         parcels go for sale.

            25              We have Rick Merrill to speak about the
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             1         nature of land sales.

             2              The benefits for the Town of the

             3         apartments.  The apartments will provide

             4         private roads which are maintained by the

             5         development instead of the Town.

             6              Home and some townhome developments use

             7         city streets that have to be maintained by the

             8         city perpetually.  Traffic services are paid by

             9         the apartment complex.

            10              A 200-unit community would be worth a

            11         minimum of 22 million and could be up to 30

            12         million based on estimates and what the final

            13         pricing works out to be.

            14              The Town has to have reasonably priced

            15         options for entry level employees to come in

            16         and start a profession.

            17              How can a school attract new teachers

            18         right now right out of school who have to find

            19         a place to live?

            20              The vantage point is a single family house

            21         is very expensive to live in.  We have

            22         residents in our community in Fletcher that

            23         travel and work at Harrah's Cherokee Casino

            24         now.  And that is driving through Waynesville

            25         through Asheville traffic down to Fletcher.  It
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             1         is incredible.

             2              For this Town to supply typical jobs as

             3         they employ blue collar and white color

             4         employees and workers they have to have a place

             5         to live.

             6              Right now I'll have Tom Jones speak about

             7         the engineering of the structure.

             8              MR. JONES:  Good evening.  My name is Tom

             9         Jones.  I'm an engineer with WGLA Engineering.

            10              I do have two partners, Will Buie and

            11         Jared DeRidder.  And I appreciate you having us

            12         here tonight.

            13              Do you think we can get the screen maybe

            14         to two pages back to C101?

            15              First off let's do a little housekeeping

            16         in terms of the documents that we submitted as

            17         part of this application.

            18              Your section 15.8.2, the Site Plan that is

            19         under review major clearly outlines the

            20         documents that we were supposed to send.  And I

            21         think we did that as part of this process.

            22         Those documents included the environmental

            23         survey, the Master Plan, and building

            24         elevations.

            25              And then section eight specifically says
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             1         construction documents shall be submitted after

             2         Planning Board approval.

             3              So it is my position that even if we had

             4         construction drawings finished, which they are

             5         not, it would have been inappropriate to send

             6         them to the Town until we had gone through this

             7         process tonight.

             8              So I'm here to speak just a minute about

             9         the infrastructure and also give some

            10         information that lead to what we will be

            11         submitting with the construction documents and

            12         just hopefully clarify any things that we are

            13         unsure about the plan that has come up.

            14              We have talked about the project

            15         description, site location.  And it required a

            16         minimum for -- Elizabeth, that I would like for

            17         you all to have a copy of.  I think you may

            18         already have a copy.  So we would enter that

            19         into the meeting tonight.

            20              Some of that is in that and I will add

            21         some things here tonight that I thought of as

            22         we have proceeded.

            23              This is about a 40-acre site historically

            24         used for agricultural purposes, although it is

            25         currently zoned for medium to high residential
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             1         development as Elizabeth has outlined.  It is

             2         the PC-NR District.

             3              The front portion of the property is

             4         fairly general topography.  It says primarily

             5         former pasture and floodplain.  The rear of the

             6         property is generally wooded and steeper than

             7         the front portion.

             8              The average parcel slope for the entire 40

             9         acres including the rear portion is 21.86

            10         percent which falls above the hillside

            11         protection threshold for the Town of

            12         Waynesville of 25 percent.  That is from 12.62.

            13              We anticipate and as shown on the plan

            14         that of the 20 acres including the portion of

            15         the property higher than an elevation of 2,900

            16         will not be disturbed and will remain in the

            17         preservation area slash open space.

            18              Streams, wetlands and buffers.  I think

            19         the question has already been raised about the

            20         wetlands of the middle property.  And I will

            21         touch on that before I finish this piece.

            22              The Site Plan is designed to minimize

            23         potential impacts to streams and wetlands.  If

            24         you notice --

            25              You don't mind going back to that --
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             1              -- the green wetland in the middle, we

             2         have already asked about that.  I think Miss

             3         Marty asked about that.

             4              And there you go.

             5              So the plan does minimize stream

             6         crossings.  It crosses Plott Creek at one

             7         location.  It would have to cross to access the

             8         property.

             9              There is already an existing crossing near

            10         that spot.  Also one of the purposes behind the

            11         walls which Mr. Justus asked about the walls is

            12         to make sure that the stream buffers can remain

            13         intact.

            14              Finally the right side of this page on

            15         that C101, it is kind of hard to see.  Probably

            16         the audience can't probably see the writing in

            17         the middle.  There is a little arrow that

            18         points to the existing wetland.

            19              There is no question the developer does

            20         get close to that one.  I think that is

            21         building number five.  I can't see it right

            22         here either.

            23              But the goal of the project is to actually

            24         not disturb any of the wetlands and to minimize

            25         the stream impacts.
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             1              And the way we are going to minimize the

             2         stream impacts is by building headwalls on both

             3         sides of the crossing, by putting in large

             4         pipes which will be down at the bottom so the

             5         stream will not be directly pipes, it will be

             6         on the bottom, also building walls as necessary

             7         to retain buffers.

             8              Plott Creek is designated as a trout

             9         stream as was pointed out earlier.  But other

            10         than the stream crossing locations a 25-foot

            11         undisturbed buffer would be maintained along

            12         Plott Creek and the unnamed tributaries on the

            13         property.

            14              The Site Plan doesn't ignore impacts to

            15         the remaining wetlands.  And the streams will

            16         not be directly impacted for reasons I have

            17         already described.

            18              If it does become necessary to impact

            19         wetlands obviously the applicant will work with

            20         the US Army Corps of Engineers and the State of

            21         North Carolina to obtain permits when

            22         appropriate.

            23              And the plan does also include multiple

            24         tree save areas, approximately 3.7 acres of

            25         tree save areas.  And that is not even
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             1         including the 20 acres in the preservation

             2         area.

             3              The landscape for the project will include

             4         parking lot trees, buffers to adjacent

             5         properties as shown in the Site Plan and

             6         plantings around all of the buildings

             7         specifically and shown.

             8              The plantings specifically are not even

             9         shown yet.

            10              While there are no apartments currently in

            11         the PC-NR District, the over 20 acres of

            12         preservation areas, buffers, and landscaping

            13         speak to finally number four that you all are

            14         having to consider tonight.  It shows the

            15         project, in our opinion, does conform to the

            16         character of the neighborhood.

            17              One thing that has been touched on tonight

            18         as well is these streams and wetlands are

            19         floodplain.

            20              A floodplain development permit will be

            21         needed to -- or will need to be issued to grant

            22         construction in the area of the project that is

            23         designated a flood hazard area which is the

            24         front part which is Plott Creek.

            25              The Town requires that the buildings
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             1         including basement floors be elevated no more

             2         than the regulatory flood protection elevation

             3         as defined in section 17.4.

             4              The buildings for this project will be

             5         elevated to at least one foot above base flood

             6         elevation.

             7              Andrew Bick is a professional with

             8         Floodwater Engineering who has performed a

             9         preliminary study of potential impacts to

            10         floodplains.

            11              Based on the model, the crossing on Plott

            12         Creek and fill for the project will not create

            13         a rise in the base flood elevation of Plott

            14         Creek.

            15              Assuming approval of the Site Plan by the

            16         Town, a study will be finalized and sent with

            17         the application for a floodplain development

            18         permit.

            19              The other thing in the narrative, as

            20         pointed out a minute ago, the construction

            21         drawings or construction documents will be

            22         submitted after Planning Board approval.

            23         Assuming you all were to approve tonight, it

            24         would be in the future.

            25              But I think we have outlined the
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             1         strategies that we expect to employ with those

             2         plans.  Erosion control and stormwater.  The

             3         erosion control, of course the plan would be

             4         submitted to the State and to land quality.

             5              The design will be in accordance with the

             6         registered planning and zoning May 2013 or the

             7         latest edition.

             8              Use of temporary diversions will allow

             9         runoff within those tributaries to divert it to

            10         temporary sediment basins.  Sediment intends to

            11         be installed on the perimeter of the property

            12         to protect the site from runoff for the tracts

            13         that are leaving the site.

            14              All storm drain elements will be

            15         protected.  And the plans and calculations will

            16         all have to be reviewed by the State.

            17              In terms of stormwater management, you all

            18         have a pretty detailed stormwater rule -- code.

            19              Basically storm management, the best

            20         management practices, BMPs they are called,

            21         will be designed in accordance with the Town of

            22         Waynesville ordinance, it is appendix A,

            23         chapter 12.5.  All proposed stormwater

            24         management systems will be designed to control

            25         and treat runoff from the one-year one-hour
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             1         storm event as determined by NOAA data for the

             2         Town of Waynesville.

             3              The project will be designed such that

             4         most element peak runoff rate to the two-year,

             5         24-hour and 25-year, 24-hour storm event.

             6         Obviously that is redevelopment rate.  So there

             7         is a water quality component where you hold the

             8         water at least over time.  But there is also a

             9         peak -- peak continuation applying to the

            10         stormwater rules.

            11              Per 12.5.7 no one BMP, no one specific

            12         best management practice will receive runoff

            13         from an area greater than three acres unless

            14         B&Ps are a series and basically connected.

            15              We anticipate that the proposed BMPs for

            16         this project will be subsurface chamber

            17         systems.  And based on the amount of acreage

            18         and your rules we expect there to be five or

            19         six of those systems for this project.

            20              All of that has not been designed yet.

            21         These would be part of the construction

            22         documents that will be submitted at a later

            23         date to be reviewed and approved by a

            24         third-party engineer which you all would hire.

            25              I'll speak in just a moment about the
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             1         utilities.  We have kind of all hit around

             2         that.

             3              Water for the project already exists on

             4         Plott Creek Road.  The letter from your Town

             5         staff does indicate that water service is

             6         available to the site.

             7              Sewer, the lines would have to be

             8         extended.  There are two options.  I think that

             9         is why the Town staff didn't say that this is

            10         how it would be.  Possibly either along Plott

            11         Creek Road in the public right-of-way or

            12         straight across the road in the Will Hyatt

            13         direction.  So there are two different possible

            14         routes for sewer, both in the public

            15         right-of-way.

            16              We do have a survey that shows the public

            17         right-of-way.  I don't know the width at the

            18         moment.  That will probably come out.

            19              The driveway itself, and speaking to

            20         Elizabeth's concern, has been passed on to the

            21         DOT.  The Town staff and DOT both seem to

            22         believe that the best location for the

            23         connection point for the driveway is across

            24         from Will Hyatt Road, from I guess just

            25         general -- general safety standpoint, also that
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             1         road network.  You don't have this offset of

             2         intersections.  That being said, the driveway

             3         permit is a process with the DOT.  Plans have

             4         been submitted.

             5              One concern is sight distance.  But one

             6         way that that would be alleviated is that as

             7         part of this project a sidewalk will be

             8         constructed along Plott Creek Road.  And trees

             9         will be cleared to a point.

            10              There will be trees in the northwest

            11         corner.  But for a large portion of the

            12         frontage those trees will be cleared to create

            13         the sidewalk.  And they will make a greater

            14         sidewalk along the road.

            15              To that point this will increase the sight

            16         distance such that 250 feet of stopping sight

            17         distance will be available.  Two hundred fifty

            18         feet is the required stopping sight distance

            19         for 35 miles an hour required by the Green Book

            20         of ASHTO which is the Association of State

            21         Highway Transportation Officials.

            22              But I still go back to that information

            23         has been provided to DOT and we are working

            24         with them to finally secure the permit.

            25              Finally on the traffic issue a traffic
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             1         study was completed by Teague Engineering.  And

             2         we will have them come up next.

             3              DOT has been provided a copy of the

             4         traffic study as a part of looking at this

             5         driveway connection.  So they have all the

             6         pieces that are available.

             7              So at this time I will call Teague

             8         Engineering to speak about the findings of the

             9         traffic study.

            10              MR. TEAGUE:  Good evening.  I'm Mark

            11         Teague from Teague Engineering and Planning

            12         which is right down the hill here.  Glad to be

            13         here.

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  Would you give your

            15         address?

            16              MR. TEAGUE:  It is 525 North Main Street.

            17              I want to start out with a little bit a

            18         review of traffic studies.  I have been doing

            19         this for 25 years.  And there are all kinds of

            20         misconceptions I see time after time.

            21              Number one, a traffic study, you know, it

            22         is an engineered document.  It is really a

            23         planning document.  That is how DOT recognizes

            24         it.

            25              It is kind of a hollow plan of what you
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             1         believe -- how an engineer believes traffic may

             2         behave at a certain area.

             3              It is also not for existing traffic, per

             4         se.  It is for the site and the additional

             5         traffic from that site, how it will impact what

             6         is already out there.

             7              I have run in to dozens and dozens of

             8         traffic studies over the years where a

             9         situation may already be bad.  And the traffic

            10         added could make it a lot worse or may not make

            11         it much worse at all.  But it is the delta.  It

            12         is the differential of the additional traffic

            13         versus what is already out there.

            14              The other misconception we get a lot is

            15         the trips that are generated by a site.

            16              For instance, this is a 200-unit apartment

            17         complex.  I can't tell you how many times

            18         people will tell me, well, that means there

            19         will be 200 cars on the road every hour or

            20         every day because everybody has a car.

            21              That is not at all the case.  Trips are

            22         generated -- They vary throughout the day.  And

            23         what we look at is the worst hour of the day,

            24         the peak hours.

            25              Just like you do anything in life, you
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             1         look at the worse situation.  And with your

             2         kids, the worst thing that could happen with

             3         your kids, you plan for that and everything

             4         else is good.

             5              So we tend to look at it is a.m. worst

             6         hour and a p.m. worst hour.  But because

             7         traffic is distributed throughout the day, it

             8         is generally about 10 percent of your full-day

             9         traffic happens during the peak hours.

            10              The peak hour rate is gathered from a

            11         manual by the Institute of Transportation

            12         Engineers, which is a federally recognized

            13         federally published manual that we use.

            14         Traffic engineers all over the world use that.

            15         It gives a certain rate of how much traffic per

            16         unit you can expect during a peak hour.

            17              In this particular case with 200 units

            18         during the a.m. period we are looking at 102

            19         trips during the peak hour.  That is 82 coming

            20         out and 20 going in.

            21              During the p.m. peak hour 128 trips, 83

            22         coming in.  That makes sense, people will be

            23         coming home from work and 45 leaving.

            24              To further validate these numbers we

            25         actually counted a nearby apartment complex.
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             1         And the numbers we counted there were actually

             2         just a little bit less than this per unit.  So

             3         I feel very, very confident about these

             4         numbers.

             5              Once we add the traffic to the net worth

             6         of the site we look at what we call the level

             7         of service.  That is something we learned back

             8         in school, A going to F.  But all roads go

             9         through a cycle A to F every day.

            10              Main Street, right here, last week we had

            11         a full moon.  I'm sure it is below service F.

            12         I was on vacation.  I didn't have a chance to

            13         experience it this year.  But that is when

            14         traffic is just crammed up.  You can't really

            15         go.  There is just all kinds of congestion.

            16              Level service A is maybe Main Street at

            17         4:00 a.m. in the morning after the street has

            18         been swept or something like that.  It is just

            19         street.  You can do whatever you want to.  You

            20         can walk in the middle of the road if you want

            21         to.

            22              Typically you want roads to operate at a

            23         level of service D for the majority of the day.

            24         That is kind of the sweet spot when you are

            25         looking at building roads.
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             1              A road is that level service A for a long

             2         time during the day would be overbuilt.  I have

             3         seen that many times where there is just not

             4         enough traffic to even justify even having a

             5         road there.

             6              Roads that are level of service F for the

             7         majority of the day, maybe like I26 in

             8         Asheville, those are the roads where you say

             9         something has got to be done because it is not

            10         supposed to be there.  Again you want that

            11         sweet spot around the D.  But you know that a

            12         road is going to be at A or F at some point

            13         during the day.

            14              So we took the traffic from this site.  We

            15         added it to the existing traffic situation out

            16         there.

            17              Actually we did the background.  We added

            18         to the background.  So we went in the future of

            19         when this site is going to be built out.  We

            20         said, okay, here is what traffic will be like,

            21         natural growth.

            22              And then we analyzed it at that point.  We

            23         added the traffic.  We analyzed it again.  And

            24         the threshold for the city is that -- or the

            25         Town of Waynesville is that what we call the V
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             1         over C ratio, which is the volume to capacity

             2         can only increase by point one for that -- a

             3         ratio of point one for the peak hour.

             4              Every intersection we studied met that

             5         threshold.  So really according to this town

             6         CVOs, no mitigation is required from this site.

             7              I know safety has also come up with this

             8         site.  We got all the crash data from the last

             9         five years from the North Carolina DOT in the

            10         general area of the site.  There has been one

            11         crash, a run off the road crash.

            12              Jason can get you the date if you need it.

            13         That was on Will Hyatt Road.

            14              Sight distance, we have already -- Tom

            15         addressed that.  So sight distance would be

            16         addressed through the DOT permitting process.

            17              So that's it for me.

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  Any questions?

            19              MR. DYKES:  What is the existing volume to

            20         capacity?

            21              MR. TEAGUE:  The existing volume to

            22         capacity?  Can you specify a certain approach

            23         or a road or --

            24              MR. DYKES:  On Plott Creek Road.

            25              MR. TEAGUE:  On Plott Creek Road.
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             1              We will just do there at the Will Hyatt

             2         intersection.

             3              I have background.  I don't have the

             4         existing today.  I have background.  So again

             5         it is like two years from now if nothing hap --

             6         if this development did not happen it is 0.03

             7         for eastbound.  For westbound it is 0.03.  For

             8         Will Hyatt it is 0.07.

             9              MR. DYKES:  Thank you.

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  I would like that traffic

            11         study and the crash data that they have

            12         provided to you to be entered into evidence

            13         formally.

            14              MR. MERRILL:  Good evening.

            15              My name is Rick Merrill.  I'm a broker

            16         with Beverly Hanks.  And this is the fourth

            17         site that I have sold this company.

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  Mr. Merrill, can you give

            19         an address for the record, please?

            20              MR. MERRILL:  512 North Main Street,

            21         Hendersonville.

            22              The purpose of my being up here tonight is

            23         to try to put to rest any fears about the

            24         diminishment of real estate value around a

            25         project of this magnitude by these developers.
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             1              In the other four sites that I have sold

             2         them, those sites fully built out, and all the

             3         properties that adjoin those sites have gone up

             4         in value since the development of the

             5         apartments.

             6              And I can give you those addresses.  And I

             7         can give you the assessor's data to show

             8         exactly that.

             9              I would love to be able to do that for

            10         Waynesville.  But your assessor does not keep

            11         data any further back than 10 years.

            12              And the last major project you had was

            13         significantly longer than 10 years ago.  So

            14         there is just no physical way for me to pull

            15         that data and share it with you.

            16              I will say they build a class A community.

            17         And where they have -- the two sites that they

            18         built in Hendersonville that I sold them are

            19         near full all the time.  The two sites in

            20         Buncombe that I sold them stay near full all

            21         the time.

            22              And if you Google "Apartments:

            23         Waynesville," you won't find any.  That is how

            24         badly they are needed.

            25              Questions?
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have those documents

             2         to enter into evidence which you mentioned?

             3              MR. MERRILL:  Sure.

             4              This is Valentine Commons, this is in

             5         Hendersonville.  And then Palisades of

             6         Asheville.  And then Seasons in Cane Creek

             7         which is in Fletcher.  And then Haven in Enka

             8         Lake which is right near Biltmore Lake.

             9              Thank you.

            10              MR. HORNIK:  Thank you, ladies and

            11         gentlemen, for listening to our witnesses'

            12         testimony.

            13              That concludes our presentation at this

            14         time unless the Board has specific questions

            15         for our witnesses.

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  Questions?

            17              MR. HERMANN:  I have a question.  I have a

            18         question for the developer.

            19              Based on your market study, what

            20         percentage of the residents do you anticipate

            21         heading towards Cherokee or Sylva?

            22              MR. RATCHFORD:  That has not been

            23         something that we figured.

            24              We hate to say it, but when we build a

            25         complex through the equal housing, it is
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             1         whoever comes, whoever --

             2              We just looked at -- We just looked at the

             3         general -- We just looked at -- When you look

             4         at Vantage Point Apartments and you keep on

             5         looking through coastguard data, it is -- they

             6         never have anything available.

             7              And then we go -- Our complex the Haven at

             8         Enka Lake, it just opened in January.  258

             9         units, you know, east -- westbound.  The

            10         complex is 258 units.  It is supposed to take a

            11         year to fill up.  It is 94 -- 94.58 percent

            12         leased today.  In less than seven months it is

            13         full.

            14              We took the Dilworth job a little further

            15         closer to Asheville.  It filled up in

            16         four-and-a-half months.

            17              You don't have -- You know, we don't

            18         ask -- You know, we ask in a blind study -- We

            19         do have all our own application process, where

            20         the people come from and credit.  But we can't

            21         judge on that information.  We just know that

            22         it is there, the need is there.

            23              They can go -- You know, they could go to

            24         Cherokee.  They could go to Cullowhee.  They

            25         could be in town.
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             1              We can offer incentives.  We have offered

             2         incentives to the -- in the past at previous

             3         complexes to the -- to some of the -- to some

             4         of the preferred employers in town, maybe put a

             5         preferred employer for Haywood County Schools

             6         or do something like that to try to promote.

             7         But we can't --

             8              MR. WINGATE:  So you have offered

             9         concession rates in the past to teachers?

            10              MR. RATCHFORD:  So like in Gaston County

            11         we have a five percent -- a five percent

            12         straight --

            13              We own 18 properties in Gastonia, in

            14         Gaston County.  And we do it for I think 8 or

            15         10 of the properties; correct.

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, speak into the mike,

            17         please.

            18              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  A just out of

            19         curiosity question.

            20              I'm wanting to know, I see you have some

            21         garages, but not for everyone.  So what is the

            22         requirement or what does someone have to do to

            23         get a garage?

            24              MR. RATCHFORD:  Garages are first come

            25         first serve.  There is a -- There is actually a
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             1         handicapped garage on site and actually the

             2         capability to have a handicapped garage on the

             3         end of each unit by cutting a wall as required

             4         by the ADA.

             5              They are sold separately.  Garages, we

             6         tend to put in somewhere around 10 percent

             7         garages.

             8              Too few, they are all full.  If there

             9         are -- you put too many of them you can't --

            10         you have too many, the price, the market goes

            11         down.

            12              Basically on all of the complexes in

            13         Asheville now most of our garages stay full.

            14         Some, you know, properties have a waiting list.

            15              But properties in Georgia and stuff like

            16         that what we had were 15 and 20 percent

            17         garages.  You can't rent them.  You can't rent

            18         them.

            19              Because of the mountains it is generally

            20         less garages.  You just don't have that many

            21         flat spaces.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  I have a question that

            23         maybe Mr. Jones needs to answer.

            24              There was on the drawings submitted on C11

            25         where it does appear that the retaining wall
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             1         was inside the 30 foot margin that was brought

             2         up by Mr. Justus.

             3              MR. JONES:  Yes, sir.  Thank you for

             4         asking about that.  I meant to touch on a

             5         couple of those points that Mr. Justus brought

             6         out while I was up here.

             7              We do have a well within the 30-foot I

             8         guess you would call it setback from the

             9         built-upon area to the stream.

            10              Although in the definitions the wall is

            11         not listed at all.  So we are not clear that

            12         that was not allowed.  And as a matter of fact,

            13         the word structures doesn't show up either in

            14         the definitions.

            15              So if you are calling the wall a

            16         structure, I'm not sure if that is allowed.  If

            17         it is termed by Town staff after this for our

            18         final construction drawings that indeed walls

            19         cannot be in that 30-foot area then we would

            20         have to move that back further.

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            22              Was there any other --

            23              MR. JONES:  The other point I would like

            24         to get into is the civic space just a little

            25         bit.  I would like to clarify that in just a
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             1         moment.

             2              I think the position was that we were

             3         short on civic space essentially.  I wouldn't

             4         necessarily agree with that point as far as if

             5         you look at the project itself, of the 20 acres

             6         we are talking about developing here, if you

             7         are going to set aside a preservation area over

             8         20 acres, focus on this 20 acres of

             9         development.  Five percent of that is one acre

            10         required of civic space.

            11              Why should this project be -- Basically

            12         you wouldn't want to incentivize having to

            13         actually disturb more property to create these

            14         civic spaces.  That feels counterproductive and

            15         is really not in line with at all what we are

            16         trying to do here tonight which is to preserve

            17         as much of the property as possible.

            18              The developer could go ahead and create

            19         more civic space and grade that forest flat.

            20         It just doesn't -- That just doesn't make

            21         sense.

            22              Basically if you focus on a 20-acre

            23         portion, the developed part of the property,

            24         there is no civic space.  There is over one

            25         acre.
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             1              And what else was I going to say?

             2              Of that I guess what our contention was

             3         that 25 percent had to be these more active

             4         uses which it does have that .29 acres I

             5         believe from the pool, the dog park, and the

             6         playground so that we do meet that criteria on

             7         civic space.

             8              The other point a moment ago I was having

             9         a hard time thinking of was the density still

            10         works for this project if you look at that 20

            11         acres again.  We are at 10 units per acre,

            12         which is allowable by code right now.  Even if

            13         you say, okay, you can't use the 20-acre basis

            14         on civic space because then the density is off,

            15         that is actually not correct.

            16              The density still works even if you focus

            17         on the 20 acres.  So we believe we meet the

            18         intent of the ordinance in terms of the civic

            19         space by providing more than one acre

            20         specifically related to this project area.

            21              MS. HAIN:  Mr. Jones?

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, ma'am.  Mike, please.

            23              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Mr. Jones, I think

            24         you were the one who mentioned some buffering

            25         for Mr. Morgan.
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             1              Can you explain that a little built?

             2              MR. JONES:  Sure.  This is in conjunction

             3         with the developer Mr. Ratchford and Mr.

             4         Ledford.  They met with Mr. Morgan.

             5              And if maybe you could take us like two

             6         pages forward to the landscaping, C103.

             7              There is a -- You kind of see the darker

             8         like trees look on the bottom right which is I

             9         guess the southwest portion of the property.

            10              We are showing some buffering there.  We

            11         are calling for a proposed 20-foot landscape

            12         buffer.  That is basically in response to Mr.

            13         Morgan and trying to buffer the park and the

            14         residential areas.

            15              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Okay.  That is all of

            16         my questions then.

            17              Thank you.

            18              MS. HAIN:  So C102 we are talking about

            19         this buffering here (indicating)?

            20              MR. JONES:  What is happening along the --

            21         There is basically we were able to preserve the

            22         existing vegetation, not specific buffering

            23         from the stream.  But we are able to show that

            24         is preservation areas of the trees and maintain

            25         the 25-foot stream buffer.
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             1              MS. HAIN:  Okay.  All right.

             2              And then one more which is a follow-up to

             3         a letter included in our packet that has some

             4         concerns about some standing oak trees.

             5              Are you familiar with that one?  Yes.

             6         That is page 19 for us.

             7                      (Indiscernible.)

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  Could you speak into the

             9         mike, please?

            10              MS. HAIN:  Could you show me page 19,

            11         Elizabeth?  She has a concern about some

            12         existing oak trees.  I'm wondering if we could

            13         locate those.

            14              Elizabeth, do you know where they are?

            15              MS. TEAGUE:  It is the sixth bullet.

            16         Existing oak trees would come down.

            17              MS. HAIN:  Anybody know where that is?  Is

            18         there an existing forest?  (indiscernible.)

            19              MR. JONES:  The environmental survey, the

            20         first page of the C100 shows the wooded area.

            21              MS. HAIN:  Okay.

            22              MR. JONES:  I assume those are woodland

            23         areas.  And saving those as possible with the

            24         plan, I think that -- our goal requirement was

            25         to minimize impacts on streams, minimize
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             1         impacts to wetlands, and also preserve the

             2         wooded areas to the greatest extent that we

             3         can.

             4              I'm not sure where those specific trees

             5         are.  The hope would be they are within the

             6         areas we can preserve.

             7              MS. HAIN:  Okay.  Thank you.

             8              MR. RATCHFORD:  Part of the issue when you

             9         are in the public is the Mountaineer posted our

            10         concept plan.  A lot of times there has been a

            11         lot of confusion between the concept plan and

            12         the actual plan where the buildings were.

            13              Now, the actual trees in the -- I have

            14         talked to Mr. Morgan.  Besides the buffer that

            15         is planted right there is included in those

            16         existing plots of trees along that creek.  It

            17         is connecting those trees with additional --

            18         with additional smaller trees.

            19              You are talking 40- 50-foot tall trees

            20         that have large canopies.  And you can have a

            21         smaller tree to help provide the buffer and

            22         create --

            23              And basically what it kind of creates for

            24         Mr. Morgan is, you know, his carriage house

            25         will overlook kind of at the -- that kind of
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             1         opening where the two creeks are.  And we are

             2         talking about connecting the trees along those

             3         lines.

             4              And the exception we had was if we had to

             5         have an access we may have to -- you know, we

             6         may have to move the trees in a -- you know,

             7         and stagger them so we can get around.

             8              But that was to provide buffering is what

             9         I had mentioned to him, if we continue the line

            10         so he has a complete buffer.

            11              MS. HAIN:  Okay.

            12              MR. HERMANN:  One last question.

            13              I think I want to address the traffic, the

            14         traffic situation.  Particularly on Will Hyatt

            15         and Eagles Nest.

            16              Has there been a study as to the amount of

            17         traffic that is going to travel that direction,

            18         that intersection?

            19              MR. TEAGUE:  So you --

            20              Say that one more time?

            21              MR. HERMANN:  Yes.  At Will Hyatt and

            22         Eagles Nest, which is a rather hazardous

            23         intersection.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  Eagles Nest?

            25              MR. HERMANN:  Yes.
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             1              MR. FULTON:  The study was just done on

             2         Will Hyatt.

             3              MR. HERMANN:  That is the direction you

             4         would go with if you were heading towards

             5         Asheville and you could take a shortcut; yes,

             6         sir.

             7              MR. FULTON:  Right.

             8              We did not study the intersection there at

             9         Will Hyatt and Eagles Nest.  We did Will Hyatt

            10         and Plott Creek.

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  What did your study show as

            12         an increased traffic count on Will Hyatt

            13         generated by this?

            14              MR. FULTON:  Obviously Will Hyatt is

            15         currently used as a cut-through for a lot of

            16         the school traffic currently going to Hazelwood

            17         in the morning.

            18              Existing we show 72 cars making a left on

            19         Will Hyatt in the a.m. peak hour.

            20              MR. HERMANN:  That is current, you said?

            21              MR. FULTON:  That is correct.  That's

            22         current.

            23              When we grew the traffic to the horizon

            24         year that increased by 5, so 77.  That is 2

            25         growth rate.  And that is the a.m. peak hour.
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             1         That is one hour in the a.m. between 7:00 and

             2         9:00.

             3              In the a.m. the development shows to

             4         increase that by 10 cars.

             5              MR. HERMANN:  How many?

             6              MR. FULTON:  Ten additional cars on Will

             7         Hyatt Road.

             8              Sounds like we have some traffic engineers

             9         in the audience.

            10              Let me clarify.  That is 10 traveling

            11         towards the development.  There will be an

            12         additional 25 cars coming out of the

            13         development traveling on Will Hyatt in the

            14         opposite direction.  So 35 total additional

            15         cars on Will Hyatt.

            16              MR. HERMANN:  And that is peak a.m?

            17              MR. FULTON:  That's correct.

            18              MR. HERMANN:  And peak p.m?

            19              MR. FULTON:  So with peak p.m. the

            20         distribution is a little bit different.  There

            21         will be -- because of the direct route to the

            22         apartment complex from 23, it shows 29 cars

            23         coming to the development on Will Hyatt Road.

            24         And that is additional.  And 9 going the other

            25         way away from the development on Will Hyatt
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             1         Road.

             2              Obviously in the p.m. the school traffic

             3         does not play a role.  As the data collection

             4         showed, the peak hours for the school traffic

             5         are approximately 2:30 to 3:30.

             6              And side trip generation is based on trips

             7         that we know to occur between 4:00 and 6:00.

             8         So the -- That obviously does not interact with

             9         the school traffic at 3:30.

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  So a clarification for

            11         myself.  Both times you have expressed a peak

            12         time period two hours.  And what you have

            13         expressed was traffic count per hour.  So

            14         during that span it will be double that.

            15              MR. FULTON:  Yes.  Let me just clarify on

            16         that.

            17              So as part of the trip generation, ITE,

            18         the standard is to count the traffic between

            19         7:00 and 9:00 and 4:00 to 6:00 to identify the

            20         peak hour that includes the most traffic in

            21         that time.

            22              Because studies have historically

            23         continually shown that somewhere between 7:00

            24         and 9:00 you are going to have the most cars on

            25         the road and somewhere between 4:00 and 6:00
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             1         you are going to have the most cars on the road

             2         unless school traffic influences those numbers.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  Thank you.

             4              Any additional questions for the

             5         applicant?

             6              MR. DYKES:  When was that done.

             7              MR. FULTON:  January 23rd, 2018.

             8              MR. DYKES:  Thank you.

             9              MR. McDOWELL:  Any other questions for the

            10         applicant before we move to cross examination?

            11              MS. TEAGUE:  Mr. Ratchford?

            12              MR. RATCHFORD:  Yes.

            13              MS. TEAGUE:  Two questions.

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  If you would come to the

            15         microphone, please.

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, sir.

            17              Two things I was hoping the applicant

            18         could speak a little bit more on.

            19              One is he mentioned the no-rise in the

            20         flood study that they are doing.  And that

            21         addresses some of the downstream impacts that

            22         Mr. Justus mentioned.

            23              So I would be interested in him explaining

            24         what a no-rise study does and how that works

            25         for you if you are interested.
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             1              And then secondly I would like Mr. Jones

             2         to talk more about the entrance to the

             3         clubhouse and its proximity to the --

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  So this is part of your

             5         cross examination?

             6              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, sir.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.  Thank you.

             8              Let me make sure that we are finished with

             9         our questions of the applicant.

            10              So you have got those two questions as

            11         part of your cross examination?

            12              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, sir.  I was hoping they

            13         could spend some more time explaining their

            14         thinking on that design.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have some specific

            16         questions for them on those?  You have

            17         questioned him on that.  That is your cross

            18         examination?

            19              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.

            20              Well, the first on the no-rise study, I

            21         just think it would be helpful for the people

            22         of the audience and this Board to talk about no

            23         rise and how they are managing the floodplain,

            24         and particularly the downstream properties.

            25              Secondly --
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  Let's stick to the one

             2         question and let's see if we can get an answer

             3         to that as part of the cross examination.

             4              MS. TEAGUE:  All right.  Thank you.

             5              MR. JONES:  Okay.  The no-rise is a study

             6         performed by engineers.  Which there are a lot

             7         of engineers here tonight it seems like.

             8              But basically you model -- you replicate

             9         the model that FEMA and the US Army Corps of

            10         Engineers uses for their floodplains,

            11         specifically FEMA.  You model what is happening

            12         now.  And if you can show -- get your model

            13         working where it replicates, yes, these are the

            14         flood elevations today, so you model that.

            15              Then you put the proposed project into

            16         that model and you see what would happen.  So

            17         in this case like actually we did this

            18         preliminarily, we had to make some

            19         modifications to the plan such that there would

            20         be no rise.

            21              And that is the ultimate goal is that

            22         after this project is built there will be no

            23         change to the flood elevation upstream or

            24         downstream for the property.  Basically you can

            25         pass the hundred-year storm in just the same
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             1         way the property could have before.

             2              For instance --

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  Who certifies that?

             4              MR. JONES:  What's that?

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  Who certifies this no-rise?

             6              MR. JONES:  The engineer that does the

             7         study did the no rise and we submit it to the

             8         Town for review.

             9              And the Town typically I think does that

            10         in-house.  But you all do your own review of

            11         the study.  But basically it is based on the

            12         models and certified by the engineer.

            13              And for instance on this project the arch

            14         pipe proposed for Plott Creek has a much larger

            15         opening than the DOT's I guess it is call

            16         related to Plott Creek or at Plott Creek right

            17         now.

            18              So this project should make things as good

            19         or bad as they are today in terms of floodplain

            20         elevations.

            21              MS. TEAGUE:  The second concern I had in

            22         my staff report is related to the distance of

            23         the driveway to the clubhouse from the

            24         intersection with Plott Creek Road.

            25              The requirement in our district is for
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             1         driveways to be 75 feet away from

             2         intersections.  But the administrator, in this

             3         case the Planning Board that is acting as the

             4         administrator has the ability to grant up to a

             5         40 percent reduction in that distance for

             6         certain situations.

             7              Now, where we have done this before has

             8         been on very low volume roads.  But we are

             9         talking about a 200-unit development.

            10              And so we asked the engineer if they could

            11         move that driveway back away a little bit.  And

            12         they could to get it to 45 feet away from Plott

            13         Creek, which is just within that 40 percent

            14         reduction that we are allowed to give.

            15              But I would like more information on your

            16         thinking about that because I am concerned, and

            17         this goes back to the DOT permit, about

            18         stacking, if someone is coming from Plott Creek

            19         and they want to go to the clubhouse, is that

            20         going to create sort a jam up on that

            21         intersection.

            22              And I do believe that if there were a stop

            23         light that were put there that could address

            24         that.  But of course that is a DOT decision.

            25         That's their road and they determine where and
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             1         how stop lights are located.  So I think we

             2         have to grasp based on the TIA that a stop

             3         light won't go in there until traffic reaches a

             4         certain point that DOT decides it is warranted.

             5              So I think it is important that we address

             6         the distance of that driveway.

             7              MR. JONES:  I guess our first thought is

             8         we didn't really consider that a true driveway.

             9         We saw it more of a vehicle use area.  Even if

            10         you go with that definition I think that we can

            11         locate it, as Elizabeth said, five feet further

            12         than shown currently on this plan.

            13              The challenge is every foot we go further

            14         away from that intersection we get more into

            15         the floodplain and the stream and wetland areas

            16         really on the other side.

            17              The other thing is it does -- it changes

            18         the angle of the parking a little bit such that

            19         I don't believe we can maintain as much

            20         tree-save area in the northwest corner with

            21         that Plott residence.

            22              So basically we have the constraint such

            23         that 45 feet is the most we believe we could

            24         get this parking.

            25              The other option would be to try to
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             1         eliminate a couple of parking spaces which

             2         could be necessary to get that 45 -- We think

             3         we can get it with this amount of parking.

             4              I think with that we could also help

             5         clarifying how much that parking area is used

             6         on the project.  It is not a heavily used area.

             7         This may be used slightly more than some

             8         because of the length of the property.

             9              Many residents walk to the clubhouse.  Not

            10         that many cars enter off of Plott Creek and go

            11         straight to that parking area.

            12              But basically it is the physical

            13         constraints that keep us from being able to

            14         locate it 75 feet from and intersection.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  Mr. Justus, do you wish to

            16         cross examine?

            17              MR. JUSTUS:  I do.

            18              I can stand here.  I'll take you on first.

            19         Okay.

            20              Let's talk about this topic of this

            21         driveway.

            22              I picked up from Ms. Teague that she

            23         certainly is acknowledging that the apartment

            24         complex, the traffic associated with it is not

            25         necessary low volume type of generated traffic.
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             1              Did you pick up on that?  Is that fair to

             2         say?

             3              MR. JONES:  I didn't pick up on that.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  If you all can share that

             5         mike a little bit so that the --

             6              MR. JUSTUS:  So looking at your option in

             7         the current design, the driveway for the

             8         clubhouse, how close is it to the right-of-way

             9         of Plott Creek Road?

            10              MR. JONES:  I didn't measure to the

            11         right-of-way.  But it measured about 40 feet I

            12         believe from the edge of the road.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.

            14              MR. JONES:  The request by the Town is to

            15         get to 75 if possible.  And 45 was the minimum

            16         that it needed to meet.

            17              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, actually the request of

            18         the Town, I heard Ms. Teague having concern

            19         about it being 45 feet.  So I didn't hear it

            20         being her request.

            21              And in terms of measurement, the

            22         measurement is from the nearest edge of the

            23         driveway to the intersection right-of-way.

            24              Do you see that in the ordinance right

            25         there, intersection right-of-way?
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             1              MR. JONES:  Okay.

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So my question

             3         again is:  What is the right-of-way from Plott

             4         Creek Road that would form the basis for your

             5         measurement of that driveway?

             6              MR. JONES:  I was able to determine it,

             7         but it not it is shown on the plan.

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  There are a lot

             9         of squiggly lines on there.  So tell me where

            10         is it on this plan.  Is the right-of-way of

            11         Plott Creek Road that you are certifying in

            12         fact the right-of-way?

            13              MR. JONES:  It would be the large black

            14         line.  It has got a curved shape.  It is

            15         parallel to Plott Creek Road.

            16              MR. JUSTUS:  I thought you -- Did you

            17         measure the driveway from that dark curved line

            18         then?

            19              MR. JONES:  I believe I measured the

            20         driveway from the edge of the pavement.

            21              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So what is the

            22         distance from the dark line which your

            23         ordinance says -- which the Town's ordinance

            24         says where you weren't even supposed to measure

            25         it from?  What is the distance from that dark
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             1         line to the driveway?

             2              MR. JONES:  I can estimate.  I don't have

             3         a measure for that precisely tonight.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it is less than 45

             5         feet; right?

             6              MR. JONES:  Yes.

             7              MR. JUSTUS:  So when you are talking about

             8         some angst about how close you need to be and

             9         how much separation, you don't have a design as

            10         of yet for honoring at least the 45 feet from

            11         that dark line in the driveway?  You don't have

            12         an alternative design here tonight, do you?

            13              MR. JONES:  I do not.

            14              MR. JUSTUS:  Now, earlier you talked about

            15         buildable area and the retaining wall.

            16              Now, there is a definition, Mr. Chairman,

            17         in section 17.4 of the ordinance, there is a

            18         definition of building area.

            19              Do you see that, Tom?

            20              MR. JONES:  You mean built-upon area?

            21              MR. JUSTUS:  Built-upon area, yes.

            22              MR. JONES:  Yes, I see built-upon area.

            23              MR. JUSTUS:  And it says that portion of

            24         the development project that is covered by

            25         impervious or partially impervious service.
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             1              Do you see that?

             2              MR. JONES:  Yes.

             3              MR. JUSTUS:  A retain wall would be

             4         impervious or partially impervious surface,

             5         wouldn't it?

             6              MR. JONES:  I'm not going to say yes to

             7         that because like for instance permeable

             8         pavement is considered permeable and it is

             9         similar material to a reattaining wall on that

            10         basis.

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  So are you saying then that

            12         the retaining wall is going to be totally

            13         pervious?

            14              MR. JONES:  No, it would not be totally

            15         pervious.

            16              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So the built upon

            17         area covers impervious or partially impervious.

            18              So in order for the retaining wall to not

            19         be built upon it would have to be totally

            20         pervious?

            21              MR. JONES:  I believe there is another

            22         thing, they are like fences if you go back to

            23         definitions.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, the definition, it does

            25         not include examples; right?  It is a fence?
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             1              MR. JONES:  Totally impervious?

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  Are you asking me?

             3              MR. JONES:  Yes.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  Let's see.  A fence, when

             5         water hits it does it go through the fence?  It

             6         bounces off of fence.

             7              MR. JONES:  So partially impervious.  But

             8         they are allowed; right?

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  Not as -- It would be part of

            10         the built-upon area.  You would have to be

            11         totally pervious for it to be in a built-upon

            12         area.

            13              But the bottom line is, I think you said

            14         you admitted that the retaining walls down here

            15         at the bottom of the property within the 30

            16         feet are supposed to be set aside and not be a

            17         built-upon area; right?

            18              MR. JONES:  Yes.

            19              MR. JUSTUS:  And so you would have to go

            20         back to the drawing board and redesign that

            21         area in order to -- if retaining wall was part

            22         of the built-upon area, you would have to

            23         redesign that area; correct?

            24              MR. JONES:  We would have to modify it.

            25              MR. JUSTUS:  That is redesign by
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             1         modification; right?

             2              Let's just move on.

             3              All right.  In terms of the building --

             4         And now the two buildings that I believe are

             5         four stories are the ones at the top, right,

             6         that are nearest my client Thom Morgan's

             7         property; right?

             8              MR. JONES:  Yes.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  So those are buildings

            10         six and eight; is that right?  Or seven and

            11         eight?  No, it is six and eight.  All right.

            12              So eight, the one that is right next to

            13         Stone Haven Farm, that is Thom Morgan's

            14         property, that is proposed as a four-story

            15         building; right?

            16              MR. JONES:  I think by the Town's

            17         definition it is a three story building with a

            18         basement supporting the back.

            19              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I would like to ask

            20         you about that.

            21              You are intending for people to live in

            22         that story that is the lowest level; right?

            23              MR. JONES:  Yes.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  And the definition of story

            25         is inhabitable space; right?
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             1              MR. JONES:  I believe that is correct.

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  And the basement is not

             3         necessarily the habitable space, is it?

             4              MR. JONES:  If you go to I believe it is

             5         4.4.1, there is a drawing that shows a basement

             6         story.  That is the intent of these two

             7         buildings.

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, in terms of intent of

             9         the two buildings, the lower level is a

            10         habitable space.  You just happen to call it a

            11         basement; right?

            12              MR. JONES:  It is a habitable space that

            13         appears to meet the code as to a basement

            14         story.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  You heard Ms. Teague say that

            16         she hadn't really visited this kind of question

            17         before.

            18              So in terms of ultimately the definition

            19         of story, and you would agree that for this

            20         district you are only limited to having three

            21         stories; right?

            22              MR. JONES:  Yes, as measured from the

            23         parking area.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it says on your Site

            25         Plan and of course that is consistent with the
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             1         ordinance it says that the limitation is

             2         instead of height it just says three stories is

             3         the maximum building height; right?

             4              MR. JONES:  Yes, for the front of the

             5         building.

             6              MR. JUSTUS:  You keep saying from the

             7         building.  A story is a habitable level within

             8         a building of no more than 14 feet in height

             9         from finished floor to finished ceiling.

            10              Do you see that?

            11              MR. JONES:  Yes.

            12              MR. JUSTUS:  And then it goes on to talk

            13         about unoccupied habitus.  Do you see that as

            14         an example of something that is not a story?

            15              MR. JONES:  I can read, yes.

            16              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  And then right within

            17         that same section of unoccupied it talks about

            18         basements?

            19              MR. JONES:  Yes.

            20              MR. JUSTUS:  So in terms of the definition

            21         of story, it is habitable levels of the

            22         building; right?

            23              MR. JONES:  Yes.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  And you have four stories

            25         right next to my client's property of habitable
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             1         space?

             2              MR. JONES:  Including the basement story,

             3         yes.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.

             5            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

             6              MR. JONES:  Right.  But the building

             7         height is measured from the front of the

             8         street.  That is the parking lot.  Three

             9         stories are allowed there.  And the drawing in

            10         the picture shows 4.11 a basement story.

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  You know, I was right about

            12         that.  My picture was not as nice as Ms.

            13         Teague's.

            14              But there is no height standard in the

            15         code.  If you look, everyone, at section 2.4

            16         for building height, it is not measured by 50

            17         feet or 45 feet.  The building height is

            18         measured by stories.  It says that your

            19         building cannot exceed three stories; right?

            20              MR. JONES:  We believe we can meet the

            21         code based on the definition.  So what was --

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.

            23              So tell me where -- You can use any of

            24         your drawings.  Where is the availability of

            25         water for this project?
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             1              MR. JONES:  Availability of water?

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  Where is water?  Where

             3         would you have to get water from and bring it

             4         to the property?

             5              MR. JONES:  Well, starting again the

             6         detail stuff that is not part of the

             7         application package.

             8              But water is along Plott Creek Road.  I

             9         can't remember off the top of my head if it is

            10         on the north side or the south side.

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, how far is it?

            12              MR. JONES:  It runs from Plott Creek Road.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  I know.

            14              How far from the project is public water?

            15              MR. JONES:  It runs across the project.

            16              MR. JUSTUS:  Is it right across the

            17         project?

            18              MR. JONES:  It is literally along the

            19         road.  I don't remember which side of the road

            20         it is on.

            21              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  I just wanted to know

            22         that.

            23              You said there is a public water line that

            24         runs right in front of the project?

            25              MR. JONES:  Yes.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  Now sewer, how far is it that

             2         public sewer is?

             3              MR. JONES:  I don't have a number for you.

             4         It is several hundred feet.

             5              MR. JUSTUS:  Several hundred feet?

             6              MR. JONES:  To the east.

             7              MR. JUSTUS:  So is that down by the

             8         school?

             9              MR. JONES:  It is this side of the school.

            10              MR. JUSTUS:  So several hundred feet.

            11              So you would have to --

            12              What plans do you have as part of this

            13         application that there is adequate sewer

            14         infrastructure available at this property?

            15              MR. JONES:  It is not there yet.  It would

            16         have to be extended to get to the property in

            17         terms of the sewer.

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  Have you examined what the

            19         right-of-way is with the Department of

            20         Transportation as it relates to the utilities?

            21         Have you examined the right-of-way?

            22              MR. JONES:  I have looked at the

            23         right-of-way.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  You have seen the

            25         right-of-way agreements?
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             1              MR. JONES:  I have not seen the

             2         right-of-way agreements.  I have seen our

             3         survey.  You can look at the page for the DOT

             4         part of the right-of-way.

             5              MR. JUSTUS:  I asked you:  Have you looked

             6         at the right-of-way to see what rights the

             7         Department of Transportation has?

             8              MR. JONES:  No.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So let's assume

            10         for argument's sake that you can bring sewer

            11         down Plott Creek Road.

            12              So how would you then provide that service

            13         to these apartments?  Would it require a pump?

            14              MR. JONES:  Well, I will say this.  The

            15         sewer design is not complete.  That is part of

            16         the construction documents that will be

            17         submitted to the Town if we are successful

            18         tonight here at this hearing.

            19              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm just asking a basic

            20         question.  Would you need a pump?

            21              MR. JONES:  I'm not sure it has any

            22         bearing on this meeting.

            23              MR. JUSTUS:  Tom, do you know the answer

            24         or are you just refusing to answer it?

            25              I'm just asking you:  Do you know if you
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             1         would need to have a pump?

             2              MR. JONES:  Preliminarily the answer is

             3         no, we don't anticipate needing a pump.

             4              However, I would like to reserve the right

             5         to have a pump if necessary.

             6              MR. JUSTUS:  So where would the meter be?

             7         How far would the public system go versus the

             8         private system?

             9              MR. JONES:  This is back to the

            10         construction documents.  It is not necessary

            11         for this meeting.

            12              MR. JUSTUS:  Tom --

            13              MR. JONES:  It is part of the application

            14         packet.  Everyone agrees that is necessary

            15         documentation for the Town to ultimately

            16         approve this project.  No one is trying to

            17         withhold that information.  It is just not the

            18         appropriate time.

            19              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just looking at the

            20         standard, Mr. Chairman, to just get to the rub

            21         here that one of the standards is there exists

            22         adequate infrastructure to support the plan as

            23         proposed.

            24              So I'm just simply asking questions

            25         related to the adequacy of the existing system
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             1         to support this project.

             2              So where would the private system end

             3         versus the public system?  Where would that

             4         line be?  Would it be at the property line or

             5         would the public system go into the property?

             6         Do you have any idea?

             7              MR. JONES:  Based on conversations with

             8         Town staff, the public system would extend up

             9         into the property.

            10              MR. JUSTUS:  So do you understand that the

            11         code, the Town code does not allow you as part

            12         of the public system to have a pump as part of

            13         it?  Do you understand that?

            14              MR. JONES:  That hasn't been discussed.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So everybody, if

            16         you would read along in section 6.114.

            17              6.11.4D3 says installation of the sewer

            18         lines according to the Town of Waynesville pump

            19         sewage is not permitted.

            20              MR. JONES:  Well, if a pump station

            21         becomes necessary for the project that would

            22         ultimately be private in this case.

            23              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just asking you again:

            24         Have you worked through the logistics to even

            25         have an idea how you are going to get sewer
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             1         from these apartments out safely to some

             2         disposal?

             3              MR. JONES:  Yes.

             4              MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chair, the Town objects

             5         to this continued line of inquiry regarding

             6         final construction plans as being outside the

             7         scope of this hearing.

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  I will move on, Mr.

             9         Chairman --

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you, Mr. Justus.

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  -- and reserve it for

            12         argument.

            13              All right.  In terms of the parking

            14         associated with these buildings, they are in

            15         front of the building generally speaking?  The

            16         parking is in front of the buildings; is that

            17         right?

            18              MR. JONES:  The only reason I'm laughing

            19         is because these buildings look -- I think

            20         technically it is considered the front, yes.

            21         The parking is in the front.

            22              The buildings have the same look on all

            23         four sides as far as having nice brick or

            24         Hardie board and all.  So that is the only

            25         reason I laughed answering your question.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  But in terms of what

             2         you call the front, parking is in the front?

             3              MR. JONES:  Yes.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  Right.

             5              So in section 5.5.4 of the design guide,

             6         these are apartment buildings; right?

             7              MR. JONES:  Yes.

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  It says in section 5.5.4 that

             9         the apartment building is a multi-unit building

            10         with dwelling units vertically arranged.

            11              So far that is -- Is that right?  Yes?

            12              MR. JONES:  Yes.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  And with parking located

            14         below or behind the building.

            15              That is what it says in terms of design

            16         standards?  Yes?

            17              MR. JONES:  You just read it.

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  So your design standards for

            19         this project do not comply with the design

            20         standards in the Town code as it relates to

            21         where the parking is; right?

            22              MR. JONES:  I haven't studied that.  I

            23         can't speak to that.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  In terms of street trees, I'm

            25         seeing that you had a landscaping plan that you
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             1         submitted after the application.

             2              Were the street trees noted on that?

             3              MR. JONES:  I don't believe.  That is

             4         submitted after the application.

             5              MR. JUSTUS:  Technicality.

             6              As part of the application you have a

             7         landscaping plan showing the street trees.  Or

             8         do they show street trees?

             9              MR. JONES:  It is our position that

            10         essentially these are vehicle use areas, not

            11         public streets; and therefore doesn't require

            12         street trees.

            13              That being said, we do show trees that

            14         were strangely mentioned street trees on our

            15         landscaping plan.

            16              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm talking about along

            17         Plott Creek Road.  Isn't there street trees

            18         along Plott Creek Road?

            19              MR. JONES:  There are none shown on the

            20         plan.

            21              MR. JUSTUS:  It says street trees showing

            22         being planted on the right-of-way between the

            23         street and the sidewalk, the sidewalk there on

            24         Plott Creek Road?

            25              MR. JONES:  Yes.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  And it says in 8.5.1 that

             2         street trees shall be planted in the

             3         right-of-way between the street and the

             4         sidewalk; correct?

             5              MR. JONES:  Yes.

             6              MR. JUSTUS:  But you don't have any street

             7         trees proposed on Plott Creek?

             8              MR. JONES:  Not currently shown on

             9         drawing.

            10              I do think that there are some -- You

            11         know, to retain sight distance there will have

            12         to be careful consideration of that by the

            13         Town.

            14              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it is not only about

            15         sight distance.  It is about the fact that you

            16         have to plan in sidewalk and a clubhouse where

            17         you want to have it; right?  You have got to

            18         have all that room to put that big giant

            19         building right there; right?

            20              Isn't that part of the problem, you just

            21         don't have a lot of room in there; right?

            22              I'll move on.

            23              In terms of the clubhouse, that is in the

            24         floodplain?

            25              MR. JONES:  The clubhouse is not in the
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             1         floodplain.

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I understand the no

             3         rise on that.  But you are actually putting the

             4         building in the floodplain; aren't you?  You

             5         are just lifting it up?

             6              MR. JONES:  Not exactly.  It is basically

             7         hugging this side of the floodplain.

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  When you say "this side," are

             9         you saying that the clubhouse is outside the

            10         floodplain?

            11              MR. JONES:  I'm saying that the clubhouse

            12         is generally located on the side of Plott Creek

            13         Road.  There is an area of the property right

            14         there that is outside the floodplain.  I have

            15         not studied if a floodplain may dip into

            16         somewhere where the clubhouse is.

            17              MR. JUSTUS:  So to answer my question

            18         then, the clubhouse may be partially in the

            19         floodplain?

            20              MR. JONES:  Yes.

            21              MS. TEAGUE:  Excuse me.

            22              Mr. Justus, it is easier to see on this

            23         larger plan.  Actually I have highlighted the

            24         floodplain.  And the clubhouse is outside of

            25         the floodplain.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  In terms of the wall and

             2         everything that would be around it?

             3              MS. TEAGUE:  It is the parking lot.  This

             4         way looking at it here, the clubhouse itself is

             5         outside of the floodplain.

             6              MR. JUSTUS:  Thank you.

             7              Mr. Merrill?

             8              MR. MERRILL:  Yes?

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  How are you?

            10              MR. MERRILL:  Good.

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.

            12              So did I hear you say that you were the

            13         selling agent for this property?

            14              MR. MERRILL:  That's correct.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  And you have been successful

            16         in locating four other properties for this

            17         developer?

            18              MR. MERRILL:  And I closed on them.

            19              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  Hopefully you have done

            20         well.

            21              Now, my understanding of your study is you

            22         went out and looked at tax records.

            23              MR. MERRILL:  Correct.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  You didn't look at actual

            25         sales?
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             1              MR. MERRILL:  There are not enough sales

             2         in the close proximity to the communities that

             3         they have developed to pull actual sales.  So I

             4         used the assessor's data as of the last

             5         assessment prior to this and the most current

             6         assessment.

             7              And in all cases I (indiscernible.)

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, let me ask you this.

             9         Would you sell a property based on a tax

            10         assessment?

            11              MR. MERRILL:  I think the tax assessments

            12         are relatively low.  So evaluations shown there

            13         are relatively smaller than the truth.

            14              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  I agree.  I think tax

            15         assessments are awfully low.

            16              Which means that the tax assessment is not

            17         picking up necessarily what the fair market

            18         value really would be between people.

            19              You represent people who want to buy

            20         property.  But do you represent people who want

            21         to sell property?

            22              MR. MERRILL:  So it would most likely be

            23         higher.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  Higher.  All right.

            25              MR. MERRILL:  Which it supports the
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             1         notion.

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  When you say "it supports the

             3         notion," you basically have no data of actual

             4         sales of property in and around apartment

             5         complexes, sales data?

             6              MR. MERRILL:  All I have got is assessor's

             7         data.

             8              MR. JUSTUS:  And in terms of the assessor,

             9         who that assessor is and what factors that

            10         assessor used to ultimately decide how he was

            11         going to tax people, do you really know what

            12         went into the assessor's head about all the

            13         things the assessor took into account about how

            14         they were going to tax people?

            15              MR. MERRILL:  The way the assessors

            16         process it is they take data from the MLS and

            17         other sales and they compile that according to

            18         a code book put together by the North Carolina

            19         Department of Revenue.  And they come up with a

            20         valuation of the land.  That is what we have

            21         done here.

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  So it would also depend on

            23         what the commissioners decide in terms of how

            24         they are going to raise taxes.  It is all part

            25         of the mix, it is not?  So it is all related to
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             1         how much taxes the government wants to take;

             2         right?

             3              MR. MERRILL:  No.  It is based on the code

             4         book by the North Carolina Department of

             5         Revenue data based on market data into that

             6         mix.

             7              MR. JUSTUS:  So the four sites that you

             8         have been involved with before, they are in

             9         Hendersonville?

            10              MR. MERRILL:  There are two sites in

            11         Hendersonville and two sites in Buncombe

            12         County.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  This property

            14         here, have you been to Stone Haven Farm

            15         Estates?

            16              MR. JONES:  I know where it is.

            17              MR. JUSTUS:  Have you been there?

            18              MR. MERRILL:  I have been by it, not

            19         within.

            20              MR. JUSTUS:  Have you seen my client's

            21         property, Thom Morgan's property?

            22              MR. MERRILL:  No.

            23              MR. JUSTUS:  How many acres make up my

            24         client's property?

            25              MR. MERRILL:  Don't know.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  Do you know what is on my

             2         client's property?

             3              MR. MERRILL:  I don't know.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  Do you know if my client has

             5         chickens or cattle?

             6              MR. MERRILL:  I don't know any of that.

             7              MR. JUSTUS:  Do you know how much in terms

             8         of how expensive that property is?  Let's just

             9         take what the government taxes my client.  Do

            10         you know what that is?

            11              MR. MERRILL:  Let's put it this way.  Your

            12         client had seven years with which he could have

            13         purchased this property and he chose not to do

            14         it.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  Ahh.

            16              MR. MERRILL:  Seven years it was on the

            17         market.

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  So is that coming into play

            19         in your analysis?

            20              MR. MERRILL:  I'm just saying he didn't

            21         expect the market would ever bring us to this

            22         point.  But it has.  And there is a chronic

            23         need for these buildings to be built, a chronic

            24         need.

            25              MR. JUSTUS:  Your standard, what you are
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             1         talking about is the standard that the

             2         developer is supposed to meet that talks

             3         about --

             4              MR. MERRILL:  No diminishment of value.

             5              MR. JUSTUS:  -- substantially injure the

             6         value of adjoining or abutting property and

             7         would not be detrimental to the use and

             8         development of adjacent property or other

             9         neighborhood use.

            10              MR. MERRILL:  I think that is totally been

            11         met.

            12              MR. JUSTUS:  So again in terms of any of

            13         the other sites you have dealt with, did you

            14         ever see the adjoining property being large

            15         estate property?

            16              MR. MERRILL:  No.

            17              MR. JUSTUS:  Property that was worth

            18         millions of dollars next to one of these

            19         apartments?

            20              MR. MERRILL:  Your opinion, not mine.

            21              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just asking you, Rick.

            22              MR. MERRILL:  I have not seen the property

            23         so I'm not going to speculate to its value.

            24              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm moving ahead to the

            25         properties that you are saying that you did
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             1         looking at, which is the other four locations

             2         that you talked about in Henderson County and

             3         Buncombe County and these adjoining properties

             4         that you looked at the tax information.

             5              Did any of the adjoining properties

             6         comprise estate properties that were worth

             7         millions of dollars?

             8              MR. MERRILL:  No.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  How about for the

            10         Plott property which is over 40 acres, were any

            11         of the adjoining properties to these apartment

            12         complexes, were they over 40 acres?

            13              MR. MERRILL:  One of them was.

            14              MR. JUSTUS:  Which one?

            15              MR. MERRILL:  In Hendersonville, one of

            16         the sites I sold was probably 60 acres.

            17              MR. JUSTUS:  No.  I'm talking about the

            18         adjoining property owner who would have to deal

            19         with the impact from the apartments.

            20              MR. MERRILL:  Most of those tracts that

            21         adjoined were other developments that were 10

            22         acres or less.

            23              MR. JUSTUS:  And were they generally

            24         inside in the cities or outside communities?

            25              MR. MERRILL:  All were in cities.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  So were those areas urban or

             2         rural?

             3              MR. MERRILL:  They were transitional, in

             4         the process of going from rural to urban.

             5              MR. JUSTUS:  So for this property, you

             6         heard Ms. Teague say that the buildings that

             7         are proposed are 46 to 59 feet in height, not

             8         accounting for the fourth story.

             9              Have you looked around this neighborhood

            10         on Plott Creek?

            11              MR. MERRILL:  The school and the open

            12         fields is what I remember.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  Did you drive down the road

            14         to see if there was any building remotely close

            15         to these apartments that was remotely the size

            16         of 46 to 59 feet high?

            17              MR. MERRILL:  Most of the stuff I saw was

            18         30 to 40 feet.

            19              MR. JUSTUS:  What were you looking at?

            20              MR. MERRILL:  Some houses.

            21              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm almost done with you.

            22              So in terms of other apartment complexes

            23         in Waynesville, there are other apartment

            24         complexes; right?

            25              MR. MERRILL:  The last big one I could
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             1         find was built in 1978.

             2              MR. JUSTUS:  So there are other apartment

             3         complexes.  The last one you found was built in

             4         1978?

             5              MR. MERRILL:  That last one big in size.

             6              I can't get data on value then and value

             7         now because the assessor doesn't keep records

             8         more than 10 years.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  So in a nutshell, we will

            10         summarize it.  You have no data from the

            11         Waynesville area?

            12              MR. MERRILL:  Correct.

            13              MR. JUSTUS:  The data that you have that

            14         you have pulled are from other complexes that

            15         you were involved in selling property to the

            16         developer; right?

            17              MR. MERRILL:  This developer.

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  This developer.

            19              And the data you looked at was tax data?

            20              MR. MERRILL:  Adjacent property tax data.

            21              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  That is all the

            22         questions that I have.

            23              So I think it is important, Mr. Chairman,

            24         at this time just to lodge an objection.  If

            25         you are an attorney, you just have do this kind
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             1         of --

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.

             3              MR. JUSTUS:  -- song and dance.

             4              So I believe I heard -- so I didn't

             5         interrupt to be rude, but I objected.

             6              I believe I heard Mr. Ratchford explain

             7         that he felt like he met standard five dealing

             8         with value adjoining or abutting property and

             9         would not be detrimental to the use of the

            10         development.

            11              I do believe that is a standard that

            12         requires an expert, an appraiser, for example.

            13         And so I would object to his blanket statement

            14         that he meets the standards.

            15              But let me -- Since I'm talking about Mr.

            16         Ratchford, I only have a couple more questions

            17         and then I am done, finished.

            18              Mr. Ratchford?

            19              MR. RATCHFORD:  Can I objection to that?

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  An objection to an

            21         objection, I don't know that --

            22              Ron?

            23              MR. SNEED:  There is no follow up to that

            24         actually.  I thought it was just an objection

            25         for the record.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  For the record.

             2              Mr. Ratchford, have you driven down Plott

             3         Creek Road?

             4              MR. RATCHFORD:  Yes.

             5              MR. JUSTUS:  Have you gone to the end of

             6         Plott Creek Road?

             7              MR. RATCHFORD:  I made it to all the way

             8         to the Villages of Plott Creek and then

             9         partially through the gated community there.

            10         And then I turned around I believe a quarter

            11         mile into it.

            12              MR. JUSTUS:  In terms of where you are

            13         putting this 200-unit apartment complex, which

            14         buildings in the area would you say matched the

            15         type and height of the buildings and structures

            16         you are proposing in the neighborhood?

            17              MR. RATCHFORD:  I would say that Mr.

            18         Morgan's buildings' heights are not that far

            19         off, considering that where these three/four

            20         splits are.  If these splits weren't there

            21         would be retaining walls.  So those buildings

            22         would be just as high.

            23              And if those buildings were just as high,

            24         would Mr. Morgan like to see a block, a

            25         residential block retaining wall, or would he
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             1         want to see something with balconies and

             2         windows.

             3              MR. JUSTUS:  So your testimony is that my

             4         client's buildings are similar in character to

             5         this in terms of height and type as your

             6         apartment buildings?

             7              MR. RATCHFORD:  I mean, his house is

             8         15,877 square feet.  That is not that -- Well,

             9         from what the GIS -- from the Haywood County

            10         GIS.

            11              That is -- You know, that is half of my --

            12         that is roughly the size of some of the small

            13         buildings and half the size of some of the big

            14         buildings.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  That he occupies as a single

            16         family?

            17              MR. RATCHFORD:  In an unzoned -- Yes.

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So to be sure of

            19         your testimony, in terms of -- This is standard

            20         four under Site Plan, proposed plan conforms to

            21         the character of the neighborhood considering

            22         the location type and the height of the

            23         buildings or structures and the type of

            24         landscaping?

            25              You would actually point to my client's
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             1         multimillion dollar single family dwelling as

             2         compatible with your various apartment

             3         buildings, some of which exceed four stories?

             4              MR. RATCHFORD:  They don't exceed four

             5         stories based on the -- you know, again the

             6         State of North Carolina building code, they

             7         would be three stories with basements.

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  As a party of standing, Mr.

             9         Justus, is your client wishing to come forward

            10         and bring evidence and experts?

            11              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, just so ducks are in a

            12         row, Ms. Edwards will just get up.  She has

            13         been sworn.  And she will affirm her previous

            14         statement that she read into the record.

            15              I believe she has handed it up.  So just

            16         to expedite things we will just affirm her

            17         testimony if that is okay, Ron.

            18              That way it is all captured and we don't

            19         have to have her read it again.

            20              MR. SNEED:  Well, it is in the record.

            21         You are correct.  The Board has heard it.

            22              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, let's get her up her

            23         because was not sworn in then.  She is sworn in

            24         now.

            25              So can you just --
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             1              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  So I think I'm

             2         supposed to say I adopt the statement that I

             3         gave at the opening of the meeting.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  And if you can confirm your

             5         name and address for the record, please, ma'am?

             6              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Patricia Plott

             7         Edwards.  My home address is 6634 Morning View

             8         Court, Alexandria, Virginia.

             9              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  In terms of your

            10         family's property, is the Site Plan there that

            11         is on master plan C dash 101, your property is

            12         there to the east, correct, identified on that?

            13              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Yes.  My mom's address

            14         is 1195 Plott Creek Road.

            15              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  Thank you.

            16              Mr. Chair, I would like to call Mr.

            17         Palmer.

            18              So to expedite things, I will hand out a

            19         written report.

            20              So, Mr. Palmer, if you would explained to

            21         the Board who you are, what your qualifications

            22         are.

            23              And I will say that there is a resume

            24         attached to his report.

            25              So if you will cover who you are and what
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             1         your qualifications are.

             2              And we are obviously tendering him as a

             3         witness -- as an expert relating to the fourth

             4         and fifth standards that are in the Site Plan

             5         dealing with the character of the neighborhood

             6         and property value decline.

             7              If I may approach?

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  If you would be sure to

             9         give the clerk a copy.

            10              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.

            11              MR. PALMER:  Chairman, may I proceed?

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  Go right ahead, please.

            13              MR. PALMER:  My name is John C. Palmer.  I

            14         live at 221 South Plains Drive in Asheville.

            15         And I'm a certified general appraiser in North

            16         Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia.

            17              I have over 35 years of experience in

            18         commercial real estate.  I have about 15 years

            19         of appraisal experience.  Most of it having to

            20         do with all different types of properties in

            21         the three states, areas from the Nantahala

            22         Outdoor Center to a confirmation for NCDOT.  I

            23         have done work on the NCDOT list.  I am also

            24         senior and president with Virginia Department

            25         of Transportation.
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             1              I was asked to do a study analysis to

             2         determine the impacts, if any, on character of

             3         the neighbor around the site of the proposed

             4         200-unit apartment complex.

             5              And that is relative to numbers four and

             6         five of the land development standards for the

             7         Town -- the ordinance for the Town of

             8         Waynesville.

             9              In developing this study, I made an

            10         inspection of the proposed apartment property

            11         site and adjacent nearby properties, gathered

            12         the appropriate data, and conducted the

            13         investigations and analyses necessary to form

            14         an opinion as to the impact of the proposed

            15         200-unit multi-building apartment complex

            16         project on the adjoining properties and the

            17         neighborhood in general.

            18              This following report includes a

            19         presentation of the area data, site data,

            20         market data, and discussions and analyses and

            21         conclusions.

            22              I have additional supporting documentation

            23         in my work file, if needed.

            24              This opinion is subject to the

            25         Hypothetical Condition that I employed in this
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             1         report which is that the proposed apartment

             2         complex was built as of the date that I was

             3         there, which was July the 26th.

             4              You have to employ a Hypothetical

             5         Condition in order to compare the properties.

             6         It is a difficult concept sometimes, but that

             7         is what you have to do.

             8              In this case I also employed an

             9         extraordinary assumption that the apartment

            10         complex would have adequate sewer and water for

            11         the intended use.

            12              The character of the neighborhood around

            13         the proposed site can be described as rural to

            14         semi-rural with homogeneous land uses comprised

            15         of predominantly low density, one to three

            16         story, detached single family homes on

            17         individual parcels, some larger residential

            18         estate type properties such as Mr. Morgan's;

            19         small or medium sized farms and farmland;

            20         vacant land; institutional, which would be

            21         Hazelwood Elementary School; recreational,

            22         which would be the Laurel Ridge County Club;

            23         and some commercial properties mainly located

            24         near Highway 73 -- 74-23.

            25              Approximately 500 acres located on various
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             1         parcels within the neighborhood are designated

             2         Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the

             3         Haywood County Farmland Preservation Ordinance

             4         and many are in a Deferred Architectural

             5         Program.

             6              Located along Plott Creek Road is the

             7         historic Yellow House on Plott Creek.  It is a

             8         B&B.  And at the end of Plott Creek Road are

             9         large mountain tracts with exceptional views in

            10         a rural setting.

            11              Buyers have long been drawn to the Plott

            12         Creek Road area due to its unique rural

            13         setting, open spaces, and quality of life.

            14              There are no apartment properties similar

            15         in size, scale, or configuration to the

            16         proposed apartment complex within this

            17         neighborhood.

            18              To the east and adjacent to the proposed

            19         apartment site is a high value estate property

            20         with agricultural use components situated

            21         across several parcels totaling approximately

            22         88.72 quarter acres and known as Stone Haven

            23         Farms.  It is Mr. Morgan's property.

            24              The property is improved with two high-end

            25         custom built, detached, single family
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             1         residences with custom amenities, a large

             2         custom built horse barn, a custom built,

             3         high-quality, hay barn, various barns and

             4         sheds -- and various barns and sheds.

             5              There are a pasture areas in support of

             6         livestock and other architectural uses and the

             7         appraiser was informed that the owner intends

             8         to eventually board horses.

             9              The properties are in the Deferred

            10         Agricultural Program.  And the majority of the

            11         property is being used for agricultural

            12         purposes.

            13              To the north end and adjacent to the

            14         proposed apartment complex and along Plott

            15         Creek Road are two parcels of land totaling

            16         approximately 13 acres.  A portion of the

            17         property is north of Plott Creek Road, improved

            18         with two attached one story single family

            19         residences.

            20              One of the parcels, approximately 12

            21         acres, is in a Deferred Agricultural program.

            22         An approximately 15.2 acre parcel adjacent to a

            23         portion of this property is also designated a

            24         Voluntary Agricultural District by Haywood

            25         County Farmland Preservation Ordinance and is
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             1         in the Deferred Agricultural Program.  And both

             2         parcels are being used for agricultural

             3         purposes.

             4              To the west and adjacent to the proposed

             5         apartment site are two parcels of land totaling

             6         approximately 22 acres.  The larger parcel of

             7         approximately 19 acres of land is being used

             8         for agricultural purposes.

             9              The other parcel is improved with a one

            10         story, single family house and a detached

            11         storage.

            12              In addition Mrs. Plott also owns an

            13         approximately 25.88 acre parcel of land

            14         adjacent to the larger parcel that is improved

            15         with a detached single family residence built

            16         in approximately 1890 and it as being used for

            17         agriculture purpose.

            18              All three of these parcels are designated

            19         Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the

            20         Haywood County Farmland Preservation Ordinance.

            21         All are in the Deferred Agricultural Program

            22         and the two larger parcels have also been used

            23         for agricultural purposes.

            24              To the southwest and adjacent to the

            25         proposed apartment site is an approximately
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             1         18.49 parcel of land containing a small

             2         multi-pad mobile home park.

             3              To the south and adjacent to the proposed

             4         apartment site is an approximately 1.24 acre

             5         parcel of land improved with approximately

             6         1,500 square foot, one story, detached single

             7         family residence built in approximately 1996.

             8              According to the preliminary plans

             9         submitted by the developer, the proposed

            10         apartment site is a 40.96 acre parcel of land

            11         recently purchased by the developer, proposed

            12         to be improved with a 200-unit apartment

            13         complex with units contained in multiple two

            14         and three story brick and Hardie plank sided

            15         buildings.

            16              Other proposed site improvement would

            17         include a separate clubhouse building with pool

            18         at the proposed clubhouse entrance on Plott

            19         Creek at Will Hyatt Road, several enclosed

            20         garages, common areas, drives and parking

            21         areas, et cetera.

            22              Plott Creek traverses the northern portion

            23         of the site and there are some on-site unnamed

            24         tributaries.

            25              According to the Haywood Waterway
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             1         Association, Plott Creek is listed as a

             2         Category B from Richland Creek trout stream

             3         which requires a 25 foot stream buffer.  In

             4         addition there are several areas of existing

             5         wetlands areas on the site.

             6              The proposed site is located along Plott

             7         Creek Road approximately four/tenths of a mile

             8         west of US Highway 23/74 and approximately

             9         six/tenths of a mile west of the Hazelwood area

            10         of the town of Waynesville.

            11              According to the preliminary plans, the

            12         proposed entrance to the apartment complex

            13         would be at the intersection of Plott Creek

            14         Road and Will Hyatt Road.  Both Plott Creek

            15         Road and Will Hyatt Road are two lane asphalt

            16         paved roads.

            17              The proposed apartment site is located in

            18         a rural/semi-rural area within the Town of

            19         Waynesville and it is zoned Plott Creek

            20         Residential District, NCR -- excuse me, PC-NR.

            21              The Plott Creek Neighborhood District

            22         permits up to 10 units per acre without a

            23         special use permit and 16 units per acre with a

            24         special use permit.

            25              According to the 2020 Land Development
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             1         Plan, the Plott Creek neighborhood is

             2         semi-rural currently but its proximity to

             3         downtown Hazelwood and an elementary school

             4         make it prime area for future residential

             5         growth.

             6              However, it also states that the important

             7         natural features, mountains, vistas, farmland,

             8         and waterways that make Waynesville such a

             9         beautiful place should be protected from

            10         detrimental development.

            11              According to Haywood County online GIS

            12         maps, the town zoning line runs along the north

            13         south property line of the proposed site with

            14         the properties to the west of the site located

            15         in the County and not subject to the town's

            16         zoning.

            17              According to officials at the Haywood

            18         County Soil and Water District and the Haywood

            19         County GIS online the proposed apartment site

            20         along with adjacent parcels to the east are

            21         within the town limits, and designated

            22         Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the

            23         Haywood County Farmland Protection Ordinance

            24         and several of the parcels are also in the

            25         Deferred Agricultural Program.
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             1              It is unknown if the current owners have

             2         withdrawn from the program.

             3              I have included a copy of the ordinance in

             4         the appendix of this report.

             5              In my opinion, based on the above

             6         information and data contained in this report

             7         the proposed apartment complex could

             8         substantially injure the value of the adjacent

             9         property to the east, Stone Haven Farms.

            10              As previously described, Stone Haven Farms

            11         is a high value estate property with very

            12         desirable amenities which would attract many

            13         discriminating potential buyers if placed on

            14         the open market for sale.

            15              In my opinion, the value of Stone Haven

            16         Farms could be negatively impacted due to the

            17         proximity to the proposed apartment complex

            18         including the view, the mass and height of the

            19         proposed buildings, the increased noise, the

            20         potential light pollution, and an increase in

            21         late night traffic.

            22              In support, the appraiser surveyed several

            23         local realtors who specialize in these types of

            24         high end properties who stated in their opinion

            25         and experience, values of these type of high
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             1         end properties are negatively affected, some

             2         substantially, due to current market buyer

             3         preference and available properties.

             4              In addition, it is my opinion that the

             5         proposed apartment complex could be detrimental

             6         to the existing agricultural use of the

             7         surrounding properties due to their proximity

             8         to the proposed apartment complex including the

             9         view, the mass and height of the proposed

            10         buildings, increased noise, potential light

            11         pollution, and increased and late night

            12         traffic.

            13              As a result of the study analysis, it is

            14         my opinion as of the date of inspection, July

            15         26th, 2018, it is my opinion that the processed

            16         200-unit apartment complex does not conform to

            17         the character of the neighborhood considering

            18         the location, type and height of buildings or

            19         structures, nor does it represent a

            20         complimentary homogenous land use as compared

            21         to the neighborhood characteristics and the

            22         adjacent property uses.

            23              This change in character of the

            24         neighborhood caused by the proposed apartment

            25         complex could in my opinion have an chilling
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             1         effect on the surrounding property values.

             2              And this letter of transmittal must remain

             3         attached to the report in its entirety,

             4         including related exhibits, in order for the

             5         opinion set forth value to be considered valid.

             6              Thank you very much.

             7              And I have included some information in

             8         the appendix to support my --

             9              MR. WINGATE:  I didn't hear the last two

            10         sentences.

            11              MR. PALMER:  Oh, I'm sorry.

            12              This letter of transmittal must remained

            13         attached to the report in its entirety

            14         including the exhibits in order for me to set

            15         forth to be considered valid.

            16              It is one of our quirky little things that

            17         we do.

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  Questions for Mr. Palmer?

            19              And questions, Marty?

            20              I think --

            21              MR. WINGATE:  Were you able to find any

            22         other properties of this nature in Western

            23         North Carolina that were next to apartment

            24         complexes?

            25              MR. PALMER:  I was able to find some
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             1         properties.  But I haven't had enough time to

             2         actually analyze them.  I have had a very short

             3         period of time to do this report.

             4              MR. WINGATE:  So the report is incomplete?

             5              MR. PALMER:  It is not incomplete in such

             6         that it is still my opinion.

             7              MR. WINGATE:  You lived in the Buncombe

             8         County?

             9              MR. PALMER:  I have lived in Buncombe.  I

            10         have lived in Henderson County.  I have lived

            11         in Jackson County.  I have lived in Macon

            12         County.

            13              MR. WINGATE:  Are you familiar with the

            14         Belle Apartments in Asheville?

            15              MR. PALMER:  Which ones?

            16              MR. WINGATE:  The Belle Apartments?

            17              MR. PALMER:  B-E-L-L-E?

            18              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.

            19              MR. PALMER:  I have heard of it, but I

            20         haven't analyzed it.

            21              MR. WINGATE:  I would direct you to those

            22         apartments to complete your study.

            23              MR. PALMER:  Okay.

            24              MR. WINGATE:  Because they are next to

            25         large estate properties, as well.
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             1              MR. PALMER:  Okay.  Thank you.

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  Is your supposition that

             3         the apartment complex injures all property

             4         owners in the area due to its construction or

             5         mainly that it reduces the value of one

             6         particular property owner?

             7              MR. PALMER:  I think it effects all of the

             8         properties, more so for Mr. Morgan's property.

             9              MR. McDOWELL:  Given the character of an

            10         apartment complex and the houses nearby, you

            11         have got evidence that shows that apartment

            12         complexes excluding Mr. Morgan's property with

            13         the traditional houses that are nextdoor to it

            14         are injured when apartment complexes are built

            15         near them?

            16              MR. PALMER:  I don't have any specific

            17         data to prove that yet because of the short

            18         period of time.  That is why I went to the

            19         survey with realtors.

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  And I have a question.

            21              Just for clarification, as an expert

            22         witness, what would have to be constructed on

            23         this property not to injure Mr. Morgan's

            24         property?

            25              MR. PALMER:  I believe it would still be a
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             1         residential type use, but not as intense as

             2         this apartment complex.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  I'm asking that question.

             4         That is what I'm saying.  You are an expert

             5         witness.  What type of development could be

             6         done on the property and not injure Mr.

             7         Morgan's property value?

             8              MR. PALMER:  I can't answer that question.

             9         I need to study it.

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes?

            11              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.

            12              Are you familiar with Biltmore Park?

            13              MR. PALMER:  Yes.

            14              MR. WINGATE:  Are you familiar with how

            15         many apartment complexes are around Biltmore

            16         Park?

            17              MR. PALMER:  Not specifically, no.

            18              MR. WINGATE:  There are four -- There are

            19         three on Long Shoals Road.

            20              In your opinion, has that devalued

            21         property values of the homesites in Biltmore

            22         Park?

            23              MR. PALMER:  I don't know the answer to

            24         that question.

            25              I know there is one new one that is going
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             1         in there.  There is a new one that is right

             2         close to it that is going in.

             3              MR. WINGATE:  Are you familiar with Long

             4         Shoals Road?

             5              MR. PALMER:  Yes.

             6              MR. WINGATE:  Do you think the value of

             7         that property has increased because of the

             8         apartments on Long Shoals Road?

             9              MR. PALMER:  Has increased?

            10              MR. WINGATE:  Has increased.

            11              MR. PALMER:  I don't have any data for

            12         that.

            13              MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have questions for

            14         Mr. Palmer?

            15              Thank you.

            16              Mr. Justus, do you have any additional

            17         witnesses?

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  No.

            19              Mr. Chairman, for purposes of standing,

            20         this witness has opined about the Stone Haven

            21         Estates property.  And so we are asking to

            22         include them as a party with standing.

            23              I have been invited to the table as a

            24         result of Ms. Edwards.  Just so the record is

            25         clear, he has spoke to both Plott family
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             1         properties adjoining as well as Stone Haven.

             2         So I just want to clarify parties of standing.

             3              MR. SNEED:  I think it is a little late to

             4         add parties, Mr. Chairman.

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  A little late to add

             6         parties with standing at this point is what --

             7              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I don't think he has to

             8         be a party in order to appeal an adverse

             9         ruling.

            10              MR. SNEED:  At that point that would be a

            11         Superior Court judge, not an attorney.

            12              MR. JUSTUS:  That would be up to the

            13         Superior Court judge.

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  Any other questions for Mr.

            15         Palmer?

            16              Mr. Justus, you said you had no other

            17         witnesses at this time?

            18              MR. JUSTUS:  No, Mr. Chairman.

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you, Mr. Palmer.

            20              Is there cross examination by the

            21         applicant?

            22              MR. HORNIK:  Yes, there is.

            23              I will keep my questions short.  I just

            24         have three primary questions.

            25              So you are here as an expert to testify to
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             1         the fact that this proposed development would

             2         substantially injure the adjacent and abutting

             3         property values and would have a detrimental

             4         effect on the use of or proposed use of

             5         adjacent properties.

             6              Can you define those terms for me?  What

             7         is a substantial injury and what is a

             8         detrimental effect on use?

             9              We understand that there may be some

            10         effect on adjacent property values and adjacent

            11         property uses.

            12              But it seems to me that we need to prove

            13         more than just there could conceivably be some

            14         effect or some decrease in property value or

            15         some effect on property use.  There needs to be

            16         a substantial injury to property values and a

            17         detrimental effect on use of adjacent

            18         properties.

            19              MR. PALMER:  So you are asking me to

            20         define a situation?

            21              MR. HORNIK:  Yes.  Please define

            22         substantial and detrimental effects.

            23              MR. PALMER:  Well, substantial would be

            24         something -- Well, substantial would be enough

            25         money or -- Substantial would be a buyer who
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             1         would discount the property based on the fact

             2         this was located next to it a use like this.

             3              I can't give you a range because I don't

             4         know what it is.

             5              MR. HORNIK:  And then how about a

             6         detrimental effect on the use?  What qualifies

             7         as a detrimental effect on the use of a

             8         adjacent property?

             9              MR. PALMER:  A detrimental use would be

            10         something that would be considered possibly

            11         highest and best use by somebody coming and

            12         buying the property.

            13              MR. HORNIK:  So what I'm gathering from

            14         this is that we can't say for certain whether

            15         there would be a substantial injury to the

            16         property value because we just don't know and

            17         we have not been provided evidence of and we

            18         have not conducted sufficient research at this

            19         stage to know what a substantial injury to

            20         property values would be?

            21              MR. PALMER:  Well, not necessarily because

            22         what appraisers do is if they have an update to

            23         do a determination they do it.  If they do not

            24         have enough information based on hard numbers

            25         then they go to the market and they talk to
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             1         market participants including realtors who deal

             2         in other properties.

             3              The realtors that I have talked to that

             4         deal with these types of properties,

             5         specifically estate properties with stables

             6         that have one or more ancillary buildings, they

             7         all said that it would have a detrimental and

             8         substantial effect on the value.

             9              MR. HORNIK:  And do we have a record of

            10         these statements?  They very well could have

            11         been included in your presentation.

            12              MR. PALMER:  No.

            13              MR. HORNIK:  Okay.  So we are to rely on

            14         your relaying of a third-party realtor's belief

            15         what possibly could be the effect of this

            16         development on these properties?

            17              MR. PALMER:  No.  Appraisers use surveys

            18         all the time.  That is how we do our job.

            19              MR. HORNIK:  I understand that that might

            20         be part of your typical practice.

            21              But what I'm saying is we don't have these

            22         real estate agents here today to testify.  We

            23         don't have some type of written record from

            24         them explaining why they believe in their

            25         experience that this particular property would
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             1         have a -- would cause a substantial injury to

             2         adjacent properties.  We are supposed to be

             3         taking --

             4              And I have no reason to question your

             5         judgment or your professionalism.  But I am

             6         just saying we are here today to rely on your

             7         truthfulness --

             8              MR. PALMER:  As I said at the beginning,

             9         there is other data that is in the work file.

            10         In my work file are records of the

            11         conversations with realtors.

            12              MR. HORNIK:  But you don't have those with

            13         us today?

            14              MR. PALMER:  No.

            15              MR. HORNIK:  All right.  So at this point

            16         we are taking your testimony that you have

            17         adequate data or adequate testimony from

            18         non-present real estate agents about the

            19         substantial effect this might have on adjacent

            20         property values?

            21              MR. PALMER:  Yes, based on my experience.

            22              MR. HORNIK:  Okay.  Thank you very much.

            23         I appreciate it.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have any other cross

            25         examination?
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             1              MR. HORNIK:  No.  That'll be it.

             2              THE COURT:  Does the Town have any

             3         additional cross examination?

             4              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, I did have a question.

             5              In looking at your report, it does look

             6         like your review was facing west going out

             7         Plott Creek.

             8              As you came towards town like within as

             9         the town became more urbanized, how would you

            10         describe the land use pattern there as you go

            11         towards the Smoky Mountain Expressway?

            12              MR. PALMER:  It appears to be more of a --

            13         It seems to be stagnant.  There seems to be

            14         some transitional properties, which would be

            15         expected in these kind of pockets between --

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  So by transitional you mean

            17         the commercial properties, the motorcycle store

            18         and the glass cutting --

            19              MR. PALMER:  You would expect to see

            20         growth along there.  That is a (indiscernible.)

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  You are going to have to

            22         speak up.

            23              MR. PALMER:  I'm sorry.

            24              You would expect to see some type of a

            25         transitional area, especially near major
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             1         highways and things like that.  You would

             2         expect to see that in a transitional area

             3         between the school and the Great Smoky Mountain

             4         Highway.

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  Would this property

             6         substantially damage the value of property

             7         within the Town of Waynesville, which are those

             8         properties between the proposed development and

             9         downtown Hazelwood?

            10              MR. PALMER:  No.  I don't believe it will

            11         because the district or the neighborhood that I

            12         examined was between the Great Smoky Mountain

            13         Parkway toward down Plott Creek Road and a

            14         little bit further north and a little bit

            15         further south.

            16              There is a natural barrier when you have a

            17         highway like that.

            18              MS. TEAGUE:  Okay.  Thank you.

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  We have not gone through

            20         our list of people who signed up to speak at

            21         this time.

            22              But I'm am getting a request for a short

            23         recess to get a little water and that.  So we

            24         will take another 10 minute recess.

            25              (Whereupon, at which time there was a
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             1              recess in the proceedings.)

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  We will resume our meeting

             3         now.

             4              At this point all of the parties of

             5         standing have made their presentation and have

             6         been allowed to cross examine witnesses.

             7              We will move into the time allotted for

             8         public speakers.

             9              We do ask, as before, that you try to

            10         limit your comments to about three minutes.

            11         Give your name and address as you come forward.

            12              And we only I believe have three or four

            13         people.

            14              So Mr. Dickson, you are first on the list.

            15              MR. DICKSON:  Yes, sir.

            16              My name is Chuck Dickson.  My family and I

            17         live at 1164 Plott Creek Road within sight of

            18         the proposed project.  We have lived there for

            19         20 years now.

            20              I'm very familiar with the community.  I

            21         have walked all around.  I have seen all the

            22         homes in the community.

            23              You know, the last time we met and I spoke

            24         to you, Patrick, you admonished me not to

            25         consider this particular project.  All you
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             1         voted for was to allow multi-family housing in

             2         the Plott Creek Neighborhood District.

             3              But tonight it is different.  You are

             4         looking at this particular project and having

             5         to answer questions in the affirmative or

             6         negative, whichever way you have to answer.  I

             7         would like to address three of those issues.

             8              The first has to do with the project

             9         complying with all applicable requirements of

            10         the ordinance.  And I want to address two

            11         particular cases.

            12              The first is civic spaces.  There was some

            13         question earlier about whether the Town allowed

            14         or would not allow gated communities.

            15              It is obvious from reading the ordinance

            16         about civic spaces that the Town does not allow

            17         gated communities.  How could we have the civic

            18         spaces that this ordinance calls for in a gated

            19         community?

            20              All civic spaces shall have at least 60

            21         feet of frontage on at least one public street

            22         within the development.  That is not happening.

            23              The civic space shall provide focal points

            24         for developments -- and for the development and

            25         for the Town.
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             1              Is the civic space a focal point for the

             2         Town?

             3              The civic space shall be planned,

             4         improved, and useful by persons living nearby.

             5              I suppose you could argue that persons

             6         living nearby are all the people that live in

             7         the complex.  Maybe not.

             8              There are requirements for public seating

             9         in the civic space.  There are requirements for

            10         public enjoyment.

            11              I looked up the definition of public

            12         because I wanted to see what it meant.  It

            13         means open to all, pertaining to the entire

            14         community, belonging to the people at large.

            15              Public does not mean for the use of this

            16         particular development.

            17              And finally the ordinance requires

            18         dedicated public space shall be deeded to the

            19         Town, to a homeowner's association, or in a

            20         conservation deed.  There has to be a permanent

            21         establishment of this civic space.

            22              And I don't see any -- any -- I don't see

            23         that happening in this case.

            24              The second point I wanted to address is

            25         the requirement of a driveway.  There seems to
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             1         be some question about what is a driveway.

             2              A driveway is the entrance to this

             3         subdivision, the entrance on Plott Creek Road.

             4         We are not talking about the clubhouse or

             5         anything like that.  We are talking about the

             6         entrance to the subdivision.  That is the

             7         driveway under the definition of driveway in

             8         the ordinance.

             9              And what the ordinance says is the

            10         driveways shall be spaced 75 feet from the

            11         street in the Plott Creek District.  It is

            12         different in other districts.

            13              It also goes on to define that access

            14         separation between driveways and intersecting

            15         streets has been measured from the nearest edge

            16         of the driveway to the intersection of the

            17         right-of-way lines.

            18              So what we have is we have Will Hyatt Road

            19         coming in.  You have to look at the

            20         intersection of the right-of-away.  Will Hyatt

            21         right-of-way line to Plott Creek.  And then you

            22         measure from the entrance to the subdivision.

            23         And you have to have 75 feet.

            24              Now, there is some talk about lessening

            25         that.  But I have not heard anybody really
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             1         request that or talk about it.  Elizabeth has

             2         mentioned it.

             3              It talks about the administrator can

             4         lessen that.  She says you can lessen it.

             5              I don't know.  But I know what the

             6         ordinance says.

             7              I can also tell you that there have been

             8         more wrecks on Plott Creek Road than were

             9         mentioned.  Somebody run into my mail box.

            10         That is not one of the wrecks he is talking

            11         about.

            12              The road is designed for greater speed

            13         than 35 miles an hour.  I doubt that there are

            14         any studies that have been done of the actual

            15         speed with which people drive up and down that

            16         road.

            17              Of course what Mr. Justus has realized is

            18         that they are going to cut down the trees on

            19         the side of Plott Creek Road so we will have a

            20         sight distance so that the people coming from

            21         upper Plott Creek around the subdivision will

            22         be able to see the entrance.

            23              Of course that doesn't comply with the

            24         requirement of the ordinance to plant trees

            25         along the road.  So they are going to actually
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             1         cut down the trees.  And there won't be trees

             2         along the road there.

             3              They can't because there is no room for

             4         the clubhouse to get it out of the floodplain.

             5         They have to do it to put it right up next to

             6         the road.

             7              The second thing I would like to see

             8         addressed is the application -- excuse me, my

             9         mouth is getting dry - the application will not

            10         be detrimental to the use of adjacent

            11         properties.

            12              I have taken the words out.  But that is

            13         what I would like to address.

            14              We live nearby and have experienced the

            15         flood of 2013.  It completely covered our

            16         property which is in the floodplain.  It

            17         covered these properties upstream.

            18              And what is going to happen now is -- And

            19         I will pass this around.  And we are looking at

            20         it -- look at it any way you want to you, but

            21         the -- you come into the subdivision.  All this

            22         area highlighted in yellow and marked with red

            23         is now in the floodplain.  Okay?

            24              Pass it around.

            25              This area is going to be elevated.  They
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             1         are going to bring in filter dirt.  You can see

             2         the elevation.

             3              At the entrance to the subdivision it will

             4         be 12 feet higher than it presently is right

             5         now.  They are going to have to bring in tons

             6         of dirt to elevate this property out of the

             7         flood zone.

             8              Now that is good.  It is going to protect

             9         the buildings in the development.  Okay?  They

            10         are fine.

            11              The problem is, putting up a retaining

            12         wall that is 300 feet in length even though it

            13         is set back it will be set back as far as it is

            14         supposed to be set back, that retaining wall is

            15         going to prevent the water from going from the

            16         creek out into in the floodplain like it used

            17         to go.  And it is going to flow down in the

            18         creek.

            19              Now I realize they are going to have

            20         studies to say it is not going to increase the

            21         flood level.  But it is going to.  I'm not -- I

            22         have already seen it increase.  It is just

            23         going to increase more.

            24              Finally I would like to address -- excuse

            25         me -- whether the proposed plan conforms to the
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             1         character of the neighborhood.

             2              So I've looked up conform.  What that

             3         means is agrees, is in harmony with, is

             4         congruous with.

             5              And so what is the character of the

             6         neighborhood?  I am the first person who has

             7         actually really testified about the character

             8         of the neighborhood tonight.

             9              We have heard that it is one, two, and

            10         maybe three stories.  But there is more to the

            11         character of Plott Creek than just stories.

            12              Plott Creek is a place that is open to

            13         people.  You can walk up and down the road.

            14         You can see -- You can go into the yards of

            15         everybody.  If you need you can knock on their

            16         front door.  They certainly can come to your

            17         house.

            18              This particular project is not that.  It

            19         is a gated community.  It is not part of our

            20         community.

            21              There is no obstruction of views in the

            22         Plott Creek area now.  There are no gates

            23         except outside the city limits.

            24              They are -- The properties are not

            25         buildings so close to the creek.  There are at
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             1         least four conservation projects that have gone

             2         up and down Plott Creek; one of which is on our

             3         property.

             4              We had a stream bank restoration as well

             5         as further down the street from us.  We have

             6         given a hundred foot easement to Haywood Soil

             7         and Water Conservation, 50 feet on each side of

             8         the creek.

             9              And also there are some projects upstream

            10         which have tried to stabilize the stream banks

            11         and allow for the rise of the flood water

            12         without channeling the water because they come

            13         down past it.

            14              This particular project has retaining

            15         walls, some of which are 12-and-a-half feet

            16         tall going down to 4-and-a-half feet.

            17              You have heard testimony that this project

            18         is the biggest in the Plott Creek District.  It

            19         is the biggest in Haywood County.  There has

            20         not been a project like this in Haywood County.

            21              What they are doing is bringing the

            22         apartment complex from Charlotte and dropping

            23         it in Plott Creek.  And this will lead, as

            24         other people are saying, to a change, a

            25         complete change in the neighborhood.
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             1              These walls, not only are they going to

             2         channel the flood waters, they will prevent

             3         access to the creek.

             4              The creek being now in private property

             5         will not fit in with the goals of the Plott

             6         Creek District which is to have interconnecting

             7         creeks and access to the creeks for the public.

             8         It is going to cut it off.

             9              I also looked up one other word and I will

            10         be done.  I thank you for your time.  I know it

            11         is late.  I appreciate you being here.

            12              I looked up one other word which is

            13         palisades.  Palisades means a barrier or a

            14         stockade.  It is a fence of wooden stakes

            15         forming an enclosure for defense.

            16              Now, there are palisades that are a line

            17         or cliffs out of Palisades, New York.  But the

            18         name of the project does not represent

            19         community.  It does not conform to our

            20         community.  It is a separate enclave.  And the

            21         bold cliffs that shall not be breached.

            22              Thank you.

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  Ms. Edwards, I assume since

            24         you are a person of standing you no longer need

            25         to do public comment.
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             1              MR. JUSTUS:  That is correct.

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  The final person for public

             3         comment is Mr. Palmer.

             4              MR. HORNIK:  He has already spoken.

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  Already spoken.

             6              That is all for public comment.

             7              Does any person of standing wish to cross

             8         examine or rebut anything that was done in the

             9         public comment area?

            10              MR. HORNIK:  I would just like to state

            11         that the testimony you just heard is asking you

            12         to ignore the engineering data, the signed and

            13         sealed plans that have been submitted to you in

            14         favor of a lay witness observations and

            15         personal opinions.

            16              He has not qualified himself as an expert

            17         and therefor is not entitled to present opinion

            18         testimony to this Board.

            19              And the testimony that he did present was

            20         contrary to the evidence presented by certified

            21         experts and contained in the plans and drawings

            22         that you have seen this evening that have been

            23         submitted to the Town, to this Board.

            24              So I don't necessarily have any cross.

            25         But I would like to point that out to this
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             1         Board.

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  Any other rebuttal?

             3              MS. TEAGUE:  I wanted to make sure we had

             4         adequately addressed the issue of the street

             5         trees and this issue of alternative compliance.

             6         Because line of sight and the requirements of

             7         the DOT permit for how that access point could

             8         be designed are really critical.

             9              And I wanted to bring your attention to

            10         chapter 8.2.4 of the Land Development Standards

            11         which have to do with landscaping.

            12              And it talks about alternative compliance.

            13         And it says:  Alternative landscaping plans may

            14         be used where unreasonable or impractical

            15         situations would result from application of the

            16         landscaping requirements.

            17              Such situations may result in streams,

            18         natural rock formations, topography or other

            19         physical conditions; or from lot configuration,

            20         utility easements or unusual site conditions.

            21              The administrator may approve an alternate

            22         plan which proposes different plant materials

            23         or plans to provide that quality,

            24         effectiveness, durability, and performance are

            25         equivalent to that required by this section.
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             1              And I just wanted to talk about the street

             2         tree issue because of the line of sight and the

             3         fact that this would be an area where

             4         alternative compliance would make sense given

             5         the topography and the fact that we want to

             6         make that intersection as safe as possible.

             7              That is a staff opinion.

             8              The second staff opinion I wanted to draw

             9         your attention to has to do with the highway

            10         spacing.  We talked about this before.  And it

            11         has to do with that section of the ordinance

            12         that is found on chapter 9.8.  It has to do

            13         with driveway design.

            14              And it says under paragraph C3:  As

            15         determined by the administrator, engineering

            16         judgment shall override the required dimensions

            17         set forth in the district standards above if

            18         warranted by specific traffic conditions.

            19              The administrator may approve a reduction

            20         of the minimum separation distances in low

            21         traffic areas or for low volume traffic uses.

            22         When reducing the driveway separation

            23         distances, the cumulative impacts of various

            24         lane usage shall be considered; however, the

            25         reduction of separation distance shall not
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             1         exceed 40 percent of the current standards as

             2         stipulated for any land development district.

             3              The plans that were submitted showed a

             4         40-foot distance between that driveway ingress

             5         which I pulled off as the edge of right-of-way.

             6         But based on some of the testimony it may be

             7         further back.

             8              What I would suggest is that we hold them

             9         to at least a 45-foot distance, maybe more if

            10         they can get it.

            11              However, I also understand the importance

            12         of trying to stay out of the floodway to the

            13         greatest extent possible.

            14              So that is your tradeoff is change in that

            15         minimum distance in order to minimize

            16         incursions into the floodplain.

            17              So just a thought there foe your

            18         consideration.

            19              Thank you.

            20              MR. DICKSON:  Since she responded to me

            21         and I'm responding to her, she did ask me a

            22         question.

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  No, sir.  You have had your

            24         public response --

            25              MR. DICKSON:  Thank you.
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  -- from what I gather that

             2         is how that goes.

             3              But the people who are within --

             4            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  It is not even cross

             6         examination to that.

             7              As we close down, is there -- We are going

             8         to need for the Planning Board's edification

             9         and knowledge, what is getting ready to happen

            10         is there will be an opportunity for closing

            11         arguments, statements from each of the parties

            12         of standing.

            13              Then we will have an opportunity to do any

            14         additional questions of any of the parties

            15         before we close the public session.

            16              Once we close that you will not be allowed

            17         to ask any additional questions of the parties

            18         of standing.  So it is very important that if

            19         you have any questions or comment you think may

            20         need a response from the Town, the applicant,

            21         or Mr. Justus and the other attorney of

            22         standing, those need to be done before we close

            23         the public session.  Okay?  Once that is done

            24         it is only us at that particular point.

            25              So as part of our ending here the parties
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             1         of standing will be allowed a rebuttal closing

             2         argument.

             3              Is there any partly of standing that

             4         wishes to make a closing statement or argument?

             5              MR. HORNIK:  Ladies and gentlemen, I thank

             6         you for listening to what was -- what tended to

             7         I think be quite bland testimony this evening.

             8              I would like to point out a couple of

             9         things to you guys.  This hearing and, you

            10         know, some of the issues or questions that it

            11         has raised is exactly what this type of hearing

            12         is intended for.

            13              The Site Plan review based on the Town of

            14         Waynesville's development process is really a

            15         review of kind of a master general conceptual

            16         plan.  It is designed to point out issues that

            17         staff, the applicant, and other members of the

            18         community with standing may not have initially

            19         been aware of.

            20              It is designed to point out kind of these

            21         inconsistencies or ambiguities in the ordinance

            22         where one section's standard may be met but

            23         that is contradicted or a different standard is

            24         laid out elsewhere in the ordinance.

            25              And so I would like to remind this Board
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             1         that I think the applicant has in fact

             2         presented evidence that every required standard

             3         has been met.

             4              There are cases, as Mr. Justus has pointed

             5         out, the ordinance says two or three different

             6         things in different sections about the same

             7         topic.  It requires different standards or

             8         different requirements be met.  And so, you

             9         know, it is difficult to determine which one is

            10         applicable.  And that is ultimately this

            11         Board's job this evening.

            12              And so I would like you to keep in mind as

            13         I have just stated that the applicant has

            14         checked all of the boxes.  There may be some

            15         question as to whether additional boxes should

            16         also have been ticked or if an additional box

            17         should have been taken separate from the ones

            18         that were shown by the applicant tonight.

            19              And so the applicant is entirely open to

            20         and it is your prerogative as the Planning

            21         Board in this quasi-judicial proceeding to

            22         impose conditions on the applicant to say to

            23         them we are not confident that you have met

            24         this particular standard and so when you submit

            25         construction drawings, engineered drawings at a
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             1         later stage we want you to meet those

             2         particular standards.

             3              And I think that you know this Board, if

             4         you think about it, that is probably a more

             5         efficient, more just way to go about addressing

             6         some of these questions.

             7              It would not be appropriate to deny the

             8         applicant's Site Plan application simple on the

             9         grounds that, you know, we may or may not be

            10         encroaching to a 30-foot buffer, an

            11         encroachment that could easily be addressed by

            12         a change in the Site Plan down the road.

            13              So things like that, possible shortcomings

            14         that the neighbors and Mr. Justus have pointed

            15         out very well could be addressed through a

            16         condition imposed by this Board rather than

            17         through a denial of the Site Plan entirely.

            18              I would also like to speak to some of the

            19         other requirements.  We have heard a lot of

            20         testimony about how this project would

            21         substantially injure adjacent property values.

            22              However, we have not really heard much

            23         about the benefits that this particular project

            24         may bring.

            25              For instance, the extension of city water
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             1         and sewer.  It could be argued that that would

             2         increase the value of adjacent property,

             3         meaning that there is now water and sewer

             4         available for additional development of those

             5         properties.

             6              Also that could benefit the use and

             7         development of adjacent properties, properties

             8         that previously didn't have access to water and

             9         sewer would as a result of this project, which

            10         would mean that they, in fact, benefited and

            11         there is a larger range of development or use

            12         options available to them as a result of the

            13         provision of water and sewer.

            14              And so I would like this Board to keep

            15         some of those things in mind and keep in mind

            16         that there are additional review steps

            17         available.  By approving this Site Plan you

            18         would not be rubber stamping that would allow

            19         them to go and break ground tomorrow.  You

            20         know, there are still issues to be worked out.

            21         And there are still plans that have yet to be

            22         submitted per the land development ordinance.

            23              And so I would like for you to keep in

            24         mind that this is not a reflection of a

            25         finished and polished plan.  That is the whole
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             1         purpose of this review this evening.

             2              And that will wrap up my statements.

             3              Thank you.

             4              MR. JUSTUS:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

             5         members of the Board.  I appreciate your

             6         patience.  This is not an easy thing to sit

             7         here for hours, especially listening to

             8         attorneys rattle on.

             9              You know, this whole idea about the

            10         application and that it seemingly is some fluid

            11         process and that there is more information to

            12         come reminds me of what my daughter told me

            13         about when she doesn't do well on a test is

            14         there are more tests to come.  Or when she

            15         doesn't get in her homework in on time, well,

            16         there is more opportunity to turn in homework

            17         later on.  And to her it seems like this fluid

            18         concept of just wait until later.

            19              Ultimately this process, this

            20         quasi-judicial hearing is a test.  We get

            21         information so we can understand whether or not

            22         this project meets all our standards, your

            23         standards, the Town's standards.

            24              This is our only opportunity to really do

            25         that, to make comment, make objections.
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             1         Because after this we don't get any notice and

             2         it has failed, complete, it is done, the

             3         project is approved.

             4              And so when you look at the test, the

             5         homework assignment, you look at the section

             6         15.8.2 and it talks about certain findings that

             7         you have to find.

             8              And it is not about, well, later we will

             9         get all of this figured out.  There are things

            10         that are in the moment the way your ordinance

            11         speaks of.

            12              For example, it says that the plan

            13         complies with all applicable requirements of

            14         this ordinance.

            15              Now I can go through and rattle off a

            16         bunch of examples where this plan, either the

            17         answer was I don't know, we will figure it out

            18         later, or admittedly it doesn't, but maybe the

            19         ordinance is so ambiguous or the administrator

            20         can just waive it, let's just forget about it.

            21              Now, examples of that, you have a design

            22         standard that says parking for apartments are

            23         supposed to below or behind the buildings.

            24              That is not the case.

            25              An application is required to show
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             1         satisfactory evidence of how water and sewer is

             2         going to be accomplished.  There is no answer

             3         about sewer.  No answer about right-of-way,

             4         about route, just we will figure it out later.

             5              The standard in the ordinance says there

             6         exists adequate infrastructure to support the

             7         plan as proposed.  We don't know that.  Their

             8         burden, their test is to have answered that

             9         tonight, not later.

            10              Some other examples, the civic space, I

            11         think admittedly the civic space did work based

            12         on their belief that we could just take that

            13         woodland they are not developing and say that

            14         is civic space.  Because otherwise they don't

            15         meet it on the face of the Site Plan, the

            16         requirements for civic space.

            17              Street trees.  They admittedly didn't even

            18         touch the topic of street trees even though

            19         they are required to have street trees.

            20              Now, you had Ms. Teague come up and say,

            21         well, that is just something we can figure out

            22         later.  I will say with all due respect I have

            23         never seen staff so much an advocate for a set

            24         of plans at a quasi-judicial hearing.  Never

            25         seen it in my almost 30 years, the level of
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             1         involvement of staff to push this thing

             2         through.

             3              But street trees are a requirement.  They

             4         don't even show one street tree.  Nor do they

             5         propose an alternative landscaping plan as

             6         Ms. Teague suggested they can do later on.

             7              You know, they are supposed to stay 30

             8         feet away from the streams.  That is what your

             9         ordinance says.  They didn't do it.  And they

            10         are like, well, maybe it is because the

            11         retaining wall doesn't qualify.  It does.  And

            12         now we just have to think, well, they are going

            13         to come up with an alternative design later on.

            14         So they didn't even comply with that.

            15              So there are other examples, the height of

            16         the building.  It talks about three stories.

            17         Stories are defined as your habitable space.

            18         They then have four stories right next to my

            19         client's property.

            20              I guess we should be thankful they are

            21         intending to have some landscaping in front of

            22         this four story building.

            23              But they say that my client's multimillion

            24         dollar single family dwelling is a heck of a

            25         lot like that four story apartment building;
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             1         which is just a shame that that is the

             2         comparison.

             3              So when I go through this test that it is

             4         their burden to produce, to show you evidence,

             5         at the end of the day make a case, then we are

             6         required to rebut.

             7              At the end of the day we would say they

             8         didn't satisfy all the applicable requirements

             9         of this ordinance.  Admittedly that standard

            10         two.  They haven't shown that there is adequate

            11         infrastructure to support the plan.  They don't

            12         have an answer to that.

            13              The proposed plan conforms to the

            14         character of the neighborhood considering the

            15         location type and height of the buildings or

            16         structures.  That is item four.

            17              You heard John Palmer.  You have heard

            18         Chuck talking about the character of this

            19         neighborhood.  And the single family dwellings,

            20         the farmland that is there, my client whose

            21         estate is next door, the Plott Family single

            22         family, that single family large tracts of

            23         land.  There is not an apartment like this

            24         anywhere in this community.

            25              The argument I just heard was, well, heck,
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             1         they were going to bring up water and sewer, we

             2         should all celebrate.

             3              Well, obviously what water and sewer may

             4         be is indicative of is urban development.  And

             5         I bet these people out in this audience are not

             6         too keen on the fact that this wonderful Plott

             7         Creek Valley, the character of this Plott Creek

             8         Valley which is single family dwellings and

             9         farmland, that somehow the use and enjoyment of

            10         that is okay to take a back seat to the fact

            11         that here comes water and sewer, which only

            12         means a lot more development.  That is counter

            13         to the character of what is out there today.

            14              So in terms of the character of the

            15         neighborhood and location type and type of

            16         buildings and structure being compatible, the

            17         test, the answer is they have not produced

            18         anything that shows that they meet standard

            19         four.

            20              And finally standard five.  The

            21         application will not substantially injure the

            22         values of adjoining or abutting property and it

            23         will not be detrimental to the use or

            24         development of adjacent properties or other

            25         neighborhood uses.
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             1              Again it is their test to at least fill

             2         that out.

             3              So Mr. Merrill who is the selling agent,

             4         he testified that he couldn't find data in

             5         Waynesville, that he couldn't find sales data

             6         anywhere.

             7              He looked at tax records from projects in

             8         Buncombe and Henderson County.  That is not

             9         fair market value, folks.  That is not sales

            10         data.  That is not what appraisers use.  They

            11         don't use what a tax office might say about a

            12         property.

            13              And so at the end of the day there is not

            14         anybody that testified for them to show

            15         compliance with five at all.  And it is their

            16         responsibility to at least show some evidence

            17         that is competent to that standard.  They

            18         didn't do it.

            19              Now, you've heard from my client, a

            20         representative appraiser John Palmer.  He said

            21         from his experience that he gave an opinion

            22         that they didn't meet standard five.

            23              Now, he admitted -- I think Mr. Sutton

            24         asked him a question.  Did you find any data?

            25         He said, No, I didn't find any data, sales data
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             1         to support it.  But I did talk when we -- We as

             2         appraisers, when we don't find that specific

             3         data we go out and find other data which is

             4         information to gain from real estate agents in

             5         terms of the effect on in this case high-end

             6         properties.  And he was told that it would have

             7         a substantial detrimental effect.

             8              Now I think that Mr. Hornik was trying to

             9         say, well, they are not in the room so how can

            10         we rely on them.

            11              And John was telling him I'm an appraiser.

            12         This is what we do in the industry.  We take

            13         information that might be hearsay for a layman,

            14         but for us we take that information and we

            15         syphon it through our brain and our experiences

            16         over the many decades we have been doing this

            17         and we draft an opinion.  And his opinion was

            18         very plainly they don't meet standard five.

            19              But again their expert didn't even touch

            20         this topic with any competent evidence.

            21              So at the end of the day it is not about,

            22         well, let's figure it out later.  It is about

            23         tonight and whether or not you can say there

            24         was competent evidence in the record to support

            25         all of the findings.
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             1              And I would say there isn't from their

             2         point of view from what they were required to

             3         do.

             4              Now, you are right, Mr. Hornik is right.

             5         You could sit here and consider this project

             6         and say well they have to stay -- the 30 feet,

             7         they have got to stay out of that.  And you

             8         know, let's put some street trees and let's

             9         require some extra buffer.

            10              But let's just take the last standard,

            11         five.  When you have got no evidence to support

            12         that, are you just going to ignore it and just

            13         approve the project and hope for the best?

            14              I would hope that you don't do that.

            15         Because tonight is the night for them to show

            16         up with evidence that met all five standards.

            17         And they didn't do it.

            18              Thank you.

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            20              Elizabeth, does the Town have a closing

            21         argument statement?

            22              MS. TEAGUE:  I'm just going to let the

            23         staff report and all the comments speak for

            24         themselves.

            25              But there is something that I haven't
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             1         mentioned and I keep it on a staff report but I

             2         just googled Zillow:  Rentals in Waynesville.

             3         Currently there are six.  There are six rentals

             4         in Waynesville.

             5              We are a town of 10,000 people.  We do

             6         have a housing crisis.  We have a rental

             7         crisis.

             8              So when we see projects and opportunities

             9         we try to look for opportunities and ways that

            10         the Town can create resources for our

            11         community.  And that is part of our land use

            12         plan.

            13              I do get concerned when we end up

            14         essentially protecting large residential tracts

            15         of land, essentially million dollar estates out

            16         in the county to the detriment of the community

            17         of Waynesville, I do.

            18              And you know, I understand the fear of

            19         people living in a community who maybe aren't

            20         people who own million dollar estates.

            21              But I do believe that this is an

            22         opportunity for the Town to meet the critical

            23         community need.  I do believe that it does meet

            24         the five standards.  And of course all of that

            25         depends on where you sit.
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             1              The conditions that I was particularly

             2         interested in again were the driveway distance,

             3         the street tree landscaping.  And then I would

             4         correct Mr. Justus in that the buffer is 25

             5         feet.  It is the built-upon area standard which

             6         is part of the stormwater ordinances that is 30

             7         feet.  And that has to be addressed as part of

             8         the stormwater plan.

             9              So the Town, and I can only speak for

            10         myself as the staff, I really do feel like

            11         there is an opportunity here.  And I think if

            12         there are some critical design issues, that

            13         there is an opportunity for us to put those

            14         conditions that this Board would like to see or

            15         make sure that this plan can get improved.  We

            16         are open for that.  And we are open for working

            17         with you and with the developer however

            18         necessary.

            19              Thank you.

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  Before we go into our

            21         closed public session, remember this is our

            22         opportunity to ask questions, anyone who needs

            23         to with this.  And so any questions for anybody

            24         at this time?

            25              MR. ROGERS:  Yes, for the developer.
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             1              Two questions.

             2              Number one:  Where is your mail kiosk?

             3              MR. RATCHFORD:  As you pretty much know,

             4         the metal kiosk is just like the billboard, it

             5         is in the apartment -- in the apartment leasing

             6         center on the --

             7              The way this one is, it is always the

             8         closest one to the community side of the

             9         property.

            10              MR. ROGERS:  So is it in the clubhouse or

            11         is it --

            12              MR. RATCHFORD:  Yes, it is in the

            13         clubhouse.

            14              MR. ROGERS:  Okay.  The second question:

            15         What is the tallest retaining wall on the site?

            16              MR. RATCHFORD:  The tallest retaining

            17         wall?

            18              MR. ROGERS:  Uh-huh.

            19              MR. RATCHFORD:  It is right -- It's on the

            20         back.  It is on the back, 30 -- it is roughly

            21         30 feet unless there is something -- unless

            22         there is a problem, and then we can split it in

            23         two.  It is the wall --

            24              What is the --

            25              UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER:  It is 102.
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             1              MR. RATCHFORD:  102?

             2              So the back wall that backs up the parking

             3         lot is a -- is a large cut wall.  It is not --

             4         it is not -- Well, it goes from a fill wall to

             5         a cut wall.

             6              And, you know, if need be we could break

             7         that wall up into two cut walls.  There is

             8         nothing back there but the tree area.

             9              And we purposefully put -- We had

            10         purposely brung the tree area back in case

            11         there was a problem with that wall.  So you can

            12         go back and replace it.

            13              MR. McDOWELL:  Elizabeth, I have a couple

            14         of questions for you, please.

            15              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  In the Town ordinances it

            17         has been brought to my attention about parking.

            18              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  How is this project meeting

            20         the design ordinances --

            21              MS. TEAGUE:  Standard parking?

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.

            23              MS. TEAGUE:  The standard for parking is

            24         one-and-a-half spaces per unit.

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  I'm not so interested in
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             1         the quantity as the location if that is the --

             2              I know we have had several different

             3         projects where front parking is allowed due to

             4         the type of project that it is.

             5              And what I'm trying to get at here is, is

             6         that allowed in our ordinance with this type of

             7         project?  Or does it not meet our ordinance?

             8              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  Our interpretation

             9         there is that parking is cued off of the public

            10         roadway, the front being the public roadway.

            11         Which in this case it is Plott Creek Road and

            12         the clubhouse.

            13              And parking has to be to the rear of the

            14         side from the public roadway.

            15              In this kind of case you have the

            16         driveway.  And then all the parking is in the

            17         interior of the development.  But not -- the

            18         only -- The only parking is actually in front

            19         or actually to the side of the building is that

            20         clubhouse parking and that is 15 spaces.

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            22              Marty?

            23              You will have to pull down your microphone

            24         so we can --

            25              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I have a question of
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             1         Elizabeth.

             2              I'm wondering if the other additional

             3         hearing or comment period can be made following

             4         their submission of the engineering plans.

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  Generally that doesn't happen

             6         at the engineering stage.

             7              However, if, you know, this Board wants to

             8         have additional comments on certain things that

             9         would be entirely up to you.

            10              But generally if you can -- If you find it

            11         tonight that you feel like you can approve the

            12         master plan, then they go into the next stage

            13         of the process which is engineering and

            14         construction documents.  And there is a whole

            15         other level of review that we will do.

            16              That is not necessarily a public process.

            17         Although any plans once submitted are public

            18         record and they can be requested.

            19              And if somebody wants to have an engineer

            20         doublecheck their engineer and spend that money

            21         they can do that.

            22              It is not like they are not going to show

            23         those engineering plans because they have done

            24         their homework.

            25              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  There is no public
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             1         hearing or anything --

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  No, ma'am.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  I have another question.

             4              Mr. Dickson brought up the fact that he

             5         read, and I'm not familiar with this because I

             6         thought in this other projects this was not

             7         what happened.  I want to know that public

             8         spaces were supposed to be deeded to the Town

             9         or to those --

            10              So I would like clarification on that.

            11              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  Ownership.  Chapter

            12         seven.  This is section 7.2.8.  I will just

            13         read.

            14              Dedicated civic space land shall be

            15         separately deeded to either a homeowner's

            16         association, a nonprofit land trust or

            17         conservancy, Haywood County, to the Town of

            18         Waynesville (upon approval of the Board or

            19         Alderman) or may be held in private ownership

            20         with conservation easements recorded in the

            21         Haywood County Register of Deeds in a form

            22         approved by the Town.

            23              A metes and bounds description of the

            24         space to be preserved and limits on its use

            25         shall be recorded on the development plan, in
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             1         homeowner covenants, and on individual deeds

             2         when open space lands are not held entirely in

             3         common.  Alternative means of permanent open

             4         space preservation may include acceptance by a

             5         land conservation trust or a unit of

             6         government.  Private management alternatives

             7         will also be permitted.

             8              There is also an option, if you read

             9         through this, there is a payment in lieu of

            10         civic space dedication.

            11              Any person developing and/or subdividing

            12         property subject to this chapter and upon

            13         approval of the Board of Alderman may make a

            14         payment in lieu of any required dedication to

            15         public recreational space.

            16              And then I would also add that as I read

            17         the ordinance, and this is my interpretation,

            18         civic space when it speaks of accessibility it

            19         says, and I quote, this is section 7.2.2.

            20         Accessibility --

            21              We have already read from some of this.

            22              It says:  All civic spaces shall be

            23         conveniently accessible to all residents of the

            24         development.

            25              And then if you go down to Minimum
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             1         Amenities it says:  Required civic space shall

             2         be planned, improved, and useable by persons

             3         living nearby.

             4              And I think this idea of public in the

             5         terms of the design of a new development, the

             6         civic space is there for the residents of that

             7         development or people who are near enough to

             8         access that within a quarter mile.

             9              Does that mean the general public or does

            10         that mean the public that is living within that

            11         development?

            12              My interpretation is that the civic space

            13         is there for the people who live in the

            14         development.

            15              And the precedent that we have is we do

            16         have some other gated communities, the

            17         Sanctuary probably being our largest one, that

            18         they have civic space there, significant amount

            19         of civic space.  But it is not open to the

            20         general public.  It is there for the residents

            21         of that development.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            23              Anyone else before I ask my next question?

            24              Clarification on the entrance.

            25              The standard is 75 feet?
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             1              MS. TEAGUE:  The standard --

             2              Again I want to just keep reading

             3         specifically from the ordinance.

             4              Neighborhood residential is 50 feet

             5         driveway spacing, 75 feet between driveways and

             6         streets.

             7              And then the next paragraph says --

             8         Actually it talks about:  All driveway

             9         approaches shall be a concrete apron section,

            10         except that street type driveway entrances may

            11         be required to development that have parking

            12         spaces for 200 or more vehicles when required

            13         be the administrator.

            14              And this is actually a design that entry

            15         road is designed as kind of a small street.

            16              And then you have the driveway issue.  And

            17         it says -- This is the paragraph I mentioned to

            18         you before -- is determined by the

            19         administrator.

            20              Engineering judgment shall override the

            21         required dimensions set forth in district

            22         standards if warranted by specific traffic

            23         conditions.

            24              My concern is again that DOT driveway

            25         permit and what the design of that was going to
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             1         be.  Because that might influence the success

             2         of that location of the driveway.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  So I want a little

             4         clarification on that aspect.

             5              It is 75 feet with the administrator being

             6         able to reduce up to 40 percent?

             7              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct, which will be 30.

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  But that is the

             9         maximum --

            10              MS. TEAGUE:  That is the maximum --

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  -- maximum relief that they

            12         have?

            13              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  Correct.

            15              MS. TEAGUE:  So they have to meet that 45

            16         feet as a minimum.

            17              MR. McDOWELL:  If we were to grant that.

            18              MS. TEAGUE:  If you were to grant that.

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  That is an additional grant

            20         if we decide to grant it?

            21              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            23              Ginger, use the mike.

            24              MS. HAIN:  This might be for Ron or for

            25         Elizabeth.  It is a little bit out of the box
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             1         regarding the community, the character of the

             2         community.

             3              Is it in the purview of this Board to have

             4         a condition by which we ask the applicant to

             5         sponsor a community event and so that --

             6              MS. TEAGUE:  I am going to let Ron handle

             7         that.

             8              MR. SNEED:  I don't believe you can do

             9         that in this proceeding.

            10              MS. HAIN:  Okay.  Thank you.

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  Additional questions?

            12              I do have one additional that I think I do

            13         want to discuss at this particular point in

            14         case we need to do this.

            15              And that is in Elizabeth's presentation

            16         initially section 4.4.3 where it talks about

            17         height, while we have the ability to ask

            18         questions of various people, I think we need to

            19         discuss that and what we believe that stands

            20         for.

            21              Any comment on as you read it the -- what

            22         has been published to us and where that

            23         measurement should or shouldn't begin?

            24              Questions for Elizabeth or anyone else

            25         concerning that.
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             1              MR. ROGERS:  Would you like for me to take

             2         that?

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  If you have got that.  You

             4         raised your hand.

             5              MR. ROGERS:  So fortunately and

             6         unfortunately at the time that this was revised

             7         I worked for the Town.

             8              And so as Mr. Justus pointed out, the

             9         story listing is correct.  Stories, basement

            10         stories, stories above.  The fact is that

            11         4.4.2, which is a typo in the ordinance, it

            12         says 4.4.1 says specifically that the

            13         measurement of height is from the highest point

            14         of the grade, three stories.

            15              So the basement story would not have been

            16         considered as a fourth story as far as

            17         measuring height in the ordinance at the time

            18         this was crafted.

            19              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  But is says three

            20         inhabitable --

            21              MR. ROGERS:  Three inhabitable stories.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Stories above ground from

            23         the measurement.

            24              Is that what you are --

            25              MR. ROGERS:  Yes.  So it is three stories
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             1         above grade.  And grade is measured at the

             2         highest point on the foundation line, which

             3         would be the first floor at the foundation.  It

             4         is somewhat --

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  And you are having a little

             6         different interpretation on that?

             7              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I am.

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.  What is your

             9         interpretation?

            10              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  When it says -- We

            11         are talking about four (indiscernible.)

            12              Because he is saying that that basement

            13         floor will be --

            14              MR. WINGATE:  I read it as the building

            15         height starts at the highest grade.  So there

            16         is actually three stories tall and four

            17         stories --

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  And I think that is the

            19         issue there.  That is what we need to --

            20              We may not come to a total agreement on

            21         that, but I want to have this discussion so

            22         that when we go into deliberations we can talk

            23         about that.

            24              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  It may not be in the
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             1         section that we have right now.  That could be

             2         something Elizabeth can discuss.

             3              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  So chapter 4.4,

             4         Measurment of Height.  Building height shall be

             5         as specified and shall be determined according

             6         to the provisions below.

             7              4.4.1, Story says:  A story is a habitable

             8         level within a building of no more than 14 feet

             9         in height from finished floor to finished

            10         ceiling.

            11              And then it goes on to say:  Unoccupied

            12         attics less than 7 feet in height and raised

            13         basements less than 6 feet in height (measured

            14         from the average grade of the fronting

            15         sidewalk) are not considered a story for the

            16         purpose -- purposes of determining building

            17         height.

            18              A mezzanine shall be considered a story if

            19         it is contiguous with at least 60 percent of

            20         the building's front facade, is designed to be

            21         occupiable, and maintains an average depth of

            22         at least 16 feet.

            23              A penthouse shall be considered a story if

            24         it exceeds one-third of the area of the roof

            25         and the under-roof area with the dormers does
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             1         not count as a story.

             2              And then it goes on to section 4.4.2,

             3         dimensional height standards.

             4              It says:  Where a specific dimension is

             5         used in the calculation of height it shall be

             6         measured from the highest ground level at the

             7         structure foundation to the highest point of

             8         the structure excluding chimneys and antennas.

             9              And then there is a drawing that shows the

            10         building heights measured from the highest

            11         adjacent grade to the highest peak of the roof.

            12              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  What is this

            13         foundation?  Foundation would have be a

            14         basement.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, I think you have an

            16         interesting question there in this, the fact

            17         that --

            18              And I would like to some interpretation of

            19         this.

            20              Nowhere do I see where it says a maximum

            21         height.  It talks about in essence we could

            22         have 14-foot levels, three levels, an attic

            23         above it.  So we would be somewhere in the

            24         neighborhood of, you know, 50 some odd feet

            25         high or higher and because of stories.
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             1              However, I have a question about not being

             2         on that unoccupied attic less than seven feet

             3         in height.

             4              But the next statement, and raised

             5         basements less than six feet in height are not

             6         considered stories.

             7              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  It is interesting that

             8         it provides a specific we won't count a

             9         basement that is under six feet and yet

            10         because --

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  That would be an

            12         uninhabitable basement based on building codes.

            13         So we have some conflict here which is somewhat

            14         of an issue for us.

            15              MS. TEAGUE:  And that is why I was hoping

            16         you all would know more than I did on this one.

            17              I have seen this dimensional height

            18         standard in other ordinances where it talks

            19         about the highest ground level at the

            20         structure's foundation and measuring building

            21         height from there.

            22              Our ordinance is interesting because it

            23         has that building height thing, but then it

            24         also has the story and the dimensional

            25         requirements.  Each district has a story
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             1         limitation.

             2              And where the ordinance is not clear is is

             3         it just stories that are above the highest

             4         ground level?  And I don't see that in the

             5         ordinance.

             6              MR. McDOWELL:  So the ordinance is not a

             7         hundred percent clear?

             8              MS. TEAGUE:  It doesn't provide that

             9         specification to me.

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  Jason, your, quote,

            11         unquote, memory?

            12              MR. ROGERS:  The way I'm reading it is it

            13         is from the highest point of the grade.

            14              You know, the intent, you know, 14 feet

            15         per story, three stories high.  Fourteen times

            16         three is 42 feet.

            17              MR. McDOWELL:  I agree with you.  I think

            18         -- my personal opinion is this is based on the

            19         nature of our community being sloped, that they

            20         want to measure from a particular area.

            21              Ron, how do we as a Board interpret things

            22         from differences between these types of aspects

            23         when we have got this little bit of ambiguity

            24         here concerning this and measuring stories and

            25         such as that?  Do you have some guidance?
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             1              MR. SNEED:  One, you might want to look at

             2         section --

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  Will you lean forward so

             4         that Marty can hear you?

             5              MR. SNEED:  Sorry.

             6              You might want to look at section 2.4.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  Section 2.4?

             8              MR. SNEED:  2.4.  That is the Dimensional

             9         Standards by Residential District.

            10              If you will look under neighborhood

            11         residential, it provides that principal

            12         structures can be three stories high, three

            13         stories tall.

            14              And then back at 4.4.1 it says that a

            15         basement level that has no more than 6 feet of

            16         that level above ground does not count as a

            17         story.

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  So it is 6 feet above

            19         ground.

            20              MR. SNEED:  Right.  Your bottom --

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  Not 6 feet in height, but 6

            22         feet above ground.

            23              MR. SNEED:  Six feet of that bottom floor

            24         is above ground.  That does not count as a

            25         story.
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             1              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  This is a part of a

             3         question --

             4              Thank you, Ron, for that.

             5              MR. WINGATE:  Is there another area of the

             6         ordinance such as a site ordinance that could

             7         give us guidance to this?

             8              MR. HERMANN:  Our home was built nine

             9         years ago.  It is on a slope.  When the

            10         appraiser comes and looks at it they say the

            11         lower level is a basement.

            12              And you have that whole area is half the

            13         house.  It is nice.  It is supposed to be the

            14         second story.  But it is still referred to as a

            15         basement.

            16              So I don't see --

            17              MR. WINGATE:  So my question is:  Is there

            18         another place in the ordinance that would give

            19         us some guidance such as the sign ordinance?

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  Are you talking about

            21         measuring height?

            22              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.

            23              MS. TEAGUE:  Chapter 11.3.2, Computation

            24         of Height.

            25              The height of a sign shall be measured
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             1         from the highest point of the sign face to the

             2         highest adjacent grade at the base of the sign,

             3         provided that the height of the sign face to

             4         the highest adjacent grade at the base of the

             5         structure shall not exceed the height of the

             6         sign face by greater than 20 percent.

             7              Did everybody get that?

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  So the point is it is

             9         measuring from the highest point of the grade?

            10              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  It is measuring from

            11         the highest adjacent grade at the base of the

            12         sign face.

            13              And the drawing that is shown is somewhat

            14         smaller.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  The same drawing.

            16              MS. TEAGUE:  It is the same drawing.

            17              MS. HAIN:  May I --

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, Ging?

            19              MS. HAIN:  This says --

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  If you would use the

            21         microphone please.

            22              MS. HAIN:  Thank you.

            23              This might be for Elizabeth or Ron again.

            24              There was some discussion about concession

            25         for certain income level renting or whatever,
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             1         five percent.

             2              Is that something that we can make as a

             3         condition?

             4              MR. SNEED:  No, you can't.

             5              Let's go back to the first question you

             6         asked me.

             7              If you have an ambiguity in the ordinance

             8         how do you sort that out?

             9              There are a number of rules of

            10         interpretation.  One is what you are doing now

            11         is looking at other sections of the ordinance

            12         to see if comparable language can give you

            13         better guidance.

            14              Second are your purpose statements.  And I

            15         don't think your purpose statements do much for

            16         you on trying to determine this height thing.

            17              A third rule is when there this is an

            18         ambiguity then you should interpret that

            19         ambiguity to the benefit of the property owner.

            20              And those are the rules.

            21              Now, which one -- Does one have a trust

            22         with the other?  No.  There are just sort of

            23         guidelines to help if we have ambiguous

            24         statements.

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.
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             1              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  My point was that it

             2         says that it can't be more than three stories

             3         high.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  It is three stories from

             5         the --

             6              The question becomes three stories from

             7         what point is what I'm trying to derive.

             8              My interpretation is different.  It is

             9         three stories from point of grade level at the

            10         base of the level like the drawing is.

            11              And you are going to have a different

            12         argument.  So I guess -- And there may be

            13         others that have different viewpoints.

            14              I don't anticipate we are going to agree

            15         on anything on this tonight.  And that is fine.

            16         I'm all in favor of split votes just because it

            17         does show that we are considering this.

            18              I don't know that we need to have a one

            19         hundred percent agreement on every aspects of

            20         this because there may be aspects that we

            21         don't.  So that is good enough.

            22              Additional questions before we consider

            23         closing?  Questions of --

            24              MR. SHAH:  I have one question.

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  Speak into the mike.
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             1              MR. SHAH:  This is for Elizabeth.

             2              We have the water and sewage issue that we

             3         were talking about.  It sounds like it is going

             4         to be overlapping with DOT approvals, approvals

             5         beyond the scope of this meeting.

             6              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  They are going to have

             7         to get an encroachment agreement with the DOT

             8         to bring the water and sewer up the

             9         right-of-way.

            10              MR. SHAH:  How will that impact our

            11         decision today if they -- for some reason they

            12         don't get that easement from the DOT?

            13              MR. McDOWELL:  Then they can't proceed.

            14              MS. TEAGUE:  No.  Then even if you approve

            15         it they can't proceed.

            16              Similarly if DOT doesn't approve their

            17         driveway permit they cannot proceed.

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  And I do want to make a

            19         comment on that.  I think that -- And I'm sure

            20         Marty is the same way.  In our hundred years

            21         being on this Board it is very common that

            22         through these processes it is a staggered

            23         process.  It is not one hundred percent at this

            24         time.

            25              Very often there is the DOT aspect that
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             1         people have to clear that is beyond our scope

             2         and community control.

             3              And usually there are steps in the process

             4         so that they can get design plans to meet

             5         certain -- to meet our requirements.  And then

             6         based on those design plans they can design

             7         stormwater and other things afterwards because

             8         of the conditions that we have made and impose.

             9              So the fact that there is not a stormwater

            10         plan or some other plan, it is fairly normal in

            11         these processes for us due to the fact that how

            12         we approve, what we approve effects the next

            13         step in how to design those aspects.  So that

            14         is not unusual.

            15              I think even in that last project that we

            16         had there were some questions.  You must clear

            17         the first hurdle before we go to the next and

            18         the next hurdle.

            19              I have a question for the applicant.

            20              My question concerns the driveway entrance

            21         and the entrance to the clubhouse.

            22              MR. RATCHFORD:  (Indiscernible.)

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.  I understand.

            24              And this is not to be mean to you or

            25         anything else.  However, the ordinance does say
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             1         75 feet.  And there is a possibility of a 40

             2         percent reduction.  But the design you

             3         submitted didn't meet that.

             4              Can I ask why and why the design did not

             5         meet that?

             6              MR. JONES:  At the time that the original

             7         plan was done I wasn't familiar with that

             8         requirement.  We didn't show it at the 75 feet.

             9              But we showed it where it basically needed

            10         to be based on topography, street, et cetera.

            11              Elizabeth and I, when we had a

            12         conversation about this and she asked how much

            13         we could give, that is when I looked into it in

            14         great detail.  And I came up with 45 was as

            15         much as I thought we could get and still meet

            16         all the objectives of the stream preservation

            17         buffers, the floodplain.

            18              So it was an oversight on the original

            19         plan.  But when it was pointed out by staff we

            20         looked into it in more detail and came back

            21         with the best number we could.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  And your 45 feet is in

            23         your -- is to the road or to the right-of-way

            24         at this point?

            25              MR. JONES:  Based on the proceedings
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             1         tonight it is going to need to be the

             2         right-of-way.

             3              We will go back and confirm that.  But

             4         that is what it appears.  We will just do

             5         whatever we can to make that --

             6              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

             7              MR. RATCHFORD:  We have built some parking

             8         spaces extra in the clubhouse.  So we can pull

             9         enough parking --

            10              MR. JONES:  We will probably have to lose

            11         a couple parking spaces in the clubhouse

            12         parking lot to achieve the 45 there.

            13              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            14              Yes?

            15              MR. WINGATE:  I will let Marty go first.

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, take the mike.

            17              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Addressing Mr.

            18         Dickson's concern about the flooding, I know at

            19         the beach they have paved surfaces that are

            20         pervious.

            21              Do we -- Have we considered that here?

            22              It is a type of paveed surface that the

            23         water can soak through.

            24              MR. JONES:  It has to be considered

            25         gradient.  But the stormwater strategy with the
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             1         subsurface chambers, there is going to be a

             2         great deal of stormwater retention built into

             3         the plan.

             4              But pervious pavement, especially here in

             5         the mountains, is tricky with our wet freezing.

             6         It is not that you can't have it.

             7              I think primarily the way we are looking

             8         at the stormwater strategy and relating to

             9         flooding too is first of all modeling to make

            10         sure the fill is not going to increase the

            11         flood elevation, but also holding back the peak

            12         grade run off with the subsurface system.

            13              So pervious is not currently part of the

            14         plan.

            15              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  The stormwater, they

            16         can flood, too.  And then also flooding in the

            17         tributaries.

            18              MR. JONES:  Right now the plan as we

            19         intend it to be, and we are not there, but

            20         subsurface, large stormwater chambers with

            21         gravel around them to hold the water and

            22         release it over time.

            23              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)

            24              MR. JONES:  It is the typical treatment

            25         that we have done on multiple numerous projects
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             1         for this client.  And it seems to be

             2         successful.

             3              The neighbors, I don't know of any that we

             4         have worked on out of dozens that have any had

             5         any significant amount of complaints, from my

             6         understanding, any complaints after the project

             7         was finished.

             8              The challenge is during construction.  But

             9         once the project is done and the systems are up

            10         and running they seem to be very effective.

            11         And we have had very good results.

            12              MR. RATCHFORD:  We have actually found

            13         subsurface ponds to actually be better.

            14              You know, when you deal with a BMP pond,

            15         which is a stormwater pond, a high retention

            16         pond, we are always worried about cattails

            17         being in there to create -- or some invasive

            18         plant like that that could breed mosquitoes or

            19         something like that; or if it overflows, the

            20         overflow, that it goes into a person's

            21         property.

            22              The ponds that -- The stormwater retention

            23         underground, the bright side has always been if

            24         it does get built when you do your inspection,

            25         you suck it up, and it is always in shape.
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             1              There tends to be less debris because

             2         there is not as much -- because it is a manmade

             3         retention with gravel.  There is just not as

             4         much in there that can be -- You know, slopes

             5         don't degrade.  Sod, grass doesn't die.  It has

             6         too much water in it, not enough water in the

             7         summer.  They all -- We now have five projects

             8         with underground retention.  And they have held

             9         up better than above ground retention.

            10              MR. HERMANN:  Let me ask a question.

            11              THE COURT:  Mike.

            12              MR. HERMANN:  How many units are there per

            13         building?

            14              MR. RATCHFORD:  Twenty eight.

            15              MR. HERMANN:  Are each equal?

            16              MR. RATCHFORD:  So basically there is

            17         eight units per floor and then four units in

            18         the basement.

            19              So on the building seven side is ten.  It

            20         is four units on the first floor, four units on

            21         the second floor, and two units in the

            22         basement.

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  Jason?

            24              MR. ROGERS:  What is the height of the

            25         roof from the top floor to the peak, not
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             1         counting the cupolas or spires?

             2              MR. RATCHFORD:  Do you want to go building

             3         by building?

             4              MR. ROGERS:  Yes.

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  Or from the highest one?

             6              MR. ROGERS:  From the highest one.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  While they are discussing

             8         that, I have a question for the Board that I

             9         want to discuss.  And that is a question about

            10         the retaining wall, whether that is impervious

            11         or not and whether that could be in that

            12         five-foot difference there.

            13              Opinions on that?

            14              MR. ROGERS:  My opinion is a retaining

            15         wall, that it is a structure.  It was ruled in

            16         the 2012 building code by North Carolina that

            17         all private bridges and retaining walls at the

            18         same time were structures.

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  So that would mean it would

            20         not be able to be in that 30-foot --

            21              MR. ROGERS:  Not a structure.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  I would personally feel

            23         better in our interpretation being that the

            24         retaining wall is that, that it is.

            25              Your thoughts on that?
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             1              Danny?

             2              Anybody?

             3              So I think as we go forward that we need

             4         to make a concession cannot be within the

             5         30-foot section.

             6              So that is part of our interpretation.

             7              Any other comments while they are looking

             8         that up?

             9              Do you want to ask anyone else besides the

            10         applicant?  Anything for Elizabeth or --

            11              Marty?  Are you ready to close?

            12              Any further questions for anyone else that

            13         need an answer from a party of standing?

            14              Ginger?

            15              Anthony?

            16              Pratik?

            17              Jason?

            18              Any additional questions of the parties of

            19         standing?  Once you get this answered we will

            20         be ready to close the public session.

            21              MR. ROGERS:  What all seven building

            22         height on the bottoms.  These buildings, some

            23         of them sit twice, the infrastructure.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  You will have to ask that

            25         question so that I understand it.
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             1              All right.

             2              MR. JONES:  We apologize we didn't have

             3         the height of the roof for this meeting.  But

             4         based on the way you all measure building

             5         height being stories, we just didn't have that.

             6              But we have got a few --

             7              MR. RATCHFORD:  Building six has an

             8         additional 16.8 feet, so roughly 40 -- between

             9         46 and 47 feet.

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  I think that was Jason that

            11         stated that in the presentation on page by

            12         Elizabeth that building six and eight, plus 16

            13         feet to the roof from the highest point.

            14              MR. WINGATE:  And how many stories were

            15         six and eight?  How many stories is --

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  Eight is three stories

            17         above grade and the basement; is that correct?

            18              MR. JONES:  Correct.

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  And what is six?

            20              MR. JONES:  Six is the same way.

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  Three and a base.

            22              MR. ROGERS:  So the next question.  How

            23         much of an offset is in the bottom of these

            24         buildings as it steps across?

            25              These buildings step, some just once, some
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             1         twice.

             2              MR. RATCHFORD:  Oh, you mean step between

             3         the --

             4              So building six is two feet across, two

             5         feet and two feet.

             6              Buildings eight and --

             7              MR. ROGERS:  So are you saying one side

             8         has got a four foot rise in the floor level?

             9              MR. RATCHFORD:  No.  It will be between

            10         3.1 and 3.2 would be two feet total.

            11              MR. ROGERS:  Two foot total.

            12              MR. RATCHFORD:  And then the breezeway two

            13         and three will be two foot total.  So it would

            14         be four foot total from one end of the building

            15         to the other.

            16              Now, building eight --

            17              We set all our breaks at two feet.  When

            18         you get them over three feet it requires a

            19         second floor.  And then you start getting a

            20         handicap rate problem between breezeways.

            21              MR. ROGERS:  Thank you.

            22              MR. HERMANN:  One other question.

            23              COURT REPORTER:  Wait.  Speak up, please.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  Speak into the mike.

            25              MR. HERMANN:  Building eight pretty much
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             1         abuts the property where we are talking about

             2         the height problem.

             3              Is there any way to alternate that height?

             4         How many units would you lose if you eliminated

             5         one floor, call it a subbasement so that you

             6         basically only have --

             7              MR. RATCHFORD:  So if I lose a basement I

             8         lose four units.  But contrary, I'm not losing

             9         any height in the elevation.  The retaining

            10         wall goes in its place; if that makes sense.

            11              I can either have the retaining wall in

            12         the building or outside.

            13              So our purpose of why we put these

            14         basement units in, it was easier and we felt

            15         more -- it was more conservative to put the

            16         units in the bottom and put them in these

            17         basements than come in and grade more to put

            18         another building in further up the hill.

            19              So that was the tradeoff is if --

            20              The basement units have gotten a lot

            21         better over the years.  When they are a solid

            22         concrete wall they don't get moisture problems.

            23         It is not if you use concrete block coming up.

            24              So we have had good success with them.  We

            25         have used them in Franklinton.  In some major
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             1         grading sites it just worked out better.

             2              MR. WINGATE:  I'm still having some

             3         concerns about adding space --

             4              COURT REPORTER:  Wait.  Speak up, please.

             5              MR. WINGATE:  I am still having some

             6         issues with unoccupied attic space.

             7              It reads that it has to be less than seven

             8         feet to not qualify as a story.

             9              MR. McDOWELL:  So Elizabeth, how did you

            10         arrive at that standard?

            11              MS. TEAGUE:  So going back to that

            12         definition from chapter 4.4, Minimum Height, it

            13         talks about the attic story as you can have up

            14         to seven feet in height and raise basements

            15         less than six feet in height as unoccupied

            16         attics.

            17              The drawing that we have been provided is

            18         just a roof.  There is no attic space that is

            19         shown up there.  It is just the roof on it.

            20              So my interpretation is that, looking at

            21         that dimensional height standard definition and

            22         the drawing that we have, it is showing the

            23         building height as including that roof

            24         standard, that -- I mean that roof area.

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  I think I understand what
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             1         you are saying, since it is a --

             2              MS. TEAGUE:  When I interpret attic, I

             3         interpret that as a space that is being used.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

             5              MS. TEAGUE:  And they are saying you can

             6         have in addition to your third or fourth

             7         floor --

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  A standard home's pitch of

             9         roof generally generates more than seven feet

            10         from ceiling -- the last level to rooftop.

            11              I understand what you are saying.

            12              MS. TEAGUE:  Right.

            13              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            14              Last opportunity.

            15              MR. SUTTON:  I make a motion to close the

            16         public hearing.

            17              MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  A motion to

            18         second?

            19              MR. HERMANN:  A motion to second.

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  All those in favor --

            21              Will you allow me one moment for the

            22         discussion before the vote?

            23              Ron?  Mr. Sneed?

            24              MR. SNEED:  Yes?

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  Is there anything that you
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             1         need that you as our attorney that we should

             2         get any additional clarification on or things

             3         that we might not have done that we should do

             4         before we close the public hearing?

             5              MR. SNEED:  At this hour, I can't imagine.

             6              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you, sir.  I just

             7         wanted to be sure of that, that I dotted my I's

             8         and crosses my T's.

             9              I have a motion.

            10              Is there any discussion before closing?

            11         Any further discussion?

            12              All those in favor of closing the public

            13         session please say aye.

            14              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.

            15              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.

            16              MR. SHAH:  Aye.

            17              MS. HAIN:  Aye.

            18              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.

            19              MR. DYKES:  Aye.

            20              MR. ROGERS:  Aye.

            21              MR. SUTTON:  Aye.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Aye.

            23              Any opposed?

            24              All right.

            25              Now we get to begin our deliberations
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             1         where we talk amongst ourselves.  We won't be

             2         able to ask questions of any of the parties of

             3         standing.

             4              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Do you have to speak

             5         into the mike?

             6              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, you do need to the

             7         speak into the microphone because it is still

             8         public record.

             9              Correct, Ron?

            10              MR. SNEED:  Correct.  Every word out of

            11         your mouth is public record.

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  This is still public

            13         record.  We still need to speak.  It is just

            14         that we cannot ask any questions.  This is for

            15         us to discuss.

            16              Thoughts?  Concerns?

            17              Do you want to address each of the five

            18         things one by one and try to get some

            19         clarification so we don't jump around?

            20              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Right.

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  Number one,

            22         consistency.

            23              We will actually begin on page -- We will

            24         begin with the staff report on page two and

            25         probably go to page three, proposed development
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             1         consistency.

             2              The question is:  Is the plan consistent

             3         with the adopted plans and policies of the

             4         Town, is the question.

             5              Does anyone have concerns that it is not

             6         consistent with the adopted plans and policies?

             7              Ron, any problem with me taking a vote on

             8         each of these issues to see where the Board

             9         stands and then as a whole?

            10              Or is that something that I should avoid?

            11              MR. SNEED:  Well, something needs to move

            12         it of the dime probably.

            13              And probably a consensus vote to get the

            14         discussion going on the point might at least

            15         get your discussion going.

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  So you are okay with that?

            17              MR. SNEED:  Yes.

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  All those in favor of

            19         saying --

            20              Any further discussion on the topic of

            21         consistency?

            22              All those in favor that the plan is

            23         consistent with the adopted plans and policies

            24         of the Town say aye.

            25              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
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             1              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.

             2              MR. SHAH:  Aye.

             3              MS. HAIN:  Aye.

             4              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.

             5              MR. DYKES:  Aye.

             6              MR. ROGERS:  Aye.

             7              MR. SUTTON:  Aye.

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  Any opposed?

             9              Step one the applicant has met.

            10              Step two, the plan complies with the

            11         applicable requirements of this ordinance.

            12              Comments?

            13              MR. ROGERS:  I think there are a number of

            14         reasons that it does not.

            15              Number one, civic space.  Civic space

            16         isn't dedicated.  The civic space hasn't been

            17         shown.

            18              Only less than 20 percent or two-tenths of

            19         an acre can be counted.  All the civic space

            20         that is in the floodplain is not allowed

            21         according to this ordinance.

            22              So all the stuff down at the bottom is

            23         around the clubhouse, around the stream; all of

            24         that cannot be counted as civic space.

            25              The wooded area above doesn't have any
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             1         designation in order to approve it for that.

             2              MR. WINGATE:  I don't think that is quite

             3         the case.

             4              I'm getting raised eyebrows.

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  No.  There has been a

             6         difference of opinion.  So we can ask Ron for

             7         an opinion.  But we cannot ask staff our -- we

             8         can't ask staff or the applicant or --

             9              MR. WINGATE:  Ron, is there --

            10              MR. SNEED:  I can't answer that question.

            11         But his statement raised the question.

            12              You probably need to look back at the

            13         ordinance and see if floodplain areas are

            14         excluded.

            15              I know wetlands can't be counted.  And the

            16         stream buffers can't be counted.

            17              But I don't know about floodplains.

            18              MR. HERMANN:  One of the concerns that I

            19         have is between that and forcing the developer

            20         to go back into that tree area and develop it

            21         to qualify, if that is what was going to be

            22         necessary.

            23              And I would rather just make the exception

            24         rather than see them start going in and --

            25              MR. SUTTON:  Right.  You would have to go
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             1         in and cut down trees for civic space.

             2              MR. HERMANN:  Right.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  Well --

             4              And Jason, your --

             5              MR. ROGERS:  I guess I will rephrase it

             6         and say at least a quarter of it has to be

             7         outside the floodplain.  So this quarter of an

             8         acres of civic space outside --

             9              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            10              And you are saying that the dog park is

            11         in -- the dog park is in --

            12              MR. ROGERS:  The dog park and the

            13         playground are outside of the floodplain.

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  And the pool area.

            15              MR. ROGERS:  They didn't count the pool

            16         area.

            17              MR. McDOWELL:  I thought at one point that

            18         they did count the pool area as part of the

            19         civic space.

            20              MR. ROGERS:  So that means it is .29,

            21         right, acres of the two acres of civic space?

            22              MR. WINGATE:  If you can get this point

            23         one proposed village green, point eight civic

            24         space --

            25              MR. ROGERS:  That is in the --
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             1            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  So, Jason, are you saying

             3         that the ordinance in your opinion says it

             4         can't be in the floodplain?

             5              MR. ROGERS:  Twenty-five of it has to be

             6         outside of it.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  Outside of it.  Okay.

             8              MR. ROGERS:  Yes.

             9              MR. McDOWELL:  Twenty-five of the --

            10              MR. SNEED:  Civic space.

            11              MR. ROGERS:  Civic space.

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  What is our total civic

            13         space is what we are trying to get at is we

            14         need --

            15              It is developed civic space, correct, is

            16         what the definition is?

            17              So 25 percent of the civic space of four

            18         acres is what is required?  Or is it two acres?

            19         I can't remember.

            20              MR. ROGERS:  It is two acres.

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  Two acres are required?

            22              MR. ROGERS:  Right.

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  To be developed or total

            24         civic space?

            25              MR. ROGERS:  Total civic space.
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  And 25 percent of

             2         that has to be developed outside the

             3         floodplain.

             4              MR. ROGERS:  Twenty five percent of it has

             5         to be outside the floodplain.

             6              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  So we are looking

             7         at an even half acre.  Okay.

             8              MR. ROGERS:  Next --

             9              MR. McDOWELL:  So I want to get some

            10         clarification because we have got some stuff

            11         that we have gotten.

            12              Where does it look like they are at on

            13         that, in your opinion, Jason, since you brought

            14         this up?

            15              MR. ROGERS:  Let me look at my paperwork

            16         here.

            17              MR. McDOWELL:  Since you said they didn't

            18         meet it I want --

            19              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  On page seven I guess

            20         they enumerate --

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  Page seven?

            22              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Of the staff report.

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  Of the staff report?

            24              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Yes.  Civic space.

            25              MR. ROGERS:  So I have the designated
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             1         areas of the dog park and that playground.  But

             2         that is outside the floodplain.

             3              And then --

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  And if you include the pool

             5         space which is point one aren't we at --

             6              MR. ROGERS:  Right.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  -- 2.9?

             8              MR. ROGERS:  That is .29.

             9              MR. McDOWELL:  .29.  And we need a quarter

            10         of an acre or a half an acre.

            11              MR. ROGERS:  We need point five.

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  We need what?

            13              MR. ROGERS:  Point five.

            14            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  Twenty five percent of it

            16         is point five, right.  So --

            17              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  We have 9.99; right?

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, it depends on

            19         whether --

            20              Jason is saying that the village green is

            21         in the floodplain and would not qualify as

            22         developed space outside of those areas.

            23              MR. WINGATE:  Then we go back to having to

            24         cut down trees for civic space.

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, we end up having to
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             1         decide.  That is what we -- that is part of

             2         our --

             3              Jason brought a good point up.  And the

             4         other is that are we wanting to have more

             5         developed space that is removing of tree or

             6         causes grading or are we wanting to deny the

             7         application based on that so they come back?

             8         Or are we wanting to grant an exemption to do

             9         that?  That is what we are going to end up

            10         making a discussion on.

            11              MR. ROGERS:  Right.

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  A decision on.

            13              MR. ROGERS:  So there are a few other

            14         points from a relevance standpoint.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.

            16              MR. ROGERS:  Obviously the discussion of

            17         the driveway separation distance, that is still

            18         in question.

            19              The building height --

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  On that one I think it is a

            21         must that they hit 45 feet.  Without a doubt.

            22              Does anyone not believe they need to --

            23              Let me rephrase that.  Are you willing to

            24         grant the 40 percent reduction?

            25              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Yes.
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             1              MR. HERMANN:  Yes.

             2              MR. SHAH:  Yes.

             3              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.

             4              MR. SUTTON:  Yes.

             5              MR. ROGERS:  The reason I asked the

             6         question about the mail kiosk is just to show

             7         how much of that space is used.  It is not just

             8         used to stop by and see the office.  That is

             9         where all your mail comes and goes.

            10              There is a certain level of traffic there.

            11         So that is something to consider.

            12              So then the big one is getting the

            13         building height right.  If you consider the

            14         roof, with 14 feet, a story times three, that

            15         is 42 feet.

            16              You put the roof on it, the elevation

            17         shows now a 30.2 foot height at the top of the

            18         third floor.

            19              If you add a roof to it that is 16 feet.

            20         That puts it at 46 feet with a building

            21         differential allotting four feet.  That puts

            22         that building at a respective height of 50 foot

            23         tall.

            24              MR. WINGATE:  From the back.

            25              MR. ROGERS:  From the side.
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             1              MR. WINGATE:  From the side.

             2              MR. ROGERS:  So it states as it goes it is

             3         30 feet tall with a 16 foot roof that actually

             4         comes into the height requirement which exceeds

             5         42 foot which if you look at it in that

             6         fashion, three times the 14 foot maximum per

             7         story.

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  Now that is a maximum

             9         number of stories, the 14 feet.  Was that

            10         not --

            11              MR. ROGERS:  Yes.

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  There wasn't a maximum

            13         height listed, to my knowledge.  There was a

            14         maximum stories listed at a story not to exceed

            15         14 feet.

            16              MR. WINGATE:  It said that 50 feet cannot

            17         include that buffer.

            18              MR. ROGERS:  So what I'm saying is if you

            19         are allowed three stories at the maximum of 14

            20         feet, the maximum height would end up being 42

            21         feet.

            22              MR. WINGATE:  Right.

            23              MR. ROGERS:  Fourteen times three.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  No.  But that is the

            25         maximum height that you could have to the top,
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             1         the ceiling of the top floor, not the maximum

             2         height of the building.

             3            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  It is saying that

             5         you can have a story being 14 feet high.  That

             6         doesn't go to the --  Is it showing --  I mean

             7         I didn't see --

             8              MR. ROGERS:  That is where that section of

             9         4.4.1, why does it list the 7 foot is not to be

            10         considered for building height.

            11              If it is over seven foot you calculate it

            12         against the height.

            13              MR. McDOWELL:  If it is -- I believe if it

            14         is half, not if it is that.

            15              What is the standard pitch on the roof,

            16         Jason?  I mean, if you are dealing with that --

            17              MR. ROGERS:  Well, it speaks to

            18         uninhabited.

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

            20              MR. ROGERS:  If it says 7 foot.  So if it

            21         was 16 foot under that is still not considered

            22         in height.

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  I certainly wouldn't

            24         understand how we could have a three story

            25         building with the width it is and the pitch
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             1         that it has to have, that is automatically

             2         higher than 7 feet right there.

             3              You do construction.

             4              MR. ROGERS:  They have eight to twelve

             5         pitch on this proposal.

             6              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

             7              MR. ROGERS:  So an eight to twelve pitch,

             8         I mean, if you use the standard shingles you

             9         can drop it down to a four inch pitch and still

            10         work.  Right?

            11            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

            12              MR. ROGERS:  -- which would make it 38

            13         feet high.

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  So those are two standards

            15         that Jason is bringing up.

            16              Anyone else have questions about --

            17              COURT REPORTER:  I am not hearing you at

            18         all.

            19              MS. HAIN:  I'm sorry.  I count three:

            20         Civic space, driveway, and height.

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

            22              MR. WINGATE:  Can we discuss those?

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, we are going to have

            24         to.

            25              MR. WINGATE:  I think the civic space is
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             1         good as they plan instead of taking down trees

             2         to make more civic space.  So I'm okay with the

             3         civic space being as it is.

             4              As far as the driveway, I would think that

             5         we can stipulate that it needs to at least be

             6         45 feet.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, I think we all agree

             8         on that one.  I think that one is done.

             9              MR. WINGATE:  Height.

            10              MR. HERMANN:  Do you want to take these

            11         one at a time?  Civic space right now.

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  Let's talk about that civic

            13         space.

            14              You know, we are asking -- And that is

            15         always a tough thing.  This totally wooded lot

            16         would be one -- Say you need to cut the usable

            17         space by cutting down trees.  I mean, I'm not

            18         sure which way that actually falls on this one

            19         to be honest on that.

            20              I think they are very close on space in

            21         there.  But what is it we are thinking?

            22              MR. WINGATE:  But the back, not all the

            23         wooded space would be gated so that it is

            24         available to other people that --

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  And it did say in there, it
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             1         talked about problems and such as that.  So

             2         that should be able to meet --

             3              I think there is no question about meeting

             4         civic space.  I think the question becomes the

             5         definition of what is adjacent developed or --

             6              MR. ROGERS:  I think the point to make

             7         here is even a wooded lot, there is no

             8         conservation and it needs to be all of this.

             9         This is just one building right now.

            10              In order to qualify as civic space, even

            11         undeveloped civic space, there would have to be

            12         a conservation easement or some level of civic

            13         retention --

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  HOA --

            15              MR. WINGATE:  Could we stipulate that they

            16         would have to keep the wooded spaces?

            17              MR. SNEED:  Again at this point all you

            18         are doing is seeing if they meet the Site Plan.

            19         I believe how that is handled in the future is

            20         a technical aspect that comes later.

            21              Right now your determination is, is there

            22         sufficient amount set aside under the

            23         ordinance.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, your mike is not

            25         carrying.
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             1              Our determination now has to be whether or

             2         not they have set aside enough.

             3              Is that what you are saying?

             4              MR. SNEED:  Correct.  Right.  Staff can

             5         take care of how that is held or protected in

             6         the future.  And there are a variety of ways.

             7         You don't have to establish that now.

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

             9              MR. SUTTON:  So we can't require an

            10         easement?

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, it would have to meet

            12         the standards that are set in the ordinance for

            13         the Town to approve it is what Ron is saying,

            14         which would mean it would have to be either an

            15         HOA conservation easement or some other form;

            16         correct?

            17              MR. SNEED:  I would treat that just like

            18         any other technical aspect.  Folks later will

            19         follow up on it.

            20              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I can't hear you.

            21              MR. SUTTON:  Try to lean forward.

            22              MR. SNEED:  I'm sorry.

            23              But I would look at that, how those

            24         conservation areas are protected as a technical

            25         point that they will cover later just like
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             1         building plans, sewer and water, stormwater.

             2              Your job is to determine have they set

             3         aside a sufficient amount under the --

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  Have they set aside a

             5         sufficient amount.

             6              MR. SNEED:  -- under the ordinance.

             7              If they have done that later the folks

             8         will take care of that.

             9              MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  So with that

            10         guidance, do you believe that they have set

            11         aside enough civic space to meet with the

            12         requirements?

            13              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  So all those who believe

            15         yes please say aye.

            16              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.

            17              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.

            18              MR. SHAH:  Aye.

            19              MS. HAIN:  Aye.

            20              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.

            21              MR. DYKES:  Aye.

            22              MR. ROGERS:  Aye.

            23              MR. SUTTON:  Aye.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  And any that say nay?

            25              All right.  Then we move on to the 45 feet
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             1         and the third one being the height.

             2              Comments?  Concerns?

             3              So your concern, Jason, is that the

             4         buildings are too high with the pitch of the

             5         roof that they currently have?

             6              MR. ROGERS:  I think if you go back to the

             7         question before the hearing involved --

             8              COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry, can you speak

             9         into the mike?

            10              MR. ROGERS:  Relatively speaking, from the

            11         view say from the town back towards the

            12         development, on the other side of the

            13         development there will be a 30 foot -- as the

            14         plans show, a 32-foot retaining wall with an

            15         essentially 46-foot building above that.

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  In order to make the

            17         retaining wall, that is right.

            18              MR. ROGERS:  So that is quite a magnitude

            19         of mountain view on that other side.

            20              You know, whenever this building with its

            21         roof and everything is added to the part above

            22         the 32-foot retaining wall, that is a pretty

            23         substantial size looking from the town back

            24         towards this.

            25              So it would be relevant in keeping with
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             1         the community question as whether that is --

             2         you can say 46 feet with the 16-foot roof and

             3         it just I guess comes to the Board whether you

             4         determine the roof height is in it or not.

             5         Because the drawing shows the roof.  But what

             6         is that maximum height.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  Is it your supposition from

             8         reading that there is both a story and a height

             9         limitation in the ordinance?

            10              MR. ROGERS:  Yes.

            11              MR. WINGATE:  What is the height

            12         limitation?

            13              MR. ROGERS:  The maximum height would be

            14         the 14 feet with the three floors.  That would

            15         be 42 feet maximum.

            16              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Plus the roof.

            17              MR. ROGERS:  A 42-foot maximum

            18         including --

            19              MR. McDOWELL:  No.  It obviously -- It

            20         obviously says there is at least seven feet in

            21         the roof that you can do in addition to 14

            22         feet.  It definitely says the minimum with

            23         the --

            24              MR. ROGERS:  Okay.  I mean, that is a

            25         determination.
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             1              Me, I say no.  I say seven feet or less,

             2         you don't count the roof.  But if it is more

             3         than seven you count the entire roof.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  I have a different view of

             5         that than you do.  I mean, I think that there

             6         may be a maximum height there that you get, but

             7         I'm not sure that I see it that way.

             8            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

             9              MR. McDOWELL:  What is that, Marty?  Into

            10         the microphone, please.

            11              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I just feel that four

            12         floors though of habitable space is too high.

            13              MR. McDOWELL:  Your interpretation is the

            14         basement includes the habitable space?

            15              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Uh-huh.

            16              MR. WINGATE:  So when you sell a house is

            17         the basement considered a story?

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  Not in our MLS it is not.

            19              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  If it is above grade.

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  Right.

            21              That is a good question.

            22              Let me clarify this just so we can move

            23         this along.

            24              Those -- How many of us view that building

            25         eight is three stories and how many are viewing
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             1         it as four stories?  Because it is going to

             2         effect how we measure height.

             3              All those of you --

             4              MS. HAIN:  Ask it the other way, by

             5         height.

             6              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, I think the way we

             7         arrive at a height is by determining where we

             8         are measuring stories from.

             9              In a four story building we are measuring

            10         it from the back side, there are aspects there.

            11         If we consider it a three story building it

            12         depends on where we measure for height.

            13              So you understand that, Ging?

            14              MS. HAIN:  No.  I'm processing now.

            15              It is from the highest ground level.

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  That's -- I agree.

            17              Marty is saying it is not.  Marty is

            18         counting a story as it would be four.

            19              I'm asking is the Board's interpretation

            20         that building eight is three or four stories?

            21              MR. SHAH:  It is three stories tall.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Three stories.

            23              Jason, how are you counting it?

            24              MR. ROGERS:  I consider the measurement

            25         starts at the upper graded level of the --
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  So therefore it is a three

             2         story?

             3              MR. ROGERS:  It is three stories.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  Robert?

             5              MR. HERMANN:  Same, three stories.

             6              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, you are still saying

             7         four?

             8              So as a whole we are saying it is three

             9         stories.

            10              So now we measure the height from that

            11         aspect, so.

            12              The maximum height that you are stating

            13         that you believe the maximum height is 32 feet?

            14              MR. ROGERS:  Forty-two.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  Forty-two.

            16              MR. WINGATE:  Where do you get 42?

            17              MR. McDOWELL:  Three times 14.

            18            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

            19              MR. WINGATE:  But that is not including

            20         the roof.

            21              MR. ROGERS:  I'm just trying to get a

            22         maximum height from the perspective of the

            23         Board.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  And I understand what you

            25         are saying about measuring.  But nowhere in the
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             1         ordinance does it say you can take into account

             2         the retaining wall to arrive at that.

             3              MR. ROGERS:  I understand that.  That is

             4         for a future question.

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.  All right, guys.

             6         Let's see if we can get out before midnight

             7         comes.

             8              So, Jason, are there any other concerns

             9         about complies with the requirements of the

            10         ordinance?

            11              Jason has raised three.

            12              Any others?

            13              All right.

            14              I want to come back to that one and see if

            15         we have any more issues here.

            16              There exists adequate infrastructure,

            17         utilities, and transportation.

            18              Does anyone believe that there is not

            19         adequate infrastructure or that the applicant

            20         did not prove that?

            21              MR. ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  That is not my

            23         concern.  That is a DOT, I believe.

            24              Right.  So I agree.  Does anyone agree

            25         that they have met the standard?
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             1              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  Number four, proposed plan

             3         conforms to the character of the neighborhood,

             4         considered location type, height of the

             5         buildings, structures, and type and extent of

             6         landscaping.

             7              MR. ROGERS:  So then that brings me to the

             8         giant retaining wall in keeping with the

             9         neighborhood and that view from the town.  I

            10         mean, looking up from Hazelwood Elementary,

            11         that is a pretty massive -- a massive

            12         structure.

            13              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  In my opinion it

            14         certainly doesn't conform or fit the

            15         neighborhood.

            16              MR. WINGATE:  Let's look at the other

            17         houses in the neighborhood.  They have very

            18         large retaining walls, as well.  Right?  Other

            19         houses in the neighborhood, am I correct?

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  I don't know well enough to

            21         look -- to comment on that.

            22              I think that part of this comes into being

            23         the fact that almost all of our neighborhoods

            24         that allow multiuse, when you bring it down to

            25         the smallest standard, anything outside of a
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             1         single family residential home can be

             2         considered not conforming to the character.

             3              However, in every single one of our town

             4         zones we allow multiple use, which could be

             5         commercial, could be retail.  That is not -- We

             6         no longer have an R1 category.  All of our

             7         categories are mixed use to that three.

             8              So I think there are aspects of whenever

             9         you bring something new to a neighborhood there

            10         is a degree of nonconformity to the existing

            11         aspect, and yet we allow those things in.

            12              So the question becomes to the degree that

            13         if you allow it in a neighborhood, how do you

            14         use it and have the closest conformity to the

            15         neighborhood.  Otherwise it shouldn't be

            16         allowed in here.  And this is allowed.  There

            17         is no such thing of an apartment complex of

            18         single stories really.  So then you start

            19         getting into that.

            20              So yes, I do think it changes the

            21         character.  It happens with anything.  I think

            22         to be honest -- and it is outside the Town so

            23         it really doesn't matter.

            24              Mr. Morgan's home drastically altered the

            25         character of that neighborhood when he
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             1         developed that.  And he built something they

             2         appreciated and liked, or maybe they didn't, I

             3         have no idea because it didn't go through us.

             4         That type of construction and building changes

             5         the neighborhood as well as the school as well

             6         as this type of thing.

             7              But once they are allowed in the area how

             8         do you go about to allow those things that are

             9         permissible in the area to do it.  I think it

            10         is the design standards of relief construction

            11         materials and things like that in order to

            12         achieve that, in my personal opinion.

            13              Once you allow it in the area the question

            14         is how do you engrain it to have the least

            15         amount of disruption in the community because

            16         it is allowed.

            17              And that's my thought on it.

            18              MR. WINGATE:  I agree.

            19              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I still, I mean, I

            20         just grew up here and --

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, you and I both grew

            22         up here.

            23              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  As you did.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  It is nowhere near what it

            25         used to be 10 years ago when we were young.
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             1              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  And I remember family

             2         picnics and history and animals and lambs and

             3         all of that up through there, and an airstrip

             4         where my father landed and flew his plane.

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  And that is no longer

             6         there.  That was not necessarily considered a

             7         detriment to the community.

             8              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  No.  All of those

             9         things, that is the history and that was the

            10         character I think.

            11              And I think this is a very fine project.

            12         But it just needs to go somewhere else, in my

            13         opinion.  But I know it is going to happen.

            14              MR. McDOWELL:  That is good.  Thank you

            15         for that point.  Thank you.

            16              Other comments on conforms to the

            17         character of the neighborhood?

            18              Jason, your feeling is it doesn't?

            19              MR. ROGERS:  I don't really think that it

            20         does.

            21              MS. HAIN:  Say that again?

            22              MR. ROGERS:  I do not feel that it does.

            23              Any comments, Ging?

            24              MS. HAIN:  Yes.

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  Go right ahead.
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             1              MS. HAIN:  So while I mourn the potential

             2         loss for historic and agricultural space, I

             3         don't think that is the topic of tonight's

             4         hearing.

             5              I grieve over it.  I will work with others

             6         I don't think that is --

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  So are you saying that you

             8         would --

             9              MS. HAIN:  Support.

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  -- support the conformity

            11         to the neighborhood given those standards?

            12              MS. HAIN:  I have to.

            13              MR. WINGATE:  I agree.  I think we

            14         shouldn't compromise the wooded area in the

            15         back.

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  You know, that is what a

            17         lot of areas have done is they really tried to

            18         protect the -- Yeah.

            19              We had this discussion years ago when we

            20         were talking about lights, when we were going

            21         through this most recent reiteration.  I was on

            22         the group that did that.  And you know the

            23         people in town are concerned about lights being

            24         on the mountain and it interfering with their

            25         view and disrupting what it looks like.
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             1              And of course the people on the top of the

             2         mountain are concerned about what develops in

             3         the valley and what it looks like.

             4              So therefore you have both parties have

             5         their own point of what the development does to

             6         their view standards and considerations.  And

             7         that is what is happening here to a degree is

             8         we still have that large -- overall a large

             9         rural area out there.  It is --

            10              MR. WINGATE:  It is about the betterment

            11         of the community.

            12              MR. McDOWELL:  I do think that is an

            13         aspect is the overall impact.

            14              We have at least two people that were

            15         saying does not conform.

            16              MR. SHAH:  I think it conforms.  If you

            17         are looking to move residential I think it

            18         conforms.

            19              COURT REPORTER:  Speak up just a little

            20         bit.

            21              MR. SHAH:  I said I think it conforms.  We

            22         are looking to move to more of a dense

            23         population from a more rural population.  This

            24         is the type of structural that would help that

            25         transitional mix.
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  Robert?

             2              MR. HERMANN:  My only concern is that we

             3         have such a need for this type of a project.

             4         Rental property is just --

             5              This whole area, and statistics prove

             6         this out.  This community is aging.  And, I

             7         mean, you know, those of us who are older and

             8         not necessarily working, it is going to

             9         eventually just become a serious problem.

            10              That way to -- I hear that in the business

            11         community all the time.  You can't find people

            12         to work because they can't find a place to

            13         live.

            14              So to answer the question without going on

            15         any further, I agree.

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  And I appreciate that

            17         comment on the -- I do think you need to be

            18         sure that we don't let the need of the

            19         community override whether or not this project

            20         fits the standards for this hearing, which is

            21         what we are looking at now.  Be sure of that.

            22              Danny?

            23              MR. WINGATE:  I think they are all

            24         approved.  You really want to maintain the

            25         character of that community --
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  Without doing this.

             2              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  Anthony?

             4              MR. SUTTON:  I agree.

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  Bucky?

             6              MR. DYKES:  I agree with that to a point.

             7              I guess what I'm having a struggle with

             8         this is the fact that the property is on the

             9         edge of two different types of neighborhoods.

            10              And how do you comply with the purpose and

            11         intent of one district where there is another

            12         one with such a radical change.  You step over

            13         the line.  I --

            14              That is where I struggle as to this

            15         particular project.  Because it is next to a

            16         residential property, a more rural area.  And

            17         then on the other side it is going toward more

            18         of a developed area that is in fact changing.

            19         How do you balance that -- that transition.

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  In honesty, when you are

            21         developing land this close to the highway,

            22         these are the types of projects that are

            23         usually in the best and highest use of the

            24         properties.

            25              Because of the high density and the
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             1         apartment complex, most people appreciate the

             2         closeness of the highway versus trying to

             3         develop a higher-end residential neighborhood

             4         with the four-lane, you know, right there a

             5         quarter of a mile from it.

             6              So on this one we have some concerns, but

             7         only two nays for meeting it.

             8              Okay.  Number five, application will not

             9         substantially injure the value of adjoining or

            10         abutting properties and will not be detrimental

            11         of the use or development of adjacent

            12         properties.

            13              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  My experience with

            14         that was those with Town and Country Townhouses

            15         that was here, there were brief objections.  A

            16         house that I was trying to sell was right next

            17         to it.  And the Town and Country Townhouses

            18         were right beside it.  That certainly affected

            19         the desirability of that house.  And the sale

            20         of that house took a long time.

            21              MS. HAIN:  And now?

            22              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  It is fine now.  But

            23         that took years.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  The initial change period?

            25              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Five years, so.
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  Comments?

             2              Questions?

             3              MR. WINGATE:  I can only speak to the

             4         Biltmore Park and the apartments there.  The

             5         apartments actually raised the value of the

             6         property.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  I definitely don't think it

             8         hurts the undeveloped properties nearby.  I

             9         think it gives those property owners a much

            10         greater value associated with those.

            11              I'm not sure about the properties across

            12         the road, the single family homes around that.

            13         But that is -- The fact that it is a

            14         residential area, it is important to the

            15         residents that we allow things of that aspect.

            16              It is more of a substantial project.  I

            17         don't know that it substantially hurts.  I

            18         think it can take a while for the community to

            19         adjust to the perception of those being there.

            20         The long-term, I'm not sure that it does

            21         personally.

            22              Anybody voting nay to item five, that it

            23         did not meet it?

            24              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Nay.

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  Jason?
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             1              MR. ROGERS:  I'm just not experienced

             2         enough to know how to provide testimony.  I

             3         think both sides, so.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.  Okay.

             5              We are back to item three.  This is going

             6         to be our last sticking point for

             7         considerations here.

             8              And this is really back to, in particular,

             9         a, conditions we put, and, b, how we feel about

            10         meet -- excuse me -- item two, planning

            11         complies with Board requirements under the

            12         ordinance.

            13              MR. WINGATE:  I think we have the 45 feet

            14         for the driveway.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  Jason had two concerns.  I

            16         think we addressed one and one we didn't.

            17              MR. ROGERS:  So if I can just read from

            18         the ordinance, 4.4.1, and that is a story.

            19              A story is a habitable layer within the

            20         building not more than 14 feet high from

            21         finished floor to finished ceiling.

            22              Unoccupied attics less than seven feet in

            23         height and raised basements less than six feet

            24         in height as measured from the average grade of

            25         the fronting sidewalk are not considered a
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             1         story for the purposes of determining building

             2         height.

             3              If it is more than seven feet it is

             4         considered.

             5              MR. WINGATE:  I don't think it is the roof

             6         line.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  I would also say this.  If

             8         I remember correctly, from finished floor to

             9         finished ceiling on these units is nine feet.

            10              MR. ROGERS:  Right.

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  So if you multiply that by

            12         3, that is 27.  And if you add in the 16 feet

            13         that you said there, we are only at 43 feet

            14         versus the 42 feet.

            15              It says they could have as much as that.

            16         It doesn't mean they have to be.  So even if

            17         you said that was the maximum, it appears that

            18         they are within one foot of that maximum on the

            19         way you calculated that.

            20              MR. ROGERS:  Well, I guess after reading

            21         this, the drawing actually shows it as an added

            22         story.  So is that considered another story at

            23         16 feet high?

            24              MR. HERMANN:  I'm not sure what you are

            25         looking at.
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  He is looking at the

             2         drawings that are on page four.

             3              MR. ROGERS:  So if it is over seven feet

             4         is it considered an added story?  If it is over

             5         seven feet, it is 16 feet tall.

             6            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

             7              MR. HERMANN:  It doesn't say

             8         uninhabitable, it says unoccupied.

             9              MR. ROGERS:  Unoccupied.

            10              MR. HERMANN:  Unoccupied.

            11              MR. ROGERS:  So an unoccupied attic.

            12              MR. HERMANN:  Well, I have a question

            13         whether or not it is an attic.  We are talking

            14         about simple a roof.

            15              MR. ROGERS:  Okay.  I would say --

            16              MR. HERMANN:  It is by definition --

            17            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

            18              MR. WINGATE:  I don't think it is a

            19         storage area.

            20              MR. ROGERS:  And the building itself has a

            21         dimension of 30.2 feet regardless of how you

            22         add it up.

            23              The basement is six feet tall.  And that

            24         is not considered a basement.

            25              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  Because we have
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             1         already agreed (indiscernible.)

             2              MS. HAIN:  Okay.  So let's assume then we

             3         will make it a condition to reduce that.

             4            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

             5              COURT REPORTER:  I have to be able to hear

             6         you.

             7              MR. WINGATE:  I'm sorry?

             8              COURT REPORTER:  I can't hear.

             9              MR. WINGATE:  I don't think it is an

            10         issue.

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  Your interpretation of the

            12         ordinance is different than Jason's is what you

            13         are stating?

            14              MR. HERMANN:  Yes.  This is mine.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.

            16              This is something that hopefully through

            17         the next planned planning or maybe even sooner

            18         there are some clarifications that can be

            19         reached on some of this so that we have some

            20         consistency throughout the ordinance on some of

            21         these definitions, stories and such.

            22              MR. WINGATE:  I would love to see the

            23         definition of that.

            24              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, there are several

            25         different definitions.
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             1              Any other concerns concerning the meeting

             2         applicable requirements of this ordinance?

             3              Are there any others?

             4              The driveway we have talked about.  The --

             5         My -- I think we may need to consider as

             6         Elizabeth mentioned in hers and has brought up

             7         is the sidewalk, the trees aligning that area.

             8              I think that there is the alternative

             9         plan, landscape plan to use additional stuff.

            10              I think if we are going to agree to this

            11         we may need to stipulate what we want in that

            12         alternative landscaping plan in order to

            13         achieve the desired effect.

            14              Because I don't think DOT would allow it,

            15         those trees in the sidewalk.  Or there has to

            16         be a movement of the building to a different

            17         location.

            18              So given that, what we might want to do to

            19         achieve a landscaping design standard that we

            20         are happy with.

            21              I think that might require some additional

            22         plantings in particular in my opinion along

            23         the -- There is already a tree preserve there.

            24         But along that lower portion of the property

            25         between Plott Creek Road and building four to
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             1         be sure that they are kind of covering the line

             2         of sight as you come down Plott Creek from the

             3         higher end past this, you kind of make it more

             4         of a tree effect through there.

             5              MS. HAIN:  Could we do growth against the

             6         wall?  Shade trees?

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  Where are you talking

             8         about, Ging?

             9              MS. HAIN:  The clubhouse.

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  Along the creek

            11         itself?

            12            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

            13              MS. HAIN:  So the retaining wall, it

            14         looked like to me it needs more trees.

            15              MR. McDOWELL:  I don't know what it is.

            16         Because if the black line is the DOT

            17         right-of-way, they are not going to want trees

            18         planted in the DOT right-of-way.

            19              MS. HAIN:  So to soften that retaining

            20         wall you can have some softening buffering.

            21         Some (indiscernible.)

            22              MR. WINGATE:  Shrubbery like in the

            23         parking lot.

            24              MS. HAIN:  Or there are so Appiah trees.

            25         There are alternatives.
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  I think there are.  I think

             2         we need to ask a person that there needs to be

             3         an increase in the landscaping, especially

             4         along Plott Creek Road and along the boundary

             5         as you come down from what you view in that

             6         little corner.

             7              MS. HAIN:  To soften that retaining wall.

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

             9              And the other option of course is on that

            10         some additional plantings.  There is a

            11         landscape buffer there at the other end closest

            12         to the school.  You can see they have got some

            13         landscaping there.  It also looks like that is

            14         just -- I think we just need to be sure that

            15         this is well landscaped to --

            16              MR. HERMANN:  What I suggest is that we

            17         require the landscape plan submitted to the

            18         Town and then make a final determination as we

            19         would with staff.

            20              MR. SNEED:  Are you talking about an

            21         alternative plan?

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.

            23              Obviously they could not have submitted it

            24         today because --

            25              MR. HERMANN:  And it is not coming back to
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             1         us.

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.

             3              MR. SNEED:  You don't want to leave it

             4         open so you have to address it again.

             5              But is this something that you direct that

             6         staff -- staff implements an alternative plan

             7         to offset the lost trees?

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  So on item two, what is the

             9         vote for the plan complies with applicable

            10         requirements of this ordinance?

            11              MR. HERMANN:  Subject to the conditions we

            12         talked about.

            13              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.  Retaining wall.

            14              MR. HERMANN:  Right-of-way landscaping.

            15            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

            16              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, ma'am?

            17              MS. HAIN:  Jason brought up the kiosk and

            18         possible congestion.  We can ask if the kiosk

            19         be moved over or around the right-of-way.

            20              MR. ROGERS:  The actual kiosk is inside

            21         the building.

            22              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  She is saying she

            23         wants it moved and wondering whether or not

            24         that can be a condition, Ron, of us --

            25              MS. HAIN:  Inside?
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             1              I'm sorry.  Inside?

             2              MR. McDOWELL:  It is in the clubhouse.

             3              MS. HAIN:  People are going to go get out

             4         of their car and walk into the clubhouse?

             5              MR. McDOWELL:  My understanding was that

             6         they said the mail kiosk was in the clubhouse,

             7         which Jason's point is it generates more

             8         traffic into that on a daily basis and that is

             9         a bit of a concern for us.

            10              So Ron, is there any problem if we ask for

            11         the mail Kiosk to be moved out somewhere else

            12         on the property as part of our condition?

            13              MR. SNEED:  That is a lot of planning.

            14              And if you place that condition then think

            15         of the effects.  We were worried about stacking

            16         at the clubhouse.  We would create stacking in

            17         the middle of a traveled way.  And then how

            18         much adjustment is that asking them to make to

            19         offset a perceived traffic issue.

            20              MR. WINGATE:  I think we should have them

            21         down near the garages.

            22              MR. ROGERS:  I think if you are trying to

            23         cover them, if we are going to allow them the

            24         reduction in the drive, that is kind of

            25         important is the 45 feet, then that covers
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             1         going in and out of --

             2              MS. HAIN:  Okay.

             3              MR. McDOWELL:  Anything else?

             4              So we will need a motion in a moment which

             5         I think we will be able to craft.  But I want

             6         to be sure that my understanding is we are now

             7         saying the plan complies with the adjustments.

             8         We are requesting to --

             9              My understanding then is we will need a

            10         motion.

            11              Ron, do we need a motion stated on each

            12         one or just that it does meet all five given

            13         the parameters we have drawn?

            14              MR. SNEED:  I think if you take a vote at

            15         this point and you carry a majority to do it,

            16         then it is done.  What you have done is a straw

            17         vote along the way to address the issues.  And

            18         that has worked pretty well.

            19              MR. WINGATE:  What do we put in the

            20         stipulation?

            21              MR. McDOWELL:  In the motion?

            22              MR. SNEED:  Yes.

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  And those stimulations that

            24         I am aware of, let's be sure we do it -- you

            25         know, the must meet --  We are granting the 40
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             1         percent reduction, but must meet the 45-foot

             2         standard from --

             3              MS. HAIN:  Plott Creek, the right-of-way.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  The right-of-way.

             5              MS. HAIN:  And add in the floodplains as

             6         much as possible.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, when we see like this

             8         retaining wall and we have determined the

             9         retaining wall is a structure --

            10              MR. SNEED:  Yes.

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  -- and it is in that, is

            12         that a clarification that we state that all

            13         structures must be out 30 feet as part of this

            14         right-of-way?  Or is our determination that it

            15         is automatically enough for staff to correct

            16         that?  What do we need to do there?

            17              MR. SNEED:  I think your motion can

            18         just -- You made the determination that the

            19         retaining wall is a structure.  So I think your

            20         motion just needs to include one of the

            21         conditions, that is that all retaining walls be

            22         relocated to be set outside those buffer zones.

            23              MR. McDOWELL:  Was there any other

            24         conditions there that you guys remember?

            25         Landscaping?
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             1              Anything else?

             2              This is our one shot, guys.  Let's be sure

             3         to get all of our thoughts.

             4              Ron, did you hear anything else?

             5              MR. SNEED:  I think those are it.  The

             6         forty percent reduction.

             7            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)

             8              MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, we cannot ask at a

             9         public hearing in review of --

            10              MR. SNEED:  No.

            11              MR. McDOWELL:  -- if something isn't

            12         right, that is beyond our capability to do

            13         that.

            14              Anything else that we are wanting to

            15         impose?

            16              Do you have a motion?

            17              MR. WINGATE:  I have a motion to approve

            18         with stipulations that the staff review an

            19         alternative to the landscaping plan --

            20              MR. McDOWELL:  Provide increased

            21         protection along the view of --

            22              MR. WINGATE:  The retaining wall.  And

            23         that we grant the 40 percent reduction of the

            24         driveway, but require 45 feet from the

            25         right-of-way.
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             1              And that the retaining wall is considered

             2         a structure and that would operate according

             3         with the plans.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  That those structures stay

             5         outside the 30 foot --

             6              MR. SNEED:  Outside buffer zones.

             7              MR. McDOWELL:  The buffer zones.

             8              Stay outside of 30 foot buffer zone.

             9              MR. SNEED:  Very good.

            10              MR. McDOWELL:  Are you good with that,

            11         Ron?

            12              MR. SNEED:  I'm good.

            13              MR. McDOWELL:  I have a motion to second.

            14         Any further discussion?  Any additional

            15         comments?

            16              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  No.  Just --

            17              MR. McDOWELL:  In a moment you are going

            18         to have that opportunity, yes.

            19              All those in favor aye.

            20              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.

            21              MR. SHAH:  Aye.

            22              MS. HAIN:  Aye.

            23              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.

            24              MR. DYKES:  Aye.

            25              MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
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             1              MR. McDOWELL:  All those opposed?

             2              MR. ROGERS:  Nay.

             3              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Nay.

             4              MR. McDOWELL:  Two nays.

             5              The motion has passed.

             6              Thank you very much everybody involved.

             7              Thank you for the motion.

             8              I have a motion to adjourn.

             9              All those in favor?

            10              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.

            11              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.

            12              MR. SHAH:  Aye.

            13              MS. HAIN:  Aye.

            14              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.

            15              MR. DYKES:  Aye.

            16              MR. ROGERS:  Aye.

            17              MR. SUTTON:   Aye.

            18              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.

            19

            20

            21

            22

            23

            24

            25
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 1
 2         (The following is a true, correct transcript.
 3         It is not certified and not meant for filing with
 4         the court.  It is meant to assist attorneys in
 5          preparation only.)
 6                           *****
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  We will call to order this
 8         special hall meeting of the Town of Waynesville
 9         Planning Board.
10              Thank you for being here this evening.
11         Once we can get started we will do the public
12         hearing on the Major Site Plan.
13              This will be a quasi judicial proceeding.
14         And I will explain those procedures shortly.
15              Before we begin, Elizabeth, are there any
16         changes to the agenda?
17              MS. TEAGUE:  No, sir; there are not.
18              However, we have a sound system that
19         doesn't appear to be on quite yet.  So let's
20         make sure that it is.
21              MR. McDOWELL:  Do we need a moment?
22              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.
23              (Whereupon, at which time there was an off
24              the record discussion.)
25              MR. McDOWELL:  Before we begin, this is
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 1         Danny Wingate's last meeting with us after
 2         serving several terms on the Planning Board.
 3              I want to personally thank him for his
 4         leadership.  He has been the vice chairman of
 5         the committee and has handled several meetings
 6         quite well when I have been out of town.  And I
 7         greatly appreciate Danny and his efforts.
 8              So Danny, thank you very much for your
 9         service.
10              Is that any better out there?  Can you all
11         hear a little bit better?
12              All right.  We will begin then.
13              As I said, this is a quasi-judicial
14         hearing.  It is a public hearing for the
15         Planning Board to consider a Major Site Plan.
16              This process is to satisfy the Town's
17         ordinances.  You are advised that the hearing
18         on this matter will be quasi-judicial in
19         nature.  Accordingly we can only entertain
20         testimony or other evidence which it material
21         and relevant to the case at hand.
22              The Town and the applicant are determined
23         to be parties with standing in this matter.
24         Other persons are entitled to give testimony.
25         However, if you wish and desire to examine any
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 1         witnesses or present arguments you first must
 2         be determined to have standing in this case.
 3              This means that you have a substantial
 4         interest in the outcome of the case which is
 5         different in kind from that of the general
 6         public.
 7              If there is anyone who wishes to be
 8         determined to have standing please advise us at
 9         this time so that we may examine you and make
10         that determination.
11              If you will come forward.
12              Give your name.
13              Planning Board members, Mr. Sneed will
14         assist us in this.
15              Ron, do you have anything you want to add
16         to that description before we begin this?
17              MR. SNEED:  I can't think of anything.  It
18         is an accurate description.  Standing
19         (indiscernible.)
20              MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, do you need your
21         microphone up a little bit more.
22              (Whereupon, at which time there was an
23              interruption in the proceedings.)
24              MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, if you can check your
25         microphone.  Because our Board members are
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 1         having a hard time hearing you, as well.
 2              MR. SNEED:  It sounds live.
 3              Can you hear me now?
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  No, sir.
 5              MR. SNEED:  No?
 6              UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER:  Get closer to
 7         the mike.
 8              MR. SNEED:  I'm about ready to swallow it.
 9              Can you hear me now?
10              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I don't think it
11         works.
12              MR. SNEED:  It has to show that they are
13         effected in some way different from the general
14         public.
15              And that is typically they are a property
16         owner, not essentially, but one of the ways of
17         course is to have an expert show that their
18         property values will be adversely effected by
19         this project.
20              Or there are other things that they can
21         put on evidence to show an adverse effect
22         different from the community at large.
23              But Mr. Justus knows that.  It is not
24         meant to instruct.
25              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, Mr. Chairman, my name
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 1         is Craig Justus.  And I'm here on behalf of the
 2         Plott Family who have the ownership of various
 3         parcels adjoining the subject location.
 4              I am here also on behalf of Thom Morgan
 5         and Stone Haven Estates who is also an
 6         adjoining property owner.
 7              I don't necessarily agree that out of the
 8         gate in terms of hearing testimony that you are
 9         only confined to those who show standing.
10              I'm looking at your ordinance.  And your
11         ordinance says in section 15.8.2 --
12              Let me get my glasses.
13              --  that the applicant and other property
14         owners likely to be materially effected by the
15         application shall be given an opportunity to be
16         heard.
17              So the ordinance doesn't say all the
18         various things Ron said.  I understand that if
19         there was an appeal on a decision that the
20         courts of our state may require us to show good
21         standing.
22              But in order to just give you information
23         your ordinance spells out it is property owners
24         likely to be materially effected by the
25         application.
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 1              MR. SNEED:  And I don't think you said
 2         anything different from what I said or what the
 3         Chair has said.  So people who would be allowed
 4         to speak or those who participate as parties
 5         can examine and present other witnesses would
 6         have to show standing.
 7              Is that a better way?
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, we believe we will be
 9         able to show what your ordinance says really
10         out of the gate.
11              Again to give testimony, I don't think we
12         need to break the threshold, quote, unquote,
13         legal standing.
14              But in any event, I have this nice lady
15         here who is prepared to give a statement and
16         through that statement hopefully you will
17         understand how she is effected.
18              We do have another witness who is a
19         property appraiser who is going to speak.
20              But again it seems a little bit cart
21         before the horse since we haven't even heard
22         from the applicant.
23              MR. McDOWELL:  This is to determine who
24         will be able to cross examine witnesses.
25              We will have a public section also after
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 1         this for comments from the public from people
 2         who want to speak.
 3              This is to determine if anyone wishes to
 4         cross examine and participate.
 5              I appreciate your discussion on that
 6         threshold to present the evidence that you
 7         wish.  We will determine whether we believe you
 8         have standing and then you can move.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  It may become mute.
10              MR. McDOWELL:  Exactly.
11              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Good afternoon,
12         everyone.
13              Can you hear me?
14              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.
15              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Thank you for the
16         opportunity to be here.
17              My name is Patricia Plott Edwards and I am
18         the daughter of Ruth Plott and her
19         attorney-in-fact along my brother Billy Plott.
20              My mother currently owns three parcels
21         that adjoin the Triangle developer's property
22         proposed for the 200 apartment units.
23              Our parcels are 2.99, 19.04, and 25.88
24         acres, total number 47 acres.
25              I have -- I have attached to my written
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 1         statement a map depicting the Plott Family
 2         property including property that I personally
 3         own, all of which adjoin or are in close
 4         proximity to the proposed apartment complex.
 5              Having been a resident of this
 6         neighborhood for over 50 years, I am very
 7         familiar with its growth patterns and the
 8         character of the existing neighborhood
 9         community along Plott Creek and Plott Creek
10         Road.  I am also very familiar with the best
11         use of the Plott Creek property.  Both the
12         existing neighborhood character and the Plott
13         Family property are predominantly linked to
14         single family residential use and farming.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  I don't want to -- You are
16         trying to --
17              I think we are just trying to determine
18         standing at this point.
19              And Ron, do you believe that --
20              MR. SNEED:  Yes.  She doesn't need to put
21         on her whole case.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
23              MR. SNEED:  If she has shown that she is a
24         nearby property owner, if she can tell this
25         Board how she is adversely effected different
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 1         from the rest of the community this Board will
 2         have something to work with.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  She is getting to that in
 5         this next paragraph.
 6              And again with all due respect --
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  That was my decision on
 8         that.  And you can address me on that.
 9              Thank you very much.  And we will be happy
10         to proceed.
11              MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, I apologize.
12              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  I don't intend to be rude.
14              If you will let her finish she will --
15              MR. McDOWELL:  I'm just trying to save --
16         In case she wanted to speak at another time for
17         the whole family unless she is doing her whole
18         presentation.
19              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  No.  I have three
20         paragraphs.
21              Is it okay if I finish?
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Absolutely.
23              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Thank you.
24              Where did I stop?
25              As a representative of the Plott family
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 1         and with considerable knowledge of the
 2         properties along Plott Creek Road, I believe
 3         that the apartment complex will have a
 4         substantial negative impact on the property
 5         values of our family's land as shown on the
 6         attached drawing.
 7              The apartment complex will substantially
 8         impede the use and enjoyment of our property
 9         for single family and farming use.  Plott
10         Creek, named after my family, is a cherished
11         treasure in the community and development along
12         its banks of such a dense apartment complex as
13         proposed should not be allowed.
14              I, along with my brother, and Thom Morgan
15         have filed a complaint against the Town and the
16         developer for what we believe to be an illegal
17         zoning action to change the single-family
18         nature of our neighborhood to one supporting
19         apartment development.
20              We believe that it is plain that the Town
21         ignored its responsibilities to preserve the
22         integrity of the history of Plott Creek Valley
23         for single family and farming uses.
24              We believe that the Site Plan before this
25         body does nothing more than accelerate the
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 1         decline of the character of Plott Creek Valley,
 2         especially the unique qualities of Thom
 3         Morgan's cattle farm and my families' lands.
 4         Once apartments get a foothold here then our
 5         properties will be permanently damaged.
 6              My family has been approached to allow
 7         utility access for the apartment complex which
 8         we declined due to our objections to the
 9         development.  We are not aware of how the
10         developer intends to extend public water and
11         sewer to the site without crossing our lands,
12         which we oppose.
13              Thank you.
14              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, we will hand
16         out this map so you can see for yourself the
17         properties that are at issue.
18              We also have a report from an appraiser.
19              MR. McDOWELL:  All right.
20              Ron?
21              MR. SNEED:  This is a typical way of
22         showing standing.
23              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you very much.
24              We register you for standing for the
25         ability to cross examine witnesses and present
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 1         evidence.
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  Thank you.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  Is there anyone else who
 4         wishes to come forward to have standing?
 5              Additionally we will have an opportunity
 6         to allow for public comment in addition to
 7         this.
 8              We will want anyone -- There are several
 9         people who have signed up to give public
10         comment.
11              We will want everyone who is a member in
12         standing and anyone wishing to give public
13         comment that is registered, come forward and be
14         sworn in.
15              Just to be sure again, I see the applicant
16         and the Town here.  There were a couple of
17         other people who registered.  I want to be sure
18         that we have them here if they are wanting to
19         give public testimony.
20              Sandra Black?
21              MS. BLACK:  Take me off.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Patty Edwards?
23              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  I just spoke.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  If you will come forward.
25              Is your attorney going to represent you?
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 1              I am speaking to you both.
 2              You are a member in standing is what you
 3         have established so you will need to come
 4         forward to be sworn in also.
 5              Mr. Justus, you are representing?
 6              MR. JUSTUS:  I am just out of abundance of
 7         caution.
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.  I appreciate
 9         that.
10              And Mr. Palmer?
11              MR. PALMER:  I am here.
12              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
13              MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chairman?
14              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes?
15              MR. CANNON:  The court reporter has a
16         Bible across the room here.
17              COURT REPORTER:  If I can get it.
18              MR. McDOWELL:  Absolutely.  Thank you.
19              If you will put your hand on the Bible.
20         Raise your right hand.  And if you can't reach
21         the Bible just touch somebody who can.
22              Thank you.
23              Do you swear or affirm that the testimony
24         you are about to give is the truth, the whole
25         truth, and nothing but the truth?
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 1              If so please say I do.
 2                       Group:  I do.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you very much.
 4              You may be seated.
 5              The procedure for this hearing.
 6              The Planning Board must do two things.
 7         The first one is to determine findings of fact
 8         for each of the criteria.
 9              The second is the Board must determine if
10         it should approve the conditions or deny the
11         application.  The Board can also continue a
12         hearing if that they feel they need more
13         information from the applicant.  They must take
14         action within 32 days of this hearing.
15              In quasi-judicial proceedings, the Board
16         must act much like a court to apply the land
17         standards and ordinances to a specific case.
18              Therefore, this hearing will proceed as
19         follows.  The chairman must open up the
20         hearing.  Staff will present evidence.  The
21         applicant will present evidence.
22              Board members will be allowed to ask
23         questions of those presenting.
24              Parties of standing will be allowed to ask
25         questions of those presenting.  Parties of
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 1         standing will be allowed to call witnesses.
 2         Parties of standing will be allowed to cross
 3         examine any witnesses.
 4              The public will be allowed to speak.
 5         Those who registered or other members of
 6         parties with standing will be allowed to ask
 7         questions of the speakers.  Parties of standing
 8         will be allowed the opportunity to make closing
 9         arguments.
10              And then I will ask for a motion to close
11         the public hearing for Board deliberation.
12              And beginning with that, I assume we would
13         like to have a motion to --
14              MR. SNEED:  Open the public hearing.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  -- open the public hearing.
16              MR. HERMANN:  Motion.
17              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
18              All in favor?
19              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
20              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
21              MR. SHAH:  Aye.
22              MS. HAIN:  Aye.
23              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
24              MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
25              MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
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 1              MR. DYKES:  Aye.
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  It is incumbent upon this
 3         Board to preserve an accurate record of what
 4         transpires here.  Therefore, we ask you to
 5         observe some rules of conduct.
 6              First, do not speak unless you have been
 7         recognized by me and are standing at the
 8         podium.
 9              Secondly, please turn off your cell phones
10         and refrain from side conversations or
11         distraction from anyone in the audience.
12              Thirdly, when you arrive at the podium
13         please state your name and address for the
14         record.
15              After the hearing this Board will find the
16         facts and apply the evidence to determine their
17         decision.
18              In making its ruling this Board shall
19         consider all of the evidence and have all the
20         powers to administer them.
21              After a decision is reached the decision
22         will be put in writing and will be filed with
23         the minutes of the Board with the Town.  And
24         either party may appeal the decision to the
25         Town Board of Alderman within 30 days after
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 1         being served --
 2              Actually, is that correct on this one?  Is
 3         it appealed to the Town Board or this one is
 4         appealed to --
 5              MR. SNEED:  It is the Superior Court.
 6              MR. McDOWELL:  Superior Court.  Thank you.
 7         I thought it was.
 8              This is a Major Site Plan.  There are five
 9         criteria for this Board that we will go over.
10         And the Board members we will need to make
11         application to make sure these are done.
12              There are five criteria, that the plan is
13         consistent with the adopted plans and policies
14         of the Town.  That it complies with all
15         applicable requirements of the ordinance, that
16         there exist adequate infrastructure,
17         transportation and utilities to support then
18         plan as proposed, that the plan conforms to the
19         character of the neighborhood considering
20         location, type and heighth of buildings or
21         structure and type and extent of the
22         landscaping on the site, and that the
23         application will not substantially injure the
24         value of adjoining or abutting property and
25         will not be detrimental to the use or
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 1         development of adjacent properties or other
 2         neighborhood uses.
 3              Any questions?
 4              Thank you.
 5              Elizabeth, would you like to come forward
 6         and present for the Town?
 7              MS. TEAGUE:  Sure.
 8              Thank you, Mr. Mayor.
 9              Can everybody hear me?
10              MR. McDOWELL:  I appreciate the promotion,
11         but it is just chairman.
12              MS. TEAGUE:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Chair.
13              Welcome everyone to the historic Haywood
14         County Courthouse.
15              The Town chose to do this here to
16         accommodate more people because at the last
17         meeting not everyone could get into the room.
18         And we were concerned and we wanted everyone to
19         be able to have a seat.
20              This is our first quasi-judicial hearing
21         that I have been involved in here.  And so we
22         apologize for some of the delays in the
23         beginning.
24              We are here to do a Major Site Plan review
25         for a multifamily development at Plott Creek.
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 1         There are multiple sections of the ordinance
 2         that would apply.
 3              The applicant is Triangle Real Estate of
 4         Gastonia, Incorporated.
 5              The property in question is known as pin:
 6         8605-42-0093.  The acreage of the site
 7         according to Haywood County land records is
 8         41.15 acres.
 9              The zoning district is the Plott Creek
10         Neighborhood Residential District.  And the
11         existing development is as open land.  And it
12         is within the Town of Waynesville's
13         jurisdiction.
14              So as a background, the subject property
15         is unaddressed and it is located on Plott Creek
16         Road, which is State Road 1173.  And opposite
17         the intersection with Will Hyatt Road which is
18         also State Road 1175.  And it is west of
19         Hazelwood Elementary School.
20              The property is located within the Plott
21         Creek Neighborhood Residential District known
22         as PC-NR.
23              Because this is a multifamily development
24         of greater than eight units, the Land
25         Development Standards require that the Planning
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 1         Board provide "Site Plan Design/Review" for
 2         major development in accordance with section
 3         15.8.2 as part of a quasi-judicial procedure.
 4              I have included for you a quote from the
 5         ordinance which Patrick has read partially.
 6         I'm going to go ahead and read my staff report
 7         verbatim just for the benefit of everyone here.
 8              From the ordinance it says:  Following the
 9         public hearing the commission may approve,
10         deny, or approve with conditions the
11         application of a Major Site Plan.  But no major
12         plan shall be granted unless it complies with
13         the following findings of fact.
14              There are five criteria which Patrick
15         mentioned before.  That the plan is consistent
16         with the adopted plans and policies of the
17         Town.
18              That it complies with all applicable
19         requirements of this ordinance.
20              That there exists adequate infrastructure,
21         transportation and utilities, to support the
22         plan as proposed.
23              That the plan conforms to the character of
24         the neighborhood, considering the location,
25         type and heighth of buildings or structures and
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 1         the type and extent of landscaping on the site.
 2              And that the application will not
 3         substantially injure the value of adjoining or
 4         abutting property, and will not be detrimental
 5         to the use or development of adjacent
 6         properties or other neighborhood uses.
 7              The required application materials for a
 8         Site Plan review are an environmental survey, a
 9         master plan, and building elevations.
10              Construction documents are to be submitted
11         after Planning Board approval.  This will
12         include engineered stormwater plans, utility
13         infrastructure, and architectural plans; all of
14         which will be reviewed for compliance with the
15         Town's land development standards prior to
16         construction.
17              Attached for reference is the following
18         property information.
19              Hopefully Mr. Webb the IT person can help
20         me turn on the overhead.
21              There it goes.  Excuse me.
22              Got it.  Thank you.
23              Here is the parcel report from our county
24         land records.
25              I have also attached the zoning map, the
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 1         floodplain data, area topography at five foot
 2         contours and aerial information indicating
 3         existing tree-lines and stream locations.
 4              I know it is difficult for the public here
 5         to see.  But this is sort of your standard
 6         parcel data information that you can pull off
 7         the Haywood County GIS system.  And the group
 8         that is here actually is the zoning.
 9              There is the data about that.
10              Proposed development consistency.
11              The proposed development is a 200 unit
12         multi-family development on 41.15 acres,
13         consisting of eight multi-family buildings, a
14         clubhouse building with a pool, and three
15         detached, garage buildings.
16              The residential building heights range
17         from 46 to 59 feet above the adjacent grades.
18         And the development will be served by a single
19         point of entry.
20              Let's see.  The future land use map and
21         Town -- Excuse me.  The development will be
22         served by a single point of entry.  The use is
23         consistent with the Neighborhood Residential NR
24         zoning, and the purpose and intent of the PC-NR
25         District.
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 1              And I will read again from our ordinance
 2         section 2.3.3, Neighborhood Residential
 3         Districts and Our Purpose of Intent.
 4              Subparagraph F:  Plott Creek Neighborhood
 5         Residential District.  While it is semi-rural
 6         currently, as the Plott Creek Neighborhood
 7         District develops it should do so in a manner
 8         which compliments its location near the
 9         Hazelwood Town Center, and the Hazelwood
10         Elementary School which is within its
11         boundaries.
12              Infrastructure should be well connected
13         and networked including sidewalks, streets,
14         water/sewer, et cetera, and other
15         infrastructure needs should be addressed such
16         as recreational opportunities as the area
17         develops.
18              Special care should be taken to enhance
19         the natural features of the area, such as
20         mountain slopes and the creek, so that they
21         become an integral part of the community.
22              Connections, roads, trails, et cetera, to
23         other districts, such as Hyatt Creek area and
24         to the large mountain tracts at the end of
25         Plott Creek are also important and must be
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 1         considered as the area develops.
 2              The future land use map in the Town of
 3         Waynesville 2020 Land Development Plan
 4         identifies the Plott Creek NR District as
 5         medium to high density.
 6              This designation meets that Land Use Plan
 7         objective to, quote, limit urban sprawl through
 8         the establishment of a planned growth area for
 9         the Town of Waynesville.  And that is from our
10         Land Use Plan page -- chapter four, that is
11         part three.  And the idea is that growth should
12         be limited to within the Town's Urban Services
13         Boundary.
14              This project also meets the goal to,
15         quote, provide an attractive range of housing
16         opportunities and neighborhoods for all
17         residents of Waynesville.  And to, quote,
18         encourage a variety of housing types for
19         various incomes, age and ethnic groups
20         throughout the planning area promoting housing
21         alternatives in addition to traditional single
22         and multi-family dwelling options.
23              The project will also, quote, provide
24         pedestrian access in conjunction with new
25         developments and connect to the planned
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 1         sidewalk linking Hazelwood Elementary and
 2         downtown Hazelwood which meets the goals of the
 3         2010 Comprehensive Pedestrian plan.
 4              Proposed development compliance.
 5              So I'm going to start in on chapter two
 6         which are the dimensional standards.
 7              The PC-NR District permits a maximum
 8         density of 10 units per acre.  With a total
 9         acreage of 41.15 acres on the site, this
10         standard is met with a density of five units
11         per acre.
12              The total area of the proposed development
13         area, however, is just under half of the site,
14         and the density standard is also met for just
15         the project area at 10 units per acre.
16              The proposed buildings meet all required
17         setbacks from the fronting thoroughfare and
18         from property lines, which is ten foot minimum
19         front, 10 foot minimum side, and six foot
20         minimum rear.
21              The closest building to the Plott Creek
22         roadway is the clubhouse which is located 25
23         feet from the back edge of the proposed
24         sidewalk.
25              The closest multi-family buildings to
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 1         Plott Creek Road are building number one and
 2         building number four, which is 309 feet and 308
 3         feet from the roadway respectively.
 4              The closest multi-family building to a
 5         side boundary is building number five which is
 6         fifteen feet from the side boundary of one
 7         corner.
 8              The other buildings range from 30 to 50
 9         feet from the side boundary lines.
10              Actually there is one that is also less
11         than 30, but greater than 15, probably about
12         20.
13              The proposed residential buildings front
14         along the parking and vehicular use areas.  On
15         these frontages the building heights are two
16         and three stories which meet the dimensional
17         standard for PC-NR which is given as three
18         stories.
19              Along the rear frontages of the buildings,
20         number six and number eight, these however in
21         making up about 50 percent of those building
22         floor space there is a fourth story below grade
23         at the buildings' rear.
24              Section 4.4, Measurement of Height in the
25         LDS states the following regarding how building
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 1         height is measured.
 2              A story is a habitable level within a
 3         building of no more than 14 feet in height from
 4         finished floor to finished ceiling.
 5              Excuse me.  A story is a habitable level
 6         within a building of no more than 14 feet in
 7         height from finished floor to finished ceiling.
 8              Unoccupied attics less than seven feet in
 9         height and raised basements less than six feet
10         in height as measured from the average grade of
11         the fronting sidewalk are not considered
12         stories for the purposes of determining
13         building height.
14              A mezzanine shall be considered a story if
15         it is contiguous with at least 60 percent of
16         the building's front facade, and is designed to
17         be occupiable, and maintains an average depth
18         of at least 16 feet.
19              A penthouse shall be considered a story if
20         it exceeds one-third of the area of the roof.
21         The under-roof area with the dormers does not
22         count as a story.
23              The dimensional height standards.
24              And I will point you to sort of a diagram
25         in the ordinance that shows that the building
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 1         height is measured from the highest ground
 2         level at the structure's foundation to the top
 3         of the peaked roof.  Where a specific dimension
 4         in used in the calculation of height it shall
 5         be measured from the highest ground level at
 6         the structure foundation to the highest point
 7         of the structure excluding chimneys and
 8         antennas.
 9              The height limitations of this ordinance
10         shall not apply to church spires, belfries,
11         cupolas, and domes not intended for occupancy,
12         monuments, water towers, mechanical penthouses
13         (provided they are set back 20 feet from the
14         front elevation,) observation towers,
15         transmission towers, chimneys, smokestacks,
16         conveyors, flagpoles, masts and antennas
17         (provided evidence from appropriate authorities
18         is submitted to the effect that such building
19         or buildings will not interfere with any
20         airport zones or flight patterns.)
21              So going back to building number six and
22         number eight, they meet the height standards at
23         their front, at the highest ground level at the
24         structure's foundation which is three stories
25         with each story being less than 14 feet, plus
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 1         the 16 feet to the rooflines at their highest
 2         points.
 3              The buildings then follow the grade
 4         downward creating a partial bottom floor or
 5         fourth story that is below the front grade.
 6         Staff submits that the stories below the
 7         highest grade do not count toward the building
 8         height maximums, but request Planning Board
 9         concurrence or feedback on that interpretation
10         because we honestly just haven't had a lot of
11         development like this.
12              In regards to subsection 5.8,
13         House/Townhouse/Apartment/Residual Building
14         Design Standards.
15              Building shall have sloped roofs.  All
16         rooftop equipment shall be screened from view
17         from the public right-of-way.  And we believe
18         these standards are met.
19              Part two:  To provide privacy, all
20         residential entrances within 25 feet of the
21         interior sidewalk shall be raised from the
22         finished grade at the building line a minimum
23         1.5 feet from proposed buildings located within
24         25 feet with of the fronting sidewalk, the
25         grade entrances will have to rise to
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 1         one-and-a-half feet and elevations would have
 2         to be verified with the construction documents.
 3              Section 5.8.4E states that all garages
 4         with more than two bays shall be turned such
 5         that no more than two bays are visible from the
 6         street.
 7              Since the interior vehicular use areas are
 8         not considered streets, this standard also does
 9         not apply.
10              All the garages are located in the
11         interior of the development and are within the
12         parking lots.
13              Primary elevations and elevations facing a
14         public street or open space shall use at least
15         five of the following architectural features on
16         all elevations as appropriate for the proposed
17         building type and style.
18              And it also adds that these may vary
19         features on rear, side, and front elevations.
20              And the list goes:  Dormers; gables;
21         recessed entries; covered porches or stoop
22         entries; cupolas or towers; pillars or posts;
23         eaves, minimal 10-inch projection which may
24         include gutter; off-sets in building face or a
25         roof which are minimum of 16 inches; window
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 1         trim a minimum of four inches; bay windows;
 2         balconies; decorative patterns on exterior
 3         finish, (e.g, scales/shingles, wainscoting,
 4         ornamentation, and similar features.
 5              The proposed primary elevations of the
 6         residential buildings, although not fronting a
 7         public street, incorporate:  Gables, recessed
 8         entries, cupolas, eaves, window trim, and
 9         balconies.
10              The clubhouse has a side facade along
11         Plott Creek Road that includes a covered porch
12         with pillars, window trim, and a decorative
13         pattern on the exterior finish of brick and
14         wood, meeting the design guidelines.
15              According to the Land Development
16         Standards, building walls shall be primarily
17         clad in wood clapboard, cementitious
18         fiberboard, wood shingle, wood drop siding,
19         primed board, wood board and batten, brick,
20         stone, stucco, or synthetic materials similar
21         and/or superior in appearance and durability.
22              Vinyl can only be used on buildings that
23         are no closer than 20 feet from the next
24         closest building and that do not contain mixed
25         occupancy or multi-family dwelling units.
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 1              The proposed buildings are primarily clad
 2         in brick and board and batten siding.  The roof
 3         is clad in architectural shingles.  So the
 4         building material design standards are met.
 5              Chapter six, infrastructure.
 6              Water and sewer infrastructure is
 7         available to the site and has been reviewed and
 8         approved for capacity by the Town's water and
 9         sewer division to the number units and it
10         includes a sprinkling system for each building
11         for fire protection.
12              Utilities will be buried within the
13         development and all infrastructure must be
14         built to the Town of Waynesville's
15         specification manual and engineering standards.
16              I will also add that you have a letter
17         from our public services director, a statement
18         of that fact.
19              Also in chapter six:  Access driveway into
20         the development and parking areas are not part
21         of a plan or a proposed part of the Town's
22         street network, bicycle or greenway plan, or
23         any future thoroughfare plan, and will be
24         restricted by a gate.
25              The development is not designed for future
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 1         expansion or connection to adjacent tracts
 2         (however future connectivity if it is ever
 3         feasible, there is enough room on this site
 4         that that might be possible.  But it is not
 5         something that we are looking at today.
 6              Sidewalk is required and shown along
 7         frontage of Plott Creek Road.  This sidewalk
 8         will connect to an approved NCDOT sidewalk
 9         construction project from Hazelwood Avenue at
10         the bridge over Richland Creek to the property
11         line of the development.
12              The Town required the applicant to
13         complete a traffic impact analysis in order to
14         identify roadway capacity or improvement needs
15         that are necessary to accommodate the impact of
16         what is being proposed.
17              The TIA has been completed and shared with
18         the North Carolina Department of Transportation
19         to inform the design and approval requirements
20         of the NCDOT driveway permit.
21              The TIA indicates that no additional
22         traffic control measures or roadway
23         improvements are warranted based on the
24         existing level of service and capacity of Plott
25         Creek Road.
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 1              However, line-of-site distance, topography
 2         change and alignment of the access point with
 3         Will Hyatt Drive are issues that have been
 4         brought forward to NCDOT as concerns for the
 5         design to access as part of the NCDOT
 6         permitting process.
 7              Chapter seven, civic space.
 8              The development provides multiple areas of
 9         programmed civic space, including a proposed
10         village green of 0.8 acres, a playground of
11         0.11 acres, a dog park of 0.08 acres, and a
12         pool area of 0.1 acre.
13              The clubhouse itself will also provide
14         recreational and gathering space for residents,
15         but is not being counted as civic space in
16         terms of open area.
17              Additionally, the project provides for
18         20.96 acres of preserved woodland area for
19         passive recreational use on the upper half of
20         the property.  These areas are in addition to
21         required stream buffers, designated wetland
22         areas, and existing, wooded areas that are also
23         being preserved.
24              Chapter eight is landscaping.
25              Preservation of existing tree stands has
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 1         been provided and supplemented along the side
 2         yard where building eight comes within 20 feet
 3         of the side boundary.
 4              Shade trees within parking areas have been
 5         provided to comply with a 40-foot radius
 6         requirement of the ordinance.
 7              The parking lot adjacent to Plott Creek
 8         Road will have screening between the lot and
 9         the sidewalk.
10              Parking exceeds the Town standard of
11         one-and-a-half spaces per unit by providing 374
12         surface spaces and 18 garage spaces.  And 20
13         spaces of bicycle parking are also being
14         provided.  Parking lots and interior pedestrian
15         connectivity will be constructed to Town
16         standards.
17              Sidewalks throughout the interior parking
18         lot are shown on your plan.
19              We have also asked them for crosswalks at
20         existing places -- at existing crossing areas.
21              The driveway onto the Plott Creek Road
22         must be approved by NCDOT.  Sight visibility
23         and traffic movement as it impacts Plott Creek
24         Road at the intersection of Will Hyatt Drive
25         will have to be addressed as part of this NCDOT
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 1         approval of design.
 2              The entrance drive is approximately 450
 3         feet long into the first tier of parking lot,
 4         with an 18- to 20-foot paved surface, curb and
 5         gutter, and sidewalk along one side which ties
 6         into the internal pedestrian network with
 7         crosswalks.
 8              Let me go back up.
 9              The driveway into the clubhouse building
10         is less than 75 feet away from the intersection
11         with Plott Creek Road but is pulled back to the
12         greatest extent possible, which is 45 feet, in
13         order to avoid encroachment into a wetland
14         area.
15              The driveway location is also sited to
16         allow for left hand turns coming from within
17         the development into the clubhouse parking lot.
18              A reduction of driveway separation
19         distance up to 30 feet or 40 percent is being
20         requested.
21              And when the applicant gets up to present,
22         they have their traffic engineers with them.
23         And I would like to talk more about that.
24              Chapter ten, lighting.
25              A lighting plan would be required for
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 1         approval by the Town Engineer and must comply
 2         with the Town's design standards for the NR
 3         District.
 4              This will require cut-off lighting that is
 5         under 25 feet for parking areas and directed
 6         architectural lighting for the buildings and
 7         walkways.
 8              Chapter 12 are your environmental
 9         standards.
10              And I have put before you an engineering
11         statement of compliance with those
12         environmental standards.
13              But I would like to add that the area of
14         the property adjacent to Plott Creek is within
15         this Special Flood Hazard Area.  This is as we
16         would call it a hundred year floodplain.
17              A 140 to 150 foot area along Plott Creek
18         containing the required buffer and identified
19         wetlands has been preserved within the
20         floodplain.
21              All construction within the specified
22         hazard area must comply with the Flood Damage
23         Prevention Ordinance, including driveways,
24         parking lots, retaining walls and the buildings
25         that are actually within that 100 year
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 1         floodplain which are number one, number two,
 2         number three, number four, and garages A and B.
 3              Stream crossings are proposed as
 4         open-bottom culverts so as not to disturb
 5         stream beds, and the US Army Corps of Engineers
 6         will have to review and approve these
 7         structures.
 8              A Land Disturbance plan and permit will be
 9         required by the State of North Carolina
10         Department of Environmental Quality.
11              Upon approval of Master Plan, the
12         applicant will be required to submit an
13         engineered stormwater plan in compliance with
14         the Town design standards.  This is Chapter
15         12.5.7 under Land Development Standards.
16              The engineered plan will be reviewed by a
17         third-party engineering firm for compliance
18         with the ordinance.
19              A portion of the lot has a natural
20         elevation above 2,900 feet mean sea level.  The
21         average slope on the parcel is 21.86 percent,
22         however, which is below the 25 percent slope
23         which defines a steep slope area.  This is LDS
24         Chapter 12.6.2.
25              The highest and steepest portions of the
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 1         lot are in the undisturbed 20 acre area to the
 2         south rising.
 3              Project infrastructure.
 4              The project is adjacent to Plott Creek
 5         Road and opposite to Will Hyatt Road, both of
 6         which are maintained by the NCDOT.  The project
 7         is also approximately one-third of a mile from
 8         the Great Smoky Mountain Expressway, 23/74.
 9              The Town of Waynesville Public Services
10         Department has provided verification of water
11         and sewer capacity to serve the area.  And Duke
12         Power provides service within the Plott Creek
13         Valley area.
14              So surrounding land use zoning patterns
15         and character, project impact.
16              The property lies on the western boundary
17         of the Town of Waynesville's municipal
18         jurisdiction.  To the east along Plott Creek
19         Road are a single family home, the Hazelwood
20         Elementary School, and then the zoning changes
21         to Hazelwood Business District with commercial
22         uses of Blue Ridge Glass and Smoky Mountain
23         Indian Motorcycle retail, and then the 23/74
24         access ramps.
25              Across Plott Creek Road to the north are
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 1         single family homes and a townhome development
 2         along Will Hyatt Road that are part of the
 3         Eagles Nest Low Density District, and an
 4         unincorporated area of the county just to the
 5         north.
 6              To the south, the property rises to a
 7         ridge that abuts an existing mobile home park
 8         in the Chancery Lane subdivision.
 9              The land to the west is unincorporated and
10         within Haywood County's jurisdiction.  It is
11         primarily rural in character, consisting of
12         open land, woodland, and large estate lots.
13              The Town and Planning Board have received
14         feedback from neighbors up the valley
15         expressing concern that this development would
16         damage the area's rural character.
17              As the last lot from within the Town of
18         Waynesville's jurisdiction on Plott Creek Road,
19         its location within our urban services
20         boundary, and its proximity to the expressway
21         and downtown Hazelwood, staff submits that the
22         project is appropriate to the location and land
23         use within the Waynesville Land Use Plan.
24              Staff submits that the Planning Board has
25         enough evidence to find the project in
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 1         compliance with the Town's plans and
 2         ordinances, has adequate infrastructure and is
 3         consistent with the Town's planned growth as
 4         envisioned in the 2020 Comprehensive Land Use
 5         Plan.
 6              We believe that this will not be
 7         detrimental to the surrounding area.  The one
 8         concern that does stand out, however, is the
 9         safety of the driveway access onto Plott Creek
10         Road and the increase in traffic pattern along
11         Will Hyatt and Plott Creek, especially
12         considering the peak traffic generation in the
13         morning caused by Hazelwood Elementary.  These
14         are, however, NCDOT issues that the Town is
15         committed to working on cooperatively with
16         NCDOT into the future.
17              I don't know that the maps are actually
18         visible.  But I will advance so that it is cued
19         up for the applicant to go through their plan.
20              MR. McDOWELL:  Any questions for Elizabeth
21         at this time from the Board?
22              MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chair, may I briefly
23         consult with Ms. Teague?
24              MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.
25              (Whereupon, at which time there was an off
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 1              the record discussion.)
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  So we would like to go ahead
 3         and introduce into evidence the staff report I
 4         just provided to you formally.
 5              I would also like to introduce into
 6         evidence, which I will hand to our clerk, a
 7         picture of the posting that was placed on site,
 8         the notice of the public hearing that was
 9         mailed to adjacent properties, and then the
10         affidavit that a notice was run in the
11         newspaper.
12              That affidavit will be coming shortly.
13         But it ran in the last Friday and the Friday
14         before editions of the Mountaineer.
15              I'm happy to answer any additional
16         questions.
17              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I just wanted to ask
18         about the --
19              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, be sure to speak
20         into the microphone so that they can hear you.
21              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I wanted to ask about
22         the wetlands that are clear apparently in the
23         drive -- in the parking areas of the buildings.
24              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, if you go to the first
25         part of their application on their
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 1         environmental survey you can see that the
 2         wetlands are denoted with green.  It is hard to
 3         see here.  But we have provided hard copies.
 4              And the designated wetlands themselves are
 5         actually not immediately adjacent to that
 6         clubhouse area.  But they are keeping sort of a
 7         civic space area between the parking and the
 8         wetland and the creek.
 9              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I was specifically
10         talking about these in the middle or this
11         wetlands in the middle.
12              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.
13              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  That appears to be
14         where all the parking areas will be.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  It is not actually
16         wetlands.  That is a flood area into the
17         parking near floodplain, not wetlands area,
18         which is a different distinction.
19              You can find those along the actual banks
20         of the creek, I believe; is that right?
21              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
22              In the environmental survey that they are
23         showing the light blue indicates floodplain.
24         And then you can see sort of a thin green area
25         along the creek.  That is actually the
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 1         delineated wetlands.
 2              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I'm talking about
 3         that middle section.  It does not show that as
 4         being in a floodplain (indiscernible.)
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  So Marty is asking about the
 6         designated 2012 100-year plain.  And not every
 7         creek falls within the floodplain.  So let me
 8         see if I can pull it up and if it is visible.
 9              In this overhead it says Haywood County
10         2012 floodplain you will see the area of green
11         denoted as the hundred-year floodplain.
12              There are actually three parts of the
13         designated floodplain.  Green is the one --
14         What is shown as green is --
15              Are you having trouble finding it?
16              This is page 13 in your handout.
17              Green is what we call the hundred-year
18         floodplain.  Red is what is called the
19         floodway.  That is a non-encroachment area.
20         Yellow is what we call the five hundred year
21         floodplain.  That is a non-regulatory
22         floodplain.  But it is still projected for the
23         purpose of planning.
24              In the Plott Creek Valley all we have is a
25         hundred year floodplain that follows Plott
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 1         Creek itself.  It doesn't go up the
 2         tributaries.
 3              However, you are right in that there are
 4         some wetlands that are designated.  But they
 5         are outside of the floodplain.
 6              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  There are lots of
 7         restrictions for the wetlands.
 8              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.  They have to be
 9         designated and sort of shown off.  And they are
10         non-disturbance areas.
11              So when they go to the State environmental
12         quality for their grading permit they are going
13         to have to show in their plan that they will
14         not disturb those wetland areas.
15              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Even though that Site
16         Plan looks like that is where all the parking
17         is?
18              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, what I will do is let
19         the engineer show you because the Site Plan
20         actually -- It is hard to go from the
21         environmental survey to the Site Plan, I know.
22              But actually the Site Plan is designed to
23         avoid the wetlands and it doesn't touch those.
24              But that is a really good question for the
25         applicant to have them show you how that works.
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 1              Other questions for me?
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  Any other questions for
 3         Elizabeth?
 4              Thank you, Elizabeth.
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  Thank you.
 6              MR. SNEED:  Mr. Chair?
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes?
 8              MR. SNEED:  At this point before Elizabeth
 9         sits down do you want to allow the party with
10         standing the opportunity to ask her questions?
11              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.  If that is your
12         recommendation, absolutely.
13              MR. SNEED:  I believe that is why they
14         qualified.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.
16              MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, I know you are
17         excited to see me again.  I do have some
18         questions for Ms. Teague.
19              MR. McDOWELL:  And if you can definitely
20         speak into the microphone so they can hear you.
21              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  So I may need to be at
22         the captain's helm so they can hear it.
23              Can you tell me what constitutes the
24         application for this Board in terms of written
25         material?
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 1              I just want to be sure that I have the
 2         total application.
 3              MS. TEAGUE:  So in chapter 15, which is
 4         our administrative chapter, we have a table
 5         that tells us how different ordinances are
 6         processed.  That is Chapter 15.2.3.
 7              In that table it shows Site Plan design
 8         review as quasi-judicial that comes before the
 9         Planning Board.
10              If you turn to the section that reviews --
11         that is cited in the table for Site Plan
12         Review, that is section 15.8.2.
13              And the applicability for this ordinance
14         is because it is a multi-family development
15         with eight or units.
16              The process type again is quasi-judicial.
17         The pre-application procedure is that every
18         applicant for a Major Site Plan must meet with
19         the administrator in a conference prior to the
20         submittal of an application.
21              In this case before they made application
22         they met with what we call our technical review
23         team.  They met with them initially when they
24         had a concept plan and they were doing due
25         diligence for their property.
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 1              And then they also met with us again this
 2         past month.  I've forgotten the date.  But
 3         anyway the purpose of the conference is to
 4         provide clarification and assistance in the
 5         preparation and submission of plats for
 6         approval.
 7              It is recommended that the applicant
 8         provide a sketch plan to the administrator
 9         prior to or at the pre-application conference.
10              The provision of the sketch plan will
11         allow the administrator an opportunity to
12         review the proposal, et cetera.
13              Then to paragraph D to your question, the
14         required application information requires an
15         environmental survey, a master plan, and
16         building elevations for design review.
17              And these actually could be waived by the
18         administrator as appropriate.  And then it
19         further goes on to say that construction
20         documents shall be submitted after Planning
21         Board approval.
22              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So again in terms of
23         the hard copy, I just wanted to be sure I have
24         got everything.  There was a letter provided to
25         us of July 13th, 2018.
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 1              And it may be helpful because we were not
 2         privy to the packet that went to the Board.
 3         I'm looking at a letter of July 13th, 2018,
 4         William Ratchford for the developer describing
 5         his application.
 6              Is that part of the material that the
 7         Board received for the record?
 8              MS. TEAGUE:  It is, yes.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So this says --
10              MR. McDOWELL:  Elizabeth?
11              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes?
12              MR. McDOWELL:  I need a little
13         clarification on that because you are agreeing
14         to something that we are not seeing.
15              I believe that letter, was that a part of
16         the zoning or a part of this package?
17              MS. TEAGUE:  It is part of this packet.
18         It is the cover letter that came with their
19         environmental survey, master plan, and
20         elevations.
21              And I can't speak for Mr. Ratchford, he is
22         behind you, but we do not have an application
23         form.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.
25              Page 20.  Thank you.
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 1              That is what I was trying to get at and I
 2         couldn't find it in here.  Page 20.  Thank you.
 3              MR. JUSTUS:  And I believe I saw it
 4         looking through one of the slides here just so
 5         that we are all clear that we are on the same
 6         page.
 7              So then this attaches to the plans that
 8         have the environmental survey, the master plan,
 9         and the preliminary landscape plan and the
10         building elevations; is that right?
11              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
12              MR. JUSTUS:  Now, I did not --
13              You mentioned sewer and water.  So I did
14         not see in the materials there any sewer and
15         water utility plans.
16              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
17              MR. JUSTUS:  So was that part of the
18         application, the sewer and water utility plan?
19              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, no, it is not.  There
20         is a master plan which is the location of
21         buildings, environmental issues, and parking
22         lots.
23              The utility plan is something that we
24         actually require as part of a major subdivision
25         plan review.
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 1              If you go to the definition of a master
 2         plan in our ordinance --
 3              MR. JUSTUS:  Mr. Chairman, does everybody
 4         have a copy the zoning ordinance in front of
 5         you so I understand that you might be looking
 6         at the same thing I'm looking at?
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  We have got the entire
 8         zoning book.  So no we do not have an entire
 9         copy of that in front of each of us, no.
10              MS. TEAGUE:  So if I may, I will go ahead
11         and read what it says.  I'm reading from LDS
12         15.4.3, master plan requirements.
13              It is intended to provide a detailed
14         two-dimensional drawing that illustrates all of
15         the required site features including buildings,
16         parking areas, street locations, street
17         sections, rights of way, property lines and
18         setbacks, required or proposed water course
19         buffers, site landscaping and lighting (in
20         conceptual form) and all related development
21         calculations, (density, proposed building
22         areas, number of parking spaces, estimate
23         impervious surface) in sufficient detail to
24         show compliance with this ordinance.  Detailed
25         engineering drawings such as subsurface
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 1         utilities, (water and sewer) and on-site
 2         stormwater facilities are not required for
 3         Master Plans.
 4              All plans shall be submitted in a scale
 5         not less than 1 inch equals 50 feet.
 6              Ours were submitted in a scale of one inch
 7         to 40 feet.  So actually the requirements for
 8         the master plan were pretty specific.  And they
 9         are actually more conceptual than engineering.
10              However as I mentioned you have before you
11         an engineering statement that has been
12         submitted.  And the designer and engineer are
13         here so they can answer any questions.
14              MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, where in section
15         15.8.2 which deals with Site Plan criteria,
16         where does it use the term master plan?  Is
17         that in --
18              I see that in 15.4.3.
19              Is that where you are talking about?
20              MS. TEAGUE:  I'm looking a section 15.8.2,
21         Site Plan Design Review Major.
22              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So in section 6.11.3A
23         it deals with utilities.  It says there that
24         all development applications must be
25         accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to a
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 1         proposed method and system for water supply.
 2              Isn't that what that section says?
 3              MS. TEAGUE:  Which section are you on?
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  6.11.3.
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
 6              It says:  Water systems.
 7              All development applications must be
 8         accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to the
 9         proposed method and system of water supply.
10              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So where on the
11         material for that that the developer had turned
12         in as part of the application, where does it
13         say anything that would denote satisfactory
14         evidence of a proposed method and system of
15         water supply?
16              MS. TEAGUE:  What I would tell you is that
17         we don't require engineered drawings at this
18         stage.
19              However, we had the applicant meet with
20         our public works department and our water and
21         sewer service.  We also had them discuss water
22         access to this site.
23              And you will see in the materials a letter
24         from our public services director which says --
25              I will go ahead and read this.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  Can I get a copy of that?
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  Surely.
 3              I will just read from material and you can
 4         talk to the engineer after.
 5              We have a letter from July 26th from our
 6         public services director Dave Foster in re:
 7         Palisades of Plott Creek.
 8              Elizabeth, per our conversation, Public
 9         Services staff has reviewed the plans submitted
10         for the Palisades of Plott Creek project.
11         Based on the submitted plans, the Town can
12         serve the proposed development with both water
13         and sewer.
14              We have been in contact with the
15         developer, and are in the process of sorting
16         out the specific route of the future
17         connections.  All proposed infrastructure will
18         be installed and constructed to Town standards.
19         Please let me know if you need any additional
20         information, or if we can be of further
21         assistance.
22              MR. JUSTUS:  So do you know what the
23         proposed route for extension of water and sewer
24         is for this development?
25              MS. TEAGUE:  I do.  Initially it was going
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 1         to be coming through I believe Ms. Plott's
 2         property.
 3              She determined that she would not provide
 4         an easement.  So now they are looking at coming
 5         up the right-of-way of Plott Creek.
 6              MR. JUSTUS:  So you are saying that --
 7              Well, her property abuts Plott Creek.  So
 8         you are saying that there is a right-of-way
 9         that will afford them the opportunity to extend
10         water and sewer?
11              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct, at the DOT
12         right-of-way.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  What is the right-of-way at
14         Plott Creek?
15              MS. TEAGUE:  I believe you will have to
16         ask someone from DOT.
17              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, you were saying there
18         is right-of-way available to extend utilities.
19         So I'm simply trying to peel back the onion
20         there and ask you:  What is the right-of-way
21         for Plott Creek Road?
22              MS. TEAGUE:  And I'm going to tell you
23         that that is a DOT road and I don't have that
24         survey information.
25              MR. JUSTUS:  So how do you know then that
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 1         there has been satisfactory evidence of the
 2         ability to extend water and sewer to this
 3         project?
 4              MS. TEAGUE:  What I know is that our water
 5         and sewer department has been meeting with
 6         their engineer, that there are plans that they
 7         have been looking at and working together on
 8         that aren't part of this package.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, and let me just, since
10         you do not have it available, Mr. Chairman, it
11         does say, if I'm reading this correctly, that
12         all development applications must be
13         accompanied by satisfactory evidence as to the
14         proposed method and system of water.
15              That is what your --
16              MR. McDOWELL:  Can you tell me what you
17         are referencing one more time?
18              MR. JUSTUS:  6.11.3A.
19              MS. TEAGUE:  That is part of our general
20         standards.
21              MR. WINGATE:  I believe it is 6.11.  I
22         believe it is 6.11.
23              MR. JUSTUS:  It is actually 6.11.3A.
24              MS. TEAGUE:  I have it as 6.11.3.
25              MR. McDOWELL:  6.11.3.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  6.11.3.
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
 3              MR. JUSTUS:  And then the same for the
 4         sanitary sewer system, 6.11.4A, all development
 5         applications must be accompanied by
 6         satisfactory evidence as to the proposed method
 7         and system of sanitary sewer.  Correct?
 8              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  And then it is now --
10              Let me ask you, in terms of extension of
11         sewer, do you know if it will require a pump?
12              MS. TEAGUE:  We do not.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  You don't know or the
14         developer doesn't know or --
15              Your statement that you don't know, is it
16         that you don't know or --
17              MS. TEAGUE:  I do not know.
18              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  Fair enough.
19              I'll move on.
20              MS. TEAGUE:  And I would add that when we
21         say development approval, that is a wide range
22         of things.
23              And for us getting the planning and zoning
24         Board approval on a master plan is one step.
25         But then we also have engineering review and
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 1         building inspections and building permits that
 2         will have to be issued.
 3              In this particular process it does say
 4         pretty clearly, and again I am going to quote
 5         from Chapter 15. 4.3 under master plan,
 6         requirements that all plans --
 7              Excuse me.  That detailed engineering
 8         drawings such as subsurface utilities, water
 9         and sewer, and on-site stormwater facilities
10         are not required for master plans.
11              And that is in our administrative chapter
12         of the ordinance.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  So at this point in time your
14         public works director is not sure of how water
15         and sewer will be extended to the site; right?
16         That is what the letter says; right?
17              MS. TEAGUE:  I don't read that at all.
18              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  Well, if you
19         would look at the paragraph -- If you want to
20         pull it up on the screen for the audience, but
21         he did say that the route has not been
22         determined.
23              MS. TEAGUE:  What he says is based on the
24         submitted plans the Town can serve the proposed
25         development with both water and sewer.
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 1              We have been in contact with developer and
 2         are in the process of sorting out the specific
 3         route for the future connections.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So in terms of civic
 5         space, Ms. Teague, what is the required amount
 6         of civic space for this project according to
 7         the ordinance?
 8              MS. TEAGUE:  Again I will go ahead and
 9         quote from the ordinance.
10              This is chapter seven of the land
11         development standards.
12              Civic spaces as defined by this section as
13         distinct from those areas that are
14         environmentally significant and must be
15         otherwise protected from human transgression.
16              All dedicated land for required civic
17         spaces shall meet the criteria below.  And
18         there are various options and ideas for civic
19         space.  And there are different categories:
20         Park/greenway, a green, a square, a playground,
21         a community garden.
22              And it goes on to say that all civic
23         spaces shall be conveniently accessible to all
24         residents of the development and shall have at
25         least 60 feet of frontage on at least one
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 1         public street within the development.
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So according to this
 3         Site Plan that I have that everybody should be
 4         looking at, we should all have that, on the
 5         first page Site Plan it says under civic space,
 6         it says 2.1 acres is what is required by your
 7         ordinance, which I take it would be five
 8         percent of approximately 41 acres.
 9              Is that right?
10              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
11              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  And so then they
12         say that what has been provided is
13         approximately 1.13 acres civic space; right?
14              MS. TEAGUE:  That is what is shown on the
15         plan.  But you also have 20 acres of passive
16         civic space.
17              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  I wanted to ask you
18         about that.
19              So if you will turn to the section dealing
20         with civic space, which chapter would that be?
21              MS. TEAGUE:  It is chapter seven.
22              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So in chapter
23         seven what would woodland mean?  So basically
24         areas where you are not cutting trees, what
25         would that be classified as?  Is that a park?
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 1         What is that in terms of civic space?
 2              Because you have various labels for what
 3         you call civic space.  So which is it?  Is it a
 4         park?  Is it green space?  What is it?
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  So the section on parks and
 6         greenways talk about civic space as a natural
 7         preserve available for unstructured recreation.
 8         Its landscape shall consist of paths and
 9         trails, meadows, water bodies, woodlands and
10         open shelters, all natural -- naturally
11         disposed.
12              Parks can be linear following the
13         trajectory of natural corridors like a
14         greenway, and the minimum size should be four
15         acres.
16              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So let me ask you
17         this.  Is it your understanding that the
18         woodlands that are on this property are
19         available for all members of this public here
20         to use and enjoy?  They can go onto that
21         property and walk around, hang out, use and
22         enjoy that property; is that your
23         understanding?
24              MS. TEAGUE:  No.  It is my understanding
25         that those woodlands are for the residents of
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 1         the development.
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  So if you look at 7.2.6 I
 3         believe -- Actually 7.2.5C talks about parks.
 4         And doesn't it say right there, it says:
 5         Preservation of natural or cultural resources
 6         such as steep slopes, rock outcroppings, mature
 7         woodlands or water resources may also be
 8         counted towards passive recreation provided
 9         there is some method for public enjoyment and
10         appreciation of such resources.
11              Isn't that what that says?
12              MS. TEAGUE:  That is what it says.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  So you just admitted that all
14         the nice woodland property that they are not
15         cutting down, that is not available for public
16         enjoyment to use that property; right?
17              MS. TEAGUE:  Not as I understand it.
18              MR. JUSTUS:  So then how is it possible,
19         Ms. Teague, that for civic space calculations
20         you would count the woodland areas?
21              MS. TEAGUE:  Hold on.
22              MR. JUSTUS:  Because you would have to
23         admit that on the face of the application where
24         2.1 acres of civic space is required, they are
25         only showing a provision for 1.13 acres outside
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 1         of the woodlands.  Right?
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  Let me get to where you are.
 3              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just looking at the front
 4         page of the Site Plan.
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  What is your question?
 6              MR. JUSTUS:  So on the face of the Site
 7         Plan it says 2.1 acres of civic space is
 8         required.
 9              They are providing 1.13 acres outside of
10         this woodland area; right?
11              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
12              MR. JUSTUS:  So if you don't count the
13         woodland area, then they have not provided
14         enough civic space according to the ordinance.
15              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, there is also open
16         space that is not part of that calculation
17         along the area that is part of the plan, not
18         including the additional space.
19              And I'm afraid I cannot zoom in.  But if
20         you turn to the second part, I'm on page C101
21         of their application plan.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  C101?
23              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  At the bottom of the
25         description.
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 1              MS. TEAGUE:  And C102.
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  Pages 26 and 27.
 3              MS. TEAGUE:  There are some additional
 4         areas there available.
 5              And what I would like to do, Ms. Justus,
 6         is let the applicant defend their plan.  I'm
 7         not really working on their behalf.
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I would have to
 9         disagree with you, Ms. Teague.  With all due
10         respect, you got here and did a staff report
11         where you said -- a box was checked on
12         compliance with all of your development
13         standards.
14              And with all due respect, I'm just walking
15         through some of the development standards.  And
16         on the face of their own Site Plan they show
17         that they do not provide enough civic space on
18         the first page without counting the woodland
19         area which you admit is not public space.
20         Right?
21              And I can ask them.  But isn't that what
22         it says?
23              MS. TEAGUE:  I would like you to ask them
24         that question.
25              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  Because your
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 1         calculation of open space would essentially
 2         mean that any space between a building that is
 3         open is somehow a recreational area of what
 4         would otherwise be accounted for as part of the
 5         civic space; right?
 6              MS. TEAGUE:  No, that is not what I'm
 7         saying.
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, where is it on the Site
 9         Plan that when you are talking about these plan
10         sheets, where is it that you are talking about
11         meets the definition of civic space?
12              MS. TEAGUE:  You actually have it denoted.
13         You have highlighted here the pool, the green.
14         This is programmed civic space.
15              Here, this area here is not part of that
16         calculation.  That is passive civic space.
17              That is proposed outdoor shelter.  That is
18         also civic space.
19              You turn over and you have this area here
20         which they are appointing for the playground
21         and for the park.
22              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  And the reason I
23         highlighted that, I got out my calculator and I
24         add all that up.  And it added up to be only
25         the one point some odd acres that they show as
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 1         providing on the first page.
 2              So I only highlighted that to show that
 3         their math was right.
 4              So I will ask them about civic space.  But
 5         from -- If we don't count woodland you would
 6         have to agree they are not providing enough
 7         civic space based on what their plan shows;
 8         right?
 9              MS. TEAGUE:  I will not agree to that.
10         But we can disagree on that.
11              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So in terms of --
12              MS. TEAGUE:  And let's talk about your
13         definition of the word public.  What does that
14         mean to you?
15              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, public means that it is
16         available to the public to utilize.  That is
17         public.
18              If you are just talking about these
19         residents, then that would be private.  So that
20         is why I'm saying:  Do you have a definition of
21         public from the ordinance?
22              MS. TEAGUE:  So is it your interpretation
23         that all public space in any new development
24         has to be accessible to the whole public, not
25         just the residents?
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  It is my condition and
 2         contention, Mr. Chairman, that if you have
 3         civic space requirements that is a box you have
 4         to check.
 5              And if you want to use a woodland area to
 6         satisfy that, then it is supposed to be open to
 7         the public to use and enjoy because that is
 8         what your ordinance says.
 9              So we don't believe that they have met
10         that requirement.
11              But let me move on and ask more questions.
12         I know we are all riveted about civic space.
13              In terms of accessibility of civic space
14         there is a requirement that each residential
15         dwelling within the community have access so
16         that it is located within 1,320 feet of each
17         dwelling unit.  Is that right?
18              MS. TEAGUE:  It does say that no
19         residential unit --
20              This is chapter 7.2.2.  It's entitled:
21         Accessibility.
22              It says:  All civic spaces shall be
23         conveniently accessible to all residents of the
24         development and shall have at least 60 feet of
25         frontage on at least one public street within
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 1         the development.
 2              And then part B says that no residential
 3         unit within the development shall be further
 4         than a quarter mile from a civic space as
 5         defined above or other publicly-accessible park
 6         facility.
 7              MR. JUSTUS:  So as to that standard, that
 8         in order to count the civic space the space has
 9         to be within 1,320 feet of all the dwelling
10         units.
11              Did you -- So in terms of this dog park up
12         here and the proposed playground that is at the
13         far end of the development, have you measured
14         to see whether or not the units that are up by
15         Plott Creek Road are within 1,320 feet of that?
16              MS. TEAGUE:  So the units that are close
17         to Plott Creek Road have available civic space
18         close to them here, here, and here
19         (indicating.)
20              The units that are off further away from
21         Plott Creek Road have development -- have
22         access to civic space here and here
23         (indicating.)
24              MR. JUSTUS:  So is that answer yes to the
25         question?
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 1              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, this building is close
 2         to this one.  This building is close to that
 3         one.
 4              I don't think the intention of the
 5         ordinance here is that every single unit should
 6         be within 1,320 feet from every civic space.
 7              MR. JUSTUS:  So if you turn to section
 8         7.2.2B of the ordinance, it does provide --
 9              What does it say about accessibility?
10              MS. TEAGUE:  It says no residential unit
11         within a development shall be further than a
12         quarter mile from a civic space.
13              I interpret that as any civic space.
14              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So meaning to qualify
15         as a civic space you don't have to be within a
16         quarter mile of all the residential units?
17         That is your contention?
18              MS. TEAGUE:  Every residential unit does
19         not have to be within a quarter mile of every
20         civic space.
21              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  So there is a
22         requirement in your code that recreational
23         space or civic space that is active, there is a
24         requirement that 25 percent of what is
25         dedicated civic space be active recreational;
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 1         right?  That is in section 7.2.5C; correct?
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  What I would like to actually
 3         correct you on, looking at 7.2.4, which is
 4         usability, it talks about usability as being
 5         areas where the total land dedicated shall be
 6         located outside of special flood hazard,
 7         including the one-year floodplain.  All land
 8         dedicated shall be outside of wetlands within
 9         the area proposed for dedication.
10              And sufficient engineering data and/or
11         details shall be indicated to ensure compliance
12         with this section.
13              Then it goes on to minimum amenities.  And
14         that is chapter 7.2.5.  And is says that
15         required civic space shall be planned and
16         approved and useable by persons living nearby.
17              Improved shall mean cleared of brush and
18         debris and shall contain two or more of the
19         following enhancements:  Landscaping, walks or
20         pathways, fences, walls, utilities, irrigation,
21         fountains, ball fields and/or playground
22         equipment.
23              MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, if I could speed
24         this along a little bit, I was asking you to
25         look at 7.2.5C.
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 1              It says: At least 25 percent of the civic
 2         space shall be dedicated to active recreational
 3         purposes such as playgrounds, tennis courts,
 4         ball fields and volleyball courts; right?
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  Paragraph C says:  Minimum
 6         Amenities For Parks.
 7              At least 25 percent of a civic space land
 8         shall be dedicated to active recreation
 9         purposes such as playgrounds, tennis courts,
10         ball fields, volleyball courts.
11              The remainder of the park may be designed
12         for passive recreation purposes such as
13         walking, jogging, cycling, relaxation, et
14         cetera.
15              It goes on to say that preservation of
16         natural or cultural resources such as steep
17         slopes, rock outcroppings, mature woodlands or
18         water resources may also be counted towards
19         passive recreation provided there is some
20         method for public enjoyment and appreciation of
21         such resources.
22              MR. JUSTUS:  So my question is is at least
23         25 percent of the civic space of this project
24         dedicated to active recreation purposes such as
25         playgrounds, tennis courts, ball fields, and
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 1         volleyball fields?
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  We have a swimming pool, a
 3         playground, and a dog park.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  Is that 25 percent of the
 5         dedicated civic space?
 6              MS. TEAGUE:  Give me a minute and I will
 7         calculate it.
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.
 9              MS. TEAGUE:  If you would like to ask some
10         additional questions, this will take a minute.
11              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  I will ask
12         additional questions.
13              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, you will have to ask
14         somebody else while I do this.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  That's all right.  I'll ask
16         the engineer.
17              MS. TEAGUE:  Okay.
18              MR. JUSTUS:  So Ms. Teague, I will ask the
19         engineer for the calculations.  It is okay.
20         You don't --
21              Where are the street trees for the plans?
22         Are they within the plan itself?
23              MS. TEAGUE:  Did you bring the additional
24         landscape plan?
25              MR. JUSTUS:  So is it not part of the
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 1         application material that --
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  It is page 28.
 3              We have asked the developer to provide
 4         some additional landscape planning since their
 5         submittal.
 6              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.
 7              I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman.  Let me ask for
 8         the Site Plan and we will be done.
 9              MR. McDOWELL:  Quite all right.
10              MR. JUSTUS:  So section 12.5.7A.1 dealing
11         with stormwater, can you look at that?
12              MS. HAIN:  Can you repeat that number,
13         please?
14              MR. JUSTUS:  Section 12.5.7 capital A.1.
15              Reading from that section, Ms. Teague,
16         does it not say the stormwater drainage and
17         management plan and permit shall be required
18         with all development applications to which this
19         section applies?
20              Did I read that correctly?
21              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.  And it is required.
22              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
23              MS. TEAGUE:  And it will be provided as
24         part of the engineering documentation.
25              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it says it is required
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 1         with all development applications to which this
 2         section applies.
 3              So you would agree that a stormwater
 4         drainage and management plan is not part of the
 5         material that is provided at this time as part
 6         of this development application?
 7              MS. TEAGUE:  There is actually a letter
 8         that has been submitted today and the
 9         engineering team is here to address stormwater
10         plans.
11              All engineering including the stormwater
12         plan which has to be a detailed, engineered
13         study and design are submitted after master
14         plan approval according to chapter 15.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm just looking at
16         chapter 12.  And it does say that stormwater
17         drainage enhancement plan and permit shall be
18         required with all development applications to
19         which this section applies; right?  It does say
20         that?
21              Ms. Teague, it helps speed things along.
22         Does it not say that?
23              MS. TEAGUE:  It does say that.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
25              And then turning to 12.5.2, if you
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 1         wouldn't mind, which is applicability of
 2         stormwater management, it says, does it not,
 3         that the requirements of this section are
 4         applicable to all development and redevelopment
 5         within the Town limits in extraterritorial
 6         jurisdiction including, but not limited to Site
 7         Plan applications.  Right?
 8              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  And this is a Site Plan
10         application?
11              MS. TEAGUE:  It is part of one.
12              And I want to correct you on an assumption
13         you are making.  Because you are not a planner
14         you are an attorney and you are cherrypicking
15         from our ordinance.
16              When we look at the process, we have
17         multiple steps in any development plan
18         application.
19              In the case of a master plan process it
20         requires the Planning Board to approve a master
21         plan.  And the specifics of what the Planning
22         Board approves are provided in chapter 15.
23              Now, the fact that all the engineering is
24         not done is a specific part of that chapter 15
25         that says once the Planning Board approves it
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 1         for zoning, then the Town will continue to
 2         acquire other development requirements.
 3              When you go through this ordinance, you
 4         have to understand that there are multiple
 5         types of application procedures all with their
 6         own requirements.
 7              A stormwater plan is going to be required
 8         for any development.  But it doesn't
 9         necessarily have to happen at the very first
10         step.
11              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, Ms. Teague, I'm not
12         intending to cherrypick.  I'm just looking at
13         12.5.2 that says that this section dealing with
14         stormwater is applicable at the time of the
15         Site Plan application.
16              And so, that is what it says; right?
17              MS. TEAGUE:  It does.
18              MR. JUSTUS:  And so in terms of
19         opportunities, so Plott Creek where a lot of
20         this water will flow toward, you understand
21         Plott Creek, that is trout water; right?  Yes?
22         It is classified by the State as trout waters;
23         right?
24              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
25              MR. JUSTUS:  And do you understand that
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 1         that waters then flow down toward my client's
 2         property; right?  Did you know that?
 3              MS. TEAGUE:  I did.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  And so in terms of the
 5         opportunity to ask questions and get before a
 6         board to allow them to vet to see if the
 7         stormwater plans have been provided and to
 8         allow us the opportunity to have our own
 9         engineers here to ask questions so that we
10         actually have some skin in the game, it is
11         today.
12              And your ordinance says that such plan is
13         required with all development applications
14         which this section applies.  And it applies to
15         Site Plan application; right?
16              MS. TEAGUE:  Right.
17              And I would wager that the master plan is
18         one part of the application process.
19              MR. JUSTUS:  So where is it in the master
20         plan that it has with specificity needed to
21         satisfy the stormwater part?
22              MS. TEAGUE:  I'm going to again read from
23         chapter 15.4.3, Master Plan Requirements.
24              The Master Plan is intended to provide a
25         detailed, two-dimensional drawing that
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 1         illustrates all of the required site features
 2         including buildings, parking areas, street
 3         locations, street sections, right-of-way,
 4         property lines, et cetera.
 5              But I'm skipping ahead to where it says:
 6         Detailed engineering drawings such as
 7         subsurface utilities, e.g. water and sewer, and
 8         on-site stormwater facilities are not required
 9         for Master Plans.
10              Those are required once the Planning Board
11         does its vetting.  And then there is a whole
12         other process they have to go through to submit
13         an engineered plan that an engineer has to
14         review.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So let me ask you
16         that.
17              So the process later in the future is they
18         will address stormwater with a specific plan.
19         And that gets turned in to this Town; right?
20              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
21              MR. JUSTUS:  And what hearing or process
22         do property owners like my client have to vet
23         that, provide information that may appose that
24         plan?
25              MS. TEAGUE:  On a stormwater plan?
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  An engineered stormwater
 3         plan.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  Right.
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  It goes through an
 6         engineering review process.  And that is not
 7         necessarily a public process.
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  That's correct.  And that
 9         process is you wouldn't be notifying my client
10         when that later plan showed up; right?
11              MS. TEAGUE:  Right.
12              MR. JUSTUS:  And my client would not be
13         entitled to any process really relating to
14         being able to object to or provide evidence
15         relating to this plan; right?
16              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, the plans have to be
17         designed for compliance with the stormwater
18         guidelines that you are reading from.
19              And then that engineer's plans will be
20         reviewed by both the Town engineer and then we
21         are going to -- we are in the process of hiring
22         a third-party engineer to work on some of these
23         larger plans.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So in terms of
25         the projects, what are some of the sacred
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 1         criteria for built-upon areas as it relates to
 2         streams like Plott Creek?  How far do you have
 3         to stay away?
 4              MS. TEAGUE:  Thirty feet.  A built-upon
 5         area has to be 30 feet.
 6              And so there is a difference between
 7         buffer which is 25 feet.  And that is a
 8         vegetated undisturbed area.  And then
 9         built-upon area which is actually an area of
10         disturbance where you have solid features such
11         as parking lots or structures.
12              MR. JUSTUS:  Wouldn't a retaining wall be
13         a structure?
14              MS. TEAGUE:  It would.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  So when I look at --
16              Mr. Chairman, I'm looking at page three
17         that says master plan.
18              MR. McDOWELL:  Your numbers are different.
19              Page three?
20              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm only counting by
21         good old American math.  But it is C-101.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
23              MR. JUSTUS:  At least I'm hoping it is.
24         As I am understanding, the application has been
25         evolving.
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 1              So the retaining wall --
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  It is page 26 in your
 3         handout.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
 5              MR. JUSTUS:  So there is a retaining wall
 6         down here along Plott Creek, is there not, that
 7         runs around or by building four up by the
 8         parking lot for building one and two; right?
 9              MS. TEAGUE:  There is.
10              MR. JUSTUS:  So the way I look at the
11         minimum 30 feet, that retaining wall is inside
12         the minimum 30 feet where that line is.
13              MS. TEAGUE:  When I scaled it, I got past
14         30 feet.  But if it is wrong then we need to
15         make it correct.
16              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, actually isn't there a
17         little line that goes all the way past it even
18         on the -- just staring at it, it goes several
19         feet past where the retaining wall is.
20              Isn't that the line right there that even
21         has like an end point for that line right past
22         that retaining wall within the 30-foot
23         undisturbed buffer?  Right?
24              MS. TEAGUE:  It could be.
25              What we would need to do is get the
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 1         applicant to verify that distance.
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  So let's go to height.  I
 3         believe you asked of this Board to make a
 4         determination how to calculate height because
 5         you have not seen plans like the ones that have
 6         been presented that has this fourth story down
 7         on the ground here they show it.
 8              Did I hear you correct to say that?
 9              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
10              MR. JUSTUS:  So let me get your
11         understanding.  Because I wrote down on a piece
12         of paper what you said the height of the
13         buildings were.  You said the buildings range
14         from 46 feet to 59 feet high; right?
15              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
16              MR. JUSTUS:  Was that accounting for the
17         fourth story?
18              MS. TEAGUE:  It was counting from the
19         highest adjacent grade.
20              MR. JUSTUS:  So, Ms. Teague, yes or no?
21         Was it accounting for all four stories or just
22         three stories?
23              MS. TEAGUE:  It counts how we measure
24         building height which is from the highest
25         adjacent grade.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, I thought you
 2         asked the Chairman and the Board to help you
 3         with an interpretation of how to measure
 4         height.
 5              So my question really was:  Did you
 6         measure the height of all four stories; yes or
 7         no?
 8              MS. TEAGUE:  No.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  And in terms of
10         how you measure height, there is an
11         illustration in here in chapter five; am I
12         right?
13              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
14              MR. JUSTUS:  In case we are all looking at
15         this, what section is that?
16              Chapter four.
17              MS. TEAGUE:  It is quoted in your
18         development plan packet.  It is section 4.4.1.
19              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
20              So there is a drawing, an illustration
21         that has a building that appears where the
22         grade is sloping down, so you have a lower
23         grade at one end of the building and a higher
24         grade at the other end of the building.
25              Isn't that what that illustration is?
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 1              MS. TEAGUE:  It is.
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  And the measurement is from
 3         the lower end of the grade, not the higher end
 4         of the grade; right?
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  It is defined as the highest
 6         ground level at the structure's foundation.
 7              MR. JUSTUS:  Ms. Teague, you would have to
 8         admit that the drawing here is from that lowest
 9         part of the grade; right?
10              MS. TEAGUE:  It is actually from here,
11         from the highest ground level at the
12         structure's foundation.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  At the back of the building?
14              MR. McDOWELL:  At the front.
15              MS. TEAGUE:  This -- You are --
16              Mr. Justus, your copy is not --
17              Here is the most up to date version of
18         this ordinance.
19              MR. JUSTUS:  Oh, it looks like the grade
20         is reversed.
21              MS. TEAGUE:  I don't know what year you
22         are reading from, but this is the ordinance
23         that is online and that we are working from.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  Actually this is -- I did
25         pull this off line.
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 1              So is the --
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  But this is the drawing that
 3         matches the verbiage which says where a
 4         specific dimension is used in the calculation
 5         of height it shall be measured from the highest
 6         ground level at the structure foundation to the
 7         highest point of the structure excluding
 8         chimneys and antennas.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  So where is the structure
10         foundation in the nice prettier picture that
11         you have got?  Doesn't it go all the way from
12         the front to the back?
13              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, it is the highest
14         point.  So when you look at this, for example,
15         the cross section, it is this highest point.
16              And the way these buildings were designed,
17         this fourth floor is below the highest adjacent
18         grade.
19              MR. JUSTUS:  So if it was so clear then
20         what were you asking the Board for assistance
21         with?
22              MS. TEAGUE:  Well, when we bring in
23         something that is brand new, and this is a
24         pretty complex development, we want to make
25         sure that the Board understands and has an
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 1         opportunity to challenge our interpretation of
 2         the ordinance.
 3              I find this to be pretty clear.  But I
 4         also have a lot of faith in my Board to correct
 5         me when I'm wrong.
 6              MR. JUSTUS:  So it says the high ground
 7         level at the structure foundation?
 8              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  And you would have to admit
10         that in this drawing you have site elevation,
11         that all this fourth floor down here, this is
12         all elevation, right?  And you are just
13         measuring -- you are ignoring that foundation
14         to go up here and measure a foundation that is
15         over here to the left.  Is that right?
16              MS. TEAGUE:  Right.  Because I see this as
17         the highest adjacent grade.  Don't you?
18              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it sits pretty low,
19         that structure foundation.
20              So you are discounting the fact that down
21         below in this drawing the structure foundation
22         is also down there?
23              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
24              The foundation would encompass the entire
25         building.  So my interpretation would be that
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 1         the highest grade of the foundation is the
 2         highest point of the adjacent grade along the
 3         building wherever that may be.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  But this is a first in terms
 5         of interpreting?
 6              MS. TEAGUE:  With this ordinance; correct.
 7              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
 8              Those are the questions that I have for
 9         Ms. Teague.
10              Thank you.
11              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
12              Elizabeth, if you will stay.
13              We are going to take a break for just one
14         moment.  Our Board members are going to need a
15         bathroom break.
16              I will remind them that when you do go do
17         not discuss this.
18              Additionally, Elizabeth, I have a couple
19         of questions that I want to address to you.
20              Are you -- Does the Town ordinance allow
21         private gates?
22              MS. TEAGUE:  I did not see where it
23         prevented them; so yes.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  The reason being that I'm
25         asking that is that goes back to the question
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 1         of the interpretation of public space.
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  And I wanted to, if the
 4         Town allows that, to try to get clarification
 5         on one very well brought up subject of public
 6         space and the definition of public space.  And
 7         we might need some clarity on that.
 8              Obviously if the Town allows gates, but
 9         requires public space, then that is not an
10         interpretation in and of itself of whether that
11         space would be accessible and who can access
12         it.
13              If the Town doesn't permit that, that
14         presents another aspect.  So it is not
15         prohibitive, nor is it endorsed in the --
16              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
17              I did not see that as something being
18         clear in the ordinance.
19              The other issue, Patrick, because you are
20         bringing up a really good point is this issue
21         of is the civic space designed for the
22         residents.
23              And if you look at the civic space
24         ordinance it talks about uses of the residents.
25              Do we extrapolate that all civic space
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 1         within a development is public as the residents
 2         who live within that space or is all civic
 3         space in any development automatically -- does
 4         that always have to be available to the larger
 5         public.  And does, that really is really an
 6         interpretation that we should discuss here
 7         because I'm not sure how to quite handle that.
 8              (Board member comment off mike,
 9              indiscernible.)
10              MR. McDOWELL:  Actually I do want to at
11         this point --
12              Excuse me just a moment.
13              -- thank Mr. Justus for some of his
14         questions because those were good, quality
15         questions.
16              I appreciate the Board understanding that
17         right now they are in a very different position
18         than our normal aspect and you are not able to
19         interrupt and ask questions specifically at
20         this time.
21              Thank you for being patient on that as he
22         cross examines, which is his right.
23              Thank you.  And we will break for 10
24         minutes, please.
25              (Whereupon, at which time there was a
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 1              recess in the proceedings.)
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you very much.
 3              We will resume with our meeting and our
 4         procedure.
 5              If the applicant will come forward to
 6         present their case.
 7              MR. HORNIK:  Good evening, ladies and
 8         gentleman of the Board.  My name is Kevin
 9         Hornik.  I'm an attorney with the Brough Law
10         Firm.
11              MR. McDOWELL:  Would you raise that up a
12         bit, you are --
13              MR. HORNIK:  My name is Kevin.
14              Is that any better?
15              MR. McDOWELL:  No, it's not.
16              MS. TEAGUE:  You have to talk right into
17         it.
18              MR. HORNIK:  Does this work?  Is this any
19         better?
20              MR. McDOWELL:  A little bit.  Just try to
21         project a little bit.
22              COURT REPORTER:  Speak as loud as you can,
23         please.
24              MR. HORNIK:  Okay.  My name is Kevin
25         Hornik.  I'm an attorney with the Brough Law
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 1         Firm.  I'm here today on behalf of the
 2         applicant.
 3              In just a moment I'm going to turn the
 4         floor over to the applicant and let them
 5         present their presentation to you guys.  They
 6         will address kind of the substance and
 7         requirements of the ordinances and how their
 8         project meets them.
 9              But before we do that I would like to take
10         care of two kind of housekeeping matters.
11              First I would like to kind of make a
12         blanket objection to Mr. Justus and his
13         neighbors presenting evidence and participating
14         in this hearing as parties.
15              I do not believe that they have met or
16         presented evidence to show that they meet the
17         requirements of the North Carolina General
18         Statutes, Chapter 160A.393d which discusses
19         standing.
20              Nor have they shown sufficient evidence
21         that they meet the standards outlined in
22         various North Carolina Courts of Appeal cases
23         such as Charity v. Easner (phonetic.)
24              But I understand that we already kind of
25         let Pandora out of the box here so I'm not
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 1         going to fight you on that issue.
 2              Second, I would like to submit to the
 3         Board, and I have got a copy for the Clerk as
 4         well, but of the credentials of a couple of the
 5         witnesses that we will be presenting on behalf
 6         of its behalf today.
 7              We would like to go ahead and certify them
 8         as experts with the Board in their field.
 9              Primarily we will be hearing from Mr.
10         William Ratchford who is kind of the project
11         lead.  He is the vice president of Triangle
12         Real Estate of Gastonia and Southwood Realty
13         Company.  He is a licensed professional
14         engineer with over 15 years of experience in
15         his field and working directly with this
16         company.
17              Second you will likely hear evidence from
18         Mr. Jeff Ledford, also a professional engineer,
19         also works for both Triangle Real Estate and
20         Southwood.
21              Again certified or a licensed engineer.
22         He works primarily for this company developing
23         similar apartment complexes throughout the
24         state.
25              Third you will hear from Mr. Tom Jones who
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 1         is the owner and manager of WGLA Engineering.
 2         He has got 25 plus years of experience as a
 3         licensed engineer.  He has worked for both the
 4         North Carolina Department of Transportation and
 5         as a private engineering consultant.
 6              You will hear from Mr. Rick Merril who is
 7         a licensed real estate broker.  He has worked
 8         in this area for a number of years.  He has
 9         been involved in real estate transactions for
10         approaching 50 years.
11              You will also hear from Mr. Teague who is
12         a licensed engineer that works primarily with
13         traffic engineering.  And he is from right here
14         in Waynesville.
15              You also will also hear from Mr. Jason
16         Fulton who is a certified engineer intern who
17         also works for Mr. Teague.  He has got
18         significant experience in traffic engineering
19         as well as with environmental engineering.
20              And those will be kind of the primary
21         witnesses that will be putting on expert
22         testimony for you guys.
23              And if you would like I have a copy of
24         their qualifications both for the Chairman and
25         a copy for the clerk here.
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 1              Thank you.
 2              And so in order to expedite this process I
 3         would like to go ahead and ask that the Board
 4         certify these folks as experts.
 5              I am sure Mr. Justus would like to cross
 6         examine them as they present evidence which as
 7         you know is obviously his right.  But it
 8         appears as though --
 9              I was just looking at the qualification.
10              Okay.  So without further adieu, I will
11         turn the floor over to William Rachtford again
12         who is the project lead and kind of give you
13         guys a broad overview of their projects before
14         we get into kind of more technical and
15         substantive standards with each of the experts.
16              Thank you.
17              I'm sorry.  One more thing.  I have a
18         request from the applicant that we hold off of
19         cross examination until they have an
20         opportunity to present their presentation.
21              This way we are not chopping it up one
22         witness at a time.  We can present the entire
23         presentation and then allow Mr. Justus to come
24         back through and cross examine each witness.
25              MR. McDOWELL:  That is acceptable.
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 1              Thank you.
 2              MR. HORNIK:  Thank you.
 3              MR. RATCHFORD:  Just note Jeff Ledford is
 4         not a professional engineer so we he will not
 5         be speaking.
 6              Good evening.  My name is William
 7         Ratchford.  I'm vice president of Triangle Real
 8         Estate of Gastonia and Southwood Realty, the
 9         actual general contractor for this potential
10         job and developer for the companies.
11              Southwood Realty and Triangle Real Estate
12         of Gastonia are family owned companies started
13         in the 1960s and '70s by my grandfather and are
14         currently owned 50/50 between my father, Herman
15         A. Ratchford, Jr. and my uncle Dan Wilson
16         Ratchford.
17              Right now a description of our company,
18         right now we are currently the largest owner of
19         apartments in the Western North Carolina area
20         including Henderson and Buncombe Counties.
21              We have been here since 2001 when we built
22         our first complex Brittany Place.  All the
23         complexes in those counties that we own we have
24         built.
25              Our oldest property right now is going
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 1         through renovation.  And it is adding phase II.
 2         That was built in 2001 and it is Brittany
 3         Place.
 4              The site under review today is the
 5         Palisades at Plott Creek which would be a 200
 6         unit multi-grade apartment complex with initial
 7         rent starting at from 8 hundred to the 14
 8         hundreds.
 9              The complex is between -- the complexes'
10         sides, it will either be fully brick or Hardie
11         Board style siding on all sides.  Trex
12         balconies and 30 year architectural shingles.
13         We are debating between our typical vinyl use
14         rails for our deck rail and aluminum.
15              This is big aluminum I show to the Board.
16         As long as it holds up in our current new phase
17         in Hendersonville, as long it as holds up
18         during construction better we will use this
19         material.  But we are using the standard this
20         type of top.
21              This is aluminum rail.  And we are using
22         the additional add-on top decorative rail.
23              The interiors of the units are nine-foot
24         ceilings and are vaulted.  We have all wood
25         cabinets, crown molding, granite countertops.
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 1              I will submit to the Board our typical
 2         choice is granite and the cabinet door.
 3              And I have just handed the floor plans
 4         that -- There are six of the seven floor plans
 5         currently proposed to be used in this project.
 6         As you can see from the floor plans there is
 7         nothing shrunk.  You know, what some developers
 8         would tend to do is they shrink down their one
 9         bedrooms below 600 square feet.
10              All of our floor plans are well over 700
11         square feet, the one bedrooms.
12              The two bedrooms, a thousand one hundred
13         square feet.  Three bedrooms are in the 13
14         hundred and 14 hundred square footage.
15              The product we plan to build, it is
16         typical to our small town -- to the ones we
17         build in small towns and cater to the towns to
18         provide work force housing and price ranges
19         that typically support your teachers,
20         firefighters, policemen, or to start a career.
21         Maybe a person who can afford a house, but may
22         choose a lifestyle that they choose not to
23         maintain a yard.  Maybe possibly a family dream
24         home.  Somebody who is building their current
25         home and they need a place to stay until it
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 1         gets built.
 2              Our median household income of approved
 3         applicants in similar properties is over
 4         $40,000 in most areas.
 5              We do not build affordable housing
 6         directly.  But today's high-end housing should
 7         be able to become affordable in the next 30
 8         years as other projects are built.
 9              If your housing was built in the 1970s in
10         a town, it is too high.  There is not enough
11         housing currently in the town.
12              I show the average median sales price in
13         the first quarter of Haywood County is $203,700
14         compared to $185,000 in the first quarter of
15         2017 and $144,450 in 2015.
16              You are having a huge -- You are having a
17         huge price increase due to limited housing in
18         Haywood County.
19              For this project we have to answer the
20         typical -- the five questions that this Board
21         has to answer, the plan -- Number one:  Is the
22         plan consistent with the adopted plan and
23         policies of the town.
24              As Ms. Teague and the staff report, the
25         plan fits in with the adopted plans and
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 1         policies of the Town.
 2              The Town Land Development Standards
 3         clearly show that this area is meant to be
 4         built for medium and high density residential
 5         development.  Our proposed project will fit
 6         that standard.
 7              Further, the land development standards
 8         have already cleared allowing apartments as a
 9         building type in the PC-NR district for some
10         time.
11              After the Town's recent amendments to the
12         land development standard multi-family uses are
13         also allowed down here.
14              The Town's future land use plan also
15         states that this -- it is the policy of the
16         Town to provide an attractive range of housing
17         for the use for of the residents of
18         Waynesville.
19              There are a few apartments in this town.
20         And our project would help provide for options
21         for the Town's future use plan.
22              Number two states the plan complies with
23         all applicable requirements of the ordinance.
24              The plan meets and exceeds the Town
25         ordinance on construction.  Our building
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 1         permeability for the frontage requirements of
 2         the buildings is also exceeded at the back and
 3         sides of our apartment buildings.
 4              The requirement of open spaces and our
 5         density allows us to preserve over half the
 6         site as a natural preserve to keep the mountain
 7         beauty of the ridge the same.  And between --
 8         Tom Jones can help answer if any additional
 9         questions in that area.  I can say that the
10         preserved area in the back is not considered to
11         be gated, as well.
12              And they also have -- And it is not -- It
13         is not in the gated area.  You will have gates
14         of access.  But in the back area of the
15         property it is not gated all the way, too.
16              Number three, there is adequate
17         infrastructure, transportation, and utilities
18         to support the plan.
19              Oh, wait.  Let me go back to two.
20              Basements are allowed as in the diagram
21         4.41 of the code.
22              Our projects are showing that we are
23         building one-, two-story, three two-split
24         building and three-story three four-split
25         buildings.
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 1              From the front end -- From what is
 2         required of the front, our basements do not
 3         count as floors.
 4              Number three, there exists adequate
 5         infrastructure and transportation and utilities
 6         to support the plan as proposed.
 7              The Town has adequate capacity and sewer
 8         and will allow extention of the Town's sewer
 9         for this site.
10              This may allow future connectivity
11         depending on the neighboring elevations.  Plott
12         Creek Road has been reviewed by a traffic
13         study.  It is able to handle the loading.
14              The NCDOT is reviewing for the driveway
15         permit.  And the traffic consultants are here
16         to answer any questions.
17              The water has been approved for capacity
18         by the requirements as well by the Town.  We
19         will -- We have not submitted water and sewer
20         plans as stated by the code, we wait until
21         construction drawings.
22              Number four, the proposed plan conforms to
23         the character of the neighborhood.  It has
24         considered the location, type and height of the
25         buildings or structures and has the type and
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 1         the extent of landscaping on site.
 2              The proposed plan meets with the future
 3         use plan of Waynesville, but still meets the
 4         conditions of the day.
 5              The front of Plott Creek Road is a
 6         one-story office building that fits with one
 7         and two-story residences on the road.
 8              The larger buildings are in the back are
 9         in the same general vicinity from the roads as
10         some of Mr. Morgan's larger structures on the
11         side.
12              The back half of the lot is preserved to
13         keep the ridge view the same for future
14         generations to see.  The density of five units
15         an acre is consistent with a more rural
16         development than most complexes built in other
17         areas that can be well over 16 units an acre
18         in other municipalities.
19              The project is fully gated as it is a
20         community within a community.  But if
21         neighboring properties rebuild in the future we
22         will add additional access gates depending on
23         what develops.
24              In addition our landscape plan is
25         currently showing just our required trees for
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 1         the parking areas.  It is not showing -- It
 2         is --
 3              Additional plans will be used to help
 4         buffer additional lamp areas.  For example, we
 5         have already addressed linking our existing
 6         trees in preparation for preservation in the
 7         back to help create the buffer for Mr. Morgan's
 8         carriage house.
 9              And since this is quasi-judicial, you
10         know, if we agree that we will preserve the
11         view for Mr. Morgan in this meeting, you know,
12         we will have to.
13              What we have told Mr. Morgan is that we
14         would send him the landscape plan for him to
15         review the options.
16              And what we are saying with the land there
17         is -- these tree areas that are existing --
18              COURT REPORTER:  I am not able to hear
19         you.
20              MR. RATCHFORD:  I'm coming around.
21              We are talking about these additional --
22              MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chair, he is going to
23         have to speak into the microphone.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
25              Why don't you hand us that and we will
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 1         pass that down, identify --
 2              Just so if you will say that again and
 3         describe --
 4              MR. RATCHFORD:  So just so -- From the
 5         clumps of trees, the mature trees we will
 6         additionally -- We will additionally include
 7         those connected areas, though we have already
 8         agreed with Mr. Morgan that we would -- that we
 9         would do an on-site meeting.
10              The question on why we would not show
11         exactly what the access of potential storm
12         drainage that we may have trees in a couple
13         different ways to block it, but still provide
14         access.
15              Number five, the application will not
16         substantially injure the value of adjoining or
17         abutting properties.  It will not be
18         detrimental to the uses or development of
19         adjacent properties or other neighborhood uses.
20              We do not feel our property will really
21         devalue neighborhood properties.  The high-end
22         quality of our product, normally the price
23         tends to escalate neighborhood values when the
24         parcels go for sale.
25              We have Rick Merrill to speak about the
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 1         nature of land sales.
 2              The benefits for the Town of the
 3         apartments.  The apartments will provide
 4         private roads which are maintained by the
 5         development instead of the Town.
 6              Home and some townhome developments use
 7         city streets that have to be maintained by the
 8         city perpetually.  Traffic services are paid by
 9         the apartment complex.
10              A 200-unit community would be worth a
11         minimum of 22 million and could be up to 30
12         million based on estimates and what the final
13         pricing works out to be.
14              The Town has to have reasonably priced
15         options for entry level employees to come in
16         and start a profession.
17              How can a school attract new teachers
18         right now right out of school who have to find
19         a place to live?
20              The vantage point is a single family house
21         is very expensive to live in.  We have
22         residents in our community in Fletcher that
23         travel and work at Harrah's Cherokee Casino
24         now.  And that is driving through Waynesville
25         through Asheville traffic down to Fletcher.  It
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 1         is incredible.
 2              For this Town to supply typical jobs as
 3         they employ blue collar and white color
 4         employees and workers they have to have a place
 5         to live.
 6              Right now I'll have Tom Jones speak about
 7         the engineering of the structure.
 8              MR. JONES:  Good evening.  My name is Tom
 9         Jones.  I'm an engineer with WGLA Engineering.
10              I do have two partners, Will Buie and
11         Jared DeRidder.  And I appreciate you having us
12         here tonight.
13              Do you think we can get the screen maybe
14         to two pages back to C101?
15              First off let's do a little housekeeping
16         in terms of the documents that we submitted as
17         part of this application.
18              Your section 15.8.2, the Site Plan that is
19         under review major clearly outlines the
20         documents that we were supposed to send.  And I
21         think we did that as part of this process.
22         Those documents included the environmental
23         survey, the Master Plan, and building
24         elevations.
25              And then section eight specifically says
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 1         construction documents shall be submitted after
 2         Planning Board approval.
 3              So it is my position that even if we had
 4         construction drawings finished, which they are
 5         not, it would have been inappropriate to send
 6         them to the Town until we had gone through this
 7         process tonight.
 8              So I'm here to speak just a minute about
 9         the infrastructure and also give some
10         information that lead to what we will be
11         submitting with the construction documents and
12         just hopefully clarify any things that we are
13         unsure about the plan that has come up.
14              We have talked about the project
15         description, site location.  And it required a
16         minimum for -- Elizabeth, that I would like for
17         you all to have a copy of.  I think you may
18         already have a copy.  So we would enter that
19         into the meeting tonight.
20              Some of that is in that and I will add
21         some things here tonight that I thought of as
22         we have proceeded.
23              This is about a 40-acre site historically
24         used for agricultural purposes, although it is
25         currently zoned for medium to high residential
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 1         development as Elizabeth has outlined.  It is
 2         the PC-NR District.
 3              The front portion of the property is
 4         fairly general topography.  It says primarily
 5         former pasture and floodplain.  The rear of the
 6         property is generally wooded and steeper than
 7         the front portion.
 8              The average parcel slope for the entire 40
 9         acres including the rear portion is 21.86
10         percent which falls above the hillside
11         protection threshold for the Town of
12         Waynesville of 25 percent.  That is from 12.62.
13              We anticipate and as shown on the plan
14         that of the 20 acres including the portion of
15         the property higher than an elevation of 2,900
16         will not be disturbed and will remain in the
17         preservation area slash open space.
18              Streams, wetlands and buffers.  I think
19         the question has already been raised about the
20         wetlands of the middle property.  And I will
21         touch on that before I finish this piece.
22              The Site Plan is designed to minimize
23         potential impacts to streams and wetlands.  If
24         you notice --
25              You don't mind going back to that --
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 1              -- the green wetland in the middle, we
 2         have already asked about that.  I think Miss
 3         Marty asked about that.
 4              And there you go.
 5              So the plan does minimize stream
 6         crossings.  It crosses Plott Creek at one
 7         location.  It would have to cross to access the
 8         property.
 9              There is already an existing crossing near
10         that spot.  Also one of the purposes behind the
11         walls which Mr. Justus asked about the walls is
12         to make sure that the stream buffers can remain
13         intact.
14              Finally the right side of this page on
15         that C101, it is kind of hard to see.  Probably
16         the audience can't probably see the writing in
17         the middle.  There is a little arrow that
18         points to the existing wetland.
19              There is no question the developer does
20         get close to that one.  I think that is
21         building number five.  I can't see it right
22         here either.
23              But the goal of the project is to actually
24         not disturb any of the wetlands and to minimize
25         the stream impacts.
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 1              And the way we are going to minimize the
 2         stream impacts is by building headwalls on both
 3         sides of the crossing, by putting in large
 4         pipes which will be down at the bottom so the
 5         stream will not be directly pipes, it will be
 6         on the bottom, also building walls as necessary
 7         to retain buffers.
 8              Plott Creek is designated as a trout
 9         stream as was pointed out earlier.  But other
10         than the stream crossing locations a 25-foot
11         undisturbed buffer would be maintained along
12         Plott Creek and the unnamed tributaries on the
13         property.
14              The Site Plan doesn't ignore impacts to
15         the remaining wetlands.  And the streams will
16         not be directly impacted for reasons I have
17         already described.
18              If it does become necessary to impact
19         wetlands obviously the applicant will work with
20         the US Army Corps of Engineers and the State of
21         North Carolina to obtain permits when
22         appropriate.
23              And the plan does also include multiple
24         tree save areas, approximately 3.7 acres of
25         tree save areas.  And that is not even
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 1         including the 20 acres in the preservation
 2         area.
 3              The landscape for the project will include
 4         parking lot trees, buffers to adjacent
 5         properties as shown in the Site Plan and
 6         plantings around all of the buildings
 7         specifically and shown.
 8              The plantings specifically are not even
 9         shown yet.
10              While there are no apartments currently in
11         the PC-NR District, the over 20 acres of
12         preservation areas, buffers, and landscaping
13         speak to finally number four that you all are
14         having to consider tonight.  It shows the
15         project, in our opinion, does conform to the
16         character of the neighborhood.
17              One thing that has been touched on tonight
18         as well is these streams and wetlands are
19         floodplain.
20              A floodplain development permit will be
21         needed to -- or will need to be issued to grant
22         construction in the area of the project that is
23         designated a flood hazard area which is the
24         front part which is Plott Creek.
25              The Town requires that the buildings
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 1         including basement floors be elevated no more
 2         than the regulatory flood protection elevation
 3         as defined in section 17.4.
 4              The buildings for this project will be
 5         elevated to at least one foot above base flood
 6         elevation.
 7              Andrew Bick is a professional with
 8         Floodwater Engineering who has performed a
 9         preliminary study of potential impacts to
10         floodplains.
11              Based on the model, the crossing on Plott
12         Creek and fill for the project will not create
13         a rise in the base flood elevation of Plott
14         Creek.
15              Assuming approval of the Site Plan by the
16         Town, a study will be finalized and sent with
17         the application for a floodplain development
18         permit.
19              The other thing in the narrative, as
20         pointed out a minute ago, the construction
21         drawings or construction documents will be
22         submitted after Planning Board approval.
23         Assuming you all were to approve tonight, it
24         would be in the future.
25              But I think we have outlined the
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 1         strategies that we expect to employ with those
 2         plans.  Erosion control and stormwater.  The
 3         erosion control, of course the plan would be
 4         submitted to the State and to land quality.
 5              The design will be in accordance with the
 6         registered planning and zoning May 2013 or the
 7         latest edition.
 8              Use of temporary diversions will allow
 9         runoff within those tributaries to divert it to
10         temporary sediment basins.  Sediment intends to
11         be installed on the perimeter of the property
12         to protect the site from runoff for the tracts
13         that are leaving the site.
14              All storm drain elements will be
15         protected.  And the plans and calculations will
16         all have to be reviewed by the State.
17              In terms of stormwater management, you all
18         have a pretty detailed stormwater rule -- code.
19              Basically storm management, the best
20         management practices, BMPs they are called,
21         will be designed in accordance with the Town of
22         Waynesville ordinance, it is appendix A,
23         chapter 12.5.  All proposed stormwater
24         management systems will be designed to control
25         and treat runoff from the one-year one-hour
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 1         storm event as determined by NOAA data for the
 2         Town of Waynesville.
 3              The project will be designed such that
 4         most element peak runoff rate to the two-year,
 5         24-hour and 25-year, 24-hour storm event.
 6         Obviously that is redevelopment rate.  So there
 7         is a water quality component where you hold the
 8         water at least over time.  But there is also a
 9         peak -- peak continuation applying to the
10         stormwater rules.
11              Per 12.5.7 no one BMP, no one specific
12         best management practice will receive runoff
13         from an area greater than three acres unless
14         B&Ps are a series and basically connected.
15              We anticipate that the proposed BMPs for
16         this project will be subsurface chamber
17         systems.  And based on the amount of acreage
18         and your rules we expect there to be five or
19         six of those systems for this project.
20              All of that has not been designed yet.
21         These would be part of the construction
22         documents that will be submitted at a later
23         date to be reviewed and approved by a
24         third-party engineer which you all would hire.
25              I'll speak in just a moment about the
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 1         utilities.  We have kind of all hit around
 2         that.
 3              Water for the project already exists on
 4         Plott Creek Road.  The letter from your Town
 5         staff does indicate that water service is
 6         available to the site.
 7              Sewer, the lines would have to be
 8         extended.  There are two options.  I think that
 9         is why the Town staff didn't say that this is
10         how it would be.  Possibly either along Plott
11         Creek Road in the public right-of-way or
12         straight across the road in the Will Hyatt
13         direction.  So there are two different possible
14         routes for sewer, both in the public
15         right-of-way.
16              We do have a survey that shows the public
17         right-of-way.  I don't know the width at the
18         moment.  That will probably come out.
19              The driveway itself, and speaking to
20         Elizabeth's concern, has been passed on to the
21         DOT.  The Town staff and DOT both seem to
22         believe that the best location for the
23         connection point for the driveway is across
24         from Will Hyatt Road, from I guess just
25         general -- general safety standpoint, also that
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 1         road network.  You don't have this offset of
 2         intersections.  That being said, the driveway
 3         permit is a process with the DOT.  Plans have
 4         been submitted.
 5              One concern is sight distance.  But one
 6         way that that would be alleviated is that as
 7         part of this project a sidewalk will be
 8         constructed along Plott Creek Road.  And trees
 9         will be cleared to a point.
10              There will be trees in the northwest
11         corner.  But for a large portion of the
12         frontage those trees will be cleared to create
13         the sidewalk.  And they will make a greater
14         sidewalk along the road.
15              To that point this will increase the sight
16         distance such that 250 feet of stopping sight
17         distance will be available.  Two hundred fifty
18         feet is the required stopping sight distance
19         for 35 miles an hour required by the Green Book
20         of ASHTO which is the Association of State
21         Highway Transportation Officials.
22              But I still go back to that information
23         has been provided to DOT and we are working
24         with them to finally secure the permit.
25              Finally on the traffic issue a traffic
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 1         study was completed by Teague Engineering.  And
 2         we will have them come up next.
 3              DOT has been provided a copy of the
 4         traffic study as a part of looking at this
 5         driveway connection.  So they have all the
 6         pieces that are available.
 7              So at this time I will call Teague
 8         Engineering to speak about the findings of the
 9         traffic study.
10              MR. TEAGUE:  Good evening.  I'm Mark
11         Teague from Teague Engineering and Planning
12         which is right down the hill here.  Glad to be
13         here.
14              MR. McDOWELL:  Would you give your
15         address?
16              MR. TEAGUE:  It is 525 North Main Street.
17              I want to start out with a little bit a
18         review of traffic studies.  I have been doing
19         this for 25 years.  And there are all kinds of
20         misconceptions I see time after time.
21              Number one, a traffic study, you know, it
22         is an engineered document.  It is really a
23         planning document.  That is how DOT recognizes
24         it.
25              It is kind of a hollow plan of what you
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 1         believe -- how an engineer believes traffic may
 2         behave at a certain area.
 3              It is also not for existing traffic, per
 4         se.  It is for the site and the additional
 5         traffic from that site, how it will impact what
 6         is already out there.
 7              I have run in to dozens and dozens of
 8         traffic studies over the years where a
 9         situation may already be bad.  And the traffic
10         added could make it a lot worse or may not make
11         it much worse at all.  But it is the delta.  It
12         is the differential of the additional traffic
13         versus what is already out there.
14              The other misconception we get a lot is
15         the trips that are generated by a site.
16              For instance, this is a 200-unit apartment
17         complex.  I can't tell you how many times
18         people will tell me, well, that means there
19         will be 200 cars on the road every hour or
20         every day because everybody has a car.
21              That is not at all the case.  Trips are
22         generated -- They vary throughout the day.  And
23         what we look at is the worst hour of the day,
24         the peak hours.
25              Just like you do anything in life, you
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 1         look at the worse situation.  And with your
 2         kids, the worst thing that could happen with
 3         your kids, you plan for that and everything
 4         else is good.
 5              So we tend to look at it is a.m. worst
 6         hour and a p.m. worst hour.  But because
 7         traffic is distributed throughout the day, it
 8         is generally about 10 percent of your full-day
 9         traffic happens during the peak hours.
10              The peak hour rate is gathered from a
11         manual by the Institute of Transportation
12         Engineers, which is a federally recognized
13         federally published manual that we use.
14         Traffic engineers all over the world use that.
15         It gives a certain rate of how much traffic per
16         unit you can expect during a peak hour.
17              In this particular case with 200 units
18         during the a.m. period we are looking at 102
19         trips during the peak hour.  That is 82 coming
20         out and 20 going in.
21              During the p.m. peak hour 128 trips, 83
22         coming in.  That makes sense, people will be
23         coming home from work and 45 leaving.
24              To further validate these numbers we
25         actually counted a nearby apartment complex.
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 1         And the numbers we counted there were actually
 2         just a little bit less than this per unit.  So
 3         I feel very, very confident about these
 4         numbers.
 5              Once we add the traffic to the net worth
 6         of the site we look at what we call the level
 7         of service.  That is something we learned back
 8         in school, A going to F.  But all roads go
 9         through a cycle A to F every day.
10              Main Street, right here, last week we had
11         a full moon.  I'm sure it is below service F.
12         I was on vacation.  I didn't have a chance to
13         experience it this year.  But that is when
14         traffic is just crammed up.  You can't really
15         go.  There is just all kinds of congestion.
16              Level service A is maybe Main Street at
17         4:00 a.m. in the morning after the street has
18         been swept or something like that.  It is just
19         street.  You can do whatever you want to.  You
20         can walk in the middle of the road if you want
21         to.
22              Typically you want roads to operate at a
23         level of service D for the majority of the day.
24         That is kind of the sweet spot when you are
25         looking at building roads.
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 1              A road is that level service A for a long
 2         time during the day would be overbuilt.  I have
 3         seen that many times where there is just not
 4         enough traffic to even justify even having a
 5         road there.
 6              Roads that are level of service F for the
 7         majority of the day, maybe like I26 in
 8         Asheville, those are the roads where you say
 9         something has got to be done because it is not
10         supposed to be there.  Again you want that
11         sweet spot around the D.  But you know that a
12         road is going to be at A or F at some point
13         during the day.
14              So we took the traffic from this site.  We
15         added it to the existing traffic situation out
16         there.
17              Actually we did the background.  We added
18         to the background.  So we went in the future of
19         when this site is going to be built out.  We
20         said, okay, here is what traffic will be like,
21         natural growth.
22              And then we analyzed it at that point.  We
23         added the traffic.  We analyzed it again.  And
24         the threshold for the city is that -- or the
25         Town of Waynesville is that what we call the V
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 1         over C ratio, which is the volume to capacity
 2         can only increase by point one for that -- a
 3         ratio of point one for the peak hour.
 4              Every intersection we studied met that
 5         threshold.  So really according to this town
 6         CVOs, no mitigation is required from this site.
 7              I know safety has also come up with this
 8         site.  We got all the crash data from the last
 9         five years from the North Carolina DOT in the
10         general area of the site.  There has been one
11         crash, a run off the road crash.
12              Jason can get you the date if you need it.
13         That was on Will Hyatt Road.
14              Sight distance, we have already -- Tom
15         addressed that.  So sight distance would be
16         addressed through the DOT permitting process.
17              So that's it for me.
18              MR. McDOWELL:  Any questions?
19              MR. DYKES:  What is the existing volume to
20         capacity?
21              MR. TEAGUE:  The existing volume to
22         capacity?  Can you specify a certain approach
23         or a road or --
24              MR. DYKES:  On Plott Creek Road.
25              MR. TEAGUE:  On Plott Creek Road.
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 1              We will just do there at the Will Hyatt
 2         intersection.
 3              I have background.  I don't have the
 4         existing today.  I have background.  So again
 5         it is like two years from now if nothing hap --
 6         if this development did not happen it is 0.03
 7         for eastbound.  For westbound it is 0.03.  For
 8         Will Hyatt it is 0.07.
 9              MR. DYKES:  Thank you.
10              MR. McDOWELL:  I would like that traffic
11         study and the crash data that they have
12         provided to you to be entered into evidence
13         formally.
14              MR. MERRILL:  Good evening.
15              My name is Rick Merrill.  I'm a broker
16         with Beverly Hanks.  And this is the fourth
17         site that I have sold this company.
18              MR. McDOWELL:  Mr. Merrill, can you give
19         an address for the record, please?
20              MR. MERRILL:  512 North Main Street,
21         Hendersonville.
22              The purpose of my being up here tonight is
23         to try to put to rest any fears about the
24         diminishment of real estate value around a
25         project of this magnitude by these developers.
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 1              In the other four sites that I have sold
 2         them, those sites fully built out, and all the
 3         properties that adjoin those sites have gone up
 4         in value since the development of the
 5         apartments.
 6              And I can give you those addresses.  And I
 7         can give you the assessor's data to show
 8         exactly that.
 9              I would love to be able to do that for
10         Waynesville.  But your assessor does not keep
11         data any further back than 10 years.
12              And the last major project you had was
13         significantly longer than 10 years ago.  So
14         there is just no physical way for me to pull
15         that data and share it with you.
16              I will say they build a class A community.
17         And where they have -- the two sites that they
18         built in Hendersonville that I sold them are
19         near full all the time.  The two sites in
20         Buncombe that I sold them stay near full all
21         the time.
22              And if you Google "Apartments:
23         Waynesville," you won't find any.  That is how
24         badly they are needed.
25              Questions?
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have those documents
 2         to enter into evidence which you mentioned?
 3              MR. MERRILL:  Sure.
 4              This is Valentine Commons, this is in
 5         Hendersonville.  And then Palisades of
 6         Asheville.  And then Seasons in Cane Creek
 7         which is in Fletcher.  And then Haven in Enka
 8         Lake which is right near Biltmore Lake.
 9              Thank you.
10              MR. HORNIK:  Thank you, ladies and
11         gentlemen, for listening to our witnesses'
12         testimony.
13              That concludes our presentation at this
14         time unless the Board has specific questions
15         for our witnesses.
16              MR. McDOWELL:  Questions?
17              MR. HERMANN:  I have a question.  I have a
18         question for the developer.
19              Based on your market study, what
20         percentage of the residents do you anticipate
21         heading towards Cherokee or Sylva?
22              MR. RATCHFORD:  That has not been
23         something that we figured.
24              We hate to say it, but when we build a
25         complex through the equal housing, it is
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 1         whoever comes, whoever --
 2              We just looked at -- We just looked at the
 3         general -- We just looked at -- When you look
 4         at Vantage Point Apartments and you keep on
 5         looking through coastguard data, it is -- they
 6         never have anything available.
 7              And then we go -- Our complex the Haven at
 8         Enka Lake, it just opened in January.  258
 9         units, you know, east -- westbound.  The
10         complex is 258 units.  It is supposed to take a
11         year to fill up.  It is 94 -- 94.58 percent
12         leased today.  In less than seven months it is
13         full.
14              We took the Dilworth job a little further
15         closer to Asheville.  It filled up in
16         four-and-a-half months.
17              You don't have -- You know, we don't
18         ask -- You know, we ask in a blind study -- We
19         do have all our own application process, where
20         the people come from and credit.  But we can't
21         judge on that information.  We just know that
22         it is there, the need is there.
23              They can go -- You know, they could go to
24         Cherokee.  They could go to Cullowhee.  They
25         could be in town.
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 1              We can offer incentives.  We have offered
 2         incentives to the -- in the past at previous
 3         complexes to the -- to some of the -- to some
 4         of the preferred employers in town, maybe put a
 5         preferred employer for Haywood County Schools
 6         or do something like that to try to promote.
 7         But we can't --
 8              MR. WINGATE:  So you have offered
 9         concession rates in the past to teachers?
10              MR. RATCHFORD:  So like in Gaston County
11         we have a five percent -- a five percent
12         straight --
13              We own 18 properties in Gastonia, in
14         Gaston County.  And we do it for I think 8 or
15         10 of the properties; correct.
16              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, speak into the mike,
17         please.
18              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  A just out of
19         curiosity question.
20              I'm wanting to know, I see you have some
21         garages, but not for everyone.  So what is the
22         requirement or what does someone have to do to
23         get a garage?
24              MR. RATCHFORD:  Garages are first come
25         first serve.  There is a -- There is actually a
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 1         handicapped garage on site and actually the
 2         capability to have a handicapped garage on the
 3         end of each unit by cutting a wall as required
 4         by the ADA.
 5              They are sold separately.  Garages, we
 6         tend to put in somewhere around 10 percent
 7         garages.
 8              Too few, they are all full.  If there
 9         are -- you put too many of them you can't --
10         you have too many, the price, the market goes
11         down.
12              Basically on all of the complexes in
13         Asheville now most of our garages stay full.
14         Some, you know, properties have a waiting list.
15              But properties in Georgia and stuff like
16         that what we had were 15 and 20 percent
17         garages.  You can't rent them.  You can't rent
18         them.
19              Because of the mountains it is generally
20         less garages.  You just don't have that many
21         flat spaces.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  I have a question that
23         maybe Mr. Jones needs to answer.
24              There was on the drawings submitted on C11
25         where it does appear that the retaining wall
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 1         was inside the 30 foot margin that was brought
 2         up by Mr. Justus.
 3              MR. JONES:  Yes, sir.  Thank you for
 4         asking about that.  I meant to touch on a
 5         couple of those points that Mr. Justus brought
 6         out while I was up here.
 7              We do have a well within the 30-foot I
 8         guess you would call it setback from the
 9         built-upon area to the stream.
10              Although in the definitions the wall is
11         not listed at all.  So we are not clear that
12         that was not allowed.  And as a matter of fact,
13         the word structures doesn't show up either in
14         the definitions.
15              So if you are calling the wall a
16         structure, I'm not sure if that is allowed.  If
17         it is termed by Town staff after this for our
18         final construction drawings that indeed walls
19         cannot be in that 30-foot area then we would
20         have to move that back further.
21              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
22              Was there any other --
23              MR. JONES:  The other point I would like
24         to get into is the civic space just a little
25         bit.  I would like to clarify that in just a
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 1         moment.
 2              I think the position was that we were
 3         short on civic space essentially.  I wouldn't
 4         necessarily agree with that point as far as if
 5         you look at the project itself, of the 20 acres
 6         we are talking about developing here, if you
 7         are going to set aside a preservation area over
 8         20 acres, focus on this 20 acres of
 9         development.  Five percent of that is one acre
10         required of civic space.
11              Why should this project be -- Basically
12         you wouldn't want to incentivize having to
13         actually disturb more property to create these
14         civic spaces.  That feels counterproductive and
15         is really not in line with at all what we are
16         trying to do here tonight which is to preserve
17         as much of the property as possible.
18              The developer could go ahead and create
19         more civic space and grade that forest flat.
20         It just doesn't -- That just doesn't make
21         sense.
22              Basically if you focus on a 20-acre
23         portion, the developed part of the property,
24         there is no civic space.  There is over one
25         acre.
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 1              And what else was I going to say?
 2              Of that I guess what our contention was
 3         that 25 percent had to be these more active
 4         uses which it does have that .29 acres I
 5         believe from the pool, the dog park, and the
 6         playground so that we do meet that criteria on
 7         civic space.
 8              The other point a moment ago I was having
 9         a hard time thinking of was the density still
10         works for this project if you look at that 20
11         acres again.  We are at 10 units per acre,
12         which is allowable by code right now.  Even if
13         you say, okay, you can't use the 20-acre basis
14         on civic space because then the density is off,
15         that is actually not correct.
16              The density still works even if you focus
17         on the 20 acres.  So we believe we meet the
18         intent of the ordinance in terms of the civic
19         space by providing more than one acre
20         specifically related to this project area.
21              MS. HAIN:  Mr. Jones?
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, ma'am.  Mike, please.
23              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Mr. Jones, I think
24         you were the one who mentioned some buffering
25         for Mr. Morgan.
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 1              Can you explain that a little built?
 2              MR. JONES:  Sure.  This is in conjunction
 3         with the developer Mr. Ratchford and Mr.
 4         Ledford.  They met with Mr. Morgan.
 5              And if maybe you could take us like two
 6         pages forward to the landscaping, C103.
 7              There is a -- You kind of see the darker
 8         like trees look on the bottom right which is I
 9         guess the southwest portion of the property.
10              We are showing some buffering there.  We
11         are calling for a proposed 20-foot landscape
12         buffer.  That is basically in response to Mr.
13         Morgan and trying to buffer the park and the
14         residential areas.
15              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Okay.  That is all of
16         my questions then.
17              Thank you.
18              MS. HAIN:  So C102 we are talking about
19         this buffering here (indicating)?
20              MR. JONES:  What is happening along the --
21         There is basically we were able to preserve the
22         existing vegetation, not specific buffering
23         from the stream.  But we are able to show that
24         is preservation areas of the trees and maintain
25         the 25-foot stream buffer.
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 1              MS. HAIN:  Okay.  All right.
 2              And then one more which is a follow-up to
 3         a letter included in our packet that has some
 4         concerns about some standing oak trees.
 5              Are you familiar with that one?  Yes.
 6         That is page 19 for us.
 7                      (Indiscernible.)
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  Could you speak into the
 9         mike, please?
10              MS. HAIN:  Could you show me page 19,
11         Elizabeth?  She has a concern about some
12         existing oak trees.  I'm wondering if we could
13         locate those.
14              Elizabeth, do you know where they are?
15              MS. TEAGUE:  It is the sixth bullet.
16         Existing oak trees would come down.
17              MS. HAIN:  Anybody know where that is?  Is
18         there an existing forest?  (indiscernible.)
19              MR. JONES:  The environmental survey, the
20         first page of the C100 shows the wooded area.
21              MS. HAIN:  Okay.
22              MR. JONES:  I assume those are woodland
23         areas.  And saving those as possible with the
24         plan, I think that -- our goal requirement was
25         to minimize impacts on streams, minimize
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 1         impacts to wetlands, and also preserve the
 2         wooded areas to the greatest extent that we
 3         can.
 4              I'm not sure where those specific trees
 5         are.  The hope would be they are within the
 6         areas we can preserve.
 7              MS. HAIN:  Okay.  Thank you.
 8              MR. RATCHFORD:  Part of the issue when you
 9         are in the public is the Mountaineer posted our
10         concept plan.  A lot of times there has been a
11         lot of confusion between the concept plan and
12         the actual plan where the buildings were.
13              Now, the actual trees in the -- I have
14         talked to Mr. Morgan.  Besides the buffer that
15         is planted right there is included in those
16         existing plots of trees along that creek.  It
17         is connecting those trees with additional --
18         with additional smaller trees.
19              You are talking 40- 50-foot tall trees
20         that have large canopies.  And you can have a
21         smaller tree to help provide the buffer and
22         create --
23              And basically what it kind of creates for
24         Mr. Morgan is, you know, his carriage house
25         will overlook kind of at the -- that kind of
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 1         opening where the two creeks are.  And we are
 2         talking about connecting the trees along those
 3         lines.
 4              And the exception we had was if we had to
 5         have an access we may have to -- you know, we
 6         may have to move the trees in a -- you know,
 7         and stagger them so we can get around.
 8              But that was to provide buffering is what
 9         I had mentioned to him, if we continue the line
10         so he has a complete buffer.
11              MS. HAIN:  Okay.
12              MR. HERMANN:  One last question.
13              I think I want to address the traffic, the
14         traffic situation.  Particularly on Will Hyatt
15         and Eagles Nest.
16              Has there been a study as to the amount of
17         traffic that is going to travel that direction,
18         that intersection?
19              MR. TEAGUE:  So you --
20              Say that one more time?
21              MR. HERMANN:  Yes.  At Will Hyatt and
22         Eagles Nest, which is a rather hazardous
23         intersection.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  Eagles Nest?
25              MR. HERMANN:  Yes.
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 1              MR. FULTON:  The study was just done on
 2         Will Hyatt.
 3              MR. HERMANN:  That is the direction you
 4         would go with if you were heading towards
 5         Asheville and you could take a shortcut; yes,
 6         sir.
 7              MR. FULTON:  Right.
 8              We did not study the intersection there at
 9         Will Hyatt and Eagles Nest.  We did Will Hyatt
10         and Plott Creek.
11              MR. McDOWELL:  What did your study show as
12         an increased traffic count on Will Hyatt
13         generated by this?
14              MR. FULTON:  Obviously Will Hyatt is
15         currently used as a cut-through for a lot of
16         the school traffic currently going to Hazelwood
17         in the morning.
18              Existing we show 72 cars making a left on
19         Will Hyatt in the a.m. peak hour.
20              MR. HERMANN:  That is current, you said?
21              MR. FULTON:  That is correct.  That's
22         current.
23              When we grew the traffic to the horizon
24         year that increased by 5, so 77.  That is 2
25         growth rate.  And that is the a.m. peak hour.
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 1         That is one hour in the a.m. between 7:00 and
 2         9:00.
 3              In the a.m. the development shows to
 4         increase that by 10 cars.
 5              MR. HERMANN:  How many?
 6              MR. FULTON:  Ten additional cars on Will
 7         Hyatt Road.
 8              Sounds like we have some traffic engineers
 9         in the audience.
10              Let me clarify.  That is 10 traveling
11         towards the development.  There will be an
12         additional 25 cars coming out of the
13         development traveling on Will Hyatt in the
14         opposite direction.  So 35 total additional
15         cars on Will Hyatt.
16              MR. HERMANN:  And that is peak a.m?
17              MR. FULTON:  That's correct.
18              MR. HERMANN:  And peak p.m?
19              MR. FULTON:  So with peak p.m. the
20         distribution is a little bit different.  There
21         will be -- because of the direct route to the
22         apartment complex from 23, it shows 29 cars
23         coming to the development on Will Hyatt Road.
24         And that is additional.  And 9 going the other
25         way away from the development on Will Hyatt
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 1         Road.
 2              Obviously in the p.m. the school traffic
 3         does not play a role.  As the data collection
 4         showed, the peak hours for the school traffic
 5         are approximately 2:30 to 3:30.
 6              And side trip generation is based on trips
 7         that we know to occur between 4:00 and 6:00.
 8         So the -- That obviously does not interact with
 9         the school traffic at 3:30.
10              MR. McDOWELL:  So a clarification for
11         myself.  Both times you have expressed a peak
12         time period two hours.  And what you have
13         expressed was traffic count per hour.  So
14         during that span it will be double that.
15              MR. FULTON:  Yes.  Let me just clarify on
16         that.
17              So as part of the trip generation, ITE,
18         the standard is to count the traffic between
19         7:00 and 9:00 and 4:00 to 6:00 to identify the
20         peak hour that includes the most traffic in
21         that time.
22              Because studies have historically
23         continually shown that somewhere between 7:00
24         and 9:00 you are going to have the most cars on
25         the road and somewhere between 4:00 and 6:00
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 1         you are going to have the most cars on the road
 2         unless school traffic influences those numbers.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  Thank you.
 4              Any additional questions for the
 5         applicant?
 6              MR. DYKES:  When was that done.
 7              MR. FULTON:  January 23rd, 2018.
 8              MR. DYKES:  Thank you.
 9              MR. McDOWELL:  Any other questions for the
10         applicant before we move to cross examination?
11              MS. TEAGUE:  Mr. Ratchford?
12              MR. RATCHFORD:  Yes.
13              MS. TEAGUE:  Two questions.
14              MR. McDOWELL:  If you would come to the
15         microphone, please.
16              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, sir.
17              Two things I was hoping the applicant
18         could speak a little bit more on.
19              One is he mentioned the no-rise in the
20         flood study that they are doing.  And that
21         addresses some of the downstream impacts that
22         Mr. Justus mentioned.
23              So I would be interested in him explaining
24         what a no-rise study does and how that works
25         for you if you are interested.
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 1              And then secondly I would like Mr. Jones
 2         to talk more about the entrance to the
 3         clubhouse and its proximity to the --
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  So this is part of your
 5         cross examination?
 6              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, sir.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.  Thank you.
 8              Let me make sure that we are finished with
 9         our questions of the applicant.
10              So you have got those two questions as
11         part of your cross examination?
12              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, sir.  I was hoping they
13         could spend some more time explaining their
14         thinking on that design.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have some specific
16         questions for them on those?  You have
17         questioned him on that.  That is your cross
18         examination?
19              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.
20              Well, the first on the no-rise study, I
21         just think it would be helpful for the people
22         of the audience and this Board to talk about no
23         rise and how they are managing the floodplain,
24         and particularly the downstream properties.
25              Secondly --
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  Let's stick to the one
 2         question and let's see if we can get an answer
 3         to that as part of the cross examination.
 4              MS. TEAGUE:  All right.  Thank you.
 5              MR. JONES:  Okay.  The no-rise is a study
 6         performed by engineers.  Which there are a lot
 7         of engineers here tonight it seems like.
 8              But basically you model -- you replicate
 9         the model that FEMA and the US Army Corps of
10         Engineers uses for their floodplains,
11         specifically FEMA.  You model what is happening
12         now.  And if you can show -- get your model
13         working where it replicates, yes, these are the
14         flood elevations today, so you model that.
15              Then you put the proposed project into
16         that model and you see what would happen.  So
17         in this case like actually we did this
18         preliminarily, we had to make some
19         modifications to the plan such that there would
20         be no rise.
21              And that is the ultimate goal is that
22         after this project is built there will be no
23         change to the flood elevation upstream or
24         downstream for the property.  Basically you can
25         pass the hundred-year storm in just the same
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 1         way the property could have before.
 2              For instance --
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  Who certifies that?
 4              MR. JONES:  What's that?
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  Who certifies this no-rise?
 6              MR. JONES:  The engineer that does the
 7         study did the no rise and we submit it to the
 8         Town for review.
 9              And the Town typically I think does that
10         in-house.  But you all do your own review of
11         the study.  But basically it is based on the
12         models and certified by the engineer.
13              And for instance on this project the arch
14         pipe proposed for Plott Creek has a much larger
15         opening than the DOT's I guess it is call
16         related to Plott Creek or at Plott Creek right
17         now.
18              So this project should make things as good
19         or bad as they are today in terms of floodplain
20         elevations.
21              MS. TEAGUE:  The second concern I had in
22         my staff report is related to the distance of
23         the driveway to the clubhouse from the
24         intersection with Plott Creek Road.
25              The requirement in our district is for
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 1         driveways to be 75 feet away from
 2         intersections.  But the administrator, in this
 3         case the Planning Board that is acting as the
 4         administrator has the ability to grant up to a
 5         40 percent reduction in that distance for
 6         certain situations.
 7              Now, where we have done this before has
 8         been on very low volume roads.  But we are
 9         talking about a 200-unit development.
10              And so we asked the engineer if they could
11         move that driveway back away a little bit.  And
12         they could to get it to 45 feet away from Plott
13         Creek, which is just within that 40 percent
14         reduction that we are allowed to give.
15              But I would like more information on your
16         thinking about that because I am concerned, and
17         this goes back to the DOT permit, about
18         stacking, if someone is coming from Plott Creek
19         and they want to go to the clubhouse, is that
20         going to create sort a jam up on that
21         intersection.
22              And I do believe that if there were a stop
23         light that were put there that could address
24         that.  But of course that is a DOT decision.
25         That's their road and they determine where and
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 1         how stop lights are located.  So I think we
 2         have to grasp based on the TIA that a stop
 3         light won't go in there until traffic reaches a
 4         certain point that DOT decides it is warranted.
 5              So I think it is important that we address
 6         the distance of that driveway.
 7              MR. JONES:  I guess our first thought is
 8         we didn't really consider that a true driveway.
 9         We saw it more of a vehicle use area.  Even if
10         you go with that definition I think that we can
11         locate it, as Elizabeth said, five feet further
12         than shown currently on this plan.
13              The challenge is every foot we go further
14         away from that intersection we get more into
15         the floodplain and the stream and wetland areas
16         really on the other side.
17              The other thing is it does -- it changes
18         the angle of the parking a little bit such that
19         I don't believe we can maintain as much
20         tree-save area in the northwest corner with
21         that Plott residence.
22              So basically we have the constraint such
23         that 45 feet is the most we believe we could
24         get this parking.
25              The other option would be to try to
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 1         eliminate a couple of parking spaces which
 2         could be necessary to get that 45 -- We think
 3         we can get it with this amount of parking.
 4              I think with that we could also help
 5         clarifying how much that parking area is used
 6         on the project.  It is not a heavily used area.
 7         This may be used slightly more than some
 8         because of the length of the property.
 9              Many residents walk to the clubhouse.  Not
10         that many cars enter off of Plott Creek and go
11         straight to that parking area.
12              But basically it is the physical
13         constraints that keep us from being able to
14         locate it 75 feet from and intersection.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  Mr. Justus, do you wish to
16         cross examine?
17              MR. JUSTUS:  I do.
18              I can stand here.  I'll take you on first.
19         Okay.
20              Let's talk about this topic of this
21         driveway.
22              I picked up from Ms. Teague that she
23         certainly is acknowledging that the apartment
24         complex, the traffic associated with it is not
25         necessary low volume type of generated traffic.
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 1              Did you pick up on that?  Is that fair to
 2         say?
 3              MR. JONES:  I didn't pick up on that.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  If you all can share that
 5         mike a little bit so that the --
 6              MR. JUSTUS:  So looking at your option in
 7         the current design, the driveway for the
 8         clubhouse, how close is it to the right-of-way
 9         of Plott Creek Road?
10              MR. JONES:  I didn't measure to the
11         right-of-way.  But it measured about 40 feet I
12         believe from the edge of the road.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
14              MR. JONES:  The request by the Town is to
15         get to 75 if possible.  And 45 was the minimum
16         that it needed to meet.
17              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, actually the request of
18         the Town, I heard Ms. Teague having concern
19         about it being 45 feet.  So I didn't hear it
20         being her request.
21              And in terms of measurement, the
22         measurement is from the nearest edge of the
23         driveway to the intersection right-of-way.
24              Do you see that in the ordinance right
25         there, intersection right-of-way?
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 1              MR. JONES:  Okay.
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So my question
 3         again is:  What is the right-of-way from Plott
 4         Creek Road that would form the basis for your
 5         measurement of that driveway?
 6              MR. JONES:  I was able to determine it,
 7         but it not it is shown on the plan.
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  There are a lot
 9         of squiggly lines on there.  So tell me where
10         is it on this plan.  Is the right-of-way of
11         Plott Creek Road that you are certifying in
12         fact the right-of-way?
13              MR. JONES:  It would be the large black
14         line.  It has got a curved shape.  It is
15         parallel to Plott Creek Road.
16              MR. JUSTUS:  I thought you -- Did you
17         measure the driveway from that dark curved line
18         then?
19              MR. JONES:  I believe I measured the
20         driveway from the edge of the pavement.
21              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So what is the
22         distance from the dark line which your
23         ordinance says -- which the Town's ordinance
24         says where you weren't even supposed to measure
25         it from?  What is the distance from that dark
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 1         line to the driveway?
 2              MR. JONES:  I can estimate.  I don't have
 3         a measure for that precisely tonight.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it is less than 45
 5         feet; right?
 6              MR. JONES:  Yes.
 7              MR. JUSTUS:  So when you are talking about
 8         some angst about how close you need to be and
 9         how much separation, you don't have a design as
10         of yet for honoring at least the 45 feet from
11         that dark line in the driveway?  You don't have
12         an alternative design here tonight, do you?
13              MR. JONES:  I do not.
14              MR. JUSTUS:  Now, earlier you talked about
15         buildable area and the retaining wall.
16              Now, there is a definition, Mr. Chairman,
17         in section 17.4 of the ordinance, there is a
18         definition of building area.
19              Do you see that, Tom?
20              MR. JONES:  You mean built-upon area?
21              MR. JUSTUS:  Built-upon area, yes.
22              MR. JONES:  Yes, I see built-upon area.
23              MR. JUSTUS:  And it says that portion of
24         the development project that is covered by
25         impervious or partially impervious service.
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 1              Do you see that?
 2              MR. JONES:  Yes.
 3              MR. JUSTUS:  A retain wall would be
 4         impervious or partially impervious surface,
 5         wouldn't it?
 6              MR. JONES:  I'm not going to say yes to
 7         that because like for instance permeable
 8         pavement is considered permeable and it is
 9         similar material to a reattaining wall on that
10         basis.
11              MR. JUSTUS:  So are you saying then that
12         the retaining wall is going to be totally
13         pervious?
14              MR. JONES:  No, it would not be totally
15         pervious.
16              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So the built upon
17         area covers impervious or partially impervious.
18              So in order for the retaining wall to not
19         be built upon it would have to be totally
20         pervious?
21              MR. JONES:  I believe there is another
22         thing, they are like fences if you go back to
23         definitions.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, the definition, it does
25         not include examples; right?  It is a fence?
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 1              MR. JONES:  Totally impervious?
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  Are you asking me?
 3              MR. JONES:  Yes.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  Let's see.  A fence, when
 5         water hits it does it go through the fence?  It
 6         bounces off of fence.
 7              MR. JONES:  So partially impervious.  But
 8         they are allowed; right?
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  Not as -- It would be part of
10         the built-upon area.  You would have to be
11         totally pervious for it to be in a built-upon
12         area.
13              But the bottom line is, I think you said
14         you admitted that the retaining walls down here
15         at the bottom of the property within the 30
16         feet are supposed to be set aside and not be a
17         built-upon area; right?
18              MR. JONES:  Yes.
19              MR. JUSTUS:  And so you would have to go
20         back to the drawing board and redesign that
21         area in order to -- if retaining wall was part
22         of the built-upon area, you would have to
23         redesign that area; correct?
24              MR. JONES:  We would have to modify it.
25              MR. JUSTUS:  That is redesign by
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 1         modification; right?
 2              Let's just move on.
 3              All right.  In terms of the building --
 4         And now the two buildings that I believe are
 5         four stories are the ones at the top, right,
 6         that are nearest my client Thom Morgan's
 7         property; right?
 8              MR. JONES:  Yes.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  So those are buildings
10         six and eight; is that right?  Or seven and
11         eight?  No, it is six and eight.  All right.
12              So eight, the one that is right next to
13         Stone Haven Farm, that is Thom Morgan's
14         property, that is proposed as a four-story
15         building; right?
16              MR. JONES:  I think by the Town's
17         definition it is a three story building with a
18         basement supporting the back.
19              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I would like to ask
20         you about that.
21              You are intending for people to live in
22         that story that is the lowest level; right?
23              MR. JONES:  Yes.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  And the definition of story
25         is inhabitable space; right?
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 1              MR. JONES:  I believe that is correct.
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  And the basement is not
 3         necessarily the habitable space, is it?
 4              MR. JONES:  If you go to I believe it is
 5         4.4.1, there is a drawing that shows a basement
 6         story.  That is the intent of these two
 7         buildings.
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, in terms of intent of
 9         the two buildings, the lower level is a
10         habitable space.  You just happen to call it a
11         basement; right?
12              MR. JONES:  It is a habitable space that
13         appears to meet the code as to a basement
14         story.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  You heard Ms. Teague say that
16         she hadn't really visited this kind of question
17         before.
18              So in terms of ultimately the definition
19         of story, and you would agree that for this
20         district you are only limited to having three
21         stories; right?
22              MR. JONES:  Yes, as measured from the
23         parking area.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it says on your Site
25         Plan and of course that is consistent with the
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 1         ordinance it says that the limitation is
 2         instead of height it just says three stories is
 3         the maximum building height; right?
 4              MR. JONES:  Yes, for the front of the
 5         building.
 6              MR. JUSTUS:  You keep saying from the
 7         building.  A story is a habitable level within
 8         a building of no more than 14 feet in height
 9         from finished floor to finished ceiling.
10              Do you see that?
11              MR. JONES:  Yes.
12              MR. JUSTUS:  And then it goes on to talk
13         about unoccupied habitus.  Do you see that as
14         an example of something that is not a story?
15              MR. JONES:  I can read, yes.
16              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  And then right within
17         that same section of unoccupied it talks about
18         basements?
19              MR. JONES:  Yes.
20              MR. JUSTUS:  So in terms of the definition
21         of story, it is habitable levels of the
22         building; right?
23              MR. JONES:  Yes.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  And you have four stories
25         right next to my client's property of habitable
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 1         space?
 2              MR. JONES:  Including the basement story,
 3         yes.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.
 5            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 6              MR. JONES:  Right.  But the building
 7         height is measured from the front of the
 8         street.  That is the parking lot.  Three
 9         stories are allowed there.  And the drawing in
10         the picture shows 4.11 a basement story.
11              MR. JUSTUS:  You know, I was right about
12         that.  My picture was not as nice as Ms.
13         Teague's.
14              But there is no height standard in the
15         code.  If you look, everyone, at section 2.4
16         for building height, it is not measured by 50
17         feet or 45 feet.  The building height is
18         measured by stories.  It says that your
19         building cannot exceed three stories; right?
20              MR. JONES:  We believe we can meet the
21         code based on the definition.  So what was --
22              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
23              So tell me where -- You can use any of
24         your drawings.  Where is the availability of
25         water for this project?
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 1              MR. JONES:  Availability of water?
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  Where is water?  Where
 3         would you have to get water from and bring it
 4         to the property?
 5              MR. JONES:  Well, starting again the
 6         detail stuff that is not part of the
 7         application package.
 8              But water is along Plott Creek Road.  I
 9         can't remember off the top of my head if it is
10         on the north side or the south side.
11              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, how far is it?
12              MR. JONES:  It runs from Plott Creek Road.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  I know.
14              How far from the project is public water?
15              MR. JONES:  It runs across the project.
16              MR. JUSTUS:  Is it right across the
17         project?
18              MR. JONES:  It is literally along the
19         road.  I don't remember which side of the road
20         it is on.
21              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  I just wanted to know
22         that.
23              You said there is a public water line that
24         runs right in front of the project?
25              MR. JONES:  Yes.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  Now sewer, how far is it that
 2         public sewer is?
 3              MR. JONES:  I don't have a number for you.
 4         It is several hundred feet.
 5              MR. JUSTUS:  Several hundred feet?
 6              MR. JONES:  To the east.
 7              MR. JUSTUS:  So is that down by the
 8         school?
 9              MR. JONES:  It is this side of the school.
10              MR. JUSTUS:  So several hundred feet.
11              So you would have to --
12              What plans do you have as part of this
13         application that there is adequate sewer
14         infrastructure available at this property?
15              MR. JONES:  It is not there yet.  It would
16         have to be extended to get to the property in
17         terms of the sewer.
18              MR. JUSTUS:  Have you examined what the
19         right-of-way is with the Department of
20         Transportation as it relates to the utilities?
21         Have you examined the right-of-way?
22              MR. JONES:  I have looked at the
23         right-of-way.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  You have seen the
25         right-of-way agreements?
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 1              MR. JONES:  I have not seen the
 2         right-of-way agreements.  I have seen our
 3         survey.  You can look at the page for the DOT
 4         part of the right-of-way.
 5              MR. JUSTUS:  I asked you:  Have you looked
 6         at the right-of-way to see what rights the
 7         Department of Transportation has?
 8              MR. JONES:  No.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So let's assume
10         for argument's sake that you can bring sewer
11         down Plott Creek Road.
12              So how would you then provide that service
13         to these apartments?  Would it require a pump?
14              MR. JONES:  Well, I will say this.  The
15         sewer design is not complete.  That is part of
16         the construction documents that will be
17         submitted to the Town if we are successful
18         tonight here at this hearing.
19              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm just asking a basic
20         question.  Would you need a pump?
21              MR. JONES:  I'm not sure it has any
22         bearing on this meeting.
23              MR. JUSTUS:  Tom, do you know the answer
24         or are you just refusing to answer it?
25              I'm just asking you:  Do you know if you
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 1         would need to have a pump?
 2              MR. JONES:  Preliminarily the answer is
 3         no, we don't anticipate needing a pump.
 4              However, I would like to reserve the right
 5         to have a pump if necessary.
 6              MR. JUSTUS:  So where would the meter be?
 7         How far would the public system go versus the
 8         private system?
 9              MR. JONES:  This is back to the
10         construction documents.  It is not necessary
11         for this meeting.
12              MR. JUSTUS:  Tom --
13              MR. JONES:  It is part of the application
14         packet.  Everyone agrees that is necessary
15         documentation for the Town to ultimately
16         approve this project.  No one is trying to
17         withhold that information.  It is just not the
18         appropriate time.
19              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just looking at the
20         standard, Mr. Chairman, to just get to the rub
21         here that one of the standards is there exists
22         adequate infrastructure to support the plan as
23         proposed.
24              So I'm just simply asking questions
25         related to the adequacy of the existing system
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 1         to support this project.
 2              So where would the private system end
 3         versus the public system?  Where would that
 4         line be?  Would it be at the property line or
 5         would the public system go into the property?
 6         Do you have any idea?
 7              MR. JONES:  Based on conversations with
 8         Town staff, the public system would extend up
 9         into the property.
10              MR. JUSTUS:  So do you understand that the
11         code, the Town code does not allow you as part
12         of the public system to have a pump as part of
13         it?  Do you understand that?
14              MR. JONES:  That hasn't been discussed.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So everybody, if
16         you would read along in section 6.114.
17              6.11.4D3 says installation of the sewer
18         lines according to the Town of Waynesville pump
19         sewage is not permitted.
20              MR. JONES:  Well, if a pump station
21         becomes necessary for the project that would
22         ultimately be private in this case.
23              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just asking you again:
24         Have you worked through the logistics to even
25         have an idea how you are going to get sewer
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 1         from these apartments out safely to some
 2         disposal?
 3              MR. JONES:  Yes.
 4              MR. CANNON:  Mr. Chair, the Town objects
 5         to this continued line of inquiry regarding
 6         final construction plans as being outside the
 7         scope of this hearing.
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  I will move on, Mr.
 9         Chairman --
10              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you, Mr. Justus.
11              MR. JUSTUS:  -- and reserve it for
12         argument.
13              All right.  In terms of the parking
14         associated with these buildings, they are in
15         front of the building generally speaking?  The
16         parking is in front of the buildings; is that
17         right?
18              MR. JONES:  The only reason I'm laughing
19         is because these buildings look -- I think
20         technically it is considered the front, yes.
21         The parking is in the front.
22              The buildings have the same look on all
23         four sides as far as having nice brick or
24         Hardie board and all.  So that is the only
25         reason I laughed answering your question.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  But in terms of what
 2         you call the front, parking is in the front?
 3              MR. JONES:  Yes.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  Right.
 5              So in section 5.5.4 of the design guide,
 6         these are apartment buildings; right?
 7              MR. JONES:  Yes.
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  It says in section 5.5.4 that
 9         the apartment building is a multi-unit building
10         with dwelling units vertically arranged.
11              So far that is -- Is that right?  Yes?
12              MR. JONES:  Yes.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  And with parking located
14         below or behind the building.
15              That is what it says in terms of design
16         standards?  Yes?
17              MR. JONES:  You just read it.
18              MR. JUSTUS:  So your design standards for
19         this project do not comply with the design
20         standards in the Town code as it relates to
21         where the parking is; right?
22              MR. JONES:  I haven't studied that.  I
23         can't speak to that.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  In terms of street trees, I'm
25         seeing that you had a landscaping plan that you
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 1         submitted after the application.
 2              Were the street trees noted on that?
 3              MR. JONES:  I don't believe.  That is
 4         submitted after the application.
 5              MR. JUSTUS:  Technicality.
 6              As part of the application you have a
 7         landscaping plan showing the street trees.  Or
 8         do they show street trees?
 9              MR. JONES:  It is our position that
10         essentially these are vehicle use areas, not
11         public streets; and therefore doesn't require
12         street trees.
13              That being said, we do show trees that
14         were strangely mentioned street trees on our
15         landscaping plan.
16              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I'm talking about along
17         Plott Creek Road.  Isn't there street trees
18         along Plott Creek Road?
19              MR. JONES:  There are none shown on the
20         plan.
21              MR. JUSTUS:  It says street trees showing
22         being planted on the right-of-way between the
23         street and the sidewalk, the sidewalk there on
24         Plott Creek Road?
25              MR. JONES:  Yes.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  And it says in 8.5.1 that
 2         street trees shall be planted in the
 3         right-of-way between the street and the
 4         sidewalk; correct?
 5              MR. JONES:  Yes.
 6              MR. JUSTUS:  But you don't have any street
 7         trees proposed on Plott Creek?
 8              MR. JONES:  Not currently shown on
 9         drawing.
10              I do think that there are some -- You
11         know, to retain sight distance there will have
12         to be careful consideration of that by the
13         Town.
14              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, it is not only about
15         sight distance.  It is about the fact that you
16         have to plan in sidewalk and a clubhouse where
17         you want to have it; right?  You have got to
18         have all that room to put that big giant
19         building right there; right?
20              Isn't that part of the problem, you just
21         don't have a lot of room in there; right?
22              I'll move on.
23              In terms of the clubhouse, that is in the
24         floodplain?
25              MR. JONES:  The clubhouse is not in the
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 1         floodplain.
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I understand the no
 3         rise on that.  But you are actually putting the
 4         building in the floodplain; aren't you?  You
 5         are just lifting it up?
 6              MR. JONES:  Not exactly.  It is basically
 7         hugging this side of the floodplain.
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  When you say "this side," are
 9         you saying that the clubhouse is outside the
10         floodplain?
11              MR. JONES:  I'm saying that the clubhouse
12         is generally located on the side of Plott Creek
13         Road.  There is an area of the property right
14         there that is outside the floodplain.  I have
15         not studied if a floodplain may dip into
16         somewhere where the clubhouse is.
17              MR. JUSTUS:  So to answer my question
18         then, the clubhouse may be partially in the
19         floodplain?
20              MR. JONES:  Yes.
21              MS. TEAGUE:  Excuse me.
22              Mr. Justus, it is easier to see on this
23         larger plan.  Actually I have highlighted the
24         floodplain.  And the clubhouse is outside of
25         the floodplain.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  In terms of the wall and
 2         everything that would be around it?
 3              MS. TEAGUE:  It is the parking lot.  This
 4         way looking at it here, the clubhouse itself is
 5         outside of the floodplain.
 6              MR. JUSTUS:  Thank you.
 7              Mr. Merrill?
 8              MR. MERRILL:  Yes?
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  How are you?
10              MR. MERRILL:  Good.
11              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.
12              So did I hear you say that you were the
13         selling agent for this property?
14              MR. MERRILL:  That's correct.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  And you have been successful
16         in locating four other properties for this
17         developer?
18              MR. MERRILL:  And I closed on them.
19              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  Hopefully you have done
20         well.
21              Now, my understanding of your study is you
22         went out and looked at tax records.
23              MR. MERRILL:  Correct.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  You didn't look at actual
25         sales?
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 1              MR. MERRILL:  There are not enough sales
 2         in the close proximity to the communities that
 3         they have developed to pull actual sales.  So I
 4         used the assessor's data as of the last
 5         assessment prior to this and the most current
 6         assessment.
 7              And in all cases I (indiscernible.)
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, let me ask you this.
 9         Would you sell a property based on a tax
10         assessment?
11              MR. MERRILL:  I think the tax assessments
12         are relatively low.  So evaluations shown there
13         are relatively smaller than the truth.
14              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.  I agree.  I think tax
15         assessments are awfully low.
16              Which means that the tax assessment is not
17         picking up necessarily what the fair market
18         value really would be between people.
19              You represent people who want to buy
20         property.  But do you represent people who want
21         to sell property?
22              MR. MERRILL:  So it would most likely be
23         higher.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  Higher.  All right.
25              MR. MERRILL:  Which it supports the
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 1         notion.
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  When you say "it supports the
 3         notion," you basically have no data of actual
 4         sales of property in and around apartment
 5         complexes, sales data?
 6              MR. MERRILL:  All I have got is assessor's
 7         data.
 8              MR. JUSTUS:  And in terms of the assessor,
 9         who that assessor is and what factors that
10         assessor used to ultimately decide how he was
11         going to tax people, do you really know what
12         went into the assessor's head about all the
13         things the assessor took into account about how
14         they were going to tax people?
15              MR. MERRILL:  The way the assessors
16         process it is they take data from the MLS and
17         other sales and they compile that according to
18         a code book put together by the North Carolina
19         Department of Revenue.  And they come up with a
20         valuation of the land.  That is what we have
21         done here.
22              MR. JUSTUS:  So it would also depend on
23         what the commissioners decide in terms of how
24         they are going to raise taxes.  It is all part
25         of the mix, it is not?  So it is all related to
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 1         how much taxes the government wants to take;
 2         right?
 3              MR. MERRILL:  No.  It is based on the code
 4         book by the North Carolina Department of
 5         Revenue data based on market data into that
 6         mix.
 7              MR. JUSTUS:  So the four sites that you
 8         have been involved with before, they are in
 9         Hendersonville?
10              MR. MERRILL:  There are two sites in
11         Hendersonville and two sites in Buncombe
12         County.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  This property
14         here, have you been to Stone Haven Farm
15         Estates?
16              MR. JONES:  I know where it is.
17              MR. JUSTUS:  Have you been there?
18              MR. MERRILL:  I have been by it, not
19         within.
20              MR. JUSTUS:  Have you seen my client's
21         property, Thom Morgan's property?
22              MR. MERRILL:  No.
23              MR. JUSTUS:  How many acres make up my
24         client's property?
25              MR. MERRILL:  Don't know.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  Do you know what is on my
 2         client's property?
 3              MR. MERRILL:  I don't know.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  Do you know if my client has
 5         chickens or cattle?
 6              MR. MERRILL:  I don't know any of that.
 7              MR. JUSTUS:  Do you know how much in terms
 8         of how expensive that property is?  Let's just
 9         take what the government taxes my client.  Do
10         you know what that is?
11              MR. MERRILL:  Let's put it this way.  Your
12         client had seven years with which he could have
13         purchased this property and he chose not to do
14         it.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  Ahh.
16              MR. MERRILL:  Seven years it was on the
17         market.
18              MR. JUSTUS:  So is that coming into play
19         in your analysis?
20              MR. MERRILL:  I'm just saying he didn't
21         expect the market would ever bring us to this
22         point.  But it has.  And there is a chronic
23         need for these buildings to be built, a chronic
24         need.
25              MR. JUSTUS:  Your standard, what you are
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 1         talking about is the standard that the
 2         developer is supposed to meet that talks
 3         about --
 4              MR. MERRILL:  No diminishment of value.
 5              MR. JUSTUS:  -- substantially injure the
 6         value of adjoining or abutting property and
 7         would not be detrimental to the use and
 8         development of adjacent property or other
 9         neighborhood use.
10              MR. MERRILL:  I think that is totally been
11         met.
12              MR. JUSTUS:  So again in terms of any of
13         the other sites you have dealt with, did you
14         ever see the adjoining property being large
15         estate property?
16              MR. MERRILL:  No.
17              MR. JUSTUS:  Property that was worth
18         millions of dollars next to one of these
19         apartments?
20              MR. MERRILL:  Your opinion, not mine.
21              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm just asking you, Rick.
22              MR. MERRILL:  I have not seen the property
23         so I'm not going to speculate to its value.
24              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm moving ahead to the
25         properties that you are saying that you did
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 1         looking at, which is the other four locations
 2         that you talked about in Henderson County and
 3         Buncombe County and these adjoining properties
 4         that you looked at the tax information.
 5              Did any of the adjoining properties
 6         comprise estate properties that were worth
 7         millions of dollars?
 8              MR. MERRILL:  No.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  How about for the
10         Plott property which is over 40 acres, were any
11         of the adjoining properties to these apartment
12         complexes, were they over 40 acres?
13              MR. MERRILL:  One of them was.
14              MR. JUSTUS:  Which one?
15              MR. MERRILL:  In Hendersonville, one of
16         the sites I sold was probably 60 acres.
17              MR. JUSTUS:  No.  I'm talking about the
18         adjoining property owner who would have to deal
19         with the impact from the apartments.
20              MR. MERRILL:  Most of those tracts that
21         adjoined were other developments that were 10
22         acres or less.
23              MR. JUSTUS:  And were they generally
24         inside in the cities or outside communities?
25              MR. MERRILL:  All were in cities.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  So were those areas urban or
 2         rural?
 3              MR. MERRILL:  They were transitional, in
 4         the process of going from rural to urban.
 5              MR. JUSTUS:  So for this property, you
 6         heard Ms. Teague say that the buildings that
 7         are proposed are 46 to 59 feet in height, not
 8         accounting for the fourth story.
 9              Have you looked around this neighborhood
10         on Plott Creek?
11              MR. MERRILL:  The school and the open
12         fields is what I remember.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  Did you drive down the road
14         to see if there was any building remotely close
15         to these apartments that was remotely the size
16         of 46 to 59 feet high?
17              MR. MERRILL:  Most of the stuff I saw was
18         30 to 40 feet.
19              MR. JUSTUS:  What were you looking at?
20              MR. MERRILL:  Some houses.
21              MR. JUSTUS:  I'm almost done with you.
22              So in terms of other apartment complexes
23         in Waynesville, there are other apartment
24         complexes; right?
25              MR. MERRILL:  The last big one I could
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 1         find was built in 1978.
 2              MR. JUSTUS:  So there are other apartment
 3         complexes.  The last one you found was built in
 4         1978?
 5              MR. MERRILL:  That last one big in size.
 6              I can't get data on value then and value
 7         now because the assessor doesn't keep records
 8         more than 10 years.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  So in a nutshell, we will
10         summarize it.  You have no data from the
11         Waynesville area?
12              MR. MERRILL:  Correct.
13              MR. JUSTUS:  The data that you have that
14         you have pulled are from other complexes that
15         you were involved in selling property to the
16         developer; right?
17              MR. MERRILL:  This developer.
18              MR. JUSTUS:  This developer.
19              And the data you looked at was tax data?
20              MR. MERRILL:  Adjacent property tax data.
21              MR. JUSTUS:  Okay.  That is all the
22         questions that I have.
23              So I think it is important, Mr. Chairman,
24         at this time just to lodge an objection.  If
25         you are an attorney, you just have do this kind
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 1         of --
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.
 3              MR. JUSTUS:  -- song and dance.
 4              So I believe I heard -- so I didn't
 5         interrupt to be rude, but I objected.
 6              I believe I heard Mr. Ratchford explain
 7         that he felt like he met standard five dealing
 8         with value adjoining or abutting property and
 9         would not be detrimental to the use of the
10         development.
11              I do believe that is a standard that
12         requires an expert, an appraiser, for example.
13         And so I would object to his blanket statement
14         that he meets the standards.
15              But let me -- Since I'm talking about Mr.
16         Ratchford, I only have a couple more questions
17         and then I am done, finished.
18              Mr. Ratchford?
19              MR. RATCHFORD:  Can I objection to that?
20              MR. McDOWELL:  An objection to an
21         objection, I don't know that --
22              Ron?
23              MR. SNEED:  There is no follow up to that
24         actually.  I thought it was just an objection
25         for the record.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  For the record.
 2              Mr. Ratchford, have you driven down Plott
 3         Creek Road?
 4              MR. RATCHFORD:  Yes.
 5              MR. JUSTUS:  Have you gone to the end of
 6         Plott Creek Road?
 7              MR. RATCHFORD:  I made it to all the way
 8         to the Villages of Plott Creek and then
 9         partially through the gated community there.
10         And then I turned around I believe a quarter
11         mile into it.
12              MR. JUSTUS:  In terms of where you are
13         putting this 200-unit apartment complex, which
14         buildings in the area would you say matched the
15         type and height of the buildings and structures
16         you are proposing in the neighborhood?
17              MR. RATCHFORD:  I would say that Mr.
18         Morgan's buildings' heights are not that far
19         off, considering that where these three/four
20         splits are.  If these splits weren't there
21         would be retaining walls.  So those buildings
22         would be just as high.
23              And if those buildings were just as high,
24         would Mr. Morgan like to see a block, a
25         residential block retaining wall, or would he
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 1         want to see something with balconies and
 2         windows.
 3              MR. JUSTUS:  So your testimony is that my
 4         client's buildings are similar in character to
 5         this in terms of height and type as your
 6         apartment buildings?
 7              MR. RATCHFORD:  I mean, his house is
 8         15,877 square feet.  That is not that -- Well,
 9         from what the GIS -- from the Haywood County
10         GIS.
11              That is -- You know, that is half of my --
12         that is roughly the size of some of the small
13         buildings and half the size of some of the big
14         buildings.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  That he occupies as a single
16         family?
17              MR. RATCHFORD:  In an unzoned -- Yes.
18              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  So to be sure of
19         your testimony, in terms of -- This is standard
20         four under Site Plan, proposed plan conforms to
21         the character of the neighborhood considering
22         the location type and the height of the
23         buildings or structures and the type of
24         landscaping?
25              You would actually point to my client's
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 1         multimillion dollar single family dwelling as
 2         compatible with your various apartment
 3         buildings, some of which exceed four stories?
 4              MR. RATCHFORD:  They don't exceed four
 5         stories based on the -- you know, again the
 6         State of North Carolina building code, they
 7         would be three stories with basements.
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  As a party of standing, Mr.
 9         Justus, is your client wishing to come forward
10         and bring evidence and experts?
11              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, just so ducks are in a
12         row, Ms. Edwards will just get up.  She has
13         been sworn.  And she will affirm her previous
14         statement that she read into the record.
15              I believe she has handed it up.  So just
16         to expedite things we will just affirm her
17         testimony if that is okay, Ron.
18              That way it is all captured and we don't
19         have to have her read it again.
20              MR. SNEED:  Well, it is in the record.
21         You are correct.  The Board has heard it.
22              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, let's get her up her
23         because was not sworn in then.  She is sworn in
24         now.
25              So can you just --
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 1              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  So I think I'm
 2         supposed to say I adopt the statement that I
 3         gave at the opening of the meeting.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  And if you can confirm your
 5         name and address for the record, please, ma'am?
 6              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Patricia Plott
 7         Edwards.  My home address is 6634 Morning View
 8         Court, Alexandria, Virginia.
 9              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  In terms of your
10         family's property, is the Site Plan there that
11         is on master plan C dash 101, your property is
12         there to the east, correct, identified on that?
13              MS. PLOTT EDWARDS:  Yes.  My mom's address
14         is 1195 Plott Creek Road.
15              MR. JUSTUS:  All right.  Thank you.
16              Mr. Chair, I would like to call Mr.
17         Palmer.
18              So to expedite things, I will hand out a
19         written report.
20              So, Mr. Palmer, if you would explained to
21         the Board who you are, what your qualifications
22         are.
23              And I will say that there is a resume
24         attached to his report.
25              So if you will cover who you are and what
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 1         your qualifications are.
 2              And we are obviously tendering him as a
 3         witness -- as an expert relating to the fourth
 4         and fifth standards that are in the Site Plan
 5         dealing with the character of the neighborhood
 6         and property value decline.
 7              If I may approach?
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  If you would be sure to
 9         give the clerk a copy.
10              MR. JUSTUS:  Yes.
11              MR. PALMER:  Chairman, may I proceed?
12              MR. McDOWELL:  Go right ahead, please.
13              MR. PALMER:  My name is John C. Palmer.  I
14         live at 221 South Plains Drive in Asheville.
15         And I'm a certified general appraiser in North
16         Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia.
17              I have over 35 years of experience in
18         commercial real estate.  I have about 15 years
19         of appraisal experience.  Most of it having to
20         do with all different types of properties in
21         the three states, areas from the Nantahala
22         Outdoor Center to a confirmation for NCDOT.  I
23         have done work on the NCDOT list.  I am also
24         senior and president with Virginia Department
25         of Transportation.
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 1              I was asked to do a study analysis to
 2         determine the impacts, if any, on character of
 3         the neighbor around the site of the proposed
 4         200-unit apartment complex.
 5              And that is relative to numbers four and
 6         five of the land development standards for the
 7         Town -- the ordinance for the Town of
 8         Waynesville.
 9              In developing this study, I made an
10         inspection of the proposed apartment property
11         site and adjacent nearby properties, gathered
12         the appropriate data, and conducted the
13         investigations and analyses necessary to form
14         an opinion as to the impact of the proposed
15         200-unit multi-building apartment complex
16         project on the adjoining properties and the
17         neighborhood in general.
18              This following report includes a
19         presentation of the area data, site data,
20         market data, and discussions and analyses and
21         conclusions.
22              I have additional supporting documentation
23         in my work file, if needed.
24              This opinion is subject to the
25         Hypothetical Condition that I employed in this
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 1         report which is that the proposed apartment
 2         complex was built as of the date that I was
 3         there, which was July the 26th.
 4              You have to employ a Hypothetical
 5         Condition in order to compare the properties.
 6         It is a difficult concept sometimes, but that
 7         is what you have to do.
 8              In this case I also employed an
 9         extraordinary assumption that the apartment
10         complex would have adequate sewer and water for
11         the intended use.
12              The character of the neighborhood around
13         the proposed site can be described as rural to
14         semi-rural with homogeneous land uses comprised
15         of predominantly low density, one to three
16         story, detached single family homes on
17         individual parcels, some larger residential
18         estate type properties such as Mr. Morgan's;
19         small or medium sized farms and farmland;
20         vacant land; institutional, which would be
21         Hazelwood Elementary School; recreational,
22         which would be the Laurel Ridge County Club;
23         and some commercial properties mainly located
24         near Highway 73 -- 74-23.
25              Approximately 500 acres located on various
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 1         parcels within the neighborhood are designated
 2         Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the
 3         Haywood County Farmland Preservation Ordinance
 4         and many are in a Deferred Architectural
 5         Program.
 6              Located along Plott Creek Road is the
 7         historic Yellow House on Plott Creek.  It is a
 8         B&B.  And at the end of Plott Creek Road are
 9         large mountain tracts with exceptional views in
10         a rural setting.
11              Buyers have long been drawn to the Plott
12         Creek Road area due to its unique rural
13         setting, open spaces, and quality of life.
14              There are no apartment properties similar
15         in size, scale, or configuration to the
16         proposed apartment complex within this
17         neighborhood.
18              To the east and adjacent to the proposed
19         apartment site is a high value estate property
20         with agricultural use components situated
21         across several parcels totaling approximately
22         88.72 quarter acres and known as Stone Haven
23         Farms.  It is Mr. Morgan's property.
24              The property is improved with two high-end
25         custom built, detached, single family
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 1         residences with custom amenities, a large
 2         custom built horse barn, a custom built,
 3         high-quality, hay barn, various barns and
 4         sheds -- and various barns and sheds.
 5              There are a pasture areas in support of
 6         livestock and other architectural uses and the
 7         appraiser was informed that the owner intends
 8         to eventually board horses.
 9              The properties are in the Deferred
10         Agricultural Program.  And the majority of the
11         property is being used for agricultural
12         purposes.
13              To the north end and adjacent to the
14         proposed apartment complex and along Plott
15         Creek Road are two parcels of land totaling
16         approximately 13 acres.  A portion of the
17         property is north of Plott Creek Road, improved
18         with two attached one story single family
19         residences.
20              One of the parcels, approximately 12
21         acres, is in a Deferred Agricultural program.
22         An approximately 15.2 acre parcel adjacent to a
23         portion of this property is also designated a
24         Voluntary Agricultural District by Haywood
25         County Farmland Preservation Ordinance and is
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 1         in the Deferred Agricultural Program.  And both
 2         parcels are being used for agricultural
 3         purposes.
 4              To the west and adjacent to the proposed
 5         apartment site are two parcels of land totaling
 6         approximately 22 acres.  The larger parcel of
 7         approximately 19 acres of land is being used
 8         for agricultural purposes.
 9              The other parcel is improved with a one
10         story, single family house and a detached
11         storage.
12              In addition Mrs. Plott also owns an
13         approximately 25.88 acre parcel of land
14         adjacent to the larger parcel that is improved
15         with a detached single family residence built
16         in approximately 1890 and it as being used for
17         agriculture purpose.
18              All three of these parcels are designated
19         Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the
20         Haywood County Farmland Preservation Ordinance.
21         All are in the Deferred Agricultural Program
22         and the two larger parcels have also been used
23         for agricultural purposes.
24              To the southwest and adjacent to the
25         proposed apartment site is an approximately
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 1         18.49 parcel of land containing a small
 2         multi-pad mobile home park.
 3              To the south and adjacent to the proposed
 4         apartment site is an approximately 1.24 acre
 5         parcel of land improved with approximately
 6         1,500 square foot, one story, detached single
 7         family residence built in approximately 1996.
 8              According to the preliminary plans
 9         submitted by the developer, the proposed
10         apartment site is a 40.96 acre parcel of land
11         recently purchased by the developer, proposed
12         to be improved with a 200-unit apartment
13         complex with units contained in multiple two
14         and three story brick and Hardie plank sided
15         buildings.
16              Other proposed site improvement would
17         include a separate clubhouse building with pool
18         at the proposed clubhouse entrance on Plott
19         Creek at Will Hyatt Road, several enclosed
20         garages, common areas, drives and parking
21         areas, et cetera.
22              Plott Creek traverses the northern portion
23         of the site and there are some on-site unnamed
24         tributaries.
25              According to the Haywood Waterway
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 1         Association, Plott Creek is listed as a
 2         Category B from Richland Creek trout stream
 3         which requires a 25 foot stream buffer.  In
 4         addition there are several areas of existing
 5         wetlands areas on the site.
 6              The proposed site is located along Plott
 7         Creek Road approximately four/tenths of a mile
 8         west of US Highway 23/74 and approximately
 9         six/tenths of a mile west of the Hazelwood area
10         of the town of Waynesville.
11              According to the preliminary plans, the
12         proposed entrance to the apartment complex
13         would be at the intersection of Plott Creek
14         Road and Will Hyatt Road.  Both Plott Creek
15         Road and Will Hyatt Road are two lane asphalt
16         paved roads.
17              The proposed apartment site is located in
18         a rural/semi-rural area within the Town of
19         Waynesville and it is zoned Plott Creek
20         Residential District, NCR -- excuse me, PC-NR.
21              The Plott Creek Neighborhood District
22         permits up to 10 units per acre without a
23         special use permit and 16 units per acre with a
24         special use permit.
25              According to the 2020 Land Development
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 1         Plan, the Plott Creek neighborhood is
 2         semi-rural currently but its proximity to
 3         downtown Hazelwood and an elementary school
 4         make it prime area for future residential
 5         growth.
 6              However, it also states that the important
 7         natural features, mountains, vistas, farmland,
 8         and waterways that make Waynesville such a
 9         beautiful place should be protected from
10         detrimental development.
11              According to Haywood County online GIS
12         maps, the town zoning line runs along the north
13         south property line of the proposed site with
14         the properties to the west of the site located
15         in the County and not subject to the town's
16         zoning.
17              According to officials at the Haywood
18         County Soil and Water District and the Haywood
19         County GIS online the proposed apartment site
20         along with adjacent parcels to the east are
21         within the town limits, and designated
22         Voluntary Agricultural Districts under the
23         Haywood County Farmland Protection Ordinance
24         and several of the parcels are also in the
25         Deferred Agricultural Program.
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 1              It is unknown if the current owners have
 2         withdrawn from the program.
 3              I have included a copy of the ordinance in
 4         the appendix of this report.
 5              In my opinion, based on the above
 6         information and data contained in this report
 7         the proposed apartment complex could
 8         substantially injure the value of the adjacent
 9         property to the east, Stone Haven Farms.
10              As previously described, Stone Haven Farms
11         is a high value estate property with very
12         desirable amenities which would attract many
13         discriminating potential buyers if placed on
14         the open market for sale.
15              In my opinion, the value of Stone Haven
16         Farms could be negatively impacted due to the
17         proximity to the proposed apartment complex
18         including the view, the mass and height of the
19         proposed buildings, the increased noise, the
20         potential light pollution, and an increase in
21         late night traffic.
22              In support, the appraiser surveyed several
23         local realtors who specialize in these types of
24         high end properties who stated in their opinion
25         and experience, values of these type of high
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 1         end properties are negatively affected, some
 2         substantially, due to current market buyer
 3         preference and available properties.
 4              In addition, it is my opinion that the
 5         proposed apartment complex could be detrimental
 6         to the existing agricultural use of the
 7         surrounding properties due to their proximity
 8         to the proposed apartment complex including the
 9         view, the mass and height of the proposed
10         buildings, increased noise, potential light
11         pollution, and increased and late night
12         traffic.
13              As a result of the study analysis, it is
14         my opinion as of the date of inspection, July
15         26th, 2018, it is my opinion that the processed
16         200-unit apartment complex does not conform to
17         the character of the neighborhood considering
18         the location, type and height of buildings or
19         structures, nor does it represent a
20         complimentary homogenous land use as compared
21         to the neighborhood characteristics and the
22         adjacent property uses.
23              This change in character of the
24         neighborhood caused by the proposed apartment
25         complex could in my opinion have an chilling
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 1         effect on the surrounding property values.
 2              And this letter of transmittal must remain
 3         attached to the report in its entirety,
 4         including related exhibits, in order for the
 5         opinion set forth value to be considered valid.
 6              Thank you very much.
 7              And I have included some information in
 8         the appendix to support my --
 9              MR. WINGATE:  I didn't hear the last two
10         sentences.
11              MR. PALMER:  Oh, I'm sorry.
12              This letter of transmittal must remained
13         attached to the report in its entirety
14         including the exhibits in order for me to set
15         forth to be considered valid.
16              It is one of our quirky little things that
17         we do.
18              MR. McDOWELL:  Questions for Mr. Palmer?
19              And questions, Marty?
20              I think --
21              MR. WINGATE:  Were you able to find any
22         other properties of this nature in Western
23         North Carolina that were next to apartment
24         complexes?
25              MR. PALMER:  I was able to find some
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 1         properties.  But I haven't had enough time to
 2         actually analyze them.  I have had a very short
 3         period of time to do this report.
 4              MR. WINGATE:  So the report is incomplete?
 5              MR. PALMER:  It is not incomplete in such
 6         that it is still my opinion.
 7              MR. WINGATE:  You lived in the Buncombe
 8         County?
 9              MR. PALMER:  I have lived in Buncombe.  I
10         have lived in Henderson County.  I have lived
11         in Jackson County.  I have lived in Macon
12         County.
13              MR. WINGATE:  Are you familiar with the
14         Belle Apartments in Asheville?
15              MR. PALMER:  Which ones?
16              MR. WINGATE:  The Belle Apartments?
17              MR. PALMER:  B-E-L-L-E?
18              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
19              MR. PALMER:  I have heard of it, but I
20         haven't analyzed it.
21              MR. WINGATE:  I would direct you to those
22         apartments to complete your study.
23              MR. PALMER:  Okay.
24              MR. WINGATE:  Because they are next to
25         large estate properties, as well.
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 1              MR. PALMER:  Okay.  Thank you.
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  Is your supposition that
 3         the apartment complex injures all property
 4         owners in the area due to its construction or
 5         mainly that it reduces the value of one
 6         particular property owner?
 7              MR. PALMER:  I think it effects all of the
 8         properties, more so for Mr. Morgan's property.
 9              MR. McDOWELL:  Given the character of an
10         apartment complex and the houses nearby, you
11         have got evidence that shows that apartment
12         complexes excluding Mr. Morgan's property with
13         the traditional houses that are nextdoor to it
14         are injured when apartment complexes are built
15         near them?
16              MR. PALMER:  I don't have any specific
17         data to prove that yet because of the short
18         period of time.  That is why I went to the
19         survey with realtors.
20              MR. McDOWELL:  And I have a question.
21              Just for clarification, as an expert
22         witness, what would have to be constructed on
23         this property not to injure Mr. Morgan's
24         property?
25              MR. PALMER:  I believe it would still be a
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 1         residential type use, but not as intense as
 2         this apartment complex.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  I'm asking that question.
 4         That is what I'm saying.  You are an expert
 5         witness.  What type of development could be
 6         done on the property and not injure Mr.
 7         Morgan's property value?
 8              MR. PALMER:  I can't answer that question.
 9         I need to study it.
10              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes?
11              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
12              Are you familiar with Biltmore Park?
13              MR. PALMER:  Yes.
14              MR. WINGATE:  Are you familiar with how
15         many apartment complexes are around Biltmore
16         Park?
17              MR. PALMER:  Not specifically, no.
18              MR. WINGATE:  There are four -- There are
19         three on Long Shoals Road.
20              In your opinion, has that devalued
21         property values of the homesites in Biltmore
22         Park?
23              MR. PALMER:  I don't know the answer to
24         that question.
25              I know there is one new one that is going
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 1         in there.  There is a new one that is right
 2         close to it that is going in.
 3              MR. WINGATE:  Are you familiar with Long
 4         Shoals Road?
 5              MR. PALMER:  Yes.
 6              MR. WINGATE:  Do you think the value of
 7         that property has increased because of the
 8         apartments on Long Shoals Road?
 9              MR. PALMER:  Has increased?
10              MR. WINGATE:  Has increased.
11              MR. PALMER:  I don't have any data for
12         that.
13              MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have questions for
14         Mr. Palmer?
15              Thank you.
16              Mr. Justus, do you have any additional
17         witnesses?
18              MR. JUSTUS:  No.
19              Mr. Chairman, for purposes of standing,
20         this witness has opined about the Stone Haven
21         Estates property.  And so we are asking to
22         include them as a party with standing.
23              I have been invited to the table as a
24         result of Ms. Edwards.  Just so the record is
25         clear, he has spoke to both Plott family
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 1         properties adjoining as well as Stone Haven.
 2         So I just want to clarify parties of standing.
 3              MR. SNEED:  I think it is a little late to
 4         add parties, Mr. Chairman.
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  A little late to add
 6         parties with standing at this point is what --
 7              MR. JUSTUS:  Well, I don't think he has to
 8         be a party in order to appeal an adverse
 9         ruling.
10              MR. SNEED:  At that point that would be a
11         Superior Court judge, not an attorney.
12              MR. JUSTUS:  That would be up to the
13         Superior Court judge.
14              MR. McDOWELL:  Any other questions for Mr.
15         Palmer?
16              Mr. Justus, you said you had no other
17         witnesses at this time?
18              MR. JUSTUS:  No, Mr. Chairman.
19              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you, Mr. Palmer.
20              Is there cross examination by the
21         applicant?
22              MR. HORNIK:  Yes, there is.
23              I will keep my questions short.  I just
24         have three primary questions.
25              So you are here as an expert to testify to
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 1         the fact that this proposed development would
 2         substantially injure the adjacent and abutting
 3         property values and would have a detrimental
 4         effect on the use of or proposed use of
 5         adjacent properties.
 6              Can you define those terms for me?  What
 7         is a substantial injury and what is a
 8         detrimental effect on use?
 9              We understand that there may be some
10         effect on adjacent property values and adjacent
11         property uses.
12              But it seems to me that we need to prove
13         more than just there could conceivably be some
14         effect or some decrease in property value or
15         some effect on property use.  There needs to be
16         a substantial injury to property values and a
17         detrimental effect on use of adjacent
18         properties.
19              MR. PALMER:  So you are asking me to
20         define a situation?
21              MR. HORNIK:  Yes.  Please define
22         substantial and detrimental effects.
23              MR. PALMER:  Well, substantial would be
24         something -- Well, substantial would be enough
25         money or -- Substantial would be a buyer who
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 1         would discount the property based on the fact
 2         this was located next to it a use like this.
 3              I can't give you a range because I don't
 4         know what it is.
 5              MR. HORNIK:  And then how about a
 6         detrimental effect on the use?  What qualifies
 7         as a detrimental effect on the use of a
 8         adjacent property?
 9              MR. PALMER:  A detrimental use would be
10         something that would be considered possibly
11         highest and best use by somebody coming and
12         buying the property.
13              MR. HORNIK:  So what I'm gathering from
14         this is that we can't say for certain whether
15         there would be a substantial injury to the
16         property value because we just don't know and
17         we have not been provided evidence of and we
18         have not conducted sufficient research at this
19         stage to know what a substantial injury to
20         property values would be?
21              MR. PALMER:  Well, not necessarily because
22         what appraisers do is if they have an update to
23         do a determination they do it.  If they do not
24         have enough information based on hard numbers
25         then they go to the market and they talk to
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 1         market participants including realtors who deal
 2         in other properties.
 3              The realtors that I have talked to that
 4         deal with these types of properties,
 5         specifically estate properties with stables
 6         that have one or more ancillary buildings, they
 7         all said that it would have a detrimental and
 8         substantial effect on the value.
 9              MR. HORNIK:  And do we have a record of
10         these statements?  They very well could have
11         been included in your presentation.
12              MR. PALMER:  No.
13              MR. HORNIK:  Okay.  So we are to rely on
14         your relaying of a third-party realtor's belief
15         what possibly could be the effect of this
16         development on these properties?
17              MR. PALMER:  No.  Appraisers use surveys
18         all the time.  That is how we do our job.
19              MR. HORNIK:  I understand that that might
20         be part of your typical practice.
21              But what I'm saying is we don't have these
22         real estate agents here today to testify.  We
23         don't have some type of written record from
24         them explaining why they believe in their
25         experience that this particular property would
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 1         have a -- would cause a substantial injury to
 2         adjacent properties.  We are supposed to be
 3         taking --
 4              And I have no reason to question your
 5         judgment or your professionalism.  But I am
 6         just saying we are here today to rely on your
 7         truthfulness --
 8              MR. PALMER:  As I said at the beginning,
 9         there is other data that is in the work file.
10         In my work file are records of the
11         conversations with realtors.
12              MR. HORNIK:  But you don't have those with
13         us today?
14              MR. PALMER:  No.
15              MR. HORNIK:  All right.  So at this point
16         we are taking your testimony that you have
17         adequate data or adequate testimony from
18         non-present real estate agents about the
19         substantial effect this might have on adjacent
20         property values?
21              MR. PALMER:  Yes, based on my experience.
22              MR. HORNIK:  Okay.  Thank you very much.
23         I appreciate it.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  Do you have any other cross
25         examination?
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 1              MR. HORNIK:  No.  That'll be it.
 2              THE COURT:  Does the Town have any
 3         additional cross examination?
 4              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes, I did have a question.
 5              In looking at your report, it does look
 6         like your review was facing west going out
 7         Plott Creek.
 8              As you came towards town like within as
 9         the town became more urbanized, how would you
10         describe the land use pattern there as you go
11         towards the Smoky Mountain Expressway?
12              MR. PALMER:  It appears to be more of a --
13         It seems to be stagnant.  There seems to be
14         some transitional properties, which would be
15         expected in these kind of pockets between --
16              MS. TEAGUE:  So by transitional you mean
17         the commercial properties, the motorcycle store
18         and the glass cutting --
19              MR. PALMER:  You would expect to see
20         growth along there.  That is a (indiscernible.)
21              MR. McDOWELL:  You are going to have to
22         speak up.
23              MR. PALMER:  I'm sorry.
24              You would expect to see some type of a
25         transitional area, especially near major
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 1         highways and things like that.  You would
 2         expect to see that in a transitional area
 3         between the school and the Great Smoky Mountain
 4         Highway.
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  Would this property
 6         substantially damage the value of property
 7         within the Town of Waynesville, which are those
 8         properties between the proposed development and
 9         downtown Hazelwood?
10              MR. PALMER:  No.  I don't believe it will
11         because the district or the neighborhood that I
12         examined was between the Great Smoky Mountain
13         Parkway toward down Plott Creek Road and a
14         little bit further north and a little bit
15         further south.
16              There is a natural barrier when you have a
17         highway like that.
18              MS. TEAGUE:  Okay.  Thank you.
19              MR. McDOWELL:  We have not gone through
20         our list of people who signed up to speak at
21         this time.
22              But I'm am getting a request for a short
23         recess to get a little water and that.  So we
24         will take another 10 minute recess.
25              (Whereupon, at which time there was a
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 1              recess in the proceedings.)
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  We will resume our meeting
 3         now.
 4              At this point all of the parties of
 5         standing have made their presentation and have
 6         been allowed to cross examine witnesses.
 7              We will move into the time allotted for
 8         public speakers.
 9              We do ask, as before, that you try to
10         limit your comments to about three minutes.
11         Give your name and address as you come forward.
12              And we only I believe have three or four
13         people.
14              So Mr. Dickson, you are first on the list.
15              MR. DICKSON:  Yes, sir.
16              My name is Chuck Dickson.  My family and I
17         live at 1164 Plott Creek Road within sight of
18         the proposed project.  We have lived there for
19         20 years now.
20              I'm very familiar with the community.  I
21         have walked all around.  I have seen all the
22         homes in the community.
23              You know, the last time we met and I spoke
24         to you, Patrick, you admonished me not to
25         consider this particular project.  All you
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 1         voted for was to allow multi-family housing in
 2         the Plott Creek Neighborhood District.
 3              But tonight it is different.  You are
 4         looking at this particular project and having
 5         to answer questions in the affirmative or
 6         negative, whichever way you have to answer.  I
 7         would like to address three of those issues.
 8              The first has to do with the project
 9         complying with all applicable requirements of
10         the ordinance.  And I want to address two
11         particular cases.
12              The first is civic spaces.  There was some
13         question earlier about whether the Town allowed
14         or would not allow gated communities.
15              It is obvious from reading the ordinance
16         about civic spaces that the Town does not allow
17         gated communities.  How could we have the civic
18         spaces that this ordinance calls for in a gated
19         community?
20              All civic spaces shall have at least 60
21         feet of frontage on at least one public street
22         within the development.  That is not happening.
23              The civic space shall provide focal points
24         for developments -- and for the development and
25         for the Town.
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 1              Is the civic space a focal point for the
 2         Town?
 3              The civic space shall be planned,
 4         improved, and useful by persons living nearby.
 5              I suppose you could argue that persons
 6         living nearby are all the people that live in
 7         the complex.  Maybe not.
 8              There are requirements for public seating
 9         in the civic space.  There are requirements for
10         public enjoyment.
11              I looked up the definition of public
12         because I wanted to see what it meant.  It
13         means open to all, pertaining to the entire
14         community, belonging to the people at large.
15              Public does not mean for the use of this
16         particular development.
17              And finally the ordinance requires
18         dedicated public space shall be deeded to the
19         Town, to a homeowner's association, or in a
20         conservation deed.  There has to be a permanent
21         establishment of this civic space.
22              And I don't see any -- any -- I don't see
23         that happening in this case.
24              The second point I wanted to address is
25         the requirement of a driveway.  There seems to
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 1         be some question about what is a driveway.
 2              A driveway is the entrance to this
 3         subdivision, the entrance on Plott Creek Road.
 4         We are not talking about the clubhouse or
 5         anything like that.  We are talking about the
 6         entrance to the subdivision.  That is the
 7         driveway under the definition of driveway in
 8         the ordinance.
 9              And what the ordinance says is the
10         driveways shall be spaced 75 feet from the
11         street in the Plott Creek District.  It is
12         different in other districts.
13              It also goes on to define that access
14         separation between driveways and intersecting
15         streets has been measured from the nearest edge
16         of the driveway to the intersection of the
17         right-of-way lines.
18              So what we have is we have Will Hyatt Road
19         coming in.  You have to look at the
20         intersection of the right-of-away.  Will Hyatt
21         right-of-way line to Plott Creek.  And then you
22         measure from the entrance to the subdivision.
23         And you have to have 75 feet.
24              Now, there is some talk about lessening
25         that.  But I have not heard anybody really
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 1         request that or talk about it.  Elizabeth has
 2         mentioned it.
 3              It talks about the administrator can
 4         lessen that.  She says you can lessen it.
 5              I don't know.  But I know what the
 6         ordinance says.
 7              I can also tell you that there have been
 8         more wrecks on Plott Creek Road than were
 9         mentioned.  Somebody run into my mail box.
10         That is not one of the wrecks he is talking
11         about.
12              The road is designed for greater speed
13         than 35 miles an hour.  I doubt that there are
14         any studies that have been done of the actual
15         speed with which people drive up and down that
16         road.
17              Of course what Mr. Justus has realized is
18         that they are going to cut down the trees on
19         the side of Plott Creek Road so we will have a
20         sight distance so that the people coming from
21         upper Plott Creek around the subdivision will
22         be able to see the entrance.
23              Of course that doesn't comply with the
24         requirement of the ordinance to plant trees
25         along the road.  So they are going to actually
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 1         cut down the trees.  And there won't be trees
 2         along the road there.
 3              They can't because there is no room for
 4         the clubhouse to get it out of the floodplain.
 5         They have to do it to put it right up next to
 6         the road.
 7              The second thing I would like to see
 8         addressed is the application -- excuse me, my
 9         mouth is getting dry - the application will not
10         be detrimental to the use of adjacent
11         properties.
12              I have taken the words out.  But that is
13         what I would like to address.
14              We live nearby and have experienced the
15         flood of 2013.  It completely covered our
16         property which is in the floodplain.  It
17         covered these properties upstream.
18              And what is going to happen now is -- And
19         I will pass this around.  And we are looking at
20         it -- look at it any way you want to you, but
21         the -- you come into the subdivision.  All this
22         area highlighted in yellow and marked with red
23         is now in the floodplain.  Okay?
24              Pass it around.
25              This area is going to be elevated.  They
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 1         are going to bring in filter dirt.  You can see
 2         the elevation.
 3              At the entrance to the subdivision it will
 4         be 12 feet higher than it presently is right
 5         now.  They are going to have to bring in tons
 6         of dirt to elevate this property out of the
 7         flood zone.
 8              Now that is good.  It is going to protect
 9         the buildings in the development.  Okay?  They
10         are fine.
11              The problem is, putting up a retaining
12         wall that is 300 feet in length even though it
13         is set back it will be set back as far as it is
14         supposed to be set back, that retaining wall is
15         going to prevent the water from going from the
16         creek out into in the floodplain like it used
17         to go.  And it is going to flow down in the
18         creek.
19              Now I realize they are going to have
20         studies to say it is not going to increase the
21         flood level.  But it is going to.  I'm not -- I
22         have already seen it increase.  It is just
23         going to increase more.
24              Finally I would like to address -- excuse
25         me -- whether the proposed plan conforms to the
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 1         character of the neighborhood.
 2              So I've looked up conform.  What that
 3         means is agrees, is in harmony with, is
 4         congruous with.
 5              And so what is the character of the
 6         neighborhood?  I am the first person who has
 7         actually really testified about the character
 8         of the neighborhood tonight.
 9              We have heard that it is one, two, and
10         maybe three stories.  But there is more to the
11         character of Plott Creek than just stories.
12              Plott Creek is a place that is open to
13         people.  You can walk up and down the road.
14         You can see -- You can go into the yards of
15         everybody.  If you need you can knock on their
16         front door.  They certainly can come to your
17         house.
18              This particular project is not that.  It
19         is a gated community.  It is not part of our
20         community.
21              There is no obstruction of views in the
22         Plott Creek area now.  There are no gates
23         except outside the city limits.
24              They are -- The properties are not
25         buildings so close to the creek.  There are at
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 1         least four conservation projects that have gone
 2         up and down Plott Creek; one of which is on our
 3         property.
 4              We had a stream bank restoration as well
 5         as further down the street from us.  We have
 6         given a hundred foot easement to Haywood Soil
 7         and Water Conservation, 50 feet on each side of
 8         the creek.
 9              And also there are some projects upstream
10         which have tried to stabilize the stream banks
11         and allow for the rise of the flood water
12         without channeling the water because they come
13         down past it.
14              This particular project has retaining
15         walls, some of which are 12-and-a-half feet
16         tall going down to 4-and-a-half feet.
17              You have heard testimony that this project
18         is the biggest in the Plott Creek District.  It
19         is the biggest in Haywood County.  There has
20         not been a project like this in Haywood County.
21              What they are doing is bringing the
22         apartment complex from Charlotte and dropping
23         it in Plott Creek.  And this will lead, as
24         other people are saying, to a change, a
25         complete change in the neighborhood.
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 1              These walls, not only are they going to
 2         channel the flood waters, they will prevent
 3         access to the creek.
 4              The creek being now in private property
 5         will not fit in with the goals of the Plott
 6         Creek District which is to have interconnecting
 7         creeks and access to the creeks for the public.
 8         It is going to cut it off.
 9              I also looked up one other word and I will
10         be done.  I thank you for your time.  I know it
11         is late.  I appreciate you being here.
12              I looked up one other word which is
13         palisades.  Palisades means a barrier or a
14         stockade.  It is a fence of wooden stakes
15         forming an enclosure for defense.
16              Now, there are palisades that are a line
17         or cliffs out of Palisades, New York.  But the
18         name of the project does not represent
19         community.  It does not conform to our
20         community.  It is a separate enclave.  And the
21         bold cliffs that shall not be breached.
22              Thank you.
23              MR. McDOWELL:  Ms. Edwards, I assume since
24         you are a person of standing you no longer need
25         to do public comment.
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 1              MR. JUSTUS:  That is correct.
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  The final person for public
 3         comment is Mr. Palmer.
 4              MR. HORNIK:  He has already spoken.
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  Already spoken.
 6              That is all for public comment.
 7              Does any person of standing wish to cross
 8         examine or rebut anything that was done in the
 9         public comment area?
10              MR. HORNIK:  I would just like to state
11         that the testimony you just heard is asking you
12         to ignore the engineering data, the signed and
13         sealed plans that have been submitted to you in
14         favor of a lay witness observations and
15         personal opinions.
16              He has not qualified himself as an expert
17         and therefor is not entitled to present opinion
18         testimony to this Board.
19              And the testimony that he did present was
20         contrary to the evidence presented by certified
21         experts and contained in the plans and drawings
22         that you have seen this evening that have been
23         submitted to the Town, to this Board.
24              So I don't necessarily have any cross.
25         But I would like to point that out to this
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 1         Board.
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  Any other rebuttal?
 3              MS. TEAGUE:  I wanted to make sure we had
 4         adequately addressed the issue of the street
 5         trees and this issue of alternative compliance.
 6         Because line of sight and the requirements of
 7         the DOT permit for how that access point could
 8         be designed are really critical.
 9              And I wanted to bring your attention to
10         chapter 8.2.4 of the Land Development Standards
11         which have to do with landscaping.
12              And it talks about alternative compliance.
13         And it says:  Alternative landscaping plans may
14         be used where unreasonable or impractical
15         situations would result from application of the
16         landscaping requirements.
17              Such situations may result in streams,
18         natural rock formations, topography or other
19         physical conditions; or from lot configuration,
20         utility easements or unusual site conditions.
21              The administrator may approve an alternate
22         plan which proposes different plant materials
23         or plans to provide that quality,
24         effectiveness, durability, and performance are
25         equivalent to that required by this section.
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 1              And I just wanted to talk about the street
 2         tree issue because of the line of sight and the
 3         fact that this would be an area where
 4         alternative compliance would make sense given
 5         the topography and the fact that we want to
 6         make that intersection as safe as possible.
 7              That is a staff opinion.
 8              The second staff opinion I wanted to draw
 9         your attention to has to do with the highway
10         spacing.  We talked about this before.  And it
11         has to do with that section of the ordinance
12         that is found on chapter 9.8.  It has to do
13         with driveway design.
14              And it says under paragraph C3:  As
15         determined by the administrator, engineering
16         judgment shall override the required dimensions
17         set forth in the district standards above if
18         warranted by specific traffic conditions.
19              The administrator may approve a reduction
20         of the minimum separation distances in low
21         traffic areas or for low volume traffic uses.
22         When reducing the driveway separation
23         distances, the cumulative impacts of various
24         lane usage shall be considered; however, the
25         reduction of separation distance shall not
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 1         exceed 40 percent of the current standards as
 2         stipulated for any land development district.
 3              The plans that were submitted showed a
 4         40-foot distance between that driveway ingress
 5         which I pulled off as the edge of right-of-way.
 6         But based on some of the testimony it may be
 7         further back.
 8              What I would suggest is that we hold them
 9         to at least a 45-foot distance, maybe more if
10         they can get it.
11              However, I also understand the importance
12         of trying to stay out of the floodway to the
13         greatest extent possible.
14              So that is your tradeoff is change in that
15         minimum distance in order to minimize
16         incursions into the floodplain.
17              So just a thought there foe your
18         consideration.
19              Thank you.
20              MR. DICKSON:  Since she responded to me
21         and I'm responding to her, she did ask me a
22         question.
23              MR. McDOWELL:  No, sir.  You have had your
24         public response --
25              MR. DICKSON:  Thank you.
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  -- from what I gather that
 2         is how that goes.
 3              But the people who are within --
 4            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  It is not even cross
 6         examination to that.
 7              As we close down, is there -- We are going
 8         to need for the Planning Board's edification
 9         and knowledge, what is getting ready to happen
10         is there will be an opportunity for closing
11         arguments, statements from each of the parties
12         of standing.
13              Then we will have an opportunity to do any
14         additional questions of any of the parties
15         before we close the public session.
16              Once we close that you will not be allowed
17         to ask any additional questions of the parties
18         of standing.  So it is very important that if
19         you have any questions or comment you think may
20         need a response from the Town, the applicant,
21         or Mr. Justus and the other attorney of
22         standing, those need to be done before we close
23         the public session.  Okay?  Once that is done
24         it is only us at that particular point.
25              So as part of our ending here the parties
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 1         of standing will be allowed a rebuttal closing
 2         argument.
 3              Is there any partly of standing that
 4         wishes to make a closing statement or argument?
 5              MR. HORNIK:  Ladies and gentlemen, I thank
 6         you for listening to what was -- what tended to
 7         I think be quite bland testimony this evening.
 8              I would like to point out a couple of
 9         things to you guys.  This hearing and, you
10         know, some of the issues or questions that it
11         has raised is exactly what this type of hearing
12         is intended for.
13              The Site Plan review based on the Town of
14         Waynesville's development process is really a
15         review of kind of a master general conceptual
16         plan.  It is designed to point out issues that
17         staff, the applicant, and other members of the
18         community with standing may not have initially
19         been aware of.
20              It is designed to point out kind of these
21         inconsistencies or ambiguities in the ordinance
22         where one section's standard may be met but
23         that is contradicted or a different standard is
24         laid out elsewhere in the ordinance.
25              And so I would like to remind this Board
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 1         that I think the applicant has in fact
 2         presented evidence that every required standard
 3         has been met.
 4              There are cases, as Mr. Justus has pointed
 5         out, the ordinance says two or three different
 6         things in different sections about the same
 7         topic.  It requires different standards or
 8         different requirements be met.  And so, you
 9         know, it is difficult to determine which one is
10         applicable.  And that is ultimately this
11         Board's job this evening.
12              And so I would like you to keep in mind as
13         I have just stated that the applicant has
14         checked all of the boxes.  There may be some
15         question as to whether additional boxes should
16         also have been ticked or if an additional box
17         should have been taken separate from the ones
18         that were shown by the applicant tonight.
19              And so the applicant is entirely open to
20         and it is your prerogative as the Planning
21         Board in this quasi-judicial proceeding to
22         impose conditions on the applicant to say to
23         them we are not confident that you have met
24         this particular standard and so when you submit
25         construction drawings, engineered drawings at a
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 1         later stage we want you to meet those
 2         particular standards.
 3              And I think that you know this Board, if
 4         you think about it, that is probably a more
 5         efficient, more just way to go about addressing
 6         some of these questions.
 7              It would not be appropriate to deny the
 8         applicant's Site Plan application simple on the
 9         grounds that, you know, we may or may not be
10         encroaching to a 30-foot buffer, an
11         encroachment that could easily be addressed by
12         a change in the Site Plan down the road.
13              So things like that, possible shortcomings
14         that the neighbors and Mr. Justus have pointed
15         out very well could be addressed through a
16         condition imposed by this Board rather than
17         through a denial of the Site Plan entirely.
18              I would also like to speak to some of the
19         other requirements.  We have heard a lot of
20         testimony about how this project would
21         substantially injure adjacent property values.
22              However, we have not really heard much
23         about the benefits that this particular project
24         may bring.
25              For instance, the extension of city water
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 1         and sewer.  It could be argued that that would
 2         increase the value of adjacent property,
 3         meaning that there is now water and sewer
 4         available for additional development of those
 5         properties.
 6              Also that could benefit the use and
 7         development of adjacent properties, properties
 8         that previously didn't have access to water and
 9         sewer would as a result of this project, which
10         would mean that they, in fact, benefited and
11         there is a larger range of development or use
12         options available to them as a result of the
13         provision of water and sewer.
14              And so I would like this Board to keep
15         some of those things in mind and keep in mind
16         that there are additional review steps
17         available.  By approving this Site Plan you
18         would not be rubber stamping that would allow
19         them to go and break ground tomorrow.  You
20         know, there are still issues to be worked out.
21         And there are still plans that have yet to be
22         submitted per the land development ordinance.
23              And so I would like for you to keep in
24         mind that this is not a reflection of a
25         finished and polished plan.  That is the whole
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 1         purpose of this review this evening.
 2              And that will wrap up my statements.
 3              Thank you.
 4              MR. JUSTUS:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
 5         members of the Board.  I appreciate your
 6         patience.  This is not an easy thing to sit
 7         here for hours, especially listening to
 8         attorneys rattle on.
 9              You know, this whole idea about the
10         application and that it seemingly is some fluid
11         process and that there is more information to
12         come reminds me of what my daughter told me
13         about when she doesn't do well on a test is
14         there are more tests to come.  Or when she
15         doesn't get in her homework in on time, well,
16         there is more opportunity to turn in homework
17         later on.  And to her it seems like this fluid
18         concept of just wait until later.
19              Ultimately this process, this
20         quasi-judicial hearing is a test.  We get
21         information so we can understand whether or not
22         this project meets all our standards, your
23         standards, the Town's standards.
24              This is our only opportunity to really do
25         that, to make comment, make objections.
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 1         Because after this we don't get any notice and
 2         it has failed, complete, it is done, the
 3         project is approved.
 4              And so when you look at the test, the
 5         homework assignment, you look at the section
 6         15.8.2 and it talks about certain findings that
 7         you have to find.
 8              And it is not about, well, later we will
 9         get all of this figured out.  There are things
10         that are in the moment the way your ordinance
11         speaks of.
12              For example, it says that the plan
13         complies with all applicable requirements of
14         this ordinance.
15              Now I can go through and rattle off a
16         bunch of examples where this plan, either the
17         answer was I don't know, we will figure it out
18         later, or admittedly it doesn't, but maybe the
19         ordinance is so ambiguous or the administrator
20         can just waive it, let's just forget about it.
21              Now, examples of that, you have a design
22         standard that says parking for apartments are
23         supposed to below or behind the buildings.
24              That is not the case.
25              An application is required to show
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 1         satisfactory evidence of how water and sewer is
 2         going to be accomplished.  There is no answer
 3         about sewer.  No answer about right-of-way,
 4         about route, just we will figure it out later.
 5              The standard in the ordinance says there
 6         exists adequate infrastructure to support the
 7         plan as proposed.  We don't know that.  Their
 8         burden, their test is to have answered that
 9         tonight, not later.
10              Some other examples, the civic space, I
11         think admittedly the civic space did work based
12         on their belief that we could just take that
13         woodland they are not developing and say that
14         is civic space.  Because otherwise they don't
15         meet it on the face of the Site Plan, the
16         requirements for civic space.
17              Street trees.  They admittedly didn't even
18         touch the topic of street trees even though
19         they are required to have street trees.
20              Now, you had Ms. Teague come up and say,
21         well, that is just something we can figure out
22         later.  I will say with all due respect I have
23         never seen staff so much an advocate for a set
24         of plans at a quasi-judicial hearing.  Never
25         seen it in my almost 30 years, the level of
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 1         involvement of staff to push this thing
 2         through.
 3              But street trees are a requirement.  They
 4         don't even show one street tree.  Nor do they
 5         propose an alternative landscaping plan as
 6         Ms. Teague suggested they can do later on.
 7              You know, they are supposed to stay 30
 8         feet away from the streams.  That is what your
 9         ordinance says.  They didn't do it.  And they
10         are like, well, maybe it is because the
11         retaining wall doesn't qualify.  It does.  And
12         now we just have to think, well, they are going
13         to come up with an alternative design later on.
14         So they didn't even comply with that.
15              So there are other examples, the height of
16         the building.  It talks about three stories.
17         Stories are defined as your habitable space.
18         They then have four stories right next to my
19         client's property.
20              I guess we should be thankful they are
21         intending to have some landscaping in front of
22         this four story building.
23              But they say that my client's multimillion
24         dollar single family dwelling is a heck of a
25         lot like that four story apartment building;
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 1         which is just a shame that that is the
 2         comparison.
 3              So when I go through this test that it is
 4         their burden to produce, to show you evidence,
 5         at the end of the day make a case, then we are
 6         required to rebut.
 7              At the end of the day we would say they
 8         didn't satisfy all the applicable requirements
 9         of this ordinance.  Admittedly that standard
10         two.  They haven't shown that there is adequate
11         infrastructure to support the plan.  They don't
12         have an answer to that.
13              The proposed plan conforms to the
14         character of the neighborhood considering the
15         location type and height of the buildings or
16         structures.  That is item four.
17              You heard John Palmer.  You have heard
18         Chuck talking about the character of this
19         neighborhood.  And the single family dwellings,
20         the farmland that is there, my client whose
21         estate is next door, the Plott Family single
22         family, that single family large tracts of
23         land.  There is not an apartment like this
24         anywhere in this community.
25              The argument I just heard was, well, heck,
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 1         they were going to bring up water and sewer, we
 2         should all celebrate.
 3              Well, obviously what water and sewer may
 4         be is indicative of is urban development.  And
 5         I bet these people out in this audience are not
 6         too keen on the fact that this wonderful Plott
 7         Creek Valley, the character of this Plott Creek
 8         Valley which is single family dwellings and
 9         farmland, that somehow the use and enjoyment of
10         that is okay to take a back seat to the fact
11         that here comes water and sewer, which only
12         means a lot more development.  That is counter
13         to the character of what is out there today.
14              So in terms of the character of the
15         neighborhood and location type and type of
16         buildings and structure being compatible, the
17         test, the answer is they have not produced
18         anything that shows that they meet standard
19         four.
20              And finally standard five.  The
21         application will not substantially injure the
22         values of adjoining or abutting property and it
23         will not be detrimental to the use or
24         development of adjacent properties or other
25         neighborhood uses.
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 1              Again it is their test to at least fill
 2         that out.
 3              So Mr. Merrill who is the selling agent,
 4         he testified that he couldn't find data in
 5         Waynesville, that he couldn't find sales data
 6         anywhere.
 7              He looked at tax records from projects in
 8         Buncombe and Henderson County.  That is not
 9         fair market value, folks.  That is not sales
10         data.  That is not what appraisers use.  They
11         don't use what a tax office might say about a
12         property.
13              And so at the end of the day there is not
14         anybody that testified for them to show
15         compliance with five at all.  And it is their
16         responsibility to at least show some evidence
17         that is competent to that standard.  They
18         didn't do it.
19              Now, you've heard from my client, a
20         representative appraiser John Palmer.  He said
21         from his experience that he gave an opinion
22         that they didn't meet standard five.
23              Now, he admitted -- I think Mr. Sutton
24         asked him a question.  Did you find any data?
25         He said, No, I didn't find any data, sales data
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 1         to support it.  But I did talk when we -- We as
 2         appraisers, when we don't find that specific
 3         data we go out and find other data which is
 4         information to gain from real estate agents in
 5         terms of the effect on in this case high-end
 6         properties.  And he was told that it would have
 7         a substantial detrimental effect.
 8              Now I think that Mr. Hornik was trying to
 9         say, well, they are not in the room so how can
10         we rely on them.
11              And John was telling him I'm an appraiser.
12         This is what we do in the industry.  We take
13         information that might be hearsay for a layman,
14         but for us we take that information and we
15         syphon it through our brain and our experiences
16         over the many decades we have been doing this
17         and we draft an opinion.  And his opinion was
18         very plainly they don't meet standard five.
19              But again their expert didn't even touch
20         this topic with any competent evidence.
21              So at the end of the day it is not about,
22         well, let's figure it out later.  It is about
23         tonight and whether or not you can say there
24         was competent evidence in the record to support
25         all of the findings.
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 1              And I would say there isn't from their
 2         point of view from what they were required to
 3         do.
 4              Now, you are right, Mr. Hornik is right.
 5         You could sit here and consider this project
 6         and say well they have to stay -- the 30 feet,
 7         they have got to stay out of that.  And you
 8         know, let's put some street trees and let's
 9         require some extra buffer.
10              But let's just take the last standard,
11         five.  When you have got no evidence to support
12         that, are you just going to ignore it and just
13         approve the project and hope for the best?
14              I would hope that you don't do that.
15         Because tonight is the night for them to show
16         up with evidence that met all five standards.
17         And they didn't do it.
18              Thank you.
19              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
20              Elizabeth, does the Town have a closing
21         argument statement?
22              MS. TEAGUE:  I'm just going to let the
23         staff report and all the comments speak for
24         themselves.
25              But there is something that I haven't
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 1         mentioned and I keep it on a staff report but I
 2         just googled Zillow:  Rentals in Waynesville.
 3         Currently there are six.  There are six rentals
 4         in Waynesville.
 5              We are a town of 10,000 people.  We do
 6         have a housing crisis.  We have a rental
 7         crisis.
 8              So when we see projects and opportunities
 9         we try to look for opportunities and ways that
10         the Town can create resources for our
11         community.  And that is part of our land use
12         plan.
13              I do get concerned when we end up
14         essentially protecting large residential tracts
15         of land, essentially million dollar estates out
16         in the county to the detriment of the community
17         of Waynesville, I do.
18              And you know, I understand the fear of
19         people living in a community who maybe aren't
20         people who own million dollar estates.
21              But I do believe that this is an
22         opportunity for the Town to meet the critical
23         community need.  I do believe that it does meet
24         the five standards.  And of course all of that
25         depends on where you sit.
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 1              The conditions that I was particularly
 2         interested in again were the driveway distance,
 3         the street tree landscaping.  And then I would
 4         correct Mr. Justus in that the buffer is 25
 5         feet.  It is the built-upon area standard which
 6         is part of the stormwater ordinances that is 30
 7         feet.  And that has to be addressed as part of
 8         the stormwater plan.
 9              So the Town, and I can only speak for
10         myself as the staff, I really do feel like
11         there is an opportunity here.  And I think if
12         there are some critical design issues, that
13         there is an opportunity for us to put those
14         conditions that this Board would like to see or
15         make sure that this plan can get improved.  We
16         are open for that.  And we are open for working
17         with you and with the developer however
18         necessary.
19              Thank you.
20              MR. McDOWELL:  Before we go into our
21         closed public session, remember this is our
22         opportunity to ask questions, anyone who needs
23         to with this.  And so any questions for anybody
24         at this time?
25              MR. ROGERS:  Yes, for the developer.
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 1              Two questions.
 2              Number one:  Where is your mail kiosk?
 3              MR. RATCHFORD:  As you pretty much know,
 4         the metal kiosk is just like the billboard, it
 5         is in the apartment -- in the apartment leasing
 6         center on the --
 7              The way this one is, it is always the
 8         closest one to the community side of the
 9         property.
10              MR. ROGERS:  So is it in the clubhouse or
11         is it --
12              MR. RATCHFORD:  Yes, it is in the
13         clubhouse.
14              MR. ROGERS:  Okay.  The second question:
15         What is the tallest retaining wall on the site?
16              MR. RATCHFORD:  The tallest retaining
17         wall?
18              MR. ROGERS:  Uh-huh.
19              MR. RATCHFORD:  It is right -- It's on the
20         back.  It is on the back, 30 -- it is roughly
21         30 feet unless there is something -- unless
22         there is a problem, and then we can split it in
23         two.  It is the wall --
24              What is the --
25              UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER:  It is 102.
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 1              MR. RATCHFORD:  102?
 2              So the back wall that backs up the parking
 3         lot is a -- is a large cut wall.  It is not --
 4         it is not -- Well, it goes from a fill wall to
 5         a cut wall.
 6              And, you know, if need be we could break
 7         that wall up into two cut walls.  There is
 8         nothing back there but the tree area.
 9              And we purposefully put -- We had
10         purposely brung the tree area back in case
11         there was a problem with that wall.  So you can
12         go back and replace it.
13              MR. McDOWELL:  Elizabeth, I have a couple
14         of questions for you, please.
15              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.
16              MR. McDOWELL:  In the Town ordinances it
17         has been brought to my attention about parking.
18              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.
19              MR. McDOWELL:  How is this project meeting
20         the design ordinances --
21              MS. TEAGUE:  Standard parking?
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.
23              MS. TEAGUE:  The standard for parking is
24         one-and-a-half spaces per unit.
25              MR. McDOWELL:  I'm not so interested in
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 1         the quantity as the location if that is the --
 2              I know we have had several different
 3         projects where front parking is allowed due to
 4         the type of project that it is.
 5              And what I'm trying to get at here is, is
 6         that allowed in our ordinance with this type of
 7         project?  Or does it not meet our ordinance?
 8              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  Our interpretation
 9         there is that parking is cued off of the public
10         roadway, the front being the public roadway.
11         Which in this case it is Plott Creek Road and
12         the clubhouse.
13              And parking has to be to the rear of the
14         side from the public roadway.
15              In this kind of case you have the
16         driveway.  And then all the parking is in the
17         interior of the development.  But not -- the
18         only -- The only parking is actually in front
19         or actually to the side of the building is that
20         clubhouse parking and that is 15 spaces.
21              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
22              Marty?
23              You will have to pull down your microphone
24         so we can --
25              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I have a question of
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 1         Elizabeth.
 2              I'm wondering if the other additional
 3         hearing or comment period can be made following
 4         their submission of the engineering plans.
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  Generally that doesn't happen
 6         at the engineering stage.
 7              However, if, you know, this Board wants to
 8         have additional comments on certain things that
 9         would be entirely up to you.
10              But generally if you can -- If you find it
11         tonight that you feel like you can approve the
12         master plan, then they go into the next stage
13         of the process which is engineering and
14         construction documents.  And there is a whole
15         other level of review that we will do.
16              That is not necessarily a public process.
17         Although any plans once submitted are public
18         record and they can be requested.
19              And if somebody wants to have an engineer
20         doublecheck their engineer and spend that money
21         they can do that.
22              It is not like they are not going to show
23         those engineering plans because they have done
24         their homework.
25              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  There is no public
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 1         hearing or anything --
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  No, ma'am.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  I have another question.
 4              Mr. Dickson brought up the fact that he
 5         read, and I'm not familiar with this because I
 6         thought in this other projects this was not
 7         what happened.  I want to know that public
 8         spaces were supposed to be deeded to the Town
 9         or to those --
10              So I would like clarification on that.
11              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  Ownership.  Chapter
12         seven.  This is section 7.2.8.  I will just
13         read.
14              Dedicated civic space land shall be
15         separately deeded to either a homeowner's
16         association, a nonprofit land trust or
17         conservancy, Haywood County, to the Town of
18         Waynesville (upon approval of the Board or
19         Alderman) or may be held in private ownership
20         with conservation easements recorded in the
21         Haywood County Register of Deeds in a form
22         approved by the Town.
23              A metes and bounds description of the
24         space to be preserved and limits on its use
25         shall be recorded on the development plan, in
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 1         homeowner covenants, and on individual deeds
 2         when open space lands are not held entirely in
 3         common.  Alternative means of permanent open
 4         space preservation may include acceptance by a
 5         land conservation trust or a unit of
 6         government.  Private management alternatives
 7         will also be permitted.
 8              There is also an option, if you read
 9         through this, there is a payment in lieu of
10         civic space dedication.
11              Any person developing and/or subdividing
12         property subject to this chapter and upon
13         approval of the Board of Alderman may make a
14         payment in lieu of any required dedication to
15         public recreational space.
16              And then I would also add that as I read
17         the ordinance, and this is my interpretation,
18         civic space when it speaks of accessibility it
19         says, and I quote, this is section 7.2.2.
20         Accessibility --
21              We have already read from some of this.
22              It says:  All civic spaces shall be
23         conveniently accessible to all residents of the
24         development.
25              And then if you go down to Minimum
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 1         Amenities it says:  Required civic space shall
 2         be planned, improved, and useable by persons
 3         living nearby.
 4              And I think this idea of public in the
 5         terms of the design of a new development, the
 6         civic space is there for the residents of that
 7         development or people who are near enough to
 8         access that within a quarter mile.
 9              Does that mean the general public or does
10         that mean the public that is living within that
11         development?
12              My interpretation is that the civic space
13         is there for the people who live in the
14         development.
15              And the precedent that we have is we do
16         have some other gated communities, the
17         Sanctuary probably being our largest one, that
18         they have civic space there, significant amount
19         of civic space.  But it is not open to the
20         general public.  It is there for the residents
21         of that development.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
23              Anyone else before I ask my next question?
24              Clarification on the entrance.
25              The standard is 75 feet?
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 1              MS. TEAGUE:  The standard --
 2              Again I want to just keep reading
 3         specifically from the ordinance.
 4              Neighborhood residential is 50 feet
 5         driveway spacing, 75 feet between driveways and
 6         streets.
 7              And then the next paragraph says --
 8         Actually it talks about:  All driveway
 9         approaches shall be a concrete apron section,
10         except that street type driveway entrances may
11         be required to development that have parking
12         spaces for 200 or more vehicles when required
13         be the administrator.
14              And this is actually a design that entry
15         road is designed as kind of a small street.
16              And then you have the driveway issue.  And
17         it says -- This is the paragraph I mentioned to
18         you before -- is determined by the
19         administrator.
20              Engineering judgment shall override the
21         required dimensions set forth in district
22         standards if warranted by specific traffic
23         conditions.
24              My concern is again that DOT driveway
25         permit and what the design of that was going to
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 1         be.  Because that might influence the success
 2         of that location of the driveway.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  So I want a little
 4         clarification on that aspect.
 5              It is 75 feet with the administrator being
 6         able to reduce up to 40 percent?
 7              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct, which will be 30.
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  But that is the
 9         maximum --
10              MS. TEAGUE:  That is the maximum --
11              MR. McDOWELL:  -- maximum relief that they
12         have?
13              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
14              MR. McDOWELL:  Correct.
15              MS. TEAGUE:  So they have to meet that 45
16         feet as a minimum.
17              MR. McDOWELL:  If we were to grant that.
18              MS. TEAGUE:  If you were to grant that.
19              MR. McDOWELL:  That is an additional grant
20         if we decide to grant it?
21              MS. TEAGUE:  Correct.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
23              Ginger, use the mike.
24              MS. HAIN:  This might be for Ron or for
25         Elizabeth.  It is a little bit out of the box
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 1         regarding the community, the character of the
 2         community.
 3              Is it in the purview of this Board to have
 4         a condition by which we ask the applicant to
 5         sponsor a community event and so that --
 6              MS. TEAGUE:  I am going to let Ron handle
 7         that.
 8              MR. SNEED:  I don't believe you can do
 9         that in this proceeding.
10              MS. HAIN:  Okay.  Thank you.
11              MR. McDOWELL:  Additional questions?
12              I do have one additional that I think I do
13         want to discuss at this particular point in
14         case we need to do this.
15              And that is in Elizabeth's presentation
16         initially section 4.4.3 where it talks about
17         height, while we have the ability to ask
18         questions of various people, I think we need to
19         discuss that and what we believe that stands
20         for.
21              Any comment on as you read it the -- what
22         has been published to us and where that
23         measurement should or shouldn't begin?
24              Questions for Elizabeth or anyone else
25         concerning that.
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 1              MR. ROGERS:  Would you like for me to take
 2         that?
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  If you have got that.  You
 4         raised your hand.
 5              MR. ROGERS:  So fortunately and
 6         unfortunately at the time that this was revised
 7         I worked for the Town.
 8              And so as Mr. Justus pointed out, the
 9         story listing is correct.  Stories, basement
10         stories, stories above.  The fact is that
11         4.4.2, which is a typo in the ordinance, it
12         says 4.4.1 says specifically that the
13         measurement of height is from the highest point
14         of the grade, three stories.
15              So the basement story would not have been
16         considered as a fourth story as far as
17         measuring height in the ordinance at the time
18         this was crafted.
19              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  But is says three
20         inhabitable --
21              MR. ROGERS:  Three inhabitable stories.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Stories above ground from
23         the measurement.
24              Is that what you are --
25              MR. ROGERS:  Yes.  So it is three stories
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 1         above grade.  And grade is measured at the
 2         highest point on the foundation line, which
 3         would be the first floor at the foundation.  It
 4         is somewhat --
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  And you are having a little
 6         different interpretation on that?
 7              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I am.
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.  What is your
 9         interpretation?
10              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  When it says -- We
11         are talking about four (indiscernible.)
12              Because he is saying that that basement
13         floor will be --
14              MR. WINGATE:  I read it as the building
15         height starts at the highest grade.  So there
16         is actually three stories tall and four
17         stories --
18              MR. McDOWELL:  And I think that is the
19         issue there.  That is what we need to --
20              We may not come to a total agreement on
21         that, but I want to have this discussion so
22         that when we go into deliberations we can talk
23         about that.
24              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)
25              MR. McDOWELL:  It may not be in the
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 1         section that we have right now.  That could be
 2         something Elizabeth can discuss.
 3              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  So chapter 4.4,
 4         Measurment of Height.  Building height shall be
 5         as specified and shall be determined according
 6         to the provisions below.
 7              4.4.1, Story says:  A story is a habitable
 8         level within a building of no more than 14 feet
 9         in height from finished floor to finished
10         ceiling.
11              And then it goes on to say:  Unoccupied
12         attics less than 7 feet in height and raised
13         basements less than 6 feet in height (measured
14         from the average grade of the fronting
15         sidewalk) are not considered a story for the
16         purpose -- purposes of determining building
17         height.
18              A mezzanine shall be considered a story if
19         it is contiguous with at least 60 percent of
20         the building's front facade, is designed to be
21         occupiable, and maintains an average depth of
22         at least 16 feet.
23              A penthouse shall be considered a story if
24         it exceeds one-third of the area of the roof
25         and the under-roof area with the dormers does
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 1         not count as a story.
 2              And then it goes on to section 4.4.2,
 3         dimensional height standards.
 4              It says:  Where a specific dimension is
 5         used in the calculation of height it shall be
 6         measured from the highest ground level at the
 7         structure foundation to the highest point of
 8         the structure excluding chimneys and antennas.
 9              And then there is a drawing that shows the
10         building heights measured from the highest
11         adjacent grade to the highest peak of the roof.
12              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  What is this
13         foundation?  Foundation would have be a
14         basement.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, I think you have an
16         interesting question there in this, the fact
17         that --
18              And I would like to some interpretation of
19         this.
20              Nowhere do I see where it says a maximum
21         height.  It talks about in essence we could
22         have 14-foot levels, three levels, an attic
23         above it.  So we would be somewhere in the
24         neighborhood of, you know, 50 some odd feet
25         high or higher and because of stories.
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 1              However, I have a question about not being
 2         on that unoccupied attic less than seven feet
 3         in height.
 4              But the next statement, and raised
 5         basements less than six feet in height are not
 6         considered stories.
 7              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  It is interesting that
 8         it provides a specific we won't count a
 9         basement that is under six feet and yet
10         because --
11              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  That would be an
12         uninhabitable basement based on building codes.
13         So we have some conflict here which is somewhat
14         of an issue for us.
15              MS. TEAGUE:  And that is why I was hoping
16         you all would know more than I did on this one.
17              I have seen this dimensional height
18         standard in other ordinances where it talks
19         about the highest ground level at the
20         structure's foundation and measuring building
21         height from there.
22              Our ordinance is interesting because it
23         has that building height thing, but then it
24         also has the story and the dimensional
25         requirements.  Each district has a story
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 1         limitation.
 2              And where the ordinance is not clear is is
 3         it just stories that are above the highest
 4         ground level?  And I don't see that in the
 5         ordinance.
 6              MR. McDOWELL:  So the ordinance is not a
 7         hundred percent clear?
 8              MS. TEAGUE:  It doesn't provide that
 9         specification to me.
10              MR. McDOWELL:  Jason, your, quote,
11         unquote, memory?
12              MR. ROGERS:  The way I'm reading it is it
13         is from the highest point of the grade.
14              You know, the intent, you know, 14 feet
15         per story, three stories high.  Fourteen times
16         three is 42 feet.
17              MR. McDOWELL:  I agree with you.  I think
18         -- my personal opinion is this is based on the
19         nature of our community being sloped, that they
20         want to measure from a particular area.
21              Ron, how do we as a Board interpret things
22         from differences between these types of aspects
23         when we have got this little bit of ambiguity
24         here concerning this and measuring stories and
25         such as that?  Do you have some guidance?
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 1              MR. SNEED:  One, you might want to look at
 2         section --
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  Will you lean forward so
 4         that Marty can hear you?
 5              MR. SNEED:  Sorry.
 6              You might want to look at section 2.4.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  Section 2.4?
 8              MR. SNEED:  2.4.  That is the Dimensional
 9         Standards by Residential District.
10              If you will look under neighborhood
11         residential, it provides that principal
12         structures can be three stories high, three
13         stories tall.
14              And then back at 4.4.1 it says that a
15         basement level that has no more than 6 feet of
16         that level above ground does not count as a
17         story.
18              MR. McDOWELL:  So it is 6 feet above
19         ground.
20              MR. SNEED:  Right.  Your bottom --
21              MR. McDOWELL:  Not 6 feet in height, but 6
22         feet above ground.
23              MR. SNEED:  Six feet of that bottom floor
24         is above ground.  That does not count as a
25         story.
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 1              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  This is a part of a
 3         question --
 4              Thank you, Ron, for that.
 5              MR. WINGATE:  Is there another area of the
 6         ordinance such as a site ordinance that could
 7         give us guidance to this?
 8              MR. HERMANN:  Our home was built nine
 9         years ago.  It is on a slope.  When the
10         appraiser comes and looks at it they say the
11         lower level is a basement.
12              And you have that whole area is half the
13         house.  It is nice.  It is supposed to be the
14         second story.  But it is still referred to as a
15         basement.
16              So I don't see --
17              MR. WINGATE:  So my question is:  Is there
18         another place in the ordinance that would give
19         us some guidance such as the sign ordinance?
20              MR. McDOWELL:  Are you talking about
21         measuring height?
22              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
23              MS. TEAGUE:  Chapter 11.3.2, Computation
24         of Height.
25              The height of a sign shall be measured
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 1         from the highest point of the sign face to the
 2         highest adjacent grade at the base of the sign,
 3         provided that the height of the sign face to
 4         the highest adjacent grade at the base of the
 5         structure shall not exceed the height of the
 6         sign face by greater than 20 percent.
 7              Did everybody get that?
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  So the point is it is
 9         measuring from the highest point of the grade?
10              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  It is measuring from
11         the highest adjacent grade at the base of the
12         sign face.
13              And the drawing that is shown is somewhat
14         smaller.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  The same drawing.
16              MS. TEAGUE:  It is the same drawing.
17              MS. HAIN:  May I --
18              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, Ging?
19              MS. HAIN:  This says --
20              MR. McDOWELL:  If you would use the
21         microphone please.
22              MS. HAIN:  Thank you.
23              This might be for Elizabeth or Ron again.
24              There was some discussion about concession
25         for certain income level renting or whatever,
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 1         five percent.
 2              Is that something that we can make as a
 3         condition?
 4              MR. SNEED:  No, you can't.
 5              Let's go back to the first question you
 6         asked me.
 7              If you have an ambiguity in the ordinance
 8         how do you sort that out?
 9              There are a number of rules of
10         interpretation.  One is what you are doing now
11         is looking at other sections of the ordinance
12         to see if comparable language can give you
13         better guidance.
14              Second are your purpose statements.  And I
15         don't think your purpose statements do much for
16         you on trying to determine this height thing.
17              A third rule is when there this is an
18         ambiguity then you should interpret that
19         ambiguity to the benefit of the property owner.
20              And those are the rules.
21              Now, which one -- Does one have a trust
22         with the other?  No.  There are just sort of
23         guidelines to help if we have ambiguous
24         statements.
25              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.
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 1              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  My point was that it
 2         says that it can't be more than three stories
 3         high.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  It is three stories from
 5         the --
 6              The question becomes three stories from
 7         what point is what I'm trying to derive.
 8              My interpretation is different.  It is
 9         three stories from point of grade level at the
10         base of the level like the drawing is.
11              And you are going to have a different
12         argument.  So I guess -- And there may be
13         others that have different viewpoints.
14              I don't anticipate we are going to agree
15         on anything on this tonight.  And that is fine.
16         I'm all in favor of split votes just because it
17         does show that we are considering this.
18              I don't know that we need to have a one
19         hundred percent agreement on every aspects of
20         this because there may be aspects that we
21         don't.  So that is good enough.
22              Additional questions before we consider
23         closing?  Questions of --
24              MR. SHAH:  I have one question.
25              MR. McDOWELL:  Speak into the mike.
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 1              MR. SHAH:  This is for Elizabeth.
 2              We have the water and sewage issue that we
 3         were talking about.  It sounds like it is going
 4         to be overlapping with DOT approvals, approvals
 5         beyond the scope of this meeting.
 6              MS. TEAGUE:  Yes.  They are going to have
 7         to get an encroachment agreement with the DOT
 8         to bring the water and sewer up the
 9         right-of-way.
10              MR. SHAH:  How will that impact our
11         decision today if they -- for some reason they
12         don't get that easement from the DOT?
13              MR. McDOWELL:  Then they can't proceed.
14              MS. TEAGUE:  No.  Then even if you approve
15         it they can't proceed.
16              Similarly if DOT doesn't approve their
17         driveway permit they cannot proceed.
18              MR. McDOWELL:  And I do want to make a
19         comment on that.  I think that -- And I'm sure
20         Marty is the same way.  In our hundred years
21         being on this Board it is very common that
22         through these processes it is a staggered
23         process.  It is not one hundred percent at this
24         time.
25              Very often there is the DOT aspect that
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 1         people have to clear that is beyond our scope
 2         and community control.
 3              And usually there are steps in the process
 4         so that they can get design plans to meet
 5         certain -- to meet our requirements.  And then
 6         based on those design plans they can design
 7         stormwater and other things afterwards because
 8         of the conditions that we have made and impose.
 9              So the fact that there is not a stormwater
10         plan or some other plan, it is fairly normal in
11         these processes for us due to the fact that how
12         we approve, what we approve effects the next
13         step in how to design those aspects.  So that
14         is not unusual.
15              I think even in that last project that we
16         had there were some questions.  You must clear
17         the first hurdle before we go to the next and
18         the next hurdle.
19              I have a question for the applicant.
20              My question concerns the driveway entrance
21         and the entrance to the clubhouse.
22              MR. RATCHFORD:  (Indiscernible.)
23              MR. McDOWELL:  Certainly.  I understand.
24              And this is not to be mean to you or
25         anything else.  However, the ordinance does say
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 1         75 feet.  And there is a possibility of a 40
 2         percent reduction.  But the design you
 3         submitted didn't meet that.
 4              Can I ask why and why the design did not
 5         meet that?
 6              MR. JONES:  At the time that the original
 7         plan was done I wasn't familiar with that
 8         requirement.  We didn't show it at the 75 feet.
 9              But we showed it where it basically needed
10         to be based on topography, street, et cetera.
11              Elizabeth and I, when we had a
12         conversation about this and she asked how much
13         we could give, that is when I looked into it in
14         great detail.  And I came up with 45 was as
15         much as I thought we could get and still meet
16         all the objectives of the stream preservation
17         buffers, the floodplain.
18              So it was an oversight on the original
19         plan.  But when it was pointed out by staff we
20         looked into it in more detail and came back
21         with the best number we could.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  And your 45 feet is in
23         your -- is to the road or to the right-of-way
24         at this point?
25              MR. JONES:  Based on the proceedings
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 1         tonight it is going to need to be the
 2         right-of-way.
 3              We will go back and confirm that.  But
 4         that is what it appears.  We will just do
 5         whatever we can to make that --
 6              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
 7              MR. RATCHFORD:  We have built some parking
 8         spaces extra in the clubhouse.  So we can pull
 9         enough parking --
10              MR. JONES:  We will probably have to lose
11         a couple parking spaces in the clubhouse
12         parking lot to achieve the 45 there.
13              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
14              Yes?
15              MR. WINGATE:  I will let Marty go first.
16              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, take the mike.
17              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Addressing Mr.
18         Dickson's concern about the flooding, I know at
19         the beach they have paved surfaces that are
20         pervious.
21              Do we -- Have we considered that here?
22              It is a type of paveed surface that the
23         water can soak through.
24              MR. JONES:  It has to be considered
25         gradient.  But the stormwater strategy with the
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 1         subsurface chambers, there is going to be a
 2         great deal of stormwater retention built into
 3         the plan.
 4              But pervious pavement, especially here in
 5         the mountains, is tricky with our wet freezing.
 6         It is not that you can't have it.
 7              I think primarily the way we are looking
 8         at the stormwater strategy and relating to
 9         flooding too is first of all modeling to make
10         sure the fill is not going to increase the
11         flood elevation, but also holding back the peak
12         grade run off with the subsurface system.
13              So pervious is not currently part of the
14         plan.
15              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  The stormwater, they
16         can flood, too.  And then also flooding in the
17         tributaries.
18              MR. JONES:  Right now the plan as we
19         intend it to be, and we are not there, but
20         subsurface, large stormwater chambers with
21         gravel around them to hold the water and
22         release it over time.
23              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)
24              MR. JONES:  It is the typical treatment
25         that we have done on multiple numerous projects
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 1         for this client.  And it seems to be
 2         successful.
 3              The neighbors, I don't know of any that we
 4         have worked on out of dozens that have any had
 5         any significant amount of complaints, from my
 6         understanding, any complaints after the project
 7         was finished.
 8              The challenge is during construction.  But
 9         once the project is done and the systems are up
10         and running they seem to be very effective.
11         And we have had very good results.
12              MR. RATCHFORD:  We have actually found
13         subsurface ponds to actually be better.
14              You know, when you deal with a BMP pond,
15         which is a stormwater pond, a high retention
16         pond, we are always worried about cattails
17         being in there to create -- or some invasive
18         plant like that that could breed mosquitoes or
19         something like that; or if it overflows, the
20         overflow, that it goes into a person's
21         property.
22              The ponds that -- The stormwater retention
23         underground, the bright side has always been if
24         it does get built when you do your inspection,
25         you suck it up, and it is always in shape.
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 1              There tends to be less debris because
 2         there is not as much -- because it is a manmade
 3         retention with gravel.  There is just not as
 4         much in there that can be -- You know, slopes
 5         don't degrade.  Sod, grass doesn't die.  It has
 6         too much water in it, not enough water in the
 7         summer.  They all -- We now have five projects
 8         with underground retention.  And they have held
 9         up better than above ground retention.
10              MR. HERMANN:  Let me ask a question.
11              THE COURT:  Mike.
12              MR. HERMANN:  How many units are there per
13         building?
14              MR. RATCHFORD:  Twenty eight.
15              MR. HERMANN:  Are each equal?
16              MR. RATCHFORD:  So basically there is
17         eight units per floor and then four units in
18         the basement.
19              So on the building seven side is ten.  It
20         is four units on the first floor, four units on
21         the second floor, and two units in the
22         basement.
23              MR. McDOWELL:  Jason?
24              MR. ROGERS:  What is the height of the
25         roof from the top floor to the peak, not
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 1         counting the cupolas or spires?
 2              MR. RATCHFORD:  Do you want to go building
 3         by building?
 4              MR. ROGERS:  Yes.
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  Or from the highest one?
 6              MR. ROGERS:  From the highest one.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  While they are discussing
 8         that, I have a question for the Board that I
 9         want to discuss.  And that is a question about
10         the retaining wall, whether that is impervious
11         or not and whether that could be in that
12         five-foot difference there.
13              Opinions on that?
14              MR. ROGERS:  My opinion is a retaining
15         wall, that it is a structure.  It was ruled in
16         the 2012 building code by North Carolina that
17         all private bridges and retaining walls at the
18         same time were structures.
19              MR. McDOWELL:  So that would mean it would
20         not be able to be in that 30-foot --
21              MR. ROGERS:  Not a structure.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  I would personally feel
23         better in our interpretation being that the
24         retaining wall is that, that it is.
25              Your thoughts on that?
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 1              Danny?
 2              Anybody?
 3              So I think as we go forward that we need
 4         to make a concession cannot be within the
 5         30-foot section.
 6              So that is part of our interpretation.
 7              Any other comments while they are looking
 8         that up?
 9              Do you want to ask anyone else besides the
10         applicant?  Anything for Elizabeth or --
11              Marty?  Are you ready to close?
12              Any further questions for anyone else that
13         need an answer from a party of standing?
14              Ginger?
15              Anthony?
16              Pratik?
17              Jason?
18              Any additional questions of the parties of
19         standing?  Once you get this answered we will
20         be ready to close the public session.
21              MR. ROGERS:  What all seven building
22         height on the bottoms.  These buildings, some
23         of them sit twice, the infrastructure.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  You will have to ask that
25         question so that I understand it.
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 1              All right.
 2              MR. JONES:  We apologize we didn't have
 3         the height of the roof for this meeting.  But
 4         based on the way you all measure building
 5         height being stories, we just didn't have that.
 6              But we have got a few --
 7              MR. RATCHFORD:  Building six has an
 8         additional 16.8 feet, so roughly 40 -- between
 9         46 and 47 feet.
10              MR. McDOWELL:  I think that was Jason that
11         stated that in the presentation on page by
12         Elizabeth that building six and eight, plus 16
13         feet to the roof from the highest point.
14              MR. WINGATE:  And how many stories were
15         six and eight?  How many stories is --
16              MR. McDOWELL:  Eight is three stories
17         above grade and the basement; is that correct?
18              MR. JONES:  Correct.
19              MR. McDOWELL:  And what is six?
20              MR. JONES:  Six is the same way.
21              MR. McDOWELL:  Three and a base.
22              MR. ROGERS:  So the next question.  How
23         much of an offset is in the bottom of these
24         buildings as it steps across?
25              These buildings step, some just once, some
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 1         twice.
 2              MR. RATCHFORD:  Oh, you mean step between
 3         the --
 4              So building six is two feet across, two
 5         feet and two feet.
 6              Buildings eight and --
 7              MR. ROGERS:  So are you saying one side
 8         has got a four foot rise in the floor level?
 9              MR. RATCHFORD:  No.  It will be between
10         3.1 and 3.2 would be two feet total.
11              MR. ROGERS:  Two foot total.
12              MR. RATCHFORD:  And then the breezeway two
13         and three will be two foot total.  So it would
14         be four foot total from one end of the building
15         to the other.
16              Now, building eight --
17              We set all our breaks at two feet.  When
18         you get them over three feet it requires a
19         second floor.  And then you start getting a
20         handicap rate problem between breezeways.
21              MR. ROGERS:  Thank you.
22              MR. HERMANN:  One other question.
23              COURT REPORTER:  Wait.  Speak up, please.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  Speak into the mike.
25              MR. HERMANN:  Building eight pretty much
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 1         abuts the property where we are talking about
 2         the height problem.
 3              Is there any way to alternate that height?
 4         How many units would you lose if you eliminated
 5         one floor, call it a subbasement so that you
 6         basically only have --
 7              MR. RATCHFORD:  So if I lose a basement I
 8         lose four units.  But contrary, I'm not losing
 9         any height in the elevation.  The retaining
10         wall goes in its place; if that makes sense.
11              I can either have the retaining wall in
12         the building or outside.
13              So our purpose of why we put these
14         basement units in, it was easier and we felt
15         more -- it was more conservative to put the
16         units in the bottom and put them in these
17         basements than come in and grade more to put
18         another building in further up the hill.
19              So that was the tradeoff is if --
20              The basement units have gotten a lot
21         better over the years.  When they are a solid
22         concrete wall they don't get moisture problems.
23         It is not if you use concrete block coming up.
24              So we have had good success with them.  We
25         have used them in Franklinton.  In some major
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 1         grading sites it just worked out better.
 2              MR. WINGATE:  I'm still having some
 3         concerns about adding space --
 4              COURT REPORTER:  Wait.  Speak up, please.
 5              MR. WINGATE:  I am still having some
 6         issues with unoccupied attic space.
 7              It reads that it has to be less than seven
 8         feet to not qualify as a story.
 9              MR. McDOWELL:  So Elizabeth, how did you
10         arrive at that standard?
11              MS. TEAGUE:  So going back to that
12         definition from chapter 4.4, Minimum Height, it
13         talks about the attic story as you can have up
14         to seven feet in height and raise basements
15         less than six feet in height as unoccupied
16         attics.
17              The drawing that we have been provided is
18         just a roof.  There is no attic space that is
19         shown up there.  It is just the roof on it.
20              So my interpretation is that, looking at
21         that dimensional height standard definition and
22         the drawing that we have, it is showing the
23         building height as including that roof
24         standard, that -- I mean that roof area.
25              MR. McDOWELL:  I think I understand what
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 1         you are saying, since it is a --
 2              MS. TEAGUE:  When I interpret attic, I
 3         interpret that as a space that is being used.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
 5              MS. TEAGUE:  And they are saying you can
 6         have in addition to your third or fourth
 7         floor --
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  A standard home's pitch of
 9         roof generally generates more than seven feet
10         from ceiling -- the last level to rooftop.
11              I understand what you are saying.
12              MS. TEAGUE:  Right.
13              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
14              Last opportunity.
15              MR. SUTTON:  I make a motion to close the
16         public hearing.
17              MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  A motion to
18         second?
19              MR. HERMANN:  A motion to second.
20              MR. McDOWELL:  All those in favor --
21              Will you allow me one moment for the
22         discussion before the vote?
23              Ron?  Mr. Sneed?
24              MR. SNEED:  Yes?
25              MR. McDOWELL:  Is there anything that you
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 1         need that you as our attorney that we should
 2         get any additional clarification on or things
 3         that we might not have done that we should do
 4         before we close the public hearing?
 5              MR. SNEED:  At this hour, I can't imagine.
 6              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you, sir.  I just
 7         wanted to be sure of that, that I dotted my I's
 8         and crosses my T's.
 9              I have a motion.
10              Is there any discussion before closing?
11         Any further discussion?
12              All those in favor of closing the public
13         session please say aye.
14              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
15              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
16              MR. SHAH:  Aye.
17              MS. HAIN:  Aye.
18              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
19              MR. DYKES:  Aye.
20              MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
21              MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Aye.
23              Any opposed?
24              All right.
25              Now we get to begin our deliberations
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 1         where we talk amongst ourselves.  We won't be
 2         able to ask questions of any of the parties of
 3         standing.
 4              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Do you have to speak
 5         into the mike?
 6              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, you do need to the
 7         speak into the microphone because it is still
 8         public record.
 9              Correct, Ron?
10              MR. SNEED:  Correct.  Every word out of
11         your mouth is public record.
12              MR. McDOWELL:  This is still public
13         record.  We still need to speak.  It is just
14         that we cannot ask any questions.  This is for
15         us to discuss.
16              Thoughts?  Concerns?
17              Do you want to address each of the five
18         things one by one and try to get some
19         clarification so we don't jump around?
20              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Right.
21              MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  Number one,
22         consistency.
23              We will actually begin on page -- We will
24         begin with the staff report on page two and
25         probably go to page three, proposed development
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 1         consistency.
 2              The question is:  Is the plan consistent
 3         with the adopted plans and policies of the
 4         Town, is the question.
 5              Does anyone have concerns that it is not
 6         consistent with the adopted plans and policies?
 7              Ron, any problem with me taking a vote on
 8         each of these issues to see where the Board
 9         stands and then as a whole?
10              Or is that something that I should avoid?
11              MR. SNEED:  Well, something needs to move
12         it of the dime probably.
13              And probably a consensus vote to get the
14         discussion going on the point might at least
15         get your discussion going.
16              MR. McDOWELL:  So you are okay with that?
17              MR. SNEED:  Yes.
18              MR. McDOWELL:  All those in favor of
19         saying --
20              Any further discussion on the topic of
21         consistency?
22              All those in favor that the plan is
23         consistent with the adopted plans and policies
24         of the Town say aye.
25              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
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 1              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
 2              MR. SHAH:  Aye.
 3              MS. HAIN:  Aye.
 4              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
 5              MR. DYKES:  Aye.
 6              MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
 7              MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  Any opposed?
 9              Step one the applicant has met.
10              Step two, the plan complies with the
11         applicable requirements of this ordinance.
12              Comments?
13              MR. ROGERS:  I think there are a number of
14         reasons that it does not.
15              Number one, civic space.  Civic space
16         isn't dedicated.  The civic space hasn't been
17         shown.
18              Only less than 20 percent or two-tenths of
19         an acre can be counted.  All the civic space
20         that is in the floodplain is not allowed
21         according to this ordinance.
22              So all the stuff down at the bottom is
23         around the clubhouse, around the stream; all of
24         that cannot be counted as civic space.
25              The wooded area above doesn't have any
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 1         designation in order to approve it for that.
 2              MR. WINGATE:  I don't think that is quite
 3         the case.
 4              I'm getting raised eyebrows.
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  No.  There has been a
 6         difference of opinion.  So we can ask Ron for
 7         an opinion.  But we cannot ask staff our -- we
 8         can't ask staff or the applicant or --
 9              MR. WINGATE:  Ron, is there --
10              MR. SNEED:  I can't answer that question.
11         But his statement raised the question.
12              You probably need to look back at the
13         ordinance and see if floodplain areas are
14         excluded.
15              I know wetlands can't be counted.  And the
16         stream buffers can't be counted.
17              But I don't know about floodplains.
18              MR. HERMANN:  One of the concerns that I
19         have is between that and forcing the developer
20         to go back into that tree area and develop it
21         to qualify, if that is what was going to be
22         necessary.
23              And I would rather just make the exception
24         rather than see them start going in and --
25              MR. SUTTON:  Right.  You would have to go
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 1         in and cut down trees for civic space.
 2              MR. HERMANN:  Right.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  Well --
 4              And Jason, your --
 5              MR. ROGERS:  I guess I will rephrase it
 6         and say at least a quarter of it has to be
 7         outside the floodplain.  So this quarter of an
 8         acres of civic space outside --
 9              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
10              And you are saying that the dog park is
11         in -- the dog park is in --
12              MR. ROGERS:  The dog park and the
13         playground are outside of the floodplain.
14              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  And the pool area.
15              MR. ROGERS:  They didn't count the pool
16         area.
17              MR. McDOWELL:  I thought at one point that
18         they did count the pool area as part of the
19         civic space.
20              MR. ROGERS:  So that means it is .29,
21         right, acres of the two acres of civic space?
22              MR. WINGATE:  If you can get this point
23         one proposed village green, point eight civic
24         space --
25              MR. ROGERS:  That is in the --
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 1            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  So, Jason, are you saying
 3         that the ordinance in your opinion says it
 4         can't be in the floodplain?
 5              MR. ROGERS:  Twenty-five of it has to be
 6         outside of it.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  Outside of it.  Okay.
 8              MR. ROGERS:  Yes.
 9              MR. McDOWELL:  Twenty-five of the --
10              MR. SNEED:  Civic space.
11              MR. ROGERS:  Civic space.
12              MR. McDOWELL:  What is our total civic
13         space is what we are trying to get at is we
14         need --
15              It is developed civic space, correct, is
16         what the definition is?
17              So 25 percent of the civic space of four
18         acres is what is required?  Or is it two acres?
19         I can't remember.
20              MR. ROGERS:  It is two acres.
21              MR. McDOWELL:  Two acres are required?
22              MR. ROGERS:  Right.
23              MR. McDOWELL:  To be developed or total
24         civic space?
25              MR. ROGERS:  Total civic space.
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  And 25 percent of
 2         that has to be developed outside the
 3         floodplain.
 4              MR. ROGERS:  Twenty five percent of it has
 5         to be outside the floodplain.
 6              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  So we are looking
 7         at an even half acre.  Okay.
 8              MR. ROGERS:  Next --
 9              MR. McDOWELL:  So I want to get some
10         clarification because we have got some stuff
11         that we have gotten.
12              Where does it look like they are at on
13         that, in your opinion, Jason, since you brought
14         this up?
15              MR. ROGERS:  Let me look at my paperwork
16         here.
17              MR. McDOWELL:  Since you said they didn't
18         meet it I want --
19              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  On page seven I guess
20         they enumerate --
21              MR. McDOWELL:  Page seven?
22              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Of the staff report.
23              MR. McDOWELL:  Of the staff report?
24              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Yes.  Civic space.
25              MR. ROGERS:  So I have the designated
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 1         areas of the dog park and that playground.  But
 2         that is outside the floodplain.
 3              And then --
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  And if you include the pool
 5         space which is point one aren't we at --
 6              MR. ROGERS:  Right.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  -- 2.9?
 8              MR. ROGERS:  That is .29.
 9              MR. McDOWELL:  .29.  And we need a quarter
10         of an acre or a half an acre.
11              MR. ROGERS:  We need point five.
12              MR. McDOWELL:  We need what?
13              MR. ROGERS:  Point five.
14            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
15              MR. McDOWELL:  Twenty five percent of it
16         is point five, right.  So --
17              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  We have 9.99; right?
18              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, it depends on
19         whether --
20              Jason is saying that the village green is
21         in the floodplain and would not qualify as
22         developed space outside of those areas.
23              MR. WINGATE:  Then we go back to having to
24         cut down trees for civic space.
25              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, we end up having to
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 1         decide.  That is what we -- that is part of
 2         our --
 3              Jason brought a good point up.  And the
 4         other is that are we wanting to have more
 5         developed space that is removing of tree or
 6         causes grading or are we wanting to deny the
 7         application based on that so they come back?
 8         Or are we wanting to grant an exemption to do
 9         that?  That is what we are going to end up
10         making a discussion on.
11              MR. ROGERS:  Right.
12              MR. McDOWELL:  A decision on.
13              MR. ROGERS:  So there are a few other
14         points from a relevance standpoint.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.
16              MR. ROGERS:  Obviously the discussion of
17         the driveway separation distance, that is still
18         in question.
19              The building height --
20              MR. McDOWELL:  On that one I think it is a
21         must that they hit 45 feet.  Without a doubt.
22              Does anyone not believe they need to --
23              Let me rephrase that.  Are you willing to
24         grant the 40 percent reduction?
25              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Yes.
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 1              MR. HERMANN:  Yes.
 2              MR. SHAH:  Yes.
 3              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
 4              MR. SUTTON:  Yes.
 5              MR. ROGERS:  The reason I asked the
 6         question about the mail kiosk is just to show
 7         how much of that space is used.  It is not just
 8         used to stop by and see the office.  That is
 9         where all your mail comes and goes.
10              There is a certain level of traffic there.
11         So that is something to consider.
12              So then the big one is getting the
13         building height right.  If you consider the
14         roof, with 14 feet, a story times three, that
15         is 42 feet.
16              You put the roof on it, the elevation
17         shows now a 30.2 foot height at the top of the
18         third floor.
19              If you add a roof to it that is 16 feet.
20         That puts it at 46 feet with a building
21         differential allotting four feet.  That puts
22         that building at a respective height of 50 foot
23         tall.
24              MR. WINGATE:  From the back.
25              MR. ROGERS:  From the side.
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 1              MR. WINGATE:  From the side.
 2              MR. ROGERS:  So it states as it goes it is
 3         30 feet tall with a 16 foot roof that actually
 4         comes into the height requirement which exceeds
 5         42 foot which if you look at it in that
 6         fashion, three times the 14 foot maximum per
 7         story.
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  Now that is a maximum
 9         number of stories, the 14 feet.  Was that
10         not --
11              MR. ROGERS:  Yes.
12              MR. McDOWELL:  There wasn't a maximum
13         height listed, to my knowledge.  There was a
14         maximum stories listed at a story not to exceed
15         14 feet.
16              MR. WINGATE:  It said that 50 feet cannot
17         include that buffer.
18              MR. ROGERS:  So what I'm saying is if you
19         are allowed three stories at the maximum of 14
20         feet, the maximum height would end up being 42
21         feet.
22              MR. WINGATE:  Right.
23              MR. ROGERS:  Fourteen times three.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  No.  But that is the
25         maximum height that you could have to the top,
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 1         the ceiling of the top floor, not the maximum
 2         height of the building.
 3            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  It is saying that
 5         you can have a story being 14 feet high.  That
 6         doesn't go to the --  Is it showing --  I mean
 7         I didn't see --
 8              MR. ROGERS:  That is where that section of
 9         4.4.1, why does it list the 7 foot is not to be
10         considered for building height.
11              If it is over seven foot you calculate it
12         against the height.
13              MR. McDOWELL:  If it is -- I believe if it
14         is half, not if it is that.
15              What is the standard pitch on the roof,
16         Jason?  I mean, if you are dealing with that --
17              MR. ROGERS:  Well, it speaks to
18         uninhabited.
19              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
20              MR. ROGERS:  If it says 7 foot.  So if it
21         was 16 foot under that is still not considered
22         in height.
23              MR. McDOWELL:  I certainly wouldn't
24         understand how we could have a three story
25         building with the width it is and the pitch
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 1         that it has to have, that is automatically
 2         higher than 7 feet right there.
 3              You do construction.
 4              MR. ROGERS:  They have eight to twelve
 5         pitch on this proposal.
 6              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
 7              MR. ROGERS:  So an eight to twelve pitch,
 8         I mean, if you use the standard shingles you
 9         can drop it down to a four inch pitch and still
10         work.  Right?
11            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
12              MR. ROGERS:  -- which would make it 38
13         feet high.
14              MR. McDOWELL:  So those are two standards
15         that Jason is bringing up.
16              Anyone else have questions about --
17              COURT REPORTER:  I am not hearing you at
18         all.
19              MS. HAIN:  I'm sorry.  I count three:
20         Civic space, driveway, and height.
21              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
22              MR. WINGATE:  Can we discuss those?
23              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, we are going to have
24         to.
25              MR. WINGATE:  I think the civic space is
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 1         good as they plan instead of taking down trees
 2         to make more civic space.  So I'm okay with the
 3         civic space being as it is.
 4              As far as the driveway, I would think that
 5         we can stipulate that it needs to at least be
 6         45 feet.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, I think we all agree
 8         on that one.  I think that one is done.
 9              MR. WINGATE:  Height.
10              MR. HERMANN:  Do you want to take these
11         one at a time?  Civic space right now.
12              MR. McDOWELL:  Let's talk about that civic
13         space.
14              You know, we are asking -- And that is
15         always a tough thing.  This totally wooded lot
16         would be one -- Say you need to cut the usable
17         space by cutting down trees.  I mean, I'm not
18         sure which way that actually falls on this one
19         to be honest on that.
20              I think they are very close on space in
21         there.  But what is it we are thinking?
22              MR. WINGATE:  But the back, not all the
23         wooded space would be gated so that it is
24         available to other people that --
25              MR. McDOWELL:  And it did say in there, it
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 1         talked about problems and such as that.  So
 2         that should be able to meet --
 3              I think there is no question about meeting
 4         civic space.  I think the question becomes the
 5         definition of what is adjacent developed or --
 6              MR. ROGERS:  I think the point to make
 7         here is even a wooded lot, there is no
 8         conservation and it needs to be all of this.
 9         This is just one building right now.
10              In order to qualify as civic space, even
11         undeveloped civic space, there would have to be
12         a conservation easement or some level of civic
13         retention --
14              MR. McDOWELL:  HOA --
15              MR. WINGATE:  Could we stipulate that they
16         would have to keep the wooded spaces?
17              MR. SNEED:  Again at this point all you
18         are doing is seeing if they meet the Site Plan.
19         I believe how that is handled in the future is
20         a technical aspect that comes later.
21              Right now your determination is, is there
22         sufficient amount set aside under the
23         ordinance.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, your mike is not
25         carrying.
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 1              Our determination now has to be whether or
 2         not they have set aside enough.
 3              Is that what you are saying?
 4              MR. SNEED:  Correct.  Right.  Staff can
 5         take care of how that is held or protected in
 6         the future.  And there are a variety of ways.
 7         You don't have to establish that now.
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
 9              MR. SUTTON:  So we can't require an
10         easement?
11              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, it would have to meet
12         the standards that are set in the ordinance for
13         the Town to approve it is what Ron is saying,
14         which would mean it would have to be either an
15         HOA conservation easement or some other form;
16         correct?
17              MR. SNEED:  I would treat that just like
18         any other technical aspect.  Folks later will
19         follow up on it.
20              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I can't hear you.
21              MR. SUTTON:  Try to lean forward.
22              MR. SNEED:  I'm sorry.
23              But I would look at that, how those
24         conservation areas are protected as a technical
25         point that they will cover later just like
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 1         building plans, sewer and water, stormwater.
 2              Your job is to determine have they set
 3         aside a sufficient amount under the --
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  Have they set aside a
 5         sufficient amount.
 6              MR. SNEED:  -- under the ordinance.
 7              If they have done that later the folks
 8         will take care of that.
 9              MR. McDOWELL:  All right.  So with that
10         guidance, do you believe that they have set
11         aside enough civic space to meet with the
12         requirements?
13              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
14              MR. McDOWELL:  So all those who believe
15         yes please say aye.
16              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
17              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
18              MR. SHAH:  Aye.
19              MS. HAIN:  Aye.
20              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
21              MR. DYKES:  Aye.
22              MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
23              MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  And any that say nay?
25              All right.  Then we move on to the 45 feet
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 1         and the third one being the height.
 2              Comments?  Concerns?
 3              So your concern, Jason, is that the
 4         buildings are too high with the pitch of the
 5         roof that they currently have?
 6              MR. ROGERS:  I think if you go back to the
 7         question before the hearing involved --
 8              COURT REPORTER:  I'm sorry, can you speak
 9         into the mike?
10              MR. ROGERS:  Relatively speaking, from the
11         view say from the town back towards the
12         development, on the other side of the
13         development there will be a 30 foot -- as the
14         plans show, a 32-foot retaining wall with an
15         essentially 46-foot building above that.
16              MR. McDOWELL:  In order to make the
17         retaining wall, that is right.
18              MR. ROGERS:  So that is quite a magnitude
19         of mountain view on that other side.
20              You know, whenever this building with its
21         roof and everything is added to the part above
22         the 32-foot retaining wall, that is a pretty
23         substantial size looking from the town back
24         towards this.
25              So it would be relevant in keeping with
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 1         the community question as whether that is --
 2         you can say 46 feet with the 16-foot roof and
 3         it just I guess comes to the Board whether you
 4         determine the roof height is in it or not.
 5         Because the drawing shows the roof.  But what
 6         is that maximum height.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  Is it your supposition from
 8         reading that there is both a story and a height
 9         limitation in the ordinance?
10              MR. ROGERS:  Yes.
11              MR. WINGATE:  What is the height
12         limitation?
13              MR. ROGERS:  The maximum height would be
14         the 14 feet with the three floors.  That would
15         be 42 feet maximum.
16              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Plus the roof.
17              MR. ROGERS:  A 42-foot maximum
18         including --
19              MR. McDOWELL:  No.  It obviously -- It
20         obviously says there is at least seven feet in
21         the roof that you can do in addition to 14
22         feet.  It definitely says the minimum with
23         the --
24              MR. ROGERS:  Okay.  I mean, that is a
25         determination.
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 1              Me, I say no.  I say seven feet or less,
 2         you don't count the roof.  But if it is more
 3         than seven you count the entire roof.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  I have a different view of
 5         that than you do.  I mean, I think that there
 6         may be a maximum height there that you get, but
 7         I'm not sure that I see it that way.
 8            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 9              MR. McDOWELL:  What is that, Marty?  Into
10         the microphone, please.
11              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I just feel that four
12         floors though of habitable space is too high.
13              MR. McDOWELL:  Your interpretation is the
14         basement includes the habitable space?
15              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Uh-huh.
16              MR. WINGATE:  So when you sell a house is
17         the basement considered a story?
18              MR. McDOWELL:  Not in our MLS it is not.
19              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  If it is above grade.
20              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  Right.
21              That is a good question.
22              Let me clarify this just so we can move
23         this along.
24              Those -- How many of us view that building
25         eight is three stories and how many are viewing
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 1         it as four stories?  Because it is going to
 2         effect how we measure height.
 3              All those of you --
 4              MS. HAIN:  Ask it the other way, by
 5         height.
 6              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, I think the way we
 7         arrive at a height is by determining where we
 8         are measuring stories from.
 9              In a four story building we are measuring
10         it from the back side, there are aspects there.
11         If we consider it a three story building it
12         depends on where we measure for height.
13              So you understand that, Ging?
14              MS. HAIN:  No.  I'm processing now.
15              It is from the highest ground level.
16              MR. McDOWELL:  That's -- I agree.
17              Marty is saying it is not.  Marty is
18         counting a story as it would be four.
19              I'm asking is the Board's interpretation
20         that building eight is three or four stories?
21              MR. SHAH:  It is three stories tall.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Three stories.
23              Jason, how are you counting it?
24              MR. ROGERS:  I consider the measurement
25         starts at the upper graded level of the --
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  So therefore it is a three
 2         story?
 3              MR. ROGERS:  It is three stories.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  Robert?
 5              MR. HERMANN:  Same, three stories.
 6              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, you are still saying
 7         four?
 8              So as a whole we are saying it is three
 9         stories.
10              So now we measure the height from that
11         aspect, so.
12              The maximum height that you are stating
13         that you believe the maximum height is 32 feet?
14              MR. ROGERS:  Forty-two.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  Forty-two.
16              MR. WINGATE:  Where do you get 42?
17              MR. McDOWELL:  Three times 14.
18            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
19              MR. WINGATE:  But that is not including
20         the roof.
21              MR. ROGERS:  I'm just trying to get a
22         maximum height from the perspective of the
23         Board.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  And I understand what you
25         are saying about measuring.  But nowhere in the
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 1         ordinance does it say you can take into account
 2         the retaining wall to arrive at that.
 3              MR. ROGERS:  I understand that.  That is
 4         for a future question.
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  Okay.  All right, guys.
 6         Let's see if we can get out before midnight
 7         comes.
 8              So, Jason, are there any other concerns
 9         about complies with the requirements of the
10         ordinance?
11              Jason has raised three.
12              Any others?
13              All right.
14              I want to come back to that one and see if
15         we have any more issues here.
16              There exists adequate infrastructure,
17         utilities, and transportation.
18              Does anyone believe that there is not
19         adequate infrastructure or that the applicant
20         did not prove that?
21              MR. ROGERS:  (Indiscernible.)
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  That is not my
23         concern.  That is a DOT, I believe.
24              Right.  So I agree.  Does anyone agree
25         that they have met the standard?
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 1              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  Number four, proposed plan
 3         conforms to the character of the neighborhood,
 4         considered location type, height of the
 5         buildings, structures, and type and extent of
 6         landscaping.
 7              MR. ROGERS:  So then that brings me to the
 8         giant retaining wall in keeping with the
 9         neighborhood and that view from the town.  I
10         mean, looking up from Hazelwood Elementary,
11         that is a pretty massive -- a massive
12         structure.
13              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  In my opinion it
14         certainly doesn't conform or fit the
15         neighborhood.
16              MR. WINGATE:  Let's look at the other
17         houses in the neighborhood.  They have very
18         large retaining walls, as well.  Right?  Other
19         houses in the neighborhood, am I correct?
20              MR. McDOWELL:  I don't know well enough to
21         look -- to comment on that.
22              I think that part of this comes into being
23         the fact that almost all of our neighborhoods
24         that allow multiuse, when you bring it down to
25         the smallest standard, anything outside of a
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 1         single family residential home can be
 2         considered not conforming to the character.
 3              However, in every single one of our town
 4         zones we allow multiple use, which could be
 5         commercial, could be retail.  That is not -- We
 6         no longer have an R1 category.  All of our
 7         categories are mixed use to that three.
 8              So I think there are aspects of whenever
 9         you bring something new to a neighborhood there
10         is a degree of nonconformity to the existing
11         aspect, and yet we allow those things in.
12              So the question becomes to the degree that
13         if you allow it in a neighborhood, how do you
14         use it and have the closest conformity to the
15         neighborhood.  Otherwise it shouldn't be
16         allowed in here.  And this is allowed.  There
17         is no such thing of an apartment complex of
18         single stories really.  So then you start
19         getting into that.
20              So yes, I do think it changes the
21         character.  It happens with anything.  I think
22         to be honest -- and it is outside the Town so
23         it really doesn't matter.
24              Mr. Morgan's home drastically altered the
25         character of that neighborhood when he
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 1         developed that.  And he built something they
 2         appreciated and liked, or maybe they didn't, I
 3         have no idea because it didn't go through us.
 4         That type of construction and building changes
 5         the neighborhood as well as the school as well
 6         as this type of thing.
 7              But once they are allowed in the area how
 8         do you go about to allow those things that are
 9         permissible in the area to do it.  I think it
10         is the design standards of relief construction
11         materials and things like that in order to
12         achieve that, in my personal opinion.
13              Once you allow it in the area the question
14         is how do you engrain it to have the least
15         amount of disruption in the community because
16         it is allowed.
17              And that's my thought on it.
18              MR. WINGATE:  I agree.
19              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  I still, I mean, I
20         just grew up here and --
21              MR. McDOWELL:  Marty, you and I both grew
22         up here.
23              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  As you did.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  It is nowhere near what it
25         used to be 10 years ago when we were young.
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 1              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  And I remember family
 2         picnics and history and animals and lambs and
 3         all of that up through there, and an airstrip
 4         where my father landed and flew his plane.
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  And that is no longer
 6         there.  That was not necessarily considered a
 7         detriment to the community.
 8              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  No.  All of those
 9         things, that is the history and that was the
10         character I think.
11              And I think this is a very fine project.
12         But it just needs to go somewhere else, in my
13         opinion.  But I know it is going to happen.
14              MR. McDOWELL:  That is good.  Thank you
15         for that point.  Thank you.
16              Other comments on conforms to the
17         character of the neighborhood?
18              Jason, your feeling is it doesn't?
19              MR. ROGERS:  I don't really think that it
20         does.
21              MS. HAIN:  Say that again?
22              MR. ROGERS:  I do not feel that it does.
23              Any comments, Ging?
24              MS. HAIN:  Yes.
25              MR. McDOWELL:  Go right ahead.
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 1              MS. HAIN:  So while I mourn the potential
 2         loss for historic and agricultural space, I
 3         don't think that is the topic of tonight's
 4         hearing.
 5              I grieve over it.  I will work with others
 6         I don't think that is --
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  So are you saying that you
 8         would --
 9              MS. HAIN:  Support.
10              MR. McDOWELL:  -- support the conformity
11         to the neighborhood given those standards?
12              MS. HAIN:  I have to.
13              MR. WINGATE:  I agree.  I think we
14         shouldn't compromise the wooded area in the
15         back.
16              MR. McDOWELL:  You know, that is what a
17         lot of areas have done is they really tried to
18         protect the -- Yeah.
19              We had this discussion years ago when we
20         were talking about lights, when we were going
21         through this most recent reiteration.  I was on
22         the group that did that.  And you know the
23         people in town are concerned about lights being
24         on the mountain and it interfering with their
25         view and disrupting what it looks like.
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 1              And of course the people on the top of the
 2         mountain are concerned about what develops in
 3         the valley and what it looks like.
 4              So therefore you have both parties have
 5         their own point of what the development does to
 6         their view standards and considerations.  And
 7         that is what is happening here to a degree is
 8         we still have that large -- overall a large
 9         rural area out there.  It is --
10              MR. WINGATE:  It is about the betterment
11         of the community.
12              MR. McDOWELL:  I do think that is an
13         aspect is the overall impact.
14              We have at least two people that were
15         saying does not conform.
16              MR. SHAH:  I think it conforms.  If you
17         are looking to move residential I think it
18         conforms.
19              COURT REPORTER:  Speak up just a little
20         bit.
21              MR. SHAH:  I said I think it conforms.  We
22         are looking to move to more of a dense
23         population from a more rural population.  This
24         is the type of structural that would help that
25         transitional mix.
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  Robert?
 2              MR. HERMANN:  My only concern is that we
 3         have such a need for this type of a project.
 4         Rental property is just --
 5              This whole area, and statistics prove
 6         this out.  This community is aging.  And, I
 7         mean, you know, those of us who are older and
 8         not necessarily working, it is going to
 9         eventually just become a serious problem.
10              That way to -- I hear that in the business
11         community all the time.  You can't find people
12         to work because they can't find a place to
13         live.
14              So to answer the question without going on
15         any further, I agree.
16              MR. McDOWELL:  And I appreciate that
17         comment on the -- I do think you need to be
18         sure that we don't let the need of the
19         community override whether or not this project
20         fits the standards for this hearing, which is
21         what we are looking at now.  Be sure of that.
22              Danny?
23              MR. WINGATE:  I think they are all
24         approved.  You really want to maintain the
25         character of that community --
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  Without doing this.
 2              MR. WINGATE:  Yes.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  Anthony?
 4              MR. SUTTON:  I agree.
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  Bucky?
 6              MR. DYKES:  I agree with that to a point.
 7              I guess what I'm having a struggle with
 8         this is the fact that the property is on the
 9         edge of two different types of neighborhoods.
10              And how do you comply with the purpose and
11         intent of one district where there is another
12         one with such a radical change.  You step over
13         the line.  I --
14              That is where I struggle as to this
15         particular project.  Because it is next to a
16         residential property, a more rural area.  And
17         then on the other side it is going toward more
18         of a developed area that is in fact changing.
19         How do you balance that -- that transition.
20              MR. McDOWELL:  In honesty, when you are
21         developing land this close to the highway,
22         these are the types of projects that are
23         usually in the best and highest use of the
24         properties.
25              Because of the high density and the
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 1         apartment complex, most people appreciate the
 2         closeness of the highway versus trying to
 3         develop a higher-end residential neighborhood
 4         with the four-lane, you know, right there a
 5         quarter of a mile from it.
 6              So on this one we have some concerns, but
 7         only two nays for meeting it.
 8              Okay.  Number five, application will not
 9         substantially injure the value of adjoining or
10         abutting properties and will not be detrimental
11         of the use or development of adjacent
12         properties.
13              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  My experience with
14         that was those with Town and Country Townhouses
15         that was here, there were brief objections.  A
16         house that I was trying to sell was right next
17         to it.  And the Town and Country Townhouses
18         were right beside it.  That certainly affected
19         the desirability of that house.  And the sale
20         of that house took a long time.
21              MS. HAIN:  And now?
22              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  It is fine now.  But
23         that took years.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  The initial change period?
25              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Five years, so.
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  Comments?
 2              Questions?
 3              MR. WINGATE:  I can only speak to the
 4         Biltmore Park and the apartments there.  The
 5         apartments actually raised the value of the
 6         property.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  I definitely don't think it
 8         hurts the undeveloped properties nearby.  I
 9         think it gives those property owners a much
10         greater value associated with those.
11              I'm not sure about the properties across
12         the road, the single family homes around that.
13         But that is -- The fact that it is a
14         residential area, it is important to the
15         residents that we allow things of that aspect.
16              It is more of a substantial project.  I
17         don't know that it substantially hurts.  I
18         think it can take a while for the community to
19         adjust to the perception of those being there.
20         The long-term, I'm not sure that it does
21         personally.
22              Anybody voting nay to item five, that it
23         did not meet it?
24              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Nay.
25              MR. McDOWELL:  Jason?
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 1              MR. ROGERS:  I'm just not experienced
 2         enough to know how to provide testimony.  I
 3         think both sides, so.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.  Okay.
 5              We are back to item three.  This is going
 6         to be our last sticking point for
 7         considerations here.
 8              And this is really back to, in particular,
 9         a, conditions we put, and, b, how we feel about
10         meet -- excuse me -- item two, planning
11         complies with Board requirements under the
12         ordinance.
13              MR. WINGATE:  I think we have the 45 feet
14         for the driveway.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  Jason had two concerns.  I
16         think we addressed one and one we didn't.
17              MR. ROGERS:  So if I can just read from
18         the ordinance, 4.4.1, and that is a story.
19              A story is a habitable layer within the
20         building not more than 14 feet high from
21         finished floor to finished ceiling.
22              Unoccupied attics less than seven feet in
23         height and raised basements less than six feet
24         in height as measured from the average grade of
25         the fronting sidewalk are not considered a
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 1         story for the purposes of determining building
 2         height.
 3              If it is more than seven feet it is
 4         considered.
 5              MR. WINGATE:  I don't think it is the roof
 6         line.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  I would also say this.  If
 8         I remember correctly, from finished floor to
 9         finished ceiling on these units is nine feet.
10              MR. ROGERS:  Right.
11              MR. McDOWELL:  So if you multiply that by
12         3, that is 27.  And if you add in the 16 feet
13         that you said there, we are only at 43 feet
14         versus the 42 feet.
15              It says they could have as much as that.
16         It doesn't mean they have to be.  So even if
17         you said that was the maximum, it appears that
18         they are within one foot of that maximum on the
19         way you calculated that.
20              MR. ROGERS:  Well, I guess after reading
21         this, the drawing actually shows it as an added
22         story.  So is that considered another story at
23         16 feet high?
24              MR. HERMANN:  I'm not sure what you are
25         looking at.
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  He is looking at the
 2         drawings that are on page four.
 3              MR. ROGERS:  So if it is over seven feet
 4         is it considered an added story?  If it is over
 5         seven feet, it is 16 feet tall.
 6            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 7              MR. HERMANN:  It doesn't say
 8         uninhabitable, it says unoccupied.
 9              MR. ROGERS:  Unoccupied.
10              MR. HERMANN:  Unoccupied.
11              MR. ROGERS:  So an unoccupied attic.
12              MR. HERMANN:  Well, I have a question
13         whether or not it is an attic.  We are talking
14         about simple a roof.
15              MR. ROGERS:  Okay.  I would say --
16              MR. HERMANN:  It is by definition --
17            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
18              MR. WINGATE:  I don't think it is a
19         storage area.
20              MR. ROGERS:  And the building itself has a
21         dimension of 30.2 feet regardless of how you
22         add it up.
23              The basement is six feet tall.  And that
24         is not considered a basement.
25              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  Because we have
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 1         already agreed (indiscernible.)
 2              MS. HAIN:  Okay.  So let's assume then we
 3         will make it a condition to reduce that.
 4            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 5              COURT REPORTER:  I have to be able to hear
 6         you.
 7              MR. WINGATE:  I'm sorry?
 8              COURT REPORTER:  I can't hear.
 9              MR. WINGATE:  I don't think it is an
10         issue.
11              MR. McDOWELL:  Your interpretation of the
12         ordinance is different than Jason's is what you
13         are stating?
14              MR. HERMANN:  Yes.  This is mine.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.
16              This is something that hopefully through
17         the next planned planning or maybe even sooner
18         there are some clarifications that can be
19         reached on some of this so that we have some
20         consistency throughout the ordinance on some of
21         these definitions, stories and such.
22              MR. WINGATE:  I would love to see the
23         definition of that.
24              MR. McDOWELL:  Well, there are several
25         different definitions.
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 1              Any other concerns concerning the meeting
 2         applicable requirements of this ordinance?
 3              Are there any others?
 4              The driveway we have talked about.  The --
 5         My -- I think we may need to consider as
 6         Elizabeth mentioned in hers and has brought up
 7         is the sidewalk, the trees aligning that area.
 8              I think that there is the alternative
 9         plan, landscape plan to use additional stuff.
10              I think if we are going to agree to this
11         we may need to stipulate what we want in that
12         alternative landscaping plan in order to
13         achieve the desired effect.
14              Because I don't think DOT would allow it,
15         those trees in the sidewalk.  Or there has to
16         be a movement of the building to a different
17         location.
18              So given that, what we might want to do to
19         achieve a landscaping design standard that we
20         are happy with.
21              I think that might require some additional
22         plantings in particular in my opinion along
23         the -- There is already a tree preserve there.
24         But along that lower portion of the property
25         between Plott Creek Road and building four to
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 1         be sure that they are kind of covering the line
 2         of sight as you come down Plott Creek from the
 3         higher end past this, you kind of make it more
 4         of a tree effect through there.
 5              MS. HAIN:  Could we do growth against the
 6         wall?  Shade trees?
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  Where are you talking
 8         about, Ging?
 9              MS. HAIN:  The clubhouse.
10              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  Along the creek
11         itself?
12            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
13              MS. HAIN:  So the retaining wall, it
14         looked like to me it needs more trees.
15              MR. McDOWELL:  I don't know what it is.
16         Because if the black line is the DOT
17         right-of-way, they are not going to want trees
18         planted in the DOT right-of-way.
19              MS. HAIN:  So to soften that retaining
20         wall you can have some softening buffering.
21         Some (indiscernible.)
22              MR. WINGATE:  Shrubbery like in the
23         parking lot.
24              MS. HAIN:  Or there are so Appiah trees.
25         There are alternatives.
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  I think there are.  I think
 2         we need to ask a person that there needs to be
 3         an increase in the landscaping, especially
 4         along Plott Creek Road and along the boundary
 5         as you come down from what you view in that
 6         little corner.
 7              MS. HAIN:  To soften that retaining wall.
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
 9              And the other option of course is on that
10         some additional plantings.  There is a
11         landscape buffer there at the other end closest
12         to the school.  You can see they have got some
13         landscaping there.  It also looks like that is
14         just -- I think we just need to be sure that
15         this is well landscaped to --
16              MR. HERMANN:  What I suggest is that we
17         require the landscape plan submitted to the
18         Town and then make a final determination as we
19         would with staff.
20              MR. SNEED:  Are you talking about an
21         alternative plan?
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.
23              Obviously they could not have submitted it
24         today because --
25              MR. HERMANN:  And it is not coming back to
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 1         us.
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.
 3              MR. SNEED:  You don't want to leave it
 4         open so you have to address it again.
 5              But is this something that you direct that
 6         staff -- staff implements an alternative plan
 7         to offset the lost trees?
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  So on item two, what is the
 9         vote for the plan complies with applicable
10         requirements of this ordinance?
11              MR. HERMANN:  Subject to the conditions we
12         talked about.
13              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes.  Retaining wall.
14              MR. HERMANN:  Right-of-way landscaping.
15            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
16              MR. McDOWELL:  Yes, ma'am?
17              MS. HAIN:  Jason brought up the kiosk and
18         possible congestion.  We can ask if the kiosk
19         be moved over or around the right-of-way.
20              MR. ROGERS:  The actual kiosk is inside
21         the building.
22              MR. McDOWELL:  Right.  She is saying she
23         wants it moved and wondering whether or not
24         that can be a condition, Ron, of us --
25              MS. HAIN:  Inside?
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 1              I'm sorry.  Inside?
 2              MR. McDOWELL:  It is in the clubhouse.
 3              MS. HAIN:  People are going to go get out
 4         of their car and walk into the clubhouse?
 5              MR. McDOWELL:  My understanding was that
 6         they said the mail kiosk was in the clubhouse,
 7         which Jason's point is it generates more
 8         traffic into that on a daily basis and that is
 9         a bit of a concern for us.
10              So Ron, is there any problem if we ask for
11         the mail Kiosk to be moved out somewhere else
12         on the property as part of our condition?
13              MR. SNEED:  That is a lot of planning.
14              And if you place that condition then think
15         of the effects.  We were worried about stacking
16         at the clubhouse.  We would create stacking in
17         the middle of a traveled way.  And then how
18         much adjustment is that asking them to make to
19         offset a perceived traffic issue.
20              MR. WINGATE:  I think we should have them
21         down near the garages.
22              MR. ROGERS:  I think if you are trying to
23         cover them, if we are going to allow them the
24         reduction in the drive, that is kind of
25         important is the 45 feet, then that covers
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 1         going in and out of --
 2              MS. HAIN:  Okay.
 3              MR. McDOWELL:  Anything else?
 4              So we will need a motion in a moment which
 5         I think we will be able to craft.  But I want
 6         to be sure that my understanding is we are now
 7         saying the plan complies with the adjustments.
 8         We are requesting to --
 9              My understanding then is we will need a
10         motion.
11              Ron, do we need a motion stated on each
12         one or just that it does meet all five given
13         the parameters we have drawn?
14              MR. SNEED:  I think if you take a vote at
15         this point and you carry a majority to do it,
16         then it is done.  What you have done is a straw
17         vote along the way to address the issues.  And
18         that has worked pretty well.
19              MR. WINGATE:  What do we put in the
20         stipulation?
21              MR. McDOWELL:  In the motion?
22              MR. SNEED:  Yes.
23              MR. McDOWELL:  And those stimulations that
24         I am aware of, let's be sure we do it -- you
25         know, the must meet --  We are granting the 40
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 1         percent reduction, but must meet the 45-foot
 2         standard from --
 3              MS. HAIN:  Plott Creek, the right-of-way.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  The right-of-way.
 5              MS. HAIN:  And add in the floodplains as
 6         much as possible.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, when we see like this
 8         retaining wall and we have determined the
 9         retaining wall is a structure --
10              MR. SNEED:  Yes.
11              MR. McDOWELL:  -- and it is in that, is
12         that a clarification that we state that all
13         structures must be out 30 feet as part of this
14         right-of-way?  Or is our determination that it
15         is automatically enough for staff to correct
16         that?  What do we need to do there?
17              MR. SNEED:  I think your motion can
18         just -- You made the determination that the
19         retaining wall is a structure.  So I think your
20         motion just needs to include one of the
21         conditions, that is that all retaining walls be
22         relocated to be set outside those buffer zones.
23              MR. McDOWELL:  Was there any other
24         conditions there that you guys remember?
25         Landscaping?
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 1              Anything else?
 2              This is our one shot, guys.  Let's be sure
 3         to get all of our thoughts.
 4              Ron, did you hear anything else?
 5              MR. SNEED:  I think those are it.  The
 6         forty percent reduction.
 7            (Multiple speakers, indiscernible.)
 8              MR. McDOWELL:  Ron, we cannot ask at a
 9         public hearing in review of --
10              MR. SNEED:  No.
11              MR. McDOWELL:  -- if something isn't
12         right, that is beyond our capability to do
13         that.
14              Anything else that we are wanting to
15         impose?
16              Do you have a motion?
17              MR. WINGATE:  I have a motion to approve
18         with stipulations that the staff review an
19         alternative to the landscaping plan --
20              MR. McDOWELL:  Provide increased
21         protection along the view of --
22              MR. WINGATE:  The retaining wall.  And
23         that we grant the 40 percent reduction of the
24         driveway, but require 45 feet from the
25         right-of-way.
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 1              And that the retaining wall is considered
 2         a structure and that would operate according
 3         with the plans.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  That those structures stay
 5         outside the 30 foot --
 6              MR. SNEED:  Outside buffer zones.
 7              MR. McDOWELL:  The buffer zones.
 8              Stay outside of 30 foot buffer zone.
 9              MR. SNEED:  Very good.
10              MR. McDOWELL:  Are you good with that,
11         Ron?
12              MR. SNEED:  I'm good.
13              MR. McDOWELL:  I have a motion to second.
14         Any further discussion?  Any additional
15         comments?
16              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  No.  Just --
17              MR. McDOWELL:  In a moment you are going
18         to have that opportunity, yes.
19              All those in favor aye.
20              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
21              MR. SHAH:  Aye.
22              MS. HAIN:  Aye.
23              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
24              MR. DYKES:  Aye.
25              MR. SUTTON:  Aye.
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 1              MR. McDOWELL:  All those opposed?
 2              MR. ROGERS:  Nay.
 3              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Nay.
 4              MR. McDOWELL:  Two nays.
 5              The motion has passed.
 6              Thank you very much everybody involved.
 7              Thank you for the motion.
 8              I have a motion to adjourn.
 9              All those in favor?
10              MS. PREVOST ROGERS:  Aye.
11              MR. HERMANN:  Aye.
12              MR. SHAH:  Aye.
13              MS. HAIN:  Aye.
14              MR. WINGATE:  Aye.
15              MR. DYKES:  Aye.
16              MR. ROGERS:  Aye.
17              MR. SUTTON:   Aye.
18              MR. McDOWELL:  Thank you.
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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